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PREFACE T O  T H E  SECOND EDITION 

N 0 excuse is required for the present translation nor for its 

inclusion in the E. J. W. Gibb Memorial Series. 

Barthold's epoch-making work appeared in 1900 under the 

Russian title of T ~ ~ K ~ C T ~ H %  Ba snoxy MoHroacKaro ~ a m e c ~ s i s ,  
that is to say, Tzlrkcsta?~ at the Time of t/lc fiIo?goZ J?zvnsio?z. 
In spite of being written in a language which is comparatively 

little known it has found its place in all libraries boasting com- 

pleteness and in those of all scholars interested in Central Asian 

history, and consequently it has long been out of print. 

The present work is, however, no mere translation, for this 

English edition has been thoroughly revised and amplified by 

Professor Barthold himself in the light of the vast new materials 

which have been made accessible in the last quarter of a centul-y. 

That the actual alterations in the text of the work have, in 

spite of this, been relatively slight is the strongest tribute to the 

thoroughness and critical acumen of the author. Thus the history 

of Central Asia from the period of the first invasion by the arms 

of Islam down to the arrival on the scene of Chingiz-Khsn a t  the 

beginning of the thirteenth century is now available to Western 

readers with a wealth of detail which perhaps E'rofessor Barthold 

is alone able to supply. 

As the author explained in his preface to the first edition, lie 

selected as the subject of his special study the most important 

period in the history of Central Asia, the period, namely, of 

Mongol rule. It was his original intention to touch on the 

history of the prccec-ling centuries only in so far as this was 

indispcnsable for his main purpose, but in thc course of l~ i s  
examination of the original sources he found that the rise and 

development of Mongol rule in Central Asia had not hitherto 

becn adequately dealt with. Hc therefore found it necessary 



xiv PREFACE TO TI-IE SECOND EDITION 

to  devote the greater part of his book to an exposition of thc 
history of the pre-Mongol period. His work thus became an 

inquiry into the factors which determined the course of history 

of the country prior to the arrival of the Mongols, the circum- 

stances of their appearance in Turkestan, and the manner in 

which they conquered the country. 
Originally the author proposed also to examine what were the 

conditions of life introduced into Central Asia by the Mongols 

and to bring his work down to the establishment of an independent 

hlongol State in Turkestan in 1269. The history of the Jaghatay 

Kingdom has not yet been undertaken by the author, and owing 

to  the extreme meagreness of the Moslem accounts we must 

wait for a complete translation of the Yiian-shih before the 

history of Central Asia in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries 

can be adequately dealt with. 

The original Kussian edition included a number of extracts 

fro111 Persian and Arabic histories occupying 1 7 2  pages bearing 

on his  subject, most of the extracts being taken from hitherto 

unpublished works. Seeing that these texts are available in the 
original edition, the Gibb Memorial Trustees have not thought 

that the re-printing of them would justify the large additional 

expense which this would involve. 

Professor Barthold has been a t  special pains to compile a 

historico-geographical sketch of Transoxania, and has made use, 

not only of all available documentary sources, but also of such 

ancient rnonuments as have been preserved. In his original 
preface he repeats what he himself wrote in I 899 on the importance 

attaching to the preliminary labours of those who have carried 

out investigations on the spot. 

" On this question the author has nothing to add to the re- 

marks which he published in the Turkestanskzyn Vyedonzosti (1899, 
No. 8 3 ) :  'among the duties of the local force lies the co'llcction of 

the raw materials, and the more raw material that is collected the 

easier is the task of its scientific manipulation, and the more 



accurate and circumstantial are the results attained ' ; but a t  the 

same time ' for the successful work of amateurs it is indispensable 

that they should have the opportunity of making more extensive 

use of the results of scientific researches, and a t  all events in 

their own labours they should have a t  their disposal such works 

as would enable then1 to find their bearings in the matter and 

save them from the unproductive occupation of seeking what has 

already been found and of discovering America.' In  this way 

there is created an enchanted circle of a peculiar kind ; the 
labours of local workers cannot be successful until they have a t  

their command ' the results of scientific researches' ; the deduc- 

tions of scientific investigators cannot be ' accurate and circum- 

stantial ' until the local forces have provided then1 with 

a sufficient quantity of ' raw materials'. The  breaking of 

this circle will be possible only in the event of both scientific 

investigators and local workers endeavouring to give what they 

can, and reconciling themselves to  those deficiencies in their 

own work which arise from temporary conditions of this sort. 

The aufhor hopes that his book will in some degree give local 

workers the opportunity of 'finding their bearings ' in the 

history of Central Asia down to  the death of Chingiz-Elhiin, 

and that on their side they will procure material both for the 

rectification of the errors in the book and for further re- 

searches." 

I t  is beyond thc scope of this introduction to refer to any of 

the additional sources which have appeared since the Russian 

edition appeared, but the amount of such material will be 

readily apparcnt from a perusal of I'rofessor Rarthold's foot-notes. 

TIIC translation has becn revised, under Professor Barthold's 

pcrsonal control, and the English edition and index prepared by 

Mr. I T .  A.  I<. Gibb. The task was not always an easy onc, and 
though hcl-c and there the English has inevitably borne the 

colour of a translation, it is trustcd that the precise meaning of 

thc original has nowherc been dcpartcd from. No additions 
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have been made to the author's own material, except for a few 

references, enclosed in square brackets, to recent publications as 
the work was passing through the press. 

I t  remains only to acknowledge the meticulous care which the 

printers and readers of the Oxford University Press have bestowed 

on the publication of a work presenting unusual difficulties. 

E. DENISON ROSS. 
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p. I 2 4  read: 

ldhaj, fdhilj, &YI 
or ldhiikh and 

*i,&Y\ 

Wanfifakh &,;,I1 iv, 942 In the neighbourhood of  Bu- 
(in the facs. kh'irg (evidently identical with 
erroneouslv Wanfif~gh). 

L$9+') 





I N T R O D U C T I O N  

S O U R C E S  

I. THE PRE-MONGOL PERIOD 

WHETHER there existed any historical treatises in Central 
Asia prior to the Muslim conquest is not known with certainty. 
The statement of the Chinese traveller Hiuen-Tsiang (seventh 
century) points to the existence of a literature of this sort, but 
not even the titles of such works have come down to us. If the 
eleventh-century writer Biruni a is to be believed, the Arab con- 
querors, especially Qutayba ibn Muslim (at the beginning of the 
eighth century), in Persia, Sogdiana and Khorezmia exterminated 
the priests (the repositories of local culture). together with their 
books. Earlier sources, however, make no mention of such an 
extermination, which in itself seems but little probable 3. In - 
the accounts of the Arab conquest which have come down to us 
no facts are quoted which would point to the existence of an 
influential local priesthood inciting the people to oppose the 
Arabs. I t  is much more probable that in Central Asia, as in 
Persia down to the Sgsznid period, there were no historical 
works in the present sense of the word, but only national tradi- 
tions, which lost their significance after the acceptance of Islzm 
by the population, and were forgotten without any violent 
measures on the part of the conquerors. 1 

However this may have been, we can judge of the march of 2 
the Arab conquest and of its results only from the accounts of 
the Arabs themselves. In the first three centuries of the 
Muhammadan era the Arabic Iangr~age remained the language 
of almost all prosc literature throughout thc whole extent of the 
Muslim territolsies. From the fourth century of the Hijra the 
I'e~sian language gradually established itself as the literary 

1 EIioncn-Thsang, J Iho i r c s  sur les con/rht$ occirftnhlcs, trad. par Stan. Jnlien, 
Paris, 1 8 5 ; ~  i ,  13. 

Altxruni, C'hrorrokop'e oricntalisrhcv VoIkrr, herausg. von E. Sachnu, Leipzig, 
187R,p1'~. 3h,48 ; Alberuni, The C h ~ o n ~ l o g y  ofAncicnt A'afio?rs, trans. by Edw. Sachau, 
Lond. 1879, PP. 41, 58. 
' Prof. Snchau, the editor of Biriini's works, suggests that in speaking of the 

conquests of Qntayt~a 13ironi has recalled the narrative of the conqnest of Perrepolis 
by Alexander (Sachnn, %ur Ctschishlr und ~hronolorzir? 7~0n Khwdr*izm, Wien, 



language of the Eastern part of the Muslim world, and it has 
preserved this importance down to our own times. The number 
of prose compositions in the Turkish language is still extremely 
insignificant. 

Both of the Persian and of the Arabic works the first to 
penetrate to Europe were the latest compilations, which had in 
the East supplanted the original compositions. Of the Arabic 
compilations Latin translations were made as early as in the 
seventeenth century of the works of al-Makin (d. 672/r273-4) 
and Abu'l-Faraj (d. 685/1286). Greater importance was for 
long attached to the work of the fourteenth-century compiler 
Abu'l-Fid5 3, which was published at  the end of the eighteenth 
century in the original and a Latin translation. I t  is now proved 
that in recounting the history of the first six centuries of the 
Iiijra Abu'l-Fidz copied almost word for word the work of 
an earlier compiler, Ibn al-Athir ('Izz ad-Din Abu'l-Husayn 
'Ali b. Muhammad, d. A.H.  630), whose work was brought 
down to the year A. H. 628. I t  was only after the publication of 
Ibn al-Athir's remarkable work4 that students of the history of 
the Muhammadan East could feel themselves on firm ground. 
With the greatest conscientiousness and a critical tact rare in 
those times, the author collected material for his work on all 
sides. In those cases when he hesitates to which of two contra- 
dictory sources to give the preference, he quotes both accounts. 
His work is by no means a simple chronicle of external events ; 
so far as the framework of his composition allows Ibn al-Athir 
gives us a fair conception of the ideas and tendencies prevailing 
a t  different periods, and of the true character of historical 
figures, &c., assigning as well a fitting place to literary workers. I 

3 For the history of the first three centuries of Islam Ibn al- 
Athir's chief source was the compilation of Abii-Ja'far 
Muhammad b. Jarir at-Tabari (d. 310/923), which was brought 
down to A. IT. 302. The publication of this work, undertaken by 
a group of Orientalists, and completed in 1901 6, represents a 
great step forward in Oriental knowledge. The question of 
Ibn al-Athir's relation to Tabari has been investigated by the 
German scholar C. Brockelmann =. He arrives a t  the conclusion 
that even after thc publication of Tabari's work Ibn al-Athir's 
composition retains an outstanding place amongst original 

1 C;. Elrnacini, IJisto~ia .Yaracenica, Lugd. Hatav. 1625; see Brockelmann, 
GcscAichtr dcr Auabischcrr Litferaluv, i, 348. 

Historia cor,rl)endiosa dynastiarrrrrt, Oxon. I 663 ; h o c k .  i, 349 sq. 
Abulfedae, Annnles A/oslerttiine, Mafniae, I 789-94 ; Hrock. ii, 44 sq. 
Ibn al-AtAiri chronicon quad l'erfe~tissimutr~ i n s c ~ i b i t ~ r ,  e0. C. I. Tornberg, 

Ups. 1851-3 et Lugd. Hatav. 1867-76. Also published in  Cairo, I301 (1883)~ &c. 
Hrockelrnann, i, 3.45 sq. 

At-Tabari, Anttales, Lugd. Batav. 18;9~1q1or ; Brockelmann, i, 142 sq. 
4 Das Ytrhciltniss votc 16rz el-Ativs A*dtnrl/iC-ta'rF4 zu Tabaris Abbdr w u s u l  waC 

mulbk, Strassburg, I 890. 



sources, even for the history of the most ancient period of IslZm. 
Tabari, so Brockelmann has observed, made it his aim to give 

his work a digest of all the historical information of the 
Arabs. For the most part he merely reproduces his sources, 
sometimes combining in one narrative data taken from various 
compositions, but he scarcely ever touches on the comparative 
reliability of this or that tradition. The complete absence of 
criticism in his work is astonishing even for those times. 
Besides this, Tabari's account, differing in this respect from the 
majority of other compositions, becomes more and more meagre 
as it approaches the lifetime of the author, and in relating events 
contemporary with himself this meagreness is carried to extremes, 
which, as Brockelmann observes, may perhaps be explained by 
Tabari's advanced age (he was born in 224p39). Ibn al-Athir 
dealt with the mater~al at his disposal with greater understanding, 
and to a considerable extent supplemented the work of his pre- 
decessor. In many cases his sources still remain inaccessible to 
us, but in others we are able to verify his statements. The 
results of this verification are so favourable to the author that we 
may rely upon him even when his sources are unkilown to us. 
The justice of this view of Brockelmann's may be seen from the 
following example. I t  is only in Ibn al-Athir that we find an 
accurate account of the conflict between the Arabs and the 
Chinese (in 751), which decided the fate of the western part of 
Central Asia. Neither Tabari nor the early historical works of 
the Arabs which have come down to us in general make any 
mention of this, I while Ibn al-Athir's statement is completely 4 
confirmed by the Chinese Histo?.y of the 7"mg Dy~tnsty l. 

Of the other later Arabic conlpilations which are of importance 
for us, reference may be made to the biographical dictionary of 
Ibn Khallilciin (Shams ad-Din Ahmad b. Muhammad, d. 6811 
1282), which has been published several times2, and translated 
into English =. For the most part the author natnes his sources 4, 

and sometimes gives extensive extracts from compositions lost 
to us. Of less importance to us is the " Universal Ilistory" of 
Ibn Khaldiin (Wali ad-Din Abii Zayd 'Abd ar-Rahrngn, d. 
)lo8/1406) G, although it is to this work, along with that of Ibn 

1 Cf Ztzpisti, Yosf. OfIZfrel. AdA.  06.  (hereaftcr quotcd as Za/liski), viii, 7 ;  now 
also C:h~vnnnes, Docttncrnls srcr IPS Tortkizce Occi(itt~tatr.r, I q a  sq., 197 sq. The same 
bxttle is alludcd to in Tha',?lil)ils / . aC~f '~~n/ -r tra 'c~~~~ ,  ed. Jong, p. I 16. 

2 /htt-('halliX*tzwi v i t a  illr~stvircm virtv-urrt, ed. \Viistenleld, Gott. 1835-50. 
ILn Khalliknn, L'ics ties A O N I ~ ~ I C S  i/firsfrcs t i t .  l'islnrtrist?re, publiees par le ba1.011 MacGuckin 
de Slane, Paris, 1838-qa. Also an Eastcrn (13ulaq) edition in 1175/18j9, &c. 
l(rnckelmnnn, i ,  326 srl. 

Ibn Khallikar~, /Jiopaphic.nl /)iclwnary, trans. by MacGuckin de Slnne, Paris, 
1Sq2-7 I (Oriental Translation Fund). 

On these see MJiistenfeld, Uelrer ( l ie  Quellen ties I.Yt~kts Ihrt-CAalfikani, &c., 
Gott. 1837. 

I'u1)lished at Llulnq in 1284/1S67. 



al-Athir, that the authors of articles on one or other of the 
Eastern dynasties most frequently refer. For the history of 
Central Asia Ibn KhaldGn, who lived in Spain and Africa, gives 
little that is new compared with Ibn al-Athir, of whom he 
evidently made use. The few facts communicated by him which 
we do not find in Ibn al-Athir do not always bear criticism. 
In the same way the remarkable historico-philosophical views 
which he expresses in the famous "Preface " have but little 
connexion with Central Asia. 

We shall be in a position to  satisfy the requirements of 
historical criticism, of course, only when we abandon the latest 
compilations for the original sources. Thanks to the labours of 
some Arabists a considerable number of the Arabic original 
sources which have been preserved are now published; unfor- 
tunately their number is very inconsiderable compared with the 
number of the historical works of the first centuries of the 
Hijra, which are known to us only by name. The development 
of historical literature among the Arabs has often been de- 
scribed ; here it will be sufficient to note that historical 
treatises were written already in the Umayyad period. The 
diffusion of culture under the 'Abbzsids led to such a develop- 

5 ment of literature I in all branches of knowledge that by the 
end of the tenth century A. D. it was possible for the vast 
bibliographical work of Abu'l-Faraj Muhammad b. IshZq an- 
Nadim, called Fihrist al-'U&m (literally '' Index of the 
Sciences "), to appear. An-Nadim's work, published by Fliigel 
and Roediger ", will always remain the reference-book for every 
student of any branch whatever of Arabic literature. I n  addition 
to this we find in it some valuable general historical information 
which is not in the other sources. A list of Arabic historians is 
found also in the famous encyclopaedia of Mas'fidi (Abu'l-Hasan 
'Ali b. Husayn, d. 345/9,56), the Goldefz Mcndozus (Muriij adh- 
dhahab), published in the original with a French translation by 
Rarbier de Mcynard 4. Mas'iidi gives us some names of such 
which do not appear in the Fihrist. Ibn Qutayba (Abi  
Muhammad 'AbdallZh b. Muslim, d. 276/839) gives some informa- 

l Published in the original anfl a French translation in Notices d Extraits, 
tomes xvi-xxi. 

a Cf. von Kremer, Cultzrrgeschichte des Orients, Wien, 1877, ii, 414-25 ; now also 
on the early Arabic historians the preface by E. Sachau to his edition of Ibn Sa'd 
(Band 111) and his article in Mitt.  des Semittars fiir orient. .Tprachen, Band V11 
i 1904). 

Ki tdl  a/-Fihrist, heransg. von G .  Fliigel und Dr. J. Roediger, I ~ i p z i g ,  1671 ; 
Brockelmann, i, 147 ST Short notice on the author in YHqiit's Irshid, vi, 408. 

Masoudi, Lts frazries dor, texte arabe et trad. fray. par C. Barbier de  Meynarrl 
et Pavet-de-Courteille, Paris, 1861-77, i, rosq . ;  Urockelmann, i, 143 sq. Cf. 
Marquart's unfavourable criticism of Mas'iidi in the preface to his Osteurojaisrlre u. 
ostusidische Streifiiige, Leipzig, 1903, p. xxxv (" the forerunner of the reporters and 
globe-trotters of to-day "). 



tion on the early Arabic historians in his short encyclopaedia 
published by Wiistenfeld l. 

Of the books mentioned in the F d r i s t  those of special import- 
ance for us would be the works of al-Madz'ini (Abu'l-Hasan 
'Ali b. Muhammad, d. z15/830 or 225/840), who, according to the 
4rabs  themselves 3J wrote in greater detail than others on the 
history of Khurzsiin, India, and Fzrs. In fact, Tabari, when he 
speaks of events that occurred in the eastern regions, most 
frequently quotes MadZJini through Abii Zayd 'Omar b. Shabba 
an-Numayri, who died in 262/875, 93 years of age4. Among 
Madii'ini's works mentioned in the Fihrist is a biography of the 
Caliphs down to Mu'tasim (A .D.  83.3-42) inclusive. Of his 
other books the following would have been of the first import- 
ance to us: ( I )  Rook on the conquests in KhurZsZn ; (2) Book 
011 the government of Asad b. 'Abdallzh al-Qasri; (3) Rook on 
the government of N a y  b. Sayyiir; (4) Book of anecdotes on 
Qutayba b. Muslim. Madi'ini, of course, made use of I much 6 
earlier works, amongst others of those of the famous biographer 
of the Prophet, Ibn 1sl)Zq (Muhammad b. Is1)Zq b. Yasar, d. I 5 0  
or 151/767-8), who wrote also a history of the Caliphs5. Ibn 
Ishiiq's wol-k was used by another historian, whom Madz'ini 
quotes at first hand, namely, 'Ali b. Mi~jiihid. This writer is 
not mentioned in the Fihrisi, but is named in Mas'iidi "as the 
author of " The book of histories concerning the Umayyads ". 

For the history of 'Iraq by far the most authoritative writer 
is considered to be AbG Mikhnaf7 (Liit b. Yahya a l - '~ tu i r i  
al-Azdi, d. 157/773). KhurgsZn, as is well known, was for long 
incorporated in the Governorship of 'IrZq; this explains why 
Tabari in relating the events which took place in KhurZsZn also 
very frequently quotes Abii Mikhaaf. 

These sources of Tabari's have not come down to  us. In 
a few works of the third century of the Hijra, which have been 
preserved, and by now in part published, the events which 
occurred in the castern part of the Muslim Empire are dealt 
with even more briefly than in Tabari, although we sometimes 
find in these authors isolated scraps of information which are 
not given in Tabari. Of these works the first to be mentioned 

Ibn Coteiba's Hattdburh dev CrsrhirAte, herausg. von F. Wiistenfeld, Giitt. 1850, 
1'13. aG5 s q .  The same scholar made an attempt to collect information on the Arabic 
li~storians ir. his article " Die Geschichtsschreiber der Araber llnd ihre Werke" (Ab- 
Anr~dlr tr t~cn t ier A'. GCS. &Y Wiss. zu Giiltingen, xxviii). 

a fihl-ist, pp. 100-3 ; biography in YHqot's Ivsh&~', v. 309-18. According to Tabnri, 
iii, I 3.70, he died in 1 2 8 .  

a Fihrist, p. 93. This view is nscribed to an individual who died in 2 5 6 / 2 ; a  
( ihid. ,  13. 105). 

* On him see Fihrist, pp. I I 1-1 3, and Prairies dor, i, I I ,  also IrskZ4 vi, 48. 
ti Fihr-ist, p. 92. Prairies #or, i, a. 

Fihrist, p. 93; I)vnirr'cs d'or-, i, 1 0 ;  Zhtt Coteibn, p. 2 6 7 ;  Irshcd, vi, a10 sq. ; 
Wristenfeld, Iler Tod lies Huscin hen Ali, Gott. 1883, pp. 111-iv; cf. my article in 
Zapisdi, xvii, 01 47-9. 



is the History of the Cungrrests, by BalHdhuri (Abu'l-Hasan 
Ahmad b. YahyZ, or by another account Abii Ja'far, d. 279/892). 
This work, which, in Mas'iidi's opinion, is the best book on the 
history of the Arab conquests, has been edited by the late Dutch 
Orientalist, Prof. de Goeje 2. Of Balzdhuri's sources by far the 
most important work for us would be that of Abii 'Ubayda3 
(Ma'mar b. Muthannz, d. between 207-1 ~/822-6). From Abii 
'Ubayda, who was considered to be one of the best authorities 
on Arabic history, Balzdhuri took some information which is not 
contained in the other sources. Thus AbG 'Ubayda, in contrast 
to our other sources, maintains that the first expedition of the 

7 Arabs across 1 the Oxus was undertaken as early as in the 
Caliphate of 'OthmZn, when 'AbdallZh b. 'Amir was governor 
of Khur3sZn4; and as a matter of fact we find in the Chinese 
sources the statement that the Arabs devastated the province of 
Mzymurgh (S.E. of Samarqand) between 650 and 6\55. 

The universal history of Ya'qfibi (Ahtnad b. Abi Ya'qiib b. Ja'far 
b. Wahb b. WZdih, d. 284/897), published by Prof. Houtsma G, also 
merits much attention. This work was written in the second half 
of the third century of the Hijra, and was brought down to 258/872. 
According to the editor ', Ya'qi~bi has nothing in common with 
Tabari. His sources belong to another group, to which Mas'iidi, 
al-Makin, Eutychius8, and others may also be referred. In 
relatinu the history of KhurHsZn, however, Ya'qGbi made use of 
~abar i ' s  chief source, the works of MadP'ini" nevertheless we 
sometimes find in him interesting details which are not in Tabari. 

Finally, we may mention the work of Abii Hanifa (Ahmad b. 
DPwud ad-Dinawari, d. 2S8/901), published by Guirgass lo. In 
spite of its brevity this work, which is brought down only as far 
as 227/8qz, is not useless for our purpose. 

Together with historical literature there had already come into 
existence in the third century A. H. a geographical literature. 

Fihrisf, p. I 1 3  ; Prairies d'or, i, 14 ; von Kremer, Culf~ivgerchichte, ii, 420. 
Beladsori, Lider ex~trgnafionis regiontrnr, ed. M. J. de Coeje, Lugd. Batav. 1866; 

Brockelrnann, i ,  141. 
a Ji'hrisf, pp. 53-4 ; llrn Cofeida, p. 269; 16n Khallikan, No. 741 (de Slane's 

trans. iii, 388 sri.). There is a detailed character-sketch of A Lri 'Ubnydn in Goldziher's 
Afarhan~nrednnischr Studitn (Halle, 1888)~ i, 194-106. 

Beladsori, p. 408. 
' Iakinth, Sobranie svyeclyenii o narbdaRA, Vc., St. P. 1851, iii, 2 5 ; Chavannes, 

mistake for Merv. 
t; Documcnfs, Vc., p. 144. Perhaps, however, Mi stands in the C inere here by 

Zbn Wadhih qui  dicitur al-ja'qubi Histoneat, Lugd. Batav. I 883 ; Rrock. 1, a 2 6  ; 
I r ~ h n d ,  ii, 156 sq. i, p, viii. ' Palriarch ot Alexandria, d. 328/940. His work, which is of no importance for 
us, was published nnd translated into Latin in the seventeenth century, and latterly 
republished in the ~:ollection of " Scriptores Orientis Christiani." 

O 'j?alqubi Historrue, ii, 4. 
l o  AbrZ-Hanl/a ad-Dinnwtri, Kit& al-Ahbar at-tiwA1, puhlid par Wladimir 

Guirgau, Leide, 1888; Rrock. i ,  123; 1. Kratchkowsky, P r b / c c  t f  Intler, Vc., 
Leide, 1918, and review by C. Scyhold in Z.D.M.G., lxviii. 



I n  this category rnay be included both the narratives of travellers, 
who desired to satisfy public curiosity by accounts of little- 
known lands, and official guide-books and statistical works on 
the revenues of the various provinces written for the requirements 
of the government. 

Works of this sort had been written in the eastern half of the 
Empire as early as in the second century of the Hijra. Thus 
there is mention of The Book olz the Taxes of KkuriZs2?z of Haf? 
b. Mansiir Marwazi, the secretary of 'Ali b. 'k, governor of 
 hurti is in ( I  8o-g1/7g6-Xog) l. The geographical works written 
in the third and fourth centuries which have come down to US I 
have been edited by de Goeje under the general title of Biblia- 8 
theca Geograpjtoru7~z Ambicorz~7n. The oldest of these is that 
of Ibn Khurdtidhbih ('UbaydallZh b. 'AbdallZh b. Khurdsdhbih). 
The first edition of this was written, it is believed, about 232/847 ; 
the second, more complete, about 272/885-6. The next in point 
of time was written in 278/891 by Ya'qiibi 3, already mentioned as 
an historian. To  the opening years of the tenth century A.D. may 
be referred the works of Ibn Rusta4 (Abii 'Ali Ahmad b. 'Omar) 
and Ibn al-Faqih Hamadhiini 5. 

The disi~ltegratio~i of the Caliphate, begun in the ninth cen- 
tury A. D., had already become an accomplished fact in the 
tenth. In the various provinces there arose independent dynas- 
ties, who were frequently at war with one another. Each 
sovereign endeavoured to impart tlie greatest possible brilliance 
to his capital and his court, and with this object patronized poets 
and scholars, so that the break-up of the Muslim Empire must 
have contributed to the development of science and literature, 
quantitatively at lcast. Of the tenth-century dynasties, those of 
special importance for us are the Biiyids, the rulers of 'Irtiq and 
Western l'ersia, and tlie Siimiinids, who possessed Transoxania 
and Eastern Persia. 

With the intimate rdlations (friendly and inimical) existing 
between the Biiyids and the SZm~nids the historical treatises 
written at the court of the former would have been of importance 
also for the study of the history of Central Asia. Unfortunately 
these works must so far be considered lost. Amongst them the 
first place belongs to the work of Abu'l-Hasan Th5bit b. SinZn 
as-SHbi' '' (the Sabacan) (d. 365/976), court physician to the 

1 Texts ( i . e .  W. Darthold, Tuvkrsfan, U c . ,  Chast' pervaya, Teksty, St. P. 1898), 
p. 2 (from Gardizi). ' Bihl. Ceng. Arab., vi ; Rrock. i, 2 a  On the date of this geographical treatise 
lee pref., pp. xviii-rr. CI., however, harqaart's view (Ostrur. u. oftas. Strrif~iigz, 
Leipzig, 1903, p. 390) that  there was only one edition written circa A.H. 172. 

Rihl. G'cng, Aral,., vii. 4 Ihid. ; Urock. i, 2 27 .  
V i b l .  (;tor, Amh., v ; Rrock., Ioc. cit .  Very brief notice in  YPqiit's Irlhad, ii. 63. 
@ See Chwolson, Die Ssnhicr umi dev .Ysabisnruf, S t  P. 1856, 1, 578 BQ. ; FiAn'st, 

p. 301 ; /ha a/-Alhir, viii, 476, 491 ; /rs/r6d, ii, 397. 



Riyid Mu'izz ad-Dawla. ThZbit's work embraces the period 
from 295 (the accession of the Caliph Muqtadir) to 363 A. H. 

In continuation of this book appeared the work of his nephew 
Abu'l-Husayn HilZl b. al-Muhassinl (d. 448/1065), which was 
brought down to 447. A small fragment of this chronicle, 
embracing only three years (390-2), has been preserved in a 

g single manuscript 1 in the British Museum (Cod. Add. 19,360). 
I t  contains an interesting account of the occupation of BukhZrZ 
by the QZr5-KhZnids, which was published in the original and 
translated by Baron V. R. Rosen 2. HilZl's son, Ghars an-Ni'ma 
Muhammad b. Hilzl, continued his father's work down to 476 3. 

Other works are mentioned alongside these; thus in the 
dictionary of Sam'Zni (on whom see below) the chronicle of 
Khutabi (Muhammad Ism5'il b. 'Ali, d. 350/961) is referred to, 
and Sam'Zni calls it a trustworthy source 4. 

To the same family as ThZbit and HilZl belonged Abii IshZq 
Ibrshim b. Hi151 "d. 384/q94), who wrote about the year 371 
for the Biiyid 'Adud ad-dawla a history of the Biyids under 
the title of " KitZb at-TZj fi dawlat ad-Daylam." This work is 
often quoted by the later authors, and was regarded as a model 
of style, though it uras scarcely distinguished by historical 
accuracy, as its immediate object was the glorification of the 
Biiyids, and the author himself acknowledged that to attain his 
purpose he filled his book with tendentious untruths6. 

Finally, the historian Juwayni7, who wrote in the thirteenth 
century, at the capture of Alamiit, the capital of the IsmZ'ilis, by 
the Mongols (in 1256), found in the library of the chiefs of this 
sect a " History of Gilzn and Daylam " (Ta'rikh-i Ji1 wa Daylam) 
by an unknown author, written for the Biiyid Fakhr ad-Dawla 
(d* 387/997) 

1 Chwolson, op. cit., i. GoG sq. 
2 Zapiski, ii, 273 sq. ; Ijrock. i ,  323. The extract from Hi151 has been published 

separately b Amedroz and again in The Eclipse of fhc Abbasids, vol. iii, trans. (by 
Prof. M a r ~ o  I iouth) in  vol. vi. 
' This book was continued subseqnently by various authors down to 616 ; see 

EIaji-Khalfa, Lcx. bihlio~gra~Ricum ct  cncj~clopaedicutrr, ed. Flugel, ii, p. 123 .  The 
notices in this work are taken from Qifti's Tu'rikh al-[fukanra', ed. Lippert, I 10 sq. 

Sarn'Hni, facs. ed. Mnrgoliouth, S.V. &! ; Irshid, ii, 349. 
L 

Chwolson, Die Ssabiet-, i, 588 sq. ; fbn al-AtA;v, viii, 397 ; ix, 1 1 ,  74 ; Brock. 
i ,  96; biography in YIqiit's ZrshCd, i, 314-58, with extract0 from the work of his 
daughter's son, HilHI. Cf. Goldziher, Muh. Sfzrdicn, i, 159. 

MS. Pnb. Lib. (Petrograd), iv. 2, 34, f. 27j; the reading & instead of 6 
is taken from the Khanykov MS. 71. 

The work of (Ibn Miskawayh and his continuators is dealt with below (p. 32). ? Many extracts from ost works on the history of the Bfiyids are found in YHqGt'r 
frshljd; unfortunately this text (edited by D. S. Margoliouth for the Gibb Mem. 
Series, No. vi) is still incomplete and lacking indexss. Cf. the mention of a Ta'rikh 
of the wazir 'Abii Sa'd Mansfir h. al-Husgyn al-Abi, d. 421 (ii, 304 and v, 355X 
mentioned also several times in Yiiqiit's Muljam (Index, vi, 730), and the biography 
of AbO H a y y i n  at-Tawhidi (v, 380-qo7), in which his diatribe against two wazirs, 



The rulers of the East, the SZmZnids, patronized writers and 
scholars no less than the Biiyids. The Samiinids themselves 
were Persians, and patronized chiefly Persian poetry, but along 
with these there were at  their court many poets who wrote in 
the Arabic language. We are given detailed accounts of these 
in the anthology of Tha'alibi (Abii Mangtir 'Abdal-malik b. 
Muhammad, d. 429 or 430/1037-9). The fourth and last 
section of the anthology is devoted to the poets of KhurZsan and 
Transoxania ; with some of these the author, who had visited 
BukhZrZ in 3821992, 1 was personally acquainted. Amongst the 10 

biographical accounts of the poets of those times there are 
interesting statements describing the conditions of life in the 
SZmanid kingdom. Tha'alibi's book (the full title of which is 
" The Solitaire of the Age in regard to the merits of Contem- 
poraries ") has been published in the East l ; extracts from the 
last section in a French translation were published by Rarbier de 
Meynard in the Your~znd Asiatipzre 2. 

According to Tha'iilibi 3, Hulthara under the SZmZnids was 
"the home of glory, the Ka'aba of sovereignty, the place of 
assembly of the eminent people of the age." The library of 
the Samanids is described in his autobiography4 as follows by 
the famous Avicenna (Ibn Sing), who made use of it in the reign 
of Niih b Mansur (d. 3H7/997) : " I entered a house with many 
chambers; in each chamber were coffers of books, piled up one 
upon another. In one chamber were Arabic books and books of 
poetry, in another books on law, and so on, in each chamber 
books on one of the sciences. I read a list of books of ancient 
authors, and asked for those I needed. I saw books whose very 
names are unknown to many people; I have never seen such 

Abn'l-Fa?] b. al-'Amitl and IsmZ'il b. 'Abblcl, i s  mentioned several times. Quotations 
from this book arc introduced also into the biography of the latter (i, a7.1-343). Most 
valuable illformation atlout the government and official terms of the Persian kingdoms 
of the tenth centmy are given in Mafciti(i nl-'Olsm by Abii 'Abdall lh Muhammad b. 
Yiisuf al-Khwiirizmi, ed. C;. van Vloten, rUgg ; cf. Brock. i, 144. 

I At Rayrfit in 1873. There is some interesting matter in another trentise of the 
same author, devoted to the npophthegms of famous rulers, ministers, and writers. 
This  work was published in the original and a Latin translation by Valeton (Sperirnen 
c liftt?.is o)-ie~tfa/ibzls exhibc~zs T ~ a f i b i i  Syntnpzn,  Lugd. I3atav. I 8447. 

Ve sdrie, tt. I et 3. Extracts from other sectiolls of 'l'ha'alibi's work may be 
found in the books of F. Dieterici, Mtttanahbi utd Se~zrdtlaufa ; aus  dcr Ea'c&erle 
II'Gs TsaQiibi (Leilu. 1847), and Dr. R. Ilvoiak, Abd Fi rds  (Leiden, 1895). T h e  
former quotes a list of all the poets mentioned in 'Tha'iilibi. Dieterici's doctoral 
dissertation (I3eroli1li, 1846) is also devoted to Tha'HlibiPs anthology. T h e  same 
Tha'iilibi is also the author of /,at6'ry a l -ma 'drg(ed.  P. long, 1867), in which there 
is some valuable information about the paper of Samnrqand (p. 116) and other 
articles of trade. See also Brock. i ,  a84 sq. 

Ehstern ed. iv, 33, p t r r -n .  Asrizt., ili, 291. 
Ibn  Abi Useibia, ed. A. Miiller, l<iinigsberg, 1884, ii, 4, also Qifti, Ta'r-ikh 

al-/Iukam5, p. 416. Cf. Ibn Khallikin, No. 308 (de Slane's trans. i, 441),  where it 
is further ndded that the library was soon afterwards burnt, and there were rilmourr 
that Avicenna had himself set it on fire, wishing t o  be the role possessor of the 
knowledge he had acquired. 



a collection of books either before or since. I read these books, 
profited by them, and learned the relative importance of each 
man in his own science." 

Nevertheless historical literature in the SZmZnid kingdom was 
not so highly developed as in the Biiyid kingdom. In 352/963 
Abii 'Ali Muhammad b. Muhammad Bal'ami (d. 3631974) l, wazir 
under 'Abdal-malik and Mansiir, translated Tabads compilation 

11 into Persian, but did not con'tinue I the text down to his own 
time. - Bal'ami's book has been translated into French by 
M. Zotenberg a. With this work (which, after the publication 
of the Arabic original of Tabari, has lost practically all historical 
importance) may be named only the Arabic " History of the 
Rulers of KhurZsZnJ' of Abu'l-Husayn 'Ali3 b. Ahmad as- 
SallImi. The author is mentioned by ThalZlibi in his book ', 
which, however, gives scarcely any details about him ; we know 
only that he was on terrns of intimacy with Abii Bakr b. MuhtZj 
Chaghani ( i .  e. of SaghZniyZn) and his son Abii 'Ali, and shared 
their fortunes. AS is well known, Abii 'Ali revolted several 
times against Niih b. Nay, and not long before his death, which 
occ~irred in 344/955, against 'Abdal-malik as well. As we shall 
see later, SallZn~i's book undoubtedly served as the main source 
for those authors in whose works we find the most detailed 
accounts of the history of KhurZsZn and Transoxania, namely, 
Gardizi and Ibn al-Athir. Not only Ibn al-Athir, but also 
Juwayni 5, and especially Ibn Khallikiin 6, made use in the thir- 
teenth century of Sallami's work. While relating the history of 
Khurssan in detail, the author evidently tried to conceal the 
" dark deeds " of the rulers of the pi-ovince. Thus he makes no 
mention of the story of T2hir b. Husayn, nor probably of that 
of the heresy of Nasr b. Ahmad. Of the latter event we find 

This  date is given hy Gardizi (Cod. Bodl. Oiiseley 140, fol. 129). Dr. Kieu 
mistakenly gives 386 (Catologtre b/ the Persian Manirscr$ts, i, 7o), referring for this 
t o  A2tices e l  Extraits, iv, 36.3, where, however, i t  is not Bal'ami hut Abii 'Ali Simjari 
that  is spoken of. On the other hand 'Aba 'Ali Ual'ami is mentioned by the historian 
'Utbi as still living and in office about the year 382 ; see the Eastern ed. 1aR6, p. 170;  
MS. As. Mus. (Petr.) 5 10: fol. 32, and Nerchakhy, ed. Schefer, p. I 59. 

a Chroniqtre de Tnbirri, trad. m r  la version persane d e  Ijellami par M. 11. Zoten- 
berg, Paris, 1867-74. The  Persian original has been lithographed in Persia. 

a Thus in Ibn KhallikHn, but it should be Abn 'Ali RInsayn; see my article in 
FtstschrifC AhfdeRe, p. I 74 sq. Eastern ed. iv, ao;J.A., 1, 212 .  

q c f .  t o  SallHmi, MS. Pub. Lib., iv, 2, 34, f. 275. 
In the acconnts of ( I )  THhir b. Husayn (no. 308) ; ( a )  'AbdnllHh b. TPhir 

(no. 350); (3) Fad1 b. Sahl (no. 540) ; (4) (Jutayba b. Muslim (no. 553); (5) 
Muhallab b. Abi SufrZ (no. 764); (6) the Saffiirids (no. 838). SallHmi's work 
is  quoted several times in YZqiit's Zrshdd, e.g. biography of JnyhHnl, vi, 293. It W ~ S  

used also by Ibn M5kiilH (Samlki ,  facs. s.v. &@I), i.c. Ahu Nasr 'Ali b. al-Wazir 
Ahu '1-QHsim HaybatallHh (d. q73/1080-1), aiithor of the Book of /rnprmemcnt 
(Ki t sb  al-Ikmal ; cf. Wilken, Mirchond'g Ccschichtt der Sulfane airs dent c;cschlechlc 
Buyeh, S. 108 ; Wiiitenfeld, Die Ctschichtsschreibrr, s. 7 1 ) .  Ibn M i k ~ l H ' s  biography 
in YHqtitls I n h a ,  v, 435-40, where another historicrl work of his, Kittib of- WwzarZ 
(Book of the Wazirs), is mel~tioned. 



no mention at all in those works of general history that may be 
regarded as under the influence (not always, of course, imme- 
diate) of SallZmi, although the fact itself, as we shall endeavour 
to prove in our survey of the history of the SZmZnids, admits 
of no doubt whatever l. Among Salliimi's predecessors may be 
mentioned Abu'l-QZsim 'Abdallsh b. Ahmad al-Balkhi al-Ka'bi 
(d. 319/931), author of the books called "The Good Deeds of 
the Tshirids" and " The Subjects of Pride of Khuriiszn 2.'' 1 

Geographical literature was apparently more highly deve- 12 
loped in the SZmZnid kingdom than historical literature. Within 
their territories, a t  Ballch, lived the geographer Ab6 Zayd 
Ahmad b. Sahl al-Balkhi (d. A. D. 934). According to the 
later geographer Maqdisi, Balkhi's work for the most part toolc 
the form of commentaries on maps made by him ; for this 
reason his treatise was too short, and many details were not 
mentioned, especially in the descriptions of the towns 5 .The 
work has come down to us only in a supplemented edition from 
the pen of AbCi Is1)Zq Ibrahim b. Muhammad al-FZrsi al- 
12takhriG (c. A. D. 9,511, which was itscli supplemcnted subse- 
quently by Abu'l-Qiisim Ibn Hawqal (c. A. u. 976). Both 
Istakhri and Ibn Hawqal were natives of western countries, but 
visited Transoxania, and described it in detail. Another such 
traveller was Maqdisi (Shzn~s ad-Din AbCi 'Abdalliih Mu- 
hammad b. Ahmad, c. A. D. 985), one of the greatest geo- 
graphers of all time ; in von Kren~er's opinion "based on 
Sprenger's words) "his information on the climate, products, 
trade, currencies, weights and measures, manners, taxes and 
contributions of each country belong to the most important data 
for thc history of Eastern culture." 

I n  IrsA<d (ii, 60) there is mentioned a (perhaps soinewhat later) work on the 

history of KhGrisZn (,L$i J b I  3 6 J c ~ ~  a)) by Abu 'I-Husayn Muhammad 
b. Sulaymln. 

H. :~hal fa ,  v, 4 1 2  ; vi, 7. Wiistenfeld, Cts~~hichtssch., 33. 
Many facts relative to this literatnre and to the knowledge of the Arabs about 

China and Inclo-China have now teen collected by G. Ferrand, Relafions u'e voyages r f  
Texfes ghgraphiqrrcs arabes, persans rf  turds rtlaftys h l'BxCr2mr-Orient ciu V I M  
au S V / l l e  sil'clts, tt. i. (1913) ct  ii. (rgrq), with conlinuolis pagination for the 
two volumes. In the second volume (pp. 6 2 7  sq.) nre ii~cluded a k o  " textes chinois, 
japonais, tamoul, kawi, et  malais." 

On him and the editions of his works see the monograph of de  Goeje in 2.D M.C., 
xxv. 42-58. In spite of this Hrockelmann (i. aag) repeats once more the erroileous 
statemeilt that  the work preserved in the Bcrlin library is that  of Ualkhi. On new 
MSS. see Kratchkowski, BeJucr ef Zndcx, p. a4 and Seybold's review in Z.D.M.C., 
lxvii, 541. 

~ t h l .  Ccog. Arab., iii, 4 ; R translation of this passage in dc  Goeje, roc. cif., p. 56. 
a Ihid.. i. Ibid.. ii. 

/did.; iii ; secontl edition ,906, with hardly any emendations. d n  the question of 
the pronunciation of the name as Maqdisi or hluqaddasi see de  Goeje in J.A., 9, 
xiv, 367, and i n  the preface to  the 1906 edition, with the reply of A. Fischer in 
Z.D.M.C., lx, 404 sq., also Schwarz in Imtt  i m  A~;lilfelalttr, ii, preface. In Sarn'Hni's 
dictionary (facs. Margoliouth, f. 539 h) the name is  given only in the form M~qdis i .  ' Cukurgesrhichte, i i ,  433. 



The patron of AbG Zayd Balkhi was the SZmZnid wazir Abii 
'Abdallzh Muhammad b. Ahmad Jayhanil, who governed the 
kingdom during the minority of N a ~ r  b. Ahmad (from A.D. 9x4). 
According to Gardizi 2, Jayhani was " the author of many works 
in all branches of learning." One of these works was a geo- 
graphical treatise entitled (like other works of the kind) "The 
Book of Roads and Kingdoms." On this work Maqdisi3 makes 
the following statement : " The author assembled foreigners, 
questioned them on the kingdoms, their revenues, what roads 

13 there were I to them, also on the height of the stars and the 
length of the shadows in their land, in order in this wise to 
facilitate the conquest of provinces, to know their revenues, and 
in order to be well acquainted with the stars and the rotary 
motion of the vault of heaven. I t  is known that he divided the 
world into seven climes (zones), and assigned a star to each. 
Now he speaks of stars and geometry, anon of matters which are 
of no use to the mass of people; now he describes Indian idols, 
now he relates the wonders of Sind, now he enumerates taxes 
and revenues. I myself have seen that he mentions also little- 
known stations and far-distant halting-places. He does not 
enumerate provinces, nor mention the distribution of military 
forces; he does not describe towns nor give a detailed account 
of them ; on the other hand, he speaks of the roads to east, west, 
north, and south, together with a description of the plains, 
mountains, valleys, hillocks, forests, and rivers found thereon. 
Consequently the book is long, yet he neglected most of the 
military roads, as well as the description of the chief towns." 
In one edition of his geography Maqdisi adds further : " I saw 
his book in seven volumes in the library of 'Adud ad-Dawla 
(975-83) without the author's name. In NishZpir I saw two 
abridged editions, of which one was attributed to Jayhiini, the 
other to Ibn Khfirdzdhbih ; the contents of both were identical, 
only somewhat extended in Jayhini." 

From this we may conclude that Jayhiini wrote his work on 
the basis of the data personally collected by him, but used also, 
and that to a considerablc extent, the work of Ibn Khurdiidhbih. 
The quotations which we find from the latter in Gardizi and in 
the extracts from Jayhiini do not agree with the published text i 
but since, according to de Gocje's researches 4, no complete copy 
of Ibn KhurdZdhbihJs gcography has yet been found, it is 
difficult to say whether the book in question is this or another 
more extensive work of the same author, entitled " The Book 
of the Genealogies of the Persians and their Colonies 6." There 

Fihrist, p. 138, where by mistake the later Abii 'Ali, the son of Abn 'Abdalliih, 
is mentioned. 

a Ttxt~, p. 6. Bihl. Grog. Arab., i i i ,  3-4. 
' 8. C.A., vi, pp. xv-xvii. Fihrist ,  p. 149 ; B.C.A., vi, y .  x. 



is ample ground for hoping that in Central Asia or India there 
may in time come to light manuscripts not only of the work of 
Jayhani, but also of the work of Ibn KhurdZdhbih which 
served I as his source, a t  any rate in the Persian translation l. 14 

Gardizi names the works of Ibn Khiirdzdhbih and Jayhzni 
in the list of the principal sources of which he made use in 
composing his chapters on the Turks < The same sources were 
undoubtedly utilized also by the unknown author of the geo- 
graphical treatise entitled " The Frontiers of the World," written 
in 372/982-3 in the Persian language for one of the vassals of 
the Siimiinids, Abu'l-HZrith Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Farighfin, 
ruler of Guzgiin. The only known manuscript up to the present 
of this extremely interesting work was found in BukhZrZ in 
1892, and belonged to the late A. G. Tumansky3. Its chief 
importance lies in the fact that it contains a very much more 
detailed account of the Turkish territories and of the non- 
Muslim lands of Central Asia in general than is to be found in 
the Arabic geographical treatises that have come down to us. 

In  the SZmZnid period there were published also treatises 
to the history of individual towns. Not one of such works 
dealing with Central Asia has come down to us in the original. 
Judging from the descriptions of these works and the citations 
from them found in various works (especially in Sam'sni's dic- 
tionary) they ought, with few exceptions, to be described as 
theological rather than historical. The author quotes a series 
of sayings on the merits of his town ascribed to Mul!ammad or 
his Companions ; thereafter he enumerates the shaykhs and 
other holy men who were natives of the town, and for the 
history of the other events in its existence there remains but 
little space. 

A history of the capital of the Samanids, Bukharii, was written 
by Abii 'AbdallZh Muhammad b. Ahmad b. SulaymZn al- 
Hukhiiri4 (d. 312/92q). I Somewhat later, in 33z/g43-4, Abii 15 

The statemcnt made in the Kussinn edition (based on quotations in the Tabnkat-i 
Nasiri, pp. 961-z), that a MS. of the Persian translation of Ibn IChurdldhbih had 
apparently come into the hands of the late Mnjor Raverly, has not been confirmed. 
Since his death in 1907 only a few of his AISS. have been offered for sale, and these 
did not include either of thc above books (communic~tcd by Prof. E. G. Browne in 
letter of Tan. 2. iozx\1. ' , .. 

Cf. ;ly O/r / r t /  o pojrczdly~ v S~e,irryztyu Azrj/rr (Zapiski Imp. Akad. Nauk po 
1st.-Phil. Otd., i, No. 4), p. 126. 

~urnansk; undertook' to publish it in due course (see his article in Za~iski, 
x, 1 1 1  sq.) but had not donc-so at the time of his death (Dec. I, 1920). There 
is a copy of the (ludir~f al-'Alum, made by the late Baron Kosen, in the Asiatic 
Museum at Pctrograd. 

11.-A'hal/a, i ~ ,  I I 7 ; ~ i i ,  654 ; Wiistenfeld, GtscAithtsscAreiher, 33. Perhaps the 
same as nl-Ghl~njnr ; it is quite possible that the separnte mention of Abfi 'Abdallgh 
al-Bukhiri and a1 Ghunjir is to be explained by H5jjl I<halifa's making use of some 
MS. in which, in the account of the latter, the author's second surname was omitted 
and his dcath incorrectly referred to thc year 311 instead of 412. The  similarity 
of the names as well as of the dntes indicates this;  according to Hgjji Khalifa 



Bakr Muhammad b. Ja'far an-Narshakhi l (d. 348/959) presented 
to NGh b. N a y  a " History of BukhZrZ," written in Arabic in 
a most eloquent style." In this book mention is made " of the 
condition of BukhZr2, its merits and charms, of all the amenities 
of life that are to be found in BukhZrZ and its neighbourhood, 
and of all matters in general relating to it," and there are quoted 
also kadtth'ts on the superiority of this town from the Prophet 
and his disciples. In the thirteenth century, when the people 
" for the greater part nourished no inclination towards the study 
of Arabic books," Abii Nasr Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Qubawi 
by request of his friends ( A d  apparently without presenting it 
to the reigning prince) translated the book into Persian, having 
somewhat abridged it, as in the Arabic original there were 
narratives " the reading of which induced weariness." QubZwi's 
work was completed in 522/1128-9, In 574/1178-9 h!Iuhammad 
b. Zufar subjected it to fresh curtailment, and presented it in 
this form to the then ruler of BukhZrZ, the Sadr (head of the 
priesthood) 'Abd al-'Aziz. Another unknown author continued 
the work down to the period of the Mongol invasion ; in this 
form it has come down to us, and was published in 1892 by the 
late Ch. Schcfer 2. The French translation with detailed notes 
promised by the same scholar has not seen the light. In 1897 
the book was translated into Russian at Tashkent by N. S. Ly- 
koshin under my supervision *. 

Narshakhi's work, written for a temporal ruler, and that a t  
a time when the pietist movement had not yet attained com- 
plete mastery, contained in the or i~ ina l  more general historical 
information than other town chronicles. The campaigns of the 
Arabs are sometimes related more fully in Narshalchi than in 
Tabari, and the author eviclcntly made use of Arabic historical 
works which have not come down to us. In one passage even 

16 he apparently quotes MadZ'ini 5 The I'crsian translator, I having 
cut out of the book all that nppearcd to him wearisome and 
useless, a t  the same time incol-poratcd in it some adclitional 
matter from other sources. Of these the most important for us 

nl-Rukh81i's name was Abii 'Abdnllih Mrihnmmarl b. Ahmad b. Sulaymiin, while 
al-Chunjsr's name was ALii 'Abtlnll,?h hiuhamlnad b. Ahmad b. Muhaminad b. 
Siilaymiin (see Texts, p. 53 : Snm'nni fasc. fnl. 41 I b). 

' On whom see I,erch, S u r  les nzonnaies des Not~kA(4r-Kho1cdn/Ir, p. 8 ( = Travaux 
tie /a g session du CbnSq~t3s international des Ovientnlistcs, St. J'., 185.9, ii ,  424). 

IIescrz~tio)~ to#o~rafAique tt histordqtre fie Rorrkhara, pnr Mohammecl Nerchnkhy, 
suivie de textes relatifs k la l'ransoxiane, pul,l. par Ch. Schefer, Paris, 1892 (Publ. de 
l'ficole des langues orient. vivantes, I I I ~  sCr., vol. xiii). The Look has also been 
lithographed in Bukhara. 

Desiriptiott, V r . ,  p. iv. 
' Mnhnmmed Nnrshakhi, lstoriya BtrkAary, perev. s'pers. N. Lykoshin, Tashkent, 

139;. 
Dcsiription, b'r., p. 58, where &\.L should probably be read instead of 

I 



are the accounts of the ancient history of BukharZ, taken from 
the book called "The  Treasuries of the Sciences," by Abu'l- 
Hasan 'Abd ar-RahmZn b. Muhammad an-NishZpiiri, and the 
account of Muqanna' taken from the work of a certain IbrZhim. 
The writer in question is probably AbCl IshZq Ibf5liim b. al- 
'AbbZs as-Siili, the famous poet l (d. 243/857), who wrote also 
some historical works. The author of the Fihvist refers to 
a book of this Stili in the account of another religious sect. 

Abii 'AbdallZh Muhammad b. Ahmad al-BukhZri al-GhunjZr 
(d. 412/1021), a paper manufacturer or librarian (al-warrZq), 
wrote a " History of BukhZrZ," from which Sam'Zni (through 
the work of Mustaghfiri) borrowed a chronological summary of 
the SZmZnid dynasty. Sam'Zni mentions also a " History of 
BukhZrZ " of Abii Bakr Mansiir Barsakhi *. 

Abii Sa'id 'Abd ar-RahmZn b. Muhammad al-Idrisi (d. 405/ 
rorg), who belonged to AstrZbZd, but lived in Samarqand, 
wrote a history of both towns5. His history of Samarqand 
was continued down to the twelfth century by the famous 
theologian Abfi Hafs 'Omar b. Muhammad an-Nasafi (d. 537/ 
1142-3). This work was known by the name of " Qand" or 
" Qandiya 6." Extracts were made from it by Nasafi's pupil 
A bii'l-Fad1 Mul~ammad b. 'Abd al- J alil as-Samarqatldi '. All 
that has come down to us apparently is this abridged edition 
in a Persian translation ; some manuscripts of this composition 
are preserved in the library of Petrograd University, and in the 
Asiatic hluseum of the Academy of Sciencesa. In it we are 
given some accounts of the pre-Islamic period, traditions of the 
Arab conquest, accounts of some buildings, and of the organiza- 
tion of the irrigation, but by far the greater space is talten up 

1 On whom sec Fihl-ist, p. 1 2 2  and ii, 157  ; Goldziher, MuA. Stud., i. 114. H i s  
I~iography in /rshdd, i, 260-77. Not to be confused with the historinn Abii I3nkr 
Rluhammarl b. Yahy5 a s - S ~ l i  (on whom see Brock., i. 143 ; \I-. Barthold in Zajiski, 
xviii, 0148 sq. and I. Kratchkowsky in ilujishi, xviii, 77 sq., xxi, gssq.). 

l+I.i'hr-ist, p. 344. 
Siography in P5qfit's IrshGif, vi, 329 ,  where two different dates (410 and q a  a )  

are mentioned. 
S.V. /,J\ (f. 746) ; but perhaps llle same as Abii Bakr hloh. Narshakhi. 

- 

S.Z. LSJl~Yl. The  title of his book on the history of Samarqand is also 

mentioned by Sam'iini (s. v. &Sd, f. 2 1 5  a), JgI L~A JL(YI wu. 
6 More fully " I<itiib al-()and f i  Ta'rikhi San-rnrqand " (literally " The  Candy 

Jhok  on thc History of Snmarqnnd "). Its  original title, according to Sam'lni 

(s.  V .  d~GJ~), was AS,- SLL illY i &I "6 
L ' II?ji-A*hd/n, ii, 133, 

a ~ ' E x ~ s ,  11. 48. 'I'l~e book 11as now been translated into Russinn by W. Vyatkin ; 
see .S/lr.avorh. .A-nizh. .ant., viii, nnd the revicw by W. 13arthold in Zupiski, xviii, 
o ~ R z - ~ ) o .  'l'he latest author whose statements are loilnd in the book which has 
come down t.o us  is Snyyitl Ahmad b. Amir \\'ali, who wrote not earlier than towards 
the end of the fifteenth century. 



by hadiths, biographies of saints, and the enumeration of their 
1 7  graves, with detailed indications I as to  when and how to 

venerate them. Hajji-Khalifa mentions also a " History of 
Samarqand " of Mustaghfiri, the author of the history of Nasaf. 

The valley of the Kashka-Darya was specially dealt with in 
the " Rook of the Rivalry (mufakharah) of the people of Kish 
and Nasaf," written by Abu'l-HZrith Asad b. Hamdiiya al- 
Warthini1 (d. 315/927), whose native village of Warthin was 
situated in the environs of Nasaf. Another work on the history 
of Kish and Nasaf was written by  Abu'l-'Abbss Ja'far b. 
Muhammad al-Mustaghfiri (d. 405-1014), who collected in two 
thick volumes accounts of the important people of the town of 
Nasaf, and enumerated as many as eighty categories of these 
persons. 

Hakim Abii 'Abdallah Muhammad b. 'AbdallHh al-Bayyi' 
(PI) an-NaysHbiiri (d. 405/104r) wrote a history of the 'ulam8 
of the town of NishHpfir in eight thick volumes2. A copy of 
this book was apparently in the possession of the Turkish 
bibliographer Hajji Khalifa (d. 1658), who quotes the beginning 
and the end of the book, and then adds : " M y  eyes have never 
seen a more excellent chronicle; I place it first among books 
referring to  individual provinces. The majority of the persons 
mentioned are his shaykhs (teachers) or the shaykhs of his 
shaykhs. H e  mentions also the Companions and Followers (of 
the Prophet) who came to Khuriszn and settled there, and gives 
a brief account of their origin and their history. Next (he 
enumerates) the second generation of Followers, then the third 
and fourth generations. H e  divided them all into six cate- 
gories ; the men of each generation were enumerated in alpha- 
betical order, and thc sixth and last category included those 
persons who transmitted hadiths between the years 320 and 380." 
'Abd al-GhZfir b. IsmS'il al-FZrisi continued this work down to  
518, and an abridged edition of al-BayyiLs work was made by 
the compiler Dhahabi (d. 74811348). 

I n  spite of  the specialized nature of its contents, Hayyi's book 
would have been of considerable interest to us, judging from his 
account of the history of the Simjiirids, inserted in  Sam'ani's 
dictionary" From this narrative we learn that thc Simjiirids, 

Sarn'ini, r. v. &,$\. 
/bid-, J.V. &I and %9m\. According to Atull-Hasan llayhaqi, al-Hayyi's 

L 
work formed twelve volumes (Rieu, .Sigplement to Cat. of Persian MSS., p. 61). 
' H.-Khalfa, ii, 155-6. 

'Abd al-Chiifir's work is quoted by Yiqiit, ZrsAid, ii, 107,  for the biography of 
a learned man who died i n  Ramadin 518. M y  friend Ahmerl Zaki Walidi has seen 
a copy of this work in Constantinople. 

S.V. LS-~JI. 



when they came into I open conflict with the SZmZnid dynasty, 18 
enjoyed the undisguised sympathy of the priesthood, who 
in the struggle between the bureaucratic administration and 
the military aristocracy generally espoused the cause of the 
latter. I t  is possible that Bayyi's work was the source of 
Gardizil, 'Awfi2, and Hamdalliih Qazwini ", who represent the 
conflict between the wazir Abu'l-Husayn 'Utbi and the Sim- 
jurids in another light (less flattering to the wazir) than the 
historian A b i  Nasr 'Utbi (the source of Ibn al-Athir, Rashid 
ad-Din, ~ i r k h w z n d ,  and others) '. 

The history of Khorezmia was dealt with in the work of 
Abii Ahmad b. Sa'id al-QZdi (d. 346/957) entitled nl-Kiifi5. 

The period of the rule of the Turlcish QarZ-KhZnid dynasty 
was without doubt a period of cultural retrogression for Trans- 
oxania. In spite o f  the good intentions 0T individual rulers, 
the view that the ltitlgdom formed the personal property of the 
I<hZnJs family, and the system of appanages resulting from this 
view with its inevitable quarrels, must have been followed by 
the decay of agriculture, c;mmcrce, and industry no less than of 
intellectual culturc. Even by name we know but very few 
treatises devoted to the Qarii-IChanids. Amongst these are 
the " History of Turltestan " and " Idistory of KhitZy " of Majd 
ad-Din Muhammad b. 'Adrian, written for Tamghzch-KhZn 
Ibrihim b. al-klusayn (d. after 597/1201). The first of these 
dealt with the " Turltish peoples and the marvels of Turkestan ", 
and also, according to 'Awfi, with the "former etllperors " of the 
Turks, thc second with the Emperors of IihifZy. By the latter 
term the author, writing in the sixth century A.  H., must have 
understood not the whole of China (as in modern times), but a t  
most only thc country of the Khitiiy, who were at that time 
ruling in the northern part of thc Middle kingdom, or morc 
probably the empire of the Qara-ICllitiy or Western Liao. 
His history of Turkestan is used by 'Awfi, who quotes from it 
a fantastic legend, cvidcntly of bookish origin, on the ancestor of 
the dynasty, who received the sulnlirne of Qarc-i-KhZn l .  The 
history 1 of KhitSy is mentioned again in the Beauty of i g  

TEX/S, pp. I I I 2. Ihitl , pp. g 1-3. 
Ed. I{rbwlie, p. 385 \(I. ; Nerclinkhy, ctl. Schcfrr, p, 105. 

' See also the extlnct f ~ o m  nl-1jnyy1' 1)ul)lihhed by me il l  Zajisfii ,  xviii, 0147,  from 

the +\6 of Illn nl-Jnwzi (his. Cairo , ti' 306 ; on Ibn nl-Jawzi see Brock., e-1 
I ,  sdz). 

I - h 1  i i  1 9 .  0 1 1  thc r1ironiclc.s o f  hlcrv w e  Zhnl<ovsky, A'aovcxli~ty Sfamvo 
Mirvn, St. I'., 1Rg4 ( = Afott*r.iuly pa a ~ k h ~ o l o , ~ i i  A'oss~~, pnl)lished by the Imp. 
Archneologicnl Co~nrnlssic)n, NO. iG), p. a .  On the chlonicles of Ualkh, see Scheler, 
C/r~e\/or~ratAit 1)ct c r l r r t  ( I ' u l ~ l ~ c n l i o ~ ~ s ,  k c . ,  I I e  ser., l i i ) ,  i ,  6a-3. 

I - h a ,  I ,  I 22, I 2 ,  4 The aul l~or  is mentioned by ' A w l i  (Lub,ib al-Alhcih, 
I ,  179 sq. ; ii, 378) as  his n~nlerrlal u~icle. 

Tex/.r, j,p. 1 00-1 . 



Cllronicles " (Rahjat at-TawZrikh) of Shukrall~h Zaki (c. 8611 
1457) ; in addition to this Muhammad b. 'Ali al-Kfishi translated 
Muhammad b. 'Adniin's book into Turkish. 

  here has come down to us, apparently, only one historical 
work written in Transoxania under the Qarii-Khiinids, namely 
" Examples of Diplomacy in the Aims of Government," by 
Muhammad b. 'Ali al-Kztib as-Samarqandi2. The book was 
written for Qilich-Tamghiich-KhZn Mas'iid b. 'Ali, who reigned 
in the second half of the twelfth century. The author is better 
known as the author of the prosaic Persian verses " The Great 
Book of SindbZd 3 . J J  His historical work, preserved, so far as 
is known, only in a single manuscript 4, consists of the biographies 
of various sovereigns down to and including Sultan Sinjar. His 
narratives are largely anecdotal in character, and of little 
interest on the whole, with the exception of the narrative of 
contemporary events during the reign of Qilich-Tamghsch- 
ICh5n inserted at the end of the book. 

Of the scholars contemporary with the Qarii-KhZnids, and 
living in Eastern Turkestan, we know only of one historian, 
Abu'l-Futiih 'Abd al-Ghafir (or 'Abd al-Ghaffar) b. Husayn al- 
Alma'i, who lived in the fifth century of the Hijra (his father, 
having sul-vived his son, died in 486/1093) in Kiishghar, and 
wrote the history of that town. Judging from an extract from 
it quoted in Jarnil Qarshi (on whom see below) the book con- 
tained much legendary matter, and many errors in chronology. 
Another work by the same author, a Dictionary of Shaykhs 
(Mu'jam ash-Shuyiikh), is mentioned by Sam'zni G.  

The decline of culture in the Qal-2-Khanid kingdom can 
alone explain the fact that even Muslim compilers, to say 
nothing of European investigators, borrow their accounts of the 
events which occurred at this time in Transoxania exclusively 

20 from works written in Persia. First of all, I of course, we must 
treat of the works of the historians who wrote at the court of the 
Ghazncvid sultans, the direct successors of the Szmiinids in the 
provinces south of the Amu-Darya. 

The historical literature of the Ghaznevid period is fairly 
extensive. The earliest historical work is that of Abii Mansfir 
klusayn b. Muhammad Tha'dibi (a contemporary of the 'Abdal- 

EthC, Calnlq,rtrc o j t h c  I'ersinn M.Y.T. irr tire Borlit+iarz Librayy, Oxfortl, p. 25. 

".-Khalfa, i, 368. The hook is qrioted wvernl timea by 'Awfi  i n  h i s  jarurirni' 
a/-[(iktiytil (verbal communication from H. M. NizHrnutltlin). 

!I Cf. al-Aluznfnriya (Sbornik statei uchenikov bar. V. Ti .  Tiozena), St. T'., 1897, 
I'P* 355 5'1. 
' Cod.  I ~ g d .  904 (Cat. roll. or. bib/. Accui. Lu&. Batav., i i i ,  14). 

Texts, pp. 71-2. 

r.o. $1 rod d,+d\. 



malilc b. Muhammad Tha'zlibi mentiorled on p. 9 )  ', and was 
written for Mahmiid's brother, Abu'l-Muzaffar N a ~ r  (d. ~ I ~ / I O Z I ) .  

The work was divided into four volumcs, and brought down to 
the reign of Mal?miid ; of these only the first two have come 
down to us, containing the history of the pre-Islamic period and 
the history of Muhammad. The title of the book is "The book 
of Lightning-flashes (al-ghurar) on the lives of the Kings and 
their history 2." 

A little later, after the death of Nay-, there was written, and 
brought down to this event, the book called " Ta'rikh al-Yamini" 
by Abii N a y  Muhammad b. 'Abd al-JabbZr 'Utbi, in Arabic. 
In this work we find the fullest review of the events of the years 
365-412, and for the history of this period it formed the chief 
source of Ibn al-Athir and other compilers. In spite of the 
superfluity of rhetorical figures, which add considerable difficulty 
to the study of 'Utbi's work in the original, the author, as 
remarked by A. hluller3, expresses his oplnion on events with 
greater freedom than might have been expected from a court 
historian. I n  his autobiography the author himself admits that 
he wrote thc book with the object of " extolling " Mahmiid, and 
thereby obtained the goodwill of the wazir. Nevertheless, he 
does not conceal the duark sides of this brilliant reign, and.the 
misery of the pcople mined by taxes which i t  was biyond their 
power to pay. Belonging to a family which had provided two 
wazirs during the Siimznid period, and himself in administrative 
service under Mal?mfid, 'Utbi was of course imbued with ideas 
of bureaucratic absolutism, and refers in the most hostile terms 
to thc opposition of the priesthood, and in general to the 
clemcnts hostile to the domination of the bureaucracy. The 
rlrabic original I was published by Sprenger at Dclhi in 1847 21 
(in Petrograd, apparently, there is not a single copy of this 
edition) ; another edition was printcd in Cairo in 1286/1869, 
together with a philological commentary by Shaykh Manini, 
and again in r301/1883 'Utbi's test  was published in Cairo, 
together with Ibn nl-xthir's text (from vol. X) in the margins. 
In  the Asiatic hluseum of the Acadcmy of Sciences at Petrograd 

Khwinclamir, however, attributes the composition of this work to 'Abdal-malik 
(,-.!I -+, Teheran ed., I 2 7 1 ,  ii, 140). AS the author's name is not in the MS. 
belonging to the Paris library, it is  possible thnt it is incorrectly quoted in H5jji- 
Iillalifa, ant1 thnt the author of thr history nnd the author of the anthology are one 
ant1 the snmc prrson. Againqt this view, however, it may be advanced that, 
nccordin~ to 11.-Khnlifn, tlie author of the history was a 11ativc of  Msr'ash, while 
the author o f  the anthology wns a nntive of Nisliiipfir. In Illn Mo'in's book (MS. 
1)orn 2 0 7 ,  f. q a a  a) the historian Thn'5l1Li is called 'Abd al-hlu!talib b. Muhammad 
1). Isrnii'il, 

? rle Slane, Ciafnlog~~r des v~nntrscrifs arnhes de la liihl. h'afiotra/e, Paris, 1893-5, 
11. 284 (Supplen:ent, 7 4 2  A). 

W e t -  Islnrtr itt A101;qcrr- trnd Abrrr,llnnd, i i ,  62 .  



there is a superb manuscript of the Tn'rtkh 01-Ynnrtnt, written 
in 6631 I 265 l. 

'Utbi's work tvas translated into Persian in the year 6021 
12oj-6 by Abu'sh-Sharaf NZsih b. Ja'far al- JurbZdhaqZni ; this 
translation was used by the ~krsian compilers, who for the most 
part copied ~ u r b ~ d h a ~ i n i ' s  text word forword. A lithographed 
edition of this translation appeared at Teheran in 127411857-8. 
The chapters which refer to the history of the SZmZnids were 
published by Schefer as a supplernen~ to his edition of the 
Ta'rikh-i Narshakhi (see above, p. 14). An English translation 
of JurbZdhaqZni's work was published by Reynolds in 1858 2, 

but this translation, as has been justly remarked by Schefer 
and Dr. Rieu " is not distinguished by great accuracy. The 
Persian author translated the Arabic text fairly accurately on 
the whole, with a few omissions, but he omitted to translate 
the autobiography of 'Utbi, appended by the latter to his 
history. 

Contemporary with 'Utbi was Abii Rayhan Muhammad b. 
Ahmad a:-Uiruni (d. c. 1048), perhaps the greatest of Muslim 
scholars4. His special studies were in mathematics and 
astronomy, but he also wrote historical works. His " History 
of Khorezmia" has not come down to us ; from it Bayhaqi tool; 
the account of the conquest of Khorezmia by Mahmtid. There 
is some valuable historical information, on the history of Kho- 
rezmia amongst others, in Hirfini's chronological work, published 
in the original and an English translation by Prof. Sachau. 
The same scholar worked up theseaccounts in his pamphlet Z~rr  
Geschicjlte zmd Ch~o/zoZogie von Khzw~trizm 6. 1 

22 About 1050 Abii Sa'id 'Abd al-Hayy b. DahllZk Gardizi 
wrote in Persian his " Adornment of Narratives " (Zayn al- 
AkhbZr). In addition to a chapter on the Turks (on which see 
above, p. 13), and one on 1ndia l, this work includes the history 
of the Caliphs down to 423/1032, and that of KhurZsZn down 
to the battle at Dinawar'betwcen MawdOd and Muhammad 
(432/~041). Owing to the loss of SallZmi's work, Gardizi's book, 

MS. No.  510, cf. Rosen, N~~fit-cs so~unrnives dts ntartzrscvits avahrs rfu rtlzrscfe 
asiatique, St. I)., r8S1, 11. 94. The Persian translation is discussctl very fully in 
Not. e l  Ext., iv. On the Arabic and Persian versions see Urowne, Lit. Nisf., ii ,  471. 
All references to 'Utbi below will be qnoted from the edition of Shaykh Manioi, 
nnder 'UtLi-Mnnini, in place of the quotations from the MS. of the As. Mus. in 
the original Kussian edition. 
' Reynoltls, The Kifal-i- lhtrtirzi, I,ond., 1858 (Or. Trans. Fund). 

Catalogtie, p. I 5;. 
' On him see Kosen'e article in %a$iski, i i i ,  147 sq. 

See above, p. I ,  n. 3. On a new (and more complete) MS. of Birini's work sec. 
C. Salernann in  Bulk'tirz de rAcnd. u'e Sf. P., I y r 2, 861 sq. Biography of llirfini in 
frskrSn, vi, 309-14. 

6 Reff. to this in Sachau, AIhrurti's Indin, I,ond., 1888 (1'1.iibner's Oriental 
Series), i i ,  360, 39;. 1 am indebted for this reference t o  S. ?'h. Oldenburg. 



which unfortunately is as yet known only in two manuscripts I ,  

both of which are very late, must be regarded as the chief 
source for the study of the history of Khurzsan down to  and 
including the SZmZnid period. Gardizi's text is sometimes very 
close to that of Ibn al-Athir, and in certain passages presents an 
almost literal translation of it 2, which can, of course, be explained 
only by the fact that both authors made use of one and the same 
source. This source was undoubtedly Salliimi's work. In Ibn 
al-Athir we find detailed accounts of the history of the SZmZnids 
down to the death of Abu 'Ali ChaghZni, and to this event, in 
all probability (see p. lo), Sall,?mils work was brought down. Of 
the events between 344 and 365, of which we find scarcely any 
account in Ibn al-dthir, ~alldizi  treats with a fair atnount of  
detail, on the basis of some other source which remained 
unknown to Ibn al-Athir. Gardizi's dependence on Sallami is 
confirmed by the fact that Gardizi's narratives of 'Amr b. Layth 
are repeated word for word in the extracts from Sallzmi 
inserted in Ibn KhallilcZn's dictionary 3. 

In 450/105)l Mal?mfid LYarrZq completed a work embracing 
the history of " several ~nillenia " down to 4c9. Our knowledge 
of this book is derived solely from the historian Bayhaqi4, who 
quotes from it an  account of the rebuilding of the town of 
Ghazna by 'Amr b. Layth. Bayhaqi wished to give us more 
detailed accounts of Mal~tniid, whom he calls a reliable historian, 
but owing to circun~stances over which he had no control he was I 
unable to do so : " I had prepared a long eulogy on him ; 23 
I had seen from ten to fifteen noteworthy compositions of his 
in various branches. When news of this reached his sons they 
made an outcry against me, and said: We, his sons, do not 
consent that thou shouldcst deal arbitrarily with the words of 
our father (lit. 'raise and lower the words,' Src.) before he has 

I11 the first eclition the author rcpented the mistake of Bthb (Cafalo~rre, p. I I),  
in consitlering the Oxford MS. as the only known copy of Garclizi's treatise, whereas 
these i- still another RIS. of this w o ~ k  in existence, nt Cambridge (King's Coll. Lib., 
no. 2131, see the description of the AlSS. of King's Coll. in 'JR.A..S., New Ser., 
iii (IS~S), 105-31 ( b y  Palmer, not by X.lorley, as I stated in crror in f.i7sfscRrz)fl 
IVokd.ke? 1). 173 ,  n. 5)  ; Gartlizi's work is mentioned on 1). 1 2 0 .  T h e  date is not 
quite clear, but is apl~nrently given ns 930 (1524). to which the calligraphy and 
external appearance of the MS. f1111y correspontl. There is reason to  think that the 
Oxfortl MS. was copied from that a t  Cambridge. Exactly the same mistakes are 
pretty frecluently met with in both MSS. (e. g. the sequence of the words,.;i~ 

3 r . f ~  
cf. 7t.rIs, p. 6,  n. r I ) ;  11111 in some cases the reading of the Oxford MS. can be 
correctetl from the Cambridge MS. T h e  Oxford MS. is mentioned ns the "only 
known" one cven in Ijrowne's Lit. lZist., ii, 288 (1906). I t  is not known what MS. 
of (;nrtliri w n s  riscd t ~ y  Knverty in his citations from this work In the notes to the  
TnB[tfinl-i A'nsiri (p. yo]). 

Especinlly in the extracts on Ahmnd b. Sahl (cf. Texts, 11. 6 and Ibn al-Athir, 
viii, 86). 
' No. 838 ; tle Slane, 8iopnjhicoC Dictio)ta~-y, iv, 322, 326. Cf. Tc.rfs, p. 5. 

'The TnriX4-i flaihaki, ed. Morley, Calcutta, 1862, p. 3 1 7 .  



spokcn thcm (i.e. before the publication of his works). With 
reluctance I abandoned my intention." Mahmiid Warrlq 
brought his work to a close at  the year 4cg precisely because 
it was with the events of this year that Bayhaqi began his 
narrative. 

The work of Abu'l-Fadl Muhammad b. Husayn Bayhaqi 
(d. 470/1077-X) occupies a unique place in Muslim historical 
literature, at least among such productions as have come down 
to us. The author quite consciously contrasts his book with 
those "chronicles, where all that may be read is that a certain 
Sultan sent such and such a general to some war or other; on 
a certain day they fought or made peace ; this one beat that or 
that one this ; they proceeded there." In contrast to these 
historians the author relates in detail all the events of which he 
was a witness. We have seen that Bayhaqi began his narrative 
with the events of 409 z, but only a small part of his vast work 
has come down to us, devoted to the reign of Sultan Mas'iid 
(1030-41)) namely, the second half of the sixth volume, vols. 7, 
8, 9, and part of the tenth. The part of his work which has 
been preserved was published in Calcutta by Morley ; it was 
written in 450 and 451 (1058-59). Down to what year Bayhaqi's 
work was brought is not known ; we know only that it extended 
to as many as thirty volumes! Short extracts from the early 
volumes are quoted by the thirteenth-century historian JiizjZni *, 
and the fifteenth-century compiler Hiifiz-i Abrii ; but no 
extracts have been found from the last twenty volumes. I 

24 A. Miiller %oinewhat inaccurately called Bayhaqi's work " the 

Tarihh-i Baihaki, p. 438. 
In consequence of this we must regarcl as erroneous Dr. Rieu's statement 

( Cafaloguc, i, J 59) that Hayhaqi's treatise began with thc rise of the Cihaznevid 
clynasty. In the extracts from Hayhaqi quoted by the historian Jizjsni (see below), 
Sabuktagin is indeed mentioned, but this passage is evidently taken from the history 
of Mnhmiid, nnd represents one of the anthor's frequent digressions. T)igressions 
devoted to Sabuktagin are found also in the history of Masgod (cf. I'/ai/lnki, p. 557). 
Besides Morley's etlilion there exists also a Teheran edition of A.H. 1307 from 
a MS. of A. n. 1305 ; several copies of this were acquired by Prof. Zhukovsky in 
1899 for the library of l'etrograd University. I t  incllides the same portion of the 
work as Morley's edition, bnt begins a few pages earlier. interest in^ biogrnl)hical 
data concen~ing Abu'l-Fadl Bnyhaqi are given by Abn'l-I;Lasan Ijayhnqi in the 
" History of hnyhaq" (MS. I3rit. Mus. pub. 3585, fo11. I O I  b-103 b), which com- 
municates also some facts about his work. I t  is statcd here that Bayhaqi's work 
included more than thirty volumes and eml~rncecl the period from the beginning of 
the reign of Sabuktagi~i to  the beginning of the reign of Ibriihirn (it is evident 
that Mahmid Il'arriq's work was reckoned in with it) ; the author died in Safar 
470 (Aug.-Sept. 1077). Abn'l-Hasan saw separate parts of the work in various 
libraries, but he did not see a complete copy. Cf. now my article "nnihaki" in the 
Enryc. of lsfirrr. 

a Thus according to the fifteenth-century compiler Fnsih (31s. As. Mus. 581 n,  
f. 263) and accortling to Mirkhniind. 

Tabadat-i Ahsiri, p. 65. TCIIS, 11. 15;. 
Dcr /s/am, i i ,  194.  



diary of a Persian official ; " with more reason it may be called, 
as suggested by Prof. Sachau ', his " memoirs." The author 
wrote his book in old age, after leaving the government service. 
He was born about 386/996 2, entered the service about 
412/1oz1, and spent nineteen years in the office for the com- 
position of diplomatic documents (diwHn ar-rass'il) under thc 
direction of Abii N a y  MishkZn, who died in 43111039 ? After 
Abii Nay's death Sultan Mascud continued to extend his 
patronage to our author, but after Mascud's death his position 
changed ; for some time he was in disgrace, and admits that he 
himself was partly to blame for it 4. Subsequently he was re- 
admitted to the service, and under Sultan 'Abd ar-Rashid 
(1049-53) was at the head of the office 5. 

As an official having access to the court, the author naturally 
dwells chiefly on the events of court life and officialdom, the 
intrigues of the court and bureaucracy, and the rivalry of various 
persons who sought to influence the sovereign in one direction 
or another. In addition to this, we find that he gives us fairly 
detailed accounts of external relations ; the official letters to 
various rulers wcre for the most part written by himself, but 
this circumstance unfortunately did not enable him to  com- 
municate to us the original text of these documents, as his 
papers were forcibly taken from him, probably on his dismissal. 
"The correspondence with the government of the Caliph, with 
the KhZins of Turkcstan, and with the lesser rulers was all 
carried on by me ; all the documents were in my hands, but 
these were deliberately destroyed. Alas, alas, that these 
gardens of paradise are not on thc spot! They would make 
this history rcally valuable. I do not givc up hope that by the 
nlercy of God the papers will again bc found by me ; then all 
will be written O . '  The abscnce of the original doc~~ments did 
not, howcvcr, prevent the author from giving us a " really 
valuable" work. Thc picture of court life, as Prof. Sachau has 
justly remarked, is drawn ( by him with great candour; notwith- 25 
standing all his rcverencc for the throne he does not consider 
himself justified in hiding the evil deeds of his sovereign 7. The 
author himself dcclaresn that after his dismissal he settled all 
accounts with his former adversaries, and endeavoured to repre- 
sent events without any prejudice ; and, in fact, his accounts of 
the intrigues at the court is written from the point of view of 
an unbiased observer. 

Bayhaqi's work has up to the prescnt been used very much 
less than it deserves ; particularly characteristic is the fact that 

1 Zrrv Ctsihirhfe t19rd C/rrotto?ogit. von A-hiodriztlr, i i ,  5. 
V l a i h a k i ,  p. 246. /bid., p. 749. I h i d . ,  p. 754. 

Ihid., p. I 92 .  /bid., p. 302. 
/bid., p. 5;3. ?bid.; I?. 20;. 



not one of the scholars who have written on the QarZ-Khiinids 
has taken advantage of it to any appreciable degree 2, although 
it is just from him that we find the most detailed and accurate 
information upon this dynasty for a considerable space of time. 
This is to be explained partly by the defects of Morley's edition 
(indistinct type, absence of table of contents and index, &c.). 
A detailed summary (in French) of the conteilts of the Ta'r~kk-i 
Bltyhnpt was inserted by A. Riberstein-Kasimirslcy in the intro- 
duction to  his edition of the diwan of the poet Minichihri 5 but 
the author of the summary did not always understand correctly 
the text of the Persian historian ; for example, the statement 
quoted above about the official documents is referred to the 
" historical compositions " of Bayhaqi 4. 

The thirteenth-century historian J uzjini "ites yet another 
treatise of unknown date on the history of the Ghaznevids, 
namely, " The correctly classified history " (TaJrikh-i Mujadwal) 
of Abu'l-Qgsim Muhammad b. 'Ali 'ImZdi. This book included 
the history of the Prophets, the Umayyad and 'AbbZsid Caliphs, 
the ancient Persian kings, and the Ghaznevids down to Mahmiid, 
i. e. it corresponded in its content approximately to Tha'alibi's 
work (see above, p. r 8). The author of the " Digest of 
Chronicles," written in 52011126 (on which see below), in his 

26 account of the history of the Ghaznevids quotes his I contem- 
porary, the Amir Mahmid 'ImZdi, son of the Im5m as-Sinjari al- 
Ghaznawi " ; this may possibly be the same person as Muhammad 
b. 'Ali 'Imadi. 

After the battle of DandiinqZn (in May 1040) the possession 
of Eastern Persia passed from the Ghaznevids to the Saljiiqids. 
I n  the reign of Alp-Arslan ( 1 ~ 6 3 - 7 2 )  the Saljuqids began to 
invade Transoxania, and under his son Malik-shSh (1072-92) 
the QarZ-Khinids became the vassals of the Saljiiqid sultans. 
Naturally, therefore, the historical treatises written in the Saljiiqid 
kingdom are of great importance also for the study of the 
history of Transoxania. 

Grigor'ev, Air~afihn~riti'y 71 IClnz~emrtrrn~grye, St. P., 1874 (=- Ttwliy Z'ost. Ola., 
part XVIIj ; Sachao, ZZIY Geschit hte, Vc., ~ i ,  35-46 ; Dorn, AI(f/arzges Asicztiques, 
tt. vi,  ix  ; Raverty, Tnbnkal-i h 'usir i ,  pp. goc-ro ; liadloff, Dns Airdntku-/{ihk in 
Transcripfiott Aerarrs~~egeberr, St. P., 1891, Einleitung, pp. Ixxviii-lxxx (Kadloff, 
A' vojrosu ob uigrrrakh, st. l'., 1893, pi>. I 12-5).  

a Isolated quotations are found in Saclinu arid Knverty. 
a Memtchehri, Po3fe fersan dtr on~i>nte sit'clt, I'aris, I 887, pp. 1 7-1 3 1. 

/hid., preface, p. v. 
Rnverty, Tobakat-i Nnsiri, pp. xxxii-xxxiii, 69. 
Cod. P:irir Ancien Fonds Persan 62, f. a63 : 
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So far as is lcnowil there were no compositions written in the 
eleventh century 011 the Saljiqid sultans that can properly be 
called historical ; but some idea of the organization of the state 
and the general conditions of life a t  this period is given us in 
the (( Book on the Administration of the State " (SiyZsat-nZmah) 
of the famous wazir Niziim al-Mulk (Abii 'Ali Hasan b. 'Ali 
Tisi ,  d. 1092). In 1091 the sultan R'Ialik-shiih instructed some 
of the high officials to draw up a rcport on the state of the 
kingdom, indicating all defects and possible improvements. Of the 
works presented to him the sultan approved only of the treatise 
of Niziim al-Mulk, which consisted of thirty-nine chapters, and 
decided to adopt it as a guide a. I t  deals with the duties of the 
various officials, and gives advice on all branches of the adminis- 
tration. In 1092, before his last journey to BaghdZd, the Wazir 
gave to the copyist of the sultan's personal books, n'Iuhammad 
Maghribi 3, another eleven supplen~entary chapters, which he 
was to deliver to the sultan only after the author's death. As  
the copyist justly observes, thesk chapters were writtcn by the 
author (' on account of the distress which was occasioned to him 
by the enemies of the Empire ; " for this reason the author's 
tone in these sections I is much more bitter and unguarded than 27 
in the rest of the book. Whatever we may thinlc of the ideals 
of this leader of the Persian bureaucracy, it cannot but be realized 
that in his words is to be heard the voice of a man of deep con- 
victions, going to his death for their salce. He  knows that his 
liostility to the Isniailites will cost hiin his life, but he believes 
that after his death his viecvs will triumph I :  " hly words will 
be remembered when they (the Ismailites) begin to throw into 
the pit the distinguished and tlic great, when the ears re-echo 
with the sound of their drums, and when their secrets are laid 
bare. A t  thc time of this misfortune he (the Sultan) will realize 
that I was right in all that I said." 

Ni~iim al-Mulk's composition is incontestably the chief source 
for the study of the political structure of the Eastern Muslin1 
htates. The last chaptcrs, devoted to the Ismailites, afford 
lnoreover sich historical material. l'rof. Nijldelce, in  his review 
of Schcfer's edition G, doubts the trustworthiness of this material, 
especially the story that the Ismailitcs converted the Siimanid 
Na;r b. Allmad to their heresy ; but confirmation of this inci- 

Tlie Imok was pnblished I,y Schefer in the originnl and a French translation 
!.Sins.rct Narnc'h, texte I)crsnn, Paris, I Pg I = I1.Zi.L. 0. V., 111' stir., vol. vii ; Siasscf 
;\bm?R, trntluction, 1 'a l . i~~ 1893 = lhitt., vol. viii). The book bears also the title : 
l % e  hadits a/'di't~gs (Siynr a l - ~ i l ~ ~ l i k ) .  

'I'cxtc, 11. 2 ; 'l'ratluction, pp. 3-4. 
Zbitl., 11. 210  ; his name omitted in Schefer's trnns. (p. 307). 
/hi(/., 1). 205 ; 'l'rntluction, 1). 299. 
In the translation I' clue le  prince snche," whiclr is hardly justified by the original. 

' Z.l) .Af.(; . ,  xlvi, i G 7 .  



dent, of which in fact the historians ~nalte no mention at  all (cf. 
above, p. lo), is to be found in the Fihristl. Schefer's trans- 
lation, as is already evident from our observation on the extract 
we have quoted, is not always quite accurate, but it seldom goes 
as far as actual mutilation of the sense of the original 2. 

In the eleventh century there appeared also special treatises 
on the history of religion, to which considerable space had 
already been assigned in the Fihvist of an-Nadim. " The 
History of Religious and Philosophical Teachings " (Kit5b al-milal 
wa'n-nihal) was written by the Spaniard Ibn Hazm (d. 456/ 
1064) ; this treatise, which has been preserved in several manu- 
scripts, was used by Dozy, von Kremer, and Goldziher, and 
lengthy extracts from it have also been published by 
M. Schreiner 4. Somewhat later, in  48,511092, there was written 
in Ghazna the work of Abii Ma'ali Muhammad b. 'UbaydallZh, 
"The Explanation of Religions" (BayZn al-Adyiin) ; extracts 

28 from this are inserted I in the Chrestonmthie of Schefer, to whom 
belonged apparently the only manuscript of this work 5 and in 
1915 a Danish translation was published by A. Christensen '. 

Of twelfth-century writings we must mention in the first place 
the " Digest of Chronicles and Narratives" (Mujmil at-Tawiirikl~ 
wa'l-Qisas) by an unknown author. This work was written in 
520/11i6,. and is preserved only in a single rnan~lscript in the 
BibliothGque Nationale at Paris. The history of the Muham- 
madan dynasties, not excluding the Saljiiqs, is related very 
briefly in it, but the chapters on the ancient Persian kings ', on 
India" and on the Turkish peoples arc of greater importance. 
Especially valuable is the list of the titles of the I<astern rulers, 
in which we find a whole series of titles not mentioned in  any 
other source. The traditions on the origin of the Turkish tribes 
and on their eponymous heroes differ to some extent from those 
related in Gardizi. Amongst other matters we find in it the 
most ancient version of the legend which places the birthplace 

Fihrist, p. 188. 
a Other instances noted bclow ; see also the remarks of Prof. F,. G. Ijrowne 

in his Lit. Hist. of Persia, ii, 2 1 a  sq., on the work and the edition (" much-needed 
corrections ", p. 314 " excellent French translation "). 

C)n whom see Zapiski, viii, I 79-80 ; on his treatise Fliigcl, Die arnb., V(., 
13andschr. der ir'ais.- A'iirr. 1lofliblio~heR zu CVien, ii, I 97-9. 

' Z.U.M.G., lii, 465-7, 475-86. The work has now been p~iblished in Cairo in 
five ~ a r t s ,  A. H. 131 7-1 I .  

"hrtst. $err., i, 133-71 ; Notes, pp. 13a--3. The MS. is now i n  Pnris (Suppl. 
pers. 1356, No. 7 (ff. I 95 V-2 24) ; cf. Blochet, C;atalopre . . . J'chlfeer, Paris, 
1900, P. 76). 

a Studier fra rprog- og okllirl.forssnin udpbnc af aet I;ilo/o,qisk-historiskc Sanr/und, 
N. IOI  ; Abu I-Ma ali, t;lunrrri//t~~t,g (lf Neligiomrne, Ovcrsat nf Arthur Christensen. 

'j%tdrn. As., 3'56r., tt. xi ,  xii, xiv ; 4 O  s6r , t. i. 
Reinautl, f i a p e r t f s  arahes et pprrsnftes itr~!dits r*elatgs 0 fZn&, Paris, 1845, 

PP. 1-54. 



of Turk the son of Japhet in the neighbourhood of Issyk-kul l .  

The manuscript concludes with an account of the destruction of 
NishZpiir by the Ghuzz after the capture of Sultan Sinjar (in 
1153) ; this account was evidently added subsequently either by 
the author himself or by some other person. 

About the same period Abu'l-Futiih RarakZt b. MubZrak b. 
IsmZ'il (d. 52511131 in Nishzpiir) wrote in Arabic his book 
(which has not come down to us) called " The Lightning-flash 
of Chronicles" (Lam' at-Tawarikh) 2. The author was born a t  
Ghazna after 46011~68, and his chronicle was brought down to 
~ O O / I  106-7. 

T o  the same century belongs also the Nisiovy of the Sn@qid 
family (Ta'rikh-i Al-i Saljiiq), whose author, Abii Tlhir  Khatiini, 
is mentioned in Dawlatshah's anthology. Prof. 13rowne3 men- 
tions him only as the author of an anthology of poets (Manaqib 
ash-Shu'arii), and remarks that the Hisio~y of the SnGzlgid 
family is so vagucly quoted by Dawlatshah that we do not 
know what treatise is meant. From Dawlatshzh's quotations 
from this book, however, in the biography of the poet 'Am'aq 
BukhZri4, it is clearly evident that its author was Abii Tlhir  
Khatiini, a contemporary of Sultan Sinjar 5. 

Shal-af ad-Din Abii Nasr Aniishil-w5n b. IChZlid Kashlni 
(d. 533/1178-g), the wazir bf the Caliph Mustarshid, and after- 
wards of t'lle Saljiiq Sultan Mas'iid, a t  the end of his life wrote 
in Persian his mcrnoirs, utldcr the characteristic title of " Decline 
of the times of Ministers and Ministers of the times of Decline." 
The ( memoirs mere devoted to the events of the years 1072-1 I 34, 29 
and have come down to us only in the Arabic revision of 'ImZd 
ad-Din Isfahiini. The Arabic translator accuses the author of 
partiality, and of a desire to avenge himself on his enemies. 
I'rof. Houtsma disagrees with this view, and sees in Kzshani's 
work only such cxpressions of the author's personality as are 
inseparable from productions of this type of literature, and even 
form their entire c11ar.m. 

'Imad ad-Din IsfahZni (Abu 'AbdallZh Mul~ammad b. Mu-  
hammad), who wrote in 57g/1183, translated and supplemented 

Texts, ]>p. 19-20 ; cf. Abottl-GlrAri, Zfistoivc ths fifo,.yols el  des Tnfarcs, j trbl.  par- 
it baron Dcsnraisnns, St. I',, 181.1-q, t. ii (traduclion), p. g. 

Texts, p. 70. 
:' '' Thc Sources of I~nwlnlsl~?ih,"  Th'.A..Y., 1899, p. 42 .  

No. rg  ; i n  Urowne's cdition, pi): 64-5: 
ti The same Abii Tiihir is mentioned i n  1Ioutsma's ii'ccucil (cf. below), i i ,  89 

(another work of his, n. diatribe against a wnzir), and 105 sq. Cf. Rrowne, Lit. /list., 
i i ,  183 sq., 326sq., and the  information on  AbO TPhir  collected by the editors of 
'Awfi's Lutjgb nl-Alt)iih (pnrt I, p. fiscl.). IIe was called Khatiini because he was 
the financial administrator (mustawfi) of Jawllar Jihitfin, the  wife of Sultan Muhnmmad 
11. Malikrhih. Cf. Rrihat a!-.prdfir by l i lwandi,  ed. M i r z l  Iqbil, pp. 131, ,136. 

On him nnd the two following authors, see M. Th. Houtsma, Rtcrrerl de texfes 
rclaffi  d rh is fo i r .~  cfcs Sckfiortcides, vol. ii, Lugd. ljatav., I 889 ; also Zapishi, i ,  I 93- I .  



(in some passages, as I'rof. Houtsma thinks, abridged) IGishZni's 
work, incorporated it in a sketch of the history of the Saljfiqs as 
far as 1072, and carricd the history down to Shawwal, 57511 180. 
E-Iis worlc (called @ I  infi  ijdl x+ " Help in Weariness and 
Refuge of Creation ") has been preserved, so far as is known, in 
one manuscript only, wllich belongs to the eighteenth century, 
and is now in the Ribliothkque Nationale at Paris l. An abridged 
edition of the same worlc, written by Hundari (Fath b. 'Ali b. 
Muhammad, wrote in 62311226) undcr the title " Cream of 
the book ' Help '  and Selection from the book ' Refuge'," has 
been published by Prof. Houtsma. The author endeavoured to 
preserve " all the facts, all the historical features, and even the 
best pearls of eloquence " of 'Irnzd ad-Din. Sometimes Rundari 
incorporates in 'Im5d ad-Din's text a few words on the events 
of the end of the sixth and beginning of the seventh centuries 
A .  Even in Bundari's revision the boolc is very difficult to 
read, owing to the number of rhetorical figures, rare words, and 
turns of phraseology with which it is garnished, but it possesses 
great importance as the fullest source (and for the history of 
events after 520 also the oldcst) for the history of the Saljiiqs. 
IVe obtain from it many facts which are not in other sources, 
even relating to the history of the eastern part of the Saljiiqid 
empire and its ncighbouring province of Transoxania, though 
the author's attention is naturally concentrated rather on those 
provinces i n  which he passed his life, i. e. Wcstern Persia, 'Iraq, 
and Syria. 

The same 'ImZd ad-Din wrotc also an anthology in Arabic, 
in which we find short biographical notices of many writers, and 

30 specimens of their productions, I including amongst others his- 
torical treatises2. The book bears the title KhnrtrZnt nl-Qnsv 
zun raridat al-'Asr (translated by Schefer as The fairest Maiden 
of the Crzstlc nizd Mcnzoir of thc Age) ; an extract from it, con- 
taining the history of one of the Saljiiqid ~vazirs, has bcen 
published by Schefer 3. 

At the very end of the twelfth century, after I rgq/ggo, the 
amir Sadr ad-Din Abu'l-Hasan 'Ali b. Nii2ir al-Husayni, who 
was in the service of the Khwzrazm-shzh Takash, wrote a book 
entitled '*Cream of Chronicles" which included the history of 
the Saljiiqs. The only known copy is preservcd in the British 
Muscum *. According to Prof. Houtsma, H~isayni's work is in 

Snpplement Arabe, No. 7 7 2  ; cf. de Slane, Catalogre, No. 2145. On the author 
a nd  his works, Brock., i, 314 sq. ; on Eundiiri and \Iusayni, ihitl., i ,  32 I sq. 

Catalops  codicti~,r oriznfaliut~r bidl. Lrigdnr . Dntav., ii, 208-8 H. C f. T t x l ~ ,  
P. 70. 

Siasset Nartdh, supplement, Paris, 1897 (== P, E.L.O. V., 3'! sCr., vol. vii, 2")nrtie), 
pp. 115-22. 

Stowe, Orient., 7. On this MS. sce Rieu, Arabic llf.Y.Y., pp. 342-4; IIoutnma, 



the main an abridgement of ' I m ~ d  ad-Din's ; it is only in his 
account of the history of the first Saljuqids that the author has 
made use ol other chronicles. He very rarely cites his sources, 
and probably transcribes them word for word. Of greater 
importance is the author's account of the events of which he was 
a contemporary ; here he gives us " a number of details almost 
entirely unltnown from other sources." 

In the beginning of the thirteenth century, in gg9/1202-3,  
there was written in Asia Minor the work of Abii Baler Mu- 
hammad b. 'Ali ar-RZwandi called "Solace of the heart and 
token of joy." Riiwandi's account is distinguished by brevity, 
and gives few new facts. Only one manuscript of the Persian 
original is known l. This formerly belonged to the late 
Ch. Schefel-, who published from it the text with a French 
translation2 of the history of the reign of Sinjar, and subse- 
quently also that of the first Saljiqid sultans down to and in- 
cludii~g Malil~shzh "text only). The whole book has now been 
edited by Muhammad Iqbal and published in England 4. In the 
reign of Sultan Muriid I1 (1421-51) Rswandi's book was trans- 
lated ( into Turkish; there is a copy of this translation in the 3 1  
Asiatic Museum 5. The portion of the Turkish text relating to 
the Saljiqs of Asia Minor (whose history was continued by the 
translator down to 1 2 2 5 )  has been published by Prof. Houtsma G. 

h'ecrteil, i, p. x ; ii, 13. xxsvi ; Zupiski, i, 2-13 sq., where extracts referring to  Alp- 
Arslan's war with I<omanus Diogenes are quoted in the original and Kussian translation. 
Immediately after its acquisition by the British Museum the RIS. wns copied by 
I'rof. \\'right, with the intention of publishing it later on ; the same promise was 
made afterwnrtls by I<. Siissheim (Z'l-ol~yo7/rc~ttn 924 ei?t~tz Azrsgabc ricer inr Brit ish 
lClr4setrmz c11 Logrdot'orz vemahrterr Chrorzik ~'cjCs SeIjSch ltkischcn A1eichc.r, L~Iz . ,  I 9 I I ) , 
but the edition has not so far (1925)  appearetl. Accortling to  Siissheitn the " Zubdilt 
at-Tawlrikh" was only one of the sources of ~ h c  anonymous chronicle preserved 
in MS. Stowe, Or. 7. 

Now in the Bibl. Nationale, Suppl. pers. 1314; cf. 13lochet, Catulogtrc . . . 
SlAefer, p. 65. 

* Notlveut~x n~t!latz,g-ts o~iert tanx,  I'aris, 1886 (=  P.E.L.O. V., IIe sbr., t o ~ n c  xix:, 
pp. 3-4 j .  The  translation unfortllnatcly abounds in errors which entirely altcr t h e  
sense; it is suficierit t o  state that the phrase " dnr sir lras firistZdandW (they sent 
a man secretly) is translated "dkputa A Serkes," and it is further explained in a note 
that Scrkes is a town ill thc district of ICish (pp. 19, 35). 

.'?iassct N~znr2lr) suppltme~it, pp. 7c-I r 4. 
G i t h  Memorial Scricss, New Series, ii. MS. 590 bn. 

V c m e i l ,  w(.., vol. iii, 1" pnrtie, Lugd. Hat., ~ S g l .  I n  the prefnce thc Persian 
original is attritn~tetl to n certain Ib11 I%ibi, with n quotation from Schefer's article in 
A'errdeil de fc.rtes ef ( / E  fr-(rdt~sfiotts pnhl. pal- Ies l'rofi de L"h(-ole des Iattgt4e.r orient. viv., 
i, I sq. ( i . Z L 0 .  1 '  3 6 .  t v). 1n the article mentioned i t  is stated that NZsir 
ad-I.)in Vahy5 b. Mlthnmnlncl, kr~own ns Ihn al-Iiibi, wrote o history of the Saljhqs of 
Asia Minor from gPS to 679, and that there exists a Turkish translation of this book 
made in the liltcent11 century, the hlS. of which is in the Dresdcn library. Hehrnni~er 
intcnded to edit thin Ms. but did not succeed in doing so. In Fleischer's catalogue 
there is no menlion of this work. The  text of the Asiatic Museum MS. 560 ba 
(which is, so lar as is known, a copy from the Leyden MS.) openly refers to Kawandi's 
book ns the original composition; and a comp~risori of the Turkish version with 
the publishcti l'ersian tcxt leaves no doubt of this. T h e  second part of the book, 



The history of the Saljiiqs (Ta'rikh-i Al-i Saljiiq) of Jam21 
ad-Din 'Ali b. Yusuf al-Qifti (d. 646/rz48) has not come down 
to us, nor have some other works the period of whose composi- 
tion is unknown. Amongst these is the '' Book of Kings " (Malik- 
nzmah or Muliik-nzmah) of an unknown authol-, the source of 
Mirkhwznd and Abu'l-Faraj2, and probably also of Ibn al- 
Athir. The " Book of the Saljiiqs " (Saljiiq-nsmah), which was 
the only source of IGcvandi for the events pl*evious to his own 
time, was the work of his relative, Zahir ad-Din an-NishZpiiri 3, 

who was the tutor (ustiid) of the sultans Arslzn (1161-77) and 
Mas'iid (1133-52), and wrote during the reign of Tughrul 
(1~77-94), the last Saljiiqid sultan of 'IrZq" The  account 
quoted in the historico-geographical work of H8fiz-i Abrii 
(fifteenth century) of the elephant stolen from Sultan Mas'iid's 
camp is also taken from Ziihir ad-Din; this story is found in 
Hayhaqi as well O. The fourteenth-century com piler HamdallZh 
Qazwini mentions also a history of the Saljiiqs of a certain 
Abu'l-'A15 Ahwal 7. 

The second half of the twelfth and beginning of the thirteenth 
century belongs on the whole to the darkest pages of Muslim 
history. The testimony of the sources which have come down 
to us is contradictory in the extreme, and the establishment of 
the chronology even of the most important events presents great 
difficulties. Yet the events of this period were of marked 

32 importance ( in the history of the Muhammadan peoples ; within 
it fall the decline of the Saljiiq domination, the subjugation of 
Transoxania to a heathen monarchy, the rise of two new Muslim 
dynasties, the KhwZrazm-shzhs and the Ghiirids, the victory of 
the Khwzrazm-shZhs in thc struggle with their Muslim rivals 
and with thz heathen Qarii-Khit~ys, the union under their rule 
of the whole Eastern Muslim world, and the formation under 
their dominion of an empire, to a11 appearances powerful, but 

containing the history of the Snlj~qs of Asia Minor, is apparently in reality n 
translation of Ibn al-l\ibils work. 

fI.-li-ha#z, ii, 109. 
Chro)zii'~01t .Sjr~.iar.zdvt, etl. Rruns, p. 2 2 9  ; Iloatsma, A'eczrril, t+l., i ,  p. ix. 
I % - l i % t z C / ; z ,  iii, 606. 
Perhaps the same work (tletlicated to Toghrul) is mentioned under No. cxxxviii 

(p. 133) in hforley's ('at. of the l ih.  of the /i.A..!i'. Unfortonntely this MS., as I was 
told in the library, has been lost. 

"MS. Pub. Lib. Dorn 290, f. 196 a. 
Bllihaki, ed. Morley, pp. 708-9. 
Ed. Ijrowne, p. 434, trans. p. 93. Of later works on the history of the Saljiirlids, 

cf. the @ i W l  $&U J ijlp of Muh. b. hluh. al-IJusayni (fourteenth century) ; 
Itieu, Cataky~~e,  ii, 848 sq. ; Siissheim, P)~olegotr~rrza, PC., and two editions, Cairo, 
I 326/ 1908 ant1 Leyden, 1909 ; cf. Muh. IqbiiI in h'6bat as-.?trdzir, pref., p. xxxiv. The 
work of Abii 1.18mid hlnh. b. Ibrfhim mentioned by Kashid ad-I)in is itlenticnl with 
the Ji'cihnt a!-Jttd~il- of Muh. b. 'AIi ar-Kiiwandi, cf. iirid., xxxv. 



whose internal weakness was speedily revealed a t  the first 
serious collision with an external foe. 

The historical treatises written for the Ghiirids and the 
KhwHrazm-shzhs have not come down to us, and the history 
of both dynasties is known to us only from the compilers of the 
thirteenth century, of whom some account will be given in the 
following section. For the history of the Ghurids our chief 
source is JG7=iHni, the author of the Tnbapn't-i NrT?;iri, who made 
use of the " Qi~as-i ThHni" of ~ b u ' l - ' ~ Z s a n  H a y ~ a m  b. Muham- 
mad Niibi l .  The latter work included also the history of the 
Tshirids, SaffHrids, SZrniinids, and Saljiiqids ? I n  his account 
o f  the history of the Ghiirid sultans Jiizjiini used also the 
genealogical work of Fakhr ad-Din MubZrak-shah Marwarrhdi 3, 
which was written at the bcginning of the thirteenth century, 
and contains many interesting statements on the language and 
tribes of the Turks4. 

The history of the KhwZrazm-shiihs occupies a considerable 
part of the " History of the Conqueror of the World " of 
Juwayni, who appears in this matter to be the oilly source of 
MirkhwZnd and earlier Persian compilers. Roth Juwayni h n d  
Ibn al-AthirG used for the history of the KhwZrazm-shahs 
a wol-lc by Abu'l-Hasan 'Ali b. Zayd7 Bayhaqi, " hlashZrib at- 
TajZrib w a  Ghaw~rib al-Gharii'ib '' (literally " Places of Refresh- 
ment of The Expcric~rces I and Zcnith of The Ilhrvels "). 33 
This worlc, according to Juwayni, was the continuation of 
another work called " The Experiences of the Nations," by 

1 Or perhaps nl-Hiiqi ; i ! ~  other passages the author is called Ibn Hnysnm. 
2 l<nverty, Tdhaknt-i Nnsiri ,  pp. I I .  19, 26, 56, I 16, 320. 
3 Ibiti., p. 300. Cf. now on the MS. 1)ought 1)y Mr. A. G. Ellis, F A . ,  T I ,  i, 

521-33 (11y It,. 1). Koss nnd I<. (;authiot) and '/!jab-llr6tttah (Oriental Studies 
presented to Prof. 1'. C;. llrowne), 1922, pp. 392-413 (by E. 1). Ross). T h e  ~ ~ i t h o r  
tlied, accol.tling to Ibn nl-Atllir (xii, 160) in  Shnwwil 602 (1206) (cf. 'r3jab-A4imah1 
1). 403)) but it; his work the month 1)hu '1-Qa'da 01 the snlnc ycnr is mentioned 
( r h . .  1'. 401). 

4 The  nnmes of tr i l~es ( ' i l j ~ h - h i i ? t t ~ h ,  p. 407 srl.) nre partly the same as  those 
mectionccl by Mah~rrod K5shgllnri in the eleventh century, and d o  not occur in the - 
same lorn1 nrtcrwards (cf. +3 for Y and rej-; for ,;; or$j?;4). For  the use of G 
the MS. i~self  (in the 1,ontlo; Oriental School) I nnl intlcbted to Si r  E. D. Koss. 

h i .  Muh. Qnzwini, ii, I .  

"lln nl-Athir, xi,  249 ; ill this passngc the book is quoted in ref. to the events 
01 568, bill it 1n11st have becn written before 563 as it is quoted in the history 
o f  l h y l ~ a q  which wns linishcd i n  that ).car ~ n d  whose nuthor dicd in 565. Perhaps 
Ib11 nl-Athir llatl in his possession a continuation of the work. 

' Tr~wnyni calls him lbri Yunducl. 
>/.-h.ktz!/iz, V, 5 4 4 .  TO thc same nulllor is nscriljetl n history of his native town 

o f  Ihyharl \\hicll hns come clown to 11s : cf. I'erlscll, I.'er-zeic-h9zi.r~ dcr ppt's. Hand- 
s(.hrgiett, Ilcrl in, I 8S5 ( - /lit Ilnrtdsc.A~-z~L- l'cr:ti~~/rrrissr citr Ayjtt. I'iibl. ezc Berlin, 
i v ) ,  1'. 5 I 6 (No. 53.5) ; Kitlr, St~pplcnrc?zf to f h t  ['at. of 1'L.r.r. MSS., Lond., I 89.5, 
1'. 00 ~ ( 1 .  ; P;. Knl', /'c.rsi(f.tkryn, nrab. r' fytlrk. r-ttkofisi 7icrRest. I'ub. l'ibl., Tashkent, 
1889, 1'1). 8- 9 (NO. 9 a), where t l~ere  is q u o t ~ d  (incorrectly) a relere~lce of the author 
to the fIist'nry of HayAng of IAIi b. A t ~ i  S i l i l ~  nl-l<huwnri and to  the History of 
A!ijhtiPRr of A IJCI 'Abdnllah nl-lhyyi'; cf. liicu, Srff~p/cflrc?zt, 1). 61. 



which is meant, of course, the book of that name by Miskawayh' 
(Abu 'Ali Ahmad b. Muhammad, d.421/10.30). Juwayniquotes 
also the encyclopaedia called " The Collection of Sciences " 
(p,U\ +) of the famous theologian Fakhr ad-Din Abii 'AbdallZh 
~ u h a k m a d  b. 'Omar ar-RBzi (606/121o), which was written for 
the Khw~razm-shZh Takash2. For the earlier history of 
Khorezrnia great importance would no doubt have attached to 
the enormous work (in 80 volumes) of Abii Muhammad Mahmiid 
b. Muhammad b. ArslZn al-'Abbasi al-KhwZrazrni (d. ,568/117 2-3), 
devoted to Ichorezrnia and its inhabitants. An abridged edition 
of this worlc was made by the fourteenth-century compiler 
adh-Dhahabi 3, whom we have already mentioned in connexion 
with al-Bayyi' (p. 16). From Khwzrazmi's book YZqut 
borrowed an interesting account of the philosopher Shahrist Zni, 
the author of the famous book on religious and philosophical 
creeds k For the history of the KhwZrazm-shzhs, EjZjji Khalifa 
mentions also a work by the Sayyid Sadr ad-Din, " Ta'rikh-i 
Khw5razmshahi t." 

1 Vols. i, v, and vi have bcen published by Cnetnni in facsimile for the Gibb 
Memorial Series, vii ; vols. v and vi printed and translated, with the continuation 
of Abi Shujii and extracts (in notes) from other works, by Amedroz and Margolioiith, 
llnrler the title of The Ecl@se of the Abbasid Cnliphate, Oxford, 1920-1. An extract 
referring to the years 198-25 1 was published by d e  Cloeje (Frag.  I f i s t .  Arab., Lugd. 
Batav.!.1869-;I, tom. 11). Prof. L). S. Margolioiith, in the preface to his edit1011 
(vol. vii, 1). I I )  tries t o  prove that the " Ibn"  usually prefixed to the name Miskawayh 
is erroneons. T h e  contrary opinion is maintained by the anonymous author of the 
article " l bn  Miskawnih" in the Encyc. of /slanr, where Miskawnyh or  Mushk6ye is 
said to have been the n;tme of the  grandfather of our author. Of the continuators 
of his work )iijji Khalifn (ii, 191) mentions only Ab6 Shujl Muhammad b. Husayn 
((1. 488/109j), wazir of the Caliph Mustazhir, and hluh,  b. '~\hclal-malik al- 
Hnmadhsni. Bayhnqi himself, though the title of his book contains an evident 
allusion to that of Miskawayh, speaks of his work as a continuation of the l'a'rilih 
al-Yamini (w. .-) k cod. Brit. Mus. Or. 3587, f. 12 a). Another of Bayhnqi's 

t" 
works, a history of learned men, is preserved in a MS. at  Berlin, cf. Ilrqck., i, 324, 
and extrncts from the book in /ICY /slanr, iii, 43 srl. See also my article on the author 
in the En(yc. of /sla?n, s. v. Iiaihaki, ant1 his biography in Yaclat's Irshrid, v, 108-18 
(born Sat. 27 Sba'bln 49915th May I 106, tl. 565/116g-70). 

Cf. l i i c~ i ,  Catakog~ie, Snppl., p. 1 0 2  h ; Pcrtsch, Ver,zrichniss, S. I 62-3 (No 92) ; 
a short historical treatise, ascribed by Wiistenfeld (Die  C'crchirhtssch~*eiBc~~ S. 106) to 
the same author was written at the beginning of the fourternth ccntury (Elfachri, 
Ceschic-hle des islarrtisclrrtr /\'fiche rJon lbn etthiqthnqa, he~ausg.  von \V. Ahlwardt, 
Gotha, I 860). 

t/.-li'lralfa, ii, 119 ; vii, 655 ; IYustenfeld, op. cit., S. 90, w h e ~ e  in thc q~~o ta t ion  
from Y5qiil 343 should be read instead of 341. 
' Jaclrt's ,pqpzfhisr/rss FVoi-tcvbuc3, ed. Wiistenfeld, iii, 343. (This edition is 

quoted hereafter as Yiqiit.) 
YZqfit also mentions the same work (in autogral~h) of AIJG Muhammad 1). ArslHn 

(whom he calls elsewhere (iii, 112) Abh Ahmad Mahrniid h. Arslzn) on the history 
of Khwlrazm in IrsArid, v, 412 in the biography of Abu'l-Hasan 'A11 b. Mul~.  
al-'Umriini (d. c. 560 A.H.), a disciple of Znmrkhshari (on him stc Zjrock, i,  289 srl.) 
and author of n geographical work mentioned also several times in tlie Mu'jam 
(cf. Index, vi. 586). 

1L-Kh., ii, 129. This  is of course the same as  the liisto~ian of tlie Snljiiqs 



A most important source for the history of the period of the 
KhwZrazm-shahs is furnished by two collections of official docu- 
ments. The first, which possesses no title, is preserved in one 
manuscript, formerly in the Institute of Eastern Languages 
at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Petrograd, which has 
been minutely described by Baron V. R. Rosen '. A large 
number of the documents are from the pen of Muntajab ad-Din 
Radi', the secretary of Sultan Sinjar, who is mentioned by 
Juwayni in the account of Sinjar's expedition to Khorezmia in 
54211 147. An interesting letter to the government of the Caliph 
in the name of the KhwZrazm-shzh 11-ArslZn :3 was written, 1 as 
we know from 'ImZd ad-Din's anthology, by the poet WatwZt 
(d. 57811 1 Hz), who is probably to be regarded as the author of 
some other documents as well written in the name of the 
Khwarazm-shZh. Especially interesting are the letters of Atsiz, 
both those in which he calls himself Sinjar's loyal subject, and 
a document containing a series of accusations against the 
Saljiiqid sultan and a justification of the rebellion of Atsiz5. 
In addition to these, the documents which mirror the relations 
of Sultan Sinjar with the IChZns of Turkestan "re of great 
interest to us. 

Another collection, entitled Search for an opening for busi- 
ness relations " ' (at-Tawassul ila't-Tarassul), was made by BahZ 
ad-Din Muhammad b. Mu'ayyad al-BaghdZdi, who had been in 
the service of the KhwZrazm-shah Takash. According to Hamd- 
alliih Qazwinis, he was the brother of the famous shaykh Majd 
ad-Din RaghdZdi, who was executed by order of the KhwZrazm- 
shah Muhammad. The author says of himself in the preface 
that lle lived formerly in the town of NasZ in KhurZsZn, until the 
sovereign summoned him and appointed him head of the chan- 
cellory (diwZn al-insha) ; unwillingly yielding to the prayers of 

mentioned above (p. a8). In a mnnusc~ipt list (now in the Londcn Oriental School) 
~~rcwntet i  to S IT  Gore Ouseley (in Arabic) of lost historical works, for which search 
o u ~ h t  to he mndr in the East, there is mentioned (p. 148) a history of GurgPnj 

(+be a)\, l)y l larnra Tsfahb~i, but I have fou~ld no mention of this work 
elsewhere. 

Cn//rctions sritnf i/;ql~cr de I'/rrsti/rtt cics h i t ~ ~ ~ l e s  or.icntnles, iii, Les nzarttts~vits 
p r~ f i z i r~ ,  St. I). ,  1886, p. 146 sq. 111 this the t~ t l e s  of the various documents are listed, 
but by rnistake the last  title has heen omitted; cf. Texts, p. 44. This manuscript has 
now, l ~ k e  all maniiscrillts of the Institute, been transferred to the Asiatic Museum 
of the Acxdrmy o f  Sciences. 

ii, 9. A dLj of Ijadi' is quoted by Juwayni, i ,  8. 
"f.~/(, J)11. 30 -2. 

' /hid. ,  1). 70. On \Vatwit (Knsllid ad-Din Muh. b. 'Ali al-Jalil) cf. Browne, 
I i/. I l i t t . ,  ~ i ,  330 sq , G'1-1~rt1111 iss der I r o ~ r .  Phi/olo,p'c, ii, 259 sq. 

irc,ts, pp. 43-4. 6 Inid., pp. 23-6. 
l l . -h.hava,  ~ i ,  463 ; CatnZ. Iti,gd., i, 169-72. 
Tfxts, p. IS;$. In Urowne's ed. of the Ta'likh-i Guzidah t h e ~ c  is a lacuna here 

(indicated neither in the text, p. 788, nor in the translation, p. 2 15). 
1) 



his friends and to the command of the sultan, he publishes the 
collection of documents written by him in the course of the last 
year or two. The book was presented to the wazir l. From 
the text it is evident that the documents refer to 578-y/r 182-4, 
although the events mentioned in them are sometimes put by 
the historians a t  very much later dates. 

Our meagre historical information is, unfortunately, but little 
supplemented by the accounts of travellers. After the tenth 
century Arabic geographical literature was chiefly of a compila- 
tory character ; moreover, these compositions were written in the 
western part of the Muhammadan world. Amongst the few 
travellers of the twelfth century may be noted Sl~ihZb ad-Din Abii 
'Abdallah (or Abu Hamid) Ahmad al-GharnZti, a native of Spain, 
who, however, visited also the eastern countries, and even went 
to the far north, to the country of the HulghZrs of the Kama. 

35 We find in him a very characteristic account 1 of the discovery 
of the so-called tomb of 'Ali in the neighbourhood of Balkh 3. 

About the middle of the sixth century A.H. was written the 
dictionary called " The Rook of Genealogies " (Kitzb al- AnsPb) 
by SamS5ni (Abu Sa'd "Abd al-Karim b. Muhammad, d. 5621 
I 166). The author was born in Merv, and amongst other works 
wrote a history of that town ; two libraries of the SambZni family 
were seen at Merv by YZqiit 6. In his dictionary Sam'ani aimed 
at  giving an alphabetical list of the appellations under which 
the various shaykhs and other persons who laboured for the 
advantage of Isl21n achieved their fame; in addition, short 
biographical notices are given of each person. As the appella- 
tions of a large number were taken from the names of towns and 
villages, Sam'ani's work is of great importance for medieval 
geography, and was one of Yaqijt's chief sources. In order to 
collect material for his book the author made extensive travels, 
and in 5.50- I / I  155-6 ' visited Transoxania and Khorezmia. He 
heard lectures on various theological subjects at Rukh5t-Z 
Samarqand 7 spent about two months at Nasaflo, and twelve days 
a t  Tirnlidh l 1  ; and not seldom, when mentioning some tow11 or 

' TCX~J ,  y. 7.3. "hid., y. 79. 
' ]bid., yp. 21-2.  On the ~ u t h o r  and his work cf. llrock., i ,  477 sq. [I t  has now 

k e n  edited by C;. Ferrand i n j . A . ,  tome ccvii (G.)] 
' SO in Prof. Zhukovsky's translation (Kanlaliny .Tfavavo Illtrva, p. 35), but 

judging from the contents of the hook the word +\,)I means here rather "family 

names " (sing. ;+A). 
In some manuscripts and printed pnhlications Abii Sa'id instead of Abfi Said 

:e..tr. Ibn al-Athir, xi, 1 5 2 ) .  

Zhukovsk~, A'azvaliny, pp. a, 34 ; cf. Siiqfit, Mu'jam, iv, 509, 2 I .  

SnmdBni, hcs. Margoliouth, s. v. ~A;QI. 

8 Zbid. ., S. 21. J UW1 and dka\. [lri(im1 s, 71. &AU. 

' 0  Ihi I., r. v .  &I. I '  fhitC., s.z). LsL,J1. 



village visited by him, he gives at the same time a few details 
about it. 

Sam'iini's work is, of course, of great importance for the 
history of literature, although the author unfortunately turned 
his attention almost exclusively to theological literature (one of 
the rare exceptions is the poet Rudaki l )  ; the name J a y h ~ n i  is 
not mentioned by him at all, while under the word Bal'ami he 
speaks only of the older wazir of that name, Abu'l-Fad1 
Muhammad 2, and omits all mention of his son, the translator of 
Tabari" 1 According to Ibn KhallikHn ', Sam'Zni's work con- 36 
sisted of eight volumes, and had already become a biblio- 
graphical rarity in the thirteenth century ; much wider use was 
made of an abridged edition by the historian Ibn al-Athir, in 
three volumes5. The original work has now been edited by 
Prof. D. S. Margoliouth in facsimile from a manuscript in the 
British Museum, and there is another almost complete manuscript 
in the library of the Asiatic Museum '. 

The geographical dictionary of Yaqut (Shihiib ad-Din Abu 
'Abdallah al-Hamawi, d. 626/1229) is so well known that we 
shall not dwell upon it. Yzqiit collected abundant material, 
chiefly in the libraries of Merv, and enumerates almost all the 
towns and the more important villages in the Muslim lands. 
He  endeavoured to establish the correct pro~lui~ciation of the 
names of towns, which in consequence of the peculiarities of the 
Arabic alphabet are so easily mutilated into unrecognizability. 
He did not always succeed in this, especially in those cases 
where the narlles of towns were known to him only from books ; 
although he made extensive journeys he did not, of course, 
visit all Muslim countries, and though he had been in Khorez- 
lnia, he was never in Transoxania. I t  is wrong, as de Goeje has 
justly remarked g, to rely blindly on the readings which he gives. 
Yiiqut also compiled a dictionary of learned men, containing 
extracts from many treatises now lost, This work, so far as it 
is available, has now been edited by Prof. Margoliouth In. Some 

/bid., J .  71. +'I and Jj,,I\. 
L. 

"hid., s. z l .  a\. c?' 
VZhnl\ovsky (Rnevaliny, p. I R) mistakenly confuses father and son. 
' No. 406 ; d e  Slnne's trans., ii, I 57. 
T h e  beginning of this nl~ridgement was published by Wiistenfeld (Sflecirrrerr 

PI-/.ohali s27le (;Pnenlq,ria~.~tm Arahrrttr, Gottingne, I 835). 
Gibh Memorinl Ser~es,  vol .  xx. 
C'C. l iosen, Aoticer sortrmnir-es, p. 146. On the nuthor and his: work see Brock . . . 

i t  329 Jq. 
l'uhlished by Wiistenfeltl. A biographical accoilnt o f  YHqiit may be found in 

\.on Kremer, Ct~lttrr~'~siA. ,  ii. 4.33-6. 
' Bib/. Grog. Arnb., i ,  pp. vii-viii. 

l o  +J)I L i p  u, + )I jk, \ , Cibb Memorial Series, vi, vols. i ,  ii, iii, v ,  and vi. 
3 I 

It  is now reported that the missing volumes have been found: see the editor's article 
in Islanrira, vol. i, Cnsc. I .  
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mention should also be made of the cosmographical and geo- 
graphical work of Zakariya b. Muhammad al-Qazwini (d. 682/ 
1283), also edited by Clriistenfeld l. The author uses Yzqit's 
work, but in several passages gives information which is not 
found in the " Mu'jam." 

In 61 011 214 Safi ad-Din Abi  Rakr 'AbdallZh b. 'Omar composed 
in Arabic a description of the town of Balkh, and a sketch of its 
history. In this work an account is given " of the amenities of 
the town, of its foundation, canals, trees, fruits, gardens, and 
flowers ; of its nlosques and madrasas ; of the pl-osperity of the 
town ; of the 'ulan12, shaykhs, and famous kings ; of the multi- 
tude of its inhabitants, and of their respect for holy men ; of the 
safety of the roads ; of the abundance of the means of existence ; 
of the tranquillity of the inhabitants ; and of the punishments 
suffered by the disturbers of this peace." In 676/1277 this work 
was translated into Persian by an unknown hand from the 

,37 a~thor 's  autograph. The I manuscript of this trailslation is 
now in the Paris Bibliothkque Nationale (Ancien Fonds persan 
I 1 5 )  ; an extract from it is included in Schefer's Chrestomnthie 
PEYS&?ZE 2. 

About 6 q /  I 228 Muhammad 'Awfi's anthology, called 
Collectio?rs ofn?zecdotes and brilliant tales, was written in India 3. 

The author travelled much in his youth, and had visited 
Bukharii and Khorezmia % Of the anecdotes quoted those of 
the greatest importance for us are the fairly numerous tales 
about the Qarii-Khsnids, especially of Tamghach-KhZn Ibrahi~n 
b. Nasr ". In addition to anecdotes, the book contains a chapter 
of hisiory (part i, ch. 5 ) ,  and another of geography (part iv, 
ch. 16) ; in the latter special interest attaches to his accounts of 
the Eastern Asiatic and Turkish tribes ; for instance, the author 
is the first Persian writer to mention the Uighiirs '. 

For the Khwarazm-shah Muhammad ( I 200-1 220) Muhamlnad 
b. Najib Rakr~n  wrote in Persian a Descv$tion of the World 
(JahZn-Nimah) ; so far as is known, this work is preserved in 
two manuscripts only We find in it some interesting informa- 

l ,%+!I J ~ $  u~@' &V (Zakarijjn H. Muh. B. Mnhmt~d al-Cnrwini's 
d o s n t o g r ~ h i e ,  hcrausg. von F. W\istenfeld, Gri~t. ,  1848-9);  cf. Ijrock., i, 481; 
Browne, it. Hist . ,  ii, 481 sq. 

a Vol. i, pp. 66-103 ; Notes, pp. 63-8. 
Cf. Zafliski, ix, a63 sq. On the author and his work see now H~ownc, Lit. Ifirt., 

ii, 477 sq. (other quotations in index); Grund. d. imrr. Phil . ,  ii, 213, 330, 332 ; 
Extracts and Excnrsus in Marquart, rQItttrrk. Dia/ektstzrdien, cf. index s. V .  

Mobmmad i 'Awli. [A critical study of the Ja7udtni4 aI-Yzkcytit by 11. M .  NizB- 
mtiddin is shortly to he pt~blished in the Gibb Memorial Series. (G.j] 

Texts, y. 93. //)id. , p, 8 8. "/Id., pp. 84-7. 
Ibid., p. 99. SO far as is known at present, the name or il I ir mentiond )> "J 

for the first time in Arabic literature in the 3$) uLl ,.,$!J of Mahmiid KPshghnri 
(end of eleventh century). Cf. ~apiskz; ix, 302-3 and X ,  l ad .  



tion on the geography of Transoxania and on the history of the 
Qa1.2-Khitiys l .  

A sketch of the history of the Qars-Khitiys, the conquerors 
of Transoxania, is furnished us by the above-mentioned his- 
torian Juwayni, whose narrative in this case contains many 
errors, obscurities, and contradictions ; nevertheless, it was almost 
the only source of the later compilers. The actual fact of the 
consolidation of the QarZ-Khitiy dominion is related in fullest 
detail by Ibn al-Athir 2. In a supplement to the Ta'rikh-i 
Narshakhi 3, Schefer published a chapter on the Qars-KhZnids, 
and another on the QarZ-Khitiys, taken from " the compilations 
of at1 unknown author, composed a t  the end of the sixteenth 
century." This compilation is I identical with the " Ta'rikh-i 38 
Haydari," the work of Haydar b. 'Ali Husayni RZzi,. which was 
written at the beginning of the seventeenth century. The text 
published by Schefer agrees word for word with that of the 
corresponding chapters of the Berlin MS. of the " Ta'rikh-i 
Haydari," as I ascertained during nly stay in Berlin in the 
summer of I 898. Haydar Rizi's narrative contains some details 
and some personal names which are not found in Juwayni. 

11. T H E  MONGOL INVASION 

The Mongol itlvasion was, of course, described by the his- 
torians of all the lands conquered or devastated by the Mongols ; 
our references must be made chiefly to the Muslim and Chinese 
sources, and in rare instances to the Armenian5 as well. Of the 
independent Chinese sources we may refer to the report of 
Meng Hung, who was sent in 1221 as an envoy by the govern- 
ment of the Sung (Southern Chinese) dynasty to conclude an 
alliance with the Mongols against the Churche % The narratives 
of some other travellers are collected in Dr. Bretschneider's 
book ; the most interesting. is the diary of the journey of thc 

Tr.xts, pi'. 81-2. xi. 55 sq. 
I)e~cr*iptiott dc Hotrkhar~n. 11p. ii, 2 30-43. 
I'ertsch, I.'troticlrniss, No. 41  8 (y. 41 0). Cf. Kieu, Cntnlr;qtrr, Supplement, 

pp. "-2 I (in the Lhi~ish M~iseum MS. here described Haydari's work has the same 
title A \ y? a r  in Schefer's MS.). Cf. nlso my article in the 15~zryc. q f l s l a r ~ ~ ,  &., J" 
s. 71. I,laitlnr b. 'Ali. 

"ccordin~ to thr translntions by I'atka~~ov (I.rfor*iya nton~olov inoka Magnkii, 
xiii, v, S t .  I'., I 87 1 ; Isfor+a rnortxolm po a)-rrtyansRirrt istochrrikatrt, St. P., 1873-4, 
z parts). 

-7iudy C70s/. Ofd. ArkA. Oh. (hereafter quoted only 3s Trudy), part iv. The 
('hinese t~rle of this narrative is " Mong ta pel lu " ; Vasil'ev'e Kussian translation, 
ill Prof. Pelliot's opinion (J.,4., r I ,  xv, I 30) ,  does not rise above mediocrity. 
' MediacvaI h'esearches from Enstern Asiatic .Vorrrcm, IAondon, 1888 (new issue 

1910'.  vol. i .  



Taoist hermit Ch'ang-Ch'un, written by his disciple, of which 
there is also a Russian translation I.  Like the Muhammadans, 
the Chinese portray in vivid colours the cruel devastations 
wrought by the Mongols, but whereas religious fanaticism pre- 
vented the Muslims, with few exceptions, from observing those 
features by which the nomads were favourably distinguished 
from the settled population of Central Asia, we find greater 
impartiality in the Chinese opinions of the Mongols. Notwith- 
standing all their respect for their own secular culture, the 
Chinese were not seldom attracted by the simplicity of nomadic 
manners, and their remarks on the Mongols in such cases recall 
those of the classical writers on the Scythians and Germans: 
" Amongst them there remained traces of the manners of hoary 

39 antiquity. . . . Holy sages could not I bequeath written in- 
struction to them, and they have lived whole centuries without 
a care, sufficient urlto themselves 2." Meng-Hung not only sees 
in the habits of the Mongol savages the "unspoiled customs of 
antiquity," but even laments the destruction of this primeval 
simplicity by the outward polish of Chinese culture : " Alas that 
their preceptors are now Kin officials who have deserted their 
own country ! At  present they are beginning to issue from chaos 
(simplicity), they are destroying the natural (lit. the true) 
heavenly teaching, and are having recourse to low cunning. Oh 
how hateful it is ! :: " 

Of the Muslim historians of the Mongol invasion there were 
three writers who were contemporaries of the event : Ibn al- 
Athir in his famous chronicle4, MinhZj ad-Din Abii 'Omar 
'OthmHn b. Siriij ad-Din Muhammad al- J ClzjZni in the " NZsiri 
Tables 5," and ShihHb ad-Din Muhammad b. Ahmad a n - ~ a s a h i  
in his "Biography of the sultan Jald ad-Din Mangubirti" (or 

T~zrtiy A'ossiiskoi Il'rikhozlrcoi missii 71 Pebirtye (hereafter quoted as Works 4 the 
Pefiirrg I2/issiorr), vol. N. 

Works o j fhe  PeXping hIission, iv, 289. 
Trudy, iv, 23a. For  other Chinese works relating to  the history of the Mongols 

cf. Bretschneider, i, 180 sq.. Pelliot in FA., I I ,  xv, 130 sq. According to  Pelliot, 
the most ancient work t~esides the ilforq tn pe2' Iu is the H s i  fa che lt'o, with a 
commentary dating from 1237 (this work is not mentioned by Rretschneider). The 
Ht tnny liratt sheng ts'in chenq lu, translated by l'alladius, dates from the fourteenth 
century (Uret., i, 194;  I'elllot. p. 130);  according to Pelliot (p. 164') it is generallr, 
in close agreement with Rashitl ad-Din, hut the text is dans un &tat dCplorable 
Ip. 176). 
' Ibn al-Athir's account of the Mongol invasion was trnndated into Ruasian by 

Baron V. G. Tiesenhausen (.SbovniR nraterialov, otno.ryo~~~hik/rcyn R i.r/oyii Zolotoi O r y ,  
St. Y., 1884, vol. i). 

"he portion of the book relating to the history of the (ihfiridn. QarH-Khit5ys, 
and Mongols was poblished in C ~ l c ~ i t t a  in 1864 ( 7 h c  7abaqdt-i N6si r i  ~ A b o o  Otrtar 
h/inAoj al-dtk . . . . a/-Jnwajani, eci. by W. Nassul~ Lees and Mawlawis Khadim 
Hosain and Abd al-Hai). The  book was translatetl into English by Major Kaverty 
( T h e  Tabahit- i  N@iti, London, 1881) with rlet~iletl notes;  !he index appeared 
separately in 1897. 



perhaps Mankubirni) I. Not one of the three authors gives us 
a complete history of the campaigns of Chingiz-Khan and his 
generals; they were all so situated that they could become 
acquainted with no more than a part of the events of these 
troublous times. Ibn al-Athir lived in Mesopotamia, and could 
not collect detailed accounts of events in Turkestan ; only for 
a few incidents, notably for the capture of Bukhara and Samar- 
qand, does he quote from eye-witnesses. Nasawi was living at  
the time of the invasion in his family castle in Khul-,?sZn, and 
entered the service of the K hwarazm-shah Jalal ad-Din on1 y 
after the return of the latter from India (in 1223). Somewhat 
before this he had come into contact with some of the high 
officials of Khorezmia, and he communicates, for the most part 
in their own words, many curious data on the internal and 
external affairs of the Khorezmian kingdom. I t  is from him 
that we gain the most detailed information on the condition of 
his native land (Khurzsan) a t  this 1 period ; but military events 40 
are related in his book more summarily than in the other 
sources. Jizjzni, who was born in 58911 J 93, was in the service 
of the Ghirid princes, and therefore the e;ents which occurred 
in Afghanistan are related by him with spccial wealth of detail. 
He took part personally in the defence of one fortress. In 1227 
the author emigrated to India, where he afterwards held thc 
post of chief qadi, and where in 658/1260 he wrote his book. 
On certain campaigns, for example, that of Jiichi from Utrar 
down the Syr-Darya, not one of the three historians says a word. 
A very short account of the history of the Mongols from 
Chingiz-KhZn to Hiilagi is given by NZsir ad-Din Tusi (d. 1274) 
in the beginning of his '' Zij-i I l k h ~ n i  '." ' 

A full account of the Mongol campaigns is given by  'Ala 
ad-Din Ata-Malik b. Muhammad Juwayni (d. 6Hrl1283) in his 
" History of the Conqueror of the World " (Ta'rikh-i Jahsn- 
GushZy). This book was written in the same year as J i z j ~ n i ' s  
book :', but the author was a much younger man, and cannot be 

Nasawi's book was published and translated into French by 0. Houdas (Vie tie 
/+alal eddirz Afanhohirti, t. i. tente al.al)e, t. ii, tmduction iranqaise et notes, Paris, 
1891-5 ;  I?E.L.O.V., 3P rCrie, tt. ix, x). On the author see Brock., i ,  319. The  
work is quoted by Ibn Shihna (text in the margin of the Egyptian edition of 
Il)n al-Athir, vol. ix, p. 86 ; on the nuthnr nnd his work see nrock., ii, I q r  sq.) under 
the title$\ +.,\j: I)y &\ ha ; by Isrn.?'il ibn al-:\thir (see Brock., i ,  341) 

L 
the author is callcrl I l ~ n  al-Munshi (MS.  Rrit. Mus. Or. 7914, f. 46 b). 

A copy of this work in the Rrit. Mus. (Add. 7698) is described by Rieu in his 
lkrs inn ( 'o f ,  1). 434. Amongst the later acquisitions of the Museum is another 
copy of tllc same work (Or. 7464), which is older and more correct, and contains 
a m11~11 more detailcd historical introduction. On the author cf. Browne, ii, 484 sq. ; 
Grtrttd~*iss, ii, 344 and 348. 

This does not prevent liaverty ( TobaRat-i A'dsir-i, p. 987) from including the 
author of the Ta'rikh-i .PAin CtrshCy among the writers who lived "from one to 
three centuries " after Jiizjlni. 



reckoned as a contemporary of the IkIongol invasion ; he may 
still have niade use, however, of the narratives of older contem- 
poraries. Juwayni's work contains the history of the Mongols 
down to HGlZgfi's campaign against the Ismailites; in some 
manuscripts a chapter on the conquest of RaghdZd is added as 
a "supplement to the book " (dhayl-i kitzb). In addition to 
this, Juwayni included in his work the history of the dynasty of 
KhwZrazm-shzhs (see above, p. 31). The portion of the book 
dealing with the Mongol conquest of Transoxania and Khuraszn 
has been printed in Schefer's Chresto7nathie 2. 

Juwa!.ni's work has not as yet been valued at its deserts. 
D'Ohsson accused the author of extravagant flattery of the 
Mongols, who had ruined his native land, and of an exuberantly 
ornate style ; the same scholar, omitting to lay stress on the 
merits of the work, expresses his regret that the author " did not 
bring more veracity into his illumination of events and more 
sequence into his narrative3." The injustice of the reproach of 
excessive flattery was exposed by the very first critic of the 
" History of the Mongols," Abel-Rimusat * ;  as he very justly 
remarked, there could not at that time have been any question 
of a " fatherland " in our sense, and, except for the inevitable 

4 1  miseries ( of an age of war, the population of Persia was scarcely 
more wretched under Mongol rule than in the period of the 
Khwgrazrn-shahs. In the matter of its panegyrical tone and 
abundance of rhetorical figures Juwayni's language does not 
stand out from that of the vast majority of Persian historians. 
Nor have we noticed any special deficiencies in the author's 
system of exposition. He is not completely master of his 
material ; in his narrative there are sometinles flagrant contra- 
dictions to be found, but in this respect the works of the later 
compilers, not excepting Rashid ad-Din, stand in no way higher. 
On the whole, it is not to be denied that the author conscien- 
tiously endeavoured to give us  a full and truthful narrative of 
events. Juwayni's vast superiority over Rashid ad-Din and 
Wa+f lies in the fact that he lived at a time when the Mongol 
empire was  till a unity, and that he visited Turkestan, Uighuria, 
and Mongolia in person. In his narrative he endeavoured, SO 

far as his sources allowed, to relate the history of the whole 
empire, while Rashid ad-Din and Wasszf turned their attention 
chiefly to the history of the Mongol k;ngdorn in Persia, and in 
part to its ally China. As for the Jaghatgy kingdom, these 

E.g. MS. Pub. Lib. (Petrogrnd), iv, 2 ,  34: According to Muh. Qazwini 
1 Introduction to his edition, p. Ixii i)  this continuat~on was the work of NHsir ad-Din 
TOsi, but I'rof. Browne (Lit. fflst., iii ,  66) says only that i t  is "probably an ntldition 
by a later hand." 

Chrest. persatte, ii, I I 0-60. ' Histoire des &/o~tgo/s, i, pp. x x  -xxvii. 
' Norr~~eaux ttrh/anges asiatiqrtes, i , 43;. 



historians not only themselves possessed the most meagre kno\v- 
ledge of the events which took place there, but they did not 
even make use of Juwayni's account of Jaghatzy's first successors '. 

Juwayni had already made use of oral narratives of the 
Mongols 2, and possibly also of some written ones ; some of his 
expressions openly indicate a Mongol source ". Rashid ad-Din 
used Mongol written sources to a much greater extent. I 

Before the time of Chingiz-Khan the Mongols, as is well 42 
known, had no written documents. On adopting the Uighiir 
alphabet, they used it first of all for the codification of the 
so-called " Regulations of Chingiz-Khzn " (i.e. the national 
opinions and customs sanctioned by him), the observance of 
which was obligatory not only on all the inhabitants of the 
empire, but also on the Khans themselves. Thus arose the 
" Great YZs5 " of Chingiz-Khsn. Written copies of the YZsa 
are spoken of by many historians, amongst others already by 
Juwayni, according to whose statement the laws were written on 
leaves preserved in the treasury of the principal members of the 
dynasty; 011 the accession of a new KhBn, on the dispatch of 
a large army, and on the convocation of an assembly of the 

This narrative was ~,ublished with a French translation by Defidmery ( T A . ,  
4' sdr., t. xx, pp. 381-8, 399-406). That  there exists a s  yet no complete edition 
of Juwayni's work is, as Prof. Hrowne jiistly remarks (Lit. Hisf., ii, 4i3),  " not less 
than a scandal." At present two volumes have been published by Mirzl Milhammad 
Qnzwini for the Gibb Mem. Ser. (xvi), with a very fill1 introduction translated by 
Prof. Elrowne in vol. i,  and only the history of the Ismailites still remains to be 
published. Cf. also my article " Djuwaini" in the Ettryr. of Islanl ; Urowne, iii, 65 sq. 

Cf. reg. I~is  statement (i, 2 s )  : 2u W Y j i  & jl. 
Speaking of the events which preceded Guyuk's accession to the throne, Juwayni 

(1, 19;) represents KiitHn as answering his mother, on her demand that he should 
surrender certain nobles who had taken refuge wiih him, ns follows: 

The  same comparison is r~sed in the Mongol narrative (Works of tAe Pekitzg Missiort, iv, 
43) by the deliverers of Chin&-KhRn : " \Then a bird hunted by n kite hides in thick 
Ernss, the thick grass saves its life ; if this is so  with grass, we shonld be worth less 
than it if we did not help a mnn who had fled to us," 

4 l i i s t ~  (regnlntion, Inw): the fuller form QLJI (in Mongolian Ucasnk) is used 
hy Ibn Hattnta (Voyn<ps d'lhtr h'afotltah, texte et  trad. par C. nefrdmery et  le 
Dr. Sanguinetti, Paris, 18s.5, iii, 40). Another term in \Vasslf ((I7.F: P N ~ .  Lib., v, 
3, 34, f. 390, k J i  ; Hammer-l'urgstall, Cesrhichfe der Gb/dcnc?t Horde, S. 183, 
Tunclschin> ; in the abridged edition of the Ta'rikh-i Arba' Uliis of Ulughbrg a quite 

4 

i l~comprehen~ible term -91 4 if used (Cod. Mus. Brit. Add. 26,190, f. 56). 
Cf. also my pnper " Persidsknya nndpis' na styenye rnecheti Manuche," 191 r 
( AniysRnya Scriyo, N. s), p. 3 1 ,  where nnother term "tankghsl yarligh " is quoted 
from M'rssif. 



princes to deliberate on affairs of state these leaves were pro- 
duced, and matters were decided according to their contents1. 
Whether any of the historians ever saw a copy of the YHsZ is 
unknown. The most detailed account of the regulations of the 
YasZ is found in the Egyptian writer Maqrizi (Taqi ad-Din 
Ahmad, d. 84511441-2). 

Along with this, the Mongols borrowed from the Chinese the 
custom of writing down the sayings of the KhZns and publishing 
them after their death. I t  stands to reason that such notes were 
made only when the KhHn himself desired it, endeavouring in 
such cases to clothe his words in poetic form, or at least in 
rhythmic prose 5 These maxims were called by the Turkish 
word " bilik" (knowledge). The biliks of Chingiz-KhZn were 
studied and taught; in China on one occasion the question of 
the succession to the throne was settled in favour of that aspirant 

43 who displayed the most thorough ( knowledge of these biliks 4. 

Sonie of Chingiz-KhZn's biliks are quoted by Rashid ad-Din in 
a supplement to his book 5. 

Their brilliant victories contributed to the development of 
Mongol national sentiment 5 and under its influence the Mongols 
and their Khans began to aspire to know the history of their 
nation, and to save from oblivion the great exploits of their 
fathers. The difference between history and legend was as little 
known to the Mongols as to other p;imitive peoples. In all 
probability even the teachers of the Mongols, the UighClrs, had 
no real historical treatises ; at any rate, Juwayni and Rashid 
ad-Din quote from their books only fantastic legends on the 
origin of their nation 7. Under the influence of milieu, of class- 
tendencies, and so on, different versions of tlie traditions of 
Chingiz-KhGn, of his ancestors, of his companions in arms, and 
of the formation of his empire were bound to arise. It is difficult 
to determine when these tales first began to be written down. 
According to one of Rashid ad-Din's narratives Jaghatay's 
Chinese wazir already had in his possession, even before his 
preferment, one such list containing the history of Chingiz-KhPn's 

1'3cl. 3luh. Qnzwini, i, 1 7 5 ~ 1 .  Cf. Qnatremkre, ffistoire rZps .W011#0/~ t i t  /a I'eyst 
fay A'ascAi,f-eltiin, Paris, 1836, p. clxi. 

a Text and French trans. in S. tle Sacy's ~'hrestonlathic arnbe, 2' C d . ,  ii, O A  qq , 
160 sq. ;  Russian tl.ans. in IJrof. Ijerezin'a O(-Aerk vrzutrenrtytlzlo vsh.oisfva lilusa 
1jzbrrslritvu, St. P., 186.3 (=  fitrciy, part viii), pp. 25-31.  

' Kashid nd-l) in,  etl. Hlochet, p. 195. 
' D'Ohsson, Ifistoire dcs II~oIc;~o'O/F, ii, 506 - 7. 
8 nrrce ,  xv,  p. taosq. Prof. Rerezin (Tnmdy, xv,  1 7 3 )  and Prof. Vesil'ev (Zapiski, 

iv, 381) erroneously conf~ise the biliks with the y2stT. 
fl Volentes nomen snarn, hoc est Moal, exnltare saper omne nomen (Recueif ne 

zlqvagts c l  a't rtrhoirrs, publ. par la Soc. de gkographie, t. iv, Paris, I 8.39, p. 2 5 9 ) .  
I<adloFf, A't~cfatkii-Bilik its Tyansscviption, pp. xxv s q  , xli sq , K vofrosn 06 

rri'rtrakh, pp. 40 srl., 56 sq. 



campaigns l. There has come down to us, in the original and 
in a Chinese translation, a nai-rative composed in Mongolia in 
1240 2. The late Prof. Berezin called this narrative, not quite 
happily, " the Mongol-Chinese Chronicle " ; it differs from all 
chronicles by the fact that the events are not related by yeam, 
the chronology being extremely vague and confused. In our 
view this curious monument must be taken as a product of the 
heroic epos. The outstanding heroes are much more highly 
praised by the author than are Chingiz-KhZn and his family. 
Chingiz-KhZn, according to the author, while yet a child 
murdered his brother, which caused his mother to bewail I the 44 
cruel manners of her eldest sons, and to compare them to beasts 
of prey ; subsequently he treacherously killed one of his faithful 
servants 4. In the same way the accusation is made against 
Uguday that he " from personal resentment secretly killed 
a faithful and devoted" companion in arms 5. On the other 
hand, the author unconditionally approves of the pretensions of 
the heroes, one of whom openly required that Chingiz-KhZn 
should obey his counsels in all matters G. A recommendation is 
put into Chingiz-Khan's own mouth to show respectful deference 
to the Khan's guards, i.e. the military aristocracy 7. The ideal 
of the hero of the steppe, with his irsepressible valour, his un- 
wavering fidelity to the head of his nation, and unlimited hospi- 
tality R, is traced in the poem in high relief. As regards external 
events, the author dwells chiefly on the wars which took place 
in Eastern Asia, and only in a few words touches on the Mongol 
campaigns in the west. 

The same material, in a different light, of course, is found in 
the official redaction of the Mongol tradition, which has come 
down to US in a Persian and a Chinese reworking. We know 
that the Mongol emperors in China gave some attention to the 
worlcing-up of Mongol history ; under the I'mperor Kai-san 
(1308-1 I),  for example, an official history of the Mongols of this 

Rnshid ad-Din, ed. Blochet, p. 195. 
On the Mongolian original see pamphlet of A. M. Pozdnyeev (St. P., Zaj.  Russk. 

Arkheol. Oh., 1883);  on the Mongolian title (~Zorrgolrtn ~zigrrsha tolrrhtyaiz = Secret 
14istclry of the Mongols) see now Prof. Pelliot in Torrrz~ l  Pao, xiv (1913), p. 131 sq. 
The Russian translation of l'alladius, made from the Chinese (the Mongolian or~ginal  
had not then been found), is include11 in CCVor4*s of the PcRitzg Mission, vol. iv. The  
hlongolian o r ig i~~n l  was to have been ~wblished by I'ozdnyeev in Russia, and will now 
he published by l'rol. Pelliot (see his promise in ? A , ,  I I ,  YV,  132) .  

1Z7nrRc O/CAC I'ckitzg Afi~siotr, iv,  30-40. 
I h i d ,  iv, 69. ri Zbi,i., iv, I 59. 
Ih i t i . ,  iv, 6 1 .  /hid., iv, 1 ag. 

8 I t  is In this sense evidently that the description of the dwelling of Sorkhanshira, 
the nrtl~le rescuer of Tamuchin, is to be understood : " His  dwelling could he  
recognieed from afar by the noise of whipping of mares' milk, which went on from 
dusk to dnwn" (U70r&s oftkt Pekitt,g Afissiorz, iv, 43). The proeaic explnnation put 
iorwnrd by Palladios (ihirl., p. ~I lo ) ,  " The preparation of Kumis or wine was perbaps 
a n  obligation or1 the hoiise of Sorkhanshira," i5 hardly co~rect .  



sort was composed '. After the fall of the Mongol domination, 
a detailed history of the deposed dynasty (Yuan-shi = History 
of the Yiian dynasty) was put together, in accordance with the 
Chinese custom. Unfortunately only an abridged edition of this 
history has so far been translated into a European language2. 
I n  the works of European sinologues, sayings and quotations 
from the full text of the Yiian-shi are sometimes cited, which 
show us that a complete translation of the book would give us 
much new information. I 

45 In Persia the composition of the history of the Mongols was 
entrusted by GhZzZn-Khan (1295-13'4) to the wazir Rashid 
ad-Din. A physician by profession and the author of many 
theological treatises, FadlallZh Rashid ad-Din b. 'ImZd ad-Dawla 
Abu'l-Khayr3 had already entered government service in the 
reign of AbZghZ-KhZn (r26,j-82), and In 697/ I 298 was appointed 
wazir. GhZzZn instructed him to compose a history of the. 
Mongol empire which would be accessible to the people4. 
The official chronicle of the Mongols was preserved in the 
treasury of the Ilkhzn; from Rashid ad-Din's description this 
chronicle, written in the Mongolian language and Mongolian 
script, was made up  of separate fragments which had never been 
put into order. The book was considered sacred, and no one 
had access to it, so that historians could not make use of it, but 
drew their information " from the mouths of simple people 6." 
Our author has probably the same chronicle in view when, in 
his account of the Tayjiut tribe " he quotes the " Golden Book " ' 
(Altan-depter), which was '' always preserved in the treasury of 
the KhZn in the hands of the oldest amirs." The unknowtl 
author of a genealogical history of the Mongols, written in the 
fifteenth century, remarks of one of Uguday's officials (bitikchi) : 
" He belonged to the . . . "ribe ; they guarded the Golden Book 

Allel-R6musat, Nozrveaux mt!/arrges asiatiques, ii, 3. 
Iakinth, Isforiya fe?vyR/r chetyrebh khanov is doma Chitr@ova, St. I', 1829; 

T)ouglas, 7Xe Lve  of Jtnghis Axan, I,ondon, 1877 On the composition and contents 
of the Yiian-shi cl. Bretschneitler, 11.12~'. h'eses., i, 180-91 ; on other Chinese works 
P. t'elliot in J.A., I I ,  xv (192o), 131 sq. 

= Detailed accounts of the life and works of Rashid arl-Din were ir~serted by 
(Juatremhre in the preface to the part of the  collection of Chronicles" published and 
translated by him (Histoire des Mon,gols lie /a IJcrse, t .  i, Paris, 1836). Cf. now 
E. Blochet, Introducfion d I'iristoire des ~%longo(s p a r  I;bdZ Ailah Karlrztl nd- Din, 
Leyden-London. I 910, and my review in Mil- /s/anrn, i (191 2), pp. 56-107. 
' According to D'Ohsson (Ififoire des A/ongoi~, i, p. xxxv) the author received 

this order in 702 /13oz-3 ; this date IS not In onatremere. 
"uatrembre, pp. 74-5. 
a Sbor81iR lyefofisei. lsforiya nrorzgolov, sochine,sie A>trshitd-Eddirra. Introdaction 

in Prof. lkrezin's translation, St. P., 1859, p. 183 ; Persian text (St. P., 1861), p. '44. 
In the MSS. we find the readings j , ~  uUl ,,, nnd 9 , ~  uWl  ,,a ; Qiiatremkre 

(p. 74) suggests J,J ,,a uk!l. 
Kame unk~rown. 



of Chingiz-Khzn ; no one outside his family and that of the king 
had seen this book1." The Tajik Rashid ad-Din can scarcely 
have made direct use of the sacred chronicle of the Mongols; 
he learned the traditions about the Mongols verbally from the 
mouth of the greatest expert on Moilgo1 history, PiilZd-chink: 
~ a n k ,  the representative of the Great Khan at the Persian court, 
and from the mouth of GhZzzn himself, whose knowledge of 
history was surpassed by that of PulZd (or Fiilad) alone2. 
Kashid ad-Din's narrative is often in verbal agreement with the 
Yiian-shi, the common source, of course, being the Mongol 
official chronicle. In those cases when the Mongol tradition 1 
did not afford sufficient information about some campaign, the 46 
author drew on the books of the nations who had been invaded 
by the Mongols; of these he mentions the Chinese, Indians, 
Uighurs, and Qipchaqs. The history of the conquest of thc 
Muslim lands is related exclusively from the work of Juwayni. 

The worlc was still unfinished when GhZzZn-Khan died. His 
brother and successor fTljaytii entrusted Rashid ad-Din with 
a still more extensive task, namely, the composition of a history 
of all the nations who had come into relation with the Mongols. 
The author availed himself of the assistance of scholars of 
different nations resident at the Persian court ; thus the history 
of India was composed with the help of the Kashmiri hermit 
Kamalashri, and the history of China with the assistance of two 
le3rned Chinese, Li-ta-chi and Maksun v?), on the basis of 
a book composed by three Buddhist priests. We do not know 
what Europeans supplied Rashid ad-Din with material for his 
history of the Franks. The information set forth in this part of 
his work is also distinguished by great accuracy ; in the account 
of the relations between the Pope and the Emperor the import- 
ance of the former is somewhat exaggerated, from which it nlay 
be concluded that Kashid ad-Din's European collaborators 
belonged, as might have been expected, to the priesthood. The 
whole work was completed in  i ) io/ rg~o-r  I 4, and was originally 
divided into three volumes ; the first included the histol-y of the 
Mongols, the second universal history and the history of the 
reign of Uljiiytil (according to Rashid ad-Din's plan this part of 
the book was to bc continued by other historians), and the third 
was a geographical supplement" Later on the author substi- 

Tkxfr, 1,. 159 I<itiih M11'i77 al-Ans5b). 
"I)'Ohssnn, IV, 359-60 

71'ht~s in (J~~atre~ni , rc ,  11. 1 \ x v i 1 1 ;  in C o ~ ? t - ~ f ~ o ~ t s  s ~ i t ~ t ! h q ~ c . ~ ,  i i i ,  106, u,d ; in 

l ~ l o r l ~ e t .  I~tfr,odtr( t t o ~ z ,  Cd(. ,  98, w&. 
'The history of i ~ l j i i ~ t i i  was. according to Cl'ayir,  carlied down to 7 1 2  (($atre- 

niPrc, p. 1 ~ x 1 ) .  
Qualremkre, pp. 5c-6 I .  



tuted another division for this; it appears that he made a 
separate third volume of the short summary of universal history, 
which was originally included in the second volume as the first 
chapter (fasl) of the first section (qism) of the second part (bzb), 
the geographical supplement forming the fourth volume I. The 
whole work received the title of " The Collection of Chronicles " 
(JZmi' at-Tawzrikh) ; the first volume, written on the instructions 
of GhHzHn, retained, by U l j ~ ~ t i i ' s  wish, the name of Ta'rikh-i 
Ghzzani. I 

47 Thus Rashid ad-Din's work took the form of a vast historical 
encyclopaedia, such as no single people, either in Asia or in 
Europe, possessed in the Middle Ages. The very possibility of 
the creation of such a work with the assistance of learned men 
of all nations shows what might have been the results, under 
more favourable circumstances, of the Mongol invasion, which 
had connected the most far distant civilized peoples with one 
another. Rashid ad-Din himself believed that posterity would 
make use of his works. He  translated all his Persian works into 
Arabic 5 and all his Arabic works into Persian, and took steps 
to  ensure that copies of all his works in both languages should 
be made annually 5 Nevertheless, the :' Collection of Chronicles " 
was not preserved intact even in the historian's native land. 
From Rashid ad-Din's own testimony4 it is evident that even 
during his lifetime there existed rr strong party against him 
among the Muslim bookmen. In 1318, in the reign of AbG 
Sa'id, he was accused of treachery and executed ; after this, 
naturally, all care for the dissemination of copies of his works 
came to an end. A fourteenth-century historian, Muhammad b. 
'AIi ash-ShabZngZrai, the author of the Mnjmnb nl- Ans~b" 
(Collection of Genealogies), while recognizing Rashid ad-Din's 
learning, accuses hirn of intrigues 6, makes no use whatever of his 
work, and does not even mention the latter. Another contem- 
porary of our author, Abu'l-Gsim 'AbdallHh b. 'Ali al-KSshPni, 
the author of a " History of UljZyti i," accuses Rashid ad-Din of 

Quatremere, pp. Ixxii-lxxir, clix-clx. 
In one of the MSS. of the Hodleian Library there is preserved the Arabic 

translation ol  part of the L L  Collection of Chronicles," rlevoterl lo the history of China 
(MS. Arab. b I). On more important extracts from the Arabic translation of the 
" Collection of Chronicles " see Morley, ~ r s c r t p t i v e  L a f .  o j  Histon'cal MSS. . . . in 
the Libvaty ofthe Royal Asiatic .!!oc.iety, I.ondon, I 854, PP. 5 ,  8- I I .  

Quatremere, pp. cxxxiv-cxxxix, clxvii. 
/bid., pp. v, cxxvi. 

"n autograph MS. of this work is preserved in the Asiatic MIIS. (rl 566) ; cf. also 
Kiea, Catalogue, i, 83-4. 
' MS. AS. Mus., d 566, ff. 221, l J j  b. 

A copy of this treatise which belonged to the late Ch. Schefer is now preerverl 
in Paris (cf. Blochet, Catdqque . . . Schefir, MSS. persans, i, no.1419, p. 95 srj.), and 
there is another in Constantinople, Aya Sofia 3019, cf. my article in Zapishi, xviii, 01 19 ; 
Siissheim, Das  GescllenR nus dcr .Ve/dscht~fir~r~schic-hte, Leiden, I yog, p. xi. Accordin 



plagiarism, and represents himself (Kashani) as the actual author 
of the " Collection of Chronicles " ; Kashid ad-Din, " by the 
hands of cursed Jews," presented this work for the sultan's 
inspection in his own name, and received in return for it fifty 
tomans in money and great possessions giving an annual income 
of twenty tomans ; I of this 1-ernuneration, in spite of the promises 48 
he had previously made, he did not share a single dirham with 
the real author1. I t  is difficult to say what grounds there were 
for this claim; it is very possible that KashZni took some part 
in the collection of materials for Kashid ad-Din. There were 
other historians in the fourteenth century, such as Wa!~af, who 
even after the execution of Rashid ad-Din continued to refer 
with unabated respect to his personality a t ~ d  his work ; but not 
even the historian's sons, though one of them occupied the post 
of wazir from 1328 to 1336, took any measures for the discovery 
and dissemination of copies of this work. The looting of the 
quarter which had belonged to Kashid ad-Din's family in 
Tabriz (in 1336) probably also contributed to the disappearance 
of copies of his works. When at the beginning of the fifteentl~ 
century the collection of those parts of the "Collection of 
Chronicles" which had been preserved was taken in hand by 
order of the sultan ShZhriikh, it was already impossible to find 
a complete copy of this work. A t  the beginning of the nine- 
teenth century even the copies which were made under Shah- 
riikh and his sons were considered lost, and Quatrenikre, when 
he undertook an edition of Rashid ad-Din's work in 1836, knew 
only of that part of the book which related to thc history of the 
Mongols :). 

At the present time a fairly considerable number of manu- 
scripts of the " Collection of Chronicles" are known, and only 
the history of Ulj~ytCi and the geographical supplement have 
not as yet been found. Judging from the catalogues of European 
libraries, there exists only one manuscript of the fourteenth 

to Si~ssheirn, the Schefer MS. is copied f ~ o m  the Consta~itinople MS. To the same 
author belongs a work on universal history (down to the fall of HaghdHdj, the first 
part of which is preserved in one MS. of the Herlin 1.il)rary (no. 368 in Pertsch's 

catalogue). The same work is mentioned by MirkhwHnd (where ikml is to be read 
L 

for j l X I \ )  nnder the title of W t  (r-eanr ofChronic/es (i4J,JI i+;). 
L 

('entetraire de l'fi.L.0. V .  h'e( .~e I ' /  (l'r ~/IC?NOC'IGS, WC., Paris, I 895, 11. I 2. A better 
text (fronl the C,onstantinol)le MS.)  i l l  Zapishi, xviii, or zz sq. 

Qiintrenikre, p. lii. 
a Cf. Morley, I)rso-i)liz)e C'al., p. 3, on the discovery of other parts of the 

. rb for tIie first time in 1838. 
L \ 

A copy of the +..~l$l containing the history of uljiiytii, WBS found in 
L 

1913 by Aljrnnd Zaki if'alidi in the Library of Meshhed (Btl//. de Z'Rcad., 1924, 
P. 147 Sq. 1. 



century, namely, that of the British Museum Add. 16,688 l. In 
the manuscript itself we find a much later date (3rd Dhu'l-Hijja 
930 = end October, 1524), but according to Dr. Rieu this date 
refers only to a few leaves (2, 3, 291-3) written by a much later 
hand, the transcriber of which endeavoured to counterfeit the 
hand of his predecessor. This copy has, as a supplement t o  the 
book, a chapter on the accession of Ul jZyt~ ,  written not by 
Rashid ad-Din himself, but by his copyist, who speaks of the 
wazir as his contemporary. Nevertheless, the manuscript is by 
no means distinguished by that accuracy which might have been 
presumed from its antiquity. It is sufficient to note that 

49 according to this I manuscript (fol. 8) JaghatZy had six sons in 
all, whereas further on (fol. I 7) ,  as in the other manuscripts, there 
is mention of the seventh son of this Khzn. 

The remaining ~nanuscripts all belong either to the fifteenth 
century or to still later dates; apparently we are indebted for 
the preservation, i f  not of the whole of the "Collection of 
Chronicles," a t  least of a considerable part of it, exclusively to 
the enlightened care of Shshrikh and his fellow-workers. The 
establishment of the text presents great difficulties ; even if only 
the fine and old copies are compared with each other we find 
a wllole series of very material contradictions, especially in the 
genealogy of the Chingizids. One of the oldest and best copies 
(written in 81o/1407-8) was formerly in the Public Library in 
Petrograd, but is now unfortunately lost 2. 

Even before the appearance of Rashid ad-Din's work, in 
Sha'bsn 699 (spring of I~OO), 'Abdallsh b. FadlallZh, who subse- 
quently received the surname of Wassif al-Hadrat (His Majesty's 
panegyrist), had begun to write his history of the Mongols. As 
is well known, Wassaf's work is written in an extremely pompous 
style, and is regardid as the best example of Persian e10q~ience~- 
The author gives himself out as the immediate continuator of 
Juwayni, of whose work he held a very high opinion, and there- 

Rieu, C,zfnlogtrc, pp. 7 8 - 9 .  T h e  MS. in tlie Royal As. Soc. (hlorley, p. I r ; Arabic 
translation of a part of the work) bears the date A .  11. 7 14. 

Cf. Zaj isk i ,  XV, 2 3 2 ,  on a very fair copy of the >l.li: ..J b in Tashkent with 
LJ f - )  

L 
the proper names (in genealogies) transcribed in Uighfir letters. 

The  introdnction (on Turkish ant1 Mongol tribe41 ant1 the history of Chingiz-Khan 
has been edited and tra~islated by Berezin (Trudy, v, vii, xiii, xv) ; a part of the 
jbk ++b' from Uguday to Tirnilr (the grandsos of Qilblliy) by Blochet in the 

(;ibb hiern. Series, uol. xviii, 2 :  the history of Iliiligo by Quatrerntre (cf. sup., 
p. 44,  n. 3). On Hashitl atl-Din and his works cf. Browne, iii, 68-87, with an 
~nteresting list (pp. 80 sq.) of Mashid ad-Din's letters contained in n MS. previously 
unknown. 
' The  book is generally known as the Ts'rikll-i Wa?ssf ; the title given by the 

author was L Y I  -3, ip+ +JU (13ook of the division of provinces J 
and passing of the times). 



fore begins his own narrative with the death of Mangii. His 
account of the events of the reign of Qiibiliy differs in many 
very material points from that of Rashid ad-Din, and in some 
cases it is difficult to determine on which side the truth lies. 
The first four parts of the work were presented to the Sultan 
U l j ~ ~ t i i  and the Wazir Rashid ad-Din on Thursday, 24th Mubar- 
ram 7 12 (1st June, I 31 2). After bringing his narrative down 
to the year 710, the author subjoins to it an account of the 
origin of the Mongol empire, of the dynasty of the KhwBrazm- 
shBhs, and of H-il~gii 's expedition (following Juwayni). 

The fifth part was written later 2 ;  it contains the conclusion I 
of the history of the Mongols, and a chapter on the Juchids and 50 
Jaghataids, in which the author agrees with Rashid ad-Din's 
narrative, even in those cases when he himself in the first book 
related the same events differently. After this the author con- 
tinues the history of the Hulagids down to the suppression of the 
revolt of the Amir Qiirnlishi (7191 1319). The first book was 
edited and translated into German by Hammer-Purgsta113, and 
the whole work was printed a t  Bombay in 126911853 4. 

At the end of 717 (in the preface is given the date 15th 
ShawwBl = 31st December, 131 7)  Banikati (Abii Sulayman 
DBwud b. ~ b u ' l - ~ a d l  Muhammad, the court poet of Gl~zzBn- 
KhBn) wrote a treatise under the title of " Garden of the intelli- 
gent with reference to the annals of the aristocracy and genea- 
logies " (Rawdat uli'l-albiib f i  tawirikh al-akabir wa'l-anszb). 
This worlc is in reality no more than a copy of Rashid ad-Din's 
" Collection of Chronicles," to which the author adds only a very 
insignificant suppleme~lt dcaling with his own times6. 

In the fourteenth ccntury there appeared also the historical 
and geographical compositiolls of Tjamdalliih b. Abii Rakr Mus- 
tawfi Qazwini ? The historical work, which bears the title of 

The  first part of the book was submitted to  GhZzHn-Khin on Sunday, 13th Rajab, 
7 0 2  (3rd March, 1303) ; see Quntremkre, p. xiii. 

According to D'Ohssnn (i, p. xxxiii) rind Rieu (Cat., p. 161) in 728 ; in MS. Pub. 
I ib .  v, 3, 14, the years 71 j (f. 4 2 4 )  and 718 (f. 425 )  are ~ndicated as the year when 
this part was composed, but thcse dates are incorrect, a s  in the same passage i t  is 
stated that at  that time the Jaghataid Ilchigidny was already reigning. T h e  litho- 
graphed (Indian) edition ha8 j 27 (p. 607) and 7 18 (p. 608 : y c ,  ,L;). 

GescAirLfe IYassnfs,\Yien, I 856. On the author and his work cf. I3rowne, i i i ,  G7 sq. 
There does not seem to be a copy of this edition in the Brit. Mus. ; the printed 

catalogue (p. 45) mentions only another l'ersian edition (vol. i only), Talrlz,  
I 2;2/1865-6. 

Cf. Rieu, Cat., pp. 79-SO. There is nlso a MS. of this work in Petrogrnd Univ. 
Library (No. 285). The slatemenls made hy H~owne (iii, roo srl ) regnrding this w o ~ k  
are not quitr corrrct. All  that Rani ik~t i  says sbont Earope (lioman Emperors and 
P o p s )  nnd Chinn (account of printing) is borrowed from Kashid ad-Din (see Kashid 
ad-Din's text about printing in China, published by nnron Iiosen in Co/~~cf ions  
~c i tn t t~qu t s ,  iii, 107 sq.). 

On the ruthor and his work cf. the very full account in Browne, iii, 87-100. 



"Selected History " (Ta'rikh-i Guzida), was written in 7351 
1334-5, and brought down to 730/r3301. \Ve arc given in it 
a short account of general history, which is not, however, devoid 
of importance. Where Kashid ad-Uin, in relating the history of 
the SiimZnids and the early Ghaznevids, transcribes word for 
word the Persian tra~lslation of 'Utbi's book, Qazwini gives us 
some data which are not found in 'Utbi, but in favour of which 
some other sources speak. Thus the history of the conflict of 
the Siimanid government with the Simjiirids is related by him 
not as in 'Utbi, but as in Gardizi and 'Awfi" Qazwini's account 
of the Jaghataids3 is very short, and apparently not very trust- 
worthy. A t  the end of the book there are added accounts of 
nlany shaykhs, arranged in chronological order; finally at the 
end of his life the author subjoined to his book a narsative of 
the later events of the fourteenth century, and brought it down 

51 to I 74 J/ I 34.3 -4. His son Zayn ad-Din continued his father's 
narrative down to the conquest of Persia by Timiir. The 
chapter on the S5mZnids was published by Schefer as a supple- 
ment to his edition of Narshakhi's work 4, and the chapter on the 
SaljCqids in the 'j%zt~?zal Asiatiqzre k An edition of the whole 
work was printed by Melgunov in 1873, but has not seen the 
light? I t  has now been published in facsimile from an ancient 
(fifteenth century), but not very correct, manuscript by Prof. 
1'. G. Browne in the Gibb Memorial Series (vol. xiv), with 
an abridged translation and indices. 

Qazwini's geographical work, entitled " Heart's Delight" 
(Nuzhat al-QulCb), was written in 740113.39. The author does 
not confine himself, like his contemporaries (Abu'l-FidZ and 
Dimashqi), to a repetition of the statements of the tenth-century 
geographers, but notes the changes which had taken place since 
then. In addition to this he gives us detailed information on 
the administrative division of Persia in the period of Mongol 
domination, and on the taxes lcvied from each province. His 
work is also of importance for linguists as one of the few medieval 
monuments of the Mongolian language ; in the costnographical 
part of the book the names of various animals arc given in 
parallel in  Persian, Turkish, and Mongolian. The Nuzhat a]- 
QulCb was printed in its entirety in Bombay in 1 3 1  1/1894, and 
has since bccn published and translated by G, le Strange in the 
Gibb Memorial Series (vol, xxiii, 191 5-1918) 7.  Some chapters 

Cf. Kieu,  Catalo,qne, pp. 90-82. Texts, pp. I 1-1a, 91-a. 
Ed. Hrowne, pp. 576 sq. 
Descr$fion cte Boiorrkhara, Wc., pp. 99-1 I I .  
4e sCrie, tt. xi,  xii (1848). 

V n  Petrograd University Library there is a MS. of the Ta'rikh-i Cuzida (NO. 153) 
written in Dhu'l-C)alda 8 1  g (March 141 I ) .  

'I On the versified chronicle of the same author see Ethd, in Cvurtdviss, i i ,  336 
13lochet, Intvor{trc.tiorr, p. IOG sq. ; Hrowne, iii, 95. 



were published by Schefer as a supplement to his edition of the 
Siyasat-NZmah 

We shall not linger over the other historical and geographical 
compositions written in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries 
in Persia and Western Asia, which have little relation to Turkes- 
tan, at least to the period which forms the subject of the present 
investigation" The facts which we have brought forward prove 
that historical literature attained in Persia a t  this period a con- 
siderable degree of development, and that we possess a sufficient 
number of sources for the study of the history of the Mongol 
domination in Persia. Unfortunately the same cannot be said of 
the history of Central Asia. Political disturbances among the 
descendants of Jaghatay did not favour I the development of 52 
science and literatul-e; besides, Persian culture did not attain 
complete supremacy there. The Uighiir alphabet "as widely 
used as well as the Arabic ; we find Uighiir writers even a t  the 
court of the Timiirids, down to and including the last representa- 
tives of that dynasty 4. The term " bakhshi " (from the Sanskrit 
bhiksliu) was applied equally to Uighiir scribes and to Buddhist 
hermits; in explaining this word the author of the JaghatZy 
dictionary says that it was the name given to "those scribes of 
the kings of Turkestan who knew no Persian whatsoever6." 
Under the Jaghatiiy Khans these scribes were apparently in 
greater favour a t  the court than the representatives of Muslim 
culture, and the chronicling of historical events was completely 
in their hands. Quite definite indications of the existence of 
Uighiir writings have, as we shall see farther on, been preserved, 
\\.hereas wre do not know of a siilglc Muslirn literary composition 
written by the desire of any Jaghatiiy Khal~ .  There has come 
down to us only one historical treatise nrritten in Central Asia 
a t  this period, the " Supplement to the dictionary ' Suriil? ' " of 
Abu'l-Fad1 b. Mul~ammad, known as Jarnal Qarshi. 'The author 
in 681/1282 tranblated into Persian the Arabic dictionary of 
a1-Jauhari ", and at the very beginning of the fourteenth century 
wrote (in Arabic) the '' Supplemcnt " to it, in which we find some 

.Vinssct L4'o~lz,'h, sul~pl&rncnt, 1)p. 141-235. 
? IirIcrence shol~ltl I)e madr also to the work of Aba Sa'sdat 'Abdnllih 1). 'Ali 

:~ l -Yn~nn~l i  aI-Y%fiLi called Aifirrors qf the ~{-iard~rtc of I'a~m.z'isc w~ith vefevence to the 
X~~oul l to )~~~  of hnmnrz z~i~~i.rst/i~n'cs, written in the fourteenth century. In this work 
the events nre arrnn~etl in chronological order, the greatest attention being given 
to 1)iogml)liies o f  shnylchs and scholars. P-rom this book we have taken the account 
o f  the famous shn\l,h Najm ad-1)in ICubri (Thfr ,  1'1). 154-5). On the author ant1 
his works see Ilrock., i i ,  176 sq. 

Ahel-RCrnnsnt, /\'fcAerchcs sur I t s  lartgucs tar-ttrrcs, P ~ r i s ,  1820 ,  i, 40; Notiies rC 
I:xtmitc, v, 586-7. 

C'f. hz/)i.cki, X, a ~ g .  
V ' f .  Budagov's dictionary, s. n. +.! (sic for #). 
"on the Arabic work and tlie Pe~sian translation see Urock., i ,  1 2 8  and 296. 
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information on several Central Asian dynasties, and especially 
about the shaykhs and scholars who enjoyed a reputation in 
Central Asia. His accounts are often of a legendary character, 
but he sometimes gives us valuable historical and chronological 
data;  in addition to this, his account of the shaykhs who were 
his own contemporaries gives us some idea of the intellectual life 
of this period. The work was written in Kzshghar at the desire 
of the head of the local priesthood, quite independently of the 
Mongol court. The first known copy of the " Supplement " was 
discovered in Central Asia towards the end of last century by 
M. S. Andreev, and was sent through V. P. Nalivkin to the 
Asiatic Museum in Petrograd I 

53 The author of the abridgement of the history of Ulugh-beg 
cites the " abridged collection " (Muhta:ar) of the " great amir " 
Khujandi, but this worlc was probably not written before the 
period of Timtir, as it throws Timir's ancestor, I<harSchSr-noyon, 
into some prominence 2. The " History of the family of Chingiz " 
of Muhammad Tashkandi, mentioned by HZjji Khalifa" was 
written not earlier than the second half of the fifteenth century, 
as is shown by the citations from this work which we find in the 
book of the historian Jannzbi, who wrote at  the end of the 
sixteenth century 4. 

The UighGr writings could not take the place of the Persian 
historical works. The Osmanlis alone of all Turkish peoples 
have acquired the ability to discriminate between the historical 
and the legendary; the Uighiirs, apparently, had no historical 
works in our sense of the word 5. Naturally the information 
regarding the history of the Mongols, which was taken by the 
historians from Mongol and Uighiir sources, has a purely 
legendary character; such, for example, is the account of the 
death of Tuluy, who sacrificed himself to the spirits as a ransom 
for his brother Uguday. This story is found in the Chinese 
history" in Kashid ad-Din7, and the East-Mongolian bard8, 
who is also, as we have seen, sympathetic towards Tuluy and his 
sons. Similar tendentious stories were also disseminated in the 
kingdoms of the Juchids and the Jaghataids. The author of 
the abridgement of the history of Ulugh-beg, speaking of the 
accusations brought against Jiichi by J a g h a t ~ y  and Uguday, adds 

Zapiski, viii, 353 a~id  xi, 283-7 ; Texts, pp. 128-52. On another (better) MS. 
bought by me in 1902 see Zafiski, r v ,  2 7 1  rq. On the reading of the word &I, 
ZnpisRi, xi, 286, and Texts, p. 140 : dil &il\l &c,. 

Texts, p. I 61. 8 13aji-A*hu~a, iii, 109. 
' MS. -4s. Mus. 528, 1). 441. V. Tiesenhauscn, Sbort~ik ~~aferialov, V r . ,  i ,  St. P., 

1884, pp. 533-8. 
See above, p. q a .  Ct/O7-ks of the Pekilrg AZissiorr. iv, 254. 
' Ed. Blochet, p. 220 sq. D'Ohsson, ii, 58-9. 

Works Qf the Peking Mission, iv, I 54. 



that these accusations were set down in detail in the annals of 
the learned men of the Jaghatay kingdom, but that their absence 
of foundation is demonstrated by the testimony of all impartial 
historians. As the abridgement of the history of Ulugh-beg 
was written in the period of Uzbeg overlordship, the author used 
also Juchid legends I. 

The doubtful trustworthiness of the Uighfir writers is a t  once 
evident from the facility with which falsifications of the history 
of the Jaghatzy ulus were made to oblige Timiir. Timiir, having 
commissioned 1 the Persian historian NizZm ad-Din ShZmi to 54 
write the account of his campaigns, a t  the same time made use 
of the services of Uighiir writers, who composed a verse chronicle 
of his campaigns in Turkish 2. It is probably to the same 
Uighfirs that the fantastic legend of the pact said to have been 
concluded between the brothers Qabiil, the ancestor of Chingiz- 
Khan, and Qachili, the ancestor of Timiir, is indebted for its 
origin. According to this agreerrlent the descendants of the 
former were to occupy the throne and the descendants of the 
latter the post of wazir. At the same time, so the story goes, 
there was drawn up a document furnished with a " red seal ; " 
the agreement was renewed between Chingiz-Khan and Kharz- 
char or QarZchZr (the descendant of Qachuli), and subsequently 
between Duva-KhZn and Ilengir (the grandson of KharZchZr), 
but the document subsequently disappeared during the disturbed 
reign of 'Ali-SulfZn. On the strength of this agreement Khara- 
chZr and several of his descendants were sovereign rulers of the 
Jaghatay kingdom. No historian of the thirteenth arid four- 
teenth centuries, as d'Ohsson has already pointed out, speaks of 
any such authority possessed by Kharachar and his descendants ; 
nevertheless, the legend of these absolute urazirs, which was 
evidently designed to buttress the rights of T imir  himself, still 
continues to lead some European scholars into error. We first 
find it in some historians of the fifteenth century, who were 
dependent on Uighfir sources. 

Of these historical worlcs, the one which enjoys the greatest 
~~eputation is the " Hook of Victory" (?afar-Nzmah) of Sharaf 
ad-Din 'Ali Yazdi", who wrote in 82811425. The title, which 

'/ix.ts, pp. 16a-4. 
On this chronicle n~id its title j lb +,b cf. ZufWi, xv, 188. 

C 
The most detailecl acconnt o f  this clocnment is found in the abridgeinent of the 

history of Ulugh-beg. Cf. Miles. The ShajraC ul ..ih.uk, London, 1938, p. 373. 
llistoirt dts A I o ~ t ~ o l s ,  ii, 108-9. L)'Ohsson's remark that lihariichir is not 

mentioned at all in Rnshid ad-Din is incorrect; both in the heroic cycle (Works PC&. 
Miss., iv, I 34) and ill Rashid ad-Din (etl. Blochet, p. I 78 ; Trridy, xv, I 44) Kharkhlr 
i s  mentioned as one of Jaghatsy's nrnirs, hut of his iniportance ill the JaghatPy 
kingdom there is not a word in these sources. 

"ieu, Cat,  pp. I 73-7 ; Urowne, iii, 362-j. 



was devised by Timiir himself, had already been given to his 
own book by Sharaf ad-Din's predecessor, NizSm ad-Din Sh~mj,  
who wrote a history of Timiir during the lifetime of the great 

55 conqueror in 806/1403-4 l. Sharaf ) ad-Din took over his prede- 
cessor's plan almost without modification, but he made use of the 
Uighir verse chronicle of Timtir's campaigns as well. The 
introduction (muqaddama) to the book is devoted to a sketch of 
the history of the Mongol kingdoms. The history of the 
Jaghatiiy kingdom is here related very briefly; the author 
evidently used Juwayni and Wassiif, and in part Rashid ad-Din, 
but for the history of the fourteenih century gives hardly anything 
more than the names of the Khans2. 

In FBrs, about 81511412, an unknown author, living at the 
court of Timiir's grandson Islcandar, wrote a work (the manu- 
scripts bear no title:') dealing with general history, and based 
chiefly on the works of HamdallBh Qazwini and Rashid ad-Din. 
The author made use, however, of the legendary tales on the 
history of the Jaghatzy Khiins to a greater extent than the other 
historians. The character of these tales show that they were 
taken from Mongolian or Uighur sources, not Muslim ; thus of 
the KhSn Tarmashirin, who had gained the ill-will of the Mongols 
by his partiality for IslZm and Rluslim culture, all that is said is 
that he " did not observe the Yasaq, and therefore from every 
corner raised the head of some rebel." 

FBrs was also the native country of Khusraw b.  bid Abar- 

' Rieu, Cat., I 70-2 : Hrowne, iii, 361 srl. l'he hlS. in the library of Tashkent 
(So .  14 b ;  Jial', h'ntalo~., PP. 13-'4) is a copy of an earlier work of (ihiyiith ad-Din 
Vilzdi ; this work, now edited (hy Zimin and Harthold) in Teksty $0 istolii Srednei 
Azii, i ,  1915, was one of the sources of Nizlm ad-Din and Sllaraf ad-[)in. The 
contents are very fully disclissed in the introduction, with extracts from NlzZm ad-Din's 
work (on which see ihiri., i, 1111. xxvi sq., from the Brit. Mus. MS. l'he whole of 
N i g m  ad-Din's work w a s  incorporated by 1;IHfiz-i t\brij i n  the first edition of his 
compilation, and is preserved in Constnntinople in the library of Damad Ibrahinl Pasha, 
No. 919 (cf. ZaPisJi, xviii, 013% sq.). 

a AS is well known, Sbaraf ad-Din's work was translated into French by Pdtig 
de 1s Croix (Histoire de Timltt- U r c ,  ; the original was published in Calcutta in 
1887-8 (TAe %afarnama/~ by Afnr,?(~na Shorfwf~~in  A l i  of Ja:,i, ed. by Mnulawi 
Muhammad Ilahdad). 'I'he introduction appears neither in the French translati011 
nor in the Calcutta edition, and I have mnde use of the Asist. Mus. MS., No. 568. 
There  are other hlSS. in the British blusenm, in the Tashkent library, nr~tl elsewhere. 

Rieu, Cot., p. 1062 sq. There is another copy of this work in the Asiat. Mug. 
(NO. 566 b,  c). 1 have calletl this work (in several papers) the "Anonym of Iskandar "0 

as  the work p r e ~ e ~ v e d  in the h i t .  Mns. Or.  rsg (Rieu, p. I so), which- is likewise 
lacking both title ant1 author's name, is called the a Anonym of Shiihrukh" (cf. 
Ttksty Po istorii Srednei Azii, introd., pp. xxxiii sq. ; Zapiski, xxiii, 2 0  sq.). The 
work described by EthC (Cat. 4 t h ~  Bodleian, pp. 21-2 (Elliot 2) under the (false) titleof , >I) is not idcfitical with this work (nq was stated in the Rouian original 
L L 

of this book and also in my paper in Zaji.pWi, xvii, 06), but with the w p  +..,bl 
L 

sf. infra. Cf. also my paper, "The historian Mtruwi as author of the f,b'', 
in Bull. Arad. des S(.iettfes, r 91 5, pp. I 365-70. 



qfihi', known by the name of Ibn Mu'in, the author of a still 
rarer work, " The garden of Chronicles " (Firdaws abTawZrikh), 
written ( in 80X/1405-6. The author gives only very brief 56 
accounts of the history of a few dynasties, stating the length of 
each sovereign's reign, the year of his death or deposition, as 
well as the names of the ~vazirs, generals, and scholars who were 
the contemporaries of each. There is a copy (not quite complete) 
of the chronicle in the Public Library of Petrograd (MS. Dorn 
267), which was apparently written by the author himself. 

The Turl<isll tales were used also by the unknown author of 
a genealogical history of the Mongols, written in 82911426, under 
the title of " The Book celebrating the genealogies in the family 
tree of the Mongol sultans3." The author quotes Turkish 
historians, Mongol historians, and historians of the Khan's 
house (uriq). ~ < r  the history and genealogy of Timir's ances- 
tors the author takes from these sources the same legendary 
material as did Sharaf ad-Din, but he sometimes gives us 
interesting information which is not found in the other-sources. 
The genealogy of the Timtirids was continued by some other 
author down to the end of the dynasty *. 

In  the reign of Shzhrukh, and not entirely independently of 
the court, there was written " Fasih's digest" (R/Iujmil-i Fasihi), 
the work of Ahrnad b. ~ u h a m k a d  Fasih al-KhwZfib. ?'his 
gives a short chronological synopsis of events from the beginning 
of the Muhammadan era to the lifetime of the author, who wrote 
in 84511441. In  spite of its brevity Fa?ihJs compilation is not 
without importance, and gives us some new information, 
especially concerning the shaykhs and writers in Central Asia 
and Persia. 

Of Shahrukh's court historian, HSfi?-i Abrii (ShihZb ad-Din 
'Abdall~h b. Lutfalliih al-KhwZfi" d. 833/1430), and of his 
compilations, both historical and geographical, I have spoken 
elsewhere in detail 7. Hiifiz-i Abrii's historical compilation 

On the town of Abarqfih see YHqfit, i, 8 ~ ~ 7 .  
On this work see Dorn, Cat. &S ?)zatft~si~.t/s el  .\ylograplres orie~zfarrx dt la Bib/. 

Imp. Publ., St. F., I 851, pp. 263-7. Horn, '' Asadi's i~eupersisches Worterbucll 
1,aghnt-i Flirs" (Abh. dcr A'OPI. Ges. dcr Ci7iss. zu CoCf., N. F., B. I., No. 8), S. 30, 
nl-Muzafar-iya (Sbornik statri, hc.),  pp. 335 sq. 

Cf, d'Ohsson, /li.rtoire Jts Mottgols, i ,  p. xlv ; Kieu, Catalogrrr, p. 183; Texts, p. I 59. 
" Bakhshis who know Turkish and Uighiirs who speak Mongol (f. 8 : 

,.,bj J,L ,.,\,+I, W 1 ~  & W k A 4 )  are qlioted also by an unknown author 
i n  the Oxford MS. Th. Iiyde 31 (Ethd, Catalopc, p. 83). The date of this work 
is not earlier thnn the fonrteenth century, as the author quotes YPfi'i (f. I 16). 

fltrlfttin de la ibsse Iris#.-Phil. c'c PAcatf. Imp. dcr Sciences, vol. ii, pp. I sq.; 
C'olfections stiertf1j5y rrcs, iii, I I I -  I 3 ; Uerzhe, Ai.afkii Aktalog T;JtssRoi pub. bidf., 
Tiflis, 1861, p. 1033. 

V o t  Nar nd- l ) in  La!f~iIlPh b. 'Abdallih al-Harnwi, as is stated in European 
catalogues, following an erroneous stntement by ' A M  nr-ltazzlq Sarnarqancli. 

ul-Mtrzafunya, pp. 1-18, and aiterwards l e i s k i ,  xviii, 0138-or 44; Bwlletb . 



57 I (" The Cream of Chronicles ") was the chief source used by 
'Abd ar-Razziiq Samarqandi, the author of a work entitled '' The 
rising-place of the two lucky constellations and meeting-place of 
the two seas'." This work, written between 872 and 875, deals 
with the history of the years between 704 and 875. 'Abd ar- 
RazzZq's account of the history of Timiir differs in many respects 
from Sharaf ad-Din's account, and either he or HZfiz-i Abri  
apparently made use of the "anonym of Iskandar." In the 
East 'Abd ar-Razziiq's work entirely supplanted that of his 
predecessor ; for example, the very popular story in the East of 
Shzhrukh's embassy to  China was taken by all later historians 
from 'Abd ar-Razziiq, although it is told in greater detail by 
HZfiz-i AbrG < We find the same story (but very briefly told) 
in another of Shahrukh's contemporaries, namely, Muhammad b. 
Fadlalliih Musawi, the author of the " Chronicle of Good Things " 
(Ta'rikh-i Khayrzt), which was begun in Rajab 831 (1428)' but 
completed after r(5011446-7, as ShZhrukhJs death is mentioned 
in it 3. This author also made use of Hiifiz-i Abrii's work, as is 
evident from the description of t h e  manuscript in Rieu's 
Catalogue (Supplement, p.'z70). 

Shiihrukh's son and successor, Ulugh-beg (d. 1449)~ wrote 
a " History of the Four Uliis:' (Ta'rikh-i arba' ulfis), embracing, 
as the title shows, the history of the whole Mongol Empire. 
Ulugh-beg's work has not come down to us, but we find quota- 
tions from it in several authors, especially in the " Habib as- 
Siyar" of Khwzndamir. From these quotations it is evident 
that the author brought his history of the Mongol ltingdoms 
down to his own times, but that he often limited himself to a bare 
mention of the names of Khans without adding details of any 
sort on their reigns4. There is, therefore, scarcely any reason 
specially to deplore the loss of this work. The abridgement of 
Ulugh-beg's work, which we have already mentioned (p. 52 ) ,  
is preserved in the British Museum ; its unknown author calls 

de l'Acad. des Sciejrtes, 1914, p. 881 (where MS. No. 1 7 1  in the India Office Cat. 
(Lthb, p. 76) is rnentionedj ; Enryc. of Isla?rr, s. v. Hiifis-i Abrii. Unfortunately 
nothing of all this has been used by Prof. E. G. Browne in his Lit. Hist., iii, 414 q., 
with the resillt that the statements there made regardina the portions of the works 
or Hiifis-i Abrn that have been preserved are quite erroneous. Since 1900, I have 
seen two copies of the geogrnphical compilation of [llfiz-i Abrii which nre not listed 
in catalogues, and which contain, like Cod. Mus. Ijrit. Or. 1577, the part of the work 
finishing with the history of IihurH>?in; one belongs to W. Vyatkir~ in Samarqand, 
the other is in the School of Oriental Studies, London. 

Notices et Extraits, xiv, yt. I ; Kieu, Cat., pp. 181-3. 
2 al-Muzafariya, p. 2 7 .  

kieu, Calalo,qwc, Supplement, pp. i70-1. 
' &\ LC-, Tehernn ed., iii, 25-6. 

l<ieo, Cat., pp. 163-4; EthC, Cat., 1 1 1 ~  7 7  sq., where it is erroneonsly stated, 
as in Rieu's Catalogue, that the title d\JYI i .  has been given to the work "without 
any justification in the text itself." There 1s now n third copy in the Hritish Mureurn, 



his work by another name as well, that of " The Genealogical 
Tree of the Turks " (Shajarat al-Atr5k) l. The old English 
translation of this I book, made by Colonel Miles, cannot by any 58 
means be considered satisfactory. 

A t  the very end of the fifteenth century, in 89711493, Mubin 
ad-Din Mul!ammad al-Isfiziiri wrote a history of Herat under 
the title of The book of the gardens of Paradise with reference 
to the merits of the town of HerZt2." From this book, which 
has not yet been published, we have taken the characteristic 
story of the artisans of HerZt who were carried prisoners to 
Mongolia 3. 

In the last years of the rule of the Timfirids was written that 
historical compilation which was for long almost the only source 
for European investigators of the history of Persia and Central 
Asia, the work, namely, of Mirkhwand (Muhammad b. Amir- 
khwznd-shgh, d. 90311498), called " The Garden of Purity with 
reference to the lives of the Prophets, Kings, and Caliphs" 
(Rawdat as-Safii f i  sirat al-anbiya w'al-muliik w'al-khulaf~). As 
is well known, Mirkhwiind's work was divided into seven books, 
of which the last included the history of his contemporary the 
Sultan Husayn, and was finished by the historian's grandson 
Khwiindamir. KhwZndamir was responsible also for the final 
re-working of the geographical supplement, which was not in- 
corporated in the kastern printed cditions, and manuscripts of 
which are more rarely met with than manuscripts of the 
remainder of the work. 

I n  the first book the author enumerates the historical works 
known to him, both Arabic and Persian, adhering neither to 
chronological nor to any other kind of order; it is difficult to say 
whether h e  had in his hands all the books that he mentions. 
In this section he mentions a very large number of works, from 

Or. 8106, fl. 340-513, from which Miles's translation was made ; Add. 26,190 seems 
to  have been copied from Or.  8106. The  title dyy\ 5; is in Or. 8106 on f. 348 b. 
There is still another copy in the library of the India Office. On Ulugh-beg's work 
see my Crlugb Rck i cvo vverrrya ( I  g I 8), 11. I 13, where it is stnted that the work was 
not written by Ulugh-beg, but was presented to Sbiihrukh in Ulugli-beg's name by 
a " learned man." 
' Fol. 13.: c b \  dyY1 9. ?y,. 6- 8~;- &,, . 

T)'Ohsson, Jhsfo i rc  ((8s Aforyols, i ,  pp. xliv-xlv. liieu, Cat., pp. ao0-7. Urowne, 
i i i ,  430 y., where the " (letailed account" by Ehrbier de Meynard in F.l., 5: xvi, 
461-5ao 1s quoted. Isliziiri mentions amongst his authorities a "record concerning 
certain of the l<ort kings" by Sayfi Harawi. There is a copy of the latter work 
in Calcutta, where it wns copied by Sir E. Ilenison Ross. 

V e x t . ~ ,  1). I 65. 
Kicu, C'(rt., pp. 87-96. Elliott, IZt 'sfo~y of Indin, iv, 131-3, where the Ellropean 

editions and t r n n s l ~ t ~ o n s  of the severnl parts of Mitkhwlnd's work are enumerated. 
Cf. also Rrowne, iii, 431 sq. A list of Eu~openn and Oriental editions nnd translntions 
is now given in thc Cnlulogue of Persian prirzfcd boobs in the British M~dstunr, by 
E .  Edwards, Lolldon, 1 9 2 2 ,  col. 416 sq. 



Muhammad b. Ishiiq, the biographer of the Prophet, to the 
historians of the Timiirid period. In his later narrative the 
author very rarely cites his sources, but we find quotations from 

59 books which have not come down to us. I The books which are 
of the greatest importance for us are the fourth (on the history 
of the Persian dynasties) and the fifth (on the history of the 
Mongols). In relating the history of the KhwZrazm-shzhs, 
QarZ-KhitSys and Mongols1, the author of course used the 
works of Juwayni, Kashid ad-Din, WassZf, and Sharaf ad-Din. 
This part of his work does not in general inspire confidence in 
his compilation, as Mirkhmgnd makes no effort to  examine the 
contradictions which we find in Juwayni's account of the 
Khwgrazm-shZhs and Qarii-Khitsys, but selects one version and 
deliberately omits everything which contradicts it. His blind 
reliance on this part of Mirkhwand's work constitutes perhaps 
the chief defect of Oppert's researches on Prester John 2. I n  
his account of the descendants of Chingiz-Khan Mirkhwiind for 
the most part repeats Rashid ad-Din, but occasionally he gives 
new material as well; thus the stol-y of Uguday's grandson 
QZydii, the founder of the independent Mongol kingdom in 
Central Asia, is related by him in greater detail than in the other 
sources, though, for the rest, the corresponding portion of 
Kashid ad-Din's work has suffered such especial mutilations and 
omissions in the manuscripts that the establishment of the 
original text is almost impossible. 

We shall not linger over the later Persian compilations, and 
shall say a few words only about a history of the Shaylchs of 
HukhZrZ, from which extracts have been quoted in the texts 
annexed to our survey". This work, which bears the title of 
" KitZb-i MullZz5daJ) (Rook of the Mullah's son), was written by 
a certain Ahmad b. Muhammad, who was given the surname of 
" Benefactor of the poor" (Murin al-fuqar~), and judging by the 
number of manuscripts enjoys great popularity in Central Asia. 
The author enumerates the tombs of the Muslim saints buried in 
Hukhsra, and gives some biographical information about them. 
The date of the author's life is not known ; from the chronological 
data quoted in his book it is evident that he did not live before 
the fifteenth century, and the accuracy of these data proves that 

60 he I made use of his sources with the utmost conscientiousness. 

The history of the KhwZrazrn-shihs ancl the history of Chingiz-Khin have also 
been published i n  Kurope (//istoire a'es sultans Jt Khovezrtc, publ. par DefrCmery, Paris, 
1842; Vie de Djenqhiz-Khtrn! publ. par Jaubert, Paris, 1841). 

Der Presbyter 3bhannes r r r  Sa,qe unti (;eschit.lif~, a-te Auflage, Re~.lin, 1870. 
Ttats, pp. 166-72. On this work cf. also Bncyc. tf Islaln, i, s. v. I h r h l n .  



111. EUROPEAN WORKS O F  R E F E R E N C E  

The first attempt at a general sketch of the history of the 
Turkish and Mongol tribes was made, as is well known, by 
Deguignesl. His work is of greater importance for the history 
of the eastern than of the western part of Central Asia, as he 
made use of Chinese sources to a considerable extent, but had 
to content himself with a few works of compilation on the side 
of Muslim literature. 

The original Muslim sources for the history of the Mongols 
were first examined in detail by Baron d'Ohsson, the first edition 
of whose Histoire des Mo?zgols appeared in 1824, the second, 
considerably extended, in 1834-5 ? The author applied himself 
to his task with noteworthy conscientiousness, and almost ex- 
hausted the sources accessible to him, especially for the history 
of the Mongols in China and in Persia. His somewhat one-sided 
view of the " repulsive pictures " of hfongol history may at the 
outset be admitted as a defect in the work. D'Ohsson allows 
some significance to Rlongol history only in so far as a knowledge 
of it is indispensable for the realization of the "great events of 
the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries ; " consequently, while 
relating in sufficient detail the history of the civilized kingdoms 
which came under Along01 rule, he devotes no more than a few 
words to the history of Mongol I supremacy in Central Asia and 61 
in Russia. Besides this he made use of nearly all unpublished 
works in single manuscripts only, and those not always the best 
ones ; at  the present day, when we have a number of these texts 
in critical editions, we are able to correct some of the mistakes 
he made. In spite of all this d'OhssonYs work still retains its 
importance ; on account of the author's erudition and the 
cautiousness of his deductions it stands incomparably higher 
than the later works of Hammer-Purgstall :I, Wolff 4, Erdmann 5, 
and even the voluminous history of the Mongols by Sir Henry 
Howorth c. Not knowing Eastern languages, Howorth was 
entirely dependent on his predecessors ; on his own showing he 
entered upon his task "as an ethnologist and historian, not as 

J. Depignes, //isfoir.e ~ ~ ~ ~ d r a l e  dEs Ht~ns, dts ? Io . ts ,  des Afopls el des aut~vs 
;(atfares oicitlcntno.r, 4 tornes en 5 vols.. Paris, r 756-8. 

!a Histoire des M0ngol.r deprri.~ T~~Ai~zb.yuiz-h'han jtrsqrc'd Tintorrr i+y on Tanrerfnn, 
par M. le baron ('. d'Ohsson, 4 tt., 1,a EIaye et Amsterdam, 1834-j. The th~rtl  
rdition (Amsterdam, 1 8 5 2 )  is only n reprint of the second. 

(hsrhithfc (lev Coldenen Horde, I'esth, 1840; GescAicAte dcv Ih-hunt r i .  i. dtr 
Alonplen irr Persiert, Dnrmstndt, I 847-3. 
' GescAirAf~ der Mon,qolerr ohr- Tifarerr, Ijeso?tders iA1-es Yordrl'nngeru nnrd Etdropa, 

so wie ihruj- Erobet-urt~cn anti Ei?tfa/le in diestvt N/clttAei/e, krit~sch Learbeltet von 
0. Wolff, Hres l~a,  1872. 

T~mzrdsrh irr der L;neg-srhiitfcrfic/rc, Lei pzig, I 86 a. 
"Ilistmy 6ffhe Ahngols, London, 1876-68. 



a linguist." We cannot, however, point to a single passage 
where the author has shown a closer acquaintance with the 
methods and laws of history and ethnology than did d'ohsson. 
His theories on the origins of different nations are founded 
exclusively on personal names and titles, although, as is well 
Itnown, it is in both these cases that the influence of civilized 
peoples, perhaps even of foreign origin, is most readily shown. 
Having accepted as Turks nearly all the peoples who had settled 
in Mongolia prior to Chingiz-Khan, the author apparently does 
not ask himself how it was that the insignificant Mongol nation, 
after subduing some strong Turkish tribes, was able not only to 
preserve its language, but also to Mongolize the vanquished. 
As an ethnologist the author should have known something of 
nomadic life and its political organization, in which there can be 
no question of a regular order of succession to the throne or of 
elections according to legal forms, yet he seriously examines the 
question which of the Chingizids in one case or another had the 
best right to the throne, and whether the election of this or that 
K hgn was legally valid < 1 

62 Some attention should be given to  the copious notes appended 
by Major Kaverty to his translation of JuzjZni's work (see above, 
p. 38).  In  these notes excerpts are quoted from a large 
number of other sources, partly unpublished and very little 
known, and attempts are here and there made to summarize the 
data about some nation or other, or some dynasty. The author 
himself in the preface (p. xv) calls his work " a very thesaurus of 
the most varied and often recondite historical material ; " " many 
time-honoured historical errors have been pointed out and recti- 
fied." Reviewers, " for fear nobody else should see it," will 
probably point out the absence of an index ; but for this task 
the author's time is "too valuable," and he hopes that the Index 
Society will undertake it. The author's desire was carried out, 
and we now have an index to his book, so that the latter, if the 
author's own pronouncement on it is to be believed, is now freed 
from all defects. The author's opinion of the value of his work 
and the very harsh, and sometimes sarcastic, tone which he adopts 
towards his predecessors deprive his book of all right to the 
indulgence of critics, of which, nevertheless, he stands in great 
need. His own blunders, partly noted by us in the course of our 
narrative (see also above, p. 39, n. 3), leave far behind the 

ifistory of the Mongols, i, I 7 r . I 80, 2 I 8. 
' As little scientific importance is powseed by the same author's articles on 1 1 ~  

different Central Asian nations, published in j?R.A..S'., 1875-98, under the general 
title of "The Northern Frontages of China." The last of these articles (J. R.A.S., 
Jnly, 1898) is devoterl to the QarP-Khiinitls ; the level of its scientific importance 
is sufficiently indicated by the author's statement (on p. 468) that the earliest auth0rJ 
who speak of UoghrH-KhPn7s invasion of Transoxania wrote more than two centuries 
after his death." 



" errors " which he has indicated. H e  conveys historical inforrna- 
tion without any, even the most elementary, historical criticism ; 
he draws no distinction whatever between history and legend, 
between original sources and later compilations. Bitterly 
attacking his predecessors for faulty transcriptions of proper 
names, Raverty himself mutilates even the best known names, 
and writes Khurz for Ichazar, 'Umro for 'Amr. The author's 
time appears to have been too valuable not only for the com- 
pilation of an index, but even for a cursory review of his own 
book; only thus can the fact be explained that on p. 33 he 
maintains that Abu'l-Fad1 Hal'ami, the translator of Tabari, 
received the post of wazir under Isma'il, and continued to hold 
it until the reign I of Niih b. Mansfir (i.e. for a period of more 63 
than seventy years), and on p. 38 that Abu'l-Fadl RalLami (here 
the author correctly distinguishes this person from the translator 
of Tabari) was put to death (sic) in A . H .  330. Anlong the 
sursce defects of the book there are some to which it is very 
much more difficult to reconcile oneself than the absence of an 
index. The author nowhere cites any definite manuscript, nor 
for the most part does he say what manuscripts he used nor 
when or by whom this or that work was ivritte1.1, so that there 
is no possibility of verifying his statements. On account of the 
vast material of facts of which the author disposed (amongst 
other things he is the first, so far as we know, who quotes 
Gardizi) he undoubtedly might have dispelled established errors 
and substitued for them new and more durable theories; but for 
the attainment of this result some conscientiousness and some 
acquaintance with elementary scientific processes are required. 
In neither respect does Raverty's worlc satisfy even those 
requirements which we are accustomed to expect from the 
work of novices. The sole importance therefore which it 
retains lies in its rich, though very confusedly arranged, collectioil 
of facts l .  

A fresh attempt to give a general survey of the history of the 
Turkish and Mongol peoples is presented by M. Cahun's work 2, 

-with which we have dealt in detail elsewhere3, where we 
endeavoured to show that this work, brilliant from the literary 
point of view, possesses no serious scientific importance. 

A short sketch of the history of Turkestan was published in 
1899 by E. 11. Ross (now Sir E. D. Ross) in part I of The 

After d'Ohsson7s and Raverty's works, the lnrgest number of quotations from 
unpnhlished Mtislirn sources is to he found in Quatremdre's notes to the portion 
of Rnshid ad-Din's work which he published (see above, p. 44). 

Introducfion r )  l'hisfoirc dc I 'AJ~c,  Turts rf hlorqols ( i t s  Ovigines 0 rloj, Paris, 1896. 
Zhsrm. Mirr. Nor. P~.om., June, 1896. Cf. also M. Th. Hontsma's criticism in 

Ciilf. Cciehrfe A?zzcigrn (1896, No. 9); the jiidpement of the Dutch critic entirely 
coincides in substance with my own. 



H ~ n v t  of Asznl.  Its chief merit is the comparatively detailed 
account of the first centuries of 1slat-11 based on Tabari in both 
the Arabic and Persian versions (pp. 34-108) ; of the later 
sources little use has been made, and the only manuscript source 
quoted is the " Zafar-Niimah" of Niziim ad-Din ShZmi. Of 
course the author himself would hardly say that from his book 
we learn "everything important " about the history of Central 
Asia 2. 

No scientific value whatever can be claimed by the two 
volumes of Jeremiah Curtin, published in 1908 (after the author's 
death), The Mongols: A History and The Mo~zgols in Russia, 
the former with a foreword by Th. Roosevelt. I n  spite of 
the claim made in this foreword for the author that " In this 
particular field no other American or European scholar has even 
approached him," he is much behind Sir Henry Howorth in 
knowledge and accuracy. He never mentions his sources, not 
to speak of any critical remarks on their relative importance. 
We are only told, in a note preceding The IIdo~zg-ols ~ I Z  Russia, 
that " In gathering material for The Motzgols and The Mongols 
i7z  Rltssin Mr. Curtin used the early chronicles of China, Persia, 
and Russia. T o  obtain these chronicles he went several times 
to Russia and once to the Orient." The books themselves bear 
no witness to any acquaintance with original sources. The 
second volume is far rather a very uncritical history of Russia 
than a history of the Golden Horde. 

Up to the present no monographs dealing with the history of 
the IVIuslim part of Central Asia in the pre-Mongol period have 
beqn published which satisfy contemporary scientific require- 
ments, nor any investigations of the several sources (with the 
exception of the prefaces of some scholars to the texts edited 
by theni, which have been mentioned in their proper place). 

64 This cannot but reflect as well on general works on I the history 
of T~lSrn, even on the latest of them, that of the late Prof. 
A. l l c r  The author scrupulously made use of the Arabic 
sources (for the most part already published), but he was less 
\\re11 acquainted with the Persian sources ; the characteristics of 
the chief actors in the history of Ccntral Asia (e. g. MahmCld of 
Ghnzna) are partly incomplete and one-sided in his work. In 
dealing with the history of the Mongols the weakness of deduc- 
tions made without a study of the I'ersian original sources was 
so far recognized by the author himself that he disclaims full 
responsibility for this part of his book 4. 

See m y  review i n  Zcztiski, xii, ot 30 ~ q .  
W. Kickmer Kickmers, The Dtrab of 7irrkestan, Cambridge, 1913, p. 54.1. 
Ucr /s/nnr im il./orpvz- ~rtrd Ahend/aprde, 2 tide., Herlin, 1887 (in 0ncken's 

cnllection). The Russian translation of this booli, published under the editorship of 
N. A .  Myednikov (St. P., 1895), is, unfortunately, absolutely unreliable; cf. my remarks 
in /l/rtsrr/~natzskii II-fir, r ga a ,  p. 8 a  sq. 4 Der I s / a t ~ ,  i i ,  a I I .  



In the Russian language the history of the Mongols l ,  except 
for the history of the Golden Horde2, and that of the Central 
Asian dynasties in the pre-Mongol period, has not yet been sub- 
jected to a detailed scientific investigation. Of special mono- 
graphs one alone, the work, namely, of Prof. V. A. Zhukovsky 
on Merv 3, satisfies contemporary scientific requirements. I t  is 
much to be desired that on the model of this work investigations 
sho~ild be carried out on the history and antiquities of the other 
large cities of Central Asia, especially of Hukhiirz, Samarqand 4, 

and Balkh. 

1 M. I. Ivanin's book, 0 vocgz?zom iskusstvye i savoevnntjakh mongolo-latar i srea'ne- 
azialskikh narodov pri Chilzgiz-khanye i Taftrerlanye, St. P., 1875, may have some 
value only for military history. 

2 Special mention should be made of Prof. Berezin's Ocherk vnutrerznyavo usi+roistva 
zrlusa Dzhtrchieva, St. P., 1S63 (Trudy, part viii), and of Baron V. G. Tiesenhausen's 
Sbornik t~raterialov ot~zosj~aschihhsya k zstorii Zolotoi Ordy, vol. i, St. P., I 884 ; the 
continuation of the latter work has not yet appeared. 

3 Drevnosti ZaRasjizskaao krnj~a. h'azvaliny Sfaravo Mema, St. P., 1894 (AZinteriaZy 
po Arkheologii Rossii, .publ. by the Imp. Archaeological Commission, No. 16). See 
on this work Zajiski, IX, pp. 300-303; xi, pp. 327-53. Cf. now also my article on 
the history of Merv, ibid., x ~ x ,  I 15-38. 

A very fair treatise on the historical geography of the district of Samarqand has 
been published by V. Vyatkin in Samarqand ; cf. my review in Zapishi, xv! 01 50-01 56. 
For G. le Strange's well-known book on The Larta's of the Gastent Cal$hate, and the 
part of it devoted to T~xnsosania  cf. the remarks in my review, Znpiski, xvii, 0102-0107, 
and Encyc. of Islarr~, s. v. BakhHrZ. 

Many interesting facts and opinions, but in a very confused arrangement, may be 
found in the works of J. Marquart, principally his Ch~onologie der alftiivkiscAet~ 
Inschr~jten (1-eiyzig, 1898) with the paper Historische Glossen zu den alttiirkischen 
Inschriften " ( W.Z. K.M., xii, I 57-200) ; Er(ivziahr rtnch &r Geq,rro$hie dcs Ps. 
,l//nses Sorenacii  (Berlin, I 90 I )  ; Osfeuro~ci'isrhe zrtzd ostasiutische Stretyzz'i,".e (Lpz., 
1903) ; Osttiirkisrhe Dialekt-stuiiierz (this title \vns given by mistake; 13erlin, 1914). 
On the last named cf. the review by P. Pelliot in J.A., 11, xv, 125-85, and my review 
in Russkii Zstorirheskii Zhrcmal, vii (1922), 138-56. One of Marquart's sources, 
written by a Yarsi in the early period of Isllm, is the " List of Cities" (Stadtbeliste), 
i e. List8 gio~y~-aphipr~e CECS villes de I'Iratt, par E. Illocliet, Rcceztil dcs trnvaux r.elatifi 
0 lnjhilologie el I'nrchdologie Cyyjt. cf nssyr., t. xvii, 1595, pp. 165-76. Cf. Gr~rrzdviJs 
n'pr Iralt. Phil., ii, 118 (8  98). 

For the geographers of Isllm (there is no arlicle on this sul~ject in the Encyc. of 
Islam) cf. Haron Carra de  Vaux, 1-es Penscut s u2 l'ZsZa?rt, tome ii (Lesgkogr-nphes, Lec.), 
Paris, 1921. On the historical geography of Transoxania see also several of my articles 
in the Enry. of lslnnt (principnlly Amii-DaryH, Uulihlra, and FarghZna), and my books 
.!&ye(l'yentyn ob Aral'skont tnorye i niron'yakh Arrru-Dav'yi s drevrzyeishikh vrernen do 
-\-VII-vo 7l)rcka, Tashkent, 1902 (German translation, 1910: NnrRr.ichfcrt iiber derr 
Rml-See uaddcrt nnferen Lazlf des :1mu-Datja), and A' istovii Or~o~hcrztya Tt~rkcstaka, 
l'etrograd, 1914. 



CHAPTER 

65 GEOGRAPHICAL SURVEY O F  TKANSOXANIA 

MAWARA'AN-NAHR (the civilized region in the basin of the 
Amu-Darya and Syr-Darya) was not, according to the termino- 
logy of the medieval Muslim geographers, included in Turkistan 
(the land of the Turks, i. e. the regions extending between the 
Muslim possessions and China, and inhabited by Turkish and 
Mongol nomads) ; but politically this country, unprotected by 
any natural barrier against the inroads of the nomads, was for 
the most part subject to Turkish peoples. The political boundary 
between Iran and TfirZn has changed more than once; some- 
times, as in the Achaemenid period and at the time of the Arab 
supremacy, the whole of Transoxania was united politically with 
Anterior Asia ; but from the tenth century onwards the province 
has always remained under the rule of Central Asian peoples, 
and in treaties of peace between the h ~ n i a n  and TGrgnian rulers 
the Amu-Darya was generally accepted as the boundary of their 
respective "spheres of influence." Ethnographically also the 
country, originally populated by Aryans, has become Turcicized, 
and at  the present day not only the nomadic inhabitants of the 
country, but also the majority of the settled population speak 
Turkish. On account of its fertility and its populousness Trans- 
oxania generally held the first place amongst the provinces 
subject to the Turks ; it is, moreover, the only province con- 
cerning which wc possess detailed historical and historico- 
geographical information. All these considerations induce us to 
devote the following geographical sketch exclusively to Trans- 
oxania, the more so that the data for the historical geography 
of the other provinces of Western Turkestan, i. e. Semiryechye 
and the eastern part of the Syr-Darya province, have already 

66 been reviewed I by us in several articles l. 
In view of the importance of the Amu-Darya as the customary 

official boundary between Irin and TGrZn we shall begin our 

' 0 Khristianstvye v Turkestanye v do-Mongol'skii priorl (ZajisRi C'osf. Ofd., 
viii, 1-31), and German translation (Tiibingen, I ~ O I ) ,  Ztbr Gesciiichte des Chrisftnlun~f 
in Mitfel-Asien his zzrr morrplischerr Eroberrrng; Otthet o poyezdkye v Srt(lnyu.YH 
Azljlrr, St .  P. ,  1897 (Zapiski f ~ r t j .  Aknri. Arar,k $0 1st.-phi/. otd., i ,  No.  4 )  ; 0c6erk 
isforid Smi?ycc/r'ya (Purrryalrtaya krlizhka Sentiryechettskavo Obfastriovo ~ l a f i s l i c ~ e -  
skavo Kotrrikta nu 1898, ii, pp. 74-170). 



survey with the shores of this river. As the boundary was fre- 
quently violated from one or other side, it will be necessary t o  
mention also those provinces to  the south of the Amu-Darya 
with which some portions of Transoxania were a t  times more 
closely connected than with Samarqand and RukhZrZ l. 

The ancient Aryan name of the Amu-Darya, Vakhshu or 
Waltshu, was preserved in the name of the river Wakhsh3 
(Surkhab), from which it may be concluded that in ancient 
times this river was considered to  be the head-water of the Amu- 
Darya. The  Muslim geographers regarded as  such the JaryZb, 
now the Panj, which was called Vi7akhZb4 in its upper course, 
and flowed through the provinces of Wakhan, ShughnZn, and 
KarrZn (probably Roshan and Darwaz) % In  the tenth century 
these provinces were still inhabited by heathens G, although it is 
evident that politically they were subject to  the l'vIuslims. 
According to  I bn-I<hurd5dhbih 7, Walthan paid a tribute of 
2 ~ , 0 0 0  dirhams (in another manuscript I o,ooo), I ShughnZn 40,000 67 
(in another inanuscript 4,ooo), KarrZn 4,000. In  Ya'qiibi there 
is a mention of " Hurnar-belt, king of Shughnan and Badakh- 
shZn." RIarco Polo Qalls the inhabitants of WakhZn in his 
time Muslims. Gold lo and silver l1 mines are spoken of in 
CValthZn ; the trade route to Tibet, i. e. to  the upper system of 

A splendid but of course too brief survey of Transoxania was given by Lerch in 
Berezin's R~cssiait Enrjtc. s')irtio?2nt;y (Part iii, rol. i, pp. ,577-83). Besides this the 
historical geography of the basins of the Zarafshiin and Upper Amu-Darya have been 
reviewed by Tomaschelc (CcitfraZasiatiscAe Stztdifn, i ; Soghdiana, IVie~i, 1S77, 
.Yitzurzgsberichfe d~*rphil .-hist .  C'lnsse r f e r .  Kais. Aiad,  dcr Wissensthaftt?~, Ud. lxxxvii). 
In I. Minaev's book .Svycdyrnlj~a o stravzakh po vel-kAoz?yanr Amzr-dar'i (St. P., 1879) 
we find hardly any historico-geographical information for the period from the Muslim 
conquest to the Mongol invnsron. Very valuable assistance for the study of the historical 
geography of Khorezmia is affortlcd by M. J. de Goeje's monograph " Das alte bett 
tles Oxus" (I-eyden, 1875). Cf. also the last four chapters of G. Le Strange, The 
/.amis of fhc Easterrt C'n/$hntc, Cambrirlge, 1905, and my review in Zapiski, 
xvii, oroa srl. 'The detailed dvsc-ripions of T1.ansoxania all b e l o n ~  to  the SiimHl~id 
period ; of the geograpliical co~irlitions up to and beyond this period we have only 
frngmentary information. 
' Tomaschck, Sqqhdiana, S. 37 ; W. Geiger, D ie  Pnrrlir-Gebicte, IVien, I 89; 

(CtopajAisc.lre Ablrattdlu)tgett, herausgegeben von I'rof. Dr. A. Pencli in Wien, I3. ii, 
1Ieft i), S. 136. 

According to  nirfini (Chl-oi~olo~r ,  p. 237 : trans., p. zag) in the eleventh century 
Wakhsh was still cnllecl the spirit-protector of the waters, nnd especially of the Amu- 
Darya. Even now according to Kegel (Pcf. Af~ft., xxx, 333, quoted by Geiger, 1. c.), 
the term Waklish is applied not only to the Surkhab, but also to the Yanj and some 
other tributaries of the Amu-Dnrya. Cf. also Marqunrt, Utrfersur.Auizgen z ~ r v  GescRicAfe 
vott f<ya?z, ii, 26, n. a. 

Ribl. G t o ~ .  Arab., vii, gr . 
Cf. the spelling Kurln in Marquart, &insAnhr, p. 2 2 2 ,  where it is placed in  the 

sorlthern part of 13ntlakhshln. 
Bihl. Gcog. Arab., i, ag6-7. ' Ibtd., vi, 26. According to M ~ q d i s i  (ihid., iii, 340) WakhPn paid qo,ooo dirhams, 
/bid., vii, 292 ; cf. Marquart, Br&,tshahr, 225. 
' Minaev, .Svyedyerzrjra, Vc., 11. 75 ; Yule's Marco Polo, 3rd ed., i, 17 I. 

lo  Aibl. Ceog. Amb., vii, 93. 
[bid., i, 2 9 7 .  



the Indus popi~lated by Tibetans, whence musk was imported, 
ran through WakhZn and ShughnHn, and Marco Polo passed 
through this same region to KZshghar. But, on the whole, 
owing to their inaccessibility and their complete unsuitability for 
nomadic life these provinces were but little touched by foreign 
incursions, and have preserved a purely Aryan population to the 
present time. 

The next province on the trade route from Tibet was Badakh- 
shZn, probably unsurpassed among all the provinces on the 
Upper Amu-Darya. I t  was celebrated for its magnificent 
pastures, its broad and highly-cultivated valleys, its ruby and 
lapis lazuli mines, and finally for its excellent climate l. The 
province was accessible to foreign conquest only from the S.W. 
side, i. e. from the side of the Amu-Darya valley, and here only 
do we find Turkish elements alongside the Aryan population. 
On the whole, Badakhshin was but rarely exposed to invasion, 
and usually enjoyed political autonomy 2. The capital of the 
province has apparently always been in the locality of the present 
FayzZbZd; Jarm, which lies more to the south, and has pre- 
served its name to the present day, was in the ninth century-the 
extreme limit of Muslim dominion along the road to Tibet 3. 

Between Halkh and Badakhshzn lay the district of TulchZri- 
stin, which received its name, as is well known, from the Tokhari, 
who are mentioned among the races who overthrew the Graeco- 
Bactrian Empire4. In the period of Arab domination and in 

68 the time of the SZmZnids I the province extended from the bank 
of the Amu-Darya to the passes of the Hindu Kush. In this 
region the banks of the Amu-Darya are for the most part sandy 
and utterly unsuited to artificial irrigation ; the largest settle- 
ments are always situated at a considerable distance from the 
river, near the points where streams and rivulets debouch from 
the mountains in the direction of the Amu-Darya, which, how- 
ever, with a few exceptions they fail to reach. The chief road 

... Bibl. Geog. Arab., i, a75  ; ii, 3a7 ; 111, 303. Minaev, .Tvyed'~eniyn, V c . ,  
PI'. 73-4. 

Q Muhammad-1J:tydar (The  Ta'vikh-i-RashiST, ed. by N. l'lias and E. D. ROSS, 
London, 1895,  p. 107) avers, with some exaggeration, that the country had remained 
free from invasion since the days of Alexander of Macedon. Cf. my article 
" Badakhshin" in Enlyc. of /s/Gn~, where it is stated that the tradition of the descent 
of the ruling family from Alexander is not mentioned before the thirteenth century, 
and is founrl for the first time in Marco Polo, cf. Ynle, ALar.t.n Polo, 3rd ed., i, 157. 

Bid!. Grog. Arab., vii, 288. Sam'iini (s. v. +dl') and Y q n t  ti,  528) mention 
;1 rabHt built in H~dakhsh in  by Znbaydn, the w ~ r e  of Iliiriin ar-Kashitl. 

Vivien de  St. Maltin, I p s  J~UFZS HIancs otr Efhthaliteer, t'ar~s, 1849, ~7p. 1 5 4 .  
Tornaschek , .S'o~hrftntra, p. 33 ; cf. Grum-Grjimn~lo, /storirbesRoe f r o  rhlor Hei-shanya, 
St. P., 1898, pp. 5-6, where the author tries to prove that the Tokhari used in rnclent 
times to inhabit Afghnnistrin, and in the first and second ccntury 13.c. were "not  the 
conquerors -hat the cor~qnered racr." Ta-bia is also identified ~ r i t h  Tukhira  hp. 
Slarquart, Emcinshnhr, p. 104. 



from Balkh to RadakhshZn passed through the following places : 
Khulm (two days' journey from Balkh), WarwZliz or WalwZliz 
(two days from Khulm), and TZyqZn or TZlqZn (two days from 
WarwZliz and seven from the capital of RadakhshZn). The town 
of Qunduz, which was the capital of an important kingdom in 
the first half of the nineteenth century, has only latterly come 
to the fore, although it is mentioned as early as the thirteenth 
century. The largest town in TukhZristZn was considered to be 
TZlqZn, which has kept its name (TSlkhZn) to the prese3t day. 
I t  was a third of the size of Balkh2. The greatest importance 
from a commercial and military point of view attached to  Khulm, 
which was situated on the river of the same name not far from 
its exit from a narrow valley. The present Khulnl or Tash- 
Kurgan, which rose only in the nineteenth century, lies some- 
what south of the ruins of the old town. The most frequented 
road to the Hindu Kush always ran through the Khulm valley 3. 
Two days' journey from Khulm lay Siminjan, probably corre- 
sponding to the modern Haybal; ; the river valley narrows 
considerably here, and to this day a fortress stands there domi- 
nating the neighbourhood. Two days' journey from SiminjZn 
lay Baghlzn, a village, still existing under the same name, not far 
from the junction of the RaghlZn river with the Qunduz river. 
This part of the road therefore connected the valleys of Khulnl 
and Qunduz. A t  the beginning of the eighth century the 
districts of Khulm, Sihinjan, and Raghl5n were the scene of 
some military operations between the Arabs and the natives, of 
which Tabari gives a fairly detailed account 4. 

Andariib 01- Andai.5ba (so on coins), situated at the base of the 
main ridge of the Hindu Kush, was reached in five days from 
Siminjiin, probably via BaghlZn. I In the tenth century it ranked 69 
as the third town in TukhZristZn (after Tiilqsn and Warwzliz) ; 
~lumistnatic data prove, as is well known, that a special dynasty 
reigncd at Andariib and Balkh a t  that period as vassal princes 
dcpcndent upon the SZmiinids. From AndarZb roads led through 
the Hindu Kush (the rnost convenient pass is the KhZwak, 
I 3,000 it. high) to the valley of the river Banjhir, now Panjshir. 
A thousand years ago the valley was already celebrated for its 
silver mines, which are still in existence, and they were considered 
the richest in the eastern portion of the Muslim world b. On the 
river the towns of Giirygba, Hanjhir G, and FarwZn or ParwZn are 
mcntioncd, the last of which preserves its name to this day. 

I:ib/. ( ; r q ~ .  Ar-ab., i, a86. 2 Jbitl., i ,  279. 
f . ,  i 2 9  2 i i  6 .  A. Rulnes, Tra71cls igt Hokhar-a, new edition, London, 

r 839, ~ i ,  I 47-200. liostcnko, Tzrr-kestarakii kvai ,  S t .  I)., 1880, ii, I 7 5 9 0 .  
' 7381ri ~ i ,  1 2 1 9 .  

Bib/, GCOC. Arab., i, 288. Cf. the grnphic account in Vlqiit's Mufjanr, i, ;43. 

IhM, i ,  280 u\ll\y ; iii, 346 r?b\J; vii ,  288 Jw ; in other passages,&?. 



From ParwZn one road descends to  the Kibul valley through 
Charikar and Istalif; the other ascends along the river Ghurband 
to the village of the same namq and to BZmyin. Ghirband 
was invaded by the Arabs a t  the end of the eighth century1. 
RZmyZn is separated from KZbul by very much higher mountains 
and passes than it is from Khulm and Balkh : nevertheless the 
passes on the road to Khulm have more often formed the 
political frontier, and even in the nineteenth century the frontier 
between the Uzbeg and Afghan dominions, until the submission 
of the former to the Afghan Amir, was the ~ q - r a b z f  pass, to the 
north of RZmyan. In the tenth century BZmyZn was reckoned 
as the chief town of the province of which both KZbul and 
Ghazna formed part and which was under the rule of a native 
prince2. At  the present time the usual way from Balkh to 
Himyan is through Khulm; the Arabic geographers had evi- 
dently another road in view, namely, that ascending the river of 
Halkh, and thence west to the junction with the road from Khulm. 
On this road the only town mentioned is Madar, six days' journey 
from Ralkh, and four from BZmyan. A village of that name 
still exists to-day on the road from Khulm, seventy miles from 
Rzrnyan; somewhat to the north of the present village, on the 
left of the road (if it is approached from the north) the ruins of 
the ancient town of Madar are visible. 1 

70 The term " TukhZristZn " was also used in a much broader 
sense to embrace all the provinces on both shores of the Arnu- 
Darya which were economically dependent on Ralkh 3. Between 
the Panj and the Wakhsh Istakhri4 names four rivers, which 
united their waters above the'iord a t  ~ r h a n  : the nearest to the 
J a r y ~ b  was the river Akhshi (? ~ q s i i ) ,  which flowed past Holbuk, 
then the Barbln 5 Parghir and d n d i j i i r ~ ~ h  '. I t  appears that 
by the name Akhshii and BarbZn (or RarsZn, see below) is meant 
the Kulab-Darya by the name ParghZr the Kchi-Surkhab, and 

Bibl. Gtog. Arab., vii, 18s-90. Ibid., i, 180. 
/bid., vii, 93, 289-92. Tnhari, ii, 1180. Tulihiiristln in the proper sense was 

called First or Lower ; the mountain provinces on the upper coarse of the Amu-Jlarya 
were included in Upper Tukhiiristiin. 

Bib/. Ceog. Arab., i ,  ag6. 
The rending Balban (u&, cf. B. C.A., i i ,  348) is found as well as narbiin (c;lb2). 

1c is possible that the correct readings are Wj and )L), and that this name has lleen 
J 

preserved in the name of one of the headwaters ol_the Knlnh-darya (on modern mnps 
'I'alvar and Talbar). For Akhshl Marquart (Er&rs/raAr, p. 233) reads Biikhsho, 

0 s  0 * 
hut the text has wb e,, Y5qiit (ii,  1 7 1 ,  16) &-b. 

a In I ? ( a k h r i A b  ; in the Tumansky MS. j 4 anclj.,& ; in Ibn-Rurta (Bib1. C ~ O ~ I .  
I .  

Arab., vii, 93) ,til&. 

In Ya'qobi (Bibl. Geog. Arab., vii, 190, I )  ICl,Lf,~;l. 
' The Kulab-Darya still hears alao the nnrnt?if Aq-?n (Geiger, D ie  Pamiv-Cebiete, 

S. 155). 



by the AndijarHgh the Ta'ir-su. In the Tunlansky MS. (fol. 9 a) 
it is said that the river which flowed past Munk and Hulbuk fell 
into the Amu-Darya near Parghar. In this locality there is even 
now a village of Parghiir or ParkhZr. The province between the 
Panj and the Wakhsh bore the name of Khuttal or Khuttalzn. 
The most important part of this province was always the narrow 
but fertile valley of the Kchi-Surlchab and its tributary the 
Kulab-Darya. On the banks of the former stood Munk, the 
largest town in the province, on the site of the present Baljuan, 
and Hulbuk, the capital of the amir of Khuttal, near the present 
Hulbagh, somewhat south of Kulab l. The province of Wakhsh, 
occupyi~~g the plain of Kurgan-tube, was united politically to 
Khuttal. Its chief town Halaward was surpassed in size by 
NIunk only, and was larger than Hulbuk. The town of Lewkand 
also lay on the Wakhsh one day's journey above Haliiward. I t  
was reckoned two days' journey from Munk to Hulbuk, and as 
much from Hulbuk to the &han ford on the Amu-Darya, which 
likewise was two days' journey from Halaward. Besides this, 
there is mention of a " BadakhshZn I ford " on the river JaryZb, 71 
six days' journey from Munk. From the Badakhshan ford to 
the district of Bik was reckoned two days' journey, thence one 
day to AndijHrZg-h (crossing on the way the river of the same 
name), and one day further to Parghar (also after crossing the 
river Parghar) ; after this the road crossed the river Barbiin (or 
Talbiir, see abovc), and reached Hulbuk. Two days' journey 
above Lewkand stood the stone bridge over the Wakhsh, which 
is still in existence. From this bridge to Munk was reckoned 
two daysJ journey; four farsakhs from the bridge along the 
Munk road was the town of Tamliyiit. From these data it may 
be deduced that Hulbuk was on the left bank of the Kulab- 
Darya, not far from its junction with the Kchi-Surkhab; that 
Halrlward was on the same spot as Kurgan-tiibe 6, Lewkand near 
the village of Sang-tuda, and AndijZriigh not fat. from the mouth 
of the Ta'ir-su (according to Maqdisi "his town was not far from 
the Amu-Darya). I t  is morc difficult to determine the exact site 
of the Arhan7 and Radakhshzn fords, as we do not know the 

Thesc iclentilications have already becn made hy Tomnschck (.YodgAdiatzn, 36, 46), 
n h o  iclentities 1Iulbuk likewisc with XoASlul~~n or ~ d h f l v a a a  of I'tolerny. \Ve are told 
that n great many Grneco-Bactrian coins were found near Kulab; cf. D. Logofet, 
Ai7 (,'~n~rrtsnkh .Yrecf9rci Aeii (St. P., ~ g o g ) ,  iii ,  190. 

written d,~ and d$ (11161. Gto,q. Arab., i ,  297, 339). 
~ ise  this word (c~olnst' in the originnl) to tmnslxte 6LJ, which means a whole 

gr01111 of villn~c.5; so~nctimes an entire rustlq belonged to a single owner (Bidl. Ccog. 
Arab., i ,  3 2 3 ;  v, 323 1. 

[Jib/. Get?(.. Anl-nO., vii, 290. This ~nstZq likewise was the property of a single owner. 
The sanie view is expressed in Marquart's RriirzsllnhrJ p. 233. 
fiibl. Ccog. Arab., i i ~ ,  29 I .  

' I n  the history of Tirniir ( / ' h i s  dt In Croix, i, 19, I 7 2  ; Zafarnamnh, Calcuttil, 



distances of these places from the towns situated ssuth of the 
Amu-Darya. On the Jaryzb, one farsakh above AI-han, there 
was still another town, Kiisbang l .  

The river LVakhsh flowed from the dominions of the Turkish 
Qarluqs through the P2mir2, Kssht, and KumZdh provinces3. 
From this information we must conclude that at this period the 

7 %  name Psmir ( was applied also to the Alai Range. Rasht, which 
was reckoned a part of the Muslim dominions as early as the 
tenth century, corresponded to Karategin4. The province of 
I<um5dh was identified by Tomaschek "with the Kopr1813v 6 p ~ i v $  
mentioned irl Ytolemy, and with the kingdom of Kiu-mi-tho 
mentioned by Hiuen-Tsiang G. According to the Tumnnsky 
manuscript the upper course of the Kafirniha~i was situated in 
the same PI-ovince. One of the head waters of the Surltl~zn, the 
Qaratagh-Darya, bore the name of Kum. The province was 
inhabited by the Kumijis 7, who are reckoned as Turkish by 

1887-8, i, 38, 184), &,!, on the southern bank of the Amu-Darya. Marquart 
(Ercinshnhr, p. 233) identifies Arhang with Hagrat-Tmlm, but this cannot be correct 
as the two places are mentioned separately in the 'AbdallPh NHmah (cf. Rieu, SaGI. 
(Persian), No. 73, p. 49), MS. of the Asiatic Mus. 574, age, f. 413 b and 437 a. Ijagrat- 
Imlrn, whlch is not mentioned in medieval sources, is connected with a legend about 
the head of IJusayn. The Tiinfirid prince biuhammnd J6ki  (a grandson of Ulugh-beg, 
cf. my C'lugh-6th i cvo vremya, p. 1 41 sq. j is said to have given this sanctuary n 
cauldron large enough to cook three hundred sheep. At Hazrat-Imlm was the head 
of a large canal derived from the Amu-Darya in the reign of 'Abdallah-Khan (sixteenth 
cent.) ; cf. my Oroshenie Tz~rkeslana, p. 76.  Another legend connects Hazrat-Imlm 
\with the ImFim '.4lqama, a contemporary of M n h ~ m m a d  (cf. below, environs of 
S~marqand)  ; see the history of Niidir-shLh by Muh. KHzim, iii, 203 n (the only copy 
i l l  Petrograd, Bulltfin u'e l'C'Ac~cl.~ Vc.., 1919, p. oz7 sq.). 

Written +,<and &$l( (BiM. Gcog. Arab., i, 276, 297, 339; iii, ago). 

Together w i t r ~ h u t t a l  the province of BiisHr, Blsara, or BHsarPn is mentioned (Bibl. 
Ceog. Arab., vi, 37 (text) ; vii, 92.489). This province is apparently mentionetl in 
Tabari, ii, I 180 (-1 ) L4 )  and 1597 (L;Ib.). T h e  conjectures of the editors 

(in the first case uLI(, in the second Lj) are undoubtedly unsnccerrful. Possibly 
the same province is mentioned in Gardizi (Texts, p. 7) under the name a,! JS\!. 
T h e  reference in Bibl. Ceog. Arab., vii, ga ult. is doubtfol, in view of the ernindation 
of the text by Marquart. ~ r ~ n s h a l r ,  p. 134, n. I L U !  u l j ,  opposed to ulj), 
but in Bibl. Ceog. Arab., vi, 37 and vii, a8g we certainly have the name of a province. 
li*k) in Beladeori, etl. de Goeje, p. 420, must have been, judging from the context, 

in FarghHncr. 
* Usually Ilb, but in Ya'qobi (Bibl. Geog. Arab., vii, ago),&. 

' Bibl. Ceog. A d . ,  vii, 92. Here 41, Ya'qsbi (Ibid., vii, ago) aL(. 
4 In the history of Tirnnr (PUir dr la Croix, i, 174) the province is called ,.&)b, 

i n  the Calcutta editlon (i, 189 
Soghdiana, 47-8. 

6 Cf. now Chavannes, Docnmmfs, Wr., I?. 164, and my remarkr in Zopisli, 
xv,  0177 ; also my article " Karategin" in the Encyc. of lsl&m. 

The  name of this people in various epellings is met with in Gardid and Bayhaqi 
( T t z f ~ ,  p. 9). 



Maqdisi. The Kafirnihan river was called Rimidh ', and one of 
the headwaters of the river even yet preserves this name (Ramit 
or Roumit). Between the Kafirnihan and Wakhsh were the 
provinces of Washgird and Quwidhiyzn (Kabadian). The 
capital of the first province was the town of the same name, 
which in the ninth century formed a part of the dominions of 
Khuttal, and was even the capital of the ruler 2. I t  was roughly 
equal to Tirmidh in size and was situated at a distance of 
one day's journey from the stone bridge on the Wakhsh4, i.e. 
on the site of the present Fayzgbad. The province possessed 
great importance in the ninth century; here, at a distance of 
foul- farsakhs from the chief town, ran the frontier of the Turkish 
dominions, in consequence of which it had as many as 700 forti- 
fications. According to Sam'Zni this country, at the beginning 
of the Muslim period, had a special alphabet which was preserved 
in books b ;  in all probability this alphabet was of Sanskrit 
origin, and dated from the time when Buddhism was supreme 
in the land. In the tenth century the province was chiefly famed 
for the production of saffron 6. Between W~shgird  and RZsht 
(i. e. the capital of the latter province) was reckoned four or five 
days' journey, from which it is evident that the capital or 
" fortress " of Kasht was approximately in I the locality of Garm, 73 
the present chief town of Karategin. On this road "he following 
towns are mentioned : I l ~ q  (one day's journey from Wzshgird, 
probably Kala-i-dasht ", Darband (one day's journey farther on, 
probably Obi-garm), and Garkan (two days from the fortress of 
Risht). A t  the end of the eighth century the Arabs built a wall 
here to protect the province from Turkish raids lo. 

In  the province of Quwadhiy~n, besides the chief town, bearing 
the same name, we find mention of Niidiz (" new fortress ") and 
some other towns on the Kafirnihan. The pronunciation of their 
names is difficult to determine ", nor is their position ascertained. 
Madder was exported in large quantities from the provincela. 
Near the mouth of the Icafirnihan was the ford of Awzaj or 

BiM. CCog. Arab., vii ,  93, A>, more correctly &>,as in Lerch (Rz~ss i sck  Revue, 

1875, vii, 8). Cf. Tomaschek, Soghdiutra, 43 ; Sarn15ni hcs.,  J. v. j k j ~ d l ,  where 
the spelling &$ is given. 

Bihl. Ceqq. Avah., vii, 292 .  3 Ibid., i ,  298. 
' /bid., i, 341. Sarn'ini, r. Y .  G3>Y\, 

Bib/. Geof. A ~ u b . ,  i, 288, a98. 
Ibid., vi ,  24. Jhid., i, 340. 

' To the present day  Ilak is the name of the river on which the city of Fayzabad 
is situated. 

'O It is not known whence Tomeschek (Soghdiana, 49) borrows the details of this 
wall, which he attributes to Ibn Khu~c!Hdhbih and Ibn SaLid. 111 the texts of these 
two authors as known to me, there is no  stntement that the wall was protected by two 
fortrerus, or that  the town of KPshgbnr lay to the east of i t .  

I' Bibl. Geog. Arab., lit, ago. 1s Ibid., i, 298 ; ii, 350. 



Ozaj, the present Ayvaj ; near the mouth of the Wakhsh, the 
well-known crossing place of Mela 2, three days' journey from 
Balkh 3, and two farsakhs from Tirmidh4. In the thirteenth 
century this place was called PanjZb 5. QuwiidhiyZn formed 
a part of Khuttal in the ninth century, but the geographers of 
the tenth century7 give the distances only from SaghZniyZn 
(three days, probably through the Hazrat-bovi pass) and from 
Tirmidh (two days, from which it is evident that it was more 
closely connected with these towns than with those of Khuttal. 

The northern part of the Kafirnihan valley joins the valley of 
the next tributary of the Amu-Darya, the SurkhZn (in the 

74 Tumansky MS. 1 and the history of T imirs ,  ChZghZn-rid). 
Ibn RustaQames as tributaries of the Kafirnihan the rivers 
Kum-rid, NihZm-rid, and KhZiwar-rid, flowing from the Bittam 
mountains (on this name see below) Sinzm, NihZmlo (Darai- 
Niham in the Hisar range),'and KhZwar; in fact these rivers 
(now the ~ a r a t a ~ h - ~ a r f a , '  Tupalang, and Sang-gardak-Darya) 
form the sources of the Surkhanll. In the Middle Ages the 
valley of the Surkhan formed the province of SaghZniySn or 
ChaghZniyZn l2 ; the ruler of the province bore in the pre-Muslim 
period the title of SZghZn-KhudZt 13. According to Maqdisi l4 

there were as rnany as 16,000 villages in SaghZniyan, but in 
extent, wealth, and size of the towns the province was inferior to 
Khuttal. 'The chief town, which bore the same name, was four 
days' journey or twenty-four farsakhs from Tirmidh 15, and three 
days from QuwZdhiyZn, probably on the site of the present town 
of Denaw, which is still to-day, by its commercial and strategic 
importance, the centre of the region 16. The present name of the 
town (properly Dih-i naw = new village) is mentioned in the 

1 Bib[. Geo~.. Arab., i i i ,  ago, 292. In the history of Timijr (P~:tis de Zn Croix, i, 184) 
b I (in the Calcutta edition, i ,  196, Ek,l). .) 

The usual spelling is L, in Mas'iidi (Bibl. Geog. Avnb., viii, 64) dL. 
8 Bihl. G'rog. Arah., i, 283. l h i l f . ,  viii, 64. 
5 Ribl, Paris, Anr. Forrd Pe'rrs., 384, f. 191 (Jahiin-niirnrh) : +,, u k L  zi,Jd 

d - 
~rjljl 4 p ',* J, J+? [up%+ &I ,A? /G) Y I  e- 

Vibl. Gag. Arab., vii, 93. I /bid., i ,  341. 
6 Phis dc la Crois,  i ,  I 83 ; Zafarrtarjrah, i,  I 96. Rihl. Ccqp; Arab., vii, 93- 

10 In Jhn I<hurdPdhbih (BiBI. Geog. Arab., vi, 37) the province is cnlletl NihPm, in 
Maqdisi (Ihid., iii, 344) ?ba, three days' journey from Sagt~iiniyiin. Together with 

Nibiirn, Ihn ~ h n r d ~ d h b i h  mentions the provinces of Ringin, Mnndajin and Kl*t (tile 
pronunciation of tllese names is doubtful), probably also situaled in the basin of 
tlie tributaries of the Surkhln. 

l1  Tomaschek, Soghdinnn, 43. 
la Arabic 4 as often for Persian E .  
~ T a b a t . r ,  ii, 1596. l4 Bibl. Ceog. RraE., iii, 283, 290. 
IA Ibid., i,  339-40 ; vi, 24, 162. l-ostenko, Tt4rktstartskii kvai, i i ,  146. 



history of Timiir 1. The town of Sagh8niyln2 possessed a 
citadel, and in extent exceeded Tirmidh, though inferior to it in 
population and wealth. There were fine covered bazaars in the 
town; bread was cheap, and meat was sold in large quantities. 
In the middle of the bazaars was a fine mosque suppol-ted by 
columns of burnt brick without arches; the mosque of SaghZ- 
niyan was still famous in the twelfth century3. Water was led 
into every house, and the neighbourhood of the town was covered 
with dense vegetation owing to abundant irrigation ; fowling 
took place in the winter, the grass being so high that it covered 
the horses. The inhabitants were distinguished I for their 75 
orthodoxy and hospitality, but there were few learned men 
among them, and no faqihs at all. 

Some towns are mentioned in the southerll part of the valley, 
between Tirmidh and SaghZniy5n. The first was Sarmanja,  
Sarmanjin or Charmangin 4, one day's journey or six farsakhs 
from Tirmidh; the remains of this town are possibly the ruins 
three miles south of the village of Jar-lcurgan, where there is to 
be seen a tower of burnt bricks about twenty-eight metres high 
and four-and-a-half in diameter 5. Sarmanjan, together with 
another town Hiishimgird "which was situated one stage from 
Tirmidh on the road to the Iron Gate), formed part of a separate 
province7, whose capital was Tirmidh, and \;hich in the pre- 
Muslim period was under the rule of a special dihq5n or kings ; 
under the SZmSnids, occasionally a t  least, it was administered 
by the Amir of Saghiiniyiin Y 111 Sam'iini and YzqGt lo a village 
of Bugh is mentioned, six fal-sakhs from Tirmidh ll .  The populous 

P'lis dc Itr Crois, i, log. Cf. also my article " Chaghlniyln" in Encyc. of IslCuc, 
whcre the words )+A 3 e.i? jjpI k wG\i, are quoted from Mahrniid 
b. Wali  (seventeenth cent.). T h e  latest opinion of J. Marqunrt (Osttzlrk. BiaieJtst., 
p. 71, n. z (das erste mit .Ticher-hr~t belegte nron~golisl-he Wort ill Westen)) that 
Chaghiniyln coincs from the Mongolian chugall " white" is of course, erroneous. 

Rib[. Ge~g. A?.ab., i,  agS ; iii, 283. Sam'Zni, s. 21. JU\. 
BibL Wog. Arab., i ,  339-40 ; J'iiqiit, iii, 383. Sam'Lni (I. 351 b) gives OLfl 

r b  the Persian form d HI&. 
.'?hor.rtik geqqrf., f o f o , ~ r a f .  i stottst. ?rrufc~.ink~r~ $0 Azii, published by the Mil. 

Instruc. Committee of thc Nussinn Hcn~lqunr te~s  Staff, Part Ivii, p. 396. On other 
ruins in the southern part or  the Surkhtin valley sec Geiger, Die I'amiv-Cebirtt, S. 160. 

The  town may hnve rcccivcd its name from I-IZshim b. Blnichiir (Bsichur?), ruler 
of Wnkl~sh nnd IlalZw_nrtl (nib[. (;cog. A~uh., vii, 291 ) .  On this prince and his 
dynasty see h la~q~inl - t ,  Erilrcshnhr, p. 301 sq. 
' Rib?. (;co,q. Arab., i, 298. The town of Snrmanji mentioned in Ibn-\lawqnl 

( /b i ( f . ,  ii, 349, 401) is undoubtedly identical with Snrmanggn. 
Jklndsori, p. 41.8 ; 'l'alnri, ii, 1147, where the king bears the title of Tirmidhshlh. 
Texts, p. l o  ((ctrdizi). 

lVYaqfit,  1, 761. 
l1 Other villages mentioned in thc r~eighbonrhood of Tirmidh are Biisanj (YHqfit, i ,  

758, not in Sam'Hni) and RnkhshaLfidh (so SnmLHni, s. v. uj&\) or  Kulhshayedh 
(so Ynqnt, ii, 7 7 1 ) .  



and rich trading village of DZrzangil, all of whose inhabi- 
tants were weavers, was situated one day's journey or six 
farsakhs from Sarmanjan ; the cathedral mosque was among the 
bazaars, and another river, as well as the SurkhZn2, flowed past 
the town. This evidently refers to the ravine of Bandi-Khan or 
Kok-jar (six kilometres to the west of Kum Kurgan), which is 
now full of water in the spring only ; an old but durable bridge 

76 of baked brick :' still exists here. 1 Between Darzangi and Sagha- 
niyiin (seven farsakhs from the first and five from the second) 
there was still another village, Barangi 4. A few other villages 
are mentioned in SaghaniyZn 5 ,  such as Basand, a large village 
two days' journey from SaghZniyan (according to Maqdisi one 
day), with many garderk; Zinwar, one day's journey from 
SaghZniyZn (according to Maqdisi three post-stations) ; BiirZb 
(one stage or four farsakhs from SaghZniyZn) ; Sang-gardak ', 
one day's journey from the capital,* probably near the mouth of 
the Sang-gardak river; Rikdasht (six farsakhs from the capital), 
KumgZnzn7 (two farsakhs from the capital), and some other 
names whose pronunciation cannot be determined. 

With reference to the road between SaghiiniyZn and Wash- 
gird, i. e. between Denaw and Fayzabad, we find contradictory 
descriptions in the Arabic geographers 8. In the plain which 
joins up the valleys of the SurlchZn and Kafirnihan valleys we 
find in the Middle Ages the provinces of A k h a r ~ n  or Khnriin, 
and Sh i im~n  (in Hiuen-l'siang Ho-lu-mo and Su-man or Shu- 
man, the second of which lay east of the first) 9. A t  the beginning 
of the eighth century both provinces were under one ruler lo, and 
later on they were evidently incorporated in SaghZniyiin ". The 
district of Guftiin, mentioned in the account of Qutayba's cam- 
paigns, was probably in the southern part of the Surkh5n valley, 
or somewhat west of it, in the present district of Shirabad 12. 

Not far from the mouth of the Surkhan was the strong 

In the geographers of the tenth century A)!,, in  Ya'qQbi (Bibl. Geog. Arab., 

vii, 189) djJl,, in Bayhaqi (p. 576) &j,b. 
Bibl. Grog. Arab., ii i ,  283-4. The  distance between DHrzangi and the capital is 

incorrectly given in Maqdisi (ibid., 344). 
Kostenko, Turktstanskii Rrai, ii, 144. Sbornik nraterialov, lvii, 39 I, 395. 

' &' , Bibl. Ccog. Arab., ri, 33, I r I .  

Bibl. Ceog. Arab., i, 340-41 ; iii, 283-4, 344. 6 In  Maqdiri ,a&. 
Texts, p. g (Gardizi). 
Bibl. Geqg. Arab., i ,  340; vi, 24, 162. According to Gardizi (Texts,,p. g) the 

distance between Saghiiniyln and ShiimPn was twelve farsnkhs. De Coeje s opinion 
(Bibl. Grog. Arab., vi, 14) that travellers on this road crossed the Wakhsh is un- 
doubtedly incorrect. The river mentioned here can be no other than the Kafirnihan, 
althotigh the width is considerably exaggerated. 

l'omaschek, Soghdiana, 39-40, 42 ; Chavannes, Uoclrrncnts, Vc., f. 195 sq. 
lo kladsori, p. 419; Taberi, i i ,  I 180. 
" ;rcrts, p. 9. 
l2 Beladsori, 1). 420 ; Tabari, ii, I 130, r 180. 



fortress of Tirmidh, of which we find fairly detailed accounts in 
the -4rabic geographers. These accounts have been given by 
me elsewhere in a note to an article by Poslavsky l, to whom we 
owe a detailed description of the existing I remains of the town. 7 7  
The ruins described by Poslavsky are undoubtedly the remains 
of medieval Til-midh " although this is apparently in contradic- 
tion with Ibn Hawqal's evidence "hat the river (SurkhZn) fell 
into the Amu-Darya below the town. The island on which the 
Arab leader 'OthmZn b. Mas'iid lodged 15,000 men, a t  the siege 
of Tirmidh in 8517~4, and which took the name of "OthmZn's 
island " from him, is undoubtedly Aral-Payghambar ; Bayhaqi 
and Sharaf ad-Din Yazdi also mention the island opposite 
Tirmidh. From the indications of the Arabic geographers it is 
evident that the ancient town destroyed by Chingiz-KhSn was 
actually on the river bank, and here there have been preserved 
the most ancient ruins, while the groups of ruins farther away 
from the river banlc are the remains of the new town which was 
built after Chingiz-KhZn, and still existed under the Uzbegs. 
In the history of Timur there is a mention of " old Tirmidh " 
alongside the Tirmidh existing a t  that time $. 

In the ruins of the ancient city we find amongst other 
buildings the mausoleum of the holy hakim Abii 'AbdullZh 
Muhammad b. 'Ali Tirmidhi" who died in 25;/869. According 
to Poslavsky the mausoleum is built of white marble, according 
to Prof. Mushketov lo of limestone resembling marble. Poslavsky 
considers this monument as hardly surpassed "in quality of 
workmanship and material " by any of the ruins of antiquity seen 

Sredneaz. Yyest~lik, Dec. 1596, pp. 87-8. Cf. now the paper of A. Semenov in 
Protok. Turk. krtrsh. arkh., xix,.pp. 3-20. 

a T h e  reading l'armidh established by Tomaschek (Sopha'iurta, 37) is i~il ly confirmed 
by the local pronunciation indicated by Sam'Pni, who spent twelve days here (s. v. 
CSj..,dl). Evidently the natives still pronounce the name of the ancient town in the - 
same way, a s  the Rrissinn officers who surveyed the district in 18Sg write Termiz 
or Tnrmyz (.Yhornik nrnteria/ov, Ivii, 393, 399). 

Bihl. G'eog. Arab., ii, 349; 
Belatlsori, p, 4 1 9  ; Tabarl, ii, I 162.  
Baihaki, ed. hfo~ley,  p. joq. 
PAis dc la Croix, i ,  6 2 ; i!a/nrtrcrntah, i ,  8 I .  
Pitif a'e la Croix, 11. 4 I ; Zafartznnrah, i,  5 7. 

V l ' h e  canal by which T i r~n idh  wns irrigated was taken from the Surkhln 54 miles 
upstream, probably near the 13endi-Khan (cf. supra) ; the canal for the  irrigation of the 
~ ~ ~ o d e r n  Kussinn fortress (built in I 894) a t  a distance only of eleven miles \ Turktsfan- 
shiya Yyedomosti, 190.5, KO. 1 1 5 ) .  T h e  fortress destroyed by Chingiz-KhHn was 
rebuilt several times, notal)ly by Khalil -4118h (beginning of the fifteenth cent.) and by 
Muh. Rahim Khan (eighteenth cent.) ; cf. my O~oshenie Turkestana, p. ;3 sq. 

An account of him may be found in the Tadhkiratu '1-AwliyH of Farid ad-Din 
'AttHr (ed. Nicholson, ii, 91 sq. ; &Y\  uL& of Jiimi, eastern edition, p. 77) ; see 
also Prot. Tttrk. Rruzh. arkh., 2 2  August, 1897, pp. 17-20. This  saint has no con- 
nrxion whatever with the author of the celebrated crnonical collection of traditions; 
the name of the latter was Ahi '1s Muhammad b. 'fsi. 

l o  TurRcsfan, St. P., 1886, p. 578. 



by him in the whole region. There is no doubt that the tomb 
was not erected by the contemporaries of the saint, and is not, 

78 indeed, earlier than I the fourteenth century, as is proved by the 
Arabic inscription written in the naskhi of that period l. The 
grave is mentioned in the history of T imir  2. 

The existence of a large island, facilitating the construction of 
a floating bridge, and its proximity to Ralkh (two stages), the 
centre of the whole country, made Tirmidh perhaps the most 
important crossing of the Amu-Darya after Amul (Charjuy) ; 
wars frequently broke out over its possession between the rulers 
of Trailsoxania and of Afghanistan. According to  Prof. Mush- 
ketov, " coins, the majority of which are Greek," are frequently 
found among the ruins of the old fortress ; if this is the case, the 
town must have been of importance long before the beginning 
of Arab domination. 

Half-way between Tirmidh and Balkh is mentioned the village 
of Siyzhgird, which still exists : the remains of ancient Siyzhgird 
lie tell miles from the present village ! The city of Ralkh inay 
be considered the oldest large town in the basin of the Amu- 
Darya ; Muslim writers justly call it the " Mother of towns " 
(Umm al-bilad). Here was the capital of the semi-mythological 
Ractrian empire, subsequently the Ractrian satrapy of the 
Achaemenids, in which, a t  any rate under Darius, Margiana4 
(the province of Merv) was also incorporated. After Alexander 
of Macedon, Balkh was the centre of the Graeco-Bactrian empire. 
Our information on the latter is not sufficiently explicit to enable 
us to define its boundaries accurately; but in ally case the 
statements of thc classical geographers show that for some 
time probably all the cultivated lands north of the Amu-Darya 
were incorporated in i t . V h e  importance of Ijalkh is explained 
by its central position (at an equal distance from the western, 
eastern, northern and southern borders of the I'astern-Iranian 
civilized world), as already pointed out by Ya'qfibi! Con- 
sequently Ralkh was the capital of the country at the time when 
all Aryan Central Asia was still united undcr thc sway of one 
ruler or viceroy, whereas Merv came to the front in consequeilce 
of the submission of the provinces north of the Amu-Darya 

1 The late artist, N. N. Shchcrbina-Kramarenko, liindly showtd nre the excellent 
photographs taken by him o f  this monument. Cf. now the  article (with l)hotogrnphs 
and a t r ~ n s l a ~ i o n  of the inscription by me) of Kozhevits in the /~zycsfrya Iutfev. Rltssk. 
G e o g r .  Obshoh., xliv, pp. 647 and 632 .  

Pkfis  de fa C'roix, iii, 1 0 2 ;  Znfarncrmnh, i i ,  aog. 
Kosteoko, Trtrkesfarrskii Rrai, ii, 168. 

' Zhukovsky, Racvctlirty Stnm7lo Ilfervct, p. 3. 
Strabonis Geo,qrafhitn, ed. Ditlot (Paris, 1Rj3 ) ,  Ilb. xi, cay. xi, 5 a. Cf, now my 

article " Greko-baktriiskoe gosntlarstvo i evo rasprostranenie na severo-vostok," Bdl .  
Rcctd. des Scim~cs, 1916, pp. 823-8. 

Hihl .  Geog. Amb., vii, 287-8. 



to the Central Asian tribes, I when it became the chief aim of the 79 
rulers of Khurzs~n  either (as under the SZs5nids) to  defend 
the line of the Amu-Darya or to endeavour to establish their 
authority in Transoxania (as under the Arabs and the Saljiiqs). 
Under the Siis~nids, according to Muslim accounts, Balkh was 
the residence of one of the four Marzubzns of KhurZsanl ; at  
the beginning of the eighth century, the native ruler bore the 
higher title of Ispahbadh 2. But the authority of the Sasiinids, 
in  the seventh century a t  least, hardly made itself felt here, as is 
evident from Hiuen-Tsiang's accounts of the Buddhist mon- 
asteries in Balk11 and its dependent provinces on both banks 
of the Amu-Darya3. 

In the neighbourhood of Balkb was the Buddhist temple of 
Nawbahar (" new monastery "), which enjoyed a great reputation 
among the Muslims, and is described in detail by Ibn al-Faqih4. 
Accordiilg to the latter, the temple belonged to idolaters who 
held the same faith as the Chinese emperors and the Kabul-shiih 
(ruler of Kabul) ; many pilgrims came here to pay reverence to 
the largest of the idols. The administration of the NawbahZr 
was in the hands of the Barmakid family, who governed an estate 
embracing an area of eight farsakhs in length and four in width. 
Balkh and the Nawbahar were destroyed by the Arabs in the 
reign of the Caliph 'Othrn~n,  or, according to other accounts, 
in that of Mu'iiwiya5. The Arabs built a new town in the 
locality of Bariiqiin, two farsakhs from Ralkh. Not until 107/725 
did the governor Asad b. Abdullah restore the town on the 
former site, commissioning the representatives of the same house 
of the Rarmakids to carry out this work G. In the ninth century 
(from June 848, according to the author of the history of Halkh 
Halkh was the seat of D l ~ v u d  b. 'Abbzs, grandson of Hiishim 
b. Mahichiir (who is of course identical with the HZshim b. 
IEinichiir, n~entioned above, p. 73, note) ! Diiwud b. 'Abbas 
was the builder of the village and castle of NGsZr, in the neigh- 
bourhood of Balkh, and of some edifices in the town itself. All 
these buildings I were destroyed in the year 2561870 by Ya'qiib, 80 
the founder of the Saffirid dynasty ; after the departure of 

Zhukovsky, /\'acnnlitg~, p. 9, from Bihl. Gcog. Arab., vi, 18 (texl). 
Tabari, ii, 1206, I a 18. 

"fet11oit.e~ s n r  les Cottr?lks orci(ientales, trad. par M. Stanislas Julien, Paris, I 857, 
i ,  2 3 - 3 4 .  CC. also the nrticle on Balkh (by H. I lartmann) in  the E7tcyc. of lslcnl. 

Uibl. Gto0q. Arnb., v, 322 -4 .  Cf. a190 Ysqiit, iv, 817-20. 

Helatlsori, pp. 408-9. 
Tebari, ii, rqvo. The historian of Balkh refers the restoration of the town to the 

year I IA/;~G (ScheCcr, Chresfonrafhie persane, i, 71). According to Tnbari (ii. 1591) 
Asad transferred his cnpitnl t o  U ~ l k h  in  the  year I 18. Cf. also my article " Barmakids " 
in the Encyc. o/'IslCnr, and my remarks in  Fesfschri/i Cokdziher, p. a61. 

Schefer, Cdr.esfomdhie persarte, i ,  7 a. 
Cf. also Mnrquart, Ercinshaht-, p. 301 sq. 



Ya'qib, DBwud returned to his ruined castle, but died within 
seventeen days'. In the Tiihirid and SZmZnid period, Balkh 
was one of the largest cities in Khurzszn, equal to  Merv and 
Herst ; according to Maqdisi it rivalled Bukhzrz in size. 

In the environs of Balkh, as in those of BukhZrZ and Samar- 
qand, there was in early times a wall < twelve farsakhs in length, 
with twelve gates, which surrounded both the town and neigh- 
bouring villages ; in the ninth century it had already ceased to 
exist. Like all large towns, Balkh was divided into the town 
proper (called by the Arabs nzadi~zn, and by the Persians slialiri- 
stztt) 4, and the suburbs, rnbad (the Persian term, bir2n 6, is not 
met with in the historians and geographers). According to 
Ya'qiibi the rabad of Halkh had four gates, according to the 
geographers of the tenth century seven. The former statement 
must probably be taken to refer not to the rabad, but to the 
shahristiin; we find shahristzns with four gates in other large 
towns also, which is probably explained by the  influence of the 
architecture of Persian towns of the Sasznid epoch ! According 
to Ya'q-3bi there was one farsakh between the wall of the rabad 
and that of the shahristan ; the length and breadth of the latter 
was likewise one farsakh (three miles), but according to Isfakhri 
only half a farsakh; the walls and all the edifices wer; built 
of clay. In the centre of the shahristiin stood the cathedral 
mosque, the erection of which is referred by the historian of 
Balk11 to the year 1241742 ; round it lay the bazaars. Maqdisi 
extols the prosperity of the town, which enabled Ballth together 
with its environs to contribute an enormous sutn to the state 
treasury. 

Under Chingiz-Khan Ralkh was destroyed after a rising of 
its inhabitants, and was still lying in ruins in the first half of 
the fourteenth century, at the time of the travels of Ibn naffiita8 ; 
it was rcstored soon after, but did not regain its former import- 
ance. The remaining ruins of the ancient town extend over 

8 r some sixteen miles, and have never been I subjected to any 
detailed investigation ; apparently a11 the ruins seen on the 
surface of the earth relate, as was to be expected, to the Muslim 

Te.xts, p. 4 (Cnrdizi),  ant1 Sam'iini, s. 71. u,$;]l. 
a Bib/. Ceqq. Amb., i, 254, 379 ; iii, 301 - a  ; vii, 287-8. 
' See texts ciled by me, lapiski ,  x ix ,  I 19. 

' Often met with in Narshakhi ; cf, also the texts cited by me in Zapiski, 
s v i i ,  0107. 

Alberuni, Chror~olop~e, ed. Sachan, p. xviii. 
J usti, GescRichte dtr Orictrta/i.rchert Volker im Al'lcrtvnr, I(erlin, I 884, p. 4559 

? Scheler. Ckrestoma/Aic persane, i, 7 1 .  This dnte is, however, douhtlul, ns Asnd 
h. 'Abdulliih, who died, according to all authorities, in 1 2 0  or I 21, is named ar the 
I~uilder. 

C.-oyages d'lbn-BatorrtaA, iii, 58-62. 



period l. The actual chief town of the province, MazBr-i-Sharif, 
fourteen miles to the east of Balkh, rose around the supposititious 
grave of the Caliph 'Ali, discovered in the twelfth century near 
the village of Khayr. According to the story handed down by 
the traveller al-Gharnsfi 2, the governor of the province, his 
soldiers and 'ulam5, saw with their own eyes the uncorrupted 
body of the Caliph ; the authenticity of the grave, was, as usual, 
demonstrated by miracles, for which apparently there was a t  the 
time some necessity, since it is to the same period that are referred 
the discoveries of the uncorrupted relics of the patriarchs 
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob (the grave of the prophet Ezekiel 
was also shown in the neighbourhood of Ballzh in Ibn Batfita's 
time). Over the tomb of 'Ali a magnificent building was erected, 
which immediately became a place of pilgrimage. The present 
tnazzr is of course of much later origin than the old one destroyed 
by Chingiz-KhZn 4. 

The road connecting Ralkh with the other base of the Arabs in 
Khurasiin, i.e. Merv, ran, like the road frotn Ralkh to Badakh- 
shzn, in  a roundabout fashion along the foot of the mountains ; 
on reaching the river MurghZb it turned north-west and followed 
the river bank to Merv. Hetween Ralkh and Marwarriid (the 
present Meruchak or more probably perhaps Bala-Murghab G, 

are mentioned the towns of Shapurqiin (or Ushpurqzn), FZryZb 
and Talqz11 ; of these Shapurqan alone has retained its name 
to the present day 7. All these towns were at a distance of three 
days' journey from each other. Shapurqzu and FZl-yZb were 
included in the province of Gizg5n or Guzganiin which was 
ruled in the ninth and tenth centuries by the Farighunid dynasty, 
who were destroyed by Mahmiid of Ghazila ? The capital of the 
province, according to Istakhri, was the town of Anb5r, lying one 
stage south of ~ l ~ a ~ u r q i i n ,  according to Maqdisi the town of 
Yahiidiya ; in order to go from Anbar to Yahudiya it was 
necessary to travel for two days along the road to Faryzb and 
one day more on to Yahudiya. From ShapurqZn to Yahiidiya 
was reckoned three days' journey, and thence ( one more day to 82 
the town of Kunddiram lo. The distance, according to Maqdisi, 

Rurncs, Trnvcls, i i ,  204. Cf. nlso t l ~ c  description (with ]>Ian) o f  Ynte, Norfhern 
Af~harzistnn, pp.  256, 280, and f ~ o m  this book in rny Islor iko-gzo,,r, obaor Irana ,  y. 19. 
' Y'exts, pp. 2 1-2. / b r z  al-Afhir, x, 394. 

The  gravr was cli~covered n zcconcl l i k e  in thc lilteentl~ century ; cf. m y  Oleor 
197111n, p. 21, from Isfiz51i. 

" B L .  Grog. Arab., i ,  a86 ; iil, 346. 
Cf. on thl\  question my pnper " Mcrwerrfirl" in Znjiski,  xiv, 028-032. 

' O n  the situation of the other towus see my paper " blerwerriid" in Zapiski, 
X I \ ,  028 sq. 
' Rib/. Geog Arab., i ,  220-I ; i i i ,  2gS, 347. 
' ( )II thc Fnri~hfinid dynasty see Zapiski, x, I 28-30. 

l o  Marcpart (&in.rhahr, 85 sq.) syclls K ~ ~ n d d a r l ~ ~  and places this city on the site 
o f  GurziwHn (or t iuznrwi~i) .  



from Yahiidiya to FZryZb was two days and the same to 
Shapurqan, from Yahudiya to Anbiir one day, so this town also 
was probably situated south of the main road l. There is men- 
tion also of a separate road from Merv to Yahiidiya, crossing the 
Balkh road near the castle of Ahnaf b. Qays, at a distance of one 
day's journey from Marwarriid on the bank of the MurghZb 2. 

The Arabic geographers do not indicate the distance between 
these towns and the next town on the Amu-Darya, KZlif, the 
only information being that it was two days' journey from 
Tirmidh to KZlif3 ; the twelfth-century author Sam'Zni alone4 
defines also the distance between Balkh and KZlif (18  farsakhs). 
In  the tenth century KZlif was situated on both banks of the 
river, and was thereby distinguished from all the other towns 
along the banks of the Amu-Darya. The main portion of the 
town with the mosque, which was located in the Dhu'l-Qarnayn 
rabZf, was on the left bank ; opposite this rabzf, on the right 
bank, was the Dhu'l-Kifl rabat5. The road from BukhZrZ to 
Kiilif ran, as it still does, through the Kashka-Darya valley, 
which was otherwise more closely connected with the ZarafshZn 
basin than with the banks of the Amu-Darya. 

On the Amu-Darya below KZlif were the towns of Zamm and 
Akhsisak, the first on the left, the second on the right bank of the 
river, five daysJ journey from Tirmidh and four from ~ m u l  
(Charjuy), i.e. evidently on the site of the present fortress of 
Kerki. Zamm and Akhsisak formed a single administrative 
unit : the pulpit of the Imam, i .e. the Cathedral mosque, was in 
Zamm, amongst covered bazaars according to Maqdisi. Accord- 
ing to Istakhri Zainm was a small, according to  Maqdisi a 
considerible town, in whose neighbourhood were pastured many 
camels and sheep C. In enumerating the crossings of the Amu- 
Darya Maqdisi mentions neither Zamm nor Akhsisak; the 
Kerki crossing is called by him Karkiih, and opposite Karkiih, 
on the right bank of the river, was the Hinkar7 (or Baykar) 
crossing. Maqdisi inserts the road to Karkih from the province 
of Guzgal~, viz. from FZryZb through Andkhid (present Andkhui); 

Yahiidiya seems to be identical with Maymana or, ns it_was culled in medieval 
times, Maymand ; cf. my Ohzor Irar~a, p. 2 3 ,  and Mmquart, Grcinshahr, p. 78. 

Bibl. Ceog. Arab., i, 170 ; iii. 314. On the castle of Ahnal cf. nlso Beladsori, p. 406. 
fbid., i i ~ ,  343. 
Facs. Mnrgoliouth, s. v. &uI ; also in YIqiit (iv, 229). 
Bibl. Geog. At-ah., iii, 292. There were (according to Maqdisi) three crossings 

between KIlil and Tirmidh. Dhn 'I-l<if1 is the prophet mentionetl in the Koran, 21,85 
and 38, 48 ; cf. the article of I. Goldziher in the Encyc. oflsl inr.  The worship was 
later transferred to the island of Aral-Fayghambar (whence the name) near Tirmidh ; 
cf. my Oroshrnic Tt~rkesfana, p. 75. Kiilif is mentioned as a town on the s o u f h t ~  
bank of the river even in the eighteenth century; the modern town on the northern 
bank must have been founded only in very recent times (ibid.). 

[bid., i, 283, 298 ; iii, 291. 
/bid., iii, 191. 



from Andkhud to Icarkiih I was reckoned three days' journey l. 83 
According to Istakhri the name of Andkhud or Ankhud was 
borne by a whoie district (rustiiq), the capital of which was the 
small town of Ushturj 2 .  In later times Andkhud apparently 
acquired greater importance ; according to the accounts of 
travellers there are near Andlihui, now an unimportant village, 
the ruins of an extensive old town3. 

From Zamm onwards along the left bank the waters of the 
Amu-Darya began to be used for artificial irrigation 4 ;  the 
uniformly cultivated tract on the left bank began from ~ m u l  " 
(Charjuy). Amul lay one farsakh from the river, and in size 
roughly equalled Zamrn ; but in consequence of its position 
on the high road from KhurZsan to Transoxania, this sinall town 
acquired such importance that the entire river was called by its 
name 7.  On the right bank, also at a distance of one farsakh 
from the river, was Farabr or Farab. In the town there was 
a large cathedral mosque, built entirely of burnt brick, no wood 
at all being used in its construction. The Amir of Farab 
formerly ruled with such independence that " it was not necessary 
for him to go to Bukhiirii on any business whatever" ; there 
existed also a legend of a certain local judge " who delivered 
judgements with the injustice of ShaddZd 8.'' By Qudii~na " 
Farabr is called " the village of 'Ali " ; according to YZqiit lo it 
bore also the name of " the  rabaf, of Tiihir b. 'Ali." Maqdisi 
mentions some crossing places between Icarkiih and the main 
Khuriisi'in road ; of these Nawicla, a small town on the right 
bank with a cathedral mosque, the crossing place of the inhabi- 
tants of Samarqand, and the Arab village of Uurmiidiy l1 may be 
mentioned. Not far from Farab was the still-existing village 
of Batik, which is already mentioned in Narshalihi 12. 

The main road from Khuriisiin to Transoxania always 84 

Bib/. Geog, 11rah., iii, 347. Ibid., i, 270-1. 
3 A. Vambery, Tvazlcls irz Cclelr-at Asia, London, 1864, a40 sqq. (Russian trans., 

St. P., I 865, p. I 20). Sbo?'lzik nrateria/ovflo Azii, Pt. xlvii, y.  109. Cf. 06zor Irann, 
p. ad, and Le Strange, i>arzds of fhc Eas te r?~  Caliphate, p. 426, aced in the E?tcyc. of 
isl6rn (a very short article). 

Bibl. Geog. A?.nb., i, 297. 
"Ibrci., i ,  338. IIbid., i, 281. 
7 Cf. also tI1c opinion of Streck (Eucyc. af lsl6111, s. v. A m u ~ )  that Amfi may be 

"an  ancient local name of the Oxus," froin which the nnm: of the city may have been 
derived. Ir is quitc ~)ossil~lc tlmt tlie name of the town of Amul on the Oxus, like that  
of thc town in hl5zantlsr511, is connected with the name of the pre-Aryan people of 
Amards, who may in ancient timcv have lived R S  far east 5s the Oxus ; cf. the opinion 
of Marquart, I i ~ ~ i n s l l ~ z h r ,  p. 136.  If this he so  the name Amii is older than the Aryan 
name \\ nkhsh (Oxus). 'l'hc name Cb31jriy appears for the first time in the fifteenth 
century ; cf. my article in the Rnryc. cflsltir~t. 
' Nerchakhy, etl. Schefer, p. I 7 ; l i u ~ i a n  translation by N. Lykoshin, p. 2 9 .  Upon 

Fnrnh and the remains of this city cf. now I,. Zimin in Protok. Zakaspiiskavo kruzhka 
/yt~bi/c/ci Avk/~eolo~ii, iii ( I  9 I 7)) 1). I sq. 

Bib?. Gegq. Ayah., vi, 156. lo YHqfit, iii, 867. 
l1 Bibl. G'eo<g. Arab., iii, 2 9 1 - 2 .  la Nerchakhy, etl. Schefer, p. 5. 
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ran, as it still does, through Amul and Farab, as the Amu- 
Darya is here approached by the Zarafshzn, which not only 
in the tenth century but even in the time of Alexander1 was 
lost in the sands before reaching the bed of the Amu-Darya. 
The valley of the ZarafshZn, to the description of which we 
shall now turn, has always been the most fertile and populous 
part of Transoxania. 

The name Zarafshzn is not found in historical works prior 
to  the eighteenth century. On the basis of the Chinese transcript 
Na-mi Tomaschek arrives a t  the conclusion that the ancient 
Aryan name of the river was Namik 2. According to the Arabs 
the river flowed from the Ruttam or Butmgn "mountains; by 
this name they understood all the mountainous region between 
the upper courses of the Amu-Darya and Syr-Darya, distin- 
guishing a First, Central, and Outer Buttam (evidently the 
Hisar, Zarafshh, and Turkestan ranges). The ZarafshZn flowed 
from Central Ruttam 4, in the locality of Rurghar, near the 
frontier of Saghgniysn ; here was the Jan water, resembling 
a lake surrounded by villages5. From the sources of the river 
to Samarqand was reckoned from twenty to thirty farsakhs =, the 
Fan-Darya evidently being regarded as the head stream. A t  
the village of Rurghar the river was swelled by a stream which 
flowed from the Masl<hs district of Ushriisana (in Babur the 
river MasikhZ or MaschH, the present Matcha, the head stream 
of the Zarafshzn). Somewhat lower down was the town of 
Rinjikath, i.e. Panjikath. The distance between this town and 
Samarqand was nine farsakhs according to the geographers O, 

85 according to Sam'Hni and Yaqiit 1 six in all ; the first state- 
ment is the more correct one ll. Somewhat lower down, in the 

1 Cf. Arrian's Attabasis, iv,  6, 6 ,  and my remarks in Zapisfii, x x i ,  0147. Only 
H i 6 7 ;  Abrii says that i n  his day the Znrafshan in flood-time reached the OXUS 
(al-fif~~auJar~ya, p. I 8). On the contrary, we are told by RZhur (ed. Beveridge, f. 45 b. 
trnnsl. p. 77) that in his time the waters "during three or four months of the year" 
did not reach 13ukh5rI. 

.Toghdiar~a, 19-20. I t  is quite possible that in Ya'qali (Bibt. Ceog. Ard. ,  vii, 2 9 3 )  
instead of &L, ant1 in Nerchakhy (p. 5 )  instead of 1 L ,  should be read +b . 
In later authors right up to recent times the river usnally bears the name of Iciihak 
(little mountain), after the name of the small eminence near Snmarqand (now 
Cho >an-Ata). 

$his latter name is used in the Turnansky MS. 
Ribl. Geox. Arab., i, 328. a Zhid., i, 319. 

6 /bid., ii, 370-83. 7 /bid,  ir, 383. 
" Ed. lkvericlge, f. 97, trn~is., p. 149, and index s. v. Macha. Cf. also ihid. 99, trans.. 

p. 151,  the mention of the village Ah-burdan with a tomb at the spring head. In the 
same village there has h e n  found a very ancient wooden coli~mn ; cf. Hull. de Z'Acad., 
Vc., Petrograd, t 9a I ,  p. a I 5. 

Bib/. Ctoe Arab., i, 341. lo YBqiit, 1, :44. 
l1 Near Panjikath there is mentioned later the village of M~ighkn(la-i Panjikath 

(house of the fire-worshippers of Panjikath) : Vyatkin, Materialy, p. 25. 



locality of Waraghsar (literally " head of the dam "), four 
farsakhs from Samarqand I ,  a dam was constructed and the river 
divided up into several streams. The longest of these, the 
Barsh, flowed past Samarqand, and is probably identical with 
the present Dargham ariq; from it were derived the town ariqs2 
South of it were the ariqs of Biirmish (about one day's journey) 
and Bashmin (the shortest). T h e  inhabitants of Waraghsar 
were responsible for the maintenance of the dam, and were 
therefore exempted from kharZj. Waraghsar corresponds to the 
modern Rabat-i khoja; the three canals were afterwards called 
Dargham, 'Abbiis, and QarZunZs (now Dargham, Yangi-Ariq, 
and Qazan-Ariq) ? Opposite Waraghsar, from the GhfibZr 
locality, were talten three ariqs, Biizmajan, SinZwiib, and Ishti- 
khiin, which watered the northern part of the district of 
Samarqand. The largest channels, that is to say the Barsh 
and Barmish, were navigable4, probably for rafts only, as, 
according to Maqdisi, then as now actual navigation was possible 
only on the Amu-Darya and Syr-Darya 5. 

In its general outlines this system of irrigation was undoubtedly 
in existence before Islam, as is evident from the attempt made by 
the governor Asad b. 'Abdallah (in 735 or 736) to deprive the 
inhabitants of Samarqand of water by constructing a dam a t  
Waraghsarc'. I~fakhri 's  account shows, however, that the ariqs 
flowing to the south of Samarqand were not distinguished by 
special length, and that the Monas ariq, which, accordiilg to 
Arandarenko ', " carried an immense volume of water beyond 
Qarshi " did not exist at that period ; it is very doubtful indeed 
whether such a channel ever existed. 

In  extent and population Samarqand was always the first city 
of Transosania, even in the age, when, as under the Szmiinids, 
13ulzh~1-z was the capital of the kingdom. This importance is 
explained chiefly by its geographical position a t  the junction 
of the main trade routes from India (via Balkh), from Persia 
(via Merv), and from the Turkish dominions. The extraordinary 
fertility of the neighbourhood of the town also made it possible 
for an enormous number of people to be collected in one place. I 

The term mic/ (d, 1 and I )  is nsed peculiarly-of the irrigation canals in 
T u r k e s t ~ n .  9 & 

See for particulars my Otashcrrie Tuvkesfnnn, pp. 104 sq. ; on Kablt-i Khoja, 
;hid.,  I 16 ; Ijabur, cd. Uevcridge, f. 59, trms., p. 97. 

' Rl'bl. (;co,g. At-ah., i, 319-2 I.  Zbid., iii, 313. 
"Tabari, ii, I 586. 
' (;. A.  Arandarenko, Dosrr,gi v Tur.kcstn~zye, St. P., 1889, 11. 270. I n  nddition 

to  this book, some interesting nccounts of the dams on the Upper Znrafshln are given 
by N. I'clrovsky in the Izvyrsfrjla Zrrrp. ii'ussk. Gtog. Ob~hch. ( ~ 0 1 .  X X X ~ V ,  part iv, 
1'1'. 490-3). The information contained in this article is also very dubious, however ; 
cf. my Orosht~ric Tat-ke~tarza, p. 103. 



86 In ancient times, however, Samarqand was not distinguished 
by such size as under the SZmZnids ; according to Curtius the 
outer wall of the town was seventy stadia in circumference (about 
ten miles), according to Hiuen-Tsiang only twenty li (between 
four and five miles). Some local traditions on the origin of the 
town are communicated by Nasafi ; according to these the town 
at  the time of Qutayba's invasion (i.e. a t  the beginning of the 
eighth century) had already existed for 2,250 years, but only 
thirteen kings were known, who had reigned one after the other, 
probably that dynasty under which the Arab conquest took place. 
According to one legend the founder of the town, or a t  least 
of part of it, was Alexander of Macedon 3. 

The oldest description of Muslim Samarqand is that of Ibn 
i~l-Faqih.~ By his account Samarqand together with its environs 
was, like Balkh and RukhZrZ, surrounded by a wall twelve 
farsakhs long, with twelve gates ; the gates were built of wood 
and had two leaves; beyond each gate was a second, two-leaved 
like the first; between the first and second was the habitation of 
the door-keeper. The Arabic text is not altogether clear (we 
accept de Goeje's interpretation) but it apparently points to thc 
existence of two lines of walls. The suburbs (probably the city 
with the suburbs) occupied an area of 6,000 jaribs6, the town 
itself 5,000 jaribs, and the inner town (shahristzn) 2,500 jaribs. 
Within the last-narned was thc cathedral mosque and the citadel, 
with the governor's palace ; the citadel had two iron gates. 
Samarqand therefore differed from Bukharz, in that the citadel, 

87 as in some I other towns (for instance the capital of Usr~ishana), 
was included in the shahristzn. 

The historians give us very scrappy information on the topo- 
graphy of Samarqand and its gradual transformation. Tabari ' 
ascribes to Abii Muslim thc construction of the outer wall of 

' Tomaschek, So,y/Ic/inrra, 65. T h e  li of that time wns only 3 verst, not ns now 
4 verst. 

Texts, p. 48-9. 
Also Hihl. G e o .  Amb., i, 318 ; v, 3a5. 

' (bid., v, 325-6. Cf. also Yaqfit, iii, 134, where only one outer town (01 Io,ooo 
jnribs) and one inner town (of 2,500 jaribsj are mcntioned. 

In  the dictionary l'2j al-'Arfis (eastern ed., i ,  179) it is stated that the jarill 
contained ten qnfiz, by another reckoning four qnfiz in all ; like the meastires of length 
and weight, this measure vnricd in size in the different countries. The  qaf iz is said 
(iv, 70) to  contain 144 tlhirl', i .  e. it probably equalled the square of this meastirc 
(cf. the analogous definition of the tannp in Kl~anykov, Opisanic R~rkhars&zvo khanslvn, 
p. 1 )  In  the L:'ncyc. oj/slitlr, article Djarib, it is stated only that "i ts  size varied 
accord~ng to  place anrl time.,' The  j a ~ i b  is generally taken to  bc 3,600 srjunre dhirl' 
(cf. Icfafiitih al-'Olfirl~, p. 66). Ry Herzfeld's measurements the dhirz' is pot at  51.8 cm. 
(Der Islam, iv, ~gg:,  i.e. slightly over half a metre, and somewhat less than the 
Russian nrshin. The  jarib must therefore be somewhat more than goo square metres. 

It is probably to this town, and not to  that of the 5,000 jaribs, as in the text, that 
the statement that the town had four gntes shoultl be referred. 

7 T a b r i ,  iii, 80. 



the town ; according to the same historian *, the rebel Iizfi' 
b. Layth, being besieged by the general Harthama, when the 
outer wall had been occupied, retired into the inner town (809) 
and maintained himself there for another whole year. According 
to Ya'qiibi Samarqand was surrounded by a large wall which 
had fallen into decay and was restored by order of HSriin 
ar-Rashid. Nasafi gives3 the name of the builder of the outer 
wall of the town as Abii Nu'man, probably thinking of one . 
of the semi-legendary Yemenite kings, whom the authors of 
historical legends brought to Samarqand, apparently for no other 
reason than that the name of one of thein was Shammar. In the 
year 135/ 752-3 Abii Muslim, according to Nasafi, cotlstructed 
the gates, battlements, and watch towers ; the length of the whole 
wall was seven and a half farsalths, and Abti Nluslim divided it 
into 360 sections. There was a tower a t  every 200 gaz (dhirs', 
cf, szg~a) ; as Nasafi reckons iz,ooo gaz to  the farsakh, the total 
number of towers by this recltoning was 450. The height of the 
wall was four gaz. 

The geographers of the tenth century describe chiefly the 
shahristan, which, as in other towns, had four gates; on the east, 
the Chinese, on a height from which the descent was made to 
the Zarafshan by many steps ; on the west the Nawbahzr or 
Iron gate ; on the north the BukhZr5 or Usriishana gate ; on the 
south the Kish or Large gate. The wall of the shahristzn was 
apparcntly constructed in pre-Rluslim times ; for its construction 
it had been necessary to use a great deal of clay, so that a large 
ditch was formed; in order to bring water into the town by 
this ditch, a stone dam was built a t  "The  Coppersmiths" 
(a?-SaKSrfin). The water entered the shahristan by the Kish 
gate, at the " Arch head " (Ra's at-Tzq) where the chief bazaars 
were situated, and where the population of the town was prin- 
cipally concentrated. Even in the twelfth century the locality I 
near the Kish gate was one of the best quarters of Samarqand b. 88 
The ariq had been dug in the pre-Muslim period, and passed 
over the ditch of the wall ; the whole of its sides was covered 
with lead. The revenue from the sections of ground lying on 
the banks of the ariq was devoted to its maintenance; labour 
on the  repair of the dam formed an obligation in kind on the fire- 
worshippers of Samarqand, who were on this account exempted 
from the poll tax. 

From these data it would be difficult to form an accurate idea 

Tabari, i i i ,  775. 
13ibl. GPO,~. Arab., vii, a93. 

a Tcxtr, PP. 48-9; trans. by Vyntkin, Ref. Bk. SanzarRarrd prov., viii, pp. 142 
and 2 5 0 .  

BiM. C t o p .  Arab., i, 316-17 ; ii, 365-6; iii, 278-9 ; v, j a a .  

WYHqfit, i ,  446 (from Sam'iini, s. v. &\sI). 
L 



of the site of the medieval shahristiin of Sarnarqand, but it is 
now fully established that the shahristan corresponded to the 
ruined site actually called Afriisiyiib, to the north of the 
modern town l. Outside the shahristzn lay the eminence called 
Kiihak (" little mountain," now Chopan-ata), which, according to 
hiakhri 2, was half a mile in length, and was in close proximity to 
the city walls ; here stone was quarried for the city buildings 
and clay for the manufacture of vessels and other articles. From 
the Chinese gate the road descended to the river, evidently for 
the purpose of crossing the then existing bridge, which in Ibn 
Hawqal "ears the name of Jird. The remains of a later 
bridge are still to be seen (although it is at  some distance from 
AfrZsiyZb), the construction of which popular tradition ascribes, 
like all other buildings in the land, to Timir, or 'Abdalliih of 
BukhZrS, though it was actually constructed by ShaybZni at the 
beginning of the sixteenth century4. The river under the bridge 
was several qZmas deep (the qiima was a measure corresponding 
to a man's stature) ; at the time when the mountain snows thawed, 
the water sometimes rose a b ~ v e  the bridge, and the inhabitants 
of Samarqand were not able to prevent inundations. A bridge 
near Samarqand is also mentioned by the historian 'Utbi 5 .  

Another and smaller bridge is mentioned by SamL5ni in the 
Ghztfir or Ghiitfar quarter, situated " in the town itself," which 
in the twelfth century nearly corresponded to the modern 
town G. 

The NawbahZr gate was in the western wall of Afrasiyiib ; the 
modern cemetery of Sangrasiin is in the neighbourhood of this 

89 gate7. I The citadel was, as is seen from the ruins, in the 
northern part of Afriisiyiib ; the " citadel " of which I;Jgfiz Abrii 
speaks as having been destroyed by Chingiz-Khiin means not 
only the tenth-century citadel but the whole site of AfrZsiy5b 
(cf. Juwayni's account of the Mongol conquest below). The 
Bukharz gate was in the northern, the Kish gate in the southern 
wall of AfrzsiyZb. The most populous quarter of the city, called 
Ra's at-Tiq (by the tenth-century geographers) or DarwSza-i 
Kish (by Sam'ani), was already situated in the modern town, 
in the northern part of it. That the locality near the Kish gate 

See my Oroshetzie nrrkestana, p. I 06 sq. 
Bibl. Geqq. Arab., i, 31 8. Ibid., i i ,  371. 
Cf. the account of my journey to Turkestan in 1916, Bull. de I'Acad. des .Tcz'encrs, 

'9'6, p. 239 sq. 
Nerchakhp, ed. Schefer, p. a 1 7 ; 'Utbi-Manini, i ,  jag (6 iw ). - - ' s. v. upk!\ (for the vocaliz~tion cf. c S ~ ~ , \ ,  s.v.) .  This quarter was 

situated near the modern citadel, cf. Vyatkin, Materia&, Vc., p. 19. 
' Near the same gate, in the town itself. have been found the remains (not yet 

excavated) of an old building ; cf. Bull. tie llAcad. dss Scierrces, 1916, p I 241. 
AI-Muzafarlya, pp. 14, 16. 



was already incorporated in the town in pre-Islamic times is 
confirmed by Istakhri's account of an iron slab with incom- 
prehensible letters which he saw on this gate. The inhabitants 
asserted that the inscription was in the FIimyaritic language 
and that its conteilts were handed down from generation to 
generation; it stated the distance between San'Z, the capital of 
Yemen, and Samarqand, and the distance between several other 
points as well ? This explanation of the inscription is evidently 
of a piece with the fantastic legends already mentioned of the 
expeditions made by kings of Yemen to Samarqaad, but the fact 
remains that there was In the tenth century a slab on the Kish 
gate bearing an inscription undecipherable by the inhabitants 
themselves. A t  the time of Istakhri's stay in Sarnarqand, the 
gates were destroyed by rebel;; later on I they were rebuilt of go 
iron by the governor of the town, Abu'l-Muzaffar Muhammad 
b. LuqmPn b. Naqr b. Ahtnad b. Asad (a cousin'bf the Amir Nasr), 
but the inscription of course was not restored. 

The outer wall of the city is described by I$akhl-i in the 
following terms < '* The Sughd river flows between the rabad 
and the town (shahristfin) ; the wall stretches behind the river, 
from the locality known under the name of Afshina past the 
Kuhak gate, subsequently encircling Warsnin, Fanak gate, 
Kiwdad gate, Farrukhshidh gate, and Ghadawad gate ; thence 
it extends to the river, which serves as a sort of fosse for the 
rabad on thz northern side. The length of the diameter of the 
wall surrounding the rabad of Samarqand is two farsakhs." 
There is of course a contradiction hcre ; i f  the river flowed 
between the shahristiin and the rabad, it could not be " like 
a fosse for the rabad on the northern side." Elsewhere in 
I~takhr i  4, and also in Maqdisi 6, it is stated that the gates 
were cight in number: GhadZwad, Isbisk, Sukhashin, Afshina, 
Warsnin, Kuhalc, Riwdad, and Fal-rukl~shidh. The Fanak gate 
is not mentioned here, so that it is identical with either Isbisk 
or Sukhashin gate. Fanak is mentioned in Satn'iini and in 
Yaqiit Qs a village in the neighbourhood of Samarqand, a t  
a distance of half a farsalch from the town. GhadZwad was a 
quarter in the environs of Samarqand a t  a distance of one 
farsakh Isbiskath (in Y5qfit Isbaskath) a village two farsakhs 

Bihl. Grog. Arab., i, 318. 
The inscription is quoted, in a completer form than that iven by Tstakhri, in 

Ibn nl-Fnqih (Hihl. Ceog. Arab., v, 3a6) nnd YlqiIt (iii, I 3 f! ) from the famous 
ilologist Asmn'i (on whom see Hrockelmann, i, 104). It has been snggested (by ih Rlncbrt) that the inscription war in the Orkhon characters, vhisll tanr some 

resemblance to t l i ~ n y a ~ i ,  but the Ambs gave the nnme of Himyari or Musnad to 
nearly all unknown scripts; cf Zapiski, xii, p. xxiv sq. 

.9 Bibl. Cco<q. Artz/)., i ,  31 7.  ]bid., i. 318,  
lb id . ,  iii, 278. YiiqiIt, iii, 920.  

' /bid., iii, 776. Sam'ini spells 



from Samarqand I ,  Warsnin or WarsnZn one of the quarters in 
Samarqand 2. The village of Riwdad, as we shall see farther on, 
lay to the south of the town, a t  a distance of one farsakh. In 
the tenth century all the gates of the rabad were destroyed 
by order of the SamZnid government, in consequence of an 
insurrection of the inhabitants 3. A t  the edge of the village 
of Farrukhshidh, outside the wall, was the grave of the KhwZja 
'Abdi Biriin (the outer Kh.'A.) which is still shown to-day ; 
another grave, before reaching the wall, is called Khwsja 'Abdi 
Dariin (the inner Kh.'A.) *. 1 

91 The ruins of the western wall are mentioned by Khanykov5, 
four versts to the west of the present town. I n  JannZbi ruins 
of the walls of the old town are mentioned situated still farther 
west, at a distance of half a day's journey from Samarqand ; 
Timtir built here the town of Dimashq (now a village in the 
district (volost) of AnhZr). This information refers to the rabad 
wall, remains of which are visible even to-day and were explored 
by the Russian Committee for the Exploration of Central and 
Eastern Asia in 1903. The wall is called DicvZr-i Qiyamat, 
or Kundalang, is nearly twenty-seven miles long and encloses 
a surface of nearly forty-four square miles '. 

The numbers of the population of course did not correspond 
to our idea of a town of this size; a considerable part of the 
area was occupied by gardens, almost each house possessing 
one ; in viewing the town from the summit of the citadel no 
buildings werc to bc seen because of the trees in the gardens 
We have of course no statistical data regarding the number 
of the inhabitants of Samarqand ; according to Chtang-Ch'un 
there were about zoo,ooo families in the town prior to  Chingiz- 
Kh5nJs invasion. If we bear in mind that several years before 
this the town was devastated by the Khwzrazm-shZh, and that 
the QarZ-Khanid epoch was on the whole one of decay in culture 
and consequently in civic life also, then wc may, without 
exaggeration, conjecture that the Samarqand of the Szminids 
had more than ,500,000 inhabitants. 

The wide development of horticulturc of which Istalchri speaks 
required a considerable extension of artificial ir;igation. The 
geographers of the tenth century, unfortunately, do not give 

YHqfit, i, 238. l h i d . ,  iv, g a  I .  
Bill. (hog. Arab., ii, 367. 

' Cf. Vyatkin in Re/ BBR. Srrtrrar-karzdprov., viii, 279. 
Opisanie Bukhar,skavo khanstva, St. P., I 843, pp. 100 and 106, where it is called 

Divuol (i. e. Diwll or Diwiir) Cjiysmat. 
MS. As. Mils., No. 5a8, p. 451. JannHbi's source is Ibtl 'Arabshlh, 'AjG'ih, ed. 

Cairo, I 18 j, p. 17. 

Vyatkin, Materialy, V c . ,  p. 2 1  ; Rc/. Bk. Sarrrnrkantiprov., viii, p. 277 sq. 
Ribl. Grog. Arab., i, 3 I 7 
Works of the Pekittg Mission, iv, 3 I r ; Bretschneider, Med. Res., i, 78. 



us any detailed information on the ariqs of Samarqand; some 
few data, and these very obscure, are found in Nasafil. Accord- 
ing to his statements, the river entered the town through the 
western (2) gate and was split up into four channels, and each 
channel again into two branches, so 1 that there were eight 92 
ariqs in all. The four channels were Jzlcardiza, Muziikhin (or 
Mazdiikhin), Islcandargham, and Asangin and Sangrasiin ; the 
two last names, apparently, designate two branches of one and 
the same channel. The area of the sections of land irrigated 
by them is defined in habls, each habl containing 60 dhirZk2. 
Samarqand together with its environs was reckoned a t  14,600 
habls (according to another manuscript only 4,600) and 670 
(or 680) sluices. Of these the Jskardiza ariq, which watered the 
shahristzn and is identical with the ariq of pre-Islamic construc- 
tion mentioned by Isfakhri and Maqdisi, irrigated 1,067 habls ; 
its length was 17,240 'gaz, and there were 59 sluices on it. The 
Muzakhin (or Mazdalthin) ariq was divided into 45 branches, 
and irrigated 2,900 habls or 2,750 (or according to another 
manuscript 2,785) jifis (a jift being an area of ground which 
could be ploughed in one day by a yoke of oxen, l ~ k e  the Latin 
jzlgz~~?~) ; the Isliandargham ariq I ,486 jifts ; the Asangin and 
Sangrasan ariqs 275 jifts. According to this reckoning the total 
number of habls of ground must have been considerably above 
4,600, and a t  the same time far below 14,600. All these 
channels watered oilly the town itself and its environs to the 
west and south; the environs to the north and cast seem to 
have been irrigated, as now, only by channels derived from 
springs, such as the Siyab (Siyah Ab, or in Turkish Qara Su, 
Hlaclc Water) or the Ab-i Ral!mat mentioned by Babur3. Ry 
the " Wadi's-Sughd " Istalthri seems to have meant not only the 
Zarafshiin but the siyib as well, as only thus can the contradic- 
tion mentioned above be explained. In the thirteenth century 
Ch'ang Ch'un speaks only of two channels leading into the 
town ; but even then, as in the tenth century, water was led into 
almost every house. 

The name Jiikardiza was borne in the twelfth century by one 
of the quarters of Samarqand, in which lay the cemetery which 
served as a burial-place for the 'Ulam,? and the notables 6. In 

Texts, pp. 49-50. Cf. Vyatl;in's translation and comments in Kt$ BBR. Sanradand 
prov., viii, 252 sq., a87  sq., and m y  Uroshemie Turkesfa~za, p. 108. 

1 2  Strange, Bafidad, p. 326. 
" E d .  neveridgc, f. 48, trans., p. 81.  

IVorks of the Pekirrg filission, iv, 31 I ; Bretschneider, Med. Res., i, 77 sq. 
qarn' in i ,  S.Y. *J/@, where the following words (quoted in my Tcxts, p. 55, 

from the MS. of the Asiat. Mos.) are omitted : .\&l! 3+ i/w b. 
The cemetery still exists, and is situated in the eastern part of the present native town 



addition to those already mentioned, we know the following 
names of quarters (ma1;lalla) in Samarqand : 

1 .  AsfizZr in the shahristan with a palace of the SZmZnidsl. 
2. BZb-Dastzn, connected with which was the large quarter of 
UshtZbdiza '. 3. Panjkhin " a large quarter. 4. Zaghrimzsh 4, 

a large quarter. 5. Sangdiza (in Persian) or Radriida (in 
Arabic) (lit. " Small Stones "). 6. Farzzmithan in the raba?. I 

93 7. Faghidiza7. 8. Kanwan" 9. Maturid or MZturit it1 the 
raba?, now a village to the north-west of the town, a country 
residence for wealthy citizenslo. 10. Gurjmin (or Karjumin?) 
with a palace of Tamghach-Khan Ibrahim b. al-Husaynll. 
I I. Qibab 12. The Warsnin quarter also bore the name Yarkath 13. 

Sam'Zni l4 quotes in addition the names of three streets, the 
streets 'Abdak and Szlih (iri the Ghatfar quarter) and the street 
of the wall of Hayyzn. 

Of individual city edifices there are mentioned: I. The old 
palace of the Arab Amirs, in the citadel ; in the time of 
Isfakhl-i l5 the palace was still intact, but Ibn Hawqal l G  found 
it' already in a ruinous condition. 2. The prison, also in the 
citadel ; it is already mentioned by I$akhri though Ibn kIawqal 
says that it was built only in his own day. 3 .  The cathedral 
mosque, in the shehristan, near the citadel ; a wide road l7 passed 
between it and the citadel ; the site of this mosque, to the west 

(Ref. Bk. Sanrarkandpvov., 1896, vol. iv, pt. iv, pp. 31-2).  Snm'Hni, s. v. &$, 
places the cemetery near the "Mazir C;ate," meaning probably the MazHr of 
Qutham b. 'A b b b .  

Bibl. Geog. A d . ,  ii, 366. 
Ssrni.li, s. n. &+L;)II ; yipfit, i, 275,444, 

a Samaini, s. v. ; ~ i q f i t )  i, 143. 
Sam'iini) s. v .  >bjj!\ ; Yiiqfit, ii, 931. 
YPqiit, ii, 789; iii, 162, 168. 

@ Sam'Pni, s. v. *\,dl ; Yiiqiit, i i i ,  871. 
--!? --  ' Sam'Bni, s. v. ~ j + i d \  ; YBqfit, iii ,  go4 (where the name is spelt E,JLU). 

YPqot, iv, 313.  
Snm'Pni, s. v. C'a.u\ ; mentioned by Yiqfit (iv, 378) under the erroneous 

spelling +.+L.. 
10 Arandarenko, Dostr+ 71 Turkestarry~, p. 653. MBtnrid was the home of the great 

theologian A b i ~  Mn115fir al-hlltu~idi, d. c. 333/944 (Hrock., i, 195) ; his grave is still 
shown to-day i~ Jikarcliza, cf. Bull. tie I'Acnd., Vc., rgar, p. a15 sq. 

Texts, p. 87 ('Awfi). 
I' YPqfit, iv, 25 (plural of G, cupolas or tents). 

Is Sam'ini, s. v. j$~l  . 
Sam'ini, s. v. jk j j I \  and &UI (where the reading J.k in the facs. is 

a mistake for,&). Sarn'Hni (s. v. ~ ; / L I )  mentions nlm a quadrangnlar square 
(i=:)\) in Scimarqand. 

l6 Aibi. Geog. Arab., i, 316. 
'"bid., ii, 36 j. 1" fbid., i, 317. 



of the citadel in AfrZsiyZb, was explored in 1904 and 190.5 by 
Vyatkin and myself l. 4. The Castle of RZfi' b. Layth 2. The 
streets of the town were, with few exceptions, paved with stone ; 
the buildings, as now, were for the most part constructed of clay 
and wood. The bazaars were mostly in the rabad, chiefly near 
the Kish gate3. In the town and in the rabad there were as 
many as 2,000 places where it was possible to obtain iced water 
gratis, the means for this being supplied by benefactors. The 
water was ltept iri fountains, or was put in copper cisterns and 
earthenware vessels 4. Remarkable also is Ibn Hawqal's state- 
ment on certain figures of animals standing in the public squares 
of Samarqand I (in spite of the fundamental rules of IslZm) : 94 
"Astonishing figures are cut out of cypresses, of horses, oxen, 
camels, and wild beasts; they stand one opposite the other, as 
though surveying each other and on the eve of engaging in 
a struggle or combat." 

Among the sanctuaries of the town the first place has always 
been held by the tomb of Qutham b. 'Abbzs. Of this cousin 
of the Prophet, who is supposed to have arrived in Samarqand 
in the year 56/676 together with Sa'id b. 'OthmZn" we find 
contradictory accounts among the Arabs themselves ; according 
to one he was killed, according to another he died a natural 
death7 ; by one account he even died not at  Samarqand but 
at Merv The putative or actual tomb of Qutham became 
during the reign of his 'AbbZsid relations, and probably not 
without their participation, the object of a Muslim cult. Qutham 
is now known to the people under the name of ShZh-Zinda 
(" living prince ") ; there is a legend that he was not killed, but 
in saving himself from the infidels entered a cliff which opened 
~niraculously before him and closed again after him 9. 

Already in the time of B5bur l0 the tomb bore the name of 

1 Cf. Znpiski, xvi, p. xxxiv sq. ; Izzyrsl. Russfi. Kotnifeta cfbn iztrcherrea Sretinei 
i Vost. Azii, No. 4,  1). 2 1  sq.. nnd No. 8, p. 2 3  sq. With deeper excnvations the 
remains of the heathen tenil)lt. which was at thc same place should be found ; cf. Zkxts, 
p. 49, and REJ; Bk. Sa~~iat-~artd~~-ov., viii, a50. 

Saln'lni, s. a. L5+1\ (fncs. f. 45G n, sup.). 
Bibl. Geqhr. Arab., i, 317-19. 
(h id . ,  i, ago; ii, 339. 

" Idid., ii, 365. 
Ibn al-Alhir, iii, 425. Tabari in his account of Sa'Td's campaign (ii, 179) mnkes 

no mention of Quthanl, but speaks of him in his other work (appended to the edition 
of the chronicle; cf. iii, 23.53 ilrfra). 
' Ekladsori, 1,. 41 z. 

Bib/. I;eo,g. Aroh., vii, 298. Nerchakhy, ed. ScheTer, 1). 39. 
This legend is related ill the book called '' Qnndiya" (see al~ove, p. 15) in the 

par t  not trilnslntcd t)y V. Vyatkin. A translation of the snme legend from another 
source is given Ly Vyatkin in Kc/.  Bk. Snmarkand prov., v, a30 sq. Other legends 
are aoted by M.  I.apin in l i e f .  NR. Sartrarkandprov., 1896, vol. 4, pt. iv, pp:40-r. 

'0 B ~ h r - ~ i n l n h ,  ed. Revcr~dge, f. 44 b ; trans., p. 75 (where already bhzh-1 nnda). 
Re/: Bk. SarrrarRtzrriiprml., 1896, vol. 4, pt. iv, p. 31. 



MazZrshSh ("Tomb of the prince"). I t  is quite possible that 
there was some sort of a tomb here in pre-Islamic times which 
was revered by the natives, and that the cult of this tomb was 
transferred to the Muslim saint. Already in the twelfth century, 
as now, persons of importance were buried near Qutham's tomb ; 
there was also a madrasa called by Qutham's name l .  A detailed 
description of the tomb is first given by Ibn Baffufa2, from 
which it is evident that there was an edifice here in the pre- 
Timurid period, considerably surpassing the present mausoleum 
in magnificence. Ibn Rattita refers its construction to pre- 
hlongol times ; according to his account, the Tatars, when they 
were still heathen, not only caused no damage to the sanctuary, 

93 but even began I to pay it respect, when they witnessed the 
miracles performed there. The mausoleum is described in the 
following terms : " Outside Samarqand is the tomb of Qutham 
b. 'Abbiis b. 'Abd-al-NIuttalib; the inhabitants of Samarqand 
come out to visit it every Sunday and Thursday night. The 
Tatars (also) come to visit it, pay vows to it and bring cows, 
sheep, dirhams, and dinars ; all this is used for the benefit of 
visitors and the servants of the hospital and the blessed tomb. 
Above it is a square edifice with a cupola ; at  each corner are 
two marble columns, green, black, white, and red in colour. 
The walls of the building (also) are of different coloured marble 
with gold decoration (or inscriptions) ; the roof is made of lead. 
The tomb is covered with black wood adorned with precious 
stones whose corners are fastened with silver; above it burn 
three silver lamps. The hangings of the cupola are made of 
wool and cotton. Outside the building flows a large canal, 
which traverses the hospital situated there ; on both banks there 
are trees, grape vines, and jasmine ; and in the hospital there are 
chambers for visitors." 

T o  Snmarqand province were recltoned twelve districts 
(rustaqs), six south of the Zarafsh~n (Biinjikath or Panjilcath, 
Waraghsar, Maymi~rgh, Sanjal-faghiin, Dargharn, and Abghar), 
and six to the north (Yarkath, Riirnamadh, Buzmzjan, Kabiidhan- 
jakath, WadhZr, and Marzbgn). The districts are enumerated 
in order from east to wcst; some of them, such as M~ymurgh 

n ,  . I .  M. Lapin quotes an account attributing the construction 
of the madrasa to Sultan Sinjar from the " History of Nish?ipiir" by Abii 'AbdallBh. 
The  quotation is actually taken from the modern Ssmnriya" oC Abfi Tiihir I<h6ja, 
edited by Vesselovsky in 1904 (p. 22), and translated by Vyatkir~ in /ieJ Bk. Satrrarkand 
prm., vol. vi (p. 175 sq.); cf. my review in Zapiski, xii, y. 01 a 2  sq. 

Voyages d'lbn-Haloiifah, iii, 52-4. On the spelling of Ibn Battiits see Fischer in 
ZDMG'., Ixxii, p. aRg. 

The word i+,\jll means "cell," and house for the reception of strangers; here 
it is evidently intended in the latter sense, or perhaps in the sense of '' mndrasa." 

Ribl. Geog. Arab., i ,  32o--i3 ; i i ,  369-73. 



(in which also Waraghsar and Sanjarfaghzn were formerly 
incorporated), Kabiidhanjakath l and Abghar 2, formed in pre- 
Islamic times separate principalities. The Waraghsar, M3ymurgh, 
Sanjarfarghzn, and Dargham districts were irrigated by ariqs 
taken from Waraghsar ; Dargham was considered specially fertile 
and was famed for its vineyards" The whole irsigated area 
from Waraghsar to the western edge of Dargham was ten 
farsakhs in length and four in width J. In Abghar (the present 
volost of Chashma-Zb) there was no artificial irrigation ; it 
contained chiefly pasture and arable land, watered only by rain, 
which gave good harvests nevertheless (a hundredfold and even 
more) ; there were more villages too I than in the other districts. 96 
Ibn-Hawqal asserted that in a good harvest year the produce 
of the Abghar fields could maintain the whole population of 
Soghd 5. The district extended over an area of two days' 
journey, and single villages sometimes covered a stretch of two 
farsakhs. Two days' journey below Samarqand the Payy or 
FayyG ariq branched off from the south bank of the river, its 
course extending to a distance of two days' journey ; the locality 
which it watered was considered the most fertile and populous 
portion of Soghd. Fayy also in early times formed a separate 
priiicipality 7. There were no large towns besides Samarqand 
in the districts south of the Zarafshzn. Only a t  Panjikath was 
there a cathedral mosque; in the neigllbourhood of this town 
were many fruit trees, and for quantity of fruit, especially of 
almonds and nuts, Panjikath district took the first place. In 
MZymurgh there was a particularly large number of castles ; 
here, in Riwdad, the chief village of this district, were the castles 
of the Ikhshids themselves, i. 6.  the pre-Muslim rulers of Soghd 8. 

According to Sam'ani "iwdad was one farsalth distant from 
Samarqand ; in the twelfth century there was a military camp 
here a t  a certain period of the year. Samarqand province 

Tomaschck, .Yoghciin?ra, 79-87; now nlso Marqunrt, CAro~tofogic, p. 56 sq. ; 
Chnvnnnes, Doczcrrr~trts, Vc., p. I 34 sq. 

Ibn rt1-Athir, v, 68. 
Dal.gharn is already mentioned as  a river (wHdi) in  the verses quoted by Ylqiit, 

ii, 565. 
The  name SanjarfaghHn is preserved in the modem Zanjirblgh, a village on the 

right bank of the Yangi-ariq ; cf. MS. Asiat. Mus., e 574 ng (waqf-nlmah of the 
sixteenth cent.), f. 38 n and 67 b, nnd Vyatkin, Materin&, Vc., 38. 

"ccording to  Mnqdisi (Bidl. Gcgp. Arab., iii, 179) the whole population of Soghd 
and Bukhara for two years. 
' Must be spelled 5 not 2, as is proved by the modern name Narpay = Nahr-i 

Pny; cf. my  O~oshenie 7ipkcstnna, p. I 17. The  explanations suggested by Marqoart 
(Cht-orroiqpie, p. 60, and LniruRnhr,  p. 19, n. 2 ; cf. also his OsfturR. DinfeRlstudien, 
p. :97) are conseque~~tly erloneous. 

J. Mnrquart, C'hronologic dcr- A l/tirr&i.rcLo~ Ins rh r~ tc r r ,  Leipzig, I 896, S. 60 (from 
Tahari, ii, 1 4 a 2 ,  where n prince (~nal ik)  of Fayy is mentioned). 

So l'ihf. Geqq. Arnb., iii, 279. 

@ 5. v. cs.).)$j\. 



extended southwards to the Shawdzr mountains, which formed 
a special district, and included among other villages the Nestorian 
village of Wgzkard, mentioned by Istakhl-i and described in detail 
by Ibn-Hawqal. It  may possibly be identical with the village 
of Wazd or Wizd in ShZwdar, mentioned by Sam'iini l at a 
distance of four farsakhs from Samarqand. The district extended 
for more than ten farsakhs and was considered one of the 
healthiest and most beautiful localities. The Nestorians had 
churches and cells here ; Ibn Hawqal saw there many Christians 
from 'Iraq, who had come in order to enjoy solitude and the 
healthy air. Vyatkin identifies this Christian village with the 
modern Kingir, in the district of Urgut 2. 

Of the northern districts two, i .e .  Yiirkath and Biirnamadh, 
were on the border of the neighbouring province of Ushriisana; 
the waters of the Zarafsh3n did not reach here, and the cultivated 
fields were irrigated from springs and by rainfall. By Sam'5ni3 

97 YZrkath is already I reckoned to Ushriisana; YZqGt4 reckons 
also Hiirnamadh in Ushriisana. Biirnamadh was four farsakhs 
from Zamin, on the main road from Samarqand 5.  The district 
of Buzmajan was watered by an ariq of the same name; its 
chief town, BZrkath or Abzrkath 5 was on the main road from 
Samarqand to the Syr-Darya, four farsalths from the former7 ; 
according to SamLZni and Yiiqiit the town was also for some 
time incorporated in Ushriisana8. The district of Wadh5r was 
traversed by the SinZwZb ariq, which reached to Ishtikhzn; 
the Kabiidhanjaltath and Marzbzn districts were irrigated by 
n special ariq taken off the river opposite Samarqand. The towns 
of Kabiidhanjakath and WadhZr were both a t  a distance of two 
farsakhs from Samarqand < Tomaschek lo  identifies Kabiidhan- 
jakath with the present village of Gubdan or Gubdun ll. The 
town of WadhZr, like some of the villages of this district, was 

s .  v. LS~;lJ)]J. 
Pmlok. Turk. kvtizb., v, I 59 sq. ; il.?u/~ria&, Vc., p. 37. T o  the north-west of 

Urgut, near the village of SufiyPn,  lmve been found Christian " graffiti" with the figure 
of the cross and Syriac letters ; cf. Buff. de I'Aiacl., Vc., 19a1, P. 215. 

SarnLini, S.V.  &,WI ; ~ i i y i l t ,  iv, loo,. 

Yiiqot, i ,  555.  f i  NOZ. Geog. Arab., vi,  20, I 56. 
Zbid., iii, a i9 .  Ibid., i, 334, 342. 
Yigsr, i, 464 ; SamLlni,  s. Y. AWI (in the (acs. by mistake &by\, and i n j a  

4 1 ) .  Diirkath was on the site where Tirnfir built the village of Shiriiz (see my 
Orosd. T~rrkrsfurt, I I I ) .  

Bibl. GCOZ. Arab., i ,  34a. According to SarnLHni (s. o. ~5 j,)I ) and Ylqfit (iv, 916) 
J 

\lrl'ndh5r was four farsakhs from Samarqand, and according to  Sarn'iini contained 
a fortresa (e), 3 cathedral mosque and a minaret. 

l o  Soghdiana, 85. 
1' The village of Klbud, the present Besh-arik (Vyatkin, Mnferin/y, V c . ,  70) is 

mentioned by Blbur (ed. Beveridge, f. 59 b;  trans., p. 98) together with S h i r k  



the centre of the Arab population of the district; these Arabs 
belonged to the tribe of Bakr b. WZ'il, but called themselves 
SubZLites, evidently after AbG Muzzhim SubZ' b. an-Nadr as- 
Sukkari, the builder of the local cathedral mosque, who died 
in JumZdZ I, 26g1 (end of 882). In the time of Ibn Hawqal 
the decline in the Arab colony was already noticeable, but some 
remains of its former greatness still existed. Even SamCZni 
visited the grave of SubZ' b. an-Nadr. I n  WadhZr cotton fabrics 
were manufactured which enjoyed a great reputation and com- 
manded high prices even in 'IrZq. Ibn Hawqal speaks of them 
in very laudatory terms2. The district of MarzbZn took its 
name from MarzbZn b. Turgash 3, the ruler of this district, who, 
together with other dihqa~ls from Soghd was summoned to the 
Caliph's court. 

North-west of Satnarqand lay the districts of Ishtikhzn ) and 98 
KushZniya 4, forming a separate administrative unit, and therefore 
not enumerated among the districts of Samarqand. From 
Samarqand to Ishtikhan was reckoned to be seven farsakhs; 
from Ishtikhan to Kushaniya one stage or five farsakhs6. 
Sam'ani and Yaqiit also reckon the distance from Samarqand 
to I<ushZniya as twelve farsakhs. The IshtikhZn ariq, as we 
have seen, was derived from the Zarafshan a t  GhiibZr. The 
village of Ishtikhan, as is well known, still exists; in the tenth 
century it was a considerable town consisting of a shahristzn, 
citadel, and rabad. In the eighth century, after the occupation 
of Samarqand by the Arabs, the Ilthshids of Soghd transferred 
their capital to it '. The revenues from the bazaars of IshtikhZn 
and from some villages belonged to the general 'Ujayf b. 'Anbasa, 
who is mentioned in the history of the Caliphs They wcre con- 
fiscated by the Caliph Mu'tasim ; the Caliph Mu'tamid ( 870 -92 )  
idaced these revenues at the disposal of Muhammad b. TZhir, 
ruler of KhurZsin (862-73). The district of Ishtikhan extended 
over an area five days' journey long and one day broad, and 
its north-eastern frontier was the SZgharj mountains ; according 

1 Sam'ani, loc. r-it. The figure 209 in YHqiit (iv, 917) is n mistake, as accorcling 
to  Snm'Hni, Abii MuzHhi~n only returned lo his native country from 'IrBq in 2.73. 

IUZ. GCOG Alnb., ii ,  403. 
He is mentioned amongst the accusers of the famous Afshin nt the time of the 

latter's trial (225/840). Cf. 'Tabari, iii, 1310, 131 2 ; Ibn al-Athir, vi, 365-6. 
' Ijihl. Gfq;. A d . ,  i ,  32.7; ii, 374-5 ; iii, 279-80. 

/hid, i ,  342 ; ii, 40.7. 

Yiq", iiv, 2 7 6  ; Samt in i ,  r. v. &La\. 
See m y  article l' Die Alttiirkischen lnschriften und die Arabischen Quellen," 

S. 2 I - 2 (Hadloff, / l i e  nl t f i irkischc.~~ Inschr#erz dfr Ai'oirplci, Zweite folge). 
@ The general of the Caliphs Ma'mfin and Mn'tasim who betrayed Klfi'  b. Laytll in 

1g2/So8 ~ n d  transferred his services to the Caliph (Tabnri, iii? 732 ; Ibn al-Athir, 
vl, 141); he was killed hy order of Mu'tasim in aa3/838 (Tabari, iii, 12656;  
I bn al-Athir, vi, 349). 



t o  Sam'zni and YZqiit a village in the neighbourhood of 
Ishtikhiin five farsakhs from Samarqand bore the same name. 
In the same region was situated the town of Afarinkath or 
Farankath, to-day Frinkent or Yrinlcent, built in the seventh 
century by Afarin, brother of Ghtirak, prince of Samarqand 2. 

Kushzniya district equalled IshtikhZn in breadth (NIaqdisi 
even defines its breadth at two days' journey) but in length was 
considerably smaller than it (only two stages). The town of 
KushZniya was reckoned as the most flowery in Soghd (of course 
after Samarqand) ; Isfakhri calls it " the heart of the Soghdian 
towns." In p re -~us l im  times it constituted a separate princi- 
pality ; the title of KushZn-shah is mentioned even by Tabari 4. 

According to  Ibn KhurdZdhbih6 the Kushzn-shZh was a t  one 
time styled ruler of all Transoxania. This statement probably 

99 refers to the period of Yueh-Chih or Kushan rule; the name I of 
Kushans was transferred also to the succeeding rulers of the 
land, the HaytZl or Ephthalites G .  Isfakhri ind~cates the dis- 
tance from Ishtikhzn and ~ u s h ~ n i ~ a '  to the towns situated on 
the main road from Samarqand to Bukhk-Z ; from Ishtikhan to 
Zarmzn was one farsalch, and from KushZniya to Rabinjan or 
Arbinjan two farsakhs. 

The road between Samarqand and Bulchzrii or " Royal road " 
(Shzh-rah), by which the two great cities of Transoxania were 
united, was always of great importance. From Samarqand to 
Bukhzrii was reckoned at 37 or 39 farsakhs and six or seven 
days' journey" The first village on this road was Zarmiin, at 
a distance of seven farsakhs from Samarqand; it is already 
mentioned in the eighth centuryI0, and was probably not far 
from the present Chimbai ll.  Between Samarqand and ZarmZn, 
two farsakhs from the former, was the castle of 'Alqama 12. The 

1 YZqEt, iii, 11. 

3 Cf. Fihrist, p. 18 ; Texts, p. 48 (Qandiya; trans. in Ref: Hk. Satnarkand fvov., 
viii, 141) and Znpiski, viii, 9. Even in the seventeenth century Alarinkent was the 
residence of a hlkim or Leg, and only after this time was supersetled by Dahbid. The 
inhabitants of both villages are Persians (Tajiks) ; in Afarinkent there are also some 
Arabs : Vyatkin, Materiafy, Vc., 57 sq. 

So,g/ru'iana, 89-99. 
Marquart, Chrorzolo,qic dtr Alttiirkirchen Inschrz~ten, S. 59. 
BgC. Cegq. Arab., vi, 21). Tomaschek is, therefore, apparently right in considering 

KushHniya the capital of the Kushans. 
6 According to the Chinese historims there was in ICushiniya a building with 

pictures of the Emperors of China, the Tnrks, I'ersia, and Rome, and of Hindu 
Brahmans (Chavannes, /)ocrr~nents, V c . ,  p. 145). The place is called to-day 
Kashan-Ata (Vyatkin, Materialy, p. 49). 
' Bibl. (;tog. Arab., i, 343. Hafig-Abrii (al-Muzafari'ya, p. 21)  also gives the 

distance from KushPniya to Dnbfisiya (five farsakhs). 
This term is used by Narshakhi (ed. Schefer, p. 11). 
Bib[. Geog. Arab., i, 334; V, 325 ; vi, 19, 156. 

lo Tabari, ii, I 5a9. 
ll At the present day Zarmln is a very small village (Vyatkin,Materia&, VC., p. 76). 
In Kijshk-i IAlqarna (the castle of 'Alqama) or Imam Ata-i 'Alkama" is even yet 



next town, Rabinjan or Arbinjan, five or six farsakhs from 
ZarmZn, is also already mentioned in the eighth century1. I t  
was probably somewhat west of the present Katta-Kurgan, not 
far from the Zirabulali heights. In the twelfth century the town 
was destroyed during the invasion of the KhwZrazm-shZh 
11-ArslZn (in 1158). Judging by the distances, the above- 
mentioned locality of Fayy (p. 93) irrigated by the ariq of the 
same name, is identical with Arbinjan and its neighbourhood 3. 

The next chief stations on this road, namely Dabiisiya, Karmi- 
niya, and TawZwis, are of the same antiquity. The name of 
Dabiisiya (five farsakhs from Rabinjan) has been preserved in 
the name of the ruins of Qal'a-i Dabiis, somewhat to the east 
of the village of Ziyii ad-Din ; ancient Dabisiya probably in- 
cluded also the castle Qal'a-i ZiyZ ad-Din, adjacent to the 
tumulus of ruins, which is the residence of the local ruler. T o  
quote N. F. Sitnyakovslii 4, who examined the ruins : " The vast 
cemetery may prove that a town really existed here." The 
construction of the fortress was (probably erroneously) ( ascribed loo 
in the fifteenth century to JalZl ad-Din, the last Khwzrazm- 
shiih 5. 

Five farsakhs from Dabfisiya was Karminiya, the present 
Kermine ; Narshakhi "eckoi~s the distance to Karminiya from 
BukharZ at 14, Sam'iini and Yaqut at 18 farsakhs. According 
to a local tradition quoted by Narshakhi the town was originally 
called Bzdiya-i khurdak (literally " Little pitcher "). An un- 
successful etymology was propounded by one of the local pundits 
of the twelfth century, and quoted in SamlZni, according to 
which the town received its new name from the Arabs, who 
found the environs or the town, in fertility of soil and quantity 
of water, " similar to Armenia " (Iia-Arminiya). Sam'Zni found 
the town in a ruined condition, which was probably the work 

the name of n village tell miles from Samarqanrl on the main road to BukhHr2 (Vyatkin, 
fllalerinfy, V r . ,  57 ; Ref. BBb., WL., vi, a54). 

Tabari, ii, r 249. Samllni, s. v. >+>\. 
3 The Nnrpny is even to-day the only source of  irrigalion in the district of Katta- 

Kurghan; lihanykov (Ofis. B~rktr. klra~r., p. 35) thinks that i t  is not an artificial 
channel but n natural arm of the  rivcr. If t l ~ i s  channel was artificial it may have 
been constructed after the time of Alexnnder, when "Marakniida" (Samarqand) 
was destroyed, rind the political centre of the Zarafshln basin was, as we are told 
by the Chinese, from the second centriry 11.c.. in the d is t~ic t  of modern Katta Icurghan. 
Samarqand is not mcntioncd 1)y the Clii~lesc before the fifth century of our era. Near 
Zirabulak is now the hill l i a m j a ~ ~  or liarnijan-l'epe, just on the former (pre-1914) 
ironticr between Hnssin and 13akhSra; cf. Vyatkin, Alaterinly, &c., 55 ; l'ospyelov 
in ktf. Bk. .Ta~narkn?~rCprm)., x, 108 

I'rotok. Tf4,;t.. f < r ~ z h . ,  Year 111, y. 92. The  niins wereagnin visited and described, 
in much more detail, by the late L. Zimin in 1 9 1 5  (printed in ry17, Protokoly, V c . ,  
xni, 43-64). 

%al- M~rzafariyn, p. a r . 
Nerchakhy, p. 10. 

Snm'ini, s. u. +,,$I ; Yiqilt, iv, 268. 





and by the fifteenth the village also had disappcaredl. The 
village of Kiik or Kiikshibaghan, where the Turks once mustered 
in their raids on the province of Bukhzra, was, according to 
one account six 2, according to another three 3, farsakhs east 
of Tawawis. 

The journey from BukhZrZ to Tawawis was completed some- 
times in one day, sometimes in two ; in the second case the 
intermediate station was the village of Shargh or Jargh 4, four 
farsakhs from BukharZ on the bank of the SZmjan ariq, well- 
known in later times under the name of HarZmkZm. In  the 
twelfth century Arslzn-Khan Muhammad built a substantial 
bridge here of burnt brick. Opposite Shargh, on the other bank 
of the ariq, was the village of Iskijkath or Sikijkath 5 Both 
villages were important industrial trading centres, which was 
the cause of the prosperity of their inhabitants; the soil could 
not maintain them, as the land of Iskijkath, cultivated and 
uncultivated, amounted altogether to 1,000 jifts. There was 
a bazaar a t  Iskijkath every Thursday, and a t  Shargh every 
Friday ; in early times there was a fair at Sliargh in the middle 
of winter, which is mentioned also by BiruniG. Iskijkath, like 
Ishtikhan, belonged to the Caliph, and was given in fief to 
Muhammad b. Tahir, who sold his right to Sahl b. Ahmad 
ad-Daghuni. I The latter built on the banlc of the ariq a large 102 
palace, which was subsequently destroyed by the waters of the 
Zarafshiin. In the eleventh century, under Shams-al-Mulk 
Nasr, Khan-Siiliir, one of the inhabitants of the village, built 
a cathedral mosque here, a t  his own expense, but in consequence 
of the protests of the Bukh;ir% Imams, service was only once 
held in it. In the twelfth century ArslZ~~-Khan Muhammad 
built a rabat in Iskijkath and a cathedral mosque a t  Shargh ?. 
Near Shargh and Iskijkath werc situated the villages of 
13amij kath (four farsak hs from Rukh5rS, and half a farsakh 
north of the road), Sakbiyan!' (near Bamijkath) and Dimas 
(according to Maqdisil%on the road between Taw~wis  and 
I3ukhZrz, according to Sam'Zni l 1  thrce farsakhs from BukhZrZ). 

1 nl-Af212nD;lr.~~n, 13. a r .  With T ~ w 5 w i s  must probably Ije identified the rllins 
of Shnhr-i Cvnyran ("the ruined city ") near tlie wall, described by L. Zimin (/+ofoh. 
Yiruk. I.ttr.;h., x x ,  1 3 5  sq.). 

Bi/j/, G"17,r. Anzh., vi, I 9. Ibid., vi, 156. 
, 1 ,  1 .  'I'lie correct spclling should bc Chnrgh. 
Ibzd., iii, 106. Chronology, trans. by E. Sachau, 11. 222 .  

' Ncrchakhy, pp. 11-13. 
A I3ibl. Geo<q. /Irczb., i, 315, 342 ;  Yiqt t ,  I ,  737. 
2s .m1i in i ,  s. v. > L ? ~ I  ; in Y5qiit (iii, 106) the position of the village is not 

indicated. 
l o  /Jib!. G'eog. nrnb., iii, 342. 
l 1  Facs. Margoliouth, s.v. .+dl; above (s. V .  Uub~!l) it is stated that 

((IimZs) mcnns hsrnm51n (bad$. Io Y5qBt (ii, 713) the distance is not mentioned. 

I1 2 



Bukharz, unlike Samarqand, has always occupied its present 
position; even the plan of the town, in spite of frequent and 
devastating nomad invasions, has scarcely changed in a thousand . 
years. In the SSmZnid period the town was of course divided 
into citadel, shahristzn, and rabad ; the shahristzn was situated 
close by the citadel, on rising ground which could not be supplied 
with running water *. From this it is evident that the shahrist~n 
occupied the high central part of the present town which is even 
now very conspicuous. The  construction of the citadel was 
somewhat different from that a t  present; it had two gates, the 
RigistZn gate (on the west) and the cathedral mosque gate (on 
the east) ; the latter is called Ghiiriyan in Narshakhi, and in the 
twelfth century the former was called "the gate of the hay 
sellers " ('Alaf-FurishSn or KZh-Furfishan). The western and 
eastern gates were connected by a street 4. Inside the fortress, 
according to I$akhri, was another, which served as a residence 
for the Samznid rulers. This is evidently the castle (kZkh) 

103 mentioned by Narshakhi, I built in the seventh century by the 
13ukhZr-KhudZt Bidtin5, the builder or restorer of the citadel; 
the name of Bdun was for long preserved on an iron plate 
fastened to the gates of the castle. There existed a tradition 
that the castle was destroyed several times before it was finished, 
but finally, on the advice of the wise men, the palace was 
strengthened by seven stone columns, according to the number 
of stars in the Great Bear, and thereupon the building was 
successfully completed. Subsequently both citadel and castle 
were destroyed ; Arslzn-Kh5n Muhammad restored them in the 
twelfth century. In the year 534/1139-40 the citadel was 
destroyed by the Khwirazm-shah Atsiz ; in 536/1141-2 it was 
restored by Alptagin, the Qara-KhitZy ruler of the town; in 
,53811 143-4 it was again destroyed by the Ghuzz. In 560/1 I 65 
the material was employed in constructing the walls of the 
BukhPrZ rabad. In 604/1zo7-8 the Khwzrazm-shzh Muhammad 
restored the citadel, which stood thereafter till its destruction 
by Chingiz-KhSn in 1220. 

The shahristan, in contrast to those a t  Samarqand, Balkh, and 
Merv, had seven gates ; it may be that here too the same 
religious considerations came into play as in the construction 

Bib[. Ccog. Amb., i ,  305, 307. 
a lbid., i. 305-6 ; Nerchakhy, pp. 21-3. 

Thus Nerchakhy, pp. 7, 2 2 .  From Narshakhi's text in another passage (p. 2 1) 
it might be cleduced that t h ~ s  name was borne by the eastern gate. 
' The two gatcs (at present there is only one, the western) nre mentioned also 

in the fifteenth century ; cf. my UIugAhe~ i evo .r!rer?rya, p. 51 .  
a This is apparently the same person ns  the prince Ridiin who came to the help 

of the queen of BukhPrl from Turkest~n (Nerchakhy, p. 4:). Balldhuri (ed. de Coeje, 
p. 413) calls Bidfin the king of all Soghd. In Just1 (/mni~thcs Nanrensbuch, 
Msrburg, 1895, pp. 6 2  b and a19 b) the readings Rnndiin, Baydfin, and Naydnn are 
quoted. 



of the castle in the citadel. The shahristzn gates are enumerated 
in Isfakhril and in Narshakhi 2, by the latter in the following 
orde'r: ( I )  Bazaar Gate (in Isfakhri Iron Gate), subsequently 
called Gate of the Spice Sellers ('Attarzn) ; (2) Shahrist5n 
Gate (in Isfakhri BZb-al-Madina) ; ( 3 )  Banii-Sa'd Gate ; (4) Ban0 
Asad  at;, called in pre-Muslim times Muhra Gate ; (5 )  Citadel 
Gate ; ( 6 )  Haqq-rZh Gate ; (7)  New Gate, built later than the 
others4. Of the position of these gates, except of course of 
the citadel gate, which was situated opposite the citadel, we 
cannot gain any precise idea from the text of Narshakhi; it 
is clear only that the Bazaar gate, ( the Banii-Sa'd gate, and the 104 

Banii-Asad gate were all close to one :another. The Citadel 
gate was considered the strongest af the shahristzn gates; near : 
them was a fortification built by a certain Turkish ruler Siibashi- 
tagin "i. e. " prince army-chief "). Here especially were the 
houses of the Arabs ; in the tenth century this quarter, which 
was called Faghsadara, was already in ruins. The Haqq-I-5h 
gate (literally "Way to the truth") owed its name to the fact 
that here lived the famous sage Abii Hafs (d. 217/832 G), to 
whom it was the custom to refer doubtful qu;stions for solution. 
The tumulus where the sage was buried was situated near the 
New gate. Elsewhere Narshakhi places close by the tumulus 
of Abii Ha@ a large tumulus, which was considered to be the 
tomb of the mythological Afrasiyab, and which was near thc 
" Ma'bid Gate," or " Gate of the palace of Ma'bid ; " according 
to Narshakhis this gate owed its name to the Arab governor 
of the town Ma'bid-al-Khayl (literally "object of worship of 
horsemen "). From the western gate of the citadel to the Ma'bid 
gate extended the Iiigistiin! Evidently the Ma'bid gate is 
identical with the FaghZskiin or present ImZm gatelo, where 
there is even yet " a  large and high mound with two smaller 
ones, long and narrow." The mounds and tumuli are even now, 

Bihl. Grog. Ar-ah., i, 306. a NerchaLhy, pp. 52-6. 
In Schefcr9s ed., p 54, j ? d ~ h o ~ l d  be rcnd in place of g!J; cf. b~uhammad' 

Narshnlihi, Russian trnns. by N. I.ykoshin, p. 72. 
* So nccordilig to NnrshaLI~i's explanation ; in Schefer's ed. we find instead of 

j, also the reading cr,i (11. 52); de Goeje, on the ground of the spellidg of the 
Arnhic manuscripts, ndoptecl the rending J,j. 

V n  Schefer's ed. why. 
"This date is donbtful ; the son of Abii IJR~; is mentioned as chief of the town 

in 874  (cf. I ~ l o w ) .  
Nerclinkhy, p. 15. 
/hid.., 11) 51. /hiti., p. 24. 

I n  'This gate takes its name from the "(;rent 11nBrn " Abii TIaf?, and bears his name; 
In literary works; cf. the MS. of the Public 1,ibmry in Petrograd Khan. 81 (IIistory, 
of Na~.rnll?ili), f. I I 7 a. The tomb of the Imiim is shown there even yet; the name 
IS sl~elt to-day ill nukh5rl (ot course erronconsly) Abii nif!. I n  the modern inscription 
on the tomb the Imam is called " Teacher of the learned men of Transoxania" 
(&I 4,,L 4.l~ ~Isl). Cf. Hull. de I 'Arad, V c . ,  1 9 2 1 ,  p. 215. 



occupied by cemeteries1. The New gate therefore was in the 
northern part of the shahristzn. The  Haqq-rsh gate was some- 
what more to the west; the mosque of the Qurayshites was 
on the right hand on entering through the New gate, not far 
from the dwelling of A b i  Ha@. 

The wall of the rabad was already built in the Muslim 
period, in 235/8qg-50 to  be exact, and, like the present city 
walls, had eleven gates. Istakhri enumerates them in consecu- 
tlve order, beginning a t  the south-western corner of the town. 
The  gates are as follows : (I)  The Gate of the Square (al-MaydZn), 
leading to the Khuriisiin road; (2) IbrZhim Gate, to the east 
of the first; (3) Riw; (4) Mardkushan (I?!. Mardqusha) ; (5) 

105 Kallabadh ; (6) NawbahSr ; 1 (7) Samarqand, from which the 
road ran to  Samarqand and the rest of the Transoxania; (8) 
FaghZskin ; ( 9 )  Rzmithan ; (10) Hadshirin, whence the road 
led to Khwarazm ; ( I  I )  Ghushaj. The MardkushZn and Kalls- 
bZdh gates led to the road to Nasaf (Qarshi) and Balkh. These 
data prove that : 

The Gate of the Square corresponded to  the present Qarzkul 
Gate. 

The Ibrzhim Gate corresponded to the Shaykh Jalzl Gate. 
The Kiw 1 I ,, NamiizgZh Gate. 
The  ~ a r d k u s h d h  Gate !, ,, SallakhZna Gate. 
The KallabZdh ., ), ,, Kawala (Qarshi) Gate. 
The  Nawbahar , I ,I ,, Mazar Gate. 
The Samarqand ,, ,* ,, Samarqand Gate. 
The Faghiiskiin ,, I t ,, Imam Gate. 
The Rsmithan I l , , , UglanGate. 
The Hadshirun , )  9 p ,, I'alipach Gate. 
The Ghushaj I )  I )  ) )  ShirgirZn Gate. 

Narshakhi states '' that a t  the period of the Arab invasion the 
whole town consisted only of the shahristzn. From his own 
words elsewhere ', however, it is evident that even in pre-Muslim 
times other parts of the town were also of importance, though 
it is probable that they were not then incorporated in the city. 
The boundaries of the old town (i. c. the pre-Siimznid town, 
going back perhaps as far as  the time of A b i  Muslim 7),  were 

SborttiK rrralerialov j o  Azii, pt. xlvii, p. 56. 
Nerchakhy, pp. 33-4. 8 Ribl. Grog. A?-ub., i ,  306 sq. 
According to 'l'om~schek (Soylrdiana, 103) the Sanskrit word Vihara assumed 

in the Ephthalite empire, ae subsequently among the Uighurs and Mongols, the form 
BnkhHr, while among the Iranians in general we meet the form IjahZr; as proof 
he quotes the name of the NawbahHr teniple (see 79) and some other placcs in the 
neighbourhoorl of Bnlkh. The existence of a k a r b s h l r  gate in Sarnar.nnd 

in use. 
? BnkhHri sbows that here also, at least at a certain period, the Iranian orm was 

Nerchakhy, p. 39. "bid., pi'. 19-24. 
7 Cf. Nerchakhy, p. 63. 



delimited by another wall, also with eleven gates l, named a9 
follows : ( I )  Iron Gate ; (2) Gate of the I5assSn Bridge ; (3) and 
(4) Gates near the Milch mosque ; (5 )  Rukhna 2 ;  (6) Gate near 
the Castle of Abii Hisham al-KinZni; (7)  Gate near the Bridge 
of the little bazaar (Suwayqa) ; (8) FZrjak Gate; (9) DarwZzja 
Gate ; (10) Gate of the Street of the Magians ; ( I  I )  Samarqand 
Gate (interior). From Narshakhi's account %f the great fire 
of the year 325/'37 it is evident that the Farjak madrasa, and 
consequently also the gate of the same name, were to the north 
of the maill city ariq (which flowed, as we I shall see farther on ,  106 
in approximately the same locality as a t  present), and the Mikh 
mosque to the south of it. In this case, therefore, the enumera- 
tion of the gates begins at the north-eastern part of the town, 
and their sites may be fixed in the following manner: 

Iron Gate opposite Nawbahir (MazZr) Gate. 
Gate of Hassiin bridge opposite Kallibadh (Qarshi) Gate. 
Gates of llfikh mosque opposite MardkushZn and Riw (Salk- 

khZna and Namazgih) Gates. 
Rukhna Gate opposite Ibrihim (Shaykh Jalal) Gate. 
Gate of the Castle of Abii Hisham opposite the Gate of the 

Square (Qariikul Gate). 
Gate of the little bazaar bridge opposite Ghushaj (ShirgirZn) 

Gate. 
FZrjnk Gate opposite Hadshiriin (Talipach) Gate. 
Darwzzja Gate opposite Rimithan (Uglan) Gate. 
Gate of the Street of the Magians opposite Faghiskiin (Imam) 

Gate. 
Samarqand Gate opposite Samarqand Gate. 
The double wall which surroundcd the town was rebuilt first 

by Arsliin-I<hZn hfuharnmad in the twelfth century, subsequently 
by Qilich-Tanlghiich-Khan Mas'id in ,56011 165, and in the begin- 
ning of the thirteenth century by IChwZrazm-Shih Muhiimmad. 

Before proceeding to enumerate the names which have been 
preserved of the quarters and streets, we must say a few words 
on the system of irrigation *. According to Narshakhi the main 
city ariq bore the name of Kiid-i-zar (literally " Golden" or 
" Gold-bearing" river). Maqdisi says, "The river enters the 
town on the Kallibidh side ; here sluices are constructed, 
forming wide locks and built of timber. In the summer flood 
season onc after another of the beams is removed according to 
the height of the water, so that the larger part goes into the 

BibL Geog. Arab., i, 307 ; ii, 356; iii, 280. 

9 Very probably, however, here, as. in Bidl. Geog. Arub., i, 278 f., 4 (courtyard, 
square) should be rend instead of S,. 

J 

' Nerchakhy, pp. 93-4. 
Ibid., p. 31 ; Bilrl. Ceop. A?.ob., i, 307-9 ; iii, 33 I -a. 



locks, and then flows to Paykand ; without this skilful arrange- 
ment the water would have reverted to the town. This locality 
is called Fashun ; below the town are other sluices, called Ra's 
al-\Varagh ('Hcad of the sluice') built in the same manner. 
The river cuts through the town, passes through the bazaars and 
disperses (in canals) along the streets. There are large open 
reservoirs (hiyzd) in the town ; on the edge are structures of 
planks with doors, which serve for ablutions. Sometimes the 
water which is diverted towards Paykand rises too high, and 
portions of ground are flooded in the middle of the summer. 

107 In the year that I arrived there, there had been floods in I many 
parts, and the population had been ruined ; the Shaykhs set 
about building a dam ; Shaykh Abii'l-'AbbZs al-Yazdadi is 
reckoned to have contributed a large sum of money towards it. 
The water is turbid and a lot of refuse is thrown into it." 

From Rfaqdisi's words it is evident that the ariq entered the 
town near the present Qarshi gate, i. e. approximately at the 
same place at it does now. It  is evident that the above-mentioned 
HassZn bridge was built over the ariq in the eastern part of the 
town. The position of "the gate of little bazaar bridge" leads 
us to assume that the ariq flowed out of the town near the 
present S hirgil-Zn gate. 

Istakhri enumerates the following small city ariqs, derived 
according to his statement from the large Zar ariq which 
bisected the town : 

( I )  Fashidiza ariq ; flowed from the Waragh locality (as the 
ariq entered the town from the eastern side this place probably 
corresponds to Fiishiin but not to the Ka's al-Waragh of Maqdisi), 
passed through the Mardkushan (now SallakhPna) gate, past the 
Jubiir (literally " watercourse ") of Abii I brahim, reached the gate 
of " the famous Shaykh Abu'l-Fad1 " and fell into the Nawkanda 
ariq. On this ariq there were about 2,oco castles and gardens, 
not counting agricultural lots ; the length of its course was about 
half a farsakh. Shaykh Abu'l-Fad1 is the famous SZmZnid wazir 
Abu'l-Fad1 Muhammad b. 'UbaydallZh 13al'ami (died 329/940) ; 
by the gate called after hirn we must probably understand the 
IbrZhjtn gate, which received from him its present appellation 
(Shaykh Jalal). Near his tomb there is even yet the Jubiir 
madrasa and cemetery. 

(2) JiiybPr-RakZr ariq (literally " useful watercourse ") ; it 
flowed from a locality in the middle of the town near the Ahyad 
mosque, and also fell into the Nawkanda ariq after irrigating 
part of the rabad. There were ~ , o o o  gardens and castles on it. 

(3) Jiiybiir al-Qawzririyin (" watercourse of the glaziers 'I) ; 

Bibl. Ceog. Arab., i, 307 sq. 



this issued from the river at a place in the town known as 
" Mosque of the Army Paymaster" ('arid) and irrigated part 
of the rabad. I t  carried a larger volume of water than the 
preceding ariq and irrigated a large number of gardens. 

(4) Jt-Ghushaj or JuybZr al-'arid; it flowed out of the town 
near the Mosque of the Army Paymaster, irrigated part of the 
rabad, and fell into the Nawkanda ariq. The first name of this 
ariq proves that its course lay in the western part of the town, 
where consequently the Mosque of the Army Paymaster was 
situated. I 

(5) Paykand ariq, which issued near the beginning of the 108 
" street of the Guide " (Iihuta'), watered a part of the rabad, and 
fell into the Nawkanda ariq. From the information given below 
it is evident that this Bukharan ariq oilly took its name from 
the town of Paylcaild (if the spelling of the name is correctly 
established by de Goeje) but, apparently, had no connexion at 
all with it. 

(6) Nawkanda ariq, which issued from the river near the 
"house of Hamduna." Into it flowed the waters of the other 
ariqs, and after irrigating part of the rabad it lost itself in the 
steppe, without serving to irrigate any agricultural lands. The 
name of this ariq (literally " newly dug ") leads to the supposition 
that it was dug later than the other ariqs, probably to drain off 
any superfluous water. I t  evidently flowcd in the western, 
particularly the south-western, part of the town. 

(7)  The Mill (Tgkhtna) ariq, which issued from the river 
inside the town at Nawbahal-, and irrigated part of the rabad. 
On this ariq stood many mills ; its waters flowed to Payltand 
and the inhabitants of the latter made use of it. In all proba- 
bility, therefore, the sluices mentioned by Maqdisi were near 
the Mazar gate. 

(8) Kushna ariq; it also issued inside the town near the site 
of Nawbahiir, whcre the rabad made use of its waters. There 
were many castles, agricultural lots and gardens on it ; it passed 
through Kushna and reached Miiymurgh, a village situated at 
a distance of one long stage from Nasaf (Qarshi)]. 

(9) liabal! (literally " revenue ") ariq; flowed out of the river 
near Rigist2n and reached the castle of Rabah ; there were nearly 
1,000 castles and gardens on it. 

(10) Rigistiin ariq; issued near the Kigistzn which used its 
water together with the citadel and the palace ; it reached the 
JalZl-Iliza castle. 

( I  I )  An ariq, whose name is not quoted, issued from the river 
near the Ijarndiina bridge (i. e. probably approximately the 

Bib/. Geog. Arab., i, 337. 



same place as the source of the Nawkanda ariq); it flowed 
underground to hawds situated near the Banii Asad gate 
(i.6. near the south-western side of the shahristzn) and its surplus 
water was discharged into the citadel moat. 

( I  2 )  Zughsrkanda ariq ; issued from the river in the locality 
called Waragh (here, probably, is meant the Ra's al-Waragh of 

109 Maqdisi), passed near the I DarwSzja gate, through the bazaar 
of the same name, thence to the Samarqand gate, and reached 
the Sapid-MSsha locality. Its course was a farsakh in length 
and there were many castles. gardens, and agricultural sections 
on it. I t  is plain that this ariq flowed through the north-western 
part of the town. 

We shall leave the comparison of these data with the actual 
conditions of irrigation in BukhZrZ to those who are able to 
prosecute topographical researches on the spot l. For the data 
on the quarters, streets, and edifices of the mediaeval city, we 
must linger first of all on the dzta relative to the shahristzn 
which we find in Narshakhi2. Qutayba divided the shahristin 
among the Arabs, and assigned the area from the Gate of the 
Bazaar to the New Gate to the Mudar and Rabi'a tribes, and 
the remainder to the Yemenites. On entering the town through 
the Gate of the Bazaar, " the street of the drunliards" (Kii-i- 
Rindan) was on the left; behind it was the Christian Church, 
which was subsequently converted into the Mosque of the Banii 
Hanzala tribe. On entering through the Shahristiin gate the 
street of Wazir b. Ayyiib b. H a s s ~ n  was on the right; it was 
also called " the street of the castle" (Kii-i-Kakh). Ayyiib b. 
Hassan, a contemporary of Qutayba, was the first Arab arnir 
of BukhZrH, and the succeeding amirs also lived here. The 
street and castle belonged to the dihqzn Khinab, who afterwards 
took the Muslim name of Ahmad. Near the walls of the 
shahristan were the '' wooden vegetable stalls" (Chiiba-i BaqqZ- 
En) and the " bazaar of the crackers of pistachio nuts." Near 
the Bani-Sa'd gate in the shahristiin was the castle of Hasan 
b. 'Alii Sa'di ; the street and gate bore the name of his father, 
' 1  There was no other castle like it, not even of the princes ; 
the locality within the enclosure built by Hasan brought in 
a monthly revenue of 1,200 dinZrs. Near the exit of the Banii- 
Asad gate was the palace of the Amir of Khuriisln. Near the 
Haqq-rah gate, about the north-western corner of the shahristzn, 
was still preserved and revered the cell of the Irnim Abii Hafs, 
and close by it were many mosques and cells. Not far from it, 
on the right hand side of the entrance through the New Gate, 

Cf. now the paper of T. Urnnyakov in  Shorni.4 TrrrJ. t'osf. /nsti/u/a, Tashkent 
1923. p. 148 sq. 
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was the nlosque of the Qurayshites, whose founder was the 
Qurayshite Muqztil b. Sulaymiin, patron (?) l of the famous 
Nabataean Hayyzn, who fought along with Qutayba. I 

The great tumulus mentioned above (p. IOI) ,  which was con- I 10 
sidered to be the tomb of AfrZsiyab, nras in the SZmZnid period 
regarded as pre-Islamic. The tomb of AfrZsiyab's victim Siya- 
wush was situated near the eastern gate of the citadel, and the 
fire-worshippers sacrificed a cock here before sunrise on the day 
of Nawrfiz. There existed songs in honour of Siyiiwush, which 
were known under the name of " Lamentations of the Magians."" 
In addition to the well-known castle in the citadel, there were, 
even in pre-Islamic times, royal palaces also in the liigistZn ". 
Besides this, great importance attached in prc-Islamic times to 
the locality in the south-east quarter of the town which was 
afterwards given the name of the "Gate of the mosque of 
Makh." Here there was the Makh-rfiz bazaar, where twice 
a year fairs were held at which idols (probably Buddhist figures) 
were sold; this heathen custom existed even under the SimZnids ", 
and the demand for idols was still so considerable that 50,000 
dirhams' worth were sold. The founder of this custom was 
supposed to have been the legendary prince Makh; according 
to the tradition there used to be a grove here, and the fair was 
held under the shade of the trees; the prince sat enthroned 
on the spot where in later times the Mosque was built, and 
encouraged the people to purchase idols. Later on the temple 
of the fire-worshippers was built on the spot where on the days 
of the fair the people gathered for Divine worship; in Muslim 
times one of the principal mosques was built here5. Already 
by the twelfth century S a m ' a n i q a d  heard this tradition in 
another version and recounts that Miilih was a fire-worshipper 
who accepted Islam and converted his house into a mosque. In 
SamCZni's time there was a permanent bazaar in the quarter of 
the " Gate of the Mosque of Makh." 

Finally, in the eigli th century, great importance was acquired 
by yct another locality, to which aftel- Qutayba's conquest of 

The word & , ns is  well known, hns different meanings ; it may signify client 
as well as 1,atroli. ?'he second is the more probable in this case, as IJayyin was 
a Nabatnc~n, I ~ n t  Mvlnqitil a Qurayshite. 

Nerchakhy, p. a I .  /b id ,  1'. aq. 
4 NnrshaLhi says that this custom "existed even in his own time." We may 

conclride frorn this Ihnt i t  was abolished at a date snbsequcnt to the birth of the 
author, which occurrccl in 286/R99 (Sarn'bi, J. V .  &), nnd before the compilation 
of his book (332/++3-.+). 

8 Ibid., pp. 18-19. At the present dny the mosque of Mikh is identified with the 
mosque of thc fosse (Mnghik) ;  cf. Bull. de I'Atad., V c . ,  1919, p. 9a6, and Sbornik 
Yost. Jvtst., p. I 5 r . 'T'he nlodcrll name " Mosque of MaphLk " for " Mosque of MPkh " 
is already meritioned by Narshakhi, p. 63. 

S. v. L&bI ; Yiqiit, iv,  380. 



the town the rich merchants of foreign extraction who were 
called Kash-Kushans retired ; Tomaschek supposes them td 
have been descendants of the Kushans or Ephthalites. They 
gave up their houses in the shahristiin to the Arabs and built 

1 1 1  for themselves elsewhere 700 castles, laid out I gardens round 
them and settled their servants and clients here, so that the 
population of the new town rapidly exceeded that of the old. 
The locality received the name of the " Castle of the Magians " 
(Kiishk-i RIughZn), and here for the most part were to  be found 
the temples of the fire-worshippers. When the Siimsnids settled 
in Rukhiirii, the commanders of the Guard began to buy up 
ground in Ktishk-i MughZn and raised the price to 4,000 dirhams 
per jift; Narshakhi, however, quotes a statement of Niih b. 
Nasr, according to which the price was once still higher and 
reaihed 12,coo dirhams per jift. According to the tradition 
a dispute arose once between the inhabitants of the castles and 
the Muslim population ; the castles were taken by storm, the 
gates broken down and subsequently used in the extension of 
the Cathedral Mosque. On the gate of each castle was the 
image of the owner's idol (probably the spirit-protector of his 
family) ; these figures were preserved also on the gates of the 
cathedral mosque, the faces only being erased. In the SSmZnid 
period two or three castles still remained ; in the twelfth century 
only a single door with the figure of an idol was still preserved 3. 

The site of the " Kishk-i Mughan," unfortunately, is not indi- 
cated ; as the " Gate of the street of the Magians" was opposite 
the present Imiim Gate, the " Kishk-i Mughall" should probably 
be sought for in the north-west part of the town. The "street 
of the Magians " is mentioned also by Narshakhi * ; between it 
and the "street of the dihqzns " was the Kharqiin bazaar. 

Of the Muslin1 buildings the Cathedral Mosque must of course 
be the first to claim attention 5. The first mosque was built by 
Qutayba in 94/713 in the citadel on the site where in former 
times there stood a temple of the idolaters, probably Buddhists. 
For the festival prayers, i. e. for divine service on the days of 
the two chief festivals ('id), a place in the northern part of the 
Rigistiin near the Ma'bid Gate was set apart. A new Cathedral 
Mosque, between the citadel and shahristiin, was built by the 
governor al-Fad1 b. Yahyii al-Harmaki (794-5). In 290/902 
the edifice was rebuilt and considerably enlarged by the Szmznid 
Isma'il, who bought up the neighbouring houses for the purpose. 
The mosque fell down twice a t  the beginning of the reign of 

In Narsbakhi, Al-i Kathkatha or KathkatbHn. 
Soghdiana, 106. The opinion of Tomaschek that the Kash-Kushans were 

Buddhists is refuted by Narshakhi's words quoted farther on. 
Nerchakhy, pp. 29, 47-8, 6 2 .  /bid., p. 56. 
[bid., pp. 47-51. 



Nasr (914-43), 011 the first occasion during the Friday service, 
resilting I in the death of many people ; the Government ordered I I z 
the building to be restored, and in addition a minaret was built 
in 306/918-19 a t  the expense of the wazir Abii 'Abdalliih 
Jayhani. It is this edifice which the Arabic geographers have 
in mind ; according to Maqdisi's description1 the mosque had 
several courts which were distinguished for their cleanliness. 
Close by this mosque was the chief weaving office in the town 2. 

There was another building as well, erected in 340/951-2 by 
the Amir Ntih b. Nags near " the  palace of the Amir of 
K h u r ~ s ~ n , "  probably in the south-western part of the shahristiin. 
Of this building we know only that it was still in existence in 
the twelfth century; it is probably the building referred to 
in the story quoted above from the translator of Narshakhi 
of the only remaining door a t  that period with the image of 
an idol, as the road to the palace of the Amir of KhurZsZn ran 
past this door. For festival services the Amir Mansiir in 
36o/y71 ordered a new place to be set apart at a distance of half 
a farsakh from the citadel gate, on the road to the village of 
Samtin. The site of the latter is not known, but it seems that 
the new place for festival services was close by the old 3. 

The Siim~nid cathedral mosque was burnt in 460/1068, during 
the struggle for the throne between the sons of Tamghiich-Khan 
Ibrahim; the wooden upper part  of the minaret was set on fire 
by combustible material thrown from the citadel, and the mosque 
thus destroyed. In thc following ycar it was restored, the upper 
part of the minaret being built of burnt briclts ; besides this 
a new edifice containing a maqgiira was built farther away from 
the citadel. This maqsiira, like the pulpit and mihriib, was 
carved in Samarqand. ArslZn-KhZn Muhammad ordered a new 
cathedral mosque to be built in the shahristzn ; the edifice was 
constructed with great magnificence and completed in 515/1121, 
and seems to have lasted till the conquest of Chingiz-Kh~n. 
The minaret built in ,521 * is still in existence to-day, and had 
apparently suffered no damage until the revolution of Sept. 
1920, whcn it was damaged by the fire of the besieging army. 
In 513/1 I 19 Arsliin-Khrin constructed a new place for the festival 
services near the Gate of Ibrahim, i. r.  in the same place where 
it is found to-day. In  the eleventh century the site was occupied 
by the palace of Shams-al-Mulk (1068-80) together with gardens, 
pasture lands, and menageries ; the locality was considered 
private (ghtiruq for qiiruq) and from the name of the founder 
was called Sli;ln~s,?b,?d. ShamsZbZd was kept up under Shams- 

' Bihl., (;cog. Arab., i i i ,  PRO. Nerchnkhy, p. 18. 
Thc village is mentioned in the 'Abdallah Nlma, MS. Asiat. Mus. 574 age, 

f. 116 h. 



1x3 al-Mulk's successor Khidr, I but afterwards fell into disrepair 
and was finally destroyed during the invasion of the Saljtiq 
Sultan Malik-sh5h (1089). There was also in B u k h ~ r ~  a 
"Syrian mosque " (Masjid ash-ShZm), which is mentioned by 
Sam'zni and Ysqut 

The  number of royal palaces built in BukhZrZ at  different 
times was fairly considerable. The  Amir Isma'il built himself 
a palace in the Jii-i-Miiliyiin locality, not far from the citadel 
and Rigistzn, which was considered the best palace in RukhZrZ3. 
Over the whole area from the RigistBn gate to the reed-covered 
field of Dashtak lying near the citadel, there were palaces, 
hostels, gardens, and reservoirs. The  name Ju-i-MiiliyZn was 
probably applied to one of the two ariqs mentioned in Isfakhri 
as flowing near the RigistBn, i . e .  either the RigistPn br the 
Rabah ariq and probably the second, on which according to 
Isfakhri, there were 1,000 gardens and castles. A t  the present 
day the name Ji-i-Miiliyzn is borne by a village a mile and 
a half from Bul;h2rZ4. According to Narshakhi's account this 
appellation was altered by the natives from Ju-i-Maw2liyZn5 
(" River of the clients ") as Isma'il built a house here for the 
members of his Guard and assigned for their use the larger 
part of the revenues from these lands. The lands in ancient 
times were the private property of the Bulchar-Khudats ; Isma'il 
bought Ju-i-Muliy,?n and Dashtak from Hasan b. Muhammad 
b. Tzliit ; the revenues from Dashtak were dedicated to the use 
of the cathedral mosque. The palace in JG-i-Illiiliyan was kept 
LIP until the end of the SZmZnid dynasty. 

Another palace, built by Nasr in the Rigistan ', remained in 
existence till the year 961 ; ;lose by werc the government 
offices. Under 'Abd-al-Malik (554-6 I )  the wazis Abii Ja'far 
'Utbi"to 348/959) built a magnificent mosque here. During 

I 14 the disorders evoked by the sudden dcath of 'Abd-al-Malik I the 
palace was plundered and burnt by the rebels ; the Amir Mansir 
ordered it to be rebuilt, but before even a year had passed 
another fire broke out, caused this time by an accident, due 
to the custom preserved from heathen timfs of lighting wood 

Nerchakhy, pp. 27-8. O n  the word "qnrug" see now A .  S. neveridge in her 
translation of the 135bur-Nlrnah, p. 81 sq., and my Orosherric 7irrkesfarta, p. 31. 
' Sqm'Hni, s. v. &W\ ; Yiqiit, iii, 144. 
Verchakhy ,  pp. 25-7. 

hiuhammad NarshaLhi, Kuss. trans. of N. Lykoshin, p.  38. 
Double form of the broken plural from the word &. 
I'lle r o d  J.! is here used in the same sense as % ill Nercllalhy, p. 83. 

' Nerchakhy, pp. 24-6. 
r 

T h e  translator of Narshnkhi, erroneously co~lfusing him will1 the author of the 
Ta'rikhi Yarnini (cf. above, p. ~ g ) ,  calls him Ahmad b. Ijasan ; (;nrtlizi in nne passage 
(i-xfs, p. 8) Ahrnad b. Uusayn, in another (7'exfs, p. 10) Uusayn b. Muhammad. 



piles on certain festivals l. The edifice was burnt to the founda- 
tions ; the property of the Amir was transferred to Jii-i-MiiliyZn, 
and the Rigistiin remained desolate thereafter. Maqdisi 2, how- 
ever, writing a t  the very end of the tenth century, still places 
the palace in the Rigistiin, opposite the fortress in a westerly 
direction. 

Some years after this fire, in 356/967, Man+ built a palace 
near the New gate, in the locality of Kiirak-i-'Alawiyiin 3. This 
palace, like Isma'il's, lasted to the end of the Siimiinid dynasty ; 
the ground was considered to be the property of the sovereign 
until the reign of Shams-al-Mulk, who presented it to the 'ulamii 
of Bukhara. Under the Qarii-Khgnids there is mention not 
only of Shamsiibiid, which has been described above, but of yet 
another palace of Ahmad-KhZn (d. 1095) a t  JiiybZr, i . e .  near 
the IbrZhin~ gate. Arslan-Khiin ordered this palace to be pulled 
down and re-erected in  the citadel ; a few years later he built 
a new palace in the DarwZzja quarter (i. e. in the north-western 
part of the town) in the street of Bi-Layth ; in  the same place 
two baths were built. Subsequently ArslZn-KhSn turned this 
palace into a madrasa, and built a new one for himself near the 
Sa'diibZd (Ranii-Sa'd) gate, i. e. near the south-western side of 
the shahristiin. 

Besides the names of quarters and streets already mentioned 
Sam6Zni cites the following: the street Jadid" street of the 
bench "as-Suffa) (" opposite the KhHnkiil.1 "), the quarter of 
Riw7, and the castle of FHriza near the Gate of the Square, 
i. e. the present Qarakul gate $. Narshakhi also, in his descrip- 
tion of the fire of the year 937" mentions the street of Hakiir 
(probably ( near the nriq of the same name in the western part 115 
of the town, between the Samarqand and Farjak gates1"). 

The streets of I3ukhal-a were remarkable for their width 11, and 
were pavcd with stone, which was brought frotn the hill of 
Warka, near the village of the same name, a t  the beginning 
of the mountain chain which runs eastward and separates the 
provinces of Samarqand and Kish 12. Sam'Zni I "  places Warka 

1 On this custom see Khanykov, @]isatti& R ~ ~ B h r s R a r ~ o  khnnstva, 11. 208. 
Rihl. C;L.og. Arab., iii, 280-1. Werchakhy, p. 2 7 .  Ibid., p. 28. 

~ n ~ n ' i i n i ,  s. 7). LS~?d. Ibid.,  S. V. J,&dI . 
YsqiIt, ii, 892. ; Sam'ti~~i, s. 71. ~2 . d' 
Sam6iini, s. v. G* MI. In Y;iqiIt (iii, 835) without the word '' castle" and without J> 

in~licntion of situation. Nerchakhy, p. 93. 
l o  \'aq" mentions also (iii, 88 I )  a place (py) in Dnkhlr i  called Farqad. 
l 1  Birll. t;'egq. Arab., iii, 284. l2 Ibi'r'., i, 3 I 2. 

S i  . . ($1. In Ysqiit (iv, 9 1 4 )  without definition o f  distance. On the 
U J  

~~reccding p a ~ c  (923) thc same villnge is mentioned by Ylqnt under the names - 



two farsakhs from BukhSrZ, on the road to  Nasaf (Qarshi). 
Notwithstanding the broad streets, even a t  that time, owing 
to  the density of population, the crowding in the town was 
noticeable ; this want of space was more evident in BukhZr~ 
than in all the other towns of the Siimiinid kingdom. For this 
reason there were frequent outbreaks of fire l ; in NarshakhiPs 
book we find a description of two such conflagrations which 
occurred in the reign of Nay-, in the years 317/gz9 and 325/g37 2. 

The second outbreak was particularly devastating; it is iote- 
worthy that although the fire enveloped a considerable part of 
the town and destroyed several bazaars, the damage was estimated 
at a little over ~co ,ooo  dirhams in all. The density of the 
buildings explains also other disagreeable features of the town 
(smells, bad water, kc.), to which Maqdisi and some poets4 
allude in the most vigorous terms. 

The environs of the city are divided by Istakhri into twenty- 
two districts, of which fifteen lay within the long walls which 
here also, as at Samarqand and Balkh, gave protection to the 
nearest suburbs. The construction of these walls was ascribed 
in the book of Abii'l-Hasan Nishiipiiri (see above p. 15) to the 
governor Abii'l-'AbbHs Fadl b. Sulaymiin at-Tfisi (783-7). They 
were built to protect the town and its neighbourhood from the 
incursions of the Turkish nomad:;; the adoption of this measure 
was proposed by Yazid b. Ghiirak, prince of Samarqand, who 
pointed to the example of Sughd, where, thanks to the building 
of such walls, complete immunity from danger had been attained. 

116 Gates and towers were built a t  a distance of half a mile ( between 
each. The whole construction was completed only in 21,5/830. 
Mas'iidi ', quoting the work of a certain Salmiiya (or Salmawayh) 
" On the dynasty of the 'AbbZsids and on the Amirs of Khuriis%n," 
says that the ancient wall which was built by some former 
Soghdian prince and had fallen into ruins was only restored in 
the time of Fadl b. SulaymZn. 

According to I$akhriJ the area protected by the wall of 
RukhZrZ measured twelve farsakhs in length by as much in 
breadth. 'I'he wall crossed the Samarqand road to the east 
of Tawawis, i. e. a t  a distance of more than seven farsakhs from 
the city!', and the KhurZsZn road a t  a distance of three farsalchs 

Bibl. Ccqr. Arab., iii, 281. 2 Nerchakhy, pp. 93-4. 
S Bibl. Geog. Arab., iii, 181. 
' fuurn. Asiat., 5 ,  i, I 84-5 ;,&A!\ &?, Eastern ed., iv ,  8-9. 

Bib/. Gtqg. Arab., i, 309-10. . . -  - 
8 Nerchnkh;, pp. 32-3. 

Bibl. Geog. Arab., viii, 6 j  ; Maqondi, Le /ivr.e dt Pave/-tisstmrnt, trad. par. 
R. Carra de Vaux, p. 96. 

Bibl. Geog. Ayah., i, 30.5. The erroneom statement made in the Russian original, 
that the length of the wall is not defined, was rectified by me in Zapiski, xix,  I 19. 

See above, p. 98. 



from the city l. Besides this, within the circuit of the wall were 
included the villages of Mughkan (five farsakhs from BulthZrii 
and three farsalths north of the KhuriisZn road) and Zandiin 
(four farsakhs north of BukharZ). The annual upkeep of the 
wall required a great deal of money and laid a heavy burden 
on the inhabitants; only in the time of Isma'il was immunity 
from external danger so far secured as to render it possible 
to release them from the imposition. After this the wall fell 
into ruins, and in the twelfth century it was called Kempirak 
(" old woman "). The ruins of these walls remain to the present 
day in the shape of a rampart known to the natives under the 
name of Iceinpir-duval; they have been examined by N. F. 
Sitnyakovsky and more recently by L. Zimin % On the north- 
east the rampart is " on the boundary of the cultivated tract and 
the bare steppe, which extends eastward from the rampart to 
Kermine" ; its northern side runs partly along the high left 
bank of the Zarafshiin. 

The spelling of the names of the districts of BulihZrH and 
their positions are in some cases doubtful ; some of them received 
the name of the ariqs irrigating them, which are enumerated in 
12talihri and Narshakhi ". These ariqs are the following : 

(I) Rarminia ariq ; the district of this town is called Yasir (?) 
in  Istalihri. 

(ij Shiipiirlt2m ', which took its name from the Persian prince 
Shzpfir, who settled in BulthZrS, received 1 lands from the 1 1 7  
BukhSr-I<hudiit and built here the castle and village of Wardiina ; 
the ariq was directed towards this village. The rulers of Wardiina, 
who bore the title of Wardiin-KhudZts, were until the beginning 
of the eighth century the rivals of the Bukhiir-Khudats ; WardZna 
was even considered to be older than Bukhiira. The village was 
of great importance strategically (as a frontier point against the 
Turkish nomads), commercially, and industrially H. In later 
times this locality was the tiimen (district) of Vardanzi, a con- 
siderable portion of which was buried by sand in 1868 !'. 

Bib/. Geog. Arab., vi, rg ; viii, 6s. Ibi(f,, i, 315. 
J'rofok. jri0.k. kr tchka @h. nlzhrol., Year 111, pp. 89-92 ; xx, 145 sq. L. Zimin 

states that remains of the wall arc preserved not only on tlie north-east, where they 
were seen by Sitnynkovsky, h i t  nlso on the south-west, on thc road to Khur5siin. 

Bibl. Geo,q. A!-nb., i, 310-11. Neichal;hy, pp. 30-31. 
~ i t n y a k o v s k y  stntcs ( lz~yesf.  Tttlii.. ot4cC. Rosr. Gco,~; Obshchistz~a, i, I a I sq.) 

that many of thesc ariqs have preserver1 their names tlown to [lie present dny ; cf. my 
review in Zajiski, xiii, or 15  sq., arid 01-oshenic 7irrX.eslana, I 19 sq. 

A'Zm is n local term in Ih~khiirii for onq (cf. Oroshctzir Yttrkestarta, p. 29). 
Sitnyakovski translated the worcls Klm-i  Zar and Jo- i  Zar by I' large and small Zar," 
from this it may I)e conclutled that the local word denotes larger channels than the 
l'ersian Yt: (or Jtiy) ( ih i l f . ,  p. I lo). 
' Nerchakhy, p. 14. 
' Tomaschek, J'qlrdinrtn, 108. The  tiimen was called also by tlie name of the 

channel (now Shiihrli5m); 'Abdalllh Nlmah,  cod. Mus. Asiat. 574 age, f. 385. 
Near the v i l l n ~ e  of 'Arab-Khlna the channel now divitles into two, the o!d and 

I 



(3) Upper Kharqiina. The district of this name was outside 
the great wall, probably near the village of KharghZnkath men-. 
tioned above (p. 98), north of the Zarafshiin, opposite Karminiya. 

(4) KharqZnriid ; this ariq probably irrigated Lower Kharqsna, 
a district situated within the great wall. Kharqanriid, according 
to Istakhri, extended to the village of Zfish ; the latter, accord- 
ing ib Sam'Pni and YZqi t l  was near Niir, i.e. approximately 
twenty farsakhs from BukhZrZ. 

( 5 )  GhZw-Khitfar; apparently the same ariq is called in 
Istakhri NajjPr-Khitfar (perhaps for BukhZr-Khitfar). I t  irri- 
&ted the district of the same name and extended to the village 
of Kharrnaythan2 (in YZqit) or Khurmithan (in Sam'sni), the 
position of which is nowhere indicated. According to Narshakhi 
GhZw-Khitfar was not an artificial ariq ; the water itself had 
made its own bed there. It is to be identified with the modern 
channel of Gudiar or WZbkand-DaryZ (so named from the village 
of Wafkand on the way to KhwZrazm 3, ; Khanylcov also speaks 
of this channel as a natural bed of the river 4. Branches from 
this channel irrigated also Zandana and RZmithana. 

(6) SZmjan; this ariq, as we have seen, is also called Riid-i 
Jargh (so in Istakhri) and HarZmkZm, and crossed the Sarnarqand 
road four farsakhs from RukhZrZ. In this locality probably 
wcrc situated the districts of Hither Samjan and Farther SZmjan 
mentioned in Istakhri. The basin which received the remaining 
waters of the ~ ' irafshsn was also called SZrnjan '. 

( 7 )  PaykZn (" arrow-head ") ; flowed to the village of Warka 
mentioned abovc (p. I I I )  whence the stone was taken for the 
streets of BukhZrZ. I 

118 ( 8 )  Upper FarZwiz (or Farawaz) ; the district of this name, 
like the two following, lay within the great wall ; the ariq 
reached the village of Ubf iq~r  (?) '. According to Narshakhi8 
tllis ariq had been dug in the Muslim period. 

(9) L ower Fariiwiz, with the district of the same name; the 
ariq bore also the name of Dhaymfin, which was the name of 
t l ~ e  ancient village two and a half farsa1;hs from 13ukh5r5 along 
the road to Paykand 9. 

the new Shi6rkHrn. J. Muquart (Chvorro(qgii, (1. 6 2 ,  where lie gives an errnlleolls 
translation : Shihpiir kHm Wunsch tles Shlhpiir ") itlentifies ffarrl5na with the Chinese 
Fn-ti ; cf. also Chnvannes, Docnr~renfs, V r . ,  Index. 

Yiqfit, ii, 959 ; Sam65ni (s. v. >,)I) appends the worrllr Ib\ Ir) ("in my 
opinion "). 

c) 

~ i q m ,  ii, 4 2 7  ; Snrntlni (3. v. 
Cf. Ihn Ratoutah, iii, 11. 0ji.r. Btrkhar. k/rarrsf?~n, 32. 

" Kcrchakhy, p. 1 7 .  In cle C;oejels edition u ~ .  
' According to Itn  H ~ w q a l  (Bibl. G e p ~  A~a6. ,  ii, 380) to the village of RiwqHn. 
Werchakhy!  p. 53. 
" Sarni5ni, r. v. &+dl. The name of the village to which the nriq flowed ( in  



(10) ArwZn, with the district of the same name ; it reached to 
the village of BZnab, of whose position there is no indication 
either in Yaqiit or Sam'Zni. 

(11) Gifar ; it is difficult to say with which of the ariqs 
mentioned in Isfakhri this should be identified. Probably the 
same ariq is mentioned in Sam'Zni a and YZqit by the name of 
Jifar, in the accouilt of the village of Udana. 

(12) Zar (in Istakhri adh-Dhar) ; this was the name of the 
main city ariq o f ' ~ u k h ~ r ~  (now ShBh-rid) ; the same name was 
borne by one of the districts of BukhZrZ. 

(13) Nawkanda ; according to  Istakhri this name was borne 
by two ariqs, one of which flowed to FarZna (?), the other to 
Nibsgh al-Amir (the new garden of the Amir). The latter can 
hardly be identical with the village of WanifBgh, in the neigh- 
bourhood of TawZwis ; if it were, the second Nawkailda ariq 
would have irrigated the district of that town. 

(14) Farakhshah ; reached the village of the same name (other 
forms of the name met with are Barakhshah4, Warakhshah 5 ,  

Afrakhshah, and Faralchshzh G, which was situated a t  a distance 
of one day's journey, or four farsakhs from BukhZrB, on the road 
to KhwZrazm, and was called also Dakhfandin 7. According to  
Narshakhi there were twelve ariqs here. Farakhshah I was 119 
situated within the great wall ; from very ancient times it was 
the private property of the BukhZr-KhudZts and was reckoned 
to be a more ancicnt town than HulchZrZ. Here was the old 
palace of the Hulihzl--KhudZts which had existed, according to 
thc tradition, for more than 1,000 years. I n  the eighth cciltury 
it was restored by the I3ukhZr-I(hudZts Ichunuk-Iihudzt and 
Runiyzt. The propcrty of the RulchZr-Khudzts, which brought 
in an annual revenue of 20,000 dirhams, was confiscatcd by the 
SSinBnid Isma'il, who proposed to the inhabitants to convert 
thc palace into a cathedral mosque, but was unable to  fulfil his 
aim The palace was destroyed by order of Ahmad, soil of Nil! 
b. Nagr, who recluircd material for the construction of a palace 

tle Goeje's ctlitivll Fzral), which is impossible) must probably be rend THr5b-a village 
ncar Ichunbfin, situa~ed at a distance of four fnrsakhs from 13ukhPrl on the K l i u r ~ s ~ n  
roatl. Cf. YiirlGt, ii, 474;  i i i?  487 ; Sam'zni, s. V .  +\ Ihl\. The two Fnriiwiz still 
I,t-nr the snlne name to-clay. U J 

~ , ? q i I t ,  i, 482. 
SarnlHni, s. 7,. &,)\ (+u\ 44 ,gj ~e) fi i&); the word should 

- 0  

1" rhnp be rent1 ,A;=. In E'iiqC~t ( i ,  399) these wortls are not fonnd. - 
" Snm'dni, s. 71. ~ b i i J 1 ,  In YBqiit (iv, 942) position not indicated. 

Bihl. Ccog. A),arS., i l ,  360; iii, 282. 
Wcrchnkhy, pp. I 5-16. from which the follo~ving dctails of the village are taken. 
"am'iui, s. v .  ,by\, l'iiqfit. iii, 869. 
7 Thc ~~ronuncintion of this name is givcn in Sam15ni and YZqfit (ii, 558). 
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near the gates of the citadel of BukhZrZ. In Waralchshah " the 
New Year of Agriculturists" was celebrated five days earlier 
than the New Year of the Magians. The name of the ancient 
village has been preserved in the name of a large hill near 
the village of RZmithan (cf. below). 

(15) Kushna ; this ariq has already been mentioned in the list 
of the city ariqs (see p. 105). 

(16) Ramitan (RZmithana), reaching to the village of the same 
name. The fortified village of Ramitan2, which has retained its 
name to this day, was one of the most remarkable in the neigh- 
bourhood of BukhZrZ. I t  was considered to be " Old BulchZrZ <'" 
i.e. the ancient residence of the rulers of the province of BukhZrZ ; 
even after the foundation of BukhZra', the local rulers not in- 
frequently passed the winter a t  Ramitan. Its foundation was 
attributed to the mythical AfrZsiyZb; his rival Kay-Khusraw 
founded opposite Ramitan, i .e .  on the other bank of the ariq, 
the village of Riimush where he built the temple of the fire- 
worshippers which was still in existence in the time of the 
SZmZnids. The temple a t  RZmush is mentioned also by Rirtini ; 
it was here that the Magians celebrated one of their most 
important annual festivals. A t  Ramitan there was a temple 
of the idol worshippcrs 6. In Maqdisi's time the neighbourhood 
of Ramitan was ruined and desolate O. 

( I  7 )  Khiima ; reached the village of the same name, of whose 
position nothing is known. 

Thus of the fifteen districts situated within the great wall 
(Zar, Farghidad (?), Sakhar, TawZwis, Birq or Biruq (?), Lower 

120 Kharqzna, Riima (?), Najjiir-khitfar or Bukhgr-khitfar, I Gakhush- 
tuwzn, Andiygr-Kandmzn (?), Hither SZmjan, Farther Siimjan, 
Lower Fariiwiz, Arwan, and Upper Farawiz), six cannot be 
connected with definite ariqs, nor have we any data to enable 
us  to define their geographical position. Of the six names only 
GZkhushtuwZn (in Arabic Kgkhushtuwiin) is mentioned by 
Sam'Zni and Y5qi t7 ,  and that without defining its position. 
The names of villages are quoted by the Arabic geographers 
apart from those of the districts, and on that account we do not 
know in which districts Kamitan and Farakhshah, for example, 
were situated. 

Zimin i n  Prot. Ttrrk. knrzhka, xx, 131. 
Nerchakl~y,  pp. 14-15. 
Bibl. Geog. Arab., iii, 282. 
Chro~rology, trans. by E. Sachau, p. 1 2 1 .  
Nerchakhy, p. 6. 

8 This is all that  Maqdisi tells us ; he does not say anyth ing  about "immense 
remains of the ancient ci ty" (L.e Strange, Lands of the Eastel-tt Cctl@hn/e, p. 461). 
Le Strange's mistake was rectified by me in Zafiski, xvii, 0106. On Harnitan at the 
present day cf. Zirnin in I'rotok. Turk. krztalrka, xx, 146 sq. 

1 Ylqiit, iv, 212. 



As regards the seven districts beyond the great wall (Jazza (?), 
ShZh-bakhsh (" gift of the prince "), Yasir (the district of Kermine), 
Upper KharqZna, RZ~nand or Gharqand l, Paykand and Firabr 
(Farab)), we can fix the positions of Yasir, Upper KharqZna (see 
above p. I 14), and the two last, which lay on the Khur%Zn road. 
The area from Bukhara to the bank of the Amu-Darya is 
described in sufficient detail 2. A t  a distance of one and a half 
farsakhs from the town was the village of Mzstin, or RIZZsti, 
which was considered one of the most ancient villages of 

; in the twelfth century it was deserted and waterless 5. 

Two and a half farsalths from BulthZrZ lay the village of Dhaymiin, 
mentioned above; farther on, three farsakhs from the city, the 
road intersected the wall. On the right-hand side of the 
road, and still within the wall, was the village of I<hujZda 
(three farsakhs from Bultharii and one farsalth from the road), 
and that of MughkZnG (five farsakhs from BulzhZrii and three 
farsakhs from the road). Outside the wall, four farsakhs from 
HukhZr5, was situated the village of Kllunbiin, and close by 
it the village of TZrab 7. I n  the area between Khunbiin, TarZb, 
and Ramitan Qutayba was once surrounded by the Soghdians 
and Turks 8. 1 

Finally five farsalths from BukhZrZ lay the town of Paykaild 9, 121 
which was regarded already in the pre-Muslim period as a large 
trading centre. Like Ramitan and Farakhshah, Paykand was 
older than BukhZrB ; it was called "the copper city" or " the 
city of the merchants I"." The local merchants carried on trade 
with China, and even a maritime trade (probably with the trans- 
Caspian provinces). Each village of the province of RukhZrZ 
possessed a rabit (military station or kZrawZn-sarZy) near the 
gate of Paykand; there were more than a thousand of such 
rabzis, and in them were kept detachments to counter Turkish 

It is ~~oss ib le  that s-c.3 should be read in place of &ij. Sam'lni (s. v. J ~bi'!) thinks that the village of Quzghgh.nd is situated in the neiphbourhood 
of Samarqand. 

a Uihl. Gco,~.  Arab., vi,  ~ y .  
According to Qndiimn (Bibl. Geox. droh., vi, 156) 5 farsaklis, in consequence 

of which the clistnnce Irom HukllHra to Amul in this author is 3$ farsakhs more 
( a 2 f  farsakhs) than in Ibn lihurdldhbih; but this is not confirmed by other data. 

Nercliakhy, p. 6. Sam'iini, s. 2,. +,U!. 
fl nihl. Gco,~.  AI.RJ) , i, 3 I 5.  

s n ~ , . ~ n ~ ~ i ,  r. n. J,A and ? I  &!I ; YZqfit, ii, 474 ; iii, 467 (where the words U J I I 

c;l+k ~ l c  arc omitted). Khujlda is also mentioned by Sam'lni (s. or. LS.rGg) as 
a I n r ~ c  village with a mosquc. 

Eierclinkhy, p. 44. 
Ihicl'., pp. 16-17; Bibl. Geog. Ayah., i, 314;  iii, 281.  

lo Tahnri, ii ,  r 186. On the copper town " or copl>~,er castle" as a term of mythical 
geography" cf. Marquart, Z.D.M.G., xlix, 639 and Brcinshahr, yp. 83, 93. 



assaults. The beginning of the decay of the rab5fs (they were 
obviously no longer necessary when immunity from external 
danger had been secured) is put by Narshakhi in 240/854-,j ; 
by the time of Maqdisi a number of the rabats were in ruins, 
though the town was in a flourishing condition in the SZmZnid 
period. I t  was surrounded by strong walls, and the town within 
the inner wall ' had only one entrance ; there were two bazaars, 
one in the town, the other in the suburbs. The cathedral mosque 
was celebrated for its mihrab, which was gilded and ornamented 
with precious stones, surpassing in its gilding all other inihrabs 
in Transoxania. The town was on the edge of the steppe and 
for that reason there were no villages in the neighbourhood ; 
only westward from it and at  the very edge of the steppe was 
the fortified village of Amdiza. Near Paykand flowed the 
Har5mkZm ariq which did not always reach as far as the town ; 
its waters fell into Lake SZmjan. The names Harsmkgm and 
SPmjan show that this is the same ariq as that which intersected 
the Khur5sZn road four farsakhs from Bukhzrii (see above pp. 
99, I 14) ; its superfluous water, according to  1:talchri 2, returned 
to the river. The SZmjan basin is mentioned in the twelfth 
century also under the name of BZrgin-i farakh ("extensive 
basin") and finally under its present Turkish name QarZ-kiil 
(" black lake ") ; thcre was a vast quantity of fish and birds here. 
Between Paykand and Firabr, which has already been described 
above, stretched a sandy steppe, occupying an area of twelve 
farsakhs 3. 

The town of Paykand, like many others, fell into decay after 
the fall of the Sanl~nid kingdom ; at the beginning of the twelfth 
century ArslZn-Khan made an attempt to restore it, even built / 

122  himself a palace here, ancl wished to dig a new ariq for the town. 
The town was situated on a hill, but not a high one. The Khan 
ordered it to be cut through, to provide a channel for the water; 
but it turned out that the hill was composed of stony strata, and 
after vain attempts which swallowed up much money and 
cost many lives, the enterprise was abandoned. The impractica- 
bility of making a conduit for the water was probably one 
of the causes of the impermanence of Arsl~n-Khiin's buildings ; 

This is evidently the sense of the word in this passage, ns often in Maqdisi 

(cf. on the same page py js# and j*, a d  p. 291, 8 & j 
L -&Iy). 

L p? 
J J 

Bibl. Gegq. Arab., i, 31 1. From these data, it would sccm, it may bc deduced 
that the Znr nriq and the Mill nriq (pp. 104-5) were branches of the UnrH~nkZm nriq. 

Sambini  (I. v ,  cSA\) and Yzqiit (iv, 234) mention also a " large village," 
Arabic al-qaryat al-knbira, Pers. dih-i buzurg, near the Jayhiin (Amu-Dnl-ya) in  the 
neighbonrl~ood of BukhirH (so SamlHni). 



Sam'Zni already only found ruins here, in which some Turkmen 
families were living. Sam'Zni saw also traces of the rabsts, whose 
number, according to his statement, fornlerly reached 3,000. 

Narshakhi describes also the following villages of BukhZrZ : 
( I )  Nur 2,  present Nur-ata, to the north-east of BukhZrS; near 

the hills. The village had a cathedral mosque and many rabzts; 
it was famous for its tombs of saints, to which pilgrimages were 
made. Being situated on the fi-ontier between the cultivated 
region and the steppe, the village must also have been very 
important strategically ; it is mentioned as a fortress in the 
history of the struggle of Muntasir, the last SBmBnid, against 
his enemies ? At  a distance of one farsalch from N i r  and twenty 
from BukhZrZ, was the village of SichZr or Chichar 4. 

(2) Afshina, a fortified village 5 Maqdisi "laces it to the 
west of Bukharz. Qutayba even built a mosque here, and 
Afshina may therefore be identical with the station of Masjid 
mentioned in Tabari 7, at  a distance of a farsakh from BukhZrZ. 

(3) Rarkad 8, an old village with an ancient fortress. The 
Amir Isma'il bought this village and divided its revenues among I 
the descendants of 'Ali (sh), the poor of BukhZrZ (1/7), and his 123 
own heirs (1/7). 

In different places in his work Narshakhi mentions the villages 
of Iswiina " Sakmatin, Samtin lo (see p. ~ o y ) ,  SZmdGn l1 (perhaps 
identical with the former), Sufna, Siwanch 12, and GhijduwZn or 
Ghujduw~n 13 ,  which is put by Sam'Zni (who spells it GhujdawZn 14) 

Samllni ,  s. 71. CS&~\ (where the letter , alter the ilumernl has probably been 
z 

inserted by error). A very brief account of the present state of' the ruins is given by 
N. F. Sitnyakowsky (Prof. Turk.  kr.tralrficz, I ~ t h  Dec. I S ~ G ,  p. 20). According lo  
this there arc nine small villages on the Yayknnd ariq, and two mlles distant from 
them, "on  rising ground, are preserved the ruins of a foitification, in the shape of 
3 rectangular quadrangle, and riiins of human habitations." T h e  picture and description 
in Pumpelly, Explorations in TurX.estart, 1903, p. 10, give a totally erroneons view 
of the remains. 12 detailed description, with an account of the excavations made 
by him, was published by L. Zimin in Pvofokoly, Wc., xviii, 59-59; xix, 63-131. 
Thc ruins of the ancient city are called Old Yaykand (Paykand-i kuhna) ;  there 
is a130 n modern l'ayknnd which appears as R fortress in the history of the nineteenth 
century. The  ancient town had a circumference of no more than 678 sazhens (a little 
over seven fti~longs) and one gate (as in Maqdisi'e description); the objects found 
by the excnvators (especially the copper coins) seem to belong to  the Slmlnid  period. ' Nerchakliy, pp. 10-1 I ; Ylqiit, iv, 8 2 2 .  

Ihil i . ,  p. 225. Ylqiit, iii, 40. 
Nerchakl i~ ,  p. 14. In  Sam15ni and YiiqGt (iii, 902) Ui; YHqtit has also - , O f  

(i, 3.30) i a  I. 
B i h l .  Geog. Aml, , iii, 2 8 2 .  Tnbnti, ii, 1516. 

Nerchakhy, p. 14 .  The village is mentioned in Sam'Zni (s. u. C C ~ ~ I )  and Yzqat 
(i, 589) withoat inclicntion of its position. 

@ fiid., p. 5. lo [b id . ,  p. 6. 'I Zbtil., p. 3a .  
Ibid., p. 66. 

>U LCji ,.y i?j 



at  a distance of six farsakhs from BukhZrZ, and credited with 
great commercial importance. The village has preserved the 
name of Ghijduwzn to the present day, and it is irrigated by 
the KharqZn-rid or Kalkan-rid; it is the " Lower Kharqzna" 
of the medieval geographers. In modern writings the district 
(tumen) is named sometimes after the village (tiimen of Ghijdu- 
wZn), and sometimes after the ariq (tumen of Khanqzn-rud) I .  

Narshakhi mentions also the village and fortress of Narshakh 
or Narjaq (on whose position see below). In Maqdisi also 
we find some names which are not mentioned by the other 
geographers, namely, Awshar (a big village with many 
gardens, on the frontier of the Turkish territories), Zarmitan 
(a fortified village with a cathedral mosque), and Wakhsiin 
(a big fortified village). According to Maqdisi there were 
several large villages in the neighbourhood of BukhZrZ which 
were fully equal to towns, but had no cathedral mosques; 
in accordance with the Hanafite doctrine permission to build 
a cathedral mosque outside large towns was very unwillingly 
given ; even the inhabitants of Paykand obtained this right with 
great difficulty 4. 

T o  conclude our survey of the Zarafshzn basin it remains for 
us to enumerate in alphabetical order the villages named in the 
dictionaries of Sam'zni and YZqUt 5, which are not mentioned 
by the geographers. 

These names are as follows : 

Cf. my Oroshenie Turkestana, p. I 20.  a Nerchakhy, p. 67. 
3 Bihl. Geo, Arab., iii, 282.  

Cf. Snm'lni, t. v. #I, on the questionoTbuilrlingaFriday mosque in Karminiya. 
A s  is  well known, SamLlni's dictionary was Yi iq~t ' s  chief source ; some villages 

named by Sam'Pni are, however, not mentioned a t  a11 by Ylqr~t ,  ant1 Yiiqfit sometimes 
omits SamLHni's statements regarding the position of the villages. In drawing u 
list we have take11 as  our model the list of villages in the district of Merv i::i 
up  by Professor V. A. Zhukovsky (Racv. Stavavo hlcrva, pp. 35-48). 

T h e  task of determining the exact prontlnciation 01 the names is complicated 
by the fact that  the Arahic writers tried to atlapt these names to the laws of Arabic 
pronunciation, by not allowing two consonants aftrr a long vowel or three after 
a short vowel. T h e  traces of this endeavour are visible in both Sam'lni and YPqat 
in the case of those words which thcy knew only from written sources; Sam'ini, lor 
example, gives a totally incredible reading, Sangahst for Sangblt  and Surkhaknth 
for Surkhkath. I n  such cases we have found it possible to  pay no attention to his 
vocalization. SamLHni is somewlint less dependent on Arabic phonetics than Ylqiit ; 
for example, where Sam'lni writes Sfitkhan, k'iiq'it has Sotakhan ( i ~ i ,  183). In  tho^ 
names whose pronllnciation they had themselves heard, both Sam'ini and YBqfit leave 
Arabic phonetics aside; a particularly characteristic example of this is the name 
Ghawshfinj quoted by Yiiqfit (iii, 825). I t  is especially important to f ix the pro- 
nunciation of the terminations which recur in a lnrge number of names, and which 
undoubtedly have themselves a meaning as  words. In this matter, Sam'lni enables 
us to  correct some inaccl~racies in YBqtit, as, for example, to restore the reading 

faghn for faghan. 



Name. References. 
Sarn'itll, s.v. Yiiqkt. 

Afshawgn J ~ Y I  i, 330 
Aghdfin &+YI i, 319 

Aghziin J i, 319  

Andaq u U Y \  i, 374 
Anikfardar (?) - i, 393 

- ~ 

Anjiifarin or  Anju- +2gYl il 371 
firill 

Asmand, see Usmand. 
Bab - i1 437 
Baba . i,  4 5 2  

Babish &.W\ i, 445 

Badhikhiin I i, 531 

Bandimash i, 745 

Remarks. 

4 farsakhs from B u k h s r ~ .  I 23- 

Village in neighbourhood of '33 
BulihZrii. 

Probably the same as the pre- 
ceding, as Y8qiit rightly 
remarks. 

Neighbourhood of BukhHr3. 
3 fars. from Samarqand ; 

probably identical with the 
modern Urgut (the western 
part of the village is even 
now called Andak), though 
the distance is somewhat 
greater. 
ro fan. from Bukhars. 
Without indication of spell- 

ing. Neighbourhood of 
Bukhara. 

99 9 9 

in Sam13ni's opinion. 
Neighbourhood of BukhHrH. 

9 9 9 ,  

or perhaps of Sanlarqand (so 
Yaqa t). 

4 fars. from BukhBr'a, near 
Illughk'an (see above, p. I I 7)  
(in the facs. ,.,b). Sam- 
'gnl passed here on his 
way back from SurmHrZ (see 
below). The  village had 
formerly been inhabited by 
Sh2fibites, but in the twelfth 
century it was inhabited by 
Hanafi tes. 

Neighbourhood of Samar- 
qand, in Sam'Pni's opinion. 

Neighbourhood of Bukhsrl 
(probably identical with 



Barfashkh j">l i, 568 
(facs. 7 4 b) 

BarrHn, Ruriin~, \ i, 540 
or Fawr'in (facs. 7 0  b) 

Barskh~n (in YI- &I i, 565 
qiit Barsukhiin) (facs. 74 b) 

Basba I i,611 G ,  
(the facs. 
has 
&I) 

Rasikayir Y $ ~ I  i, 624 

Binkat i, 746 s 
B lrmas ' MS. As. i, 785 

Mus. f. 69 
(not in 
facs.) 

Rurs'in - i, 565 
Butayin or Butanin ~ 4 1  i, 490 

and 
L&l 

Dakhfandiin &,s~iJIl ii, 558 

Bad'akad, or perhaps with 
Barkad, see p. I r 9). 

3 fars. from Samarqand on 
the road to Ishtikhan. 

In the cultivated area (sawad) 
of Bukhara. 

Neighbourhood of Bukhzrii. 

5 fars. from Bukh'ir'i. 

2 fars. from Bukh~r'i. Sam- 
'Zni halted here on his way 
back from Barr'aniya (prob. 
Barran, see above). 

Neighbourhood of BukhZrZ. 

, 9 1)  

Neighbourhood of Ishtikhan. 
Neighbourhood of Bukh'irz. 

The names Birmas and 
Dimas (see p. 99) may be 
taken to be Turkish words 
(lit. " will not give" and 
" will not speak "). We do 
not, however, definitely put 
forward this explanation as 
we have no ground for the 
supposition that there were 
already Turkish villages in 
Transoxania in the twclfth 
century. 

Name of a district, calledp.1 
by Igtakhri (B.G.A., i, 322)  

and mentioned under this 
name by Y'iqiit himself 
(i9 93). 

Neighbourhood ofsamarqand. 
~ a i f :  a fars. from Dabssiya, 
between this town and 
Arbinjan. 

Neighbourhood of RukhPra. 



Name. References. 
Sanz 'in?, s. a. Yiqkl. 

Darziw u>j,Sl\ ii, 567 

Dhakhinawa ~j+Jl iil 7 17 
Dhamn13 Jill ii, 721 
Dhar'ayna ++!I ii, 7 19 
Dhibad~vSn &l,~&Jl iil 727 
Dizak UJ I ii, 7 r o 

FPgh I iii, 845 
U 

Faghandiza (in Y. y;r&WI iii, go4 
Fagh~ndiz) 

Faghdin or Fagh- ~ j d I  iii, go4 
diz (it1 k'sqiit (sic) and 
Fighdin or Figh- c;+i.d\ 
dizl 

~ a ~ h i f a d  - iii, go4 
Faghitlisin or Fa- L+-l iii, go4 

ghitisin 
Fiimin I iii, 848 

Fariib dl,alI iii, 860 

Farjay5 &.,~l\ iii, 869 

Fa~hfiq &~b!l iii, 844 
Fawriin see Barriin. 
Fayy &I iii, 936 

Fuy~dhsiin (in Y. &jWl iii, 926 
I;iy%dasiln) 

Remarks. 

3 fars. from Samarqand on 123- 
the road to QnpvPn (see 133 
below). 

3 fars. from Samarqand. 
2 fars. from Samarqand. 
Neighbourhood of BukhHrH. 

Neighbourhood of Bukhgrs. 
Neighbourhood of Samar- 

qand. 
11 9 ,  

in Sam'Hni's opinion. 
Neighbourhood of BukhHrB. 

In Soghd. 
Neighbourhood of Bukl15rii. 

8 fars. from Sarnarqand, at 
the foot of the mountains 
near the dam;  the same 
name is even yet borne by 
a village in the district on 
the former frontier between 
Russian and Bukharan terri- 
tory. 

Neighbourhood of Samar- 
qand near Yazn (in the 
facs. u ,  -perhaps Muzn ?). 

Neighbourhood of Samar- 
qand. 

Neighbourhood of Bukh8r~. 

Between Ishtikhan and Ku- 
shiiniya ; it is, of course, the 
name of the ariq mentioned 
above. 

14 fars. from Samarqand, in 
neighbourhood of Arbin- 
jan (?). 

Neighbourhood of BukhHr~. 



Name. References. 
Snm'ini, S.V. Yipzit. 

123- G%gan or Jsjan .. +* 11, 4 
' 3 3 G h a d h S n o r G h a -  2lWI iii,q76 

d hsna 
Ghashid, Ghashida, 3 4 1  iii, 803 

Ghash~i or Gha- 
shita 

Ghishti, perhaps &I iii, 828 
Ghishta (in Y. 
Ghishati) 

Ghudhashfardar ccJapiAI iii, 776 
(in Y. Ghu- 
dhashfard) 

Ghujdawiin (in Y. iii, 775 
Ghujduw'an) 

G hunjir c/I - 

G hiirajk +.$I iii, 82 I 

Ghiirashk iii, 823 

G hushdiin d l ~ d l  iii, 803 

jdhaj or Idhilj LSetj?yl 4 41  7 
and 

u?)LYI 
Isbiskath ~ Y I  i, 238 

(facs. 2 9 b) 
Isfaranj &,.LYI i, 248 
Isksran dlc~l  i, 2 5 1  

Ismithan +Yl i , 2 6 5  

Isl%n (in Y. IstH) &LI i, 240 
- 

Jakhzan or Jakh- ~~4 ii, 36 
zana 

Xenzarks. 

Neighbourhood of B u k h ~ ~  3 

9 ,  

(probably identkal with 
Ghashid). 

Neighbourhood of Bukhgrii. 

6 fars. from BukhSrS. 

Neighbourhood of Samar- 
qand. 

Neighbourhood of Ishtikhan. 

Neighbourhood of Samar- 
qand (probably identical 
with the preceding). 

District of M~ymurgh, 2 or 
3 fars. from Samarqand. 

Neighbourhood of Samar- 
qand, near Sh~wd5r  moun- 
tains. 

3 fars. from Samarqand, near 
ShiiwdPr mountains. 

2 fars. from Samarqand. 

In  Soghd. 
I or  2 fars. from Dabiisiya ; 
reckoned as in neighbour- 
hood of ICushaniya (i.e. 
situated to the north of the 
Zarafshzn). 

Neighbourhood of Kushzniya, 
not far from Samarqand. 

3 fars. from Samarqand. 

Neighbourhood of BukhnrH. 
Neighbourhood of Samar- 

qand, in  Sam'~ni 's opinion. 



Name. Rftvenccs. 
L i t t ) t ' ~ ? t i ,  S.V .  YcZpki. 

Icabiidh u;j&l iv, 234 

ICafsisiwiin or Icaf- J ~ I  iv, 2 9 2 

shishiw~n 

Kamara or Karnan cS#l iv, 304 
Kamard G3sl iv, 304 

Kamarja I d  iv, 304 

KPmdad or  Kiim- ~ ; J J . A ~ I  iv, 230 
diz 

Kandasarwiin c;) I JY dl iv, 309 
Kandukin - 5 d l  iv, 3 10 6.. 
K ~ r z a n  (in Y. KP- j iv, 224 

ram) 
Kassdun LS i3LJj1 iv, 2 73 

Kaththa G,dI iv, 239 

K~yishkan (in Y. I iv, 228 
IcPshkan) 

Khakanja - ii, 457 
Khnkhsar (in Y. ~+li ii, 385 

KhPkhasr) 
I iha r~d in  

J 
ii, 408 

Khariijar or KharP- cSflp ii, 4 08 
jara 

4 fars. from Samarqand, near 123- 
FPI-an (?). 

Neighbourhood of Bukhsra. 
= 33 

(In facs. of Sam'gni spelled 
probably by error Icafisi- 
siwPn.) 

Neighbourhood of Bukh~rii. 
Neighbourhood of Samar- 

qand or  (generally) in Soghd; 
Idrisi (see p. I 5 )  was already 
uncertain of its situation. 

7 fars. from Samarqand. In  
this fortress an Arab army 
was besieged in I I 0/7 28-9 '. 

Neighbourhood of BukhPr5. 

1 9  9 )  

Half a fars. from Dabisiya. 
Neighbourhood of Arbinjan. 

Neighbourhood of Samar- 
qand. 
4 fars. from Bukhiirg on way 
from Surm'arii to Mughkgn. 

Neighbourhood of BukhHr~. 

9 ,  , I  

2 fars. from Samarqand, in 
district of Dargham. 

Neighbourhood of BukhPr~. 
I fars. from Bukhiir~, in dis- 
trict of Upper Farzwiz ; 
perhaps the same as the 
village called Khayriikhara or 
Khayznkhaza (S. s. v.  919, 
with lacuna in the facs., 
Y. ii, 506), 5 fars. from 
Bukh'rr% near Zand~na.  . . 

Kharghan cj,c,Jl 11, 423 Neighbourhood of Samar- 
(tin error qand, in district of Abghar. 

for €) 
K h a r q ~ n  31rg ii, 4 2 4  8 fars. from Samarqand, with 

a rab8t called ,.,b,~. (?). 

Tabnri, i i ,  1516-o3. 



ATame. Referencts. Remarks. 
Sam'iint, s. v .  Ya'qGl. 

I 23- Khartang &j/U ii, 418 3 fars. from Samarqand. The 
I33 famous scholar Muhammad 

b. Ism~'i1 al-Bukh~ri, author 
of the collection of Hadiths, 
died and was buried here 
(256/8110)* 

Kh'iwu? - Town above Samarqand. 

K haydhashtar or L+d ii, 506 Neighbourhood of Ishtikhan. 
Khandashtar (so 
Y. : S. does not 
indicate the vowel 
on the first letter) . . I<haz\~lPnorKhazh- cjQ 11, 440 Neighbourhood of BukhPrL 
w3n 

lihudabad G a l + l ~ u  ii, 405 5 fars. from BukhPr~ on the 
edge of (Y.) or on the way 
to (S.) the steppe, one of 
the chief villages. 

Khudfiran (in Y. &l)d ii, 406 Neighbourhood of Samar- 
Khud faran) qand. 

XChudhBnd G d l ~ U  ii, 407 ~f fars. from Samarqand. 
Ichudisar L+d! ii, 406 One of the frontier-stations 

(39') of Samarqand, in 
province of Ushrilsana. 

li humithan 4 i 7 Neighbourhood of Samar- 
qand. 

Khurnhhisara(in Y. G+ ii, 470 Neighbourhood of Buhk%r%. 
I< humkhaysara) 

lchunamata iii, 474 9 8  9 8  

U ii, 4 2 7  Khurmithan (in Y. r . ,  , 7 J J t 

Kharmaythan) 
I(hush3ghar (?) ii, 444 j J  ¶ #  

(without 
vowels) 

Khushilfaghn (in U ~ i  ii, 447 Large and rich village between 
Y. I<l~ushfifa- Ishtikhan and ICushHniya '. 
$an) In the twelfth century it was 

called " The Bridgehead " 
(ra's al-qantara) and wan 
considered to be the most 
agreeable place ( r j ~  41) 
in Soghd. A fortress of the 
same name (in Persian Sar-i 
~111) is mentioned, as we 

' Jatlging from this description the Khoslliifi~ghn of Sam'Zni and YBqSt is not 
identical with the Khushiifnghn of Ibn KhurdSdhbih and Qudiima (Bibl. Geog. Arab., 



I(hushurt8 - ii, 445 
ILhuzSnd @IjB ii, 436 

Kufin iv, 293 

Kunda or ILund c S d l  iv, 309 

Kundikath 6 . & d l  - 
RI~jandiin L I iv, 379 
hlajarm iv, 3'79 

RIajbas or Majbast +I iv, 4 18 
(in S. Rlajubs or and 
Majubsat) 4 1  

Mankath - iv, 671 
hlarghbih >+>I iv, 500 

Rlazrankan or Maz- I iv, $2 I 

ranjan (i.e. Mez- (or 
rengen) 

hlidhy~majkath iv, 47 2 
(in Y. Mndh- 

Remarks. 

shall see later, in the account 123- 
of Chingizkhiin's campaign ; 133 
the village of Sar-i Pul is 
mentioned in hIiy8nka11 
again in the sixteenth century. 
In  1885 Prof. N. I. Vese- 
lovsky examined the ruins 
of this fortress, " very in- 
teresting in its construction ", 
which are situated 4 m. 
from ILatta-Icurgan 8. 

Neighbourhood of BukhSr3. 
2 fars. or less from Samar- 
qand, perhaps the same as 
I(hudh8nd. 

Neighbourhood of Bulrh~rii, 
or a place in BukhSr8 itself. 

Neighbourhood of Samar- 
qand. 

In  district of Darghan~. 
5 fars. from Samarqand. 
Neighbourhood of Samar- 

qand. 
Neighbourhood of 13ukhBrB. 

Neighbourhood of Iiarminiya. 

jlrnajkath) 
nligh &,I iv, 7 1  7 Ncighbourhood of Bulih8r~. 

- 

2il! iv, 7 1 7  Neighbourhood of Samar- 
qand, in Sam'ani's opinion. 

vi,  20, 156)) whn locate it R fnrs. from Samarqand on the road to Z i i rn i~~ ;  between 
I ! i ~ k n t h  (see p. 94) and Khushiifaghn lay the QatwZo stelq3e. It is possible that 
t l i c~e  is a mistnlic l~cre  on Sam'Eni's part, which if i t  were s o  would be explained 
Iby the fact that J<husliOfaghn,exactly like the village betwecn Ishtikha~i and KushHniya, 
llorc the nnmc. of Snr-i plil (the exihtence o f  R l~ridge in this locality is proved by the 
tlnnle oI the station I\-anterrr~yi nrosl (Stone ]{ridge)). 

MS. As.  Mus. 574 aKe ('Abdalliih-NHmnh), f. 275 a. 
Z a f i s R ~ ,  ii, 2 2 5 .  I'rof. Veselovsky writes incorrectly Sary-pul (Yellow Bridge). 



123- Mijdiin 
133 

Miz 

L~)+N iv, 419 

- iv, 82a 
(from 

'Umr H- 
ni ) 

Mudhyankan (in & & i l l  iv, 472 
Y. hIad h y ~ n  kan) 

I'vIudhyiinkath &dl ivl 450 
(in Y. Madh- 
yiinkath) 

hlurzin (in Y. Maz- &;>I iv, 5 2 I 

rin) 
RIUA &I iv, 521 
Muznuwl (in Y. c5)j$l iv, 52 I 

Maznaw2) 
Nnfakhs (in Y. &WI iv, 732 

N~fakhsh) 
Nahl 3i" iv ,765 
Nakabiin or Naqa- Uj#l iv, 803, 

biin (in Y. Nakbiin and 811 

or Naqbiin) j$l 
Narshakh &A\ - 

Nawa iv, 81 5 

Nawfar - iv, 8 2 4  
NawjPb~dh (in Y. ujbb$l iv, 821 

Niijsbndtl) 
Nawkadak (in Y. Jd91 iv, 826 

Niikaclak) 
Nawkhas (in Y. &.$I iv, 8 2 1  

Niikhas) 
Nawziibatl (in Y. &~&lj+\ iv, 8 2 2  

Nazzbad) 
NujHnikath &a' - .  iv, 7.44 

Niikand ydd~ iv, 826 

Neighbourhood of Bukh'ar~. 
T h e  name of this village was 
pronounced Bizdiin by the 
Bukharans. 

Village three days' journey 
from BukhSrS and Samar- 
qand. 

Neighbourhood of Bukhar~.  

99 ,, 
(obviously identical with the 
preceding). 

Neiglibourhood of Bukh8rB. 

3 or q fars. from Samarqand. 
q fars. from Samarqand. 

2  fars. from Samarqand. 

Neighbourhood of Bukhara. 

9 ,  9 ,  

(not far from Wiibkana- 
see below). 

2  (in Y. 3) fars. from Samar- 
qand, not far from Wadhiir 
(see p. 94). Sam'iini passed 
here on his way back from 
W a d h ~ r  to Samarqand. 

Neighbourhood of 13ukhgrH. 

Neighbourhood of Ishtikhan. 

Neighbourhood of Bukh'irs. 

Small town in neighbourhood 
of Samarqantl near Ushrii- 
sana, in Sam'Zr,i's opinion. 

Neighbourhood of Samar- 
qand, in Sam'Hni's opinion. 



Panj or Panj-r~dak i, 74 2 

QatwZn j\+\ iv, 139 

Quzghund cS&..ii]I iv, 87 

RHghin (in Y. RP- &)I'\ ii, 734 
~ h a n )  

~ikhiAawZ (in Y. I ii, 7 7 2  
Rakhiniin) 

I 

Rakund &A$\ - 
Raman (in Y. R5- L+l,ll ii, 738 

mani) 

Rastaghrar (in Y. ~,i&Jl ii, 778 
Rastaghfir) 

Razrnsz or Raz- ~ j 9 I  ii, 176 
m2n 

Righdamiin (in Y. cs'y~>\ ii, 888 
Righnclmfin) 

Rihhshan (in Y.  $@-)I ii, 885 
Rikliashn) 

Riwartiin 339.931 ii, 891 

Riwda or Riwd ~593' ii, 890 
ROdhfaghkad (so Ls~5&jj,ll ii, 833 

l'aqii t )  (sic obvi- 
ously in 
error Tor 

c S L j , ) )  

Neighbourhood of Samar- 123- 
qand (birthplace of the poet 133 
Riidaki). 

5 fars. from Samarqand. In  
Sam'gni's t ixe  there was a 
cathedral mosque here and 
the tombs of the Relievers 
who fell in the celebrated 
battle of I I q I l. 

Neighbourhood of Samar- 
qand, in Sam'zni's opinion '. 

Neighbourhood of Dabiisiya. 

3 fars. from Samarqand. 

Neighbourhood of Samar- 
qand. 

2 fars. from 13ukhgr5, not far 
from Ichunbiin ; in Samr5ni's 
time this village was lying in 
ruins. 

Neighbourhood of Ishtikhan, 
perhaps the same as Kustu- 
faghn or Rustaghfaghn (see 
below). 

I fars. from Rukhiirg. 
G or 7 Tars from Samarqand, 

between Ishtilihan and I<u- 
shii~~iya. 

4 fars. from Bulth~rZ. 

Neighbourhood of Sarnar- 
qand, in Sam'gni's opinion. 

Neighbourhood of I3ukhPrii ; 
mentioned i n  fourteenth 
century as residence of Uah'i 
ad-Dill Nnqshband. 

Neighbourhood of I3ukhar5. 
Neighbourhood of Samar- 

qand. 

1 For the sitc of the plain of Qatwhi see the description of the Syr-Darya basin below. 
SCC above, 1). 1 1 7 ,  n. I .  

K 



~1'11nr e. XtJtre)~ CCS. Remarks. 
Scrm'ini, s. v .  Yipit. 

r2g- Ruffin 
I33 Rustufaghn (in Y. 

Kustaghfan, pro- 
bably in error for 
Rustaghfaghn) 

Sabadllmiin, Su- 
t~adhmCin, or Sa- 
bndhiin 

Sabira or Sibsra 

j4>\ ii, 796 Neighbourhood ofsamarqancl. 
I ii, 778 Neighbourhood of Samar- 

qand, now the village of 
e i i - A ,  where there is 
shown the grave of Abu'l- 
Hasan Rastafighani (sic), 
who is called in Sam'sni 
Abu'l-Hasan 'Ali b. Sa'id 

... ar-Rustufaghni '. 
J~~.JI 111,  31 Half a fars. from BukhZrZ. 

g+JI iii, 36 In the cul~ivated area of 
IJukhara. 

p.;CL.lI iii, I r 5 Tars. from Samarqand, in 
 he neighbourhood of Ishti- 
khan a. 

&&-!I iii, 106 Neigl~bourhood of Arbinjan. 

Sa k biyiin &&I iii, 106 Neighbourhood of Bukh~ra,  
near B'lmijkath (see p. 99). 

Samijan iii, 147 Neighbourhood of Sarnar- 
qand, near Merv (?-so in 
SamC3ni). 

Sangb~th  or San- J ~ I  iii, r 68 Neighbourhood of' Arbinjan. 
aabiith 

Sanjufin (in Y. iii, 162 In Usrishana, near Sarnar- 
Sanjafin) qand (i.e. prol~ably in district 

of Eiirnamadh, see above, 
P. 94)- 

Sardar(in S. *J/.) iii, 7 4 Neighbourhood of Bukhara. 

Ssrkirn j$JUl iii, 9 In cul~ivatetl area of Bukhar'a. 
S l~ib jan  (in Y. &,WI i i i ,zzg Neighbourhood of Samar- 

Sh~ba jn )  qand. 
Shamidiza J " ~ I  iii, 324 , I , I 

... 
Sharafdan (locally 111, 2 7 Neighhourhood of BukhPr'a. 

pronounced Shi- 
ra fdan) 

SbZwkan - iii, 245 l v  ) , 

See Vyntkin, Ilfnteriuly, V c . ,  p. 49. 
' Cf. the tlescri1)tion ~ i v e n  by Vyatkin  (R$  Bk. ..Tantar. fro;r,., vi, 2 5 2 )  : "Slghaj 

was situatecl N.W. of Sarnnrqand in  the valley of the Zarnfsl~ln,  about four versts 
from the village of Yangi-kargan, wherc at the prescnt rlay there are to I)e seen ruins 
and gravestones covering a large area." The most flourishing pcriotl in the history 
of Sfigharj was when, under Uzbeg rule (especially that of t h e  Janids), it was the 
capital of a separate l~rincipality. 



ATarne. References. 
Sarn'iini, S.V .  YZpt2l. 

Shikistan ;&I iii, 311 
U 

ShirghPwshiin ujJ~j\sj+ll iii, 35 2 

ShirwZn 31+11 iii, 352 

S h i y ~  or Shiy3n Jwl iii, 345 

Shiikhniik (in Y. I iii, 333 
Shiikhaniin) 

Siyiira or ~ i ; ~ z a  uj\J\ iii, 2 0 7  

Subidhghuk u ~&JI iii, 36 
Sufrad~n (in Y. jl3U1 iii, 97 

Sufrsdan) 
-. 

. . . Sughd~n 111, 94 
(Isom 
'Urn- 
r h i )  

Suskhkat cs I i ii,12 

Sutifaghn or Suti- U 4 1  iii, 39 
P~rrhna 

~u t ' han  &I iii, 39 
U 

Siitkhan >+I iii, I 83 
Siiyanj - iii, 2 0 2  

Tatlhan j j W l  i, 810 

Remarks. 

Neighbourhood of Bukh'ir~, I 23 - 
in Sam'iini's opinion. In 133 
Sam'sni's copy o l  the book 
Qarzd (see above, p. 15) 
it was stated that this village 
belonged to Kisll, but in the 
margin was the correction 
that it mas really situated in 
the neighbourhood of Bu- 
khars. 

Between Ishtikhan and Ku- 
shgniya. 

Neighbourhood of Bukhgrs. 
Neighbourhood of BukhiirH, 

near Bamijlzath. 
4 fars. from Bul<h'arti. 

Neighbourhood of Samar- 
qand. 

Neighbourhood of BukhZrB 
(probably identical with 
Sabisa). 

Neighbourhood of BukhsrB. 

In Gh:lrjis~Zn of Samarqand 
(i.e. prol)ahly in the moun- 
tain district of the Upper 
Zarafsl~iin). Surkhkat is 
men~ioned by 'Awfi (Lub'ib, 
i. 179) as the birthplace of 
Majjtl ad-Din 'Adnsn. 

3 fars. from BulihBr'l. 
Neighbourhood of Bukh5r~.  

' 9  > 1 

r v  9 9 

Neighbourhood of BukhBr~ 
(probably identical with 
B,?dan) 

Neighbourhood of Bukhsr'i. 
K 2 



Name. R flerences. Remarks. 
Sanz'iini, s. v. YGqlf. 

123- Taghama - 
= 33 

Takhsrnjkath &&I 

Takhsi uo+^ill 
Tarab 3)'JJ' 

Tarwakh or Tir- > ) J l  
wZkh or  Tar5kha and 
or Tazzkha (in cjl,,UI 
Y. Tarskha and 
Turw~kh~, local ly  
pronoullced Ta- 
r'ikhs or  Til-a- 
kh5) 

T i m  - 

Tiidh uijJ I 

Tumtar 
Tumushkalh 
TurbBn 

Turnswadh 
Tiisan 
Tush kidaza 

Tiiskas (in Y. Tii- 
sak'as) 

fJdana 

Urukhs 

Usmand (in Y. 
Asmand or Sa- 
mand) 

WPbkana (in Y. 
W'abakna) 

iii, 832 In  the cultivated area (saw~d) 
of Bukh~rii. 

i, 828 Neighbourhood of Samar- 
qand. 

i, 828 5 fars. from Samarqand, in 
district of Abghar. 

iii, 487 Neighbourhood of Bukh~ra,  
near Ichunbiin. 

i, 833, 4 fars. from Bukhar~.  
847; 
iii, 534 

i, 908 (on Village in Soghd. 
authority 
of I bn al- 
Faqih, 
not in de 
Goeje's 
edilion) 

i, 891 3 fars. from Samarqand, near 
WadhZr. 

- 
- i, 873 

i, 874 
&LJI i, 833 

&,Lil i, 844. 
+,MI iii, 562 - i ,  852 

i, 894 

;a Y1 i, 399 U J 

SIJI iv, 872 

Neighbourhood of Bukhsrii. 
9 ,  ,, 

5 fars. from Samarqand, near 
Farankath. 
Neighbourhood of Bukh~rZ. 

# , ,, 
Neighbourhood of Samar- 
qand. 

I fars. from Samarqand. 

Neighbourhood of Bukh5rB, 
in district of Jifar (? Gifar) 
on the ariq of the same 
name (see p. I r 5).  

q fars. from Samarqand, near 
the Shswd'ir mountains. 

Neighbourhood of Samar- 
qand. 

3 fars. from Bukh5rB ; men- 
tioned also by Ibn BattGla ' 

Voyages d'lbn Batoutoh, iii, a 1. 



Wanandiin UJ ; 41 iv, 942 

Waniikgh usbj,!l iv, 942 

LVaziighar ujljJl iv, 926 

IVaz~vin 
LVibawd (in Y. 

Way bawdha) 
Yasirkath 

Yiighank 
Yiilihastin (in Y. 

Yiikhashtin) 
Zabaghduwsn or 

SabaghduwZn 
Zilgharsars (in E'. 

Zgharsawsan) 
Zakiin 

iv, 926 

iv1 944 

iv, 1021 

iv, 1044 
iv, 1043 

ii, 914 

ii, 907 

ii, 938 

- . . 
Ziimithan or Ziimi- 11, 909 

thana 

Zand ~&jJ l  ii, 951 
Zandarmithan ii, 95 1 
Zarakhsh +..jJI ii, 9 2 3  

Zarangara or Za- ~ ) ~ j ~ ~  iil 926 
ranjara 

ZarkarPn cZ/J I<-\ i i ,925 

Zariidiza 1 ii, 928- 
929 

Zawir I I ii, g r o  13 j 
Z2z (in Y. ZZr) c5jljJl ii, 906 

. . 
Zirnliq (in Y. Zirn- &)I 11,  91 4 
liqa) 

Remarks. 

on the journey from Kho- 123- 
rezmia to BukhZrH; now 133 
Vafkend. 

Neighbourhood of Bukharf, 
on the Har 'amk~m ariq ; 
Sam'gni stayed here on his 
way back from Barrsniya 
(see above). 

Near Tawawiz. 
Neighbourhood of Samar- 
qand. 

Neighbourhood of Bukh'ara. 

I fars. from Samarqand. 

Neighbourhood of Samarqand. 
Neighbourhood of Bukhar~.  

Neighbourhood of Samar- 
qand 01- Nasaf. 

Neighbourhood of Samar- 
qand, hetween Zarnliin and 
Kamarja (see above). 

Neighbourhood of BukhPrB ; 
elsewhere (ii. 739) YPqGt 
himself calls the form ZZmi- 
than, a mistaken spelling 
(on the part of 'Umr~ni)  of 
the village of RPmithan (see 
above, p. I 16). 

Neighbourhood of BukhZrL 

7 9  I I 

5 fars. from Bukh5r~.  

In  Biizmiijan district of 
Samarqand. 

4 fars. from Samarqand, near 
the Kish pass. 

Neighbourhood of Ishtikhan. 

# 9 98 

Neighbourhood of Bukhiirz. 



The roads uniting BukhZrZ and Samarqand with Balkl, 
passed through the valley of the Kashka-Darya, which, though 
yielding in importance to the valley of the ZarafshZn, was never- 
theless remarkable for its fertility. In modern times, when thc 
richest part of the Zarafshzn valley was included in Russian 
territory, the Icashka-Darya valley was the granary of the 
Khanate of BukhirZ, and the town of Qarshi was reckoned the 
second town in Rukharan territory. 

The name Kashk-riid, which is evidently connected with the 
present name of the river, was borne, according to  Ibn Hawqal I ,  

by the district in which the head-waters of the river that flows 
134 past the southern gate of Kish were situated. I Ry its northen1 

gate passcd another branch, the Asrid, flowing from the Siyiim 
or SinZrn mountains ; as we have seen, this name was borne by 
the mountains from which the Karatagh-Darya flows, so that it 
was probably applied to all the northern part of the Hi$ir chain. 
In the SiyZm mountains was the fortress where, in the seventies 
of the eighth century" the prophet Muqanna' shut himself up 
with his adherents, and for some years successfully repulsed the 
attacks of the Arabs. Resides the streams already named the 
following also are mentioned : JZj-rid, one farsakh north of Kish, 
the present Uizel, on which now stands the town of Kitab; 
Khushk-riid, one farsakh to  the south of Kish, the present 
Kyzyl-su or Yakkabagh-Darya ; KhuzZr-rid, eight farsakhs 
south of Kish, the present Khuzar-Darya or Katta-uru-Darya *. 

The town of Kish5, now Shahrisabz (according to the local 
pronunciation Shaar-sabiz), was once regarded, if Ya'qiibi is to 
be believed" as the most important town in Soghd; in the 
SZm~nid period it was falling into decay, which is perhaps to be 
attributed to the rise of Samarqand and BukhiirZ. Here too 

Bibl. Gco,~. Ayah , i i ,  376. 
In de Goeje (I'iibl. Gtqq Arab., i, 324 ; iii, 181) Nahr al-Kasslrin. The MSS. also 

give the name Nnhr al-liay$ibin to the channel and the acljoini~~g gate; in the Persinn 
translations as well we  f i nd  the names Kud-i KazurHn <corresponding to the Arabic 
knsszr) and 12iitl-i It  asslbln. 

The year of the beginning and of the end of the insurrection are differently 
reported in different sources. In sl~pyort of Narshakhi's ncconnt (p. 7 a ) ,  nccording 
to which Muqannn' took refuge in his fortress for fourteen years, only the testimony 
of Ririini can be cjuotecl (C'hrorrolop'e, ed. Sachae, p. a I I ,  trans., p. 194). 

The main river is called by the Chinesc Tn-mo (Chavannes, Doclimcnts 1-46), nnd 
i s  mentioned undcr the same name ( p  J) even in the history of Timiir (lafir-Nat~rah, 
Calc. ed., i, 158). I' 

Brit. Cfog. Arab., i, 324; ii,, 375-7 ; iii, 2 8 a .  The name shoiild properly be 
spelled Kishsh ; the local pronnnciatlon, quoted by Yiiqfit (iv, 174) on the authority 
of Ibn MHkCiIg (on the latter see above, p. 10) was Kiss. The modem spelling Kesh 
is confirmed by the eliithet dilkcsh (Kesh-i dilkesh). The modern name (Shahrisabz, 
" Green City ") appears for the first time on coir~s of the fotirteenth century. 

a Bib?. Ceog. Amb., vii, a99 ; cf. Marclunrt, Chronolo~ic, V c . ,  p. 57. Frcm Chinese 
sources Morqunrt states that the city was bliilt only in the seventh century (Erirrshahr, 



we have, as usual, a shahristan with four gates: (I) Iron Gate, 
(2) Gate of 'Ubaydallah, (3) Gate of the Butchers, (4) Gate of 
the inner city. We havc no data to determine the situation of 
these gates ; only the name of the river affords some reason for 
the belief that the '' Gate of the Butchers " was on the southern 
side. In the SZmZnid period the shahristiin and citadel were in 
ruins, and the only inhabited part was the rabad, with two 
gates, those of the outer town and of RarkanZn; the village of 
Barkanan was in the immediate vicinity of the town. Near the 
rabad the building of a new town was proceeding. The length 
of each side of the town was a third of a farsakh (about I+ miles). 
The houses were built of clay and wood. In the shahristzn was 
the prison and the cathedral mosque, and in the rabad were the 
bazaars; the palace of the governor was outside the shahristan 
and rabad, in the MusallZ locality, i.e. near the place where the 
festival prayers were held. The climate of Kish was considered 
to be very unhealthy. I 

Ibn Hawqal enumerates sixteen districts in the province of 13; 
Kish : (I) NIiyZn-Kish, (2) Riidh, (3) BalZndarSn, (4) RZsmZyin, 
( 5 )  Kashk, (6) ArG, (7 )  Bizmajan, (8) Siyam (or Sinzm), 
(9) AI-ghan, (10) JZj-rid, (11) KhuzZr-rid, (12) KhuzZr, ( I  3) 
Siirida, (14) Inncr Sang-gardak, (15) Outer ~ a n ~ - ~ a r d a k ,  
(16) MZymurgh. The order in which these districts are 
enumerated evidently bears no relation to their situation. The 
names of the districts prove that included in the province of 
Kish were the modern Khuzar Beghate, and even the valley of 
the river Sang-gardak, though the town of the same name, as we 
saw (p. 74), is mentioned among the towns of SaghZniyZn. The 
Kashk-rid and SiyZm districts were probably on the upper 
reaches of the Kashlta-Llarya ; the name Miyiin-Kish was prob- 
ably that of the district of the town of Kish, the name Siiriida 
that of the area along the course of the river Arsiid or Surud l. 
Of the greatest importance was the district of Khu~al- ,  which 
included the towns of Subakh a, Nawqad-Quraysh, and Iskifaghn 
(or Iskifaghan). Siibakh was, according to I$akhri3, on the 
main road betwccn Nasaf and nalkh, at a distance of one stagc 
from the formcr, and, according to Ibn I;lawqal 4, at a distance of 
two farsakhs from Kish. In spite of dc Goeje's view, the second 
figure is undoubtedly wrong, and instead of "two farsakhs" 
should bc read "two marches," as in Isfakhri 6. On this basis 
Siibakh may bc located on the sitc of the present Guzar a more 
accurate transcl-iption would bc Khuzar). According to !$ amlZni 
it was six farsakhs from Nasaf to Stibakh. Nawqad-Quraysh 

The Intter form is found i n  one MS. of Mnqdisi (Rib/. Gcog. Avab., iii, 182) .  

a According to  Sami5ni (s. v. &A\) and Ylqtit (iii, 182).  

Rihl. Gcog. A)  ah., 1, 337. 4 Ibid., ii, 403. Ihid., i, 343, 



The roads uniting RukhZrZ and Samarqand with Balkh 
passed through the valley of the Kashka-Darya, which, though 
yielding in importance to the valley of the Zarafshiin, was never- 
theless remarkable for its fertility. I n  modern times, when the 
richest part of the Zarafshiin valley was included in Russian 
territory, the Icashka-Darya valley was the granary of the 
Khanate of BwkhZrZ, and the town of Qarshi was reckoned the 
second town in Bukharan territory. 

The name Kashk-riid, which is evidently connected with the 
present name of the river, was borne, according to Ibn Hawqall, 
by the district in which the head-waters of the river that flows 

134 past the southern gate of Kish were situated. I By its northern 
gate passed another branch, the Asriid, flowing from the Siyiim 
or SinZm mountains ; as we have seen, this name was borne by 
the mountains from which the Karatagh-Darya flows, so that it 
was probably applied to all the northern p7rt of the Hisar chain. 
In the SiyPm mountains was the fortress where, in the 'seventies 
of thc eighth century 3, the prophet Muqanna' shut himself up 
with his adherents, and for some years s~~ccessfully repulsed the 
attacks of the Arabs. Resides the streams already named the 
following also are mentioned : Jiij-riid, one farsakh north of Kish, 
the present Uizel, on which now stands the town of Kitab ; 
Khushk-rud, one farsakh to the south of Kish, the present 
Kyzyl-su or Yakkabagh-Darya ; Khuziir-rid, eight farsakhs 
south of Kish, the present Khuzar-Darya or Katta-uru-Darya 4. 

The town of Kish 5, now Shahrisabz (according to the local 
pronunciation Shaar-sabiz), was once regarded, if Ya'qubi is to 
be believed" as the most important town in Soghd; in the 
SZmZnid period it was falling into decay, which is perhaps to be 
attributed to the rise of Samarqand and Bukhzr,?. Here too 

Bidl. Geob47. Ayah , ii, 376. 
In de Goeje (Iiibl. Geog Amb., i, 324; iii, 182) Nahr al-Kassirrin. Thc MSS. also 

give the nnme Nahr al-ICassiibin to the channel and the adjoining gate; in the Persian 
translations as well w e  find the names Klid-i Kazurin (corresponding to the Arabic 
kasfsr) and Kiid-i Kass5bln. 

"The year of the heginning and of the end of the insurrection are difierently 
reportcd in different sources. In support of Narshakhi's accollnt (p. 7a) ,  nccording 
to which Muqnnna' took refugc in his fortress for fourteen years, only the testimony 
of I3irfini can be cluotetl (C'/lronolop'e, ed. Sachau, p. a I I, trans., p. I 94). 

The main river is called by the Chinese Ta-mo (Chavannes, Documcnts 146), and 
is mentioned under the same name ( i) even in the history of Timbr (Zafir-Narrrnh, 
Calc. erl., i, 158). fJ 

Brit. Ccqq. Arab., i, 324; ii, 375-7; iii, 2 8 a .  Thc name should properly hc 
spelled Kishsh; the 1oci-i-1 pronnnciation, qnotcd hy Y i i q ~ t  (iv, 174) on the authority 
of Ibn MPkSlii (on the latter see above, p. 10) was Kiss. The modem spelling Kesh 
is confirmed by the e1;itllet dilkesh (Kcsh-i dilkesh). The modern name (Shahrirabz, 
"Green City ") appears for the first time on coins of the fourteenth century. 

Bill. Ge0.q. Arab., vii, 199; cf. Marquart, Chronolqqic, V c . ,  p. 57. Fr tm Chinese 
sources Marquart states that the city was bnilt only in the seventh century (ErdrrsAaRr, 
P- 304). 



we have, as usual, a shahristzn with four gates: (I)  Iron Gate, 
(2) Gate of 'Ubaydallah, (3) Gate of the Butchers, (4) Gate of 
the inner city. We have no data to determine the situation of 
these gates; only the name of the river affords some reason for 
the belief that the '' Gate of the Butchers " was on the southern 
side. In the SZmZnid period the shahristZn and citadel were in 
ruins, and the only inhabited part was the raba?, with two 
gates, those of the outer town and of Rarkaniin; the village of 
BarkanZn was in the immediate vicinity of the town. Near the 
rabad the building of a new town was proceeding. The length 
of each side of the town was a third of a farsakh (about I +  miles). 
The houses were built of clay and wood. In the shahristzn was 
the prison and the cathedral mosque, and in the rabad were the 
bazaars; the palace of the governor was outside the shahristan 
and rabad, in the Musallii locality, i.e. near the place where the 
festival prayers were held. The climate of ICish was considered 
to be very unhealthy. ( 

Ibn Hawqal enumerates sixteen districts in the province of 13; 
Kish : (I)  MiyZn-Kish, (2) Riidh, (3) Balandaran, (4) RZsm5yin, 
(5) Kashk, (6) Asti, (7)  Biizmsjan, (8) Siyam (or Sinam), 
(9) Arghan, (10) JZj-rfid, (11) KhuzZr-rid, (12) Khuzar, (13) 
Siirfida, (14) Inner Sang-gardalc, (15) Outer Sang-gardak, 
(16) Maymurgh. The order in which these districts are 
enumerated evidently bears no relation to their situation, The 
names of the districts prove that included in the province of 
Kish were the modern Khuzar Beghate, and even the valley of 
the river Sang-gardak, though the town of the same name, as  we 
saw (p. 74), is mentioned among the towns of Saghiiniyan. The 
Kashk-riid and SiyZm districts were probably on the upper 
reaches of the E(ashl<a-Darya ; the name MiyZn-Kish was prob- 
ably that of the district of the town of Kish, the name SiirCida 
that of the area along the course of the river Arsiid or Suriidl. 
Of the greatest importance was the district of Khuziir, which 
includcd the towns of Siibakh 2, Nawqad-Quraysh, and Iskifaghn 
(or Iskifaghan). Siibakh was, according to Istakhri3, on the 
main road between Nasaf and Ralkh, a t  a distaike of one stage 
from the former, and, according to Ibn Hawqal J, at  a distance of 
two farsakhs from Icish. In spite of de Goeje's view, the second 
figure is undoubtedly wrong, and instead of " two farsakhs" 
should be reacl "two marches," as in Istakhri5. On this basis 
Siibakh may bc located on the site of the present Guzar a more 
accurate transcription would bc Khuzar). According to & am'ani 
it was six farsakhs from Nasaf to Siibakh. Nawqad-Quraysh 

The lnttcr form is found in onc MS. of Mnqdisi (L'ihl. Grog. Arab., i i i ,  382) .  

Accorcling to S311l'iini (r. v. 2'91) and Y i q l t  (iii, 182). 

Rib/. Gtog. Anr.nh., 1, 337. 4 /bid., ii, 403. Zhi(f., i, 343. 



was on the road from Kish to Nasaf, five farsakl~s from Kish 
according to Istakhri I .  and six fi-om Nasaf according to Sam'ani 2, 
perhaps on the site of the present village of Qara-bagh? Isski- 
faghn was one farsakh from Siibakh, and somewhat more from 
Nasaf; this name is possibly preserved in that of the village of 
Eski-bagh. Nawqad-Quraysh was still a large village in the 
time of Sam'Zui. 

The word Nasaf4 was apparently transformed by the Arabs 
from the native Nakhshab ; the present name, Qarshi, was given 

136 to the town I only in the fourteenth century, when the Jaghatzy- 
khZn Kabak built a palace two-and-a-half farsakhs from the 
town (Qarshi in Mongol meaning palace). In the tenth century, 
it seems, Nasaf did not possess a shahristan, as the gedgraphers 
speak only of the rabad and citadel, but the shahristan (madina) 
of Nasaf is mentioned by both Sam'iini and Yaqi t  G .  The town 
had four gates : Najjiir (perhaps Bukhara), Samarqand, Kish, 
and Ghiibdin; the last name was that of a village two farsakhs 
from Nasaf 7. The river flowed through the centre of the town ; 
on its bank, near the " Bridge-head," was the palace of the 
governor. The cathedral mosque was near the Ghiibdin gate, 
the place of festival prayers near the Najjiir (BulthZrZ?) gate, 
the bazaars between the palace and the cathedral mosque 8. I n  
the district of the town were two large villages, Kasba and 
Bazda, both containing cathedral mosques ; Kasba was even 
larger than Nasaf, and was situate four farsakhs from it, on one 
of the roads to Bukha1.z ; Kasba was six farsakhs from Nasaf ', 

Bihi. Ceof. Amb. 
S. v. LJ&$\ ; Yiiqiit, iv, 825. Sam'Bni says that there was still another Nawqnd 

in Transoxanin, and himself a littlc farther on mentions two villagcs of this name, 
Nawqad KhurdHkhnr (also in the district of Nasaf) and Nawqad Sawaf (?), in Ylqiit 
Khurtlakhun and Siiza. 

The village of Nawqnd is mcntioned cven in the eighteenth ce~ltliry in the Tuhfnt 
nl-Khbni of Miih. Waf% Karminngi, cf. my  Oroshenie, I 26. 

Bibl. Grog. Arab., i, 3a5 ; ii, 377-9 ; iii, 28a-3. 
P't'Cis de i~a Croix, i ,  9 5 ;  %nfar-iva~tah, Cnlc. ed., i, I 11. 

a Samt5ni, S .  a. ; YPqfit, iv, 458. 
1 So  Snm'iini ( I .  v. ~ i . ' ~ & ~ k ! l )  ; according to  Yiqiit (iii, 8 2 0 )  one farsakh. Ghiihclin 

is mentioned in n " wnqf-narnah " of the sixteenth century (MS. As. Mus. e 574 a ~ ,  
f. 78 b) as one o l  the upper villages (qur5-i 'u l j l )  of Nasaf, probnbly to  the east 
of the town. 

a The  nlins of Nakhshab of the pre-Mongol pcriocl are now called Shulluk (or in 
liirgiz spelling Shuldnrj ; cf. I.. Zimin in I'rot. zo-k. kt-urh., xxi, I 03 sq., nnrl I.ogofet, 
Y g m k b  : nu rnvnittnkh Bukhary (St. P., 191 3), 11. 583. 'l'lley nre sitoatetl sixteen 
versts north-west of the  present town (according to a MS. correction by Zilnin ; the 
printed article has north-east), and are mentioned by Mall~li Khsll, History of N i l i r  
.Th&h, Teheran ed., 1260 A. II . ,  1). 324, and by Muh. ivnfii I<armi~i~gi ,  MS. As. MUS. 
c 591 b, f ,  17 b. The  niins of Qarshi of the fourteenth century are to t l ~ c  south of 
the modern town, close to  the railway station, and bear the name of I.hhhHk-i MPriin; 
Zimin. Proto&., loc. cit., and Castagnh, ihid., P. 27. 

Bibl. Grog. Arab., i, 343. 



and four days' journey from Rukhara, on the road to K51if1. 
Both villages are still mentioned in the twelfth century ; at Icasba 
there was even then a cathedral mosque 2, and Razda was a strong. 
fortress 3. The number of villages in the neighbourhood of Nasaf 
was considerable in spite of the insufficiency of running water; 
the waters of the Kashlca-Darya did not always reach Nasaf, and 
there was no other river in the province. The fieids were irri- 
gated by water from wells, but for the most part by atmospheric 
moisture only. 

The journey from Rukhara to Nasaf4 (about ninety miles, 
according to Maqdisi thirty farsakhs) took four days ; the inter- 
mediate stations were Qarachiin5, Miyankal, and nrlay~n~~rgh '. 
Maymurgh was still in the time of Sam'Zni (who stayed here on 
his journey back to Bukhara) a large and flourishing village. 
There is mentioned also another route through Icasba; finally, 
Maqdisi speaks of a road from Bukhara through Bazda to IGilif 
(nine days), on which the intermediate stations were : I (1) Jikam, 137 
(2) Ancient ribat (liibZt 'atiq), (3) Sa'id's well, (4) Bazda, 
( ,5)  RibZf Khwara11, (6) Village of the Bukharans, (7) Village of 
the Khorezmians, (8) Balkhan. The village of the Bukharans 
and the village of the Khorezmians are probably identical with 
the crossings of Hukhariyan and Kharazmiyan on the Amu- 
Darya, mentioned elsewhere in Maqdisi7. All these roads ran, 
as they still do, through desert localities ; the country between 
Nasaf and the Amu-Darya also shared this desert characters. 

From Nasaf roads ran to Kish (three days) and to Siibalth 
(onc day) ; after passing Siibalih (Khuzar) the road entered the 
mountains. 1;rom Stibakh it was reckoned one day's journey 
to the village of Didagi1$ and another day thence to Kandali, 
where thc road iron1 Nasaf was joined by the road from Samar- 
qand through Kish. From Sarnarqand to IGsh was reckoned 
two days' journey ; Maqdisi 'l places between thcse towns the 
station of Dirizdah, which evidently lay south of the mountains, 
as Sanl'5ni and Yiqiit l2 include this village in the province of 
the  town of Nasaf. The pass between Kish and Samarqand is 

IbiJ., i i i ,  343. ~am'iini, I. v. c r + ! \ ;  ~iqiit, iv, 273. 
Sam'iini, s. v.  ~5 a'$\ ; Ysqiit, i, 604. 

3 J 
Bihl. G e q .  d v a h . ,  i ,  337. 
This name should pelhaps be read Farlchnn or E'ar5jiin; in the biography of 

13nhii atl-l)in Nar1shl)nnd the "wood of l 'arijiin" (Lishn-i Fatsjijon) is mentioned; 
Allis at-Talibin, MS. Univ. l'ctr. 386, f. 174 a. 

8 In  on: of the MS. oC Maqdisi (Bibl. Geog. A~nli., iii, 345) still another station 
(" l<il,2t-Ast?ina ") is placed between MiyHnkl l  and MHymoryh, so that according 
t o  this reckoning the journey from 13ukhiirH to Nnsaf took five dnys. 

LIib/. Gcog, di-ah., iii, 3 2 .  Tcxts, p. 82 (Jahln-nzmah). 
Bin/. GCOC; Ayah., i ,  3.13. 

lo  S ~ x l t  in Iptakhri (Bihl. G e q .  Arab., i, 337) &\J and &+A. 
l 1  Bihl. Crqq. Arab., iii, 342. l2 Sam'Hni, s. V.  ,+J*,A~! ; YHqiit, ii, 566. L J  



famous in the history of the Arab conquest as the site of one of 
the chief battles between the Arabs and the Turks1. There 
existed yet another road, through the village of Muhtariqa (lit. 
" the burnt "), which received its name from the fact that it was 
burnt by the Arab commander Habib, who after defeating a 
Bukharan army rejoincd his father Muhallab, then besieg~ng 
Kish * (801699). Elsewhere, however 3, Tabari ascribes the 
burning of the village to Qutayba, and refers this event to the 
year 91/7 1 o ; the village was formerly called Faryzb (or Qary~t ) .  
In 730 the Arabs were averse to marching through Muhtariqa, 
as the whole locality was densely wooded, and it was feared that 
the Turks might set fire to it ; death by the sword was regarded 
by the Arabs as preferable to death by fire4. Muhtariqa was 

138 evidently north of the mountains, I as Hiifiz-Abri included it in 
the province of Samnrqand 5. It is difficult to say whether the 
name Fary5b should be connected with the above-mentioned 
village of FarZb (see alphabetical list of villages in the Zarafshiin 
valley). 

Kandalc was three days' journey from Kish G, probably in the 
Kichi-uru-Darya valley, perhaps on the site of the village of 
Karahoval. I t  is not mentioned by Sam'iini and Yaqfit, the 
former of whom apparently neglected to  visit this mountain 
district, but went from Nasaf to Tirmidh via Kilif. This 
possibly explains why Sam'iini (followed by YZqit) places in the 
district of Nasaf even villages which were certainly tnuch nearcr 
to Kish. In the history of Timfir's campaigns we already find 
a totally different nomenclature ; the places most frequently 
mentioned are the district of Tang-i hariim, the river Chakdalik 
or Shakddik (now Kichi-uru-Darya), whose arms met at Qatlish, 
and the locality of Chakchak to the north of the Iron Gate, now 
the Chakcha valley, along thc bottom of which flows the stream 
of the same name. 

From Kandnk it was one day's journey to the famous Iron 
Gate, in I'ersinn I)nl--i Ahanin ", now the Huzgala defile ; passing 
through the defile Tirmidh was reached in three days, thc inter- 
mediate stations being the rab5t of KZzik and Hzshimgird 
(p. 73). In Maqdisi thc names of the rabat of RZzik and 
Hhhirng.ird are omitted, and the name of the village of Qarna 
inserted instead. There esisted yet another road from the Iron 
Gate to Saghzniyzn (Denaw), through the present 12aisu11; it was 

Marqnnl-t, Chronologie (I. alltiirk. Insrhr., S. 35. 
Tabari, ii, 1041. 3 /bid., I zag. 4 [hi if . ,  1533. 
al-Mirznflariya, pp. I 5 ,  I 8 ; G,,d should evitlently be rend instend of ~6;. . 

q c c o r t l i n g  to Maqdisi (Bib/. Ceog. Amb., i i i ,  341) only one stage, which is 
im ,os.ible. 

1 a' a o i I - I ,  3 ,  a I .  Znnfnr-,ta,nad, i,  123-5 ,  138, 140, 142. 

' In Yz'qnLi (13ihI. Grog. Arab., vii, ago) ,+))J. 



by this road that the nultharan army marched in the autumn 
of 948 l. Finally, there was a road from Kish to SaghHniyZn 
through the valley of the Sang-gardak ; by this road the journey 
took six days. 

In the dictionaries of Sam'Hni and Ygqiit we find thc names 
of several villages in the Kashlca-Darya valley, especially in the 
neighbourhood of Nasaf, where Sam'Hni spent about two months 
(see above, p. 34) and in addition to these the names of several 
of the quarters and streets in this tow11 are quoted. Thcse - .- 
names are as follows : 

Nanze. Refcre?zces. Remarks. 
Sn?n'21zi, s. v. Yiiq N t. 

Afur~n  

Andadi 

;I 6% i, 64 u I 
I (in I'. 2 )  iarsakhs from 138- 
Nasaf. I AI  

GAY\ i, 372 Neighbourhood of Nasaf. 
Anshamithan LS+ijYI i, 380 ,, ) )  

Biiysn &!\,I\ i, 488 Street and quarter in Nasnf. 
Bashtiin &kJI i, 628 Neighbourhood of Nasaf. 

BatkhudPn (in Y. u . l ~ = ? I  i, 488 9 ,  3 3 

ButkhadZn) 
B i r h  - i, 7 8 2  I fars. from Nasaf. 
Buzghsm I i, 605 Neighbourhood of Nasaf. cP J 

Dujiikan & ~ J I  ii, 551 9 9 9 ,  

Fankad cS-Lj;.:il\ iii, 920 Neighhourhood of Nasaf; 
Sam'iini tl~ought (but was 
not certain) that he passed 
through this place. 

Farkhiirdiza s-.)J L dl iii, 870  2 (in Y .  I )  fars. from Nasaf, e.1.. J> J 
in the upper district ( & I \ )  ; 

Fijkalh or Fija- 
kath 

Fu way din 

Ghardiy~n (in S. 
Ghardyiin ?) 

Ghaznay~n 
fbasan (in Y 
I basn) 

Jiibaq 

Sam'iini spent a night here. 
9 1  iii, 926 Neighbourhood of Nasaf. 

- iii, 924 Neigllbourhood of N a s d ;  
perhaps a mistake for Ghu- 
waydin. 

I i i  8  Ncigl~bourhood of I<ish. 
L 

'LpIl iii, 798 
LS' 9 9 ? I  

ci+?Yl i , 415  I fars. from Nasaf. 

b ii, 142 Locality in Nasaf; the same 
name was applied also in 
Rfcrv and NishHpiir to small 
markets for fruit, &c., and to 
KhZns (K?iraw~nsar?iys). 

TCJ~J,  1'. 8 (Gardizi). 



iVanre. Re ftrences. 
Snnt'clni, s.v. Yiigkl. 

138- Juwik - ii, 164 

141 

Kiijar cSfldl iv, 222 

Karmuchin (in Y. U+~$l iv, 267 
Karmachin) 

Kzsan +,Q iv, 217 
Khnshyandiza (in - 4  ii, 447 

Y. Khashindiza) 
Khushminjakath ;&A& ii, 446 
KhushOnanjaknth ii, 447 

Khiiz~gn or Khil- dkj$ ii, 497 
ziy Zn 

Kubinds-Ma'qal cc)d~ iv, 234 

Mujdurln in (Y. jl>.d' iv, 419 
Majdu\v~n) 

P a d y ~ n a  (in Y. ek+!l i ,  527 
Bady~na)  (fol. 6ga) 

Qal asi ba3dl - 

Riighsirisna (?) or +,,,+,I\ ii, i 3 4  
Riinhsirsana 

s~kLd~nZii (?) (in u 5 ~ d ~ ~  iii, r 3 
Y. Sakabdiy2z) 

Remarks. 

Quarter in Nasaf. Sam'sni 
mentions Juwik only as the 
name of a street in Ba'lbak. 

Street (sikka) and quarter in 
Nasaf, in which Sam'iini 
had himself been. 
2 fars. from Nasaf. 
Neighbourhood of Nasaf. 

Neighbourhood of Kish. 
Neighbourhood of Kish, in 
proximity to the villages of 
Samarqnnd ; this village was 
formerly included in the 
province of Samarqand. 

Castle in neighbourhood of 
Nasaf, in the district of 
Ghiibdin. 

Neighbourhood of Nasaf 
(men~ioned in the forms 
Kabinda and Kabanda). 

Neighbourhood of Icish. 
Neighbourhood of Nasaf. 
Neighbourhood of Kish ; Sa- 

m'gni thought, but wag not 
sure, that he had been there. 

Neighbourhood of Nasaf; in 
SamL%ni's time it was lying 
in ruins. 

Neighbourhood of Nasaf. 
Large village between Kish 

and Nasaf; SamC%ni spent 
one night there "in snow 
and cold." 

Neighbourhooct of Nasaf. 

Famous house (or family) in 
Nasat 

Half a fars. from Nasaf. 

Ncighbourhood of Nasaf. 

In Yiqtit without rowels ; in Sem'Pni only iAu1  'YI. 



Name. References. 
Sanl'tini, S.V. Yiqiif. 

SBnjan &UI iii, 23 
Sarkath - iii, 82 
SharghiyBn or Jar- UiL.;..ll iii, 277 
ghiysn 

ShPwliharPn (in Y. &Y=,UI iii, 245 
ShBwakhran) 

Shirkath CE ~S'LII J -  iii, 352 
ShiizyPn (or Shii- uiGj#l 

- 
ziy5n) 

Siinaj - iii, 197 

Tiiban +$I i, 888 L 
UstughdPdiza c > ~ l ~ Y I  i, 243 

Utshund (in Y. Ut- c s u Y \  i, I I 2 

shand) 
Wana or Wanaj iv, 941, 

Q 4 2  / .  
Waraghchan (in Y. C i + S ~ ~  iv, 92 I 

warghajan or Wa- 
zaghjan) 

Warthin +>,I! iv, 920 - 
Wa;$Bf or Darb- &G$\ iv, 93 I 

WassBf 

YaghnB ~,:.ii)l iv, 1022 

Zadhak filjJl ii, go6 
U 

ZandiyB ( ? ) I  (in Y .  ~jLi21 ii, 952 
Zandina) 

Zikiin (in Y. %a).- &&2l ii, 966 
kiin) 

Remarks. 

Neighbourhood of Nasaf. J 38- 
Neighbourhood of Kish. 141 
Street in Nasaf, whose name 

was derived from the emi- 
grants living in it from the 
Bukharan trading village of 
Shargh or Jargh (see above, 
P* 99). 

Neighbourhood of Nasaf; in 
the twelfth century only 
traces of it remained. 

Neighbourhood of Nasaf. 
Neighbourhood of Kish. 

Neighbourhood of Nasaf, pt-o- 
bably identical with Siibakh. 

Neighbourhood of Nasaf, pro- 
bably identical with Pad- 
yZna. 

Near Siibakh. 
4 fars. from Nasaf; Sam'iini 
passed through this village 
on the way from Nasaf to 
Rukhara. 

Neighbourhood of Nasaf. 

Neighbourhood of NasaT ; 
there was a rabst here. 

Neighbourhood of Nasaf, in 
Sam'iini's opinion ; perhaps 
identical with Wazghajn. 

Neighbourhood of Nasaf. 
Street in Nasaf. 

Neighbourhood of Nasaf, in 
Sam'3ni's opinion (see 
Waraghc han). 

Neighbourhood of Nasaf ; 
Sarn'sni thought that he 
passed through il; on the 
way to DukhZrP. 

Neighbot~rhood of Kish. 
Neighbourhood of Nasaf. 

I 111 sam5.i : ~ , ; u j i l  &I\ d Y I )  (s ic )  u , I  &. .?I JIJI) ulj!l 



I n  addition to this, in the biography of thc Shaykh Abii 'Abd 
ar-Rahmiin Mu'Zdh b. Ya'qiib (d. z19/834), a native of the village 
of KPsan, mention is made of the ancient cathedral mosque 
(al-jsmi' al-'atiq) and of the rabzf built by him at Nasaf, in the 
" street of the anchorites " (3lnj-N &), which was at one time 
called, after the shaykh, the street of Abii 'Abd ar-Rahmzn. 
Sam'Zni visited his grave I. 

We shall now return to the provinces lying along the course 
of the Amu-Darya. We have seen that the continuously culti- 
vated strip on the left bank began from ~ m u l ;  the first town 
in Khorezmia, Tahiriya, was situated five days' journey below 
i\mul, the intermediate stations being Wiza, Mardiis, AsbZs, 
and SifZya or SipZya (not Sifana, as in the printed edition); 
the last village is mentioned again in the history of Timfir 3. 
Tghiriya was probably on the site of the ruins of Ketmenchi. 
In the following centuries, from the eleventh onwards4, the 
southernmost town of Khorezmia was usually considered to be 
Darghan, two days' journey below Tahiriya ; halfway between 
them was the village of Jigarband" where the road from 
RukhZrZ to the capital of Khorezmia approached the Amu- 
I)aryaG. In Abu'l-Ghiizi7 DarghZn is mentioned under the 
name of Darughan or DariighZn-at2 (now the ruins of Darghan- 

J 42  ata). In the tenth century 1 DarghZn was regarded as the 
largest town on the left bank after Gurganj ; it had a beautiful 
cathedral mosque, the best in the province, with articles orna- 
mented with precious stones and gilt. For a distance of two 
farsakhs along the bank there srretched the vineyards of the 
town, numbering over five hundrcd, from which raisins were 
exported. DargliZn is described also by Yaqut, who visited it on 
his way from Merv to Khorczmia. Thc town was situated otl 
a terrace two miles from the river; between the terrace and the 

1 Snrn'zni, r. s. +dl. 
Bibl. Gcog. Arab., i, 301, 338. De Goejc, 110s aZte Beit des Oxus, Leiden, I 875, 

S 05. 
V t r t i s  Je la Cvoix, i, 231,  260; Zafnr-wnrrrah, i ,  236, a6r.  
' I:aihaki, erl. Morlcy, p. 859 (wherc k J should be reat1 instead of uLJ~)  ; 

Texts, 131). 29, 42 (Inshll). U I  

In his monograph (Da.r alte nett) de Goeje clecides in favoor of that reading of 
the hISS. accortl~ng to which Jignrl~sntl was sitliated between J)ar~hHn and Sadiir 
(the correct spelling is Sadwar, cf. my Oroshenie Tul3~s/n~za,  p. 80). This supposition 
is supported also by the distance l ~ t w e e n  Sadwar ant1 1)arghnn-atZ, bnt in that case 
i t  is crlunlly incorrect that it was three days' journey from Jigarband to " the place 
where the river narrows." Maqtlisi also mentions Jiga~band after Darghln in his li\t 
of the crossings of the Amu-Darya (Bibl. Geog. Amh., iii, 292). CC. also kIamdalliih 
Qazwi~~i's ronte quoted below. 

V R i .  Gt,og. Arab., iii, 343. Jignrbancl was on the left bank of the rivcr (ibid., 
iii. 187) .  

Ahrr~-Ghnzi ,  tmd. par Dcsmaisons, pp. 277,  300, 343. 



river werc the actual fields and gardens of the inhabitants '. 
There was a cathedral mosque also in Jigarband, which was 
a place of great commercial importance 2. 

One stage below Darghzn (according to the printed edition of 
Tsfakhri, although in fact Jigarband was situated between Darghan 
ahd Sadivar) lay the town of Sadwar, which contained a cathedral 
mosque 3, and is mentioned again in the seventeenth century 
(now the ruins of Sadvar). Another day's journey farther on 
was the well-known town of Haziirasp, which has preserved its 
natne to the present day. Three farsakhs from Hazarasp lay 
ICardarZn-Khas, and five farsakhs fi-om the latter Khiwa 5,  the 
present capital of the province, it b c i n ~  reckoned as one day's 
journey from Hazzrasp to Khiwa. I<hiwa was situated on the 
edge of the steppe region, and contained a cathedral mosque; 
KardarZn-Kh~s and Haziirasp were fortified towns, with wooden 
gjttcs and a moat 6. The Hazarasp ariq began " in the region of 
Amul " ; the Kardarzn-Khas ariq was two farsalihs from HazZ- 
rasp, the Khiwa ariq lower down. According to Maqdisi the 
distance between the HazZrasp and Kardariin-Khiis aiiqs was 
two farsakhs. The  largest of the ariqs was that of Khiwa, 
which was uscd by boats as far as the town !'. At the beginning 
o f  the thirteenth century the inhabitants of I<hiwa were still 
Shzfi'ites, though the other inhabitants of K1101.ezmia were 
IJanafitcs lo. 

13clow the heads of these wiqs, a t  Abiqsha, the river passed 
t111.ough a mountainous gorge, where it narrowcd to one third of 
its former breadth; t h ~ s  place was considered dangerous for 
boats ll. According to  Maqdisi l2 "the place where the river 
narrows" was three days' journcy fi-om J igarband ; the inter- 
mediate stations were the rabaf ) of Hasan and NBbBdghin. 1.13 
The gorge in question is evidently Duldul-atlagan, between the 
Uch-chuchak (or Uch-uchak) and Ichlce-yar localities, where the 
width of the river decreases to 392 yards. Thrce farsakhs (or, 
according to Ibn E;Jawqall" one stage) below thc gorge, the large 

Viirliit, ii, 567. Mnch the same descril>tion is given of modem 1)arghbn-ata by 
A.  I<nlmykov, in IJratok. 7 i i rk .  fi74zh , xii, 70. 

13ihf. Gtog. An,aA., iii, 289. 
"/hi4 288.  Macltlisi (ibtd., 286) plnces this  town 011 the right bank of the river, 

wl l i~ l i  cnn hn rd ly  hr  cort ect. 
/Ibnltf Ghnzi, trnd. par l)esmaiqons, p. 349. 

"nil,/. Ceqr. . i rob., i, 34 I .  I h i t f ,  iii, 289. 

' J J Idnlh~i IISCS (p. 301) the snmc phrase to describe the situation of 
T.?hiriya, five days' journey bclow &mu1 ; we have therefore no right to conclude that 
the h r n d  of the 1 Inz51asp canal was then near the modern Clinrjui. 

/ j ihl  Gzn,<r. Arab., I I ~ ,  2 9 2 .  !I Ibid., i, 302. 
lo YSrliit, 11, 5 1 2 .  I L  Uihl. Geo,y. Arclb., i. 304. 
l 2  /hid., ~ i i ,  343. T h i s  f i ~ u r e  is vety doubtftrl ; cf. al~ove, 11. 142, n. 5. 
l3  /bid., i i ,  554. 



GSw-khwzrah (" Cow-fodder ") canal l ,  which was twice the size 
of the Hazzrasp canal, was taken off from the river; its width 
was five dhirz's (3-4 yards), and its depth equal to two qsmas 
(see above, p. 86). The Gira ariq branched off from this canal 
five farsakhs below its head. Six farsakhs below the head of 
the Gawkhwarah, and on the right bank of the Amu-Darya, lay 
the town of Ghzrsbkhashna or Gharamkhashna; it was only 
from here that the cultivated strip began on the right bank. 
Between the GZwkhwZrah canal and the main bed of the river 
was the district of the capital of Khorezmia, Kath, the town itself 
being situated twelve farsakhs from the bed of the GZwkhwZrah. 
From the left bank of the river were taken off the MadrZ ariq, 
which reached the town of the same name, flowing at a distance 
of a mile "(: farsakh) from the Khiwa ariq, and, one mile 
north of the Madrii ariq, the Wadhak ariq, which reached 
Gurganj ; from the bed of the Wadhak to Kath was two farsakhs. 
The MadrZ canal was twice the size of the Gawkhwsrah. We 
have no information on the situation of the town of Madra ; 
according to Sam'zni and Yzqiit "he village of Farnifthan was 
at a distance of two farsakhs from it. 

Kzth, the ancient capital of Khorezmia, was situated on the 
right bank of the main bed at a distance of one day's journey 
from Khiwa ? According to  Yaqiit the word Kath tvas used 
by the Khorezmians for a rampart or mound in the steppe, 
though there might be nothing inside it ; it was employed there- 
fore with the same significance as the word turtkul to-day in 
Central Asia. At the time of the Arab invasion the town con- 
sisted of three parts, of which the most strongly fortified, i . e .  
the citadel, bore the name of Fil or Fir 8. According to Rircni, 
Fir was surrounded by three parallel walls of the same height ; 1 

144 above all the fortifications rose the palace of thc Khwzrazm- 
shiihs, which could be seen from a distance of ten miles and 
more. The fortress was built of clay and brick Y This citadel 

On the canals, see Bib/. Gcoq. Arnb., i .  301-3. 
According to YLqOt ,\iv, 1 3 0 - - I ,  but of course erroneously) the G ~ w k l l w l r a h  canal 

flowed near Lhrghln, which by his  statement was two miles from the river (ii, 565 ; 
U n s  a l t e  Bctt, S. I I 3).  

According to Maqrlisi (Bibl. Gcqq. Amb., iii, a g a )  ) fars., and as much again 
betweell it nntl IYadhiik. 

Snm'lni, s. a. jw)\ ; YLqit, iii, 885. I n  Yiqbt  the psition of the v i l l r ~ e  
is not mentioned. I n  this passage Sam'lni  calls the town Madrs-klth ; in  dc Goeje's 
opinion the samc town is mentioned by Mnrldisi (Ribl. Grog. Arab., iii, 287 ,  n. f )  
under the name of Madriirnithan. 

l'ibl. Geog. Arab., i, 341. E'lqiit, iv,  a a z .  
Cf. my Otchet, V r . ,  p. I a. Even recently, the town built and named Petro- 

alexnndrowsk by the Russians was, after the revolution, given the name of Turtkul .  
Sachan, Zur C e x h i c h t e  rr~rJ Chr.anaofo.yie aon k'hwAriz~/r, i, lo, aq. 

9 (bid., 10, 1 2 .  



was gradually undermined by the waters of the Amu-Darya ; in 
the time of Istakhri the citadel and the whole of the old town 
had already been abandoned by the inhabitants ; the gates of the 
old town had already been carried away by the water, and the 
citadel was threatened with complete destruction. The inhabi- 
tants built themselves houses to the east of the ruins ; close by 
the citadel were the cathedral mosque, palace of the Khwzrazm- 
shahs, and prison. Through the centre of the town flowed an 
ariq, on both banlts of which there were bazaars ; the length and 
breadth of the town equalled 4 farsakh, or according to another 
reading (Ibn Hawqal and the Persian version of I~ takhr i )  three 
farsakhs. Ibn Hawqal says that in his day no traces were left 
either of the citadel or of the cathedral mosque and prison 
beside it ; we l<no~v, however, from Biruni that the last traces of 
Fir disappeared only in the year 994. 

Maqdisi h i v e s  the following description of the capital of 
Khorezmia : " Kath is (also) called Shahristan ; it is situated on 
the bank of the river, and corresponds (in size) to NishZpfir4 
(in another edition : " is larger than Bul.rhZt-2 "). The town lies 
to the east of the river, and contains a cathedral mosque in the 
midst of bazaars ' ; the columns are madc of black stone to the 
height of a q5ma (five feet), and upon thesc are placed wooden 
pillars G .  The palace of the amir is in the centre of the town ; 
the citadel has already been destroyed by the river ; there are 
ariqs flowing through the midst of the town. The  town is 
magnificent; it cot~tains many learned men and men of letters, 
many wealthy pcrsons, and many fine commodities and mer- 
chandise. The architects arc distinguished for their skill ; the 
readers of the Koran have no equals in 'Ir2q for beauty of voice, 
expressiveness in recitation, dcportn~ent, and learning. On the 
other hand, the town is constantly flooded by the river, and the 
inhabitants arc moving (farther and farther) away from the bank. 
Thc town is dirtier than Ardabil, and contains many reiusc 
drains, 1 which everywhere overflow the high road. The  inhabi- 145 
tants use thc strcets as latrines, and collect the filth in pits, 
whence it is subsequently carried out to the fields in sacks. On 
account of the enormous quantity of filth strangers can walk 
about the town oniy by daylight; the inhabitants kick the dirt 
into heaps (simply) with their fect 7." The ruins of old Kath 

1 s i b / ,  Gcqq. Anr-ad., i .  301. Zhitf., ii, 3 5 1 .  /bid., iii, 287-8. 
According t o  I?takhri :ibid., i, a54) Nistiiipiir was one farsnkh in length and brendth. 
Judging by this indication Rlsrldisi's description relates to a new edifice not 

ni~ntioned 11y I + t ~ k l ~ l i .  This confirms the above-quoted statement from Ibn Hawqal 
al~nut the tlestruction ol thc for~nrr mosque. 

I. c .  the lower ])art of the columns wns made of stone nnd the uppcr part of  wood. 
In tle Goeje's t1.anslation (UNS altc Bet/, S. IOZ), "They carry the dirt on their 

feet into the rnosqucs." 
L 



arc now known as Shah 'Abbzs Wali ; the small modern fort 
occupies only a quarter of the old citadel, and there are still 
remains of a minaret and of the walls of the town. 

We have seen that the large Wadhiik canal (according t o  
de Goeje 2, the present bed of the ICunya-Darya) was taken off 
from the river somewhat above Kath;  below the town flowed 
the Buwwah ariq, which joined the Wadhak near the village of 
Audarastzn, one day's journey from Gurgani ; it was smaller 
than the Wadhjk canal. A t  a distance of one ghalwa (see 
above, p. 98, n. 2) from Gurjznj a wooden dam was built over 
the river, deflecting its course to the east ; formerly the water 
came up to thc town itself. From this it is evident that in the 
SjmZnid period the bed of the Urun-Darya between Kunya- 
Urgench and Lake Sary-Kamish was not full of water, and 
Mas'iidi's account of the " Lake of Jurjzniya " (Sary-Kamish) 
must be regarded as an anachronism. An arm of the river, 
diverted eastwards, flowed towards the village of Farstagin or 
Ihratagin. This village was situated five dayd4 journey from 
Kiith, to the east of the river, and a t  a fairly considerable 
distance (more than four farsakhs) Vrom it ; it was reckoned one 
day's journey from Faratagin to the Sea of Aral! According to 
Macldisi7, Barstagin was a large village situatcd in the steppes 
near the mountains. Stone was exported from it ; the cathedral 
rnosquc was in the midst of the bazaars, and the houses were 
built of excellent clay. T o  the east of the main bed flowed the 
large Kurdar ariq, whose head was four farsakhs below KZth. 
Ibn Kusta G a y s  of this place that "here the river forms basins, 
rccdy marshes and meadows." Tlle ariq was led off at four 

146 localities, and equalled in size ( the Buwwah and Clradhzlc ariqs 
after the junction of those streams ; nothing is said of its Icngth, 
but that it was considerable is evidcnt from the fact that the 
Kurdar formed the eastern boundary of the MizcliilihqZn district, 
which lay oppositc Gurgznj, and that the town of Kurdar, as 
wc shall see later, was situated right in thc dclta of the Amu- 
Darya. 

Gurgznj, called by the Arabs Jurjaniya and by the Mongols 
ancl Turks at a later day Urgench, was situated one ghalwa from 
the dam mentioned above, and one farsakh from the main bed of 

They have been clescrihed by A. Kuhn (under the name Shah-Abbad-Weli) in 
Afnlerial'y dlya statist. Tur-Rest. knrjya, iv, 251  sq. 

Uas alfe Bet:, 7 1 .  Uut, of course, the WatlhLk was only a canal, and must not 
be identified with the main herl of the river in the tenth century. 

Oibl. Geog. Arab., viii, 65 ; Masoudi, Le livrr de /'avertissernetzt, trad. par 
Haron Carra de Vaux, Faris, 1896, p. 96. 

'I'hus in Isfakhri (Bibf. Gtog. Aval., i, 341); in Maqtlisi the distance is greater 
(see below). 

ni6f. Gcog. Amb., i ,  34 I -a. V b i t f . ,  iii, 343. 
7 Zhid., iiil 288. 8 [bid., vii, 91. 



the rivcr l. The town was considered the most important on the 
lelt bank of the Amu-Darya, and moreover, according to 
Maqdisi2, it grew in size from day to day. I t  had four gates ; 
the waters of the ariqs came as far as the gates, but were not 
carried into the town on account of lack of room. Among the 
separate buildings mentioned is the palace of Ma'nlGn, near the 
gate of H a j j  ; the gates of the palace were of particularly 
beautiful workmanship, there being none to equal them in all 
Khul.%iin. Ma'miin's son 'Ali built another palace in front of 
his father's, and laid out a square before the gates in imitation 
of the Rigistan at BukhZr5; in this square sheep were sold. 
This notice evidently refers to Ma'miin b. Muhammad, amir of 
Gurgii~lj, who subsequently, in the year 99; Y, invaded also the 
southein part of Khoreziilia and assumed the title of Khwzrazm- 
sh,?h, which had till then belonged to the representative of the 
ancient dynasty which ruled in KZth. Ma'miin's son 'Ali suc- 
ceeded his father in 997 ; the palace was evidently built by him 
in the liretime of his father. In the SZmZnid period Gurgznj 
was still inferior to 1CSt11 in importance though it increased in 
size daily 4. For the eleventh and twelfth centuries we have no 
detailcd illformation on either city. In the thirteenth century 
Gurganj acquired fresh importance as the capital of the powerful 
dynasty of the Khwiirazm-shiihs ; when this dynasty became the 
most powerful in the whole Muslim world, its capital must have 
been enriched by the treasures of the conquered lands. Y ~ q i i t  5, 

who lived here a t  the end of 1219 and beginning of 1220, con- 
siders Gurg~nj  as perhaps the nlost csteilsivc and thc richest of 
all the towns he had seen. 

The most detailed list of the towns and villages in Khorezmia, I 
with indications of the distances between them, is to be found 147 
in lLIaqdisiG, who givcs also different itineraries for thc left and 
right banks of the rivcr. On the road from IlazZrasp to Gurgiinj 
thc stages arc arranged in the following order: 

IIazZrasp 
Zardulch 7 . 2 drives 
1iardarrT11-Kh5s !' . . I drive 

Zhid., i, 342, a Zbitl., iiil 288-9. 
! 'On this tlnte see below. 

A ~ninaret prcscrvecl among thc nlins of Old C;urg,?nj, was built by the I<hwHrazm- 
s l ~ i h  hfn'nliin 11. h4n'mfir1 in ~ O I / I O I O - I  ; the Arabic inscription found on an iron 
tnl,let a t  the base of 1l1e minaret has I~een edilcd by N. I<ntnnov in ZajisRi, xiv,  015 sq. 

\'B(liit, i i ,  54, 486. 8 i h f  Ce6g. Allah., iii, 343-4. 
111 ~ h c  general list of  the towns in Khorezmia (ihid., a S G )  Znrdiikh is, however, 

~'lncctl on lllc right bank o f  the river. 
8 A t l ~ i v c  (I~nrid) was in the llastern provinces equal t o  two fnrsakhs (BiLC. Gcog. 

flr.nh., i v ,  18.7). 
O 1)e Coeje (Zlas alfe /:ell,  84) identifies KardarHn-KhSs with the village of 

(;arrlan-KhHst m e ~ ~ t i o n c d  in Al~u'l-(ihiiri between Khiwa and HazHrnsp ( in d e  Goeje 
by mistake ul~terhnll) IihCwa "; cf. Aborrl-Ghaai, trad. pnr L)eomaisons, pp. 141-3). 

L 2 



Khiwa . . 2 drives 
Kakhuslimithan or Ardakhushmithan . i stage 
DaskSkhZn-KhZs . . I s tage  
Uziirmand or \Vaz,?rmand , 2 drives 
Ruziind . . I drive 
NiizwZr . . I s tage  
Zamakhshar . .  stage 
Gurginj . . I stage 

A shorter itinerary is quoted by Isfakhri 2, according to whose 
statement it was only three days'journey from KZth to Gurg~nj ,  
of which one day's journey was to Ardakhushmithan and one 
thence to Nuzwiir. Istakhri reckons one day's journey from 
Hazirasp to Khiwa, andas much again from Khiwa to Kiith, but 
at the same time quotes in farsakhs a more considerable distance : 

Hazfirasp 
Kardarztl-Khwash . . 3 farsakhs 
Khicva . . 5 farsaklis 
SSfardiz . . ,=j farsakhs 
Kath . . 3 farsakhs 

Szfardiz is not named in Maqdisi's itinerary, but in de Goeje's 
opinion it is mentioned by him among the towns on the left bank 
under the name of Sadfar 3. Sam'Zni and YZqiit straniely 

148 enough place SBfardiz " not far from ~ m u l ,  on the road to 
KhwSrazm ". It would seem almost certain that the position of 
Zamakhshar is indicated by the ruins of Zmukshir, but from 
this point to Khiwa the distancc is over fifty miles, and to 
Kunya-Urgench about cighty-five miles, which bears little corre- 
spondence to the figures supplied by Maqdisi 5 though the whole 
distancc from Khiwa to  Kunya-Urgench via Zmukshir approxi- 
mates very closely to the distance he gives between Khiwa and 
GurgBnj. 

Of somc of the places mentioned Maqdisi "ives a fcw details. 
Zardiikh was a largc fortified village with a rabad; Riziind 
a fortified village of medium size with a moat; thc high road 
ran through i t ;  thc cathedral mosque was near the bazaar, and 
the inhab~tants used water for drinking from a special sourcc. 
Niizwzr was a small fortified village with a moat and iron gates; 
the town was traversed by the high road, had two gates and 
a drawbridge, which was raised every night. Near the wester11 

In YPqiit ( i ,  191 ; here Arta-Khushmithan) three stages from Gnrglnj. k'Zqfil 
crossed the river from Kl th  to Artakhushmithan in Shawwiil 616 (to 1)ec. 1219- 
7 Jan. I 2 zo), when the river was coverecl with blocks of ice. 

"Bibl. Geog. Arab., i ,  341. Zbid., iii, 28;. 4 YHqOt, i i i ,  12. 
According to Ibn Hattfita (Yoyagts, iii, 6) from KhwZrazm ((iurgHnj) 10 

Znmakhshar was only four miles. 
Bidl. Ccog. Arnb., iii,  288-90. 



gate there were baths, the like of which were not to be found in 
the whole province; the cathedral mosque was in the midst of 
the bazaars, and with the exception of a small portion was 
roofed-in. Zamakhshar was exactly the same sort of small 
fortified village with a moat, iron gates, prison, drawbridge, and 
fine cathedral mosque. In SamLZni's time Zamalchshar was 
a big village resembling a small town l. In Sam'Zni and YZqiit " 
still another village, Sawkan, is mentioned on the left bank of the 
river, near Hazarasp, according to YZqut between Hazarasp and 
Khushmithan, i.e. Ardakhushmithan % Yzqiit, who stayed here 
in 1220, calls Sawkan a populous village, with a large bazaar, 
fine cathedral mosque and minaret. I 

As regards the right bank of the river, Maqdis~ quotes the 149 
following itinerary from " the place where the river narrows " to 
MizdZkhqZn, situated opposite Gurgznj, two farsakhs from the 
bank of the river4 (i.e. near Khojeili) : 

Mash RabZf . . I stage 
Sanda Rabat . . I stage 
HaghirqZn . . I stage 
Shurakhan . . I stage 
Kath . . I stage 
Khas . . I stage 
N u ~ k a t  . . 2 drives 
WZykhiin . .  stage 
Nubagh . . rs tage 
Rilizd5lihqan . . z stages through the steppe 

In addition to this road two other roads are mentioned. The 
first led from Mash RabHf to the following points: 

Amir . . I stage 
BZriib-S5r . . 2 stages 
Ardakhiwa . . I stage 

The second road started from Kiith; the following stations 
and distances are mentioned on it : 

Ghardm5n . 1 stage 
Wzykhan . 2 drives 
Ardakhiwa . . I drive 
N~ilibiigh . I stage 

1 Sam6ini, s. v. ~ y ~ j l .  I Ysqi t ,  iii, 2 4 ,  

3 In somc sollrces Khusl~mithan and Ardakhusl~mithall are named sepamtely (see 
Bihl. (;eo,$r. /Itad., i, 299). 

4 i f  i ,  2 ,  hIizdlkliqHn is n~entioncd several times, not only in Abu'l-GhHzi, 
but even in the history of Kliiwn in the nineteenth century. The high plain (qir) of 
MizdHkhq5n lies one farsakh to the west of Khojcili. Here there is now shown the 
grave of the prophet (nahi) Shnmun, who is identified with the apostle Peter. In 
the same place there nre the ruins of n fortress called Gyawr-Qal'a (fortress of the 
infidels). Cf. A. Kuhn in Materiaiy d(ya statist. CT'C., iv, a I 7, and my Oroshenie 
Turkestatrn, p. 8.3. 



From "the place where the river narrows" to the present 
Shurakhan is about sixty miles, which corresponds approximately 
to the four stages mentioned by Maqdisi ; from Shurakhan to  
the ancient KZth (now the village of ShZh-'Abbas-Wali) is 
about twenty miles. Maqdisi's Baghirqan is in no way identical 
with the Raqirghan of Abu'l-Ghazi, which formed the northern 
boundary of the settlements of the Uzbegs of Khiwal. From 
ShZh-'AbbZs-Wali to Khojeili is about 105 miles, so that in 
the second section of the road (especially if the nearer road 
from KZth to WZykhZn through Ghardman is taken) the dis- 
tances mentioned in Maqdisi are also fairly accurate. Ghardmzn 
may be placed near the present Gurlen. In Isfakhri KhZs is 

150 called Darkhas" and located two days' journey from KHth; 
in the time of Abu'l-Ghgzi, owing to the change of course of 
the main river-bed, it was already situated on the left bank3. 
WZykhZn was probably near Mangit, Ardakhiwa, one drive 
distant from WZykhan, and, as we shall see later, a t  the foot of 
a mountain, near the post-station of Khoja-kul. The direct 
road from Mash-RabZf to Ardakhiwa evidently ran a t  first along 
the right bank of the GZwkhwarah canal, and subsequently on the 
right bank of the Kurdar, i. e. the present main bed 4. To  cover 
this distance (about I 15 miles) in five days was quite possible. 

Details arc given of the following points5: GhardmZn had 
two gates, and was surrounded by a moat filled with water, thc 
width of which equalled an arrow-flight. There was a moat also 
a t  Waykhan, and catapults stood near the gate. Ardakhiwa 
was on the edge of the steppe ; its walls, lying at the foot ot 
a mountain, had only'one gate. Round Ntikfzgh (NGkbZgh) ran a 
canal, led off from the Amu-Darya, which flowed on towards the 
steppe. Mizdiikhqiin was a large town with an extensive district 
round it ; there were as many as 12,coo forts (?), and the town 
itself was almost equal in size to Gurgznj. Ibn Kusta "laces the 
village of Hariiwaz (or Harwzz) in the MizdiikhqZn district right 
on the bank of the river. All the villages mentioned were fortified. 

1 Abouf-Ghaei, trad. par I)esmaisons, pp. 298,300,301. As  the form Baqirghnn-nta 
is already met with here, the birthplace of the saint kIakim-at5 is, of course, identical 
with the Baqirghan of Abu'l-GhHzi, and not with the Ihghirqln of Maqdisi, in spite 
of K. G .  Zalemnn's view (Zz7yeycstiyn I??]?. Akad. Nauk, 1898, ix, no. a ,  p. 106). Thc  
grave of Hakim-ntii is shown to-day not far from modern Kungrad ; cf my Oroslrc~rie 
Turkesfancs, pp. 88 sq. 

Ddl. Gcog Arab., i ,  341. D e  Goeje, Uns alte Deft, S. 79. 
I t  is interesting that in the tenth century the Kurdar was su ,pouetl t o  havc been k in former times the main bed of the river, cf. Igtakhri, p. 303. he town of Knrtlar 

(6. below) is mentioned by Tabari  (ii, 15a5) in A. H. I I O  as the residence of a pri~rcc 
(malik). I t  is, therefore, highly improbable that the river flowed through the Uzboi 
to the Caspian in the last centnry before the Arab conquest. Cf. my Orosherrze 
Tsrrkesfane, 82, and the opposed vicw of A. IIermann (.4h Geogrphie des urrter,erl 
Oxu~gcbicts. &crlin, ,914 ; reviewed by me in Zopirki, xxii, 35; scj ). 

dlibl. Geogr. Arab., iii, aS8. 6 Ihid., vii, 91. 



For the locality below Mizd~khqZn the following points and 
distances are given : 

Mizdzkhqiin 
Darsiin . . zdrives 
Kurdar . .  stage 
Juwiqiin . . 2 drives 
Bariitagin . I stage 
Shore of the Lakc . . I stage 

Between Mizdgkhqan and Kurdar there is quoted still another 
road of idcntical length : 

Wardriigh (?) . . I stage 
Kurdar . . I stage I 

Istakhri reckons only one day from Darkhiis to Kurdar and 151 
two"days from Kurdar to Bariitagin ; the first figure is un- 
doubtedly incorrect. The distance from Khojeili to the shore 
of the Sea of Aral, i.e. through Kungrad to  the Taldyk estuary 
(about loo miles), corresponds to a five days' journey; if the 
main stream of the river emptied itself a t  that period a t  Aibugir 
a shorter distance would have been indicated. As  the geo- 
graphers do not give us any information on the delta of the 
Amu-Darya or on the number and position of its arms, it is 
hardly possiblc to fix the situation of the separate points. On 
the basis of the data quoted above (p. 146) one who is familiar 
with the district will perhaps be in a position to determine the 
situation of RarZtaginz. Of Kurdar we know only that it was 
bigger than NC~kfZgh and better fortified 3. 

Not far from Barritagin, somewl~at nearer the river, but still at 
a distance of four farsakhs from it 4,  was situated Madhminiya, 
in Maqdisi "Madhl~aminiya, the most northerly settlc~nent in the 
country. Opposite Madhminiya, on the left bank of the river, 
was the village of Git or Jit, near a mountain, behind which 
began the steppe. The distance between Git and G u r g ~ n j  is 
not defined ; it is stated only that Git was five farsakhs from 
Kiijzgh (?) % Maqdisi locates it in the steppe, on the borders 

zbid., i ,  341. 
3 From the tlistances Ih~Htagin  might perhaps be located nenr the heights of 

Kashkann-tau, but the geological structure of these mountains, in which there ore 
L1no pctrificrrtions " (Mushketov, 7izr&estnn, i, 637) would hnrclly allow of the existe~lce 
of stone quarries. linshliann-tau is the highest part of the high plain (qir) of Kara-tau; 
there are other hills called Kut~e-tan, I'ayghnmbcr-kiz, and others. Cf. A. Kuhn i n  
Materia&, O'c., iv, a 2 4  sq. 

8 Bibl. Ccog. Arab., iii, 288. Ibid., i, 303, 341-?. /hid., iii, 286. 
/bid., i, 3 0 2 .  A place of this name is nowhere mentioned. In  his monograph 

on the Amu-Dnryn ( / ) a s  alfc h'ett, S. 64), de Goeje suggests reading Gurganj or  
Gnrgnnjak (1,ittle (iurganj, sc-c ~ ) c ~ o w ) .  I t  woulcl be difficult, however, to explain 
why just here 1:tnlihri s ~ ~ o u l t l  ~ n n k c  use of the Persian form of the name, which is not 
found either in hirn or ally of the other Arabic tenth-century geographers. 

Zhid., iii, 289.  



of the territories of the Ghuzz, and calls it a large fortified 
village, with extensive districts. De Goeje l identifies Git with 
Wazir, a town which acquired great importance in the sixteenth 
century, and regards as the remains of this town either the ruins 
of Dew Kesken on the Ust-Urt slope, in the immediate vicinity 

152 of the Chink, or the ruins I of Shervan, twenty-four miles south- 
west of Kunya-Urgench Git, however, lay farther to the east 
" opposite Madhminiya ". According to Istakhri 3, Madhminiya 
was incorporated in Gurgiinj (province) ; its'position (on the right 
bank of the river) was due only to the fact that the river had 
changcd its course from the Kurdar and flowed between Git 
and Madhminiya. From this statement (which is repeated by 
Ibn Hawqal) it is clear only that Madhminiya lay farther west 
than the other towns and villages on the right banlc of the river. 
On the shore of the Sea of Aral itself, near the estuary of the 
Amu-Darya, was situated KhalijZn. There was no village here, 
but only tl few fishermen's huts. The name Khalijiin was, 
according to Ibn Rusta 4, borne not by the main bed of the river 
but by the numerous basins in its lower course ; the fish caught 
here were exported from Khorezmia throughout the land. I t  is 
very probable that Ibn Rusta describes the branch of the river 
flowing to the Sary-Kamish, and that his Khalijzn must be 
identified with this depression, not with the Aibugir, though 
Istakhri speaks of the KhalijSn as the place where the Amu fell 
i i io  the Aral Scab. The Sea of Aral was, according to Ibn 
Rusta's figures, eighty farsakhs in circumference, according to 
Istakhri 9 0 0  farsakhs ; the heights along the western shore of 
the sea are called Siyah-kiih (Black Mountain) in Ibn Rusta, and 
Chakir-oghuz in Istakhri. The latter name is probably to be 
connected with th i t  of the Chaghiriiq or Chaghriit tribe, which 
is sometimes mentioned in Rayhaqi as neighbouring on Kho- 
rezmia. The marsh of the right shore was covered with dense 
forest, traversed only by a narrow path, traced by wild boar. 
It was reckoned four days' journey from the estuary of the 
Aniu-Darya to that of the Syr-Darya. 

Resides the towns and villages mentioned above, Maqdisi 
names (without indicating their position) on the left bank WajZz 
or Jaz (a large fortified village with a broad moat and bridges, 

Das affe BrN, S. 63-4. 
The ruins of Waxir were well known even in the nineteenth century ; in thcir 

neighbonrhood were the ruins of the fortress of ShamBkhH, on Rl~ssian mnps Shimaki ; 
cf. my Oroshenir, p. loo. Wazir was built shortly before 1464; ibid,,  93. 

Bibl. Gcog. Arab., i, 303. 
[bid., vii ,  go. 
Idid., i ,  3 0 3 ;  cf.Enryr. of Islam, article " iimii-l3ary5," and Oroshcnic TurXvstnna, 

P. P4. 
ibid., i, 30). 7 Ed. Morley, pp. 91,  398. nil,/. Geog. Arab., i i i ,  986-9. 



standing apart from the high road ; the cathedral mosque was 
situated on the cdge of the town), Little Gurgznj (?), another 
Jit, Masasan and KHrd5r; on the right bank Jashir (a large 
fortified village). Ibn Rusta2 places the village of Waraghdih 
four farsakhs below Gurg~nj ,  and still farther down, somewhat 
above Khalijan, I the village of Harabid (?) ; on the right bank 1.53 
there were still two villages below Hariiwaz, but their names are 
not given 4. Sam'ani and YZqit mention in addition the following 
Khorezmian villages : 

1.  Baf 6. 2. Barqan or Birqan G ,  on the right bank of the 
river in the neighbourhood of KHth, two days' journey from 
Gurganj ; the greater part of the village was already in Sam'ani's 
time destroyed and covered by fields. 3. Bughaydid 7, in other 
sources BaghdHd or RaghdZdaL (" ~ i t i l e  Baghdad "), between 
Jand and Khwarazm ; this village was the birthplace of the 
famous shaykh Majd ad-Din and his brother, the author of 
the well-known collection of official documents (see p. 33). 
4. Ghawshfinj " nearly twenty farsakhs from Gurganj. 5. Gha- 
ziniz" in the district of RarZghud (?). 6. Ishsh lo. 7. Junqzn 
Akhashsha l l .  8. 1<11nrur l a  in the neighbourhood of Siiwlian. 
9. Riidhan l:'. lo. Saraqusfa 14. I I. Sib l5, a place or island i l l  

the lower districts of Ichorezmia. 12. Suburn3 or Sfibarnal', 
according to YZqut the last place in Iihorezmia, twenty farsalihs 
from Gurganj on the road to Shahristiin ( i .e .  to I<hurasZn). 
13. Tumurtash 17. Therc are mentioned further in the collection 
of documents refcrrcd to above lg the villages of Nukhas and 
Sangan-Althsak. 

Accordirlg to Yiiqiit (iv, 2G1) 3 fars. from Ciurgsnj proper. 
BzU. Grog. Arab., vii, 92. a In the MS. &.\/'. 
This information refers to the lcft branch of the rivcr flowing to the Sary-Kamisl~, 

as explained above. 
"am'iini, s. Y. ju\ ; YHqOt, i, 475. 

Sam'inI, s. v. i b i \  ; YBqiit, i,  570. U 
l Yiiqiit, i, 698. The  town must have been irrigated by a channel fro111 the 

Amu-Darya, which is rnen~ioncd as the canal (nnhr) of Baghdldak in the descl.iption 
of 'l'imiir's expctlition of 1388 (ZnJnr-namnh, i! 447). W e  are not told whether this 
canal derived from the liurdnr or from the Giiwkhwlrab ; cf. my OrosAtnic TurRcstana, 
1). 87. ?'he site of this town is perhaps marked Ily the ruins of Culdursun Qnl'a, on 
the way from Petroalexnndrowsk to the wells of Kukcha (Masalsky, Tur&estnn, 11.749). 

Yiiq~lt, iii, 825, wherc the vocalization, in spite of the lnws of Arabic phonetics, 
is as given. 

Sam'iini, J. v. uyy!l. lo  Y ~ q i i t ,  i, 179. 
l 1  /hid., ii, I 33. l2 Ihid,, ii, 429. 19 Zbid., ii, 830, from al-'Umrlni. 
I* fhiti. ,  iii, 80, from al-'UrnrS~~i. '"bid., iii, nog, from 211-'UmrHni. 
8 I . ,  I ,  a ,  81. Shahristln was 3 miles or I fars. north of Nasi ,  near modern 

Askhabad. From these statements we may conclude that at the beginning of the 
thirteenth century the cultivated area extended much farthcr south than in the tenth;  
Mnqdisi (p. 344, n .  0 )  mentions on the same road only one villnge (Ardnkuwl), one 
s t ~ c e  from Gurgiinj; the other stages were marked only by rabits. 

l7 Yiiqht, i, 873. ls Texts, pp. 75, 76. 



The historical isolation of Khorezmia is due, as is well known, 
to its geographical position. At the present time the country is 
surrounded on all sides by steppes; it may be concluded from 
the statements of Istakhri that in the Middle Ages a narrow 
but uninterrupted ciltivated strip, starting from Amul, united it 
to KhurZsZn and Transoxania, though even so much is itn- 
probable' ; in any case, such a strip presented no danger as 
regards foreign conquest, as it could easily be flooded, a measure 
to which the rulers of Khorezmia actually resorted on several 
occasions. As regards the roads through the steppe, according 
to Istakhril it was possible to go from the Bukharan village of 
~ a t i k h s h a  to Khorezmia in eight days ; on the whole length 
of the journey there were no rabats and nothing but pasturages. 
Maqdisi quotes still another road from RukhZrZ to the bank of 
the Amu-Darya at the rabiif of Jigarband, which was probably 
situated opposite the village of the same name : 1 

154 Rukhal-Z 
Amza . 2 drives 
Tash (rabzf) . . I stage 
Shiirtikh . . I stage 
Sands (ar-raml) . . . I stage 
Tughzn rabZf5 . . istage 
Jigarband rabat . , I stage 

I n  one of the editions of Maqdisi's work"ti1l another road 
from Gurganj is quoted, by which KhurZsZn was reached in nine 
days; the terminal point on this road was AfrZwa or FarZwa 
rabaf, consisting of three interconnected forts, lour stages distant 
from the town of Nasa 7. According to SamLania this rabZt 
was built by 'AbdallZh b. TZhir (d. 844). Part of the road 
evidently ran along the old bcd of the Amu-Darya (the Uzboi), 
and the following places on it are mentioned, each onc day's 
journey from the other : 

ArdakuwZ 
H5hZn rab,?f 
Mahdi rab@ 
Miyiin-shah rabzf 
Well of al-tlakirn 
Abii Sahl rabZf 
Dtighzj rabZt 
Jaifar rabat. 

Bibl. Geo,q. Arah., i. 338. 
Cf. my uroshcnie Turkrstnrro, p. 79. 8 Bihl. Geog. Aruh., iii, 343. 
T)e Coeje conjectures that this village is identical with Alldim (see abovc, p. 118). 
LI one edition the words '' the place where the river narrows" nre inserted between 

TughSn rabHt and Jigarbnnd, which is, however, hardly possible. In the route quoted 
1,elow " the place where the river narrows" is plncetl, ~pl~nrent ly  with accuracy, 
between Jic~rbnnd and Sadwar. 

8 Bihl. Geog. Ayah., i i i ,  344, note 0. 1 /hid., i i i ,  3 2 0 ;  cf. nlso i, 273 .  

S. v.  u,l/P_l\ ; cf. Yiqat ,  iii, 666. 



Hamdalliih Qazwini and HZjji Khalifa quote the following 
itinerary for the road from Merv to G u r g ~ n j  : 

Suqri or Safari . . 5 farsakhs 
Abad~n-kanj . . 2 farsakhs 
Sfiriin rabZt . 8 farsakhs 
Well of Biriin . . 8 farsakhs" 
NClshZkir or NCishZkird rabZt . . 7 farsakhs "55 
SangZbZd . . 7 farsakhs 
TZhiriya4 . . 6 farsakhs 
Bud rabiit . . 10 farsakhs 
Darghiin . . 10 farsakhs 
Jigarband ? . 7 farsakhs 
DahZn-i shir rab@ . . 5 farsakhs 
Sadfir or Sadwar , 4 farsakhs 
HazZrasp . . 10 farsalchs 
Dih-i Azraq (if. " Blue Village") . , lo farsakhs' 
Ardakhushtnithan . . 7 farsakhs 
Andar,?st,?n . 6 farsa1;hs 
Ntizw~r . . zfarsakhs 
Gurgiinj . . 6 farsalchs. 

I t  still remains for u s  to review the basin of the Syr-Darya. 
As the headwaters of this river (which was called by the Arabs 
Sihiin or Sayhun" the medieval geographers took the Qara- 
Darya, which even now is regarded by the majority of thc 
population as thc true source of the Syr lo. The more volumirlous 
source of the river, the Naryn, then bore the name KhaylZm ; 
the part of Farghiina situated between these two rivers formed 
the district of Miy5n-rud,?nu, to which the present Turkish 
appellation of the locality (Iki-su-arasi) is exactly equivalent. 
The places situated on the frontier next to the Turliish territories 

Nuzhnt nl-Quliib, ccl. 1.e Strange, pp. I 79 sq., trans. p. I 7a  ; de Goeje, l l n s  R/CC 
Belt, S. r I 2 ; Zbukov~ky, Rnzvnliny, &c., 1)p. 58-61, 81. 

"he ~ m n t e d  text of N ~ ~ e h n t  al-Qulllb has (probably more correctly): Well of Earth 
(ChHh-i KbLk, in thc trans. " l ) ry  Well "), 5 fars.; Well of Slchi, 7 Tars.; Well of 
Hiriin, 7 fa1.s. 

8 On this stage t l~crc  was ~noving snnd for the distance of 2,000 paces. 
In the printed edition 'riihi~i-rabHt. In the pri~ited edition Kidins. 
In the pr~ntctl edition Jignrl~nntl is placed before DarghHn; the distances are given 

as 9 fars. from I<iid~na ralj5t to  Jigarband nnd 5 fars. farther to Dnl.ghSn. 
? Herc the river narrowetl. 111 the printed edition 9 hrsakhs. 

On tllr old nnrncs of thc rivcr see Marquart, Chro~to/ogiic, Vc., S. 5, nnd my 
Orosht~tie 7'11) kcsfnnn, 11. I 30. The  old name rendered by the Greek I *  Yaxartes" 
is preserved in the Chinese transcription Yo-shu (Chnvannes, L)oczrmenfs, Vc., p. ~ q o ) ,  
and in the u+ o f  the T~llnnnsky MS., f. 24 a. The snmc word is perhaps to be 
read in the mutilnted text of Il)n KhurdBtlhbih, Text, p. 1713. 3. 

lo  Kostenko, 7irrX-tsfatt~kii Krni, i, 230. 
Bibl. Ccog. Arab., i, 334;  ii, 396. 



here were, besides Uzgand, the towns of Biskand and SalZt and 
the Haft-dih ( i .e .  " Seven villages ") district, which was not con- 
quered by the Muslims until the tenth century; near these 
points was the passage into the country of the Turks, not actually 
on the Uzgand road although not far from it ; the reference is 
probably to the Kugart pass. The chief town of the district 
was Khaylarn (in Maqdisi 2, Khayrlam), evidently on the river 
of the same name. Regarding the position of these places, we 

156 find i the following data in the geographers : From Akhsikath 
(then the capital of Farghzna, ten miles south-west of Namangan, 
near the junctioll of the Kasan-sayi with the Syr-Darya) it was 
rcclconed nine farsakhs to Shiliit, the first village in MiyZn-rudan, 
and five stages to SalZt ; from Khaylam to Salgt was seven 
farsakhs. Scven farsakhs north-west of Akhsikath, on the 
frontier between Farghana and IlZq ( i . e .  the valley of the Angren), 
was the town of Wankath ; from Wankath to KhaylZm was three 
farsakhs; the latter figure is evidently erroneous or else refers 
to the other WZnkath (see below). KhaylZrn, according to 
Maqdisi, was a large town with a fine cathedral mosque ; 
according to Istakhri, it was the birthplace of the SZmZnid 
Abu'l-Hasan Nasr, Isma'il's elder brother. Shikit also was 
a large village whh a cathedral mosque among the bazaars; the 
village was famed for its nuts, a thousand of which could some- 
times be had for one dirham j. 

As regards the two chief towns on the Turkish frontiers, Gsh 
and Uzgand" Ush was considered the third town of FarghZna 
in size; it consisted of a shahristan, citadel, and rabad; the 
palace and prison were in the citadel. The town had three 
gates: ( I )  Mountain Gate, (a) River Gate, (3) Mughkada Gate 
(2.6. Gatc of the Fire-temple). The cathedral mosque was among 
the bazaars. In the neighbourhood of the town there was 
a large rabzt, to which Warriors for the Faith resorted from all 
quarters; this rabaf is probably identical with the guardhouse 
on the summit of a hill '; at the base of which the town was built, 
and where subsequcntly IEibur built himself a house '. 

' According to Ibn IJnwqal (;Bid., ii, 395) Biskan'l and Salit  were separate districts. 
Bib/. G t o ~ .  Arab., iii, 2 7 2 .  3 l/ki., il.346-8. 
[bid., iii, 271. "bit/., i, 333 ; ii, 394 ; 111, 272.  

V r o m  the text of Jbn Uawqal it might be inferred that there was a 'I'urkish 
guardhouse on the hill, whence they kept watch on the preparations of the inhabitants 
tor a holy war ; but  it call scarcely be supposed that in the Siirnlnirl priod the 
moontain, which dominated the town and its environs, was left in the hanrls of 
the Turks. 

Haber-nnmah, ed. Ilminski, p. 3 ;  ed. Beveridge, p. z b, trans. p. 5 ;  M c ~ i r s  o/ 
Bnbrr, trans. Errline, p. a. In Hfibur the mountain is callecl ; in Jan151 Qanhi 

(Trrts, p. 148) dl3. ; on it and on the neiphbouring mountain of 1,Ianaf there were - 
tombs of saints; according to some accounts the tomb of Asaf, thc wnrir oC Solomon, 



Uzgand was two-thirds of the size of Ush, and it too consisted 
of a shahristan, citadel, and rabad. The citadel was included I 157 
in the shahristan, this fcature, according to Maqdisi, distinguishing 
Uzgand from all the other towns in Farghzna. The city had 
four gates, and was well provided with water in all parts ; the 
river, which flowed past the gate of the town (the Qal-a-Darya), 
had to be forded, as there was no bridge. Uzgand was a centre 
for the trade with the Turks ; from here, as is well known, a road 
led to Semiryechye, through the Yasi Pass to Atb8sh2. The 
actual town of Uzgand belonged in the ninth century to the 
DihqZn Chur-tagin, evidently a Turliish prince. The name 
" Dihqiin Chir-tagin" was borne also by a locality betwcen 
Uzgand and the pass" at the present day, according to 
N. F. Petrovsky4 it is the name of a locality on the road from 
Uzgand to  Old i t b ~ s h ,  behind the Yasi Pass, a t  the Uraz-Khan 
Pass. Uzgand's most flourishing period was under the first 
Qara-Khsnids, when it was the capital of Transoxania, but the 
ancient monuments which have been preserved there "must be 
referred, not to this period, but to the latter half of the twelfth 
century, when Uzgand was only the capital of Farghiina. Under 
the Qara-Khitiiys and the first Jaghatay-KhZns it was a t  Uzgand 
that thc imperial treasury was preserved G. The distance between 
Osh and Ozgand was seven farsakhs ; there were no other 
towns near Uzgand, but in the neighbourhood of Ush, and two 
farsakhs from it was the town of Madwa (now the villagc of 
Mady 9). 

The main road from Khojend to Ush" through thc southern 
part of Farghana (six days' journey), ran through the following 
towns (each one day's journey from the preceding) : Kand, S ikh ,  
Kishtan, Zandaramsh, Qubz ; the longest distance was that 
betwcen Qubz and Ush. The town of Icand is mentioned in 
latcr times under thc namc of Kand-i HZd5m (" Almond Town"), 
the prcsent Kan-i Radarn ; in the Samlinid period it was not 
reckoned to Farghiina but incorporated in the provincc of the 
town of Khojcnd lo. Thc distancc from Iihojend to Kan-i Badall1 

was here. At thc present (lay the tomb of Solon~on himself is pointed out, and the 
mountain is callctl " Solo~non's throne " (Takhj-i S11lnymi11). Cf. Rcf. BR. .Tamnr~~~(.arrd 
prov.,  iv, pt. i v ,  1,. g j  ; also t l ~ c  " Rislla" on Ush, traris. by L. Zimin, with notes from 
personal observnhonc (I'~,ofob, Tkrk. b n z h . ,  xviii, P. 3 q . ) .  

Is also writlcn Yiizgand. See my Ot~.het ,  V c . ,  pp. 4:-q. 
13ihI. Gro,(r. Arab., vi, 2 2 ,  159; in dc Gocje's translation thcre is n slight omlsslon. 
Zaf i sk i ,  viii, 3s; 
See AeJ. Bk. Sat~rnrX.n~td prod., iv, pt. iv, p. 5 j ; Prolok. Ttrrk. krnzh , 16 0;t. 

I 897, Sul)plen~enl, ]>I>. I -9 
/fnnu'hook o/'.S'enri~yrc hyf, I 838, pt. ii, 1)p. 109, I zg ; separate print of my article, 

1'1). 36, 56. 
8 Ihid., i ,  347 ; ii, 396. 

lo Zbid., 1, 333. 



(about forty miles) is very considerable for one day's journey; 
possibly the town was somewhat more to the west than the 

158 present ( village, the more so that according to Biibur as well 
the distance from Khojend to Kand-i Bad,?m was five or six 
agachs (farsakhs) in all. According to Maqdisil there was a 
river (or canal) Bowing in the midst of the bazaars in Kand. 
Siikh and Rishtin were included in Farghana, in the district of 
Upper Nasya. Siikh was near the mountains, evidently on the 
river of the same name, probably to the west of the present 
village of Sary-kurgan ; in its neighbourhood there were as many 
as sixty villages". KishtZn, which has kept its name to the 
present day, was a large village with two gates ; one was near 
the bazaars, beside the cathedral mosque, the other near the 
square. In the same district are mentioned the towns of Khiiqand 
and Wznkath; the first was a long march from Siikh, and five 
farsakhs from the Syr-Darya (evidently on the site of the present 
Khokand), the second three farsakhs from Khayliim (?), and more 
than a farsakh from the Syr 4. According to Maqdisi's account 
LV5nkath was equal in size to Rishtiin. 

The towns of the district of Lower Nasj-Z were more numerous ; 
in it there are mentioned, besides Zandariimsh, Marghinzn, 
Harang, Ushtiqzn, and AndukZn. The first three are named 
also by Maqdisi as small towns (or villages): the cathedral 
mosque of Ushtiqiin was among the bazaars, at Barailg outside 
thc town in the direction of Samarqand, a t  Marghinan far from 
the bazaars : there was a river a t  the gatcs of the latter. The 
position of MarghinZn (Margelan) and of Andt~kiin (Andijan) is 
well known ; UshtiqZn was on the road from Qubii to Akhsikath, 
three farsakhs from the former, and seven from the bank of the 
Syr ; on the position of Barang we have no information. The 
distance betwecn Marghin5n and ZandarZmsh is not indicated, 
so that we cannot fix the position of the latter with any accuracy. 
As early as the Qarii-Khinid period, apparently, Marghiniin had 
become the most important town in the district ; Sam'iini refers 
to it as " one of the wcll-known towns of Farghiina ", and even 
mentions one of the quarters of MarghinZn, Ghandiib7. Ry 
Habur Marghinzn is mentioned among thc eight chief towns of 

r 59 Farghiina ; I even Rishtzn was a t  that time a village subordinate 
to Marghinzn. Amongst the villages in Farghzna Sam'ini 

bib. Ceog. Arab., iii, 2 7 2 .  
( ) t i  the towris of the southern part of F~rghgnn, ibid., i i ,  395-6; i i i ,  2 7 2 .  
On the river Sokh, twenly miles west of Sary-linrgan, there have Leen found the 

remains of an nnsieut city called Mugh-tepe or Mugh-knrgan (hill or fortress of 
the fire-worshippers), which have been described by A. IJetrow and L. Zimirl in 
I'rofnk. Turk. krwzh., xix, 19 sq. 

* Bibl. Geog. Arab., i, 335, 347. Idid., i, 347. 
S. v. j&>l; cf. Ysqiit, i v ,  500. 7 S. v. & . \ d l  ; cf. YPqit, iii, 820. 



mentions Liimish l ,  called Ilamish by Jarnal Qarshi 2, located in 
the neighbourhood of Andijan. According to Juwayni it was 
in the Iliimish steppe (sabra) that the battle between Khwarazm- 
shZh Muhammad and the Qara-l<hitZys was fought; the same 
historian says elsewhere that the battle was fought near TarHz 
(Talas)" from which we may conclude that Ilamish was in the 
northern part of Andijan district. The town of Quba (now the 
village of Kuva) was the capital of an isolated district in which 
there were no other towns ; it was reckoned the second town of 
Farghana, and in quantity of water and number of gardens it  
even exceeded Akhsikath ; according to h'Iaqdisi it excelled 
Akhsilzath even in size and wealth. Of the town itself Maqdisi 
says only that there was a square in the centre, and that the 
cathedral mosque was among the bazaars; according to Ibn 
Hawqa14 the town was divided into citadel, shahristsn, and 
rabad ; the first was in a ruined condition, and contained the 
cathedral mosque5 ; bazaars, palace, alld prison were located in 
the raba?. The town stood on a stream of the same name, 
which at that time reached the Syr-Darya; of the three little 
streams now called Aravan, Abshura, and Isfayram it is not 
quite certain which watered Quba, whcn, as in former times, it 
was a town, not as it now is and was already in BZbur's time, 
a village '. From Qubz to Ush was seven farsakhs (by another 
somewhat exaggerated reckoning ten farsal~hs 9 ; with~n this area 
also was appal-ently situated the town of Urast with its district 
(this name may probably be connected with the name of the 
2 l p i c r r c ~ r ,  a tribe living, according to Ptolemy ", at the headwaters 
of the Syr-Jlarya). The river Orast, one of the tributaries of 
the Syr-Darya, is apparently identical with the Ush river (the 
Aq-bura), which, according to tlie Tumansky MS., flowed 
" between Ush and Urast ". To the east of Us11 there was, 
besides Madw,?, the town of I < h u r s l ~ ~ b ' ~ ,  situated on the stream 
of the same name, which is mentioned by Ibn Hawqal l1 in the 

.Y. v .  C S ~ U I \  ; cf. YHclfit, iv, 343. TCX/S, p. 149. 
CC. m y  (I tdie t ,  V c . ,  11. 1 7 ;  Ta'rikh-i Jnh5n-Gushiiy, ed. hlirz8 Muh. Qazwini, 

ii, 7 7  and c ) r .  

4 Bihl. C;scty Arab., ii, 394. 
h l q ) a r a ~ ~ l y  the only exn~nple of this in Fnrgll,?na; the fact indicates that at Qubz, 

as at I$uklllrn and Samnrqnnd, tlie citadel was formerly occupied by an Arab garrison. 
"bibnr-niimah, ed. Ucveridge, f. 16 b, trans. 1,. 30 sq., where the nmle  is erroneously 

sl~elletl (Zal,ii. W e  do not know why the town lost its importance after the tenth 
centu~y. 1)nwlntshlh's story (ed lirowne, p. 174  sq , with ~eference t o  N+ir ad-Din 
-!'ii,i) al~out  the " five brothers" of QubZ and t h e ~ r  war with ?c.lal?miid of Cihazna can 
llnrtlly 1)c co~~si(lcred historical fact, as Mabmfid never entered Fargh5na. Cf. my 
Ororhertie 7irrX.tstnrrn. pp. I 31 sq. 111 the time of IlHbur therc was nt CJubii "a  stagnant, 
~r lnrnss \~kr  water ~mssnl~le on ly  by the bridge." 

IIIPI.  Gcqp. A?ab., vi, I 59. ]bid., vi, 22. 
'l'ornaschek, .Yq~hdil~na, p. 48. 

lo  'I he town ia rne~ltioned in the Turnansky MS. 1' Bibl. Geog. Arab., ii, 392. 



I 60 first plncc among the tributaries of the Syr-Darya ; I at the 
present time, as is well known, of theqeft tributaries of the Qara- 
Darya one only, the Kurshab (Khurshiib), reaches it. All the 
other tributaries empty into the large canal called Shahrikh~n, 
which, like the other large canals derived from the Qara-Darya 
and the Naryn in the nineteenth century, existed neither in the 
tenth century nor in the time of Rabur. 

In spite of the fact that Farghiina was not finally conquered 
by the Muslims until the ninth century, already in medieval 
times Muslim shrines were pointed out in the neighbourhood of 
Andijan. The tomb of the prophet Ayyiib (Job) in Farghiina 
(now the medicinal springs of Hazrat-Ayyub, a mile and a half 
from the village of Jalalabacl l) was already known to Maqdisi 3. 

Jam51 QarshiQells of the tomb of 2,700 Companions of the 
Prophet and their followers a t  Ispid-buliin ; these had been sent 
by the Caliph 'Othmiiu under the command of Muhammad b. 
Jarir, and all fell in battle with the infidels. The place is still 
in existence under the same name (Shcherbina-Kramarenko has 
by mistake Safid-bulend) in the valley of the Kasan-sai ; N. N. 
Shchcrbina-Kramnrenko heard a tradition here from the natives 
which closely resembles the account in Jamiil Qarshi. The 
latter also locates in Khokand the tomb of 'AbdallZh, the grand- 
son of the Imam Husayn and brother of the Imam Muhammad 
HZqir who died in 11.31731. Finally, the tomb of the Arab 
conqueror of Transoxania, Qutayba, killed in y6/71,j, was an 
object of veneration. Qutayba's tomb is mentioned in Nar- 
shakhi ' ( in  the Rabat-i Sarhang locality, in thc village of Kakh) 
and in Jam51 Qarshi % Even yet the natives point out the tomb 
of " the Imfim Shaykh Qutayba " in  the Jalal-Kucluk circuit of 
the Andijan district '. 

T o  the south of the main road werc the mountainous districts 
of Isfara (Ispara), Awiil, and Naq,?d H. The name Isfara as 
applied to a town (the latter is already mentioned in Babur) did 
not exist a t  that time; the towns of the Isfara district were 
called TamZkllush and I3;lmltakhush. 13~mkZkhush was at a 
distance of five farsakhs from Sfikll, Tamakhush one milc (some- 

161 what more than an E:nglish mile) from B~mkakhush" ; both 

111 the article by Shcherbina-liramarenko (Kc . / .  Lik. o/.rtrnavX.nrrd$rov., i v ,  pt. iv, 
p. 5 1 )  T>jnllnl)ad. ' Bihl. Gt-q?. Arnb., iii, 46. Te-rts, p. I 48. 

A'q. BBR. .\amnrkagad prml., iv ,  pt, i v ,  p. 5 1 .  Cf. also V. I\.Iasalsky, Tfrrkrsfan, 
p. 7 0 2 .  

Nerchakhy, cd. Schefer, p. 57. "Mre spelled A. 
L 

Prot. Tlrrk. kruah., iii, p. 4, 1)own to 1893 the circuit w a s  ~ncltided in the 
district of Osh. 

In Maqdisi (Bihl. Geog. Arab., iii, 2 6 2 )  NnwqHd. 
Bibl.  Geqr. Arab., i, 147; in the same place the distances between other towns 

in Farghiina are given. 



towns were probably a little to the north of the present village 
of Isfara. The Isfara district lay partly i u  the plain and partly 
in the mountaitls. Ibn Hawqal devotes special attention to the 
" parti-coloured mountains" in this locality ; in the same place, 
according to Istakhri and Ibn Hawqal, there were coal mines, 
that is " Mountains of black stone, which burns like (wood) fuel ; 
the cinders serve for bleaching clothes," Three donkey loads 
(wiqr) of coal cost one dirham (franc) ; the weight of a donkey 
load was usually as much as eighty to  ninety kilogrammes ; even 
i f  a smaller measure be adopted (fifty-five kg.) the price of coal 
must still be considered extremely low, especially when compared 
with the prices that obtained in the early period of our rule in 
Turkestan 3. 

The town of Awal, capital of a district of the same name, was 
ten farsakhs from Stikh on the road to Ujna (or Ujana ?) ; of the 
latter place we know nothing4. The village of Awal still exists 
to the south of Margelan. In the mountainous region of Naqiid 
there was only one town, MiskZn5; from Qubii to Naqad 
(probably Misl<Zn) was seven farsakhs in an easterly direction. 
NaqZd probably corresponded to the locality watered by the 
Chile and Icirgiz-ata streams. 

Passing now to the northern part of Farghana, we must stop 
first of all a t  the capital of the whole province, Akhsikath. The 
town, which was situated on the right bank of the Syr-Darya, is 
described in Ibn Hawqal and MaqdisiG, who distinguish in it 
a citadel, shahristan, and rabad. The citadel is located by Ibn 
Hawqal in the shahristiin, by Maqdisi in the rabad. The palace 
and prison were in the citadel, the cathedral mosque in the 
shahristatl and close by the citadel (as in Samarqand and 
Bukhara), the place for festival prayers on the bank of the Syr- 
Darya, and the bazaars in the shahristan and rabap, those i l l  the 
shahristan being distinguished by their vast extent. The shah- 
ristiin had five gates, of four of which we know the names : 
Mardkushiin Gate (as in Rukhara), KiisZn Gate, I Gate of the 162  

//lid., i i ,  307. Cf. Mnshketov, Tt(rJesta~l, i, 509. 
.2 /hid.,  i, 334. 
3 Cf. l \ o s t ~ ~ l k o ,  T~rr.kts/nrt.~fiii Aiiri, iii, I 7 3 - ~ .  

I)e tioeje in thp_ edition 01 Iptnkhri's text !Hi/).'. Gc'o~r. Arnl,., i, 34;), llroposes 
to wa11 vzinrlil, i . e .  Uzgnntl. 

h Ril~i. t;c.ci;+. . - l r ~ b  , l i ,  306. 
/ h i d ,  ii, ,393-4; iii, 2 7 1 .  On the present condition of the ruins of Akhsikath 

see .S~~etJ~rfaz .  l~~csttrifi ,  Julie 1896, pp. 30-3 1 ,  ant1 my article " Akhsikath !' in Gttcyc. 
q- l s l t inr ,  where n tlescriptio~l is given of the remains of the old citadel (Jski-Akllsi): 
~ , o o o  paces from west to cast, 600 from north to south, 1 5 0  feet above the level nf 
tllc Syr-1)aryn. Mrs. A. S. Ueveridge, i l l  the first al>pendix to her translation o f  the 
AYe?tzoi~-s L7f' 13,ihn1., refers to the " disappearance of Old Akhsi " as a fact needing 
explanntio~~. hut thew has not in fact been ally such disappearance Akhsikath 
I .  n~entioned I,y the Chinese T'ang-shu under the name of Si kien ; cf. Chavnnnes, 
/.)oitrrrlen/.~, -?+c., y. I 48. 
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Cathedral hlosque, and Gate of Pledge (? rihZna). The shah- 
rist5n was irrigated by numerous canals which discharged 
themselves into beautiful reservoirs, the sides of which were lined 
with brick and lime. The buildings were made of clay, the 
principal edifices being situated in the shahristsn. According 
to Ibn Hawqal the town extended (probably along the bank of 
the river or else in circumference) over three farsakhs ; according 
to Maqdisi. Akhsikath was half as large again as the famous 
town of Ramla in Palestine; of the latter tve are told that it 
was a mile in breadth and somewhat more in length. The 
gardens extended for another two farsakhs in the neighbourhood 
of the town ; on the other side of the river there were meadows 
and pastures, and behinc' these sands for a distance of one day's 
march. 

Akhsikath was united t~ the southern part of Farghzna by 
several roads. There existed a direct road from Khokand to 
Akhsikath across the steppe and sands (seven farsakhs) ; by this 
road the traveller reached the " Gate of Akhsikath," and there- 
after crossed the river; from this it may be deduced that part 
of the rabad of Akhsikath lay on the southern bank of the Syr. 
I t  was possible also to proceed from Khokand to Bab, the 
present Pap (five farsakhs), and thence to Akhsikath (four 
farsalths). From QubZ to Akhsikath was ten farsakhs, of which 
it was three to UshtiqZn and seven from Ushtiqan to the bank 
of the Syr. As regards the road from Khojend to Akhsikath, 
we find the following itinerary 5 n  the geographers : 

K hojend 
SZmghZr . . 5 fars. (1 stage) 
Khiijistan . . 4 fal-s. (2 drives) 
Turmuqiin . . 7 fars. ( I  stage) 
IRZb . . 3 fars. (4 stage) 
Akhsikath . 4 fars. ( z  drives). 

SZmghZr, which still preserves its name, was a large village 
situated in the plain, Khajistan a fortified point near the 
mountain chain which links on to the llaq mountains; in the 
neighbourhood there were large salt mines, the output of salt 
from which was sufficient for the requirements of Shish, Khojend 
and the other provinces. Rock salt, as is well known, is still 
mined in the mountains near S~mghar .  Turmuqan and Rib 

163 (a large and rich I town) were situated on the Syr ;  in the ninth 
century travellers frequently traversed the distance between 
Khijistiin and BZb in one day, avoiding the halt at Turmuq5n 
for fear of the Turks. 

Five farsakhs north of Akhsikath stood the town of Kasan, 

Bidl. Gq. Arab.,, i i i ,  16j. 
I h i c i ,  iii .  3-11 ; VI, 2 r ,  159. 



situated on the river of the same name ; the little town still 
exists, together with the ruins of the old town '. A t  thc end of 
the eighth and beginning of the ninth centuries Kiisan was the 
capital of the princes of Farghana ; an investigation of the ruins, 
especially of the old fortress of Mugh, would therefore be of 
great interest. 

Finally, in the northern part of Farghana there are still to  be 
mentioned the districts of Najm and Iiarwan, with the towns 
of the same name, and the district of Jidghil with the town of 
Ardlznkath. From Kasan to Najm was one day's march to the 
north-east, from Kasan to Karwan four farsakhs ; from Akhsi- 
kath seven farsakhs to the border of the Karwan district, and 
nine to the town of Karulan ? Najm was perhaps on the site of 
the present village of Nanai: the district of Karwan probably 
occupied the northern portion of the present district of Chust. 
Jidghil is mentioned as one of the sources of the Parak stream, 
i. e. the Chirchik ; the district of Jidghil evidently corresponds 
to the Chotkal valley, which a t  that time was reckoned in 
Farghana; the name Ardlznkath, as we shall see farther on, was 
borne also by one of the towns situated between the Parak and 
Il5q streams, i. E ,  between the Chirchik and the Angren < From 
ICasZn to Ardliinlcath in Farghzna was one day's march 5 or two 
stations 7. 

MaqdisiQeckons forty towns and villages in Farghatla with 
cathedral mosques; in his enumeration of the towl~s he quotes 
thirty-one names, these being divided, excluding the capital, into 
three categories : District of Mijean-rudan (Nasl-ab,?d, Minara, 
lianjad, Shikit. ZZrkZn, Khayr l~m,  Hasl~bashan, Ushtiqa11, Zan- 
darzmsh (or Zandarimish) and Uzgand). District of Nasyii (Us11, 
Quba, Rarang, R!IarghinZn, Kishtin, I \V,?nliath and Kand), and 164 
Ilistrict of W ~ g h i z  (Hukand, I<rTs,?n, Rzb, Chiirak, Asht 7 T u b k ~ r ,  

Rej. Bfi. Solrrarkar~J p~ov. ,  iv ,  pt. iv,  p. qg. A mole detailed account is given 
l ~ y  A. Urianov ill l'yot. Tzi9.k. kt-ztzh., iv,  11p 142 sq. ; the fortress of Mugh consists 
of three small squales, 500, 2,000, and 3,200 square sazl~ens respectively (approximately 
h acres or nearly 2; hectnrcs in  all). IGsiin is mentioned by the Chinese under the 
name of li'o-sai (Chilvannes, Dorrrnrents, t+c.., 148) : it  is 1)robably to the same town 
that thc stnte~nent  of the earlier work P e i - s h i  refers (lcussian t~anslation by Inkinth, 
iii, 186). that the capital of Farghiina 11arl a circumference of 4 li (about a mile) only. 
Cf. also my :uticle " I.'nrgh5na" in  the Krz,yi.. ofh/riiji. 

t i  i . / i c ,  i i  4 .  13ihl. Geqy. 111-oh., v ~ i ,  294. 
' /Jib/. G E O , ~ ,  Ayah., i, z46-; ; i i ,  405. 

/bid., ii. 388. ?'he reading Tu rk  atlopterl by de Goeje is erroneous, and the 
name s h o ~ ~ l t l  be spelt dl? for 4,; (Parnk); the name Parak is mentioned as late 
as the sixteenth century (Ta'1%4h-i A'nsAkfT, English trans., p. 116; 'Ah(la1llh-Nsmall, 
M S .  As. Mu.;. 574 agc. f. 253 1 and frecl. ; cf. my review of Vyatkin's AZatet-iallt 
In  Znpisfiz, f+r-., xv, 053, nnd m y  O ? ~ s h c n i e  Tttt.Kcslana, P. 139). Chirchik is tlje 
climinntive of C'hir ; this name appears for the first time In the history of Timu, ; 
c f. zbid. 

' /bid., i ,  345 ; li, 385, 404. "hid., i i ,  405. /bid., i, 346. 
/hid, iii, 2 6 2 ,  2 7 2 .  1s still in existence. 
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Awal, Dijarkard, NawqZd-Miskiin, BigZn, Tiskhan (?) l, Jidghil, 
Shzwdan). The  author evidently wished to place in the first 
category the towns situated between the Naryn and the Qara- 
Darya, in the second the towns in the southern part of Farghzna, 
and in the third the towns in the province north of the Syr- 
Darya. Some of his locations are undoubtedly erroneous, as is 
shown by his placing Ushtiqiin and Zandaramsh in the first 
category and Awiil and MiskZn in the third. Of the towns 
which are not mentioned by the earlier geographers some parti- 
culars are given about the following 2 :  NasrabZd, a large town 
with dense gardens, was built by some prince (probably Ahmad 
b. Asad) for his son Nasr. Near Ranjad there was much arable 
land ; a fine cathedral mosque was situated amidst the cobblers' 
bazaar. Tiskhan was a large and populous town ; the cathedral 
mosque was situated in the bazaar of the dealers in cotton goods. 
ZZrk,?n was a town of medium size, with many rice fields and 
abundant irrigation; a t  the gate of the cathedral mosque there 
was a shady garden. Bashbashan was a large town; the gate 
of the cathedral mosque opened on a square. Tstakhri and 
Ibn [Iawqal:' mention also the town of BHrHb or F & - P ~  on the 
Syr-Uarya, Sam'iini and Y,?qtit that of Yadhulthlzath (in Yaqiit 
Yadhakh kath) without indicating its situation. In no district of 
Transoxania did single villages occupy so remarkable an area as 
in Farg11,ina; one village sometimes stretched out over an entire 
day's journey5. The province was renowned for its mineral 
riches ; near Akhsikath, a t  Naqad and elsewhere there were gold 
and silver mines ; near Sukh there were quicksilver workings, 
and in Upper Nasy,?. mines of tar, asbestos, gold, silver, turquoise, 
iron, copper, and lead ; finally, Farghana was one of those few 

~ 6 5  provinces in the Ml~sl in~ I dominions where sal ammoniac "as 
obtained (near Uzgand, according to the author of the JahPn- 
Nii~nah 

The town of Khoiend (Khujanda)" which was in 1at:er times 
occasionally reckoned in ~ a r ~ h ~ n a ,  formed in the tenth century 
an independent administrative unit ; a " prince (malik) of Khu- 

1 On p .  2 6 2  q e l t  W&41 ; on p. 2 7 1  U;ILj ; the name should perhaps be read 
,.,wT (Atashkh~n, i. c. Temple of the Fire-worshippers). 

Bihl. Gtog. -,/rob., iii, 271-2. 3 /bid., i ,  347 ; ii, 406. 

SamlPni, s. Y .  A ~ ~ S I  ; Ylqbt, iv, la].+. The name is proljably only a mis- cS- 
spelling lor &g mentioned by the two authors elsewllere (Samr5ni, r.v. $-41 : 
YBqJt, i, ,424 ; SamlKni says that it was a village " in Isfijlb or S h ~ s h " ) .  We know 
from Ibn Khurdldhbih that it was situated 9 fan.  north-erst of Isfijib, on the 
to T a 1 3 z .  For further details cf. my OtcAet, el., p. 9. 

Bid/. Grog. Arob., i, 333-4 ; ii, 394-5. 6 Ibid., ii, 397-8;  cf. i, 334. 
Texts, p. S I .  Cf. also the statements above (p. 16 1) on the coals anrl indnstry of  

Fnrghlna. 
Bibl. Gcoc. Aqab., i ,  333; i i ,  391-a ; iii, 172. 



janda" is also mentioned in the pre-Muslim period, though he 
seems to have been dependent on the prince of FarghZna. 
Khojeud was one of the large towns of Transoxania, with a 
citadel, shahristzn, and rabad ; in the citadel was the prison, in 
the shahristan the cathedral mosque, in the rabad, in the centre 
of a square, the palace. The town was famed for its vineyards 
and gardens ; the population was so large that the produce of 
the neighbouring fields did not suffice for its needs, and corn for 
\he town had to be imported from Farghana and Ushrtisana. 
In the centre of the town flowed an ariq, talten off not, probably, 
from the Syr-Darya, but from the Khcja Baqirghan 2. A s  we 
have seen, the town of Kand was also included in the province 
of Khojend. 

Alinost the whole area between Samarqand and Khojend 
(184 miles by the present highway) was included in the province 
of Ushriisana or Sutriishana? The Arabic geographers give us 
several itineraries for this journey. According to  Isfakhri the 
journey from Samarqand to Khojend took eight days, the inter- 
mediate stations being Barkath5 (Abarkath), Sa'd rabZf, Biirna- 
~nadh,  ZZmiu, Szbaf, Arliand, and ShZwkath G. The  journey 
between 13arkath (which, as we have seen, was four farsakhs from 
Samarqand) and Btirnamadh is somewhat differently described 
by Ibn I<h~~rd,?dhbih and QudZma ; by their accounts the road 
led from Bk.l<ath through the QatwZn steppe to I<hushtifaghn 
(four farsakhs), thence through a mountainous locality to Uiirna- 
rnadh (five farsakhs), and then through steppe to Zamin (four 
farsakhs): From this it is evident that Khushiifaghn. lay some- 
what south of the present Yany-Kurgan station, and that it was 
from this point, 1 and not from Jizak, that the road at that period 166 
bl-anclled off to the east, across mountain and steppe, to Zaniin. 
'The road through Sa'd rabaf, of which Igfakhri speaks. probably 
ran farther south. According to Isfakhri it was between BZrkath 
and Sa'd rabiit, near thc Abil A'hrnad rabiit, that the road to  
~ h i s h  via Dizak (Jizak) branched off from the FarghRna road ; 
on this road a point QafwZn-diza is mentioned 8, a t  a distance of 
onc clay's journey frorn Barltath, which is probably identical with 
lihushufaghn. On the journey between E r k a t h  and Dizak it 
was possible to halt also at K h a r q ~ n a  instead of at QattvZn-diza ; 

Tnbari ,  ii, 1439. ? Cf. my OrosIZt~~it Turk., p. 136. 
"'I'hc old spelling Sutriishana, known from Chinese sources, is found also in many 

MSS. rcaclings in tenth-century wotks ; cf. lbll ljau.qal, p. 379, note b ; the 'Turnansky 
MS. h ~ s  the same readitlg ; cf. my Oroshcnic Turk,  p. 104. 

Bthl. Gee;.. Amh., i ,  334-5. C1'. above, p. 94. 
"laqdisi (UiQl. Geox. Arab., iii, 342) reckons only one day's journey from SPEf 

to ShHwkath. \'alqfiti (ibid., vii, 294) also says that the journey from Samarqand 
to Khojentl was mntle in seven days. 

Bihl. Gtog. Arab, vi, 20, 156. 
' Zhid., i ,  336, 



from Kharqzna it was reckoned nine farsakhs to Samarqand, five 
to Dizalc, and nine to ZSmin l. 

Between Zamin and Khojend there were also several roads. 
From SZbSf it was possible to proceed 9 0  Khojend via Arkand 
or Rukund (three farsakhs from Sabaf) and Galiik-Andzz (three 
farsakhs from Rukund and four from Khojend). There was also 
a road from Zzrnin to Kurkath via Khawas (seven farsakhs 
from Ztimin and six from Kurkath). The villages of ZZmin, 
Szibiit (Savat), Khiiwas (Khavast), Rukund, Kurkath 5, and 
GZllik-AndSz have preserved their names to the present day. 

The chief town of Ushriisana, Runjikath (probably for Panji- 
kath) lay off these roads. According to Ibn Khurdadhbih and 
Qudzma the way lay from Sabaf. two farsakhs over the plain 
and then still another five along the river that flowed from the 
town ; on both sides of the road were mountains covered with 
villages. As I have had occasion to reinark elsewhere7, this 
information authorizes us  to take as the remains of the capital 
of Ushrlisana the ruins of Shahristan (sixteen miles south-west 

167 of Ura-tube)*. These I ruins were surveyed by me in 1 8 9 4 ~ ~  
and afterwards described in greater detail by P. S. Sltval-sky lo. 

In the tenth century1' the town contained as many as 10,000 
male inhabitants ; it was composed of a citadel, shahristan, 

h'i6i. Geq;?. Arab., i. 343; ii, 382, 403. 
F ~ o l n  Ziniin to SSbZt RIaqdlsi Bi6Z. Gees. Arab., iii, -342) reckons a drives, 

I?lakhri (ibid., i, 343), 3 fars., Ibn KhnrdHdhbih, Ibn Faqih and Qtlcllma (ibid., 
v, 3a8; vi, 21, 158), a lars. In the opin~on of Skvarsky (Sred~cenz. Yyesltzih, Oct. 
1896, p. 50) this SaLZt is perhaps identical not with the present station of the same 
name but with the village of Iski-Sabat, eight milcs farthcr north. 

Bibl. Geog. ,4mb., v, 328 ; vi, 158. Icnrkath is only a conjecture of the editor 

(text, p. 2 0 7 ,  note d )  ; the MS. has d,, i . r .  A$, the same as d1l in I$akhti, 

11. 335, where de Goeje himself (note e) rightly identifier the town with s() (the 

reading is given as 4) in Qa~liimn. Kag~int (sir) is mentioned as a village north 
of Ura-Tube by A. I<ushakevitcli in the Izvyeitiya of the Iiussian Geog. Soc., iv,  p. 3 1 5  

m d  map). T h e  same village is mentioned as Kugiin (&) by Muh. \Val5 Karminngi, 
Tnhfat al-Khini, MS. As. >Ins. 0581 b, f. 15ob. The distance between SiibHt and 
liurkath is more considerable. 

BBi. Geog. Arab., i ,  343 ; ii, 382 ; vi, 20. 
a In hfaqdisi (ihilf., iii, 265) Icurrlkath. 
"bid, vi, a l ,  I 59. According to  Istakhri (ibid., 1, 343) it was three farsakhs 

from SIbHt to Riinjikath. .%ednenz. Li'yrslnik, June 1836, 1'. 32. 
* The more pop~llar opinion, already expressed by 13Hbur (ed. Heveridge, f. 8 h, 

trans. p. 17), identifies it with Ura-tube itself, and the same view is strongly maintained 
by the modem explorer J. Castagnib and his fellow-members of the Turkestan 
Archaeological Circle; cf. their D o t .  xx, 3a sq., 159 sq. The lnodcrn Urn-tulle, like 
the ancient capital of Ushriisnna, has a gate calletl Gate of Nojknth ( ib id . ,  p. 32). 
Rut it is difficult to brin this view into agreement with the statement quoted above 
that the roar1 ran along k e rlver for fire farsakhs between mountains. 

Cf. my Otrhrt, Vr., pp. 75-6. 
S rcd~coz .  Yyestnik, Oct 1S96, pp. 47-51. 
Bibi. Grog. Arab., i, 3a6-7 ; ii, 379-80 ; iii, 277. 



through which ran the river, and rabad. The citadel, according 
to Maqdisi, was outside the shahristiin (Ibn Hawqal's text is 
somewhat ambiguous here). The prison was situated in the 
citadel, the cathedral mosque in the shahristan, the bazaars partly 
in the shahristan and partly in the rabad, the palace in the rabad 
on crown property. The shahristan had two gates, the Upper and 
Town gates ; the rabad had four : Zamin Gate, Marsmanda Gate, 
Ntijkath Gate, and Kahlabad Gate. The diameter of the wall 
of the rabad was approximatcly one farsakh ; the buildings were 
of clay and wood. The town was supplied with water by six 
watercourses 2, derived from a common source a t  a distance of 
half a farsakh from the town ; the names of these watercourses 
were Szrin (which flowed through the shahristan), Hurjan, Mzjan, 
Sankjan, Ktiyjan, and Sanbul<jan; there were many mills on 
them. 

The second largest town in UshrC~sana was Zamin" situated 
on both banks of a river near its point of issue from the moun- 
tains. Close by it was the old town, which in the tenth century 
had already been abandoned by its inhabitants ; the new town, 
which was called also Sarsanda, had no walls. The bazaars 
were on both sides of the river and interconnected by small 
bridges ; the cathedral mosque was on the right of the road 
leading to Samarqand, i. e. to  the north of the high road. 

The third town, Dizak or Jizak5was in the plain, in the district of 
Faknan, and was noted as one of the rallying-points of '' Warriors 
for the Faith," for whom many rabafs and khans had been built; 
among these is specially mentioned the rabaf of Khudaysar, 
built by Afshin, one farsalih from the town. 

The remaining towns of Ushrtisana were all much of a size ; 
the sites of the following a r e  indicated. Nfijkath, two farsakhs 
south-east of Icharqana, I i. e. in the western part of the province ; 168 
Faghli;lth, thrcc farsakhs V r o m  Rtinjiknth on the road to 
Khojend ; Ghazaq, two farsakhs from Faghkath and six from 
Khojend ; Arsyinikat or Arsubanikat 7, nine farsakhs from BGn- 
jikath 011 the frontier of Fargh,'ina, Khisht in the mountains near 

Or circ~~i i~f~rence  (so l bn  IJawqal, 380, a). 
Qccording to Maqdisi " Ijy six watercourses as well as a large river." 
; Bib/. (;c(~,g. a I Y U O . ,  ii, 380-1 ; iii, 2 7 7 .  

Ibilz'., i ,  3 2 7  ; ~ i ,  38 I .  " // ' it!., i, 343-4. 
~ c c o r t l i n g  to II)I~ 1,Tawqal (ihid., ii ,  404) nine fnrs., which is ~.nthcr ilnprobable. 

1:aghkath 2nd Gl1n7nq are probably irlentical with the towns of Gnza and Baga 
nientioncd in thc history of Alexander of hracedon (cf. Lerch in Uerezin's Russian 
L.:'rrlyc/opnetr'ir /)iclio~rnuv, sect. iii, vol. i, p. 578). The site ot Faghkath (in Istakhri, 
In one passage, p. 3 2 6 ,  IYnghkath) is probably occupied by the present village of 
Vagat, whose i~il~al)itnnts arc regarded as the descendants of king Kashtasib (Gushtasp); 
cf. Sv/.dnras. 1 'jlcstnik, Oct. I 896, p. 50. Yiiqot (iii, 797) places Ghazaq in FarghZna, 
on the authority of Snm'ini (s. v. 41). 

Bib/. Geog. Avnb., iii, 265 ; cf. below, p. 176. 



the silver mines I,  i. e. in the north-west part of the province. On 
the whole urban life was but little developed in Ushrfisana; the 
province came less under the influence of the Arabic culture 
than the others 2, and necessarily therefore preserved for a longer 
time the pecu:iar features of the old Aryan aristocratic organiza- 
tion. According to Ya'qtibi there were as many as 400 fortifi- 
cations in U$hrGsana, probably, that is, castles of the dihqans; 
Ibn Hawqal and Maqdisi 4, on the other hand, enumerate a whole 
list of districts in which there was not a single town. There 
were many forts and villages in the Buttarn mountains, i . e .  in 
the province of the Upper Zarafshan, which was also reckoned 
in Ushrtisana, although at one time Ruttam apparently formed 
a separate province ; Ibn Khurdadhbih5 speaks of it as an 
independent tributary unit ; in one passage 11e even mentions 
a "prince (rnalik) of Buttam." It is possible that Marsmanda 
(in Yabqfibi7 Arsmanda), the exact position of which is not 
indicated, was one of the towns in this district. Ibn Hawqal 
tells us that the town was built on the bank of a broad river, 
covered in winter with thiclc ice ; owing to the cold climate vine 
growing and horticulti~re were not possible here, but the inhabi-- 
tants engaged with complete success in the cultivation of cereals 
and laying out of flower beds; there was, moreover, a well- 
attended fair held here every month, and the cathedral mosque 
was near the bazaar. 

I 69 Among the districts in which I there were no towns a t  all those 
of Maskha (probably Mascha, in Babur Macha) and Rurghar 
(see below, p. 182)  undoubtedly lay in the Upper Zarafshan 
region. The Arabic tern] Rurghar is probably a mutilation of 
Parghar or Farghar (compare Rtinjikath and Panjikath, Q I I W Z -  
dhiyan and Qabadhiyan, &c.). We have here, to all appearances, 
the same word as in the ancient name of Kchi-Surkhab (cf. 
above, p. 68);  the same word is preserved in the present name 
of the Falghar district. According to HiiburVhe boundary 
between Macha and Palghar passed somewhat below thz village 
of Ubburdan, which is still in existence. To  the same locality 
may probably be assigned the district of Mink (in Ya'qibi Mgnk), 
where, according to Ibn Hawqall" the fortress of Afshi~i was 
situated, and where Qiitayba fought "the wearers of blaclc gar- 
ments"; " on this latter event we find no information in thc 

1 J i b / .  Geo,q. Arab., iii, 278. 
Sredrrcaz. Vyestnih, June I 896, p. 32. "dl. Geog. Arab., t i i ,  294. 
Ibid., ii, 382 ; iii, 265-6. fbid., vi,  27. 

a Ibid., 29. Zbid., vii, 194. Zbid., ii, 381-2;  cf. also iii, 278. 
" E d .  Ilminski, p. I a r  ; ed. Hereridge, f. gg, trans. p. 1 5 2  ; Ersl'inc, Afcmoirs of 

Babcr, p. ror. 
lo  Bibl. Geog. Arab., ii, 383-4. 

In 1:takhri ( ibid. ,  i, 3 2 8 )  it is stated only that here Qutagba " fought atid besieged 
Afshin." 



historians. The villages of J a n k ~ k a t h  and S ~ y d a k ,  which seen1 
to have been in the same district, were the original home of the 
family of Abu's-Ssj Diwdad, the founder of the dynasty of 
SZjids of Adharbayjanl. Kear Mink and Marsmanda was 
obtained the material for the iron wcapons which were manu- 
factured in Farghana and exported to all the ~rovinces as far 
as Baghdad. In addition to this, there were in the R~t t tam 
mountains gold, silver, vitriol, and sal ammoniac workings ; 
Istaliliri and Ibn Hawqal describe with a fair amount of detail 
tl;e method of obtaining the latter, and their description fully 
coincides with the accounts of modern travellers 3. 

T o  the north-east of Ushrfisana, on the right bank of the Syr- 
Darya, were the provinces of Iliiq and S h ~ s h  4,  which formed 
geographically one indivisible whole 5 By f liiq was tinderstood 
the valley of the river Angren (properly Ahangarin), by ShZsh 
the valley of the river Parak (Chirchik), \vhich had two sources ; 
one flowed from the Hiskam mountains, the other from the 
district of Jidghil (Pskein and Chotkal). Near the mouth of 
the Angren was the town of Banakath, I near the mouth of the 170 
Chirchik the town of Na j~ l i a t h ;  the distance between them 
amounted to  three farsakhs 7. Banaliatl~, according to Maqdisi's 
account ', had no walls ; the cathedral mosque was near the 
bazaar; the inhabitants were noted for their turbulence. As is 
well known, Banaliath was destroyed by the Mongols and rebuilt 
under Timiir, who called the town Shahrukhiya in honour of his 
son. The ruins of Shahrulchiya are on the right bank of the 
Syr-Darya, at  the rnouth of the Gijigen valley, through which 
flowed the left channel of the Angren !' ; a little below it lie the 
ruins of old Banakath. 

Two roads Icd from Ushriisana to the Chirchili valley, one 
from K h ~ w a s  (or Khawas), the other from Dizali. Ry the road 
from K h ~ w a s  the s y r - ~ a r y a  was reached four farsakhs above 
Banal~ath ; on the way from Banakath to the Chirchilc the towns 
of Kharashkath (one fars~lih from Haniikath, and the second 

S. 1,ane-l'oolr, 7 X c  lIfohammadnrt f)jlr~astics, p. I 2 6 .  
Hihl.  Gcog. Arnb., i ,  3a;-8 ; ii, 3Sz-3. 
Tomnschek, Sol)~Rtlin?zn, S. 24. 
The local spelling was undoubtedly ChPch, as the district and chief town are 

often called by I'crsian writers. Arnhic $ often represents the sound ch, cf. my 
Oroslrenie Trrrbesta~~n? p. 139. 

5 I3rbl. 6t.0,~. Avob., i ,  332-3. The name illq is not found either in the Chinese 
sources or in the na~rntivcs of the Arab conquest ; in pre-hlusllm times the district 
must hnvc lwen ~mlitically united with Chlch. Cf. my Orosheriic Ttr7.krsfana, p. 142. 

Bib[. GCOP. A d .  ii. ?SS. , ., 
Ibid., i .  3i5. Zhid., iii, 277. 

:' .T?cn'lrynya A:lj,a, article of E. T. Smirnov, Tnshkent, 1896, p. 134. Cf. now 
also the clescrip~ion of the ruins by J. CnstngnC in ProtoR. Turh. kruzh.,  xviii, I 1 2  sq., 
with maps nnd views. 

l o  Bibl. Gcqr. Arab., vi, 156. In Mnqclisi (ibid., iii, 342) 2 drives. 



largest town in Shiish) and Khudaynkath ( "  Lady's Town," one 
farsakh farther on) are mentioned ; the left bank of the Chirchik 
was reached a t  the town of Jiniinjkathl (four farsakhs from 
Banzkath and two from the bank of the Syr-Darya). Jinznjkath, 
like Banskath, had no walls 2. The road from Khiiwas here 
joined that from Dizak. The distance from Dizak to the mouth 
of the Chirchik "was traversed in three days (the intermediate 
stages in the steppe being Husayn's well and Humayd's well) ; 
farther on the Christian (probably Nestorian 7 village of Winkard 
was passed. From Isfakhri's statement "hat Jiniinjkath was on 
the road from winkaid to Hinkath it might be concluded that 
Winkard also was on the left bank of the Chirchik, or more to 
the south, before crossing the Syr-Darya. The following remarks 
were made by the late N. S. Lykoshin in a private letter to me 
(dated 13/14 April, I 896) : " With reference to the ancient 
Christian village on the left bank of the river Chirchili, near its 

171  estuary, I have heard tales from our natives, I who call the ruins 
of this village Uljii-kend, and refer to literary evidence that 
Christians (tersa) lived there at one time or another." Since 
then, however, Vyatkin has shown that U l j ~ k a n t  or Unjiikant is 
the same as Najiliath '. I t  is more probable that Winkard, 
which Ibn Hawqal distinguishes from the river of Shiish ( i .e .  
the Syr-Darya) as one of the boundaries of the cultivated area of 
Shash, and mentions later on (p. 399) as a place to which 
travellers came after crossing the steppe (nothing is said about 
crossing the river), was situated to the south of the Syr-Darya, 
where the remains of ancient irrigation canals have been found ; 
the strip of cultivated land south of the Syr-Darya and north of 
the steppe may have been incorporated in ShZsh 7. 

Near Jingnjkath the Chirchik was crossed to Shutirkath or 
Ushtiirkath (" Camel-town "), the third largest town in the 
province 3. From Qudama's statement If the river is crossed, 
then the town of Shuttirkath is on the left ") it might be concluded 
that it was situated below JinZnjkath, which however is hardly 
probable. According to Isfakhri l1 it was three farsakhs from 
Khudaynkath to ~hutiirl iaih. In all probability Shutiirkath was 
situated not far from the present Iski-Tashkent, perhaps on the 

Nidl. Geq;?. ..luab., i ,  344-5 ; v i ,  1 56. 
i b i d , ,  111, a ; ; .  Zhid., i ,  336.  
ihid, ii, 384. "bid., i ,  345. 

V ' r o t o R .  Tt11.k. X-vrr-h., v,  r gG sq. 
The late Knravayev may have been right in idtmtifying Winknrd wit11 Urumbai 

M i r z i  (cf. his book (;oloc~~rnya .Step, and my review of it in Znpiski, xxiii, 414). 
Bibl. Geo,;~. Arab., vi, ao. "hid, i ~ ,  389. 

' 0  Zbid,, vi, I jG. The word u\, however, is inserted in the texts only on the 
I .. 

editor's conjecture (ibid., vi, 204). The hlS. has &.J\ (1). 
11 /b id , ,  i, 344. 



site of those ruins which, in Evarnitsky's description l ,  lie 
"opposite the village (qishlaq) of Kirshaul, to  the east of Iski- 
Tashkent, and extend about eight versts along the bank of the 
river and about two or three versts westward to the steppe." 
According to Maqdisi the town was fortified and there were 
fine covered bazaars (timiit) in it. The distance between Shutfir- 
1;ath and Binkath, the capital of ShZsh, was traversed in one day3. 
On this road are mentioned the towns of Danfaghiinkath (two 
farsakhs from Shutiirkath), Z~lthi l iath (one farsakh farther on), 
and Baniinkath (three farsakhs from Shuttirkath). From 
Baniinltath to Binkath was two farsakhs; ZZlthiliath also was 
two farsakhs from Binkath, and must consequently be either 
identical with Banfinkath, or else situated close to it. Thus it 
is quite possible that Binkath was on the site of the present 
Tashkent. 

The town of Binkath "was surrounded by two lines of walls, 
of which the outer line had seven gates (the spelling of their 
names is doubtful), and the interior line ten gates7 (the more 
remarkable of their names being Gate of the Amir, Gate of the 
Street of the Khiiqan, and Gate of the Castle of the Dihqan). 
The shahristan I had three gates (Abu'l-'Abbas, Icish, and 172 
Junayd), the citadel two, of which one gave on the shahristan, 
the other on the rabad. The  palace and prison were in the 
citadel, the cathedral mosque outside but close to it, the bazaars 
partly in the shahristiin, but chiefly in the rabad. The length 
and breadth of the town from side to side of the outer walls was 
approximately one farsakh. 111 thc town and its neighbourhood 
there were many gardens and vineyards. 

As  regards the road from Khojend to Rinkath (Tashkent), 
till latterly the mountain roads were of greater importance than 
the present road through the steppe. Maqdisi "eckons olle 
day's journey from Hinkath to " the silver mine," and as much 
from the mine to Khsjistiin, which was situated, as we have seen, 
on the road from Iihojend to Akhsikath. In any case, these 
stages were very long" as Ibn  Khurd5dhbih and QudamaIo 
reckon seven farsakhs from Binkath to thc mine and eight from 

1 Putevotli/c.Z' po S7zri~zei Azii, Tashkent, I 893, p. I 49. 
Bihl. Gecy. Arab., iii, a;&;.  
[bid,, i i i ,  342. .I Ibici., i, 344. 

6 Ibid. .  vi. 20. 

"bid.;  ii; 3 8 6  7 ; iii, 276. I n  the historians the name of t l ~ e  ancient capital of 
Sllssh, '!.?rhnnd, is often met with (cf. 13elndsori, 1). 421). I t  is not mentioned by the 
gcngrapI1ers. 
: According to Mnqdisi only eight. 

Bibl. Geog Arab., iii, 342. 
!I Y n ' q ~ h i  (rbid., vii, 294) reckons five dnys journey from Farg l~ lna  to  ShPsh and 

four clays' from Khojend to Shash. 
l o  Dibl. Gco,~. Arab., vi, ao, 159. 



the mine to  Khzjistiin. In  Qudiinla we find a description of 
another road to  the Angren valley; according to his description, 
from Khojend it ran along the river (Syr-Darya) to some ruins 
known as  " the place of the observatory " (mawdi' al-Marsad), 
thence two farsakhs to the castle of Miihiniin, situated "near the 
mouth of the river of the silver mine," i .e .  the Angren or one of 
its southern arms. In  the first case (the road from Khzjistilll) 
there is no doubt that the reference is to the road through the 
Kendir-davan pass. *' The mine of ShZsh " is frequently men- 
tioned on coins even of the 'Abbzsid period ; the Persian name 
of this locality, as de Goeje has already noted l, was Kiih-i sim 
(literally " silver mountain ") ; a village of Kih- i  sim is mentioned 
i n  Istakhri2, and was apparently situated south of the Angren, 
prob;bly opposite the present village of Ablyk. 

T o  determine the position of Tiinkath, the chief town of I l ~ q ,  
is a matter of grcat difficulty. The description of the road 
betkveen Tiinkath and Binkath has come down to us in a muti- 

173 lated condition ::, and the distance from Tiinkath to Khojend I or 
to the silver mine is not indicated in any source. w e  know 
only that Tiinkath was situated on the Angren ; in view of this, 
de Gocje's interpretation, according to which the distance from 
Binkath to  Tiinltath was eight farsakhs, may be accepted. 
Tunkath4 was half the size of Rinkath, but consisted nevertheless 
of citadel, shahristiin, and rabad ; the palace was in the citadel, 
the cathedral mosque and prison near it, the bazaars partly in 
the shahristan and partly in the rabad. 

On its northern side the cultivated strip of the Chirchik was 
bounded by a wall, stretching from the Sablik or Saylik5 
mountains to the bank of the Syr-Darya, and built for protection 
from the raids of the Turks, evidently during the period of Arab 
dominion, before the Siiminid conquest of Isfijiib, i.e. before 840. 
Ibn Ijawqal ascribes the construction of the wall to  'AbdallZh 
b. Humayd b. Thawr ; the personage in qucstion is possibly 
'Abdallah b. 1;Iumayd b. Qahfaba, who governed KhurasZn for 
five months in 776 after the death of his father 7. Beyond the 
wall began the Qal,?: steppe ; on going a distance of one farsakh 
into the steppe a fosse was reached, which also stretched from 
the mountains to the Syr-Darya. The remains of the wall have 
been preserved to the prcscnt day in the shape of a mound. 
which, like the mound a t  BukhZrZ, is called by the natives 

nib(. Gc.0~.  rlrnh., vi, 2 7  (text). "hid.. i, ;1p, 345. 
"hid., i, 344; i i ,  404. (bid., ii, 388-9 ; iii, 277.  
"~vcri~renz. I/j,estrtiL*, June I 896, p. 2 7. 
"Rdl. Geog. Arab., i i ,  388. 
7 Hamzah Ispaharirnsis, ed. Gottwaltlt, text, p. 221, trans. p. I 7 2 .  Gardizi (MS. 

Bodl., f. 94 ; Camb. MS., f .  75 b) also says tha t  'AbdallHh governed the province ailer 
the death of his father tlll the end of A. 11. 159. 



Kempir-duval (" Wall of the Old Woman "). As yet a survey 
has been made only of the western section of the mound, twenty- 
four miles in length, from the heights near the ariq of Bossu to 
the village of Jaldama; the natives used even to  say that " the 
mound crosses to the left bank of the Syr-Darya, and stretches 
through the Hunger-Steppe to the town of Jizak," but these 
tales have not been verified. Whether any remains of the eastern 
part of the wall have been preserved is unknown. The fosse 
mentioned by Ibn Hawqal is undoubtedly identical with the 
" steep-sided and deep " ravine of Rossu ariq ; behind the ravine 

begins a hilly steppe, intersected by two channels of the Keles 
river." I t  is very probable that, in spite of the difference in 
spelling, the Arabic name of t'he Qaliis steppe is identical with 
the name of the river Keles. I 

From the statements of the Muslim geographers it is evident 174 
that the wall reached the bank of the Chirchik near the town of 
Jabghtikath (properly " Town of the Jabghti ; " jabghti or 
yabghii being a well-known Turkish title), two farsakhs above 
Binkath; in former times the military forces of the province 
were concentrated here. The situation of Jabghiikath probably 
corresponded to the former fortress of Niyazbek. 

The  number of towns in ShZsh and f l ~ q ,  in contrast to  Ushrti- 
sana, was extremely large ; Istalihri "numerates twenty-seven 
in S h a ~ h  (Maqdisi4 thirty-fodi'), and fourteen in Ilsq (Maqdisi 
seventeen). We cannot always fix with exactness the spelling of 
the names of these towns, neither have we exact data with regard 
to their position" T o  the north of the Chirchik and lying 
between it and the wall were, besides those towns already men- 
tioned, the towns of Khiittinkath ( i .e .  " Lady's Town," two 
farsakhs from Binkath), Harkfish (three farsakhs from Khiitiin- 
kath), and Khargankat "four farsalihs east of KhZtGnkath). In 
the qeneral list of towns KhargZnkat is, perhaps in error, included 
in I .  On the left banli of the Chirchil; there was also the 
town of Kankraq, a t  a distance of one iarsakh from I<hudaynkath. 
The description of the main road between Binkath and Tiinkath 
has come down to u s  in somewhat contradictory and mutilated 

S~,e(r'nj~nj~n Azzjla, Tashkent, 1896, 1q'. 1.72-3 (article of E. '1'. Smirnov). 
According to Qndlrna ( E N .  GEO,~ .  A ~ n b . ,  vi, 1 5 7 )  it was two farsakhs rrom 

Itinkath to " the military station on this side of the wall." In the Tumansky hIS. 
(f. 24 h )  there is mcntio~led " Jnhghfikatli, a pretty little town, w11el.e in ancient times 
there was the military camp of Chach (ShPsh)." Accnrtling to  Iptakhri (345) it was 
two f n ~ s .  from Rinh-ath to Jabghiknth, which wns situnted on the bank of the chirchik. 

V i b i .  (;ros-. Arab., i, 32s-32.  

' Ibid., iii, 264-5. 
"bid., i, 344-5 ; ii, 404-j. 

"Written cjd<+ and &b;i. 



redactions ; the following itinerary appears to  me to  be the most 
probable : 

Hinkath 
Nujkathl . . . I farsakh 
l3alZyan V . 2 farsakhs 
Nfikath . . I fal-sakh I 

17.5 RanjkhZsh . . 2 farsakhs 
Sakakath . . I farsalch 
Tiinkath . . I farsakh. 

Of these towns Niijkath only belonged to Shash, the remainder 
to Tliiq. T o  the east of the main road are placed the towns of 
Farankath or Faraskad (two farsakhs from Jabghukath), Ba- 
ghfinkath (one farsakh from Farankath), and Aniidhkath (two 
farsakhs from Haghiinkath) ; in the same locality, at a distance 
of one day's journey, are mentioned Kadzk, Ghadrank, Kabarna, 
Ghazak (written also Ghazaq), Wardiik and Jabiizan ; all the 
towns mentioned were included in ShZsh. T o  the west of the 
main road (north of the Angren), a t  the same distance, were 
Ashbinghu, Kalashjik, Ardliinkath, Biskath, Samsirak, Khumrak, 
and Ghanniij ; of these Biskath (possibly the present Pskent or 
Biskent), Siimsirak and Khumrak were reckoned to  Ilaq, the 
remainder t o  Shash ; it is remarkable that even Banakath was 
reckoned to Shiish and not to il5q. South of the Angren, in 
the area east of Tunkath, were Gharjand, Khzsh, Dhakhkath or 
Adhakhliath ", Tukkath or Nukkath 4, and Kuh-i sim ; of these 
Gharjand only was reckoned to  ShZsh, the remainder to Ilaq; 
Maqdisi includes Gharjand as well in 115~1. The towns named 
occupied an area two marches in length, and less than one march 
in breadth. T o  the west of Tunkath, at  a distance of five 
farsakhs, were placed the towns of Arbilakh and Namudhligh in 
IlZq. Of the towns of Shash enumerated in Istakhri the position 
of one only, Nakslik, is not indicated. Maqdisi quotes some 
further names, but their pronunciation is very dubious ; it is 
very probable that sometimes one and the same name is given 

This should probably be rear1 instearl of &+ ; the latter name does not appear 
in the general list of towns. According to the Tumaneky MS. (f. 2 4  b) the boatmen 
(kishtibinHn) engaged on the Parak (Chirchik) and Khaehart ('u'aksart, i.e. Syr-Darya) 
rivers came from Niijkath. Niijkath was probably situated on the site of the present 
Chirchik station. 

Cf. the order in which the towns of f l i q  are enumerated by Ihtnkh~i.  

Samdlni (r. v. . . cd l  and q& j,j\ ; cf. Yiiqiit, ii, 1'7,831) locates Dhakhkath cT 
"in the province of Shbh, in the locality of RiidhbHr (lit. river)." In his enumeration 
of towns, Sarn'ini draws no distinction between ShLsh and TIHI, and even reckons 

Tankath to Shirh  (J .  v .  A:.!\ : cf. Y l q l t ,  i, goo). 
De Goeje (Bidl. Geog. Al-ah., i ,  332) is not justified in doubling the identity 

of these names. 



twice in different forms. Of these names Barskath (in Shash) 
and ShZwkath (in P l ~ q )  are quoted also in SamlZni's and Y5qCit1s 
dictionaries ; it is possible that the first I was on the site of the 
present village of Pal-kent l. The Zarankath of Maqdisi (in 1 76 

S h ~ s h )  perhaps corresponds to  Zarkent; as regards the other 
names we have not decided to make any suggestions. Sam'Zni 
and YZqCit name also the village of Shakhakh, without indicating 
its position. 

In the Sam5nid period the province of IsfijZb, i.c. the tract of  
cultivated land on the Aris and its tributaries, was also reckoned 
as part of Transoxania. The actual town of Isfijab, according 
to native tradition, was on the site of the present village of 
Sayram ::. The journey from Shash to Isfijab is differently 
described ; according to Isfakhri the distance was traversed in 
four days, according to ~ 2 ~ 1 i b i  in two. Maqdisi also reckons 
only one day's journey from Binkath to Gharkard (or Ghuzltard). 
Qudama reckons five farsakhs from Jabghukath to Gharkand, 
and four from Gharkard to Isfiiab; the latter distance agrees 
also with the distance (two drives) given by Maqdisi. Ibn Khur- 
dzdhbih reckons eight rniles from the silver mine to the Iron 
Gate, thence two farsakhs to Katak or Kadak, and a further six 
farsakhs to Gharkard. The insignificance of the distanccs given, 
especially of the first, seetns completely incomprehensible. In 
any case, the Iron Gate of Ibn Iihurdiidhbih, even allowing for 
some mistake on his part, can hardly be identical with the Iron 
Gate of Ibn Hawqal" which was in the Qal,?? steppe on the 
northern boundary of Shiish. According to Isfal.;hri10 the rabi t  
of Anfuran served as a station in tile ~ a l i s  steppe between 
Rinliath and Gharkard. Between Ghal-kard' and Isfij5b also 
there was steppe land. I t  is possible that Ghal-kard was on the 
site of Duvana; in any case it should be searched for in the 
locality watered by the Upper Keles and its tributarics. I 

The town of I s f i j ~ b  ' I  was a third of the size of Binkath ; in the 177  
tenth century its citadel was already lying in ruins, and only the 
shahristiin and rabad remained. The length of the wall of 
the rabad was one farsakh (in circumference). The shahristan 
had four gates : the Niijkath, Farkhzn, Shakr,?na, and Hukh~r ,?  
Gates ; within it were situated the palace, prison, cathedral 
mosque, and bazaars, amongst which Maqdisi singles out for 
special mention the bazaar of the cotton-weavers. Isfijsb was 
to an even greatcr degree than ninkath a rendezvous for 

Cf. 13nru-kul and liarkul (/Za~z(l/~k. of .Yc'~plri~jlec.lrj,e, 1898, vol. ii, p. 134). 
? E'sqfit, i i i ,  265. 

Thc lorn1 Saryam suggestetl by thc local literati is nndouhtedly artificial. 
Bib/. Gmc. .47al., i ,  345-6. /hid., vii ,  295. "hid., iii, 342. ' / b id ,  vi, 157. ' [hid., vi, 10. "hid., ii, 384. 

l o  /hid, i, 336-7. l 1  / h i d ,  i ,  333 ; ii, 3Sg-go ; iii, z7a-3. 



"\Varriors for the Faith," for whom a large number of rabzts 
(karaw5nsarZys) had been built, numbering as many as ~ ~ 7 0 0 ,  
according to Maqdisi. As everywhere, the rabafs were in part 
built by the inhabitants of the large towns for their fellow-citizens 
(we find mention of the rabzts of the Nakhshabis, Bukharans, 
and Samarqandians), and in part with money given by certain 
nobles; such was the rabaf of Qal-2-tagin, who was ruler of 
Ralkh under Nasr b. Ahmad ; here was his tomb, and close by 
it the tomb of h;s son Mansir, who died in 340/951 l ;  here too 
was a bazaar, the revenues from which (7,000 dirhams a month) 
were dedicated to the purchase of bread and other food for the 
poor. Thc edifices of the town were built of clay. 

A s  included in the province of Isfijab was reckoned the whole 
locality to the cast up to and including the valley of the Talas, 
and to the north-west up to Sabrjan (SawrZn). Of the Talas 
valley and the roads between i t  and Isfijzb I have given a detailed 
description clservl~ere \ as regards the north-west districts " to 
the west of Isfijjab lay the district of Kanjida, the chief town of 
which, SubZnikath or Usbznikath (in Maqdisi, Arsubanikat), 
was two days' journey from the town of Isfij jab 4. It was fortified, 
and had a cathedral mosque; the greater part of the buildings 
was in the rabad. Below Kanjida was the district of Barzb or 
F.?rab, occupying an area on both banks of the Syr-Darya less 
than one day's journey in length and breadth. Isfakhii and 

178 Ibn 1 Hawqal name Kadar as the chief town of the district, and 
locate it half a farsakh from the Syr-Darya. According to 
Maqdisi the chief town had the same name as the district, and 
could muster as many as 70,000 troops (?) ; the cathedral mosque 
was in the shahristiin-', and the greater part of the bazaars in the 
rabad ; in the shahristzn there were also some shopsc. According 
to the same geographer Kadar was a new town ; the constl-uction 
of a minbar ( i .e .  a cathedral mosque) in it caused a civil war, 
evidently a struggle between its inhabitants and those of the 
chief town of the district. In view of such coiltradictory state- 

11)1i al-Athir, viii, IS; ,  370. 
Otrhet, ec.. pp. 9-10, 15- I 6.  I t  may be added thnt the modern villnge of  

Mankent. to the north-east of Chlmkent, is alrcady mentioned by Y;icliit iv, 671) 
under the name Manknth. 

Bibl. Gr.og. Amb.. i, 34G ; ii, jgo7pr, 405 ; iii, 173-4. 
In the same distr~ct probably were s~toated the towns of Khiirliigh nnd JumushlighO, 

mentioned in Maqdisi hetwcen IsfijHb and Subiinikath, without any more delinite 
ir~dication of position. It must, however, be rememberccl that hlacldisl d ~ e s  not always 
enumerate towns in geographical order, e.g. IVasij is mentioned before Katlar, though 
it was sitoated below it. On Jum~ishliigho see Ofchct, V c . .  p. 10. 

The word p should ,evidently be taken here in this sense, 39 the citadel and 
rabad are mentioned separately. 

The word &$, often translated " wineshops," means shops of any kind (cf. 
Yn'qiibi's descrtption of Bnghdid, Bibl. Geqq, Apt ;  b., vi i ,  242. 9, 146. 7, s 50. 20). 



ments it is difficult to  decide whether Kadar corresponded to the 
later Farab or to Utrar (Utrzr) l. The name Utr5r is perhaps 
met with already in Tabari2, who mentions among the enemies 
of Ma'miin the prince of the town of Utrar-banda. Of the towns 
of FZrZb on the left banlc of the Syr-Darya were Sutkand 3, 

where there were settlements of Ghuzz and Qarluq Turks who 
had embraced Islam, and Wasij, a small fortified village with 
a cathedral mosque, where there lived " a  powerful Amir," two 
farsakhs below Kadar. Wasij was the birthplace of the famous 
philosopher AbG Nasr al-Farabi ; its fortress was still in existence 
in the twelfth century 4. According to  Mas'iidi 5, the Syr-Darya 
a t  F5rZb sometimes flooded an area of over thirty farsakhs 
(which is, of course, an exaggeration) ; the villages, situated like 
forts on the tops of hillocks, were a t  such times able to com- 
municate with each other only by boat. 

From Kadar it was one march to  Shawghar C, a large fortified 
town, with an extensive district and a cathedral mosque near the 
bazaar, and one other short march to  Sawran (or Sabran). 
Sawran, as the frontier town facing the Ghuzz I and Kimak 179 
territories, was strongly fortified and surrounded by seven lines 
of walls; the cathedral mosque was in the inner town (shah- 
ristan). The Ghuzz came here for trading purposes, or in order 
to conclude peace treaties. Behind Sawran Maqdisi places still 
another small fortified town, Turar, and in its district the village 
of Zarakh, in consequence of which the town was sometimes 
called Turar-Zarakh. Notwithstanding the resemblance of the 
names the position indicated will not allow of identifying it with 
IJtrZr. Maqdisi names some further points on the frontier of the 
Turkish territories ; of these the large, rich, and fortified town of 
Shaghljan lay on the frontier of the Icimak territories ; the 
small town of Balaj and the large town of Bariikat were occupied 

The tlistances indicated below make it necessary to locate liadnr somewhat to the 
north of UtrZr. 

T a b m i ,  iii, 815-16. 

This reading (&:, lit. " milk-town ") has been adopted by us on the ground 

of the Tuma~iskg LIS (Ihn l jawgal  in de Goeje's edition has AL~ .) The  ruins 
of Sutkand arc still well known (a mile above Lake Qa~aku l )  and ha& been described 
by N. Kudnev in Tzt,*cif. Vjtcd., 1900. No. 16. &+ should a150 be read instead 

o l  d,, in Zalnr-Nlmah, il, 646. 
Sam'Sni, r. ;I,. u . l j l \ .  
Brhl. CEO:;. A Y ~ . .  vili, 65 ; \Inyoucli, Lt liz11e de Z'nvel-fisser,rcn/, trad. par 

I!. Carra de \'nn\, p. 9;. 
This must not be confused nit11 the town o f  the same name situated on the road 

to Talns, near the present \tation of Kuyuk (Otchet, 13.9). \Yestern Shiiwghar is to be 
~dcnt~fied with Tnrkestan, as suggested t)y Le Strange, Lalrtis of thc Bastel-n Cal$lrate, 
1). 485. The town was then bes~de the maill road (Maqd~si ,  p. 2 7 4 ) ;  cf. my Oroshenie 
Turkesf~na,  p. 14;. 

N 



by Turkmens who had embraced IslZm; in both one and the 
other the fortifications were already lying in ruins. In general 
the frontier guard in this locality was confided to emigrants 
from the steppe, who, if Ibn Hawqal is to be believed, fought 
zealously against their heathen fellow-tribesmen. " The rich 
pasture lands" between FZrZb, Kanjida, and ShZsh (i.e. to the 
west and south-west of IsfijZb) were also occupied by nomad 
Turks who had embraced IslZm to the number of about a 
thousand families. 

Below SawrZn the Syr-Darya flowed through the steppe in the 
Ghuzz territories. Two days' journey from the estuary and one 
farsakh from the river was situated the town of Yanikant (" The 
New Town," called by the Arabs al-Qaryat al-Haditha, by the 
Persians Dih-i Naw ; in literature frequently 5 and sometimes 
also on coins, the name Shahrkant is met with), the winter resi- 
dence of the king of the Ghuzz, now the ruins of Jankent to 
the south of the Syr-Darya, about three miles from the former 
Khivan fortress of Jan  Qal'a, fifteen miles from Kazalinsk 4. Not 
far from Yanikant were two other smaller towns, Jand and Khu- 
wZra (or Juwara); all three towns were inhabited by Muslims 
(probably traders from Khorezmia and Transoxania), although 
they were in the territories of unbelievers. From Yanikant to 
Khorezmia was reckoned ten days' journey, to FZrab twenty 
days ' ; Gardizi "describes as well the trade route from Yanikant 

180 into the land of the Kimaks, I to the banks of the Irtysh. In 
times of peace grain was exported to Yanikant from Transoxania 
down the Syr-Darya. According to V. Kallaur, the remains of 
Jand are the ruins of Khisht-Qal'a, in  the district of Tumar- 
utkul, sixteen to twenty miles from Perowsk 7 .  

The inhabitants of the districts in the lower course of the river, 
thanks to the geographical situation of their country, long pre- 
served their independence. The mouth of the river had already 
fallen into the hands of the Muslims in the tenth century, thanks 
to Seljuk ; in the first half of the eleventh century it was ruled 
by ShZh-Malik, the enemy of Seljuk's descendants " but his name 
shows him to have been a Muslim. In spite of this, the area 

On this and other towns see Bibl. Geog. Ayah., i i ,  393. 
Ofchef, pp. 83, 106. 
Texts, pp. 79-80 (Kit lb  at-tawassul) ; Schefer, Chyert. fen. ,  i i ,  114 (Texts) ; 

Nasawi, ed. Houdas, p. 36, trans. p. 6a ; Notices ct Extmits,  xiii, a.14. 
Lerch, ArRAeo?.poyezdRn, St. P., 1870. p. I r .  
The suggestion made by J. Marquart (Ostturk. Dialektstr/dien, p. 202) that 

'' iarsnkhs " should be read instead of " days " is  quite erroneous. 'I'he distance is 
mucli greater, and not too sniall for twenty days. 

Wtchet,  pp. 106-7. 
Cf. Proto&. Turk. kruzh., v, I 5 ant1 81,  and my Oroshenie Tuv4t~lnnn, p. 1.51. 

Some other identifications made by the same explorer are very doubtful (ibid.). 
ILn al-Athir, ix ,  322. 9 Baihaki, ed. Morley, p. 856. 



between Jand and FZrZb was, until the end of the twelfth cen- 
tury, considered to be a region of unbelievers. The centre of 
the dominion of the non-Muslim Qipchaqs, as we shall see in 
the third chapter, was the town of Sighnaql, which was still of 
great importance in the period of Mongol rule; it lay twenty- 
four farsalihs from Utrgr, according to Lerch, on the site of the 
present ruins of Sunak-kurgan or Sunak-ata, six or seven miles 
north of the post station of Tumen-aryk 2. Between SighnZq 
and Jand there are mentioned also, in the account of Jiichi's 
campaign, the fortresses of Uzgand, Bzrchinlighkant 3, and 
Asllnzs4. Ozgand, on the authority of a sixteenth-century 
writer quoted by Lerch, was in the Qaratu mountains, but this 
interpretation of the text quoted by him is very doubtful 5. 

Barchinlighkant was probably nearer to Jand ( than to SighnZq, 181 
as the IChwarazm-shZh Takash organized it some time before the 
definitive subjugation of the latter G. Of less important points 
the following are mentioned : SZgh-dara, twenty farsakhs from 
Jand on the bank of the Syr, apparently below the town, as this 
point was reached on the way from Khorezmia ; KhayrZbZd, in 
the neighbourhood of Jand ' ; Rabat-Tugh~nin, one of the chief 
villages in the neighbourhood of Bzrchinlighkant, and, identical 
with the last, in all probability, the village of Rabiifat "literally 
'' The RabZts "). 

1 The name is to  be read thus, judging from the spelling in the MSS.! besides which 
the hrst vowel is often inserted. This approaches phonetically the form Sunak much 
more closely than the form Saghanlq hitherto suggested, though it is by this name of 
Sagannk that the ruins are known to the natives. T h e  MSS. give also the reading 
Sughnaq. The town is already mentioned under this nnine in the eleventh century, 

-li] u k ~  of Mahmod Kiishghari, i, 392. 
Lerch, Adhcol. pojlezd,?~a, pp. I I- I 2. J'YO~O~. Tz11.k. krwzh., Feb. I 7, I 897, 

suppl., 1'1'. 7-8. 
In Plano Carpini (Hakluyt Soc., Extra Ser.. i, pp. 76, I 10. nnd 152) Rarchin, 

in Kirakos Pnrchin, on the Jnchid coins o,?.& (Lerch, A ~ ~ h e o l .  pojwcdka, pp. I 0-1 I). 

Cf, the Chinese transcriptions Ba-eulh-chi-li-han, na-eulh-chen (Schefer, Chr-est. fevs., 
ii, 167) ; in I~~etschneider (Afid. h'es., ii, 95 and on the map) Ila-rh-chi-li-han. In 
the hluslim sources the abbreviated form is also found (Texts, pp. 135, 151 
(JamZl Qarshi)). The name IEirchin is perhaps preserved even to-day in Barshin- 
llarya, one of the charlnels o f  the Syr-Darya (sh ns always in the Kirglliz dialect for ch), 
rncntioned by Knllaur (I'rot. Tt4r.R. Rrt~zA. ,  v, 83 ; vi, 77 sq.) ; unfortunately his 
informatiol~ nbout this channel, which he hcs not himself_visited, is not quite clear. 
' 'The tnistnkcn identification of this Uzgnnd with Uegantl in FarghPna and of 

Ashnas (,,,,k\) with ShPsh (Gwl) has led even a modern historian of Islam, 
A. JIiiller (/lev Islflns, ii, zog), irilo error. AshnPs must be identified with the ruins 
of Asanas, on the left bank of the Syr-Dnrya, seventeen miles from the river and 
twenty from the l ~ ~ s t  station of ller-kazan (ICallaur, in Prot., V r . ,  v, 14 sq.). 

Wf. my 0~0she)zic  TZII.X,CS/OIIR, p. 15 I. T e x t s ,  p. 74 (Ki t lb  at-tawassul). 
/bid., 1). 41 (Inshi'). " /bid., p. 151 (Jam51 Qarshi). 

" /bid., pp. 74-5, 79-80 (Kit5b at-trwassul). 



CHAPTER I1 

CENTRAL ASIA DOWN T O  T H E  T W E L F T H  
CENTURY 

1 8 ~  EI~SEWHERE~ I have endeavoured to give a general idea of 
the life of the inhabitants of Transoxania immediately before 
the Arab invasion. The principal feature of this life is to be 
found in the domination of the territorial aristocracy (the so- 
called DihqZns), which was not balanced, as in Persia 2, by the 
alliance of throne and altar, i. e. by a strong monarchical power 
and the influence of the clergy. The local rulers were only the 
first noblemen ; even the most powerful among them were, like 
their subjects, known as dihqzns. Mention is sometimes made 
in the Arabic sources of the personal guard of the rulers, the 
sh5kirs or chakirs (literally " servants ") ; but from Narshakhi's 
account of the court of the Queen of BukhZrZ it is evident that 
this guard was only in the nature of a guard of honour, and was 
formed by the youthful members of the aristocracy, who fulfilled 
this obligation by turns at the court of their rulers, like the sons 
of European knights a t  the court of their kings and dukes, 

Under such a political organization there could be no question 
of a state religion in the strict sense of the word ; in spite of the 
fact that here, as in Persia, the religion of the ruling class was 
Zoroastrianism, the adherents of the dualistic sects persecuted in 
Persia found a safe refuge in Transoxania. The same liberty 

I 83 appears to have been enjoyed by ( Buddhists and Nestorians. 
The only indication of a struggle between Zoroastrianism and 
Buddhism is contained in Hiuen Tsiang's account of Samarqand, 
but the pilgrim's allusions to the success attending his own 
activities prove that the struggle was not acute 5. In the warfare 
with the Arab invaders, the priesthood, so far as is known, played 

1 Xyts~ol'ko .s/ov oh ariiskoi kultlrrye v .Tyehei A s i i  (in .Sred~taz.  l'yest., June I 896). 
"ven in Persia the dihqins held a poaition far above the other inhabitants of the 

villages. Tnbnri says in his account of the mythologicnl king Manilchahr: " H e  
a pointed a dihqln for each village ; he made the inhabitants his servant3 and slave:,, P c othed them with the clothing of subjection,and ordered them to be obedient to him 
: Tabsri, i ,  434). 

E. g. Tnbari, ii, I I 59. I Nerchnkhy, pp. 7, 8. 
Vapiski, Vc., viii, 5 (from Hlstoire cfe Jn vie cl'e Hzourn Thsang, trad. par 

tan. Julien, p. 59 sq.). 



no part whatever l. In the account of the capture of Paykand 
by Qutayba in 87/706 mention is made of a certain one-eyed 
man who incited the Turks against the Muslims, and was evi- 
dently a more dangerous enemy to the latter than the leaders of 
the military forces. When he was made prisoner and offered to 
ransom himself at  the price of a million (dirhams) not even such 
a sum could tempt the Muslims, who preferred to rid themselves 
for ever of the ruses of an implacable enemy ? FI-om the his- 
torian's account, however, we cannot discover if the influence of 
the one-eyed man on his people was of a religious character. 

W e  have no data to enable us to  solve the question whether, 
as in Persia" there existed distinctive ranks and classes among 
the aristocracy. In some passages Tabari applies to the Central 
Asian nobles the terms which are used to designate the highest 
grades of the Persian aristocracy; but a t  the same time, as we 
have seen, the word di/zqa~z designated in the same manner the 
simple landowners and the ruling princes ! The  moneyed 
aristocracy, i.6. the merchants enriched by the caravan trade 
with China and other countries, apparently occupied a special 
position. In the account of the emigration of the Soghdians, 
these traders are ranked in Tabari with the " princes " (muliik). 
Narshakhi's account of the merchants of BukhZrg7 proves that 
they possessed vast estates, lived in castles, and in their position 
had little to distinguish them from the dihqzns. Here, therefore, 
we have to deal with ( independent rich people whose interests 184 
were identical with those of the aristocracy, and not with 
numerous industrial guilds, as in the Muslim period. Of any 
antagonism between dihqans and ~nerchants we have no 
knowledge. 

Unfortunately the historians supply us with no  material for 
clearing up the organization of Paykand, the Bukharan " city of 
merchants," and its relations with the BukhZr-IChudZt and the 
clihq~ns of RulihFir~; but the action of the offended father re- 
counted by Narshakhi " and the enormous number of weapons 
found by the Arabs V n  Paykand allow of the supposition that 
the same warlike spirit prevailed there as in the other districts of 
Transoxania. The Soghdian custon~ mentioned by Tabari lo is 
especially characteristic of the manners of the country. Each 
year at Samarqand a table was set with food and a pitcher of 

Only in the account of the conquest of Khorezmia are priests mentioned by the side 
ofdihq.?ns((nhbi~.,  perhaps scribes, in the biblical sense of learned men, Tabari, ii, I 137) .  

T T n l ~ i .  i i .  I I S8. - .  

" ~ n ~ o u h i , ' l t s  Prain'es d'or, ii, 240. Tabnri, ii, 1237,  1243. ' Of the special Central Asian titles, that of the Bukharan aristocrats, jamfik, may 
be quoted (Nerchnkhy, p. 5). The samc title is met with among the Tiirks (Tabari, 
i i ,  1613). 
' Zbid., i i ,  1444. Cf. p, 108 above. 

Nerchakhy, p. 43. " Tahari, i i ,  r I Rg. lo [bid., ii, 1146. 



wine for the bravest knight of Soghd. If any other touched the 
food he thereby challenged the claimant to combat, and whoever 
killed his antagonist was acknowledged the bravest hero in the 
land until the advent of the next aspirant. 

The Arabs, therefore, were matched with numerous small 
principalities constantly at war with one another, and with the 
brave, warlike, but utterly unorganized class of knights. Under 
such conditions the outco~ne of the struggle could not remain in 
doubt. Compared with the local dissensions, civil wars among 
the Arabs themselves, and even the hostility between North and 
South Arab tribes, were of no importance ; even during the 
period of internecine wars the domination of the Arabs in the 
province of KhurZs,?n was not shaken. The victory of the Arabs 
was partly secured by the assistance of the natives themselves. 
A famous law of 'Omar, according to which none but Relievers 
had the right to bear arms, was not applied in Central Asia1. 
In their campaigns Qutayba and the other Arab conquerors 
availed then~selves of the services of the inhabitants of some 
localities against others. The slowness of the conquest is ex- 
plained partly by the fact that the Arabs themselves were satisfied 
for a long time with military booty and tribute, and had no 
intention of making a permanent conquest of the country, and 

~ 8 5  partly bv the struggle with natural I obstacles. In spite of the 
brilliantdmilitary qualities of the Arabs, it was impossible that 
the natural conditions of their native land should not have its 
effect upon them ; if campaigns conducted in the steppes held 
practically no difficulties for them, they became accustomed to 
mountain warfare only with great difficulty, and operated very 
unsuccessfully even in passes that presented no obstacles to 
contemporary armies 2. 

Our information on the progress of the Arab conquests under 
the Umayyads has come down to us only in the shape of semi- 
legendary tales3, which for a long time were transmitted orally 
and were written down only by later generations. This explains 
the inconsistency and chronological inaccuracy of many of the 
narratives; even as to the date when the Arabs first crossed 
the Amu Darya contradictory accounts have come down to us *. 

In spite of the doubtful character of some of the facts, the 
tales of the historians enable us to realize fairly clearly the spirit 
of the epoch, and leave no doubt that the conquerors wcre 

Cf. Tabnri, ii, 1693. 
Cf. the description of the struggle hetween the Arabs and the Turks in the 

mountains between Kish and Samarqand (Tabari, ii, 1533-44). 
W n  the epic character of these tales, cf. Wellhausen, /)as Arabischr Reich, p. 257 ,  

and my more detailed article in ZajisRi, V c . ,  xvii, 0140 srl. 
Beladsori, p. 408 ; Tabari, ii, 156 ; jn'qabi, f/istoriac, ii, 18 I ; Lataifo'l-magarif, 

ed. Jong, p. I I .  



guided only by the desire for booty and glory, and that religion 
was, in the main, of as little importance to them as to the 
defenders of the land. There were cases of personal friendship 
between Arab and native knights '. Ideals of chivalry were not 
without effect on the conquerors; Qutayba, wishing to inspire 
his warriors, called them the " dihqans of the Arabs " 2. The 
Arab hero Thabit b. Qutba, one of the associates of Muss b. 
'Abdallah at Tirmidh, enjoyed such esteem among the natives 
that in their mutual dealings they swore by the " Life of 
Thabit'j3. Like the local rulers, Thabit surrounded himself 
with shakirs (bodyguards), evidently from amongst the natives, 
as these shakirs are mentioned in opposition to the Arabs4. 

Without pausing on the first Arab invasions of Transoxania, 
undertaken solely for the sake of plunder, we shall endeavour to ' 
note the most important stages in the history of the Arab con- 
quest. I After the fall of the Kushan empire (see p. 96) there 186 
was not a single governor or viceroy of a foreign king in the 
land; nor, in spite of some of our information" is it probable 
that SZsZnid viceroys ever governed Transoxania. At  first the 
Arab governors only made raids into Transoxania, and returned 
annually to their winter quarters in Khuras~n,  the governor Salm 
b. Ziyad (681-3) being the first to winter across the river F. 

According to Tabari the local princes a t  this period assembled 
each year in one of the towns in the neighbourhood of Khorez- 
mia8, and promised each other to settle all their disputes by 
peaceful agreement, not to have recourse to military measures, 
and to carry on the struggle with the Arabs with their united 
forces. How far these promises were fulfilled may be seen from 

1 Tabari, ii, 1522. I . ,  i ,  I i d .  i I .  I b i ~ ' . ~  i i ,  I 155. 
6 T o  this group is related, besides the narrativea of T a b a ~ i  and Abii Hanifa 

(Noldeke, Tabari, ep.159, I G ~ ) ,  Raladhari's information (Baladsori, p. r g ~ ) ,  according 
to which king Qubad (or ICawLd) (A. D. 488-531) settled emigrants from Soghd in the 
Caucasus, where he founded the town of &A. I t  is very probable that this legend 
(which has been rejected also by Matquart, Erdnshahr, 108, n. a )  was, like many 
others, invented to explain a geographical name. Ibn Khurdadhbih also speaks 
of the rule of the Saslnids in Ma-wara'annahr (Bib!. Geog. Arab., vi, 14 ; cf. Zbukovsky, 
Rasva/i?zj~ Star. Merva, p. 9). According to his statement, one of the four Marzblns 
of I<hiir,?srin rnled i n  'I'ransoxania, but it is more probable that the division of 
JihurHsHn into four Marzbhates corresponds to another division of the country, which 
we meet with again in the Arab pefiod (ihid., p. IO), and in which Nishapnr takes 
the place of Transoxania. Cf. also h'rJnshahr, p. 70. 

Cf. the letter writtcn in 7r8  by Ghornk, the prince of Samarqnnd, to the Emperor 
of Chins, translated by E. Chavannes from the Chinese encyclopaedia, Tsh'e fu yucrz 
Kori, which states that thirty-live years had passed since the beginning of the struggle 
with the Arabs (Ciinvannes, Documents, V r . ,  104 sq.). It is evident that the prince 
alludee to  the nction of Salm, and takes no account of former raids. Cf. also my 
article in Z a j i ~ k i ,  Wc., xvii, 0142. 

Tabnri, ~ i ,  394. 
The town is named, it seems, only in Yn'qiibi (Bib,. Clog. Arab., vii, 199 Ad). 

In the later geographers we find no mention of it. Of course, it 1s not the same as 
the village in Soghd mentioned above (p. I 25). 



the fact that they had to be renewed annually, and also from 
the history of the conquests of Qutayba. 

The civil war which broke out after the death of the Caliph 
Yazid I (683) spread to Khuriiszn also. The Viceroy Salm b. 
Ziyad, to whom at first all the Khurasanians swore fealty until 
the election of a new Caliph l, was soon obliged to retire. Bloody 
struggles ensued between the representatives of the various Arab 
tribes, and finally the country fell to the chief of the Qaysites, 
'Abdallah b. Khazim, who remained the absolute ruler of Khu- 
rasZn up to 72/691-2, and struck coins, even in gold, with his 
name2. In the year A.H.  72 he was killed by order of the 
Caliph 'Abd-al-Malik, to whom he had refused t o  submit. A 

1 8 i  few years previously he had sent his son MGsH into I Transoxania ; 
Miis5 with a handful of men took possession of Tirmidh, after 
forcing the local ruler to evacuate the town, and remained there 
fifteen years "689-704). During the governorship of Yazid b. 
Muhallab (701-4) MGs5 was joinod by ThZbit b. Qutba al- 
Khuzz'i, who enjoyed great popularity amongst the natives. 
Thsbit attracted the local princes to his side, thanks to which 
Mtisz succeeded in expelling all Yazid's tax collectors from 
Transoxania, all the tribute of the country being delivered to 
him % In this way the native princes ceased to be the subjects 
of the legal Arab government, only to pay tribute to the rebel 
leader. Soon after this Miis2 dispersed a numerous army of 
Turks, Persians, and Ephthalites 5. Having quarrelled with 
Thzbit, and consequently with his native allies as well, Miis2 
emerged victorious from this danger also. Thabit was killed, 
and the leader of the native princes, TarkhGn, the Ikhshidh of 
Soghd, was obliged to retreat after a bold sortie by RilGs26. 
Finally, the general 'Othman b. Mas'Gd on instructions from the 
governor NIufaddal b. Muhallab, captured the town in 704 with the 
assistance of the Ikhshidh of Soghd and the prince of Khutta17. 
In this case, therefore, we find the native princes allied with the 
legal Arab administration. 

In the following year 70.5 (according to other information %s 
early as 704) Qutayba b. Muslim, a distinguished adherent of the 
famous Hajjiij, came to Khuriissn as viceroy. Like his superior 
and director, Qutayba stopped at nothing ; by employing craft 
and perfidy where boldness was of no avail, he was the first who 

Tabari, ii, 489. 
? %a)i~Ri, vi, 2 2 9  (coin from the collection of Gen. I<omarov). 
' Tabari, ii, I 150. ]/bid., i i ,  1153. 

The mention of the latter (i(5id. ; cf. also Beladsori, p. 418) at this period is 
n unique statement, which it is difficult to explain. 

fl /bid., ii, I 155-60. 
T a a i  i I 6 On the title or name &!I, seeibid., ii, 1040-41 and cf. Marqnart, 

~ v i n s A a A r ,  p. 302. 
/bid., ii, I 180. 



firmly established Arab power in Transoxania. He made use 
of the dissensions between the natives themselves to a marked 
degree. In 70.5 the prince of S a g h ~ n i y ~ n  himself called in 
Qutayba against his enemies, the princes of Shiiman and Akha- 
t i n  ; in Khorezmia I in 712 Qutayba marched to the ~rotection 188 
of the KhwZrazmshZh against his younger brother KhurrazHdh 
and the rebel dihqZns2. In the same year, during the campaign 
against Samarqand, Bokharans and Khorezmians assisted Qu- 
tayba with such zeal that Ghiirak, the Ikhshidh of Soghd, 
reproached the Arab leader that he was achieving victory only 
by the aid of the " brothers and kinsmen " of his enemy < During 
the campaign of 7 I 3 the inhabitants of BukhZrH, Kish, Nasaf, 
and Khorezmia were obliged by Qutayba's orders to furnish 
ZO,OOO men 4. 

The resounding victories of Qutayba aroused the most far- 
reaching hopes among the Arab leaders. As Muhammad b. 
Qiisim had a t  the same time (7") reached the mouth of the 
Indus and conquered Sind, HajjZj promised the governorship 
of China to whichever of the two leaders first set foot in that 
country j. The Arabs had to be content with much more modest 
results, and moreover it was only in the southern part of the 
country that these results were at all permanent. 

Qutayba built mosques a t  Bukharii, Samarqand, and some 
other places G, and compelled the inhabitants of Bukhara to give 
up to the Arabs half the houses of the shahristiin (the same 
method had been followed at Merv, under the first govei-nors 
of I<hurzsan). According to one authority "he people of 
Samarqand were obliged to evacuate their town completely, 
which was then occupied by the Arabs, while Qutayba recited 
verses from the Koran on the destruction of the tribes of ' ~ d  
and Thamtid. In the north the armies of Qutayba reached 
S h ~ s h ,  and in the south-east are said to have reached Kzshghar, 
which at that time formed part of the Chinese empire l o  ; in many 

I Ihi,?. ' Ibid.. ii, I a37-39. s: /bid.. ii, raqq. 
Ihid.. ii, ,256. According to BalSdhuri (ed. de  Goeje, p. qz j ) ,  Qutayba had 

under his command in lihuriisln, 40,000 Arabs from Basra, 7,000 from Kfifa, and 
7,000 clicnts (mnw8li). T h e  same figures, in greater detail, in Tabari, ii, 1290 sq. 

fi  Ya'qiibi, /fist., i i ,  346. The same historian (ihici.. i i ,  rga) states that  during 
the Caliphate of 'OthmZn exactly thc same a-nnouncement was made to 'Abdxlllh 
b. 'Amir, governor of Il:tpra, and Salitl b. 'A!, governor of Iiiifa, with regard to 
Khur.?s.?n. 

Cf. pp. 108 nntl 119. Nerchakhy, p. 51. 
Tieladsori, p. 410; Tivf.c, p. 1 (Gardizi). 

( I  r r a b n ~ i ,  ii. 1 a 5 0  In vie\v of the disagreement among the sources of information, 
i t  is pocsible that this measure, notwithstanding the testimony of Tahari, was taken 
only In 713. after the treason of thc inhabitants and the second conquest of Soghd 
(see my article, " Die altturkischen Inschriften 1111cl die arabischen Quellen." pp. I 1-12). 

l o  Tnhari, ii, I r ; 6  11. A. li. Gibb (BulZtfirr ofthe .YchooC of Or. .Yrcd., i l l  467 sq ) 
is probahly right in asserting that Qnta! ba did not actually cross the Chinese front~er. 



189 provinces, including even Farghsna (see below), I Arab governors 
were established. From the events which followed it is evident 
that these governors were only military leaders and collectors of 
taxes (moreover, these two duties were sometimes entrusted to 
different individuals), and that alongside them the native dynas- 
ties continued to exist, and, in all probability, retained the civil 
administration in their own hands. 

Notwithstanding all his victories and the vast booty which he 
was the means of procuring for the Arabs, Qutayba did not 
enjoy the unconditional devotion of his army ; when in 715 he 
sought to stir up a revolt against the new Caliph SulaymZn, he 
was deserted by all and killed. His immediate successors did 
not prove equal to their task. The provinces of the Syr-Darya 
basin were already lost to the Arabs in the years following the 
death of Qutayba. In 103/721-2 the Prince of Farghgna was 
able to offer to Soghdian emigrants a locality in the district of 
Isfara which bore the name of the " Pass of 'Isam b. 'AbdallZh 
al-Biihili." 'I@m b. 'AbdallZh had been establiihed as governor 
here by Qutaybal ;  but it is evident that after the death of the 
latter the Arabs had been expelled or exterminated, and that 
the possession of the locality they had occupied reverted to the 
ruler of Farghiina. I t  may be that the legend quoted above 
(p. 160) of the destruction of an Arab division in the war with 
the Unbelievers has some connexion with this. 

In the south-western part of Transoxania, where BukhZrZ, 
Samarqand, and some other fortified towns remained subject to 
Arab garrisons, the latter were obliged to maintain a stubborn 
fight with the rebellious natives, which was complicated by the 
intervention of the Turlts. As  is well known, the Turkish KhZns 
had, as early as the sixth century, united under their rule the 
wholc of Central Asia, and even hoped, in alliance with the 
Byzantines, to overthrow the Empire of the SSsZnids, had not 
the weakness of the former prevented the execution of this plan. 
The Empire of the Turks soon fell into two kingdoms, an Eastern 
and a Western ; in the history of each, periods of power and glory 
alternated with periods of weakness, of which the Chinese took 
advantage to extend their empire and to subdue the nomads to 
themselves. The revival of the Eastern Turkish kingdom at the 
end of the eighth century all but resulted in the restoration of 
the unity of the Turkish Empire. As  early as 689 a division 
of Eastern Turks, after defeating the forces of the Western I 

190 Turks, invaded Soghdiana, and penetrated to the Iron Gate ( i .~ .  
the Buzgala Pass). This invasion was repeated in the year 701 ', 

Tabari. i i ,  1440. In an earlier passage (ii, I 276) Tabari locates this pass on the 
road from FarghHna to liashghar. 

Die nltfiir kischerr InscRr~fcrz und ciit arnliscAcrr Otccllen, pp. I 4- I 6 .  



and finally, in 71 I ,  Me-ch'ue, KhZn of the Eastern Turks, took 
the KhZn of the Western Turks prisoner, and subdued his whole 
kingdom. A t  the end of 712 a Turkish division under the 
leddership of the nephews of Me-ch'ue occupied Soghdiana, 
whither they had been summoned by the inhabitants, who had 
risen against the Arabs after Qutayba's return to Merv. Samar- 
qand alone remained in the hands of the Arabs, but in the spring 
of 713 Qutayba turned to advantage the difficult position of the 
Turks, and forced them to leave the country. The Turks were 
not even in a position to hinder the movement of the Arabs on 
Shash and FarghZnal. After the death of Me-ch'ue (716) the 
Western Turks again separated from the Eastern. Sulu, the 
chief of the Turgesh tribe, founded a powerful kingdom, which 
lasted according to the Arab sources till 737, according to the 
Chinese authorities till 738 2. Possessing all the western part of 
Central Asia, Sulu could not resign Transoxania to the Arabs 
without a struggle ; if the latter looked upon Soghd as the 
" garden of the Commander of the Faithful," the possession of 
this rich province was of great importance also to the Turks. 
Throughout his reign Sulu supported tlw rebellious dihqans 
against the Arabs and caused the latter such injury that they 
gave him the name of Abii Muzahim (literally, one who charges 
or butts, i. e. the elephant or bull). 

The frequent revolts of the inhabitants are fully explained by 
the character of Arab rule in the period of the Umayyads. 
They, unlike the 'AbbZsids, did not as yet possess any broad 
imperial ideals, but were first and foremost the leaders of the 
Arab nation in the course of the " war for the Faith," concerned 
only to maintain their authority among the Arabs, and to  collect 
taxes from the subject peoples and tribute from the vassal rulers. 
The attention of their lieutenants was necessarily directed to the 
same objects, and in a frontier district where the hope of rapid 
enrichment attracted the most restlcss elemcnts " 1 the position r g I 
of the governor was especially difficult. After the murder of 
'Abdallzh b. Khszim the leading men of Khurasan begged the 
Caliph 'Abdal-Malik to give them an Umayyad as governor, 
because " only a Qurayshite could establish order in KhurZsZn 
after the disturbanccs." "or the most part, the governors were 
unequal to their task, and for this reasoil wcre very frequently 
changed. In view of this they endeavoured to extract as much 

Zbid.., pp. 11-12. The connecting of thc narrative of the inscriptions with that 
of \'alqiil)i is still, in my opinion, justified, in spite of Prof. Houtsmn's objections 
(GUN. Gel. Anc., 1899, no. 5, p. 386). The opposite view is maintained by H. A .  R. 
Gibl), The nrah Cort~ztesfs 111. Central Aricz, 1). 46. 

U i r  nlttttrkis~hcrz Irzschr-ificrz ma'  die avn0ischcrt Qrrellers, p. 2 ; .  

Tabnri,  i i ,  1428. [bid., ii, 1593. 
/bid.,  i i ,  I 78. Heladsori, p. 146. 



profit as possible from their brief tenure of authority, and as far 
as possible to acquire real estate, which in some cases they and 
their descendants retained even after their deposition l. The 
subject population suffered chiefly of course from the licence of 
the Arabs and the rapacity of their viceroys. Sometimes the 
interests of the treasury and the authorities came into collision 
with religious interests, in the name of which the conquests had 
been undertaken. Here, as throughout the Arab empire, the 
greatest difficulties were presented by the question whether 
kharzj should be collected from the natives who had embraced 
Isliim 2. This question was solved differently a t  different times, 
according to the predominance of one or other tendency, but 
the natives could not, of course, remain indifferent to these 
fluctuations. 

The most pious of the Umayyad Caliphs, 'Omar I1 (717-20), 
disallowed not only the levying of taxes from the converts to 
Islam, but also the subiection of the new converts to the ordinance 
of circumcisio~l< H ~ S  governors were to occupy themselves 
above all with the spread of IslZm and the foundation of inns 
(khans) and other. buildings of general utility. 'Omar's first 
governor, Jarrah b. 'Abdalliih, was still able to maintain Arab 
suprenlacy ; his lieutenant, 'Abdalliih b. Ma'mar al-Yashkuri, 
operated successfully in the north-eastern part of Transoxania, 
and was already preparing an invasion of Chinese territories 
when he was surrounded by the Turks, and saved himself with 
difficulty by payment of a ransom '. 

192 Jarrzh's opinion that KhurlsZn could be governed only I by 
means of "sword and whip" "as not acceptable to the pious 
Caliph, who appointed 'Abd-ar-Rahmzn b. Nu'aym al-GhZmidi 
in his place. During his governorship a revolt of the Soghdians7 
broke out with the support of the Turks, and continued even 
under the following governor, Sa'id b. 'Abd-al-'Aziz, who came 
to IihurZsin in J O Z / ~ Z O - I ,  in the reign of the Caliph Yazid 11. 
Sa'id endeavoured to  win over the dihqans of KhurZs5n to his 
side by leniency, thus provoking the i l l  will of the Arabs, and 
earning the nickname of Khudhayna "literally, " the lady "). 

Z 

l!eladsori, p. 406 ; Texts, p. a ; Gartlizi, f. 84 ; Camhr. MS. I G ; ~  I) : 3b.I g3 

? It is well known that at that time no clear distinction was made between khar.?j 
i in  later times land-tax ") and jizya (in later times "poll-tax"). Cf. principally 
J. Wellhausen, /)as avahischr Reich n t d  seitr S~UYZ, passim, and Der Islnnr, ii, 361 eq. ;  
E'ncyc. of Islanr, s .  v. IJjizya ant1 Egypt. Evcn the author of the JIaj'iitii~ nl-'ulcnj 
( y .  59) identifies khariij with jizya. 

Tabnri, ii, 1354. /h id . ,  ii, I 364. Qeladsori, p. 4a6. 
" Tabari, i i ,  1355. Cbia'., ii, 418. 
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Nor were his operations against the enemy distinguished by 
resolute action. In 103/721-2 he was replaced by Sa'id b. 'Amr 
al-Harashi, under whom the rebellious Soghdians, especially the 
dihqans and rich merchants, resolved to abandon their native ' 

country (Ghiirak, the prince of Soghd, took no part in this move- 
ment). The prince of Farghiina promised to assign them a 
locality in the district of Isfara, but treacherously betrayed them 
to the Arabs. Besieged by the latter in Khojend, the fugitives 
were compelled to surrender, and engaged to pay the out- 
standing arrears of khar~ j .  After the surrender of the town 
the Arabs found a pretext for violating the agreement, and the 
Soghdians were treacherously massacred. By the same perfidy 
the Arabs possessed themselves of all the fortified points in the 
valleys of the Zarafshiin and Kashka-Darya, and completely 
restored their authority in this locality1. In 106/724 a bloody 
encounter took place near BariiqZn between the North Arab 
and South Arab tribes. In spite of this the governor Muslim b. 
Sa'id made an expedition into Transoxania in the same year, 
and reached Farghana, but was defeated by the Turks on the 
return journey, and returned with heavy losses 2. The next 
governor, Asad b. 'Abdallah al-Qushayri 3, restored Balkh in 
725, and endeavoured to reduce to submission the inhabitants of 
the mountain provinces situated to the west and north-east of 
the town, but without great success 4. 1 

Asad's successor, Ashras b. 'Abdallah as-Sulami (727-9), 193 
attended personally, according to Tabari" to all affairs both 
great and small ; he was the first to found rabafs (more correctly 
ribats), ic. stations for cavalry sections whose duty it was to 
defend the frontier from enemy attacks' (resembling to some 
extent the Russian Cossack organization). But he was the 
originator of a movement against the Arab domination which 
embraced a11 Transoxania, and caused the Arabs vast losses 7. 
In 728 Ashras formed the project of converting all the inhabi- 
tants of Transoxania to IslZm ; two missionaries, an Arab and 
a Persian, were dispatched to Samarqand, and Ashras promised 
them that tribute should not be levied on the converts. The 

Tahar i ,  i i ,  1439, 1449 ; Reladsori, p. 42;. 
/bi(z'., i i ,  1472-SI. On the importance of this disasler cf. Gihb, Arab Cortgtrests 

itz ( 'mlra l  Asia, p. 66.  
"~ich is tlic rentling in Nerchakl~y and in the I-listory of Balkh; u+,,,iiJI it1 the 

prirltetl etlitions of Tabnri and Haliidhuri, although in both works with refere~lcc to 
other indivitluals the spelling q-4) is met with ( e . ~ .  Tabari, ii, 1997 ; Belaclsori, 
1'. 417. 

rnbnri, i i ,  1490-94. ti lhid., ii, 1504. 
Salnliini, s. 71. &'J)\ 
'mhari ,  i i ,  1507 ~ ( 1 .  ; Marquart, Die Ch?-onoloqic (fir nl/t~~rr(.isrheil Zt~scArz)l/etz, 

pp. 33-6 ; IY. Bnrthold, / l i e  n/t/~r~L~i!.ischr~a /nschn] /e~t  tend (fie arabisiben Qucllen, 
1'p. 23-6. 



success of the mission exceeded all expectations, and roused 
i l l  will alike amongst the treasury officials and the dihqZns. 
The latter were interested in the preservation of the aristocracy, 
and were therefore unable to contemplate calmly the spread of 
the new religion which had not yet lost its democratic character. 
Ashras himself was convinced that "in the kharzj lay the 
strength of the Muslims," and ordered freedom from taxation 
only for those of the newly converted who had undergone circum- 
cision, who fulfilled the ordinances of Islam, and could read a sera 
of the Koran. The reply was made to him that the natives had 
genuinely embraced Islam and had begun to build mosques, so 
that " all the people had become Arabs" and that no tax could 
be levied on any. This was followed by the decision, " Tax all 
those who were formerly liable." A general revolt resulted ; 
the Arab missionary, who could not'approve the treachery of the 
governor, made common cause with the rebels, and was arrested ; 
the whole of Soghd rose against the Arabs, and sought help from 
the Turks. In the year 728 only Samarqand and Dabusiya 
remained in the hands of the Arabs ; in 729 they re-established 
their authority in Rukhara; and in 730, according to other 
accounts in 7.31, they had to maintain a severe struggle with 
the forces of the Turkish Khaqzn, who was joined also by the 
native ruler of the country, Ghijrak, the Ikhshidh of Soghd, 
although he had remained in alliance with the Arabs as late as 

r 94 the year 728. The governor, Junayd b. 'Abd-ar-Rahman, I saved 
his army with much difficulty, and repulsed the Turks, but the 
latter remained masters of the province with the exception of 
the towns of Samarqand and Bukharii. The occupation by the 
Turks of the valley of the Zarafshan was probably the cause of 
the famine which occurred in Khurasan in 1rg/733: from the 
words of Junayd himself we may conclude that the famine was 
attributed to the return to power of the infidels in those pro- 
vinces from which Merv had up till then received its supplies '. 

Under such circumstances the movement directed against the 
Umayyad administration had every chance of success amongst 
the Arabs themselves. Tabari refers the beginning of the 
Shi'ite movement in Khurasan as far back as the reign of 
'Omar 11, but it was only in 734 that HZrith b. Surayj raised 
the black standard in the name of "the book of God and the 
example (Sunna) set by his Prophet," :' and promised " to 
observe the contract made with the adherents of the protected 
religions (ah1 adh-dhimma) not to levy tribute on the Muslims, 
and not to oppress a n y ~ n e . " ~  Such a programme must have 
attracted to his side both the Muslims, especially the new con- 

] Tabari, i i ,  1563. fbici., i i ,  1358. 3 Zbid.., i i ,  1567, 1570. 
Texts, pp. 1-1 (Gardizi). 



verts, and the non-Muslims. A t  first the movement had no 
anti-dynastic character. HHrith even accepted the proposal of 
the governor of KhurHsHn, ~Asim b. 'AbdallHh al-HilHli, that 
they should in concert dispatcl; envoys to the Caliph Hishlm 
requiring him to fulfil the ordinances of the Prophet, and in the 
event of his agreement, be satisfied with this1. The Caliph's 
answer to this was the dismissal of ' ~ s i m ,  and Asad b. 'Abdal l~h 
was again appointed governor (735-b). Immediately after his 
arrival Asad ordered the execution of the 'AbbZsid emissaries 2, 

and renewed the war with H ~ r i t h .  Military operations were 
carried on chiefly near Tirmidh and in Khuttal ; therefore Asad 
again lived mainly at Balkh, and removed his capital thither 
in 736. The unbelievers took advantage of the disturbances 
amongst the Arabs to seize Samarqand ; in 735 or 736 Asad 
marched to Waraghsar, in order to deflect the water from 
Samarqand by means of a dam, and himself took part in the 
work, which, 1 however, can hardly have been successful 4. 

In 737 Asad was obliged to carry on a severe struggle in 
195 

TukhHristHn (in the wider sense) against the Turkish KhZqZn 
and his allies, amongst whom were Hzrith and the ruler of 
Khuttal. The prince of Saghaniyan (Saghiin-Khudzt), perhaps 
from animosity towards his neighbour, remained in alliance 
with the Arabs5. A t  first the war went very badly for the 
latter, and for the first time for a long period a Turkish army 
crossed to the left bank of the Amu Darya % Afterwards, how- 
ever, success changed to the side of the Arabs ; the Turks were 
obliged to retreat to Ushrfisana, where they made preparations 
for a new campaign and a siege of Samarqand (probably re- 
occupied by the Arabs during the retreat of the Turks). Soon 
afterwards the Khzqan was killed by the Turgesh prince Kiirsul, 
and as a result of this the Western Turkish empire broke up. 
H ~ r i t h  was forced to withdraw to the Turks; Khuttal, which 
was then under the rule of an emigrant from BiimyZn, was con- 
quered by the Arabs, with the exception of one small fortress H. 

Notwithstanding all his military operations, Asad still found 
time for more peaceful occupations. Tabari quotes the remark 
of a dihqz~l from Herat, who called Asad an excellent "landlordu 
(katkhud~), erecting khlns in the Steppes ; '(whether a pilgrim 
travel eastwards, or whether he travel westwards, he finds 
nothing deserving of blame." 

' Tnbnri, ii, 1.577. 
Gardizi, f. 84 ; Cnrnb. MS. fa 67 b : ,,.,h JT UbI~ c > u ~ ~ p  dj> 
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"bid., ii, 163637. 



Asad's activities were continued with yet greater success by 
his successor Nasr b. Sayyar (738-48), who had taken part in 
the campaigns o f S ~ u t a y b a ,  and in 705 had received a village1 as 
a gift from his immediate chief. A t  the time of his nomination 
to the governorship Nasr had already attained a great age, and 
was considered the sha$kh (senior) of the KhurHsLn Mudarites 
(North Arabs). 

The victories of Nasr must have reminded the Arabs of the 
time of Qutayba. ~ ~ ' t a k i n ~  advantage of the disintegration of 
the Western Turkish monarchy he re-established Arab dominion 
in the basin of the Syr-Darya, and in 739 concluded treaties I 
with the rulers of Ushrusana " Shash, and Farghzna. The prince 
Kiirsiil, the murderer of the Khzqan, who had raised himself to 

in the country of the Turks, was taken prisoner on the 
banks of the Syr-Darya and executed. By this means all danger 
from the side of the nomads was removed, and it is possible that 
Arab governors were sent to ShHsh and Farghiina4. A t  first 
Nasr was equally successful in his struggle against internal diffi- 
culiies. In order to settle the question of kharaj, Nasr endea- 
voured to transfer taxation from the Muslims to the non:~uslims 
who had been illegally exempt from taxation ; according to 
Tabari" for 30,oco Muslims illegally taxed there were 80,ooo 
non-Muslims exempt from taxes, so that these could be easily 
transferred from the first to the second. Those Soghdians who 
had taken refuge with the Turks, and who at the time of the 
murder of the Khaqan had dreamed of a return to their native 
land, came to terms in 741 with Nasr, who accepted all their 
conditions. It was decided that thos'e amongst them who had 
formerly embraced Islam and afterwards reverted to the faith of 
their fathers should not be subjected to persecution ; that those 
who returned should be exempted both from private debts 
incurred before their emigration and from arrears of government 
taxation ; and, finally, that they should be required to return the 
prisoners they had captured from the Muslims only by the decree 
of a qZ\li and on condition of the deposition of the legal number 
of witnesses. For the conclusion of such an agreement, which 
was unwillingly ratified by the Caliph, N a y  was subjected to 
great recriminations: he maintained, however, that i f  his adver- 
saries had experienced the valour of the Soghdians they too 
would not have refused their terms C. 

Tabari, ii, 1 180. 2 Ibid.,  ii, 1661. 
According to AbG-'Ubajda, quoted in UalSclhnri (Belatisori, 1). qay), N a y  was not 

successful in Ushriisar~a; but according to Tabari (ii, 1694) the tlit~qln of Ushrosana 
paid tribute to Nay, and the inhabitants of bshrfisana also took part in the campaign 
against the 'l'nrks (ibid., ii ,  1690 . 

/bid., ii, 1694-95, J 76;. 6 Zljid., ii, 1639. 
0 Ibid., ii, 1717-18.  
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According to Tabari 1, KhurZsZn under Nay- attained a degree 
of prosperity hitherto unknown. Nevertheless the restoration of 
order in the province proved to be impossible, and he did not 
succeed in achieving even a reconciliation between the two 
hostile parties amongst the Arabs. As  a Mudarite Nasr had 
often had conflicts with the former viceroy Asad, the leader of 
the Yamanite I party ; for the first four years of his governor- 197 
ship he appointed only Mudarites as commanders, but later, 
from a desire to reconcile the parties, he began to nominate 
Yamanites as well. H e  did not, however, succeed by this in 
forestalling an armed revolt of the Yama~iite party which occurred 
in 744, headed by Juday' b. 'Ali Karmani, who had ruled Khu- 
rZsZn for a short period after the death of Asad " 13ut this armed 
enemy appeared less dangerous to  the governor than Harith 
since his withdrawal to the Turks. In 744 Nagr obtained from 
the Caliph a full amnesty for Harith and his adherents, and per- 
suaded him to return to KhurZsZn '. In the sprin: of 745 HBrith 
arrived a t  hlerv, and immediately appeared as arb~trator between 
Nasr and Karmzni, declaring that he cared only for the triumph 
of jbstice ; but this did not prevent his collecting some thousands 
of his adherents round him and once again raising the black 
standard '. Circumstances obliged Ijzrith to turn first on Kar- 
mZni, in the war with whom he was killed in the spring of 746 6. 
Thus the governor was delivered from his chief enemy amidst 
the Arabs. There can be no doubt that he would have succeeded 
in triumphing over the other rebels as well, had not a worthy 
antagonist appeared in the person of Abii Muslim, the chief 
author of the transfer of power from the Umayyads to the 
'Abbasids. 

As is well known, the Shi'ite movement was a t  first carried on 
only in the name of the ordinances of the Prophet, and for the 
benefit of his family, the name of no definite claimant being 
pronounced. The natural heirs of the Prophet were considered 
to be the 'Alids, one of whom, Yahy;?. b. Zayd, appeared in 
Khuraszn, but was killed in 743. His dead body was crucified 
on the gates of Guzgzn (i .e.  Yahiidiya or Anbar, see p. 7y), and 
hung there until thc victory of Abii Muslim 7 .  The latter (the 
Iiamc adoptcd by him and struck on coins was really 'Abd-ar- 
Ral~mzn b. Muslim) came from Ispahan : he was one of the most 
active emissaries of the 'AbbZsids, who had gradually taken the 
place of the 'Alids, and in 747 hc arrived in Khul.Zsan with the 
commission of thc 'Abba~id  lbrril~im b. Muhammad. By means 

' /hid., i i ,  166~-65.  
'! /hid., i i ,  I 493-94, 1498, 1584-65. /bid., ii, 1664, 1847. 

/hid., i i ,  1867-68. fi [bid., ii, 1689, 1919. '; /bid., i i ,  1932-32. 
Ihi'd, t i ,  I 770-74 ; /J ib [ .  Gtog. A~ad . ,  vii, 3 0 2 .  
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198 of a compromise between Islam and the beliefs of I the natives 
(especially in the doctrine of the transmigration of souls) Abfi 
Muslim attracted the dihqiins and the rural population to his 
side. In the course of one day he was joined by  the inhabitants 
of sixty villages 2. In vain Nasr demonstrated to the Yamanites 
that the true aim of the mo;ement was the massacre of the 
Arabs, and that in view of this danger all Arabs must unite 
against the common foe 3 ;  Abii Muslim was successful in 
attracting to his side all the elements hostile to the Umayyads, 
including a section of the Khzrijites of Sijistan 4, and of the 
Yamanites under the leadership of Karmani. A division sent 
by Nasr under the command of the son of Harith prepared an 
ambush for the Yamanites ; Karmgni was killed 5 but his sons 
'Ali and 'Othman remained allies of A b i  Muslim. In the 
beginning of 748 Nasr was forced to evacuate Khul-asan, and 
died in Persia in the autumn of the same year. By the end of 
749 the transfer of power from the Umayyads to the 'Abbasids 
in Western Asia as well was already an accomplished fact. 

Thus Abfi Muslim gained the victory over the Umayyad 
governor only through a union of the most heterogeneous 
elements; it was natural therefore that, when victory over the 
common enemy had been attained, new efforts were required to 
maintain discipline amongst this mass, and to  remove dangerous 
rivals. The chief supporters of Abfi Muslim were Abii-Dawud 
Khalid b. Ibrahim and Ziyiid b. Salih a1 Khuza'i. First of all 
the leaders of the Yamanites were removed ; 'Othman was 
killed in Khuttal by Abii Diiwud and on the same day Abfi 
Muslim killed 'Ali % The results of the accession of the 'Abbasids 
could satisfy neither their Arab nor their Persian adherents. 
After his victories over the Umayyad administration Abti Muslim 
had to engage in a struggle not only against the Arabs but also 
against the Persian national movements. At  Nishzpiir from 
amidst the fire-worshippers appeared the religious reformer Bih- 
 fari id (in 'Awfi,  ah- fari id), who desired to restore the pure 

199 Zoroastrian teaching I and had sharply attacked the official 
Parsi priesthood. The Magians complained to Abii Muslim 
that a man had appeared who was undermining both their faith 
and his. Abfi Muslim rendered them assistance in suppressing 
the movement I .  More dangerous was the revolt started in 

' Znfiski, i i i ,  155-6. Cnmpnre 'Faball, i i i ,  1 2 9 ;  Xbu-I-Fnth hluhnmmad ASCII- 
Schahlnstani's / ieZip60~rs~n~tcie ,r  zrtrd PhiZnsofht,rschz~Zen, iibers. von Dr. Th. 
Haarbriicker. Erster l'heil,  Ilalle I 850, p. I 73. 

? Tabari, i i ,  19j2. ' Abfi ljnniin ad-Dinawari, ed.  Guirgnss, 1,. ,360. 
Schnhrastani, i, I 49. 'rabari, ii,, I 975. "hid,, ii, 1()99-2000. 
 text^, p. 93-4 ( (Awf i )  ; .Tc/Enhrastnni, I ,  28.7-4 ; Alberuni, C'hr~onoZ~~ie, ed. 

Sachau, p. 210-1 I ; Alberuni, Chronology, trans. by Sachau, p. 1 9 3 - 4 ;  Fihrist, 1). 344 ; 
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Bukhara by the Arabs in 133/750-5~. The leader of the move- 
ment, Sharik b. Shaykh al-Mahri declared " Not for this have we 
followed the house of the Prophet, for the shedding of blood and 
the committing of iniquity." Thus early, therefore, appeared that 
disappointment with the 'AbbZsids, which afterwards found such 
eloquent expression in the letter ascribed to AbG Muslim1. 
Sharik undertook the revolt in the interests of the 'Alids. 
More than 30,000 adherents gathered round him ; the representa- 
tives of the Arab sovernment in BukhZrH and Khorezmia took 
his part, and, judging from Narshakhi's account, lle had behind 
him also the urban population of Bukhara. Against him Abii 
Muslim sent Ziyad b. Sdih,  who was supported by the Bukhiir 
KhudZt Qutayba and the inhabitants of the 700 castles (see 
p. 108). 

The revolt was suppressed with great cruelty; the town was 
set on fire and burned for three days, and the prisoners were 
hung on the town gates. After this Ziyiid went to  Samarqand, 
where he put the remaining rebels to death a. The BukhZr- 
Khudat Qutayba, in spite of the service he had rendered on this 
occasion, was subsequently put to death by order of Abu Rluslim, 
for having fallen away from Islam ". 

Simultalleously with her internal troubles Transoxania was 
exposed to grave danger from external enemies. After the fall 
of the Western Turkish cmpire no new powerful nomad state 
had as yet arisen in the steppes of Turkestan. The Chinese 
therefore endeavoured to make use of the fall of the Turks to 
assert their authority in Transoxania, the rulers of which had 
long since dispatched embassies to China and received titular 
honours from the Chinese Government. In 748 the Chinese 
took Sii~lab and dcstroyed it 4. ( In the following year the ruler 200 

of Shash was executed by thcm "for the non-fulfilment of his 
duties as vassal.'' According to the Arabic account ti the Chinese 
were summoned against this ruler by the Ilchshidh of Farghana ; 
on the other hand, the son of the murdered man appealed for 
help to the Arabs. 

Ziyiid b. Srilih, who had just quelled the insurrection of 
Sharik, defeated the Chinese army, which was commanded by 
liao-l~sien-chill, in July 751. According to the narrative of the 
Arabic historian, probably somewhat exaggerated, as many as 

1)ozy. fissai s r 4 ~  I'llis/uile dc I'Islnnri.rriie, trnd. ]>as V.Chnuv in ,  Leyde-Paris, I 879, 
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~ o , o o o  Chinese were killed and about z0,ooo taken prisoner, but 
in the Chinese records the whole army of Kao-hsien-chih is given 
as 3 0 , 0 0 0  men l. The  earlier Arab historians, occupied with the 
narrative of events then taking place in Western Asia, do not 
mention this battle (see p. 3) ; but it is undoubtedly of great 
importance in the history of Turkestan as it determined the 
question which of the two civilizations, the Chinese or the 
Muslim, should predominate in the land. In other localities 
also thc Chinese supported the native rulers in their struggle 
with the Arabs, but did not decide on open warfare with the 
latter. In the Chinese annals mention is made of important 
successes gained by the Chinese in the extreme South East of 
Transoxania, on the borders of India ; but this information 
is not confirmed from Arabic sources. Abii-Dzwud KhZlid b. 
Ibrahim, whom Abii Rluslim appointed governor of Ballth, 
operated with success in Khuttal and Kisll ; the ruler of Khuttal 
fled to China, the dihqzn of Kish was killed, and his brother4 
succeeded him on the throne. In 7.52 the ruler of Ushriisana 
begged for help against the Arabs from the Chinese, but met 
with a refusal ". 

Thus Abii Nluslim emerged victorious over external as well 
as internal foes, but his vast popularity amongst the natives of 
Khurassn, to whom he was not only the representative of 
administrative power, but also a religious teacher, provoked the 
apprehension of the 'AbbZsids, and Abii Muslim had to make 
war on those who were indebted to him for the throne. In 

201 1351752-3 1 Sib2  b. an-Ku'miin and Ziyzd b. Sdih, whom A b i  
Muslim had appointed governors of Transoxania, caused a 
revolt or] secret orders from the Caliph Saffzh, but it was not 
successful. Sib;' b. an-Nu'mZn was executed at Amul ; ZiyZd 
was abandoned by his armies and fled to the dihqan of Bzrkath 
(see p. 94) who ordered him to be killed, and sent his head to 
Abii Muslim" During the war Abu Dgwud rendered assistance 
to Abti Muslim, but the intrigues of the 'AbbZsids subsequently 
influenced him also; Abii Muslim himself was lured to the 
Caliph's palace and treacherously murdered (755). 

After this the partisans of Abii Muslim naturally became 

Chavannes, /Io(unretrls, tdi.., p. 143 !note). 
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enemies of the 'Abbasids. Immediately after his death a Persian 
rising broke out in KhurHsHn, which was suppressed .in two 
months l, but his party continued to exist. The instigators of 
a whole series of Shi'ite movements in Persia and in Transoxania 
somehow or other connected them with the name of Abu 
Muslim 2. The distinctive sign of the party (of course only at 
the time of open agitation) was white clothes and standards ; 
thus the party acting in the name of him, to whom formerly the 
black flag had been the pledge of triumph, received the name 
s@Zd-jii?~~~gn?z ("the wearers of white raiment," in Arabic al- 
nzu bnyyi4a). 

The nature of the policy of the 'Abbasids is well kno\vn. The 
first representatives of the dynasty were the same worldly rulers 
as the Umayyads and openly supported Greek Science and, 
chiefly under Ma'mfin, the rationalistic creed of the hlu'tazilites. 
They were distinguished from the Umayyads chiefly by their 
political aims. The  latter were first and foremost representatives 
of the Arab nation ; the 'Abbasids sought to create a state in 
which both those provinces with a Persian and those with an  
Arab population should enjoy equal rights. The well-balanced 
administrative system of the Sasanids, which was regarded by the 
Arabs as the highest example of wise statecraft ", served as 
their model. I Their wazirs (this office also in its bureaucratic 202 
sense "as created by the ' AbbZsids) who, from the time of the 
Caliph Mansir, had belonged to the famous Persian family of the 
Barmakids (4ee p. 77), considered themselves the direct successors 
of Ruzurjmihr and other semi-mythological statesmen of the 
Sasanid epoch 5. 

The task of the provincial governors, especially that of the 
Governor of Khuras,?n, to which Transoxania was, as before, 
subordinate, was also determined by these principles. As  under 
the Sas~nids ,  the son of the head of the state was on two 
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occasions appointed chief of the province, which is explained by 
the importance of the governorship of KhurZsZn, where the 
struggle with both internal and external enemies presented 
peculiar difficulties. The problem before the governors lay in 
the strengthening of the political structure according to the 
spirit of the SZsZnid traditions, in the union of all partisans of 
order and tranquillity, in the pacification of the restless elements, 
and in making war on rebellious vassals and their allies of the 
Steppes. The complete subjugation of the country to Muslim 
rule, and the establishment of entire immunity from danger both 
internal and external, was attained only when, instead of con- 
stantly changing governors at the head of the province, hereditary 
rulers were appointed from among the native aristocrats, well 
acquainted with local conditions and enjoying the confidence of 
the population. I t  follows as a matter of course that these 
governors acted more in their own interests than in those of the 
Caliphs, and that their dependence on the latter rapidly became 
purely nominal. 

The 'Abbasid viceroys who governed KhurZsZn till the rise of 
the Tiihirid dynasty were obliged to suppress a whole series of 
revolts, on the part of the Arabs as well as of the Persians. 
After the pacification of Sharik's rising, we still find a great 
many revolts of Arab Shiiites in Bukhara. The second successor 
of Abti I1Iuslim, 'Abd al-Jabbiir b. 'Abd ar-RahmZn, in 1401757-8 
ordered the execution of the Arab ruler of Rulihara Mujashi' b. 

Z C ~  Hurayth I al-An+ on account of his sympathy with the 'Alids l. 
Under the Caliph Mahdi (775-85) there occurred at Hukhara 

about 1601777 the revolt of the Kharijite Yiisuf al-Harm, a client 
of the tribe of Thaqif. The standard of revolt was raised in the 
name of the ordinances of Islam2, and military operations, 
judging from Gardizi's account 3, took place mainly in the North 
Western part of Afghanistan, as Yiisuf seized Marwarriid, Talqan 
and Giizgzn. Subsequently, during the reign of Ma'miin, yet 
another revolt had to be quelled, that of Yiisuf's grandson, 
Manstir b. 'Abdalliih 4. We find a whole series of Kharijite 
distuibances in SijistZn and Badghis, and Sijist5n remained 
a hotbed of sedition even under the Tahirids and the S5mznids. 
In Badghis about the year 1501767 there occurred also a Persian 
religious movement, the leader of which, the prophet Ashnas, 
sought to carry on the work of ~ih-Afar id ,  who had been executed, 
as we have seen, by Abti Muslim5. 

As regards the " people in white raiment," i .e .  the party of 
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Aha Muslim, their activities never really ceased (the sect still 
existed in the twelfth century) although comparatively rarely 
manifested in open revolt. After the murder of AbCi Muslim, 
a revolt was stirred up in Transoxania by his follower Ishaq, an 
illiterate man who was called &'the Turk"  from the circumstance 
that he had formerly gone to  the Turks as envoy on a mission 
from Abii Muslim. ( IshZq also called himself the successor of 
Zoroaster, who, he announced, was alive and would shortly 
manifest himself for the establishment of his religion l. The 
rising was quelled but Abii Muslim's first successor in the 
governorship of Khurasan, Abfi Dawud, fell in 757 by the hand 
of assassins belonging to this sect 2. Abfi Dawud's successor 
'Abd al- Jabbar, becoming dissatisfied with the government of 
the Caliph, allied himself in 759 with the rebels, a t  whose head 
was Baraz, and raised the white standard 5 but was defeated 
and captured in flight near Marwarrtid by his Arab I subjects, 204 
who delivered him to the government 4. A much graver danger 
was presented by the revolt of Hashim b. Hakim 5, a native of the 
neighbourhood of i\lerv, who had previously served under Abu 
Muslin1 and later under 'Abd al-Jabbar. His revolt had already 
broken out, according to Gardizi and Narshakhi, during the 
governorship of Humayd b. Qahtaba, i . c .  before the beginning of 
776. Hashim declared to his followers that the Deity was incar- 
nate in him, as before him in Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus, 
Muhammad, and Abii Muslim ; he wore a green cloth over his face 
continually, and asserted that mere mortals were unable to bear the 
light emanating from his face. Hence the Arabs gave him the 
nicl~name Al-Muqanna' (" the veiled one ") G. I t  is difficult to  say 
how much reliance must be placed on the statements that the 
veil was also intended to hide the physical deformities of their 
prophet from his followers. His greatest successes were gained 
in the neighbourhood of Kish and Nasaf, where the village of 
Sabakh was the first to take his side; besides this the " people 
in whitc raiment" asserted themselves in Rukha~-a, where the 
RukhZr-KhudZt Buniyat himself supported them, and in Soghd. 
The head-quarters of the Rukharan adhcrents of Muqanna' were 
for a long time in the village of Narshakh. Muqanna' applied 
also to the Turks for hclp. The final refuge of the religious 

I~ihrist, p. 345. 
"ccording to Gardizi (f. go ; Camb. MS., f. 73 a) ; according to Tnbari (iii, I a8) 

he WRS killed by " men from the army." 
(;adiri, f. 91  ; Camb MS., f. 73 a: JIG- p. Cf. also Z.U.M.G., lii, 116-17. 

T n l ~ n r i ,  iii, 135. According to Gardizi these men belonged to the tribe of Azd. 
Nnrshakhi gives the fullest details about him (Nerchakhy, pp. 63-74). 

"Ie is the "veiled prophet" of Thomas Moore's novel. Cf. now the Arabic 
accounts translated by E. G. Browne, Lit. H i s t .  of Persia, i y  318 sq. 
' Ne~chnkhy, p. 9. 



leader was a mountain fortress in the neighbourhood of Kish. 
'The rising was put down under the viceroy Musayyab b. Zuhayr 1 

(780-3), and the Bukhgr-Khudat Buniyst, who had sympathized 
with the rioters, was subsequently Idled a t  Farakhsha by the 
Caliph's horsemen. The sect however continued to exist in the 
neighbourhood of Kish and Nasaf, and in some villages of 
BukhZra ; the latter are named in the translation of Narshakhi2, 1 
but these names are not mentioned in other sources unless ZarmZn 
(see above, p. 96) or Razmiiz (p. 129) is to be read instead of 
ZarmZz. The castle of 'Omar is called in Sam'Zni "he castle of 

2 0 5  'Omayr : its position is I unknown. Maqdisi * also speaks of 
the existence in the villages of Transoxania of the religion of the 
" people in white raiment, whose rites resemble those of the 
Zindiqs " (Dualists). According to the Tumansky MS., the largest 
number of " people in white raiment " were to be found among 
the rural population of Plaq 5. 

Less clear are the motives of the rising stirred up in the year 
806 by RZfi' b. Layth, the grandson of Nay- b. Sayyar, and the 
reasons of the success which attended this rebel at the outset. 
Nasr's family had evidently become reconciled to 'AbbZsid rule ; 
~ a y t h ,  the father of Riifi' (Tabari%alls him a client of the 
Caliph NIahdi), and his cousin Ijasan b. Tamim took part in the 
war against Muqanna' '. Tabari explains RafiL's revolt on 
purely personal grounds, namely, on account of the punishment 
to which he was subjected by order of the Caliph for adultery. 
By what means Raft succeeded in attracting the natives to his 
side, in killing the governor of Samarqand, and in seizing Samar- 
qand is unknown. The inhabitants of Nasaf thenlsclves begged 
help from Rafi' against the government, and he sent them " the 
ruler of Shiish with his Turks"" who must consequently have 
been allied with the rebels. In addition to this, Ya'qqbi lo men- 
tions as partisans of R ~ f i '  the inhabitants of Farghina, Khojend, 
Ushrusana, SaghZniyZn, Rukh5r5, Khorezmia, and Khuttal. 
Even the Toquz-Oghuz, the Qarluqs, and the Tibetans sent 
Rafi' reinforcements ll. The rising was put down only in 810 ; 

According to Narshakhi (p. 70), Musayyab arrived in JumZd5 I ;  according to 
Hamza JsfahlnT (Text, p. 2 2 2 ,  trane., p. 172-3, where by mistake Zuhayr b. Musayyah) 
in JumPdii 11, 163 A. H.  According to Gardizi (f. 95 ; Camb. MS., f. ;G b.) Musayyab 
arrived in  K h u r b a n  in JumiidH I, 166, and remained only eight months. 

Nerchakliy, p. 73. The castle of Khushtuwiin is possibly identical with KHkhush- 
tuwPn ral)Pt, the name of which was given to the village, ant1 the ru.;tSq (cf. above, 

p. 1 I 6, nnd Sam'soi, s. Y. dw=Gl). 
Snm'Bni, s. v. &I. 4 Bib/. Geog. Atab., iii,  323. 
W. Barthold, Die aftt;i~kisrRert Irrsrhrjften irnri Jic nvabischc~ Qzrellen, p. 3 2. 

"abari, iii, 484. 7 Gardizi, f. 93 ; Camb. MS., f. 75 a. 
PI Tabari, i i i ,  707-8. "bid., iii, 712.  

l o  Ja'qubi. Hist., ii, 528. 1 l h i d .  



abandoned by the Turks in 809, Rzfi6 surrendered to Ma'miin, 
'I when he heard the report of his just rule," and received full 
forgiveness. 

Thus the Turks intervened in the disorders occurring in Trans- 
oxania, the rebels themselves sometimes appealing to them for 
help ; but the Arabs had not to deal with such considerable 
Turkish forces as in the Umayyad period. I After the fall of the 206 
Turgesh empire and the defeat of the Chinese two kingdoms 
were formed on the frontier of Transoxania. Semiryechye and 
the eastern part of the Syr-Darya province were seized by the 
Qarluqs, who in 766 had occupied Suyab, the former Turgesh 
capital. On the lower reaches of the Syr-Darya arose the 
kingdom of the Oghuz, who were evidently, like the Toquz- 
Oghuz in Eastern Turkestan, a section of the Western Turks who 
were dispersed after the death of Sulu % The Toquz-Oghuz, who, 
as we have seen. took part in the disturbances in Transoxania a t  
the beginning of the ninth century, must evidently be identified 
with the Syr-Darya Oghuz (Ghuzz), and not with the Eastern 
Turlcestan Toquz-Oghuz 4. These nomads apparently did not 
undertake campaigns of conquest in Transoxania, but limited 
themselves to making sudden raids and rendering assistance to 
the native rulers and Arab rebels. T o  protect the country from 
their raids walls were built in Rasht, in the neighbourhood of 
Bukhal.5, and in Shash j ; from this it is evident that in spite of 
the victory of Ziyad b. Salih the Arabs had given up the pro- 
vinces situated to the north of the Chirchik valley. On the 
whole we have but little information on the campaigns against 
the turbulent local rulers and the Turkish Khans. Under 
Mansfir (754-775) Layth, " the  client of the Commander of the 
Faithful " (probably the son of Nasr b. Sayysr, see p. zoo), was 
sent as envoy to FarghBna. The prince of FarghBna a t  that time 
lived in I<r?shi;har, but was compelled by the Arabs to sue for 
peace and to pay a heavy tribute. As his ambassador to thcm 
he dispatched the high noble natijtir (or Hafclitir), who, on being 
summoned by the Arabs to accept Isl,?rn, peremptorily refused, 
and remained in  confinement until the accession of the Caliph 
Mahdi (775). T o  a11 elltreaties he made answer, '' I will not 
betray thc king whose envoy I am'." During the reigo of 
Mahdi (775-8~), about the time of the revolt of Ytisuf-al-Barm 
(see above p. I yX), a campaign into Farghnna was undertaken by 
Ahmad h. Asad. Here the capital of the Icing of Farghnna is 

'l'abnri, iii ,  7;5. lhid. ,  iii, 7 7 7 .  
:' hlnrquart, C'hrnrtoio,gie dcl- alttiijbi:c.hen /~tsch~.r;tierr, 1). 2 4 - j  ; W. Earthold, l l i t  

a / / i i 'd~zsrhc?~ /n.rch7i/icn rrlrd dic ornhische~r Que/le)r, 1,. 23. 
Cf. now my article "C;huzzM in Eltcy-. o/'/s/tin1. 

" See above, pp. 7 1 ,  I 12,  172-3. 
Jn'qnbi, Ifist. ,  ii ,  465-G6. 



called Kiisan l, from which it may be deduced that the king had 
recovered his country. Shortly after this RIahdi sent ambassa- 
dors to demand tokens of submission from a large number of 
rulers, the majority of whom complied. 1 Amongst these are 
mentioned the Ikhshidh of Soghd, the Afshin of Ushrisana, the 
king of Farghana, the jabghii of the Qarluqs, the KhZqZn of the 
Toquz-Oghuz, '' Tarkhan, king of the Turks " (perhaps the ruler 
of Shzsh), the king of Tibet and even the Chinese emperor 2. 

Under Hzriin ar-Rashid (786-809) the governor Ghitrif b. 'Ata 
(792-3) sent 'Amr b. Jamil to Farghana in order to drive out the 
army of the Jabghfi of the Qarluqs ; and the governm Fad1 b. 
Yahya a1 Barmaki (794-5) operated successfully in Transoxania, 
receiving the submission of the king of Ushriisana, who formerly 
" had never appeared before nor shown submission to anyone 4." 

During his residence in Khuriisan (809-18) Ma'mun found it 
necessary to send an army to Soghd, Ushrisana, and Farghiina, 
and at the same time summoned the rulers to make submission 
by means of embassies5. Ibn al-Athir gives an account of an 
expedition by the Arabs in 1941810 against the town of QulZn 
(now Tarti in the district of Aulid-Ata), in which the Sufi Shaqiq 
b. Ibrzhim Halkhi was killed G.  Before the beginning of his 
struggle with the Caliph fAmin (81 I )  Ma'min complained to his 
wazir, Fad1 b. Sahl, that he was obliged to begin hostilities a t  the 
most unfavourable moment; the jabghu (of the Qarluqs) had 
refused obedience ; the same insubordination had been shown by 
'. KhZqZn, the ruler of Tibet " ; the king of Kiibul was preparing 
to invade the districts of Khurasan which bordered on his own 
dominions ; the prince of Utrar 7 was refusing to pay the tribute 
he had formerly paid. Fadl advised him to write letters to the 
Jabghil and Khaqan granting them the provinces ovcr which 
they ruled already, and promising them help in their strilggle 
against the (other) kings ; to send gifts to the king of Kabul and 
offer to make peace with him, to which he would willingly agree ; 
and to remit to the prince of U t r ~ r ,  as a sign of favour, one year's 

Ja'clubi, flirt., ii, 478. Cf. also my article " FarghHna" in L<:'~ZCYC. Oj Islcitl~. 
[bid., ii, 479. 

" Gardizi, f. 96 ; Carnb. MS., EI 77 t, : J\L~-)~ b&* d, (Cod. ?c) J,+E 

JJ-~,~.+ jk,i jl (Cod. )&?)a) \v,~+5 b. On 'Arnr h. Jan~i l  see Ttxfs, p. 2 

(Gardizij. 
n id . ,  f .  97; Carnb. MS., f. 78 a :  ,I &+) y & 6 s +  uk?j 

29 sy u~,i >J' ej - .  ~9 v(' geb +. J'JJ j~ 
"eladsori, p. 430. 
V b n  al-Athir, VI, 164. Qulln is mentio~led in my OtcAcf, Wr., 1)p. 2 1  and 31. 

Cf. also F. Grenard in j. A., 9, xv, 27 .  

7 In the printed text 1- the MS. has si+j>\. 
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tribute I. These and similar measures probably succeeded in 
attaining at  any rate external peace for the country. 

A s  regards internal administration, judging from the accounts 
of the historians, the men who did most for the welfare of the 
country were Abii'l- ( 'AbbZs Fad1 b. SulaymZn at-Tiisi 208 
(783-7) and Fad1 b. YahyZ al-Barmaki4 (794-5). Other 
governors for the most part cared only for their ~ersona l  enrich- 
ment ; some of them, like 'Abd al-JabbZr b. 'Abd ar-Rahman 
and Musayyab b. Zuhayr " immediately after their appointment 
arbitrarily increased the taxation. The  arbitrary acts of the 
governors were not always promptly punished by the central 
government; 'Ali b. 'Is5 b. Mahan, one of the most avaricious 
governors, managed to remain in office for more than ten years 
(from 796), as he divided his spoils with the Caliph Hartin P .  

The population of the subject provinces was as formerly sum- 
moned to perform military service. Fad1 b. YahyZ formed 
a strong Persian corps in KhurasZn : a c ~ o r d i n ' ~  to Tabari 5 s  many 
as ~ C O , C O O  men were levied (which is evidently an exaggera- 
tion), of whom 20,oco were sent to Baghdad, and the remainder 
stayed in KhurgsZn. These received the name of the " 'AbbZsid 
Corps," evidently because they were intended to serve as the 
prop of the dynasty. I 

In the account of the war fought by 'AIi b. 'Is,? against the 
rebel Hanlza there is mentiori of a division of " Soghdians and 
men of Nalihshab lo," and the army of Tahir b. Husayn in the 
'Iraq campaign (of 81 I )  included 700 Khorezmians l l .  

We must lay stress on yet one other measure of the 'Abbzsid 

Tnbari, iii, 8 I 5-16. Texts, p. 2 :' tiardizi (f. 95 ; Camb. hlS., f. 77 n) gives the date of the arrival of Fadl's envoy 
in Merv ns Muharram 16; (Augost 7S3), and of Fndl himself as Kabi' I (October) of 
the same ycnr. In  Hnmzn of lspahin the same months are given, but of the year 166 
(Text, p. 2 2 2 ,  trans., p. 173: there is n mistake in the translation). Tabari (iii, 5 1 7 )  
and Narshnkhi (I>. 32) put the appoinlment of Fadl in IGG, hut d o  not mention the 
time of his arrival. 

Tabari, iii, 631. In  the short period of his admirlistration Fad1 cannot have done 
all that is ascribed to him ; cf. my article " Barmakids" in Encyc. of Is/Z~tt. 

tiardizi. f. 91 ; Camb. MS., f. 73 a: WL,> &hA2 jl )&., &., ,p d;= 
J ,  J .  'Abd-nl- Jnbb.?r was also acc~isrd of having hilled the leaders of the 
Khorcz~nians ('Tnbari, iii, 134). 

Gnrdizi, f. 95 ; Camb. MS., f. ;6 b : JC G, j l  tbl, J,<~J\?~ ,ljs +&, 2 
~f J,j=. \,I U J ~  b A~J,C 

According to Tabnri (iii, 713) nnd Ga1cli7.i (f. gS ; Camh. MS., f. 79 h) he was 
dismissed in 191 (806-7) ; according to Hamzn of IspahHn (Text, p. 225, trans., p. 175)  
in Habi' ii, 193 (hiarch, SOH). 

'rntlali, i i ~ ,  703-4. /h id . ,  iii, 63 I. 

'O (jarrli~i, f. gX ; Camb. MS.. f. 
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governors which was undoubtedly of great importailce in the 
economic life of the country, namely, the introduction of debased ) 

309 coinage. 
According to Narshakhi l ,  the Bulthar-Khudiit Kanii, who ruled 

for thirty years, was the first to coin silver money (dirhams) in 
RukhZrZ. This coinage was introduced by him in the reign of 
the Caliph A b i  Bakr (632-4). The dirhams were made of pure 
silver, and the Bukhar-Khudiit was represented on theill wearing 
a crown. Towards the end of the eighth century these coins 
had already disappeared from circulation, and were replaced by 
the Khorezmian coinage. The Bukharans were dissatisfied at this, 
and applied to the governor, Ghifrif b. 'Afii, begging him to coin 
silver money for them of the same appearance as the dirhams 
of the Bukhar-Khudiits, but such as would serve exclusively for local 
needs, and could not be exported from the province. As  silver 
was dear a t  the time, Ghifrif, by agreement with the representa- 
tives of the town, began to coin money formed of an alloy of six 
metals-gold, silver, lead, tin, iron, and copper. The coins were 
struck with the former design, but with the name of Ghifrif, and 
fc~r this reason received the name of ghifrifi. The inhabitants of 
Bukhara a t  first refused to accept these black dil-hams; an 
obligatory exchange was therefore introduced by which six 
ghifriii dirhams equalled onc dirham of pure silver, and ghifrifis 
were talcen according to this rate in payment of tribute. The 
taxation of Hukhk-2 and its neighbourbood up to that time 
amounted to somewhat less than zoo,coo dirhams ; it was now 
fixed a t  1,168,567 "hifrifi dirhams. Shortly after this rate of 
exchange was introduced, the ghifrifi rose, until it equalled the 
white dirham in value, but the taxation figures were not reduced. 
The Ruliharans therefore were now obliged to pay six times as 
much as formerly. Subsequently the value of the ghitrifi rose 
even higher ; in 220/835 100 white dirhams were worth only 
eighty-five ghifrifi dirhams, in 5221 r J 28 only 70. 1 

210 Narshakhi's account admits of some doubts. Debased coinage 
began to be minted in Hukhara, as formerly i l l  Khorezmia, in 
order that this money should not circulate beyond tllc confines 

' Xerchakhy, pp. 34-6. 
Prof. N. I. Veselovsky ( Z h u m .  Min. N a v o d ~ .  Pvosv., Ilec. 1897, ~ 1 ' .  467-8) 

considers that Narshakhi's expression woulrl be more accnrately translated thlls (as 
in Lerch) : ''In former times the kharzj of UukhRrZ consisted of aoo,ooo dirhams, 
which was not much." We have 110 grounds, however, for thus violatiny: the 
Persian text; the figures rluoted by us further on show that the taxalion was in fact 
somewhat less than aoo,ooo white dirhams or I ,  aoo,ooo ghitrifi dirhams. 
' In the text the words .LO, are omitted here (cf. Nerchakhy, p. 31). 111 Maqdisi 

(Bibl. Gtog. Arab., iii, 340) a somewhat different figure is quoted ( I ,  I 66,897, below 
I ,166,877; in Ihn Khnrdgdbih (BihC. Ceog. Ayah., vi, a 7 )  1 , 1 8 9 , ~ ~ ) .  

The word J& is oinitted in the text. 
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of the province. Maqdisi says of the Khorezmians : " They 
estimated the value of the dirham a t  four daniqs 2, in order that 
the merchants should not deprive them of the dirhams ; and up 
to the present day silver is brought to us (the author evidently 
speaks here in the name of the I<horezmians) and is not taken 
away from us." The change from pure silver to an alloy of six 
metals was made, therefore, not in consequence of the dearness 
of silver, but with a view to that restricted circulation of the new 
money of which Narshakhi also speaks, and so the Buliharans 
had no grounds for refusing to accept ghifrifis. N o  explanation 
is given either of the rapid rise in the rate of exchange of the 
debased coinage. It is most likely that the cause was the depre- 
ciation of the old worn white dirhams ; therefore, if the figures 
relating to taxation were defined in gh i t~ i f i  dirhams it was 
impossible to request the government that these figures should 
be reduced after the rise in value of the ghitrifi, i.e. after the 
depreciation of the valuc of the white dirhams. Maqdisi3 also 
says that the black dirhams which circulated only in Transoxania 
were preferred there to the white. Unfortunately we have no 
information as to the rate of exchange of the ghitrifi for the 
Kufi dirham and fals (copper money). Ibn Hawqa14 speaks of 
the exchange of the ghifrifi for fals, and Narshakhi5 of the 
excharlge for silver in his account of the events of 2601874, but 
in neither thc one nor the other is there any mention of rates of 
exchange. 

The ghitrifi dirhams were neither the only nor yet the first 
coins of this Iiind. The  historians and geographers distinguish, 
besides thc Khorezmian dirhams, three types of alloy dirhams 
in which tases were paid in Transosania, namely, the muham- 
madi, musayyabi, and ghitriri dirhams. The first were intro- 
duced, according to  Gardizi ';, 1 under Mul~ammad b. Dahda, 2 1 I 
who, however, is not mentioned amongst the governors of Khu- 
rc'is3n, and was probably one of the Arab officials in Transoxal~ia 
subordinatc to the governor of Khuras~n .  The musayyabi 
dirhams were coined under Musayyab b. Zuhnyr (7Ho-3). 
According to Ibn Khurdadhbih7 (whose information refers to 
2 I T and 2 I 2 ,  i .e.  826-8) taxes were paid as follows :-in Kho- 
rezmia, in I<horezmian dirhams; in the Turkish towns incor- 

Bihl. G r q - .  . / In~h. ,  i i i ,  286 (Dc Ciotje, /)as nke B(,tt des Oxzrs, 11. roo). 
Llsen here 46 (Hz:l,l. G'eog. Arab., i i i ,  340 ; Dns nl/c  &dl, p. ~ c g )  ; the ordinary 

tlirl~am weiglictl 6 tl,?n~qs. 
Vihr 'h l .  Grqq; . / rub. ,  i i i ,  340. /hid., i i ,  363. Nerchnkhy, p. 7G. 

G r r d i i i ,  f. !)j; Caml,. MS. f. 76 b :  ~;j$i j& ,& (cod. 
L5$-n g~, 

4.9 3 5  .hJ u! -I..+? csks-) cS-~;xIl (k u.? ++ &.6.k7 U 
&Lk?T 1.9, , I Gjl 6. 

' Rihf. G'rc~t,~. Arnh., vi,  2;-S. 



porated in the territories of Niih b. Asad, in Khorezmian and 
musayyabi dirhams; in ShZsh, flZq, and Khojend, in musay- 
yabi dirhams ; in Ushrisana, partly in musayyabi, but mainly in 
muhammadi dirhams ; in Farghana, Soghd, Kish, and Nasaf, in 
mrlhammadi dirhams; in BukharZ, in ghifrifis. From this it 
is evident that each of the three alloy coinages was distributed 
over a definite geographical area. As  regards the external 
appearance of these dirhams, judging from the accounts of the 
geographers, there does not seem to have been any substantial 
difference between the three kinds. On all of them there were 
figures which sharply distinguished them from the usual type of 
3Iuslim coinage l, and also, according to Ibn Hawqal, unintelligible 
characters. The origin of this coinage was soon forgotten 2. As 
early as the tenth century, as is evident from Maqdisi's "account, 
there existed a legend, which is related also by Sarn'ani 4, that 
three brothers, IVIuhammad, IvIusayyab, and Ghifrif, seized Trans- 
oxania and began to coin dirhams there in their own names. 

We cannot enter here into a survey of the numismatic question 
to which of the three kinds must be referred the different types 
of alloy dirhams found up to the present in Central Asia, and 
coined after the pattern of the local silver dirhams of pre-Muslim 
origin" Numismatists distinguish two main categories of pre- 
Muslim Central Asiatic coins, the Khorezmian and the Soghdian. 
In the former we have on the obverse a bust of the king (face 

21 2 without beard), on the reverse an altar with consecrated ( fire ; 
one coin is engraved with a camel moving to the right. As 
regards the inscription (on the obverse), A. K. Markov suggests 
the reading Mazda hodat (" ruler-autocrat "), Prof. 0. Donner 
Malka Sadalc ("Just King," like pauiX~l)rs 8i~aror  on the Arsacid 
coins). The Soghdian coins on the other hand present several 
types, but on all of them we find the portrait of the SZsZnid king 
Varahran (Bahriim) V ( ~ ~ O - S H ) ,  whose coinage evidently served 
as a model for the Soghdians < The legends also present some 
variants ; on coins of the most widely-distributed type we find 
eleven signs, which according to Lerch's7 interpretation are to 

Eibl.  G P ~ .  Amb., i ,  314. /hid., ii, 363. Ihid., iii, 340. 
Sam'Ini, r. 7). c5~9)\, Maqdisi does not say anything about the period of thc 

governorship of the three brothers; according to Sam'lni they ruletl in Transoxania 
immediately after Sa'id h. 'OthmIn. 

5 This is discussed in detail (along with an account of the literatiire on the subject) 
in Prof. 0. 1)onner's article Sur l'origine de I'alphabet turc du Nord de I'Asie" 
( jotcrr ta l  de Io .Sbcidti F i ~ r l i o -  Oztgrien~ze, xiv, i, pi). ;,3-8). 

': According to E. Thomas's opinion (Nzrnzisnt. CA~*ott . ,  iii, I ,  I 18)  the VarahrIn V 
type of coin was borrowed by the Soghdians at second hand thlough the coinage of the 
rebel VarahrHn ( IjahrZrn j Chfi bin (about 57P). 
' See his article in Travairx de la la sesszon chr Cong~L's irzfer.rra/ionnl des Orifnfa- 

listes, ii, .+19-a9, and now hia more detailed, but untinished, paper in ? ' Y Z I ( ~  V0.d. 
Ofd. AdA.  Obshch., part xviii. 



be read &,$liar Khuddat. Together with silver dirhams of a very 
high standard (97%) there are also coins of the basest alloy, some- 
times with Arabic legends, e.g. with the name of the Caliph 
al-Mahdi (who was contemporary with Musayyab). Coins on 
which the names of Muhammad, Musayyab, and Ghifrif could 
be plainly deciphered have not so far been found ; on some coins 
only after the religious formula the name Muhammad is repeated, 
which may refer to Muhammad b. Dahdal. In my view the 
words of Narshakhi and Sam'ani (in spite of Prof. N. Vese- 
1ovsky's2 opinion) do not allow of any doubt that the names of 
the three viceroys were engraved on coins, perhaps not in 
Arabic, but in Aramaic characters (as on the Arabic-Pehlevi 
coins). Like all coins of base alloy these dirhams suffered 
greatly with time; not only the Aramaic, but also the Arabic 
inscriptions can only be deciphered with great difficulty. Even 
the reading bukhar khuddat suggested by Lerch, which seemed 
to be quite certain, is disputed by E. Drouin, and Prof. 0. 
Donner recognizes the validity of his objections. Some perplexity 
is also occasioned by the fact that while the ghifrifi dirhams 
circulated in Rukhara only, the so-called dirhams of the RukhZr 
Khudats were also found in Samarqand, Khojend I and Khiva ! 2 I 3 
Thus the numismatic data have so far shown only the fact that 
in Soghd in the fifth or sixth centurydirhams began to be coined 
in imitation of the SZsZnid coinage ; if Narshalchi's chronological 
information with regard to the introductioil of coined money in 
Rukhara is true, then the BukhZr-Khud~ts probably borrowed 
the type from their Soghdian neighbours, and not directly from 
the Sasanids (otherwise they would have taken as their model 
the dirhams of Khusrii 11, as the Arabs did shortly afterwards). 
I t  is extremely curious that as late as the end of the eighth 
century, when dirhams and fals of the Kiifi type had long bee11 
coined in Transoxania, the request of the population for debased 
currency should have been satisfied by means of dirhams of the 
old type with heathen figures. 

The Caliph Ma'miin, having with the help of the Persians 
defeated his brother Amin, naturally constituted himself the 
protector of the people to whom he owed the throne, and con- 
fided to Persians the administration of the eastern provinces 
more consistently than did his predecessors. These rulers laid 
thc foundations of the Tshirid and the S,?manid dynasties. The 

W. dc Tiescnhausen, A'ofilc sn?. une colLectiotz tie ~ ~ o n n n i t s  ot.ienfales de M. /e Conlfe 
.T. Sf~.orr~~amf, St.-1'. , 1830, 11. I I .  E. Thomas in Artlnris?n. Chr-on., iii, I ,  I a8 ; here 
+A,=& shoulcl perhaps he read instead of d u .  It is well known that the name 
of the Caliph Mahl i  was hIu l~ammnd and the coins may possibly have received their 
drqignatior~ from him. 

? See above, p. 204, note 2 .  
T~azlaux, Vc., p. 4 2 3. 



ancestor1 of the THhirids, Kaziq, was a client of Abii Muhammad 
Talha b. 'Abdallzh al-Khuza'i 2, viceroy of Sijistzll under Salm 
b. ZiyZd (see above, p. 183) ; Hafiz-Abru "mistakenly confuses 
this Talha with the famous figure of the early days of IslHm. 
Mus'ab, the son of Raziq, governed the town of Bushang in the 
pro;ince of Herst, and at the time of the 'AbbZsid propaganda 
was secretary to one of the adherents of Abu NIuslim. He is 
again mentioned as governor of Bushang in the account of the 
revolt of YBsi~f al-Harm, who captured this town from him'. 
After the rising had been put down Bushang was evidently 
restored to Mus*ab, who was succeeded as governor of the town 
by his son ~ u s a ~ n  (d. 199/8r4-5), and by his grandson THhir. 

214 Somewhat I before this Tahir had taken part in the war against 
RHh' b. Layth 5. In 8 1 1 ,  when the campaign against Amin was 
undertaken, Tahir was appointed commander of Ma'miin's mili- 
tary forces, and the wazir Fad1 b. Sahl personally attached to his 
spear-head his appointed standard % After Ma'mun's accession 
(8 I 3) Tahir was appointed governor of Al- Jazira (Mesopotamia), 
military commander of BaghdZd and financial administrator of 
the Sawad ('Iraq). Tahir's friend Ahmad b. Abii IChHlid 
roused Ma'miin's suspicions against the then governor of Khu- 
r,?san, Ghassiin b. 'Abbad, and in 821 Tiihir was sent to Khurasan 
as governor In November 822 Taliir died suddenly soon after 
omitting hla'miin's name in the reading of the Khutba, thus 
signifying his independence of the throne of Baghdad. Naturallj- 
suspicions were aroused that he had been poisoned by order of 
the Caliph ;' nevertheless RiIa'min confirmed his son Talha in the 
governorship of Khurasan (822-8). I Talha's succeshor, Abu'l- 
'Abbss 'Abdallah, who reached KhuriisZn in 8.30, was already to 
all intents and purposes an entirely independent ruler; even the 
Caliph Multa+m (83.7-42), who hated him" could only encourage 
secret plans of murder lo ,  but never decided on taking measures 
openly against him. Other members of the Tahirid family at 

Ibn KhallikZn ~ i v e s  a detailed nccount of the origin of the dynasty (no. 350, trans. 
Slane, i, 649 sq. ) ;  according to Jfas'iidi (Bibl. Geo,(r. Arab., viii, 348) the Tihirids 
were tlescentled from the Knight Rustam. 

"[his indivitlual is men~ioned also in Tnbari (ii, 393). 
Vexfs, p. 158. The same author gives the name of Z SIu!'ab's father as Farrukh. 

Gardizi, f. 94;  Camh. MS., f. ;s b :  pi! ~y UJ+, 91,s & &$ 
a I , A L f )  L A+ ,$jB 

8 U .  sj, 
Tabnri, iii, i77. 6 7"Pfs, p. 9 (also Jbn Khallikiin:. 
Tabnri, iii, 1039. 9 Ibid., iii, 1049. 
On the causes of this hatred see Texts, 3 (Gardizi). 

lo  According to Gardizi (I. 109 ; Camb. k~., f. 82 b) the Caliph sent a slave girl 
as a present to LAbclal15h, and gave her a poisoned turbal~ ( ? . L A )  for him, but on 
her arrival at Xishlpir,  sllc fell in love with theTHhirid and revealed the secret to him. 



the same period filled important posts in the West ; amongst 
other offices they held the command of the military forces of 
Baghdad, which could not fail to contribute towards the ascen- 
dancy of the dynasty. On the whole, however, the heads of the 
family considered themselves safe only within their own state. 
When 'Abdallah informed his secretary that he intended to 
undertake the pilgrimage to Mecca (Hajj) the faithful servant 
answered : " 0 Amir I Thou art too sensible to undertake such 
a senseless business I." 'Abdallah entirely agreed with his 
official, and remarked that he had only wished to test him. I 

The Samanids were called to power even earlier than the 215 
Tahirids, but only in the capacity of rulers of Transoxania, 
subordinate to the governor of Khurasal~. The ancestor of the 
dynasty, SZmZn-KhudZt, founder and ruler of the village of 
SamZn in the Balkh province2, was considered a descendant 
of the Sasanid leader Bahram-Chiibin, who had fled to the Turks 
in 591. SZman-Khudat enjoyed the protection of the governor 
Asad b. 'Abdallah al-Qushayri (d. 738),  embraced Islam, and 
called his son Asad in honour of his patron. Of the life of Asad 
we know nothing; his sons NGh, Ahmad, Yahya, and Ilyas, 
after taking part in the suppression of the revolt of Rafi' b. 
Layth < served under the Caliph Ma'miin, and were able to 
conciliate his goodwill. A t  the Caliph's desire the governor of 
Khur%iin, Ghassan b. 'AbbSd (8 r 9-2 I )  appointed Niih governor 
of Samarqand, Ahmad governor of Farghana, Y a h ~ 6  governor of 
Shash, and IlyZs governor of Herat 4. The SZmZnids were not 
able to maintain their rule in Herat. Ilj?as, who died there in 
242/8,56-7 5, apparently left no successor : in the accounts which 
have come down to us relative to the rise of the SaffSrids in 
Si j i s t~n and the province of Hergt, there is no ~nention of the 
Samanids. In Transoxania the SZmZnids constitutcd themselves 

Gardizi,  f. 103;  Cumb. MS., 1. 83 n: L < ~ (  GJ\q'L( J \ ~ 3 r j ~  +' I) 
A,? ),J ,.j- ;I 

'I'hlis the majorily of thc historians. hIaqdisi (Bib/. Geor Arab., iii, 335 ; Yiiqiit, 
iii, 13) locntrs Siilnln ill the neighbourhood 01' Snmarcland. 

Wercrchakhy, p. 74. 
4 l h u s  in M ~ r k l l w i n d  (flisfoir-c Jfs  Sat l~nr~i~fcr ,  ed. DefrCmery, pp. 2 ,  113). 

According to l~lamtlalliih Q'~zwini (in Ncrchnkhy, p. roo)  I l y i s  received Shiish and  
Y n h y l  I-Ieritt, 11ut ill Hrowne's ed. (p. 379) Ilyas received E-Ierlt nntl Yal?yl Sl i lsh 
(insteat1 of  Sh5sh the hlSS. have c r \ ~ \  and v162\ ; AsIlnSs also in the  trnns., p. 73). 

Mirkhwiintl's nccoullt is col~firmetl by the passage from Sam'iini quoted below. W e  
know fro111 Kintli's C U ~ ~ C Y I ~ O ~ - S  and Jtrlfqes of EEqj?t (etl. Guest, p. 184) that  l lyas  
b. Asnd Siirnini wai  al~pc.,intetl goverllor ot' Alexantlria i l l  2 I 2/827, I ~ u t  we  arc  not told 
llow long he  rcmxined in the W e s t ;  cf. also ~ \ j  -2 (Volume, k c . ,  presented t o  
1';. G. Hrowne), 1). 169. Na~.shnl;hi's narrative (1). 75) a t  this point abounds in con- 
siderable errors, b o ~ I 1  historical and chronological. In-Cardizi  ( f .  ro l  ; Camb. MS., 
f. R I  a) only the appointment of Nfih is mentioned. 

Sam'Bni, s. v. JLWI. T h e  death (lntes of the other Siiminicls nre also given there. 
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hereditary rulers, and Ahmad b. Asad. who survived his brothers, 
was ablc to transmit the power to his sons. In 211 and 212 
(826-71, if we may judge by Ibn KhurdZdhbihls account of the 
taxation of Transoxania l ,  Niih b. Asad, the eldest of the brothers, 
was apparently still considered the ruler only of a part of Soghd 

216 with the town of I Samarqand, of Farghlna, and of some 
"Turkish towns." After the death of Niih (2271842) his 
brother Ahmad, on whom the seniority devolved, remained in 
FarghZna, and sent his son Nasr to Samarqand. 

We know very little of the internal history of Transoxania 
under the first Samanids. Gardizi%entions an earthquake in 
Farghiina in 224/X39, and the author of the Qa?zd@a4 speaks of 
the slaughtering of some thousands of people in the district of 
Shawdiir in 24,51859, without giving any particulars of the causes 
of the revolt. On the death of Yahya in 855, ShZsh evidently 
reverted to Ahmad also, as we subsequently find Abii Yiisuf 
Ya'qiib b. Ahmad6 there in the capacity of ruler. After the 
death of Ahmad (864), Nasr, the new head of the family, 
remained ruler of ~ a m a r ~ a n d ,  and Ahmad's other son Abu'l- 
Ash'ath "egan to rule in FarghZna. BukhZrZ came under Sgmgnid 
rule only in the year 874 ', after which Nasr b. Ahmad received 
in 875  a diploma from the Caliph ~ u ' t a m i d  granting him the 
administration of the whole of Transoxania n. 

To  this period must be referred the final subjugation of 
Transoxania to Muslim rule, a task in the performance of which 
both the Tshirids and the SZmiinids still enjoyed the support of 
the government at Baghdad. We have seen that during the 
early years of MZ'miinls rule a general revolt against Arab 
domination broke out in Transoxania. After the departure of 
Ma'miin disorders broke out afresh and calm was only restored 
under Ghassan b. ' A h b ~ d  (8 19- 21).  Perhaps the famine which 
occurred in K l i u r ~ s ~ n  (as in  fact throughout Persia) in 201/8~6-7 
was partly caused by the cessation of the grain convoys from 
Transoxania, as was the case in the famine of 733 (see above, 
p. r 90).  After the death of TZhir and the appointment of Talha, 
Ahmad b A b i  Khslid was sent with an army to Transoxania. 
The chief object of the campaign was the subjugation of Ushrfisana, 

1 Bi6l. Geq,  Arab., vi, 2;--19. In order to  obtain thc total of  the taxes in 
Trn~~soxania  ns givcn by him, those of the" province r)f  Niih " must be ntlded 10 those 
of Sngl~tl ,  Huttnrll. Kish, Nnsnf,  Usriishnnn, Shiis l~,  the silver milips (in I l iq i  and 
Khojenrl. Above, however, Soghd is reckoned in the '' province of Nnh "; I)rol)nl)ly 
in the first case Soghd should he taken ns meaning the possessionrr of  the Ishshidh 
(with the chief town Isbtikhanj, ant1 in thc second case the region of the lo\ \  n of  
Sarnarrland. 

Mirkhonrl, llistoire ties Snnzanides, pp. 2,  r 14. a Texts, 1). 3. 
Texts, p. 49 : trans. by Vyatkin, lf<r?~dbook o/ SarrrnrA.trn~/jrov., viii, p. 2 4 a .  

b Nerchaklly, p. S I .  /hir/., p. SO. 7 Ibui., p. 77 .  
Tat~ari, i ~ i ,  1889. 



whose prince K ~ w u ~  (son of the king who had submitted to 
Fadl b. Yahya) consented to pay tribute to Ma'rniin, hut after 
the Caliph's arrival in Baghdad broke the agreement. Shortly 
after this, dissensions broke out in UshrCisana amongst the 
members of the royal family ; Haydale, the son of IGiwus, killed 
a famous noble, who was a t  the head of his brother Fadl's party 
and had given the latter his daughter in marriage. After the 
murder Haydar fled, first to the local representative of the Arab 
government, I and subsequently to Baghdad. On the other hand 217 
in 2051820-I Fad1 sunlmoned the Toquz-Oghuz into the country. 
I11 207/82z Ahmad b. A b i  Khalid entered Ushnisana with an 
army, guided by Haydar along a shorter road which was un- 
known to the Arabs, in consequence of which KZwus was taken 
unawares and forced to surrender. Fad1 escaped with the Turlis 
to the steppes, where he treacherously abandoned them and 
joined the Arabs; the Turks perished from thirst in the steppes. 
ICZwus went to Baghdad, ernbraced IslZm, and was established 
as ruler of the province. H e  was succeeded by Haydar ', who 
subsequently became the first noble at the Caliph's court, and 
achieved great renown under the name of Afshitl (the title of the 
princes of Ushrtisana). Afshin was executed in 841 ; but his 
dynasty contiuued to rule in Ushriisana till 2801893. In the 
Hermitage in Petrograd there are coins of the last afshin of 
Ushrusana, Sayr b. 'AbdallZh, struck in 279, and also one of the 
SamZnid Istna'il struck in Ushriisana in 280 2. 

The appointment of Ahmad b. A b i  Khalid, one of the chief 
authors of the rise of the Tahirids, was undoubtedly very welcome 
to Talha, who made liberal gifts both to  the Arab leader him- 
self and to his secretary. According to Mirkhw~nd's account 
Ahmad b. Abii Khllid proved himself also the protector of the 
SZrnZnids and restored the power of Ahrnad b. Asad i l l  Farghana, 
out of which lie drove the " enemies of the Faith." The final 
subjugation of Farghlna, namely of KZsan and Drast, is attri- 
buted by HalZdhuri4 to Niih b. Asad, but he refers this event to 
the period of the Caliph Muntasir (861-2), when Niih mas long since 
dead. I Another exploit of ~ i i b ' s  may be admitted as more 
credible, the subjugation, namely of TsfijZb, in 840 5. Niib ordered 
a wall to bc built in I s f i j~b  "round the vineyards and cultivated 
fields of the inhabitants " ' 2 . r .  he put u p  a structure of this sort 
as a protection against the Turkish invasions, such as had 
f o r n ~ c r l ~  been built in Sll.ish. The province of IsfijZb, however, 

'rabari, iii, 1044 ,  1065-66 ; Iieladsori, PP. 430-31 .  
A.  I1Inrl<ov, Innr.rztnr?~yi ko/nlotg n~rtsul'trzatrskifilr mo~ref Inrj. B l m i t ~ ~ - A a ,  S t .  I'., 

1S96, 131). 1 1 2 ,  114. 
"li~foitr &.r .Sbrlrntzi.t'es, pp. 2, 114.  
' H e l n d s o ~ ~ ,  11. qro .  I n  onc M S .  the Caliph is called hfanpfir. 

S a m ' i ~ ~ i ,  S. V.  3LWJ. 8 13cladsoli, p. q a a .  
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218 was still I governed by a separate Turkish dynasty in the tenth 
century and enjoyed important privileges, extending even to 
exemption from taxation2. As a token of his allegiance, the 
ruler of Isfijjab sent annually to the Sgmanid Government four 
daniqs (less than fivepence) and a broom in lieu of taxes. 

The Caliph Ma'miin charged his governors with the prosecu- 
tion of the war with the rebels, and at the same time ordered his 
envoys to invite important natives to take service under the 
Caliph. T o  these, on their arrival in Baghdad, he made liberal 
gifts. The same practice was followed to an even greater extent 
under Mu'tasim, in whose reign the Turkish guards, amongst 
whom were ikorporated also emigrants from Soghd, Farghgna, 
Ushriisana, and Shash, formed one of the maillstays of the 
throne ". This circumstance contributed to the definitive asser- 
tion of Muslim rule in the country. 'AbdallSh b. Tiihir, prabably 
with the help of the Samiinids, sent his son Tahir on a campaign 
into the Ghuzz country and conquered places where none had 
penetrated before him. By the time of Mu'tasim the inhabitants 
of Transoxania may be considered good ~ u s l i k s  and themselves 
began to do battle " for the faithJJ with their Turkish neighbours. 
The fact that under the Tzhirids the Caliphs still took some 
part in the affairs of the country is probably to be explained by 
the presence of important natives of Transoxania at the court of 
HaghdZd. The Caliph Mu'tasim, albeit unwillingly, devoted 
two million dirhams towards ihe digging of a large irrigation 
canal in the Shish province: according to 'Awfi it still existed 
in the thirteenth century 6. We have seen (above, pp. 95, 99) that 
down to the last years of the reign of Muhammad b. Tahir 
certain lands in Transoxania were considered the private property 
of the Caliph. 

Owing to their aristocratic origin and position as the official 
representatives of Arab dominion, thc TZhirids and Sgmjanids 
could not embody and express the national and democratic 
tendencies, like Abii Muslim and other DZ'i", i . c .  Shi'ite 

219 teachers. The pcriod of the rule of both I dynasties is most 
accurately characterized as one of enlightened absolutism. In 
their endeavour to establish stable governn~ent and to restore 
peace in  the land, the Tahirids and Sarniinids appeared as the 
protectors of the lower against the oppression of the higher 
classes ; they promoted education but undcrtook no drastic 

On some representatives of thc clynasty see above, 11. I 76. 
Aibl. Gco,~; Arab., i ,  333. 3 Zhicl., iii, 340; i v ,  343. 
On Ma'miin and Mnitn?irn see Reladsori, p. 431. 
Dozy, Essai sur /'histoire cie /'/sZatlrisnre, p. 247. Xlo ' :a~i~n was surrounded by 

a Turkish guard even during the reign of Ma'rniin : in zr4/S29 he  came to Egypt 
with 4,000 of his Tarks (Kindi, p. 188). 

Tabnri, iii, I 326 ; 7ix/s ,  pp. 83-4. 



social reforms and carried on a relentless struggle with the restless 
elements among the masses. These features appear already with 
sufficient distinctness in the reign of the first organizer of 
Khurasan, 'Abdalliih b. Tiihir, who, as Ya'qubi expresses it, 
ruled Khuriisiin as none had ever ruled it before '. 'AbdallHh 
interested himself mainly in the cause of the agriculturists 2. 

Amongst the inhabitants there were frequent quarrels regarding 
the use of water for artificial irrigations ; as the Muslim la\vbooks 
contailled no instructims on this matter 'Abdalliih summoned 
the faqihs of IChurasan and instructed them to work out, in 
collaboration with some faqihs from 'Iraq, the legal principles 
regarding the use of water. The "Book of Canals" (Kitiib 
al-Quniy) conlposed by them served as a guide in similar matters 
even two centuries later, in the time of Gardizi. In the order in 
which 'AbdallHh instructed his officials to protcct the interests of 
the peasants 3, considerations of a moral character are brought 
forward on behalf of this class: " God feeds us by their hands, 
welcomes us through their mouths and forbids their ill treat- 
ment." His feeling for the lower classes led 'Abdalliih to the 
idea of general education, propounded by him in the most 
definite terms: " Knowledge must be accessible to the worthy 
and unworthy ; knowledge will look after itself and not remain 
with the unworthy." And indeed a t  this period even the children 
of the poorest peasants went to the towns to be taught; such 
was the lot of the two Khat-ghtini brotllers, natives of the village 
of Khal-ghiin (see p. I Z ~ ) ,  who were sent to Sanlarqand by their 
father in 2331847-8 ; in the course of three years they mastered 
the sciences while their mother supported them by her work a t  
wool weaving '. Living in the age of rationalist supremacy, it 
is doubtful if 'Abdalliih understood by "knowledge" only the 
isla~nic theology, I which a t  this time was firmly established in 220 

I<hut-5san and Transoxania, especially at Rukh,?ra5. 'AbdallSh 
himself, like his father, enjoyed some fame as a poet ; his nephew 
M a n + -  b. Talha, ruler of Merv, ~ m u l  and Khorezmia, wrote 
philosophical treatises ; 'Abdalliih called him the " Wisdom of the 
Tiihirids" and was extremely proud of him 6. 

As regards the popular movements with which the THhirids 
had to deal, the chief amongst them were the Khal-ijite move- 
ment in Sijistin and the Shi'ite in Tabaristiin, both of which 
continued under the SZmZnids. The influence of the discordant 
elements was manifested only under the grandson of 'Abdall~h,  

* Ja'q~hl,  /fist., i i ,  586. -- Further see Texts, p. 3. 
In the text is printed by mistake for ,.~b<~.. 

4 Sam'iini, s. v.  J+). 
Werchakhy,  p. 54. Fihrisf, p. 11; .  



2 I4 CENTRAL ASIA DOWN T O  T H E  TWELFTH CENTURY 

Muhammad b. Tahir ; his father Tzhir b. 'Abdallah (844-62) 
was the worthy successor of 'Abdallah and the historians speak 
of his rule and of his personal character with the same esteem as 
those of his father1. On the other hand Muhammad b. Tiihir 
succeeded his father while yet of tender years 2, and is represented 
by them as a weak ruler, given up to pleasures 3. A t  that period 
the ruler of Tabasistan was Muhammad's uncle, Su l aym~n  b. 
'Abdalltih; in addition a section of country on the border, 
between the two Ad-Caspian provinces of Tabaristzn and Daylam, 
the property of the Caliph, was granted to Muhammad b. 
'Abdallzh, who from 851 to  86 j was governor of Baghdad. As 
his representative in this country Muhammad sent the Christian 
Jabir b. HZrGn, who seized also the " dead lands" adjoining 
hIuhaminadYs section, i .e .  the pastures used by the inhabitants 
of the neighbouring villages and not constituting private pro- 
perty. Such a violation of the rights of the population resulted 
in a general revolt a t  the head of which were the 'Alids4. 1n 
864 the 'Alid Hasan b. Zayd made himself ruler of the province 
and governed it with slight interruptions to the year 884. Thus, 
in this case the Shi'ite movement was aroused by the violation 
of the interests of the peasants. The same democratic character 

221 was probably borne by the rising which occurred I in 301/913-4 
against the SZmZnids under Hasan b. 'Ali al-Utrish, who was 
also considered a descendant of 'Ali. Hasan propagated Islam 
with succcss in Daylam ; he gained over the population to his 
side and maintained his popularity to the end of his life. Im- 
partial historians praise his just rule. Al-Birini ', on the other 
hand, permeated by the ancient Persian traditions, charges 
Ijasan with the destruction of the family organization established 
by the mythological Faridin. " Faridtin commanded men to 
rule thcir hcuses, theis families and descendants, and gave them 
the name of KatkliudZ, which means ' Master of this house.' 
An-Nazir al-Ufrish abolished this custom and the period 
returned when robbers were as much ka tkhud~s  as the (real) 
people." I t  is evident from this that Hasan did away with the 
rights of owners of family cstates. 

In Khu~.,?s,?n and in Transoxania of course there could be no 
question of such drastic measures for the benefit of thc lower 
classes ; to those tvho were dissatisfied with their condition thcre 
remained one alternative, that of joining the "Warriors for the 
Faith," and setting out for some locality where war with the infidel 
and the heretic was being carried on. The guild of warriors for the 

1 Ttxfs,  1). 3 (Gardizi) ; Bib!. Ceqq. A d . ,  v i i ,  307. 
Jn4qubi, l l i s t . ,  i i ,  605. . 3 Garrlizi, f. 104. 
Tabati ,  iii, 1523-26. 6 Ibn nl-Athir, v i ~ i ,  61. 

6 IBid., vi i i ,  64 ; 'rnbari, iii ,  2 2 9 1 .  
Ckro~r.~/ogic, ed. Sachau, p. z r q .  C ~ ~ , O M O / ~ ~ J I .  translated hy Sachnn, p. 2 1 0 .  



Faith (alongside the terms GliZzi and FntE is often found that 
of nl-Mutnzwwi'a, correctly nl-Mz~tntnwwi'n) possessed, like all 
Eastern guilds, a corporate organization. The leaders of similar 
volunteer troops not infrequently attained considerable fame and 
enjoyed official recognition l ;  as they were not tied to their 
native country, the volunteers, especially those from Transoxania, 
offered their services wherever a holy war was in progress and 
wherever booty might be expected 2. Rulers, of course, could 
not always avail themselves of these services without some 
danger to themselves. I n  all probability it is the volunteers 
that are referred to in the characteristic tirade by Maqdisi4 
against the inhabitants of Binkath, as constituting a t  once 
" a support and a source of anxiety" to the I SZmZnid ad- 222 
ministration. I t  is not without reason that Gardizi5 replaces 
the terms quoted above by the word 'ayyZr (" scoundrel "). A s  
is everywhere the case, the restless elements gathered special 
strength in the large towns. The population of Samarqand gave 
trouble even to the SamZnids6: under Timiir the Samarqand 
ghZzis heroically held the town, which was not fortified at that 
period, against foreign invasion, but were immediately afterwards 
subjected to persecution at the hands of the Government '. 
According to the observations of travellers Samarqand had still 
the same reputation under the present Bultharan dynasty 

I n  Khurasan as early as the year 821 we see a revolt stirred 
up by one of the volu~lteers? At  the close of the same century 
there arose from the ranks of this guild the powerful SaEr id  
dynasty, which put an end to the rule of the ~~11i l . ihs  and 
attained supremacy in Persia. Not content with this, t he  
Safffirids sought to extend their power over Transoxania, which 
caused the ruin of their dynasty. The founder of the d y l ~ p t ~  lo,  

Rail~alii .  etl. Morley, p. 23 (W3k ))IL). 
lhid. .  p. 347. 

a On the  military forces in ShZsh and F a r g h j n a  see Rill/. Ghg. Arab.,  i, 2 9 1 .  - Z/~id., iii, 2 ~ 6 ,  

72.rts, p,  4 (referring to Ya'qitb h. 12nyth), r j  ( \J& o?\), called in the  Arnbic 
J 

text o l lUth i ,  (As. Mos, his . ,  No. 510,f. 65: 'UtW-Rlnni~~i ,  i, 3 4 1 )  A;>+ Wul y~ 

in the Prssirn translation, Xerchnll~y,  p. 225, &pl J Y L  +,, 
6 See ahovc, 1). $7. 

\ 
Pelis tle In Croix, //lsfoi~-c ~r't 7 Y ~ r t t ~ 1 -  IJci, i ,  91 -6 ; Znfnr-nnnrnh, i ,  i 09-1 2. F o r  

a mnre tlctailec-l accou~rt  of these events see my paper in Znjiski ,  t d r . ,  xvii, pp. 01-orq. 
J. \\'olf'F, /l'n7-rnfiz,e of a nmissiun lo Rokhara,  fifth edition, Etlinburgh & London, 

1848, pp. 202-3. 
'ralmri,  iii, 1044. 

l o  ( bn !lie origiu of Lhe dynasty sce 7>xts ,  l'p. 3-4 ; Rib). G o g .  A7.trb., i, 245-4; ; 
T l ~ n  Iil~nllikiin, No. Ic3H (trnl~s.  rle Slnrle. iv,  301 sq.). A h~illinntly-writtell  sketch 
of the history of the  Saflfirid d y ~ l x ~ t y  is due  t o  Prof. Niiltleke (,O~ic?ntn/i.rc.he Skizzefz, 
Hel-lin? 1Sy2, pp. 1 R i - 2 0 i ;  .Skc*tcAts fi.orrz /:'nstern Hisfoly, trans. J. S. Black, 
pp. I 76-206). C o m p .  now also my Ilnper, " %ur tieschichte der S~f fnr iden"  (Orient .  
S t ~ r d i f n  - Fe.rtsc.hrift A'iil,icnkc, i ,  1111. I 7 1-91). 



Ya'qiib b. Layth b. Mu'addal, and his three brothers, 'Amr; 
TZhir, and 'Ali, belonged to the town of Qarniu in Sijistan, 
situated at a distance of one march from the capital of the 
province, Zaranj, on the left hand going towards Bust. Ya'qiib 
went to the town (probably Zaranj), where he hired himself out 
to a copper-smith, receiving fifteen dirhams a month for his work ; 
his brother 'Amr was, by one account, a mule driver, by another, 
a carpenter. The brothers quickly distinguished themselves 
amongst their companions. By their generosity they gained 
adherents, and together with their uncle Kathir b. Raqqzq 

223 formed a robber gang, with whom they joined I a division of 
"Warriors for the Faith" under the leadership of Dirham b. Nasr 
b. Sdih l ,  which was engaged with the Kharijites of ~ i j i s t ~ h ,  
though, as I have shown elsewherea, Ya'qGb had himself been 
a kharijite at the beginning of his career. In their skirmishes with 
the Kharijites near the town of Bust one of the brothers, Tahir, was 
killed. The volunteers rapidly made themselves such unwelcome 
allies of the government that Ibrahim b. Husayn3, who governed 
SijistZn in the name of the Tiihirids, was obliged to give place 
to them and leave the province. After this Dirham made 
himself the actual ruler of Sijistan, and appointed Ya'qiib 
governor of Bust, but the latter by his exploits soon eclipsed his 
leader in the eyes of the army. Dirham found it prudent to 
acquiesce in the general opinion, and made Ya'qiib commander- 
in-chief and himself one of his lieutenants. In one of the sources 
used by Ibn Khall ik~n the cxact date of this event is quoted, 
Sunday 6th Muharram 247 (March zznd, 861). T l ~ u s  Ya'qiib, in 
spite of the testimony of Ya'qibi 4 ,  had already come to the fore 
in the reign of Tiihir b. 'AbdallZh. 

Ya'qub was concerned above all for the maintenance of his 
power in SijistZn ; he killed the native prince, who bore the title 
of Kutbil 5 ,  and subjugated the Kharijites6. After this he 

Dirham b. N a y  is mentioned in Tabari  (iii, raga) as an individnal in the service 
of Ya'qiib. In Gartlizi's text the words dm 3 have probably fallen oat hefore,A. r") - 
T h e  appearance of Dirham b. Husayn in Ibn al-Athlr and Ibn I<hallikin is probably 
to be explained by a corifi~sion between this person and Ibrahim b. 1;Iusayn. Khwzndamir 
(,-.!I u,, , ii. I 2 7 )  calls Dirham the grandson of KHfi' b. Layth (see p. a m ) .  

Fest. b7i71d., article quoted above. On Ya'qiih's relations with Sllih b. Nasr (or 
b. an-Nadr) and 1)irham (probably a brother of the latter) cf. ihid., p. I 78 sq. 

Callcd Ibrahirn b. Nasr b. KHh' in Ibn Mubin (MS.  Pub. Lib., f. 399 a) : nccortling 
to the 5ame author Ya'oob's father Lavth was in Jbrlhim's service. . . 

J a ' q ~ b i ,  H i s t . ,  ii, 6i5. 
@ Or Zunbil. The latter reading is maintained by Marquart (Ercirashahr, p. 248) 

as ' ' t l ~ e  most  roba able." but, as it seems, without good reason. Cf, Niildekc in 
ZDMC., lvi, 4 j 2 .  

- 

Evidently YH'qfib did not so much destroy the heretics a s  lure them over to his 
party. In Nig%rn al-Mnlk (Siasset Nanreh, texte, p. 194, tracl., p. 283, where the 
translation is not entirely correct), a t  any rate, it is said of one rebel that "he  was 
the comrade of Ya'qfib b. Layth, and among the Kharijiteu is designatetl a8 his 



extended his I rule to the KHbul valley, then to Sind and 224 
MakrHn, and finally in 867 conquered Herat and Biishang, the 
birthplace of the TBhirids, which was governed at the time by 
THhir b. Husayn b. THhir 2. In 869 Ya'qiib seized KirmHn ; the 
Caliph Mu'tazz (866-9) granted this province simultaneously to 
two persons, Ya'qiib and Ali b. Husayn, the ruler of FZrs, in 
order to stir up war between them and thus rid himself of one of 
them ". l 'he victor in the struggle proved to be Ya'qiib, who 
deprived his opponent not only of Kirmiin, but also of FHrs. 
I n  H71 Ya'qiib received from the Caliph Mu'tamid (870-92), 
under whom affairs of state were directed by his brother Abu 
Ahmad Muwaffaq, fresh favours, being appointed viceroy of 
Balkh and TukhHrist Hn 4. According to Gardizi 6 ,  Ya'qib had 
already seized these provinces in 870, and at the same time took 
possessioii of Ghazna, Gardiz, and KZbul. Finally, in 873 Ya'qib 
decided to march against Muhammad b. Tahir himself, a pretext 
for war being afforded by the fact that Muhammad had given 
shelter to one of Ya'qub's enemies. Muhammad was taken 
prisoner, and on August I ,  873 Ya'qib entered the capital of the 
T3hirids. Gardizi gives an interesting account of the parleys 
between Muhammad's ambassadors and Ya'qiib. Muhammad 
ordered the following to be transmitted to his antagonist: " I f  
thou hast come by order of the Commailder of the Faithful, then 
show thy diploma, that I may deliver the Viceroyalty to thee ; 
if not, then return."' Ya'qub in answer took his sword from 
beneath his praying mat, and said : " Here is my diploma and 
my standard." 

This time the SaghdZd government could not condone Ya'qiib's 
action ; the influence of the TZhirids in the capital compelled the 

successor." EJnmdallih Qazwini (Jotlutz. A s ,  4, x i ,  419-20 ; ed. Urowne, p. 37s) 
accnses the Saffilids, like the Biiyids, of adherence to the Shi'ite teaching. Nizam 
al-hiullc also evidently considered Ya'qtib a Shi'ite, as he puts into his mouth these 
wortls addressed to the Caliph : " I shall not be appeased until I have sent thy head 
to Mahdiyn," i. e. to the FHtimids (.Tiasset A'onleh, texte, p. 14, trad., p. 20). These 
words call certainly not have bee11 used, a s  s t  that time thtre txi>ted neither FBtimid 
dynasty nor town of Mahdiya (on the foundation of \he latter see Ibn al-Athir, viii, 701, 
hut for all that the statement already quoted makes it probable that Yn'qiib, like 
A bii Muslim, attracted to his pnrty all the restless elements nmongst the lower classes. 

' Accordir~g to Gardizi (f. 105 ; Camb. MS., f. 85 R), only in 871, after the conquest 
of lhlkli. accord in^ to Tabari (iii, ISOO), Ys6qnh u~ldertook the march to HerHt 
in 86a. Cf. I.kslsch?.rfi Noldekf, p. I Sy. 

a Named in Gardizi. Tnbari, iii, I 698. 
]hid. ,  iii, 1841. 0 Texts, p. 4. 

"'Ilie clate given in Gardizi (1. 106 ; Camb. MS., f. 85 b) is 2nd ShawwHl 159 ; in 
Nbltlcke (of. (it., S. I 95 ; trans., 1,. I 94) Sunc!ay, Aug. 2 ; cf. also Tabari, iii, I 8S I .  

F. 106;  Camb. MS.. I.(.: u,c ,-, y s  c(bl L.jy;.31pl UL..>\ 

F. 106; Camb. MS., l r . :  yf ,))T W,el &)j jl- 
--I & GIJ,. 



225 Caliph to take the side of Muhammad. In 874 1 the pilgrims 
from the eastern provinces were assembled in the house of the 
Tiihirid 'Ubaydallih b. 'Abdalllh, where the Caliph's edict 
against Ya'qib was read to them l. The  menacing activities of 
Ya'qiib soon obliged the governlnent to make concessions ; at his 
demand hluwaffaq summoned the merchants and read to them 
a new decree by which Ya'qiib was appointed viceroy of Khu- 
rZsSn, Tabarktan, Jurjan, Rayy, and Fzrs, and military com- 
mander of Baghdad 2. Hut not even this could induce Ya'qiib 
to relinquish h ~ s  march on Baghdad. His defeat near Dayr al- 
'Aqill (April Xth, 876) saved the 'Abbasid dynasty, but revived 
the disorders in Khurasan. Muhammad b. Tahir, liberated by 
the Caliph's army, was again appointed viceroy of the eastern 
provinces, but remained for the most part a t  Baghdad, while 
operations in the towns of Khuraszn were carried on in his name 
by his brother Husayn b. Tahir, who had already in 874 
reached Marwarleiid with an army of succour from the prince of 
Khorezmia and some other persons. Ya'qiib died on Tuesday, 
Jurle gth, 879 :I, having succeeded in establishing his power only 
in Southern Persia. 

Such was the reign of the " copper-smith " (saffzr-hence the 
name of the dynasty), whom one of his enemies, the ruler of 
Tabaristiin, Hasan b. Zayd, called the " anvil," on account of his 
iron character. Without devising juridical sophistries for the 
justification of his deeds, Ya'qGb based his rights on the sword 
alone4 : he was therefore obliged to aim solely a t  the creation of 
an army devoted to him and the acquisition of the financial 
means indispensable for carrying on his wars. The latter fre- 
quently forced him t o  have recourse to confiscation of the pro- 
perty of wealthy individuals. After his death, in spite of the 
military failures of his latter years, four million dintirs and fifty 
million dirhams were found in his treasury. According to the 

226 author of the " Ta'rikhi Khayriit," "Ya'qiib had 1 5,000 camels 
and 10,000 donlteys: his soldiers, with the exception of the 
nobles and leaders, received horses and their fodder from the 
treasury. In his private life Ya'qub always remained a soldier 
of simple tastes, wearing cotton garmcnts, sitting on the bare 

Tabari, i i i ,  I 487. 2 Ihid., i l i ,  1892. 
3 Thus nccortling to Ibn Iihal l ikin:  in  Noltleke (op. r r t . ,  p. noq), LYetlnesday, 

June 5 ; but that day was a F ~ i d n y .  
Resides the words already quoted from (;artlizi, see Sinsset N~~nrt-h, texte, p. 14, 

trad., p. 20. 

"MS. I h t .  Mus. O r .  4898, f. 1-33 a (cf. above, p. ~ 6 ) .  I bccnme ncquai~ltetl with 
this ant1 several other PL.ISY., e S. the ki~story of I i .~yhaq" (see p. 31, n. 6 )  only 
after the pul~l~catron of my texts anti 160 pages of Iny ~ n v e s t ~ g n t ~ o n .  C)n the lormer 
ant1 11s nuthor hInsn\vi cf. now my article In the BzcZktin df TAraJ ties . y ~ l ( ' f ? ( e S ,  

1915, PP. 1365 sqq. Mfisawi's illforrnatlon on Yaiqdb was taker1 from Mas'fidi 
(I'rairies Sot-, viil, 46 sq., on the camels and donkeys, y. 5.5). 



ground, and sleeping with his head on his shield. Only on 
occasions, especially a t  the reception of ambassadors, 

was he surrounded by guards, chosen from among the finest 
soldiers, and divided into two sections of 1,000 men each: the 
soldiers of the first division held gold maces, those of the second 
silver ones. Ya'qiib decided all matters personally, and shared 
the work of administration with no one. 

'Amr, the brother and successor of Ya'qiib (879-goo), was 
already obliged to resort to other methods of warfare, to make 
large concessions. and to reckon more with circumstances. Pro- 
claimed as his brother's successor by his soldiers, 'Amr hastened 
to express his submission to the Caliph, and was appointed 
Viceroy of KhurZsZn, Fiirs, I ~ p a h ~ n ,  Si j i s t~n,  Kirmiin, and Sind l, 
in consequence of which the priesthood and volunteers were 
able to accept him as the lawful ruler of these provinces against 
his opponents2. 'Amr went even further, and endeavoured to 
make peace with the Tahirids. In his capacity as military 
governor of Haghdiid he appointed 'Ubaydallah b. 'Abdallah b. 
TZhir as his reprcsentative in that town, and sent him a gold 
sceptre as a token of his appointment. Nevertheless it proved 
impossible to maintain peace with the Tiihirids, one of whom, 
Musayn b. Tiihir, seized Merv in 877 (his predecessor here was 
" the brother of the KhwiirazmshZh "). In April 885 Muhammad 
b. T5hir was again declared viceroy of Khurasan, and was repre- 
rented by lCZfib b. Harthama, who had already conquered 
NishZpiir V n  882. The Caliph cursed 'Amr in the presence of 
the KhurZsZn pilgrims, and ordered the imprecation to be 
repeated in the mosques f In 889 'Amr was again in favour, 
and re-appointed 'Ubaydall,?h b. 'AbdallZh as his representative 
in RaglldZd. The name of 'Amr I was inscribed on the 227 
standards, spears, and shields; but a t  the beginning of 890 he 
was once more deposed, and the standards, spears, and shields 
with his name thrown away 7. Only in 892, with the accession 
to t l ~ c  throne of the Caliph Muttadid, was 'Amr finally acknow- 
ledgcd as the lawful ruler of I<huriis5n. The standard dispatched 
from Haglid5d was exhibited in the court of 'Amr's dwelling 
house at Nishapiir for thrce days as a visible proof of the favour 
of the Caliph 

'A mr's authority, lilte that of Ya'qiib, was in fact founded on 
the sword, and therefore for him also it was an object of the first 
importance to acquire the financial means indispensable for 
prosecuting his wars, but this aim was now achieved, in addition 
to what could bc gained by pillage and confiscations, by a regular 

Tabnri, i i i ,  19ga. a  text^, p. 4 (Gnrdizi). ' ' rat~nri ,  i i i ,  1936. ' Ibiii., i i i ,  1915. ti fbid., i i i ,  2039. ' /h i , / . ,  i i i ,  2106. Ibid., i ~ i ,  z i  15-1 7. "bid . ,  iii, 3 133. 



system of administrative economy. The amount of 'Amrrs 
revenues is unknown ; we call only form some surmise from the 
information which has come down to us on the sums collected 
in taxes under the Ttihirids and SZmZnids. According to Tabaril, 
in the year of the death of 'AbdallZh b. Tahir the taxes from 
all provinces under his rule totalled forty-eight millioll dirhams. 
According to  Ibn KhurdZdhbih 2, the tribute which 'Abdallgh 
paid to the Caliph consisted of 44,846,000 dirhams, thirteen 
thoroughbred horses, 2,000 sheep, 2,000 Ghuzz slaves, valued at 
6c0,oco dirhams, 1,187 pieces of stuff, and 1,300 pieces of iron. 
This information relates to the years 21 I and 212 (826 and 827) ; 
in the year 221/836, if Qudzma is to  be trusted3, 'Abdallgh 
bound himself to pay in all thirty-eight millior~s, in which sum 
was included the value of the slaves to be sent, of the sheep, and 
pieces of cotton stuffs. Evidently all the remainder of the 
revenues was now enjoyed by the TZhirids. Ya'qiibi puts the 
tribute of Khul-ZsZn at forty millions in  addition to the fifth part 
of the booty (from the " wars for the Faith "), the whole of which 
was enjoyed by the TZhirids. Besides this the Tahirids received 
thirteen millions from 'IrZq, independently of gifts. As regards 

228 the taxes in KhurZsZn, Ibn Hawqal and MaqdisiG 1 give us 
approximately the same figures for the SZmZnid period. The 
revenues of 'Arnr, whose dominions did not include Transoxania, 
were probably considerably less, but, in contrast to the TZhirid 
period, they were entirely at his disposal. There is no informa- 
tion as to whether he sent any money to Baghdad beyond occa- 
sional presents. According to Ibn Mu'in 7, 'Amr was the first of 
the Muslim kings to order the inclusion of his name in the 
Khutba, which till then had been read only in the name of the 
Caliph. Even if this statement be incorrect in any case 'Amr 
was to an even greater degree than the T~hi r ids  an independent 
ruler. According to Ibn Khallikzn, it was long since KhurZs5n 
had seen such a wise and skilful ruler as 'Arnr. As regards liis 
financial policy, Gardizikives the following account, which is 
probably taken from Sallami. 'Amr had three treasuries; the 

Tatmi, iii, r 338-39. ('f. also hias6iidi's account (Prairies &or, viii, Iag  sq.) of 
the presents sent by 'Arnr to the Caliph in 283/896. Arnorlgst these was a copper idol 
ca turerl by 'hrnr from the mountaineers on the Indian frontier. 

h j M .  G q .  A d , ,  ri, 28. /bid., vi, 185. 
[hid., vii, 308. 6 Zbid., ii, 341. /hid, iii, 340. 
MS. Pub. Lib., 1. 4001: jk., ;?)L,( 4 LA bd& jt u\ jl &; 

a 1 a sLrb  ,.b. 
8 Compare the account of Narshakl~i ( y .  77)  of  the Khutbs in hononr of YalqCb, 

and later in honour of N a y  b. Ahmad at BnkhlrP. 13ut these ncconnts may be not 
quite trustworthy. 'Amr seems to have been the first of the rulers of the ]<astern 
provinces who put his name and the name of his father on silver coins. The connexion 
between the sikka (coinage) and Khufba in Muhammadan states is  well known. 

T'x!s, p. 4. 



first included the revenues from the land and other taxes, which 
were utilized for the upkeep of the army; the second, revenues 
from the personal property of the ruler, which went towards the 
upkeep of the court; the third, the revenues from occasional 
taxes and confiscations of the property of soldiers who took 
service with the enemy ; from these moneys rewards were made 
to faithful servants, nobles, and envoys. In the matter of confis- 
cations, 'Amr, according to Gardizi, carried them out " a t  an 
appropriate time," and always under a plausible pretext 2. 

The army was the object of his special care and received its 
pay every three months with solemn ceremonial. Ibn Khalliksn 
and Gardizi have preserved for us an account of such I a parade, 229 
borrowed from Sa l l~mi .  The distribution of pay to the Army 
was administered by a special official, the 'Arid. H e  took his 
seat in the place appointed for the ceremony, and on hearing the 
sound of two large drums the whole army assembled there. In 
front of the 'Arid lay sacks with money ; the 'Arid's assistant had 
before him a list of the soldiers and read over the names. The first 
called was 'Amr himself; the 'Arid made a close inspection of 
his horse and equipment, then expressed his approval and gave 
him 300 dirhams. 'Amr placed the money in the leg of his 
boot'and said-" God be praised, that He  hath permitted me to  
selve faithfully the Commander of the Faithful, and hat11 made 
me worthy of his favours." After this 'Amr took his seat on an 
eminence and watched the horsemen and infantry in turns present 
themselves before the 'Arid, undergo the same close scrutiny, 
and receive their money. Ibn KhallikZn rightly points out the 
resemblance between this custom of 'Amr's and the picture of 
the review of the armies in SZsanid Persia, under Khusrii 
AnushirvZn 4. I t  is doubtful whether this resemblance was 
accidental. 

Of the system of civil administration under 'Amr we know 
nothing; Gardizi says only that he had spies everywhere, and 
that he was aware of everything that went on in his territories b. 

According to the author of the " Ta'rikhi KhayrZt 6," 'Amr 

1 The meaning o i  the term &\Js\, wliicll von Kremer c o l ~ l d  not explain (Aidfnr-  
gcs,~/lir/ lf~. dcs Ovif~rts, i ,  zoo), is evident from tile text. I t  is possible also that 
this wort1 mny mean the revenues from newly cultivated fields. Cf. the term 
GAS-\\ (Znpiski, iv, 135) .  The  same term was also used in quite a difkrent 
meaning id' young lnen," as n pnrticnlar military division, perhaps in the same sense 
a s  ghaziyin or mutnwwi'n, cf. nl~ove). 

Ilnmctlia~ely aftrr this Cknrdiri trlls how 'Amr a c a s e d  one of his chief cl~arnpions 
h l ~ ~ h a m m a d  b. I!.?sh.?r of nll  sorts of crilrles, but immecliatrly withdrew his  accusntions 
when bTu?lntnmatl, grasping his sovereign's purpose, agreed to surrender his property 
to the l'rcasury. 

Texf.r, r)n, 4-;. 
' '!'abari,'i', 9?13'-s ; Abfi 1;laniia ad-Dinawari, ed. Chirgass, pp. 74-5. 

Tex/s, p. 5 .  6 f. I 36 b. 



bought young slaves, trained them in his own service and then 
gave them to his nobles; these slaves reported to  him all the 
actions of their masters. Nor were they deterred by' fear of the 
latter, as in 'Amr's reign not one noble dared beat a slave with- 
out the permission of the sovereign. 

Not content with his position as ruler of Persia, 'Amr con- 
sidered that the rights of the TZhirids in Transoxania should 
pass to him as well. This pretension was the cause of his ruin. 
A t  that period the power of the Samznid dynasty was solidly 
established in Transoxania: a t  that period too the mall who 
stood a t  the head of the province was no whit behind 'Amr in 
ability, and had been able to establish the same political structure 
in his dominions, on a firmer juridical basis moreover than had 
been achieved by the former " muleteer." ( 

3.30 Isma'il b. Ahmad was born in Farghana in 849 ; he had begun 
his career a t  Bukhara where he was sent in 874 by his brother 
Nasr. After the fall of the TZhirids BukhZrZ suffered the same 
fate' as the other towns of KhurZsHn and had no firmly established 
administration. A t  the beginning of 874 Husayn b. TZhir at- 
Tz'i, who is probably identical with the well-known member of 
the Tahirid dynasty, arrived in the town from Khorezmia. The 
inhabitants showed some resistance but after a five days1 battle 
he seized the town: his Khorezmians committed all kinds of 
excesses in Bukhzra and a considerable portion of the town was 
burnt. Ijusayn promised the inhabitants a full amnesty, but 
later, when they took him a t  his word and dispersed, he broke his 
promise and a fresh revolt broke out. Husayn was shut up in 
his castle and had to flee by night, unable to take with him even 
the money collected from the inhabitants. This money was 
distributed amongst those who had taken part in  the rising and 
many Hukharan families owed their wealth to this night's work. 
After the departure of Ijusayn the riots were renened; the 
adherents of peace and order assembled round the faqih AbCi 
'AbdallZh, son of the famous Abu Hafs, and on his advice 
appealed for help to Nasr b. Ahinad, who sent them his brother 
Isma'il. Isrna'il advanc'ed to Kasrniniya, where he was met by 
Abu 'Abdallah himself, which, accordirlg to the his to ria^^, greatly 
reassured hitn on the score of the future ; " Me understood that 
whatever Abu 'Abddlah did the inhabitants of the town were 
not in a position to undo." P~*ohnbly through 'the mediation of 
Abii 'Abdallzh, Isma'il made peace with the Amir E;Iusayn 
b. hIuhammad al-KhawPriji who had seized Hukh~rA about this 
time: judging from his surname, he was one of the Kharijite 
leaders, possibly one of Ya'qiib's adherents. I t  was agreed that 
Isma'il sl~ould be Anlir of RukhZr,? with Husayn as his assistant, 

' The follo\ving details are from Narshakhi (pp. i G  sqq.). 



and the whole army swore agreement to this. On the first 
Friday in the month of Ramadan (June 25, 874) the Khufba was 
read at Rukhara in the name of N a ~ r  b. Ahmad, instead of 
Ya'qiib b. Layth. A few days later1 Isma'il made his entry 
into Rulihara and immediately broke his word, ordered Ijusayn 
to be imprisoned, and made himself sole ruler of the town. I 

Isma'il's position was, nevertheless, very difficult : he had to 231 
struggle against the distrust of his brother Nasr, and the intrigues 
of Husayn b. Tahir, as well as against robber bands, formed by 
ruined peasants, and against the unsubdued Bukharan nobles. 
Isma'il proved able to surmount all these difficulties. In his 
struggle with the robbers, who, to the number of some 4,o~o 
men, were pillaging the district between Rarkad and Ramitan, 
Isma'il had the co-operation of the landowners and aristocracy, 
whose own interests, of course, demanded above all the restora- 
tion of order. When this object had been attained, Isnia'il 
removed the most influential members of the local aristocracy, 
headed by the Hul<hZr-KlludZt Abii Muhammad and the rich 
merchant Abii Hatim Uas~ r i ,  who were dispatched to Sanlarqand 
as envoys, Isrna'il meanwhile secretly requesting N a y  to im- 
prison them. Having taken advantage of their absence to con- 
solidate his power, he begged his brotlier to release them, and 
on their return to Rukhara loaded then1 with favours and 
endeavoured to fulfil all their desires. Evidently his idea was 
thus to consolidate his power and at the same iime to stir up 
the aristocrats, not against himself but against Nasr. In the 
subsequent conflict between the brothers, however, tlye I popula- 
tion was not always on the side of Isma'il. In the commercial 
town of Payltand, Nasr was given a brilliant reception ; and in 
other districts the inhibitants refused to supply provisions to the 
army of Isma'il, who in their eyes was a rebel against the lawful 
govcrnment. The conflict ended in the autumn of 888"ith 
the captiire of Nay. Here again Isma'il tnailltai~ied his habitual 
wise moderation ; there was an interview betwcen the brothers, 
in which Isma'il spoke, not as a conquel-cr to his prisoner, but 
as a subject to his sovereign. This magnanimity must have 
touched Na.y and certainly contributed towards the fame of 
Isma'il himself. Nasr returned to Samarqand and remained the 
non~iiial head of thc'dynasty until his death, which occurred on 
Aug. 21, 8 9 2  X. I He had previously appointed Isma'il as his 232 

Acco~ding to Narqhakhi (1'. ;S) on hlonday, 1 2  Kamadzn ; but this day was 
a -r l l l l l  qda!. 

. lccord~t~g to Xarshakhi (I>. 83) the engage men^ was on Tuesday, 1 5  Jnmiicll 11, 
a;.;, I)nt this day was Friday. 

:' Acc ording to PJxrslinlihi (p. 84) JurnLdH I,  to Sn~n'Zni (s. ZJ. jloL!\) JumHda I1 
U 

(!he clay o f  thc lnontli ill t ) o ~ h  sources 15 the same) ; as thc day, according to Sam1Lni, 
was n Monday, the first t lnte is 1)robnl)ly the Inore trust\vorthy. 



224  CENTRAL ASIA DOWN TO THE TWELFTH CENTURY 
successor, and the latter was acknowledged throughout the land. 
In  the spring of 89.3 he received his investiture from the Caliph. 
In the same year Isma'il carried out a successf~~l expedition to 
Talas and converted the chief church of the town into a mosque 1. 
In this year also the native dynasty in Ushriisana was deposed 
and this province united to the immediate dependencies of the 
SSmZnids 2. 

In the following years 'Amr consolidated his rule in Persia ; 
the Caliph was compelled to carry out all his wishes, and in 
Feb. 898, a t  his request, he summoned to his palace the Khuraszn 
pilgrims in order to read to them the decree deposing Isma'il 
and appointing 'Amr as Viceroy of Transoxania 3. Immediately 
after this an envoy was sent to 'Amr a t  Nishapfir with gifts 
and the diploma for Transoxania. I t  was not without irony 
that 'Anir accepted the gifts extorted from the Commander of 
the Faithful. The envoy laid before him the robes sent by the 
Caliph; 'Amr put them on one after the other, accompakying 
the donning of each robe by an expression of gratitude. Finally 
the envoy placed before him the diploma of investiture. 'Amr 
said "IVhat atn I to  do with this? The province cannot be 
wrested from the hands of Isma'il except with the aid of a hun-  
dred thousand naked swords." The envoy made answer : '. Thou 
didst desire it, thou wilt know best (what to do)." 'Amr took 
the decree, kissed it, touched his forehead with it and then 
placed it before him. After this the envoy retired and 'Amr 
ordered 7,000 dirhams to be given to him and his companions4. 

The  progress of the war between Isma'il and 'Amr is differently 
described. According to Tabari 6 ,  Isma'il a t  first begged 'Amr 
to desist from his project and to leave him ruler of Transoxania, 
but 'Arnr decisively refused all his proposals; only later when, 
in the neighbourhood of Ralkh, the army of Isma'il surrounded 
that of 'Amr were the roles reversed and 'Amr's proposals for 
peace were rejected by Isma'il. Accol-ding to Narshakhi, 'Amr, 
on receiving the decree from the Caliph, demanded the submis- 

233 sion of Ahmad b. Farighiin, ruler of Gtizg~n,  I of Abii D H L V U ~ ,  
' ruler of Halkh e, and of Isn~a' i l ;  the latter, infuriated because 

'Amr had placed him on an equality with such insignificant 

Compme my Of(.Aet o foj~ezdkye v Sre(injlzryz~ Azijsu, 1,. 1 5  (frorrl Narshnkhi ant1 
Tnbari) ; cf. also Mas'iitli, Praii-its rf'o~, siii, 144 sq., wherc it is said that the nilme 
of the king was & (other rearlings, p. 410)~ that the nurntier of prisoners tnken 
with his wife, the KhHtiin, wnu rg,ooo, ant1 the number of the killed ro,ooo. 
Accolding to the opinion of MasCiidi, these Turks belonged to the tribe oi  th: 
Qarluqs (Arab. Kharlukh). 

See above, p. a r r .  Tabnri, iii, a I 83. 
Ibn KhallikHn ; see also Texts, p. 5. 6 Tabnri, iii, argq. 

6 Coins with the name of the ruler have hecn preserved ; his full name wns Abfi 
DHwud h1u)Limmad b. Ahmad. C f. Itmentar-n. kdalog rrrusul't?r. nzottet /nip. Hmr., 
p. 171. 



potentates, declared war, and 'Amr after this vainly made pro- 
posals for peace, agreeing to leave Transoxania to  him. However 
that may have been, Isma'il succeeded in forestalling his enemy 
and military operations both in Hgg and in goo took place not in 
Transoxania but in the localities to  the South of the Amu-Darya. 
In the autumn of 899 'Amr's chief commander, Muhammad 
b. Bashar2, was defeated and killed; the prisoners here all 
liberated without ransom by Isma'il, who on this occasion also 
endeavoured to  ovcrcome his enemies by magnanimity. 'Amr 
in consequence of his cupidity did not enjoy the goodwill of the 
nobles and soldiers : a number of them transferred their allegiance 
even before the decisive battle, and some went over to  Isma'il's 
camp during the battle itself, which was fought near Balkh in the 
spring of goo? 'Amr was taken prisoner and after some time 
sent to  Baghdad. The  news of his defeat was received there 
with great joy:  in spite of the fact that Isma'il's action was in 
direct opposition to  the solemnly expressed will of the Calipk, 
the latter now hastened to convey his full approval to  the victor *. 
I t  is quite possiblc that the RaghdZd Government, when carrying 
out the desire of 'Amr, at the same time encouraged Isma'il by 
secret messengers to oppose him 5. T o  the end of his life Isma'il 
remained the Caliph's faithful subject and gradually subjugated to  
his own rule all the Northern provinces of Persia F. His successors 
were obliged to evacuate the Caspian provinces and the Western 
part of Persia I in favour of the Shi'ite dynasties of the 'Alids, 234 
ZiyZrids, and Hiiyids 7,  who were apparently supported by the 
masses to a greater extent than were the SiimZnids, and who 
endeavoured to satisfy Persian national aspirations s. 

The  sympathy of the historians from whom we derive our 
information on the struggle between the SamZnids and the 
SaffZrids is unquestionably on the side of the first. The  SZmZnids 
by their origin, in contrast to  the military despots who rose from 

'Thc battle according to Ibn Iihallil~.?n occurrcd 011 Monday, 17th Shawwal, 286, 
but this day H a s  a Friday. In  Niildeke ( o j .  (.it., p. a r j ) ,  Xlonday, 29 Oct., SgS, 
which is probably a mistake for 899. 

111 Nnrsllakhi (p. 86) hlul?ammad b. Layth. 
The battle took place according to SallB~ni on a Tuesday in the middle of liabi' I, 

287 ,  i. 6. the 18th of Mnrch ; according to another  source, I b n  J<hallikln, on Wednestlay, 
1 7  Knhi '  11, but  this clny (April  2 1 )  was a Monday; according to 'Utbi ( R I ~ n i u i  I, 
343) n Tuesday in  the middle of IZnbi4 11, 287, which began on Saturday, April 5, goo. 
Nnrsha1;hi (p. 88)  gives nn  impossible date (\\-ednesdny, loth JumadB I, 288). 
According t o  Tnbari (iii,  2194) news of the battle was rcceived at EnghdPtl on 
I V c d n e s d ~ y ,  25th Jumnrl.? T, a 8 7 ,  i. e .  May zS, goo. 

1n l )n r i .  i i i ,  2 105. ti .Sinrs~t A ~ Z N I C ~ ,  texte, p. 14, trad., p. 22. 
"C'. 111y articlc, " IsmalT1 b. Ahmad " ill B I I L ~ C ~ .  of Isltint. 

Ci. Lnnc-  I'ooIe, JIohcznzrrra~in~z l>jrl~nstit.s. 111~ I 27, I~G-43. 
Tile foundcr of the Ziy51itl dynasty, hlartlawij, dreamed of the restoration of the 

throne of the Sns:inid~ ( I l ~ n  al-Athir,  viii, 2 2 6 ,  from ILn 3Iickawayli, cf. Gitjh M e ~ n .  
Series, vii, 5 ,  p. qSy); ou the Hiiyid coins we not inlreque~ltly find the ancient Persian 
title of Sh.?banshZl1, i t .  ShHh of Shahs. 
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the ranks of the people, were the natural continuators of the work 
begun by the Tiihirids, and the natural protectors of law and order, 
in the maintenance of which the higher classes of society were 
chiefly interested. From the expressions of Tabaril  it is evident 
that " the  wealthy and the dihqzns," whatever may have been 
their relations with Isma'il, proved faithful adherents to him in 
his struggle with 'Amr. T h e  complex state organization intro- 
duced or restored by Isma'il was in any case better adapted to 
the interests of the aristocracy than general equality under the 
power of the military despot, as  under the Saffarids. The  lack 
of detailed information on the structure of the state under the 
Tahirids does not allow us to  decide how far the creation 
of this organization was really the work of Isma'il and the 
other organizer of the SZmZnid state, the wazir AbG 'AbdallZh 
Muhammad b. Ahmad Jayhani 2. In any case it is only for the 
Samanid period that we possess accurate information, thanks to 
which we are able to  form a sufficiently clear idea of the organiza- 
tion of government in KhurasZn and Transoxania and of the 
economic life of the population. 

A t  the head of the state stood, of course, the autocratic ruler 
answel-able only to  God 3. If in the eyes of the Baghdad Govern- 

235 ment the Siimzllids were only amirs (governors) \ " clients (ntnwdi) 
of the Commander of the Faithful," or even only 'Zmils4 (tax 
collectors), within their own territories they were undoubtedly 
independent rulers. In  the conflicts for the throne, both sides 
sometimes appealed to the Caliph for investiture5; there were 
instances when the Caliph, himself dependent on the Riiyids, who 
were hostile to  the SamZnids, invested some rebel ; but there is 
no proof whatever that the diploma sent by the Caliph augmented 
in any degree the number of the pretender's adherents, or in 
general played any part at all in the dispute, which was decided 
by force of arms. Later on, when the disposal of the throne 01 
Baghdad fell into the hands of the Riiyids, there were occasions 
when the Caliph nominated by them was not acltnowledged in 
Khuriisan 7, but the authority of the SrTrnZnid government was in 
no way shaken thereby. The  Persian historians sometimes call 
the SamZnids '' Commanders of the Faithful " i. c. they give 
them the same title as the Caliphs. According to the Persian 
ideal the autocrat must above all be a good " landlord " "kat- 
khudZ) of his kingdom and care for its outward welfare; for the 
cutting of canals and underground conduits, the construction of 

Tnbari, iii, a 194. V e x t ~ ,  p. 6 (Cardizij. 
Siassrt Namch, texte, p. 9, trnd., p. r r. 4 Tnbari, iii, 2 2 7 9 .  

8 Ibid., iii, zago, 0 Ibn al-Atliir, viii, 380-81. 
Tytcdy C'ostochnavo Oldyela AYL*~. ObsAch., i, I 88 sqq., 234 ; Ibn al-Athir, viii, 

381 ; i x ,  103. 
8 Tests, p. go (&Awfi). Sinssrt rVar~th, rexte, p. 110, trad., p. 163. 



bridges over large rivers, the welfare of the villages and en- 
couragement of agriculture, the erect ion of fortresses and the 
founding of new towns, the beautifying of the cities by high and 
noble edifices, the building of rabZfs on the high roads, and so 
forth1. In the main, of course, the role of the monarch was 
concerned with the choice of the men to whom the separate 
branches of the administration might be entrusted. Throughout 
the whole system of the Eastern Muslim political organization 
there runs like a red thread the division of all the organs of 
administration into two main categories, the dargZh (palace) and 
diwZn (chancery). Prior to the SZmZnid period we have no 
information regarding the existence in the Eastern Muslim states, 
as at the 'Abbiisid court, of a personal guard of the sovereign 
composed of slaves purchased for the purpose and mainly 1 
Turkish. We find a guard of this sort already established a t  236 
the court of Isma'il and his successors, although the " men of the 
dargiih" a t  this period did not attain to such importance as in 
later times. The chief military duties \Yere entrusted not only 
to captains of the guard but also to members of local distinguished 
families. D i h q ~ n s  as well as Turks entered the artny, while in 
general a t  this time the majority of the inhabitants of Transoxania 
still bore arms 3. 

NizZm al-Mulk describes the career of a Turkish slave a t  the 
Siimiinid court as follows. During the first year the slave 
(ghulatn) served on foot in the capacity of a groom, and not 
even in secret, under pain of punishment, did he dare mount 
a horse ; at this period he wore garments of Zandani cloth (which 
derived its name from the Rukharan village of Zandiin, see 
p. 113). After a year the h%jib, in  agreement with the com- 
mander of the tent (withiiq), gave him a Turkish horse with 
plain hanless. In the third ycar he received a special belt 
(qai%chiir) ; in the fifth a better saddle, a snaffle ornamented 
with stars, richer clothing, and a club ; in the sixth year parade 
dress ; in the seventh, the rank of Withiq-biishi, i. e. com- 
mander of the tent, which he shared with three other men. The 
insignia of office of the withZqbZshi were a black felt hat 
ernbroidercd in silver and Ganji clothing (Ganja is the present 
Elizabetpol). He gradually rose to the following grades, Khayl- 
b5shi (section commander) and IjZjib. A t  the head of the whole 
court establishment was the chief hajib (Hiijib-i-buzurg) or 
'' Ij5jib of l!Sjibs " (1-liijib al-hujjab), one of the first dignitaries 
in the kingdom. 

The second office of importance a t  the dargiih was that of 

/hid. ,  tcxte, 11. 6, trad., pp. 6-7. Ribl. Ccog. Arab., i ,  2 9 2  ; ii, 543. 
Zapiski, Vc., i i ,  2 75 (from Hi121 as-Sibid : cf. now Ecl9sc of the Abbasid Calrphatd, 

i i i ,  374;  trans., vi,  400). 
Sinsset A'anrch, textc, p. 95, trad., pp. 139-40. 
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" Captain of the Watch" (sahib-haras or amir-haras). The 
office of the sahib-haras, like other court offices, was established 
by ~ u ' a w i ~ a ,  the first of the Muslim rulers to surround himself 
with imperial pomp 2. The  original office of the sahib-haras had 

237 undoubtedly much in common with that of the I "Captain of the 
guard I' (~Zhib-ash-shurat) 3, who was a t  the same time the 
military commander of the town. In his account of one Umay- 
yad governor, Tabari4 uses the words haras and shurat in the 
same sense ; but a t  the Caliph's court these two functions were 
discharged by different persons 5 .  Evidently the office ot 
" Captain of the Guard" was ranked higher in importance: 
in Baghdad, as we have seen, it was held by the most prominent 
members of the Tahirid and Saffarid dynasties; in Samarqand 
Ismabil himself, nominally a t  least, held this office a t  the court 
of his brother N a y  G .  The szhib-haras, under the 'Abbasids at 
any rate, was first and for'emost the official responsible for 
carrying out the judgements of the Caliph. Nizzm-al-Mullc 
puts the following words into the mouth of the Caliph MaJlnin : 
" I have two captains of the watch; the business of both, from 
morning till night, is to cut off heads, hands, and feet, to beat with 
rods and to throw into prison." The external attributes of this 
office corresponded to its designation ; under the Umayyads the 
sahib-shurat bore a spear before the governor e. Nizam-al-Mulk 
;equires jo lictors (chfibdzr) to be constantly a t  the palace a t  
the disposal of the sahib-haras ; 20  with gold sticks, 20 with 
silver, and 10 with large ones of wood. 

Resides these important offices, there was a whole series of 
smaller ones "(door-keepers, table-dressers, cup-bearers, &c.). 
The chief military offices in the kingdom, especially the governor- 
ships, were filled sometimes by members of ruling families 
(QarZ-tagin of Isfijab and his son M a n ~ i r  lo, Abii 'Ali of SaghH- 
niyan), sometimes by Turkish slaves as a reward for meritorious 
service (Simjijrids, Alptagin, Tash, Fi iq)  ; the latter could not 
obtain such an appointment until after the age of 3.5". For a 
"hZjib of hzjibs" it was considered degrading to revert to the 

238 office I of simple governor1? The chief military command in 

' .Tinsst( A'attrch, texte, p: I 2 I ,  trad., p. 178. 
Tabari, ii, 205 ; Ja 'qab~,  Ilisf., i l ,  276. 
The word siru~,a!, sing. sirrtv~a, is the Greek ~ X ~ + r s  (verbally from 1. Krachkowsky). 
Tabari, ii, 1028-ag. 6 IbitC., ii, aoj ; iii, 1549-50. 
Nerchakhy, p. 78. Under the later SZmiinids, however, we see the slhib-shuraf 

in the role of execntor of the ruler's judgements (Jourtt. Rsinl., 5 ,  iii, 30s ; , e ~ f !  e-, 
iv. 45). 

Siassct Nnnzch, texte, p. 122, trad., p. 179. 8 Taljari, ii, 862. 
Some of them are enumerated in .Tiusst/ N(znteA, texte, pp. 111, 114; trad., 

pp. 164: 167. 
lo See above, p. I 76. l 1  Siasset K a ~ l e h ,  texte, p. 35:  trad., p. 140. 
l2 TCX~S, p. I I (Gardizi). 



the State was that of the Governor of Khurasiin, who bore the 
title of sipah-s2lZr (commander of the army) and administered 
from Nishiiptir all the territories of the Samanids to the south of 
the Amu-Darya. In the SZmanid period, as subsequently under 
the Mongols 2, it was considered the proper thing for the ruler to 
consult the military commanders on the appointment of the 
chief civil dignitary-the wazir. 

The domestic affairs of the court were managed by the wakil 4. 

The importance of this office under the Samanids is evident from 
the fact that its holder is mentioned by Gardizi along with the 
amir and the wazir 5. 

The bureaucratic system was equally fully developed in the 
time of the Samanids. We find in Narshakhi mention of ten 
government offices at Bukhiira, situated in the vicinity of the 
Higistan : ( I )  Diwall of the Wazir ; (3) Diwiin of the Treasurer 
(Mustawfi) ; (3) Diwan of the "Mainstay of the State" ('amid al- 
tnulk) ; (4) Diwan of the Captain of the guard (sahib-shurat) ; 
(j) Diwiin of the Postmaster (+bib-barid) ; (6) DiwZn of the 
Mushrifs ; (7) Diwan of the private domains (of the ruler) ; 
(8) Diwan of the Muhtasib ; (9) Diwan of the Awqaf; (10) Diwan 
of the Qadi. 

The LLTazir or " chief Khwajah " (Ich~iijah-i buzurg) stood at 
the head of all the " gentlemen of the pen," i . ~ .  of the whole 
bureaucratic system ; his insignia of office even under the Saljtiqs 
was an inkstand" Niziitn al-Mulk considered it desirable that 
the office of wazir, like the royal dignity, should be hereditary 
from father to sonlo. Already in the SZmanid period we find 
something similar to such dynasties of wazirs (Jayhani, Ral'ami, 
'Utbi), although there is scarcely I an example (at least under 239 
the Siimanids) of the son being the direct successor of the father 
in this ofice: after the fall of a wazir the power usually came 
into the hands of his opponents and only returned to his descend- 
ants many ycars later. 

The term nz?/strtwjz (Treasurer) is probably identical with the 

I n  the Arabic trans., $ihib nl-jaysh (Bibl. G'eog. Arab., iii, 337). 
T)'OI~ssnn, iv, GGh. Tex ts ,  p. 91 ('Awii). 
SSias.rt/ hizr~reh, texte, pp. SI-2, trad., i a r .  

W n r d i z i ,  MS. I:otlleian Lib., f. 1 a 7 ;  Camb. MS., f. 102 a : u,.. b\% &\j 

J?, jl, j j j  j b  j l  h~, &Jl ulkbym 
Nercl~nkhy,  11. a,+. 

' Cf. h l u l ~ a ~ ~ i ~ i i a d  Narsllakhi, I f is tory of BtlkAlirt.d, 1Zussinn trans. by N. I,ykoshin, 
p. 36 (the l'ersisn text in Scheier's ed. is cosrul>t). 

T h e  I ' e ~ ~ ~ i a n  tclm d,j.? is even employed in the  Arabic treatise of llundiiri 

(klout-mn, n'eitreil, Vr., ii, 55). 011  the word +I+ nnd its K l ~ ~ ~ r a s i i n i  origin cf. 
hfas'odi, i x ,  2 4 :  the explanntion given by Mns'idi shows thnt  the worcl was as yet 
in his time little known in the  West .  
' l b n  nl-hthir,  x ,  138. lo Siassef Nanzeh, texte, p. 151, tmd., p. a a j .  



terms Khzzin and Khazinah-dSr s. Under the treasurer, ap- 
parently, were the " accountants " (Hiisib, plural Hussiib). The 
Government office of which this official was the head probably 
corresponds to the " DiwZn al-KharZj "of the 'AbbSsids '. The 
system of dividing the finances of the state between three 
treasuries, which existed under 'Amr, was not carried over 
into the SimSnid Kingdom b. NizZm al-Mulk O sees the highest 
ideal in two treasuries, one of which should contain the funds for 
ordinary expenses and the other .should be considered as the 
inviolable funds, only to be used in case of extreme necessity and 
even then only as a loan. 

The diwSn of the " Mainstay of the State " is probably identical 
with the " diwan of official documents " (diwZn ar-rasZ'il or diwiin- 
i insha) ; the latter is mentioned very frequently by the historians, 
in some cases already in the Siiminid ' period. In Bayhaqi the 
head of the " diwiin of documents" bears the title of " KhwSjah- 
i 'amid " and was one of the highest officials in the state. 

We have already spoken of the office of the " Captain of the 
Guard " : his diwzn probably corresponded to the " diwiin of the 
Turkish army " of the 'AbbZsids 9. Amongst the civil officials 
at the head of this department was in all probability the 'arid, 
who in this case was subordinate to the sahib-shurat: to him 
fell the duty of issuing pay to the army and of seeing that it was 

240 maintained in good condition lo. I Under the SgmZnids, as under 
'Amr, the issue of pay to the army and the officials was made 
on four dates l1 (every three months). 

As is well known, postal services in the East existed only for 
the purposes of government 12; the duty of the postal officials 

1 Snm'ini, s. u. Vju. Texts, p. 10. 

s ~ a m ' l n i ,  x. v. -u. Tabari, iii, I 550. 
Maqdisi (Bib/. Geog. Arab., iii, 300, 340) only gives the name of " the treasuries" 

of NishBpar to the three richest citlee in its neighbourhood, namely, T t s ,  NasH, and 
Abiward ; cf. nlso ibiti., iv, 225. 

Siassef Abmch, texte, p. 2 0 5  trad., p. 300. 
ljurtrrt. Asiaf., 5, i, a r 3 - 1 6 ;  5, iii, 319,321, 327 (text of Tha131ibi in P ~ j J  i e ,  

iv, 29-32, 69, 70, 75) ; Sarnd5niy S. v .  J&LI. 
8 Bnihnki, pp. 163, 167. Tabari, iii, I j jo. 

10 Terfs, p. 5 (Gardizi) ; Sam8Bni, s. v. +,MI ; cf. above, p. 2 2 1 .  

11 Bibf. GcoA~. Arab.. ii, 341-2. The total snm distributed to the nrmy wns 

ao million dirhams; for this reason perhaps these issues were called d k ,  (see 
Vuller's clictionaryj in Arabic a*\, Mnfiilih al-'olfirn, p. 65. 

1 e m ,  / u e s c c f e ,  i, 1 9  q .  For the wort1 "barid " the Mafiitih al-'olam 
(p. 6 3 )  gives a Persian etymology, but it is more probnbly the Latin vertdcs (cf. 
Encycl. of Islam, s. v. Harid). The bearer of the dispatches was called al-furlniq 
(I'ers. patwinah, servant), the box with the dispatches and their inventory AskudHr 
(Pers. nz ku diri, f hence have you?) ; AIafdtih, p. 64. The term AskudPr occurs 
very often in Baihaki, r . 8 .  pp. 392 and 394. Secret dispatches were written in cipl~cr 
(b, ibirl.). 



(alongside the term slhib-barid occur also those of slhib-khabar 
and munhi) was to 'see to the rapid transmission of important 
information from the capital to the provinces and to report all 
the actions of the local authorities. In principle, the postal 
officials constituted a special department and were independent 
of the provincial governors. In the Slm5nid period the authority 
of the central Government was still so strong that it was possible 
to  send to the capital veracious and independently written reports, 
even of the actions of the most powerful of the provincial authori- 
ties, the Governor of Khurasln : but already in the Gliaznevid 
period officials sometimes had to dispatch by post reports drawn 
up according to the wishes of the governor, and for the trans- 
mission of veracious accounts of the actions of the latter were 
compelled to employ disguised couriers 2. 

The term " ishr3ffl literally means " observation from an 
eminence.'' The duty of the Musl~rif (observer), according to  
Niziim al-NIulk 3, was " to be aware of all that went on in the 
darg5h and report on it when he deemed necessary ; " he should 
have his representative in each town and locality. From the 
fact that in Bayhaqi4 mushrifs are mentioned together with 
treasurers, and draw up a report of the court property, it may 
be inferred that their control had mainly to do with the sums 
allotted*for the maintenance of the Court. 

The diwiin of the private domains of the ruler bore under the 
'Abblsids the title of "cliwZn of dornains""diw5n ad-diyz'). 
Under the SZmZnids it is very probable that it was under the 
charge of the nlalcil. 

The duty of the Mu1:tasib consisted in the maintenance of 
order i n  the streets and bazaars, and in the calling to account 
of those I whc openly violated the sacred law, who attempted 241 
to cheat customers or failed to pay the established taxes i. Ac- 
cosding to Nizlm al-Mulk the kings " always entrusted this 
office to someone about the court, either a eunuch or some old 
Turk, who evinced partiality towards none, and who was feared 
by high and low." In the SSn~lnid period, however, we find 
even men of learning occupying this post ; probably the juris- 
diction of the muhtasib over wrongdoers was not at that time 
so drastic in character. 

Thc separate department which existed under the Szmlnids 

1 n x t s ,  P. I a (Gnrtlizi>, 9 2  ( (Awl i ) .  Baihaki, pp. ,t95, 398. 
.Tiossef Aknrrh, textc, p. 56, tmd., pp. 86-87. U a ~ h a k ~ ,  11. 181. 

"rcmer, Culf~crqrschrchtr, i.  I 99. 
A \Vith what happened inside the ho~ises the rnuhtasib had nothing to do ; cf. the 

verses in  Sa'di's Gl~listiTrr, etl. Platts, p. 46. 
7 I<rcmer, I'irltt~rgc.rchi~-/~fe, i ,  413 sq. 
@ Sia~s t l  hhmch, texte, 1) 41, trad., p. 61. 

Samllni, s. 21. -11 . 



for the administration of the AwqZf was appareiltly abolished in 
later times : in the decrees of the twelfth century the administra- 
tion of the Awqaf is included in the duties of the QZdi l. 

A t  the head of the judicial department stood the " QZdi of 
Qsdis." The  Persians compare this office t o  that of " miibadh 
of mibadhs" (i .e.  high priests) of the SZsZnid period a. Resides 
this, legal matters, especially complaints of oppression on the 
part of officials, were not infrequently examined by the ruler 
himself" or by a member of the royal family specially deputed 
for that purpose. 

I n  the provinces we find the same offices and departments as 
in the capital, the provincial wazil-s being called hZkims %r 
katkhudzs (landlords; the latter term is frequently met with in 
Haihalii). Under the SZmZnids and Ghaznevids provincial 
officials also were frequently appointed by the sovereign himself 
and petitions relating to  retirement were similarly presented even 
by petty officials to the ruler 7. Subsequently, with the growing 

242 power of the bureaucracy I the heads of the severai departments 
appointed their substitutes in the provincial towns themselves 

The  priesthood enjoyed great honour in the SZmZnid domin- 
ions. We have seen that even the founder of the power of the 
dynasty established his rule in ~~~~~~~z with the assistance of 
the head of the local priesthood. The  learned were excmpted 
from the obligation of kissing the ground before the rulers. 'The 
most learned and worthy man was selected from among the 
faqihs of the Hanafite school at  RukhirZ and important matters 
were settled on his advice, his requests were fulfilled, and offices 
werc filled according to  his instructions lo. From Sam'5ni11 we 
know that the personage corresponding to  the later m u f ~ i  or 
shaykh al-Islam at this time bore the Persian title of Ust5dh 
(teacher) and that the office of ustzdh existed even in the days 
of isma'il. Teachers in Transoxania were generally known by 
the Persian title of danishmand or dialectically danshiimand 12. 

Textr, p. 75. 
a Sinsset A'antch, texte, p. 39, tratl., 11. 5 ; .  'The judicial functions of the chief 

m ~ b a d h  (Mo-hu-tan=rnogpe~an-mogpet) are also mentioned in Chinese sources 
(E'akinth, Sobratrie s7ye#enii, iii, 168; I{. Lnufer, Sino-lmnica, Chicago, 1919, p. jj~). 

3 Sinsset Nanreh, texte, p. 1 7 ,  tratl., p. a6. 
Slmilni ,*.v.  jLlJl (onIsrna'il'r brother. Abii Y n f q l l  Ishiiq, bl% (IL 2 JrUdj. 
Snrn ' in i ,  I. v. & . j ~ y I  . 
Bnihaki. pp 165, 166. -I / b i d ,  pp. 753, 754. 

@ Texts. PI). 42, 43. is. 
9 Compare the accounts in Sarn'ini of the hermit at whose grnve one of the S51niinif14 

offered up I)rnyers, and the Shaykh whose coffin was carried by the Wazir Aba 'Ali 
Bal'nmi (Sa~n'zni, s. v. &.UI and &I). 

10 HibJ. Ges; Arab., iii, 339. l1 Sarn'Hn?, s, v.  j\;YYI. 
19 Ribl. Gtofi Arab., iii, 43 ; Siasstt Nnmeh, texte, p. S8. Probably ~h'ang-Chfun-  
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Amongst the purely ecclesiastical offices was that of the Khatib 

(preacher). As is well known, sermons in the mosques were 
originally delivered by the Caliph himself or by his representa- 
tive. In the SZmiinid period this custom had already lapsed in 
the East, as the rulers and their governors were Persian or 
Turkish by birth and hardly likely to be masters of the Arabic 
tongue : but in those cases where the governor could speak good 
Arabic, he united as heretofore in his person the duties of Wali 
(governor) and khatib '. 

The system of bureaucratic administration cannot have been 
uniformly introduced throughout the whole extent of the kingdom, 
as some provinces were still under the rule of their local 
dynasties, in some cases very ancient ones. Resides the dynasty 
of the A b i  Dawudids a t  Balkh, which gave but little sign of its 
existence, we find separate dynasties in Sijistzn (Saffarids), in 
Giizgiin (Farighinids), I in Ghazna (native rulers, afterwards 243 
deposed by Alptagin and other members of the guards), in Bust 
(like Ghazna, under Turkish leaders), in Gharjistan (on the upper 
Murghab), in Khorezmia, in IsfijZb, and in the mountainous 
regions of the Eastern part of the present Bol<harz Khanate 
(SaghZniyZn, Khuttal, and li lsht).  All these rulers (the Amirs 
of Saghaniyln and Rasht and the ruler of Isiijlb are not 
mentioned here, probably by an oversight), according to Maqdisi 2, 

sent presents only, not tribute, to the capital. In one locality, 
fl,?q, the chief local dihqan, who lived in Tiinkath, had by this 
time lost all political power 3, but (probably in consequence of 
his extensive territorial property) continued to influence the 
people, as Maqdisi calls him a " powerful dihqan." The greatest 
political power was wielded by the rulers of Khorczmia, Istijab, 
and SaghZniy5n. 

The origin of the dynasty of Khn.Zrazm-shahs "oes right 
back into mythological times. The Arab conquerors, though 
they left the titlc of ShZh to the local rulers, practically trans- 
ferred the power to their own governor. We have no informa- 
tion 011 the further relations between the KhwZrazln-shahs 
the Arab amirs, nor on the progress of the struggle between 
them which Icd to the division of Khorczmin into two states; 

nnli other cl~inesc travellers heard these words in the salnc form ( in  the Chinese 
transcription 1)a-.hi-ma, (la->hi-man and te-she-111nn : J f b 7 . k ~  of the Pckifz ~llission, 
iv, 326 ,  417 ; liretscl~neider, rllcd. h'esta7.che.r, i, go, note 231). 

Snm'dni, J. v.  ,.AU . 
h'ihl. (;tog. ~ r a b . .  iii, 337. 
'l'lre author of the 'l'umansky-MS. (I. 2-1") says of i l l q  that the chiefs of this 

district are called the dihqcins of IlHq; in ancient times, the fliiq d1hq5n was one of 
the locnl kings (mulnki straf ). 

/;ibl. Gto;~. Anzh., lit, 277 .  

0 1 1  whom see Sachau, Zzrr CescRiiAfe rrnti Ch~~onologie von Khzo&rizrrr, Wien, 
1 S73,  Theil i .  



the Southern part with the town of Kath remained under the 
rule of the Khwarazm-shah; the Northern, with the town of 
Gurganj, under that of the amirs. The  two rulers were engaged 
in a perpetual conflict, which was ended in 995 by the conquest 
of the territory of the Khwarazm-shah by the Amirs of Gurganj, 
who assumed the title of the former I. 

T h e  ruler of Isfijab signified his allegiance to  the Samiinids 
only by the annual payment of four coins and the dispatch of 
a broom 2,  together with presents. On his side, he exercised 
some influence over the Turks of the Eastern part of the Syr- 
Darya province and the Western part of Semiryechye, who were 
subjects of the SiimZnids. Of the " Turkmen King", who lived 

24.1 in the town of Ordii, we are told that he "never ceases I to send 
presents to the ruler of Isfijab3." Unfortunately we do not 
know whether the ruler of Isfijab showed any resistance to the 
Qarzkhanids on their invasion of Transoxania. 

T h e  origin of the rulers of Saghaniyiin, or, as Ibn Hawqal 
calls them, the Muhtzjids (A1 Muhtaj j), is unknown. They bore 
the Arab title of Amirs ; the title of the pre-Muslim rulers of 
SaghZniySn (Saghan-KhudZt) we no longer find in use at this 
period. After the fall of the Samiinid dynasty Saghaniyiin still 
remained under the rule of its ow11 Amirs5. In Khuttal also 
we no longer find at  this time the pre-Muslim titles of Khut- 
talZn-Shah and Sher-Khuttalzn 6. In the twelfth century the 
Amirs of Khuttal still derived their origin from the SZmZnid 
King, Bahrgm-Gfir (Varahran V, A.n .  42~-38). 

The office of ra'is 8, head of a town and its neighbourhood, was 
not infrequently hereditary from father to son as well, but had 
not attained its present police character in the pre-hlongol 
period! The ra'is was the chief person in the town and the 
representative of its interests; through him the sovereign made 
known his will to  the inhabitants lo.  I t  is very probable that, a t  
any rate a t  first, they were nominated from amongst the 
members of important local families. 

A s  regards the masses, their condition in the S ~ m a n i d  period 
was fairly prosperous in view of the guarantee of external peace 
and the considerable developn~ent of trade and industry. We 
have quoted elsewhere l1 Narshakhi's information on the purchase 

Texts, p. I 1-1 3 (Gardizi) ; Nerchakhy, p. 189 (from 'Utt,i). See below, 1). 263. 
Cf. p. a l a .  3 liihl. Ceog. Arab., iii, 275.  

Ihid., i i ,  401. On Muht5j see Ibn al-Athir, viii, 196. 
' Texts, p, 15 (Garclizi). 8 Bibl. Ceog. Arab., vi, 2 9 .  

' Ibn el-Athir, xi, I j 5 .  
Haihaki, pp. 298, 3ja ; Texts, p. 7 7  (Al-BaghdPdi). 
At the present t ~ m e  the title of ra'is is given to the official who in medieval times 

was caller1 Mnhtasih. 
10 Besides the passages quoted, also Texts, p. 157 (HHfiz-Abra). 
l 1  Sredneaz Vyesttrik ( 1 8 9 6 ) ~  June, p. 31. 
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of their land from the owners by the inhabitants of industrial 
townships with the concurrence of the Government ; besides this, 
in the time of Isma'il the vast properties of the BukhZr- 
Khuditsl ,  together with some other villages 2, were transferred 
to the Crown. The most complete conception of the develop- 
ment of the industries and trades cultivated in Transoxania I is 245 
given by the list of exports from the various towns found in 
Maqdisi 3. 

" As regards merchandise the following was exported : from 
Tirmidh, soap and asafoetida ; from HukhZrZ, soft fabrics, 
prayer carpets, woven fabrics for covering the floors of inns, 
copper lamps, Tabari tissues, horse girths (which are woven in 
places of detention), Ushmuni fabrics, grease, sheepskins, oil for 
anointing the head ; from Karminiya, napkins ; from Dabusiya 
and Wadhar, WadhZri fabrics, which are dyed in one colour. 
I have heard that one of the sultans of Baghdad called them the 
satin of KhurZsZn 5. From Rabinjan, winter cloaks of red felt 6, 

prayer carpets, pewter ware, skins, strong hemp, and sulphur; 
from Khorezmia, sables, miniver, ermines, and the fur of steppe 
foxes, martens, foxes, beavers, spotted hares, and goats ; also 
wax, arrows, birch bark, high fur caps, fish glue, fish teeth ', 
castoreum, amber, prepared horse hides, honey, hazel nuts, 
falcons, swords, armour, khalanj wood, Slavonic slaves, sheep, 
and cattle. All these came from BulghZr, but Khorezmia 
exported also grapcs, many raisins, almond pastry, sesame, 
fabrics of striped cloth, caipets, blanket cloth, satin for royal 
gifts, coverings of mulham fabric, locks, ~ r a n j  !' fabrics, bows 
which only the strongest could bend, rakhbin (a kind of cheese), 
yeast, fish, boats (the latter also exported from Tirmidh). From 
Sa~narqand is exported silver-coloured fabrics (simgtin) and 
Sanlarqandi stuffs, large copper vessels, artistic goblets, tents, 
stirrups, bridle-heads, and straps ; from Dizak, fine kinds of wool 
and woollen clothes ; from Raniikath, Turkistan fabrics ; from 
Shash, high saddles of horse hide, quivers, tents, hides (imported 

ATerchnkhy, p. 10. Z mid., pp. 13, 14, 26, 27. 
Bibl. Gtq;~. /lrab.,.iii, 3a3-26. tlrc have excerpted from this list only the sections 

relating to Trnnsoxan~n.  Cf. also C:hwolson, Zhn Dastn, pp. ]So-SI, and Jacob, 
CVdl-hc I ~ ~ ~ n r i c l s a r f ~ ~ k ~ l  bczogert die ..lvnhrr nns a'tn not-(iz'srh-da/tiscAEn Landtr)z ?, Zweite 
Aull., lierlin, 189;. The lnttrr has not ,  in my opinion, succeeded in proving his 
contention that jp.1 means hnwks, not falcons. 
' From the Egvptian tow11 of U s h m i i ~ ~ n y n  (Rihl. GCoqg. Arab., i, 53). 
"f. Il)n I lnwqnl 's  estimate of the \ l r : ~ d h i ~ i  fabrics (ihhi., ii, 403), and article 

" Dit15tlj '' in Ic~zl-l,c, of [slti-nz (by C. H. Ijecker). 
Tabnri also mentions the woollen fabrics of Iinbinjan ( i i ,  1249). 
I'erhnps walrus tusks ; the expression '' fish teeth " is met with in this sense in 

Russian lists of articles (see Tmt+ C'ost. Ofd., pt. xxi, pp. 303-4) ; turk. Ealyq tishi, cf. 
A .  S~mo!.lovicll in Bull. Amd. 3,-ieaccs, 1917, p. r 278 .  

See Zhukovsky, A'azvalinj~ Stnravo ,l(et-z~a, p. I 7. 
According to Latayo 'I-rttadarz/ (11. I 29) a cotton fabric. 



from the Turks and tanned), cloaks, praying carpets, leather 
capes, linseed, fine bows, needles of poor quality, cotton for 

246 export to the Turks, and scissors ; ( from Samarqand again, satin 
which is exported to the Turks, and red fabrics known by the 
name of mumarjal, Sinizil cloth, many silks and silken fabrics, 
hazel and other nuts ; from Farghzna and IsfijZb, Turkish slaves, 

. white fabrics, arms, swords, copper, iron ; from Taraz (Talas), 
goatskins ; from Shalji, silver ; from Turkistiin, horses and 
mules are driven to these places, and also from Khuttal. There 
is nothing to equal the meats of IZukhPrZ, and a kind of melon 
they have called ash-shzq (or ash-sh~f),  nor the bows of Khorez- 
mia, the porcelain of Shash, and the paper of Samarqand." 

As is evident from the enumeration we  have quoted, I$akhri2 
was right in affirming that the inhabitants of Transoxania 
possesscd everything in abundance, and were dependent for 
nothing on the produce of other lands. Industry was un- 
doubtedly developed under Chinese influence, with which country 
Ibn al-Faqih "ompares KhurZsZn in this respect. The Arab 
conquerors found numerous Chinese products in the country 4, the 
sale of which must, gf course, have decreased with the develop- 
ment of local industries % The impression made on the Muslim 
by the skill of the Chinese craftsmen is evident from the fact 
that subsequently the Arabs called all artistically worked vessels 
Chinese 6. Of the products of Transoxania the greatest reputa- 
tion in the Muslim world was enjoyed by the silk and cotton 
fabrics of the valley of the ZarafshZn and the metal articles of 
Farghana, especially arms, which found a sale even in HaghdPd 
(see p. 169). The development of the metal industry in Far- 
ghana was undoubtedly promoted by the coal mines mentioned 
above (p. 161). Not only Chinese industry but also that of 
Egypt had some influence on the development of artistic fabrics; 
this is attested by the name of the Dabiqi7 fabrics (from the 
town of Dabiq in Egypt) manufact~lred throughout Ichorezmia, 
as well as by the Ushmiin textiles mentioned in Maqdisi. I 

247 Samarqand paper is of special importance in the history of' 
civilization. According to the Muslim accounts it was from 

These fabrics derived their name from the town of Siniz ill F lrs;  the flax for their 
manufacture was someti~nes irnportetl Irom Lgypt, but by the tenth centll~y was for tile 
greater part grown locally (Bib/. GL.OK. Arab., l i i ,  441). This is important as showing 
the ~nfluence of Egyptian industry on the manufactnres of Transoxnnia through ~ ~ r ~ .  
Cf. also on 1)abiqi fabric3 note ; below. 

BlbZ. Ceog. Arab., i ,  287 Did., v, 316. 4 Tabari, iii, 79. 
The circumstance communica~e:l Ijy hlaqtl~si, that amongst others the ha~idlwork 

of prisoners was offered for sale, i5 very ch~racteiistic. 
" d u o - a ,  p. I a 1 

i ,  . 1 2 9 .  On the Dabiqi fnl,rics cf. the article " 1khik " in I:tt/;yc. of  IS/(?^ 
(by C. H Reeker) : " woven of linen, but occasionally or rrgularly interwoven with 
gold and silk." The Dabiqi was also made in FHrs (Bihl. Ceog. A d . ,  iii, 343). 
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Chinese craftsmen taken prisoner by ZiyZd b. Sglih in 751 (cf. 
p. 19.5) that the Samarqandians learned how to manufacture 
paper. Until recently it was thought, on the ground of the 
researches of Prof. Karabacek l ,  that the manufacture of paper 
from rags was an invention due to the Samarqandians, as Chinese 
rag paper was not known of earlier date than 940. I t  has now 
been established, however, by Sir M. Aurel Stein's explorations 
in Central Asia 2, that pure rag paper was made in China a s  early 
as the second century A. D., and was not, therefore, an independent 
invention of the Arabs, nor do the Arabic accounts speak of it 
as a novelty. Towards the end of the tenth century Samarqand 
paper had already succeeded in entirely replacing papyrus and 
parchment in the Muslim countries 3. 

As a parallel to the mention of "almond pastry" in the list 
of articles of export from Khorezmia we may quote the passage 
in which Tha'slibi speaks of the Khorezmian water-melons 
which were exported to the court of the Caliphs Ma'mtin 
(813-33) and Wgthiq (842-7) in leaden moulds packed with 
snow: the price of a melon which arrived intact a t  the appointed 
place amounted to 700 dirhams. Of the articles of luxury \ye 
may note musk, which was imported from different countries, the 
Tibetan kind being considered the best 5. 

The trade with the nomads was always of great importance, 
a large quantity of cattle for slaughter6 and of pack animals 
being obtained from them, as well as hides, furs, and slaves. 
Trade with the settled peoples was indeed indispensable for the 
nomads, who received in this way clothing and grain ?. In 
I'ransoxania, as in China and Russia, the nomads theniselves 
drove their herds to the frontiers of the neighbouring settlements, 
without awaiting the arrival of caravans in the steppes8. The 
greatest advantage from the trade with the nomads was derived 
by the Khorezmians, whose prosperity, according to I?takhri9, 
was founded exclusively on their trade relations with the Turks. 
From Gurg~n j  caravans travelled South to Khuriisan, I and \Vest 248 

nIiflhei?rrnJ7en nr4s der Snnr~)z/?ir~g dtr f'npyrtts dcps Evzh. l?ai?arr, B. 11 and 111, 
\Yien, 1887, S. 108-1  7. 

Cf. S t e ~ n ,  .Setit~dan, pp. 650  nrld 673. 
L n l n r ~ o - ' l - 7 ~ 1 a a  11. L 2 6 .  In the eleventh century pnper was also made in Syria ; 

N;Tyr-i-Khusrnw speaks of the paper matlc in Tripoli as "fine paper, like that of 
Samnrqnncl, but even better " : Niisir-i-Khusraw, ed. Schefer (h'clafiott de voyages, V c . ,  
texte, 1,. 1 2 ,  tmd. ,  p. 41). 

* Ihid., p. 129. V i b l .  Geog. A7*nh., vii, 365. 
For the low priccs of meat on the northern borders of Transoxanin cf. Bidl. Geqy. 

Arab., i i ~ ,  z 7 +, I 2. On the importation of  sheep from the Turks, ihitf., i ,  188 ; i i ,  3 36. 
' On the tlispatcl~ of  grain to  the nomads see above, 1,. 178. A t  the present day 

also, n s  I have been able to observe, nomads receive with satisfaction even stale 
mi l lc~kes  from the Snrts, giving airan in exchnnge. 
' liibl. (;tor. AraI)., i ,  303 ; ii, 391. 

I h i d ,  i ,  305. 



to  the Khazars l. Gardizi quotes yet another road along the 
Western shore of the Sea of Aral, and thence across the steppes 
to the country of the Pechenegs. The Khorezmians became the 
chief representatives of the trading class in KhurSs5n ; in every 
city of KhuriisSn they were to be met with in considerable 
numbers, distinguished from the local inhabitants, as now, by 
their high fur caps 3. I n  the town of NasZ all landed property 
had come into their hands4. The development of material 
prosperity was, as everywhere, accompanied by that of intel- 
lectual pursuits. Maqdisi says that he rarely met any teachers 
of law, the humanist sciences, and the reading of the Koran, who 
did not number Khorezmians among their pupils. Finally, the 
need of merchandise for exchange with the nomads led to a con- 
siderable development in the production of woollen and cotton 
fabrics 6. 

A s  regards the wages of those days, we can quote only 
Gardizils statement that Ya'qiib b. Layth received fifteen 
dirhams a month as the hired workman of a copper-smith. 

Finally, it was favourable to the development of industry and 
trade that there were no burdensome taxes and duties8. The 
SZmii~iid revenues equalled approximately forty-five million 
dirhams " and were entirely a t  their disposal ; tribute from the 
Eastern provinces was already completely excluded ]"at this time 
from the Caliph's budget. The greatest expense of the State 
was the pay of the armies and officials, twenty million dirhams 
(five millions every three months, see above p. 230). The allow- 
ances of officials were fixed for each province; each individual 
serving in the same district (and, of course, occupying the same I 

249 grade in the official hierarchy) received an identical sum". 
According to Ni~i im al-Mulk ' 5  '' former kings " ( i . e .  the Siima- 
nids and Ghaznevids) paid their officials in money only (bistagani 
or mawFijib), and did not distribute territorial grants to the army 
(iqtii', plural iqtZ'3t). There were, however, exceptions, as SO 

extcnsive a region as Quhist5n formed the feudal territories of 
I Rihl. Grog. Rmb., i ,  299 
2 See my Utrtiet PC., p. r 19-20 ; TCX~S, p. 95 ('~'iwfi). 
8 h'ihl. G c q .  Arab., i, 304- j. [hid., iii, 320. 
6 [bid., l i i1  284. /hid., i, 504. 
7 Texts, p. 3 ; cf. above, p. 2 r G .  8 flibl. Ceog. Arnh., iii, 3.#o-.+r. 

Attempts at more accurate definition result in different figures ( l i i b l .  (;tog. Arab., - 

iii, 340 ; ~,.328-19). 
10 Znpiskr, iv, I 36. l1 Bihl. Gcqp. Arab., ii, 341-2. 
'9 Siasset Nameh, texte, pp. 91-1, trad. ,, pp. I 34-5. In Schefer's translation the 

word iqt5'dar (possessor of an assignment) 1s referred by a grammatically impossible 
reading to persons who received grants in money only. Abii 'Abdallih 81-Khwiirizmi, 
who is contemporal.y with the Siimlnitls, already mentions the term $41 (Mafiitih 

a]-'olilm, p. 59 sq.), and points out the difference between qati'n (kcreditivy 
and tu'ma (life fief ). Cf. the text of 'ImHd ad-Din Isfahsni (A'ecuei~de ferfes 

Zslant, v, 89j. 
h I'hisfoire des Sc~oucidcs, ii, 58), translated and commented by C. [I .  Becker (I'jcr 



the Simjiirids, the descendants of Turkish slaves l. Finally, 
those ghulzms who attained the highest military offices could 
acquire land by purchase. Alptagin owned about 5co villages 
in KhurZsZn and Transoxania; in each town he had a palace, 
a garden, karavansera~, and bath '. Undoubtedly the organization 
which existed under the SZmZnids and Ghaznevids gave a better 
guarantee against illegal requisitions than did the system of 
military fiefs subsequently established ; but it was not possible, 
of course, to avoid requisitions altogether ; moreover, as we shall 
see below, the Government itself when in difficulties collected 
extraordinary taxes, introduced new imposts, and delayed the 
payment of wages to its servants. All this gave sufficient cause 
for dissatisfaction ; to  say nothing of the Guards and the organi- 
zation of the "Warriors for the Faith," the custom of bearing 
arms which prevailed at that time in Transoxania could easily 
convert this discontent into a danger to the Government, especially 
in the big urban centres. The inhabitants of Samarqand, the 
largest commercial town, were considered seditious elements 4, 

and have maintained this' reputation down to the latest times5. 
Less dangerous, but still unwelcome to the Government, must 
have been the rise of an educated proletariat, i.e. the representa- 
tives of the numerous official class who had failed to gain a 
position in the service of the State. A s  a proof of the danger 
arising from the existence of such a class, NizZln al-Mulk quotes 
an account relating ( to  the kingdom of the Biiyids, who were 250 
contemporaries of the SZmZnids. In order to prevent this 
danger, Niziim al-Mulk censures particularly the practice of 
uniting several offices in the same hands, a practice of which we 
already find instances in the SiimZnid period 7. 

As regards customs duties" they were collected chiefly a t  the 
crossings of the Amu-Darya, on a scale of z dirhams per camel 
and one dirham for material conveyed by a mounted man (pro- 
bably whether riding a horse or a donkey) ; bars of silver had to 
be coilveyed exclusively to RuliharZ, and on this account customs 
inspection was organized ; at  the halting places (probably at the 

S;lmd5ni, s. u. cSIF!l. 
Siasstt N a n ~ c h ,  lexte, pp 101-a, trad., 149-50. 
I t  is interesting that it wns reserved for Niz5m nl-Mulk himself, in spite of his 

disapproval of military fiefs, to introduce that  system on a greater scale, at least in 
\\-estern Asia. 

h'ihl. Geog. Aunb., i i i ,  a 7 8  (cf. above, pp. 87 and 215). 
J. Wolff, Naruatizle of o Alissio~i to Bokhava, Edinburgh and London, 1848, p. 203. 
.Yinssrt Ahmch, texte, pp. 145-48, trad., pp. a15-19. 

7 Snm'sni, r. V.  u;vu. 
@ /jib/. Geo*~. Arab., iii, 340-41. narfha: the tcrm is used in the Mafaih (p. 59) 

in the same sense as Maks. Cf also the Persian word 62j in B. G.A., vii, 168,3. It is 
well known that customs have always been considered in Muhammadan countries 
to be contrary to the religious law. 
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final destination of the merchandise) from + to I dirham was 
levied. Turkish slaves could be conveyed only by a special 
licence on each occasion from the Government, such certificates 
costing from 70 to xoo dirhams ; the same sum was levied for 
the transport of Turkish slave-girls, but no special licence was 
required ; for the transport of married women the levy amounted 
only to 20 or 30 dirhams. 

Thanks to the organization described above, the SZmZnid 
dynasty was able to maintain itself for about a hundred years, 
although of all its representatives after Isma'il there was not one 
whom we can recognize, from our historical information, as 
possessing outstanding ability. Isma'il's first successor, Ahmad 
(907-14), was distinguished by great piety, and in his reign 
Prabic was again made the language of official documents2 
(probably not for long). The patronage which he extelided to 
officials who were familiar with the Arabic idiom was probably 
one of the causes of the Guards' dissatisfaction ; on the night of 
Jan. 23,914 3, the A n ~ i r  was killed a t  Farabr by his own ghulzms. 
After this the court party took the po%er into their own hands 

251 and having accused the KHtib (official) Abu'l-Hasan Napr I b. 
Ishiiq4 of abetting the murderers of the Amir put him to death5. 
The Shaykhs and the leaders of the Guard raised the eight-ycar- 
olcl Nasr I1 b. Ahmad (914-43) to the throne: the words 
ascribed' to  the youth show that the leaders of the Guard were 
considered the real authors of the death of Ahmad. The 
administration of the kingdom, by agreement with the repre- 
sentatives of the Palace 7, was taken over by the wazir Abii 
'Abdall5h RIuhammad -b. Ahmad J a y h ~ n i ,  who was able to 
restore order in the kingdom 8, with the active assistance of the 
military leader Hamfiya b. 'Ali. In Samarqand the revolt of 
Isma'il's brother IshZq b. Ahmad, who was relying on the 
s ~ ~ p p o r t  of the population of that seditious town, was quelled: 
IshZq was defeated by the armies of Hamiiya, accepted the 
pardon offered him, and returned to  Rukhgr~.  His son I l y ~ s  
fled to Farghzna, and another member of the dynasty, the 

Accord~ng to Ibn Khurdldhhih (Bib(. Geog. Arab., vi ,  28) the value of the 
2,coo slaves sent annr~ally by the Tghirirls to the court of the Caliph cqiinllecl 
600,ooo dirhams; thns the average price o f  n Turkish slave in the ninth centlrry was 
300 dirhams. 

Ta'rikh-i-Gusirl'a. ed. Z:ruwne, p. 381, trans., p 7 3 .  The word  proclamation^" 
is not quite adequate to the '' ~iinnishir wa ahkiirn " of the original. 

The accurate date in Sam'iini (s. v .  ,iLW\) ; the day wns actually S1111day and not - 
Thursday, as is statctl in all other sources. 

Kcrchakhy, p. ga. 1-Iis fiill name in Gardizi (f. r 14 ; Camb. hlS., f. 92 b). 
Gardizi (f. I I 5 ; Camb. MS., I c.)  

textc persan tratl. par 
M. 1-)efr&rnery, Paris, I 845, pp. 19 and! 3 I .  

Ibn nl-Atirir, viii, 59. a Texts, p. G (Gardizi). 



grandson of Nasr I l ,  was appointed governor of Samarqand. 
Another of IshZq's sons, A b i  Sd ih  Man~iir,  who also had rise11 
in revolt, died at NishZptir 2. On his death the command of the 
rebels was taken over by his ally the general Husayn b. 'Ali 
Marwazi (in some sources Marw-ar-Ridi), who had rendered 
great services to the Government in the reign of Ahmad, and 
now considered that these services were insufficiently appreciated. 
The rebel leader apparently relied for support on national 
elements, as NizZm al-NIulk and the author of the Fihrist 
include him in their list of leaders of the Shi'ite movement. The 
conduct of the operations against him was entrusted to a mem- 
ber of the aristocracy, the famous dihqZ11 Ahmad b. SahlG. 
Husayn was made prisoner in the summer of 918 G .  Inlmediately 
after this occurred the revolt of Ahmad himself, which was put 
down at the end of 1 9 1  9 by Hamiiya b. 'Ali. After this peace 251 
in the land was scarcely broken for a space of ten years8. The 
revolt stirred up in Farghana in 922 by IlyZs b. 1shZ.q was easily 
put down, thanks to the skill of Abii 'Amr Muhammad b. 
Asad " who with an insignificant division (2,500 men) laid an 
ambush for the army of IlyZs and dispersed his forces. The 
strength of the latter is said to  have amounted to 30,000 men. 
The chief adherent of IlyZs, Muhammad b Husayn b. Mut lo, 

fled to Taraz, where in accol-dance with the wishes of the 
Bukhk-2 Government he was put to death by the local dihqan. 
After an unsuccessful attempt to renew the rebellion with the 
help of the governor of Shash, Abu'l-Fad1 b. Abu Yiisuf, IlySs 
fled to IGshghar, where he allied himself with the local " dihq8n " 
Tughan-tagin. After an unsuccessful invasion of Farghana 
IlyZs finally received a pardon from his cousin and returned from 
Kashghar to Bukhii15". About this tirne, onc of the most 
famous statesmen of the SZmZnid period, the wazir Abu'l-Fad1 
Mul~atn tnad b. 'U baydallzh I3al'anli, was called to power. 

Tabari.  ti, 2 2 8 9 - Y O ;  11111 al-Athir, viii, Go ; Mitkhond, His(oi1-t des Salnn?~ic/L.s. 
1). 132. l'erliaps?abari gives the name of the ptitice appointed as rtiler of Samnlqnnd 
~ncorrectly, and the person mentioned by him is identical with 'Amr Mi ihamm~d 
h. Asatl, on whom see below. 

Kctcliakliy, 1111. 92-3. 3 5iosscf A'nnrch. texte, p. 187, trad., p. 27-4, 
Zf~hvis t ,  lq>, 138, I 88. On whom see Texts, pp. 6-7 (Gardiz~).  

VI,atc. in 1l)n al-Athir (viii, 6.4) and Gardizi (I. 116 ; Camb. MS., f. g l  b). ' I h t e  in Jbn nl-Athil (vili, 89). 
5Amo11gst  the rebcls who appealed at the beg lnn i~~g  of the reign of Nnsr, 

Ihn al-Athir (v i i~ ,  59) mentio~is also a certain Jabfar, of whose nctivities we have no 
knowledge; but po3sil1ly the coins with the name of Mik5'iI b. JaLlar, coined a t  
Samnrqnnd and ShHsh in 306 (918-19) and 308 (920-21), are lelated to this movement 
(A. hlnrkov. ( ' a t ab~~r re ,~ l> .  141 ). 

011 n co1)per coln ~ ~ t h  the name of this prince cf. my article in ZnjisrEi, xii, 059. 
lo AS we shall see farther on, this name was borne by a military leader who belonged 

to 1slij;ib. I t  is quite possihlc that the adherent of IlyHs was also n member of the 
family of the rulers of Isfijiib. 

l 1  Ib11 al-Athir, viii, 97 ; Mirkhond, Saninnides, p. 237. 

R 



A new movement occurred about 9301 at  the time of N a ~ r ' ~  
journey to  Nishapiir. In the citadel of BukhZr5 three of the 
Amir's brothers were imprisoned: Yahya, IbrZhim, and Manstir. 
By means of a baker Abu Bakr they entered into communicat;on 
with the seditious elements among the people and army of 
RukhZra 2, were liberated from the fortress, and seized the city. 
Yahya was proclaimed Amir. The seditious elements, according 
to Ibn al-Athir ", consisted of Daylamites, Shi'ites, and " robbers" 

253 (i. c. Ghazis) : the participation I of Shi'ite elements in the move- 
ment is evident also from the fact that its leader, together with 
Abii Bakr, was the son of Husayn Marwazi. The wazir Balcami 
entered into an agreement with the son of Husayn, who aban- 
doned Abii Bakr to the armies of Nasr. Abu Bakr was flogged 
to death, but the extent of his influenie over the people is shown 
by the legend that his body was thrown into a red-hot oven and 
was talcen out nest day unharmed 4. After some conflicts with 
Yahyz'i order was restored: the governorship of KhurZsZn was 
given to the Amir of Saghaniyan, Abii Bakr Muhammad b. al- 
Muzaffar, and after hirn to his sonJ the famous Abii 'Ali Ahmad 
b. Muhammad ,'. 

A much more extensive Shi'ite movement, to  which the Amir 
himself was attracted, occurred in the last year of the reign of 
N a y  G.  The Shiite propaganda had never been given up in 
Khurr?sr?n, where one of their chief sanctuaries was situated, and 
the descendants of 'Ali long enjoyed great influence over the 
population. According to A bull-Hasan Bayhaqi 7, who quotes 
from the work of Al-Hayyi' even under 'AbdallZh b. TZhir the 
Khutba was read a t  NishZpiir in the name of one of the 'Alids, 
Abu'l-1;Tusayn Muhammad b. Ahmad, to whom 'Abdallah himself 
gave his niece in marriage. In the reign of Nasr the population 
of NishZpir swore allegiance to ~ b ~ ~ ' l - ~ u s a ~ n  Muhammad b. 
Yahys, grandson of the above, as their Caliph ; N a y  invited 
him to Hukharii, and kept him there some time, but later on set 
hinl free, bestowed on him a robe of honour, and even granted 
him a pension. He was the first of the 'Alids of KhurZsZn to 
whom a pension from the State Treasury was granted. The 
means of the Shi'ite propaganda were considerably increased by 
the rise of the FZtimid Caliphate (at the beginning of the tenth 
century). Fatimid emissaries penetrated into I< hurZs9n and 

The exact date of this event is uncertain (cf. Ihn  al-Athir, viii, I 5 4 ;  hlirkhond, 
Sarttarri~fes, pp. I $3, 245). 

Gnrdizi, I. I 1 7  ; Carnb. MS., f. 94 b - g ~  a : uLJ A- u ) ~ )  w&. 6 31 
. ' ?  L\, $A, bk?  uu*i 

Ibn al-Athir, viii, 155. 4 Texts, p. 7 (Gardizi). 
6 Ibn al-Athir, vii i ,  196 ; Gardizi, f. I 18 ; Camb. MS., f. 95 a-b. 
Qiasset NnmcA, texte, pp. 187  sq., trad., pp. a 7 4  sq.; fiihrist, p. 188. 

Cod. hlus. Brit. Or. 3587, f. 149. 8 See above, p. 16. 



converted Husayn b. 'Ali Marwazi to the Shi'ite doctrine. H e  
was succeeded by Muhammad b. Ahmad Nakhshabi (or Nasafi), 
who, in fulfilment of his teacher's testament, transferred his 
activities to Transoxania, where he gained some success first in 
his native town of Nasaf, and subsequently in the capital as well. 
H e  succeeded in converting Lo his belief several nobles, amongst 
whom were I the chief hajib Aytash, the private secretary (dabir- 254 
i-khas) Abu Bakr b. AbG Ash'ath, the 'arid Abti Mansur Cha- 
g h ~ n i l ,  the ra'is of BukhlrH, the head of the finance depa;tment ', 
and the ruler of Ilaq "usayn-hlalik. Through these he gained 
access to the Palace and soon the Amir himself became a 
"qasn~af 4." A t  Nakhshabi's request Nagr agreed to pay the 
Fsfimid Caliph Qa'im (934-46) 119,000 dinars5 as a fine for the 
death of Husayn b. 'Ali, who had perished in a RulthZra prison 6. 

The Amir's conversion to the Shi'ite heresy cannot have pleased 
the priesthood, who turned to their habitual allies, the repre- 
sentatives of the Turkish guard. The Turks offered the throne 
to the " great sipahs5lar" : the plan of the conspiracy was drawn 
up, according to which the sipahsiilar, under the pretext of an 
intended expedition to BalasHghun (not long before conquered 
by the heathen Turks), was, with the knowledge of Nay ,  to 
summon all the military leaders to a feast, attract them to his 
side, take the oath from them, and with their assistance depose 
the Amir and kill the qarmats. The plot became known to 
Kasr's son Nub : at his request, Nasr craftily inveigled the leader 
of ihe conspirators into his pres&ce, and ordered him to be 
executed. After this father and son appeared at the feast of the 
nlilitary leaders. Nasr announced that he knew of their con- 
spiracy, and ordered the head of the executed man to be thrown 
before thcm: at the same time he abdicated in favour of ( Nil!, 255 

1 Perhaps the son of Abo 'AIi, who subsequently ruled in Snghiiniy5n and T i rn~ idh  
(7'cx/r, p. lo). 

Sfthib-kharzj : this tclm probalrly designatcs the same official as the term lnustawfi 
(see 1'. 229) .  

For particulars of this district see almve, p. a33, ant1 my article '' Die alttiirkischen 
In~cllr~iten und [lie arahischen ()uellen," p. 22 .  

'I'he works of Nizim nl-Mnlk and of Hayhaqi show that this term had n wider 
meaning than that in which it is cenerally used. 

"Ile tcxt of fihr-irt is not quite clear here, cf. Fihrr'sr, ii, 79. 
Accordirlg to Ibn al-Athir (viii, 66) IEtlsayn b. 'Ali, after his treason was liberated 

from prison hy the wazir A b i ~  'Abdall5h Jnyhiini, and again took service. H i s  death 
]mhItlly occurred after a fresh revolt of which, however, we know nothing. Tha'zlibi 
(Jo l / t .~r .  dsiat., 5 ,  I ,  204) quotes verses of Ijusayn addressed to  the wazir Bal'nmi, 
in which tlic poet thanks him for his l~beration from prison. 

It is difficult to determine which official is meant here. I t  cannot be the chief 
&jib mentioned nmongst the converts to the heresy, nor the govcrnor of KhurPsln, 
who at that trme was AbG 'Ali ChaghHni. l'ossibly the term Hajib-i-kh%, used with 
reference to Aytssh, does not mean the head of the Guard, but the favourite hajib of 
the ruler. In that. case, the official mentioned by Nigzm al-Mulk as the '' Sipahsil5r" 
may be the chief hzjib. 
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against whom there was no accusation of heresy. The Turks, 
taken by surprise, were obliged to submit: Niih ordered his 
father to be put in chains and taken to  the citadel. Thereafter 
it was announced that before the campaign against the Turkish 
infidels it was necessary to extirpate those a t  home; their pro- 
perty, beginning with the treasury of the deposed heretic Arnir, 
was to be transferred to the orthodox. A slaughter of the 
heretics in Transoxania and K h u r ~ s ~ n  was inaugurated, beginning 
with Nakhshabi and his aristocratic converts : a t  the same time 
measures were taken to  prevent the slaughter of the Faithful as 
well (for reasons of personal revenge). Henceforward the Shi'ites 
continued to exist in Transoxania as a secret sect only. 

Such is the story as told by Nizzm al-Mulk. The quelling of 
the Shi'ite movement is somewhat differently described in the 
Fihrist. The principal cause of the '. repentanceJ' of Nasr is 
explained as an illness, which kept him to his bed, and was appa- 
rently accepted by him as a punishment from above. Before his 
death he succeeded in making this clear to N i h ,  who, on his 
accession to the throne, ordered Nakhshabi to be summoned, 
and set on foot an argument between him and the faqihs, in 
which the latter succeeded in convicting and refuting the heretic. 
Ntih discovered also that Nakhshabi had appropriated 40,000 
dinZrs of the sum appointed to be paid as a fine for the death of 
Husayn, whereupon he and his partisans were executed. 

The historians have not a word to say of the heresy of N a y :  
his death took place on Thursday, April 6, 943 l ,  from tuber- 
culosis of the lungs, after an illness lasting thirteen months. Some 
time before his death N a y  built a cell for himself near the gate 
of the palace, and spent all his time there in pious exercises2. 
According to a few accounts only, Nay,  like his father Ahmad, 
was killed by ghulzms ; in these sources a different date is given 
for his death, May 31, 942. Very likely in this we have the date, 
not of his dcath, but of his abdication and of thc transfer of the 
actual power into the hands of Niih; the account of the con- 
struction of the cell by N a s ~  also, probably, refers to this event. I 

256 Contrary to the statement df Niz.'lrn al-Molk, the formal accession 
of Nuh to  the throne took place only after his father's death: 
according to the account of his contemporary Narshakhi ', Nfih 
ascended the throne on April lo, 943, i . e .  after the customary 

The exact date in Sn~n ' in i  (s. .;I. jLUI) and i n  the I'eninn translation of 'Utbi 
(Nerchakhy, p. 2 281. ' Ihn al-Athir ,  viii, jot  ; Mlrkhond, Sa~tani~its, p. 141. 

The oldest of them is Hnmclalliih ( Jnzn~ in i  (Nerchakhy, p. 103; jrh'vidh-i-Gn-ida, 
ed. Hrowne, .p. 383, trans.. p i 4 ,  where the same date ( 1 2  Ramadin, 330) is given, 
but nothing IS said abol~t  the killing of the Arnir). Cf. also Nerchakhy, pp. I 11-1  2, 

an11 Haverty, Tn6aka/-i-~Zir.riri, p 3;. 
Nerchakhy. p. 94. 



three days' mourning for the deceased ruler. Ibil al-Athir ' also 
mentions the execution of Nakhshabi : the body of the executed 
teacher was stolen from the gallows, but the robber remained 
unknown. 

Ibn al-Athir 2, and from him Mirkhwznd < quote some anec- 
dotes on the unusual mildness of Nasr: but other stories have 
also come down to us4, from which it i5 evident that he possessed 
an extremely irritable nature, and in the end, on the advice of 
the wazir Hal'ami and the 'amid Mus'abi 5 found it necessary to 
decree that his orders relating to executions and severe punish- 
ments should be carried out only after a delay of three days ; 
besides this, three old men, chosen for the purpose, were com- 
missioned to intercede for those overtaken by the wrath of 
the sovereign. That this measure did not achieve its aim is 
clear from the statements of Ibn al-Athir6 and Gardizi7 that 
at the time of Nasr's death not one of his chief supporters 
remained alive ; " they were constantly intriguing one against the 
other: some of them perished ( i .e .  were executed), others died 
(a natural death)." I t  is hardly likely that a weak sovereign who 
died of consumption before reaching the age of forty could 
exercise any substantial influence on the course of affairs of 
state: the better aspects of his reign must probably be put to 
the credit of his wazirs, Abii 'AbdallZh Jayhani and Abu'l-Fadl 
Ral'ami. In the account of the hcresy of Nagr and of the 
revolution of 942 we are not told, unfortunately, who stood at 
the time at the head of the bureaucracy, and what part the wazjr 
played I in these events. The transfer of authority from Bal'ami 257 
to Abii 'Ali Jayhani was connected, according to Gardizi, with 
a disturbance in the normal course of public life: according to 
Ibn al-Athir8 this event occurred in the year 3261938. Bal'ami 
lived till November 940" Jayhiini died in 330J941-2 "under 
ruins lo," an expression gcilerally used of those who perished in 
earthqualies ". We have no kilowledge otherwise of an earth- 

' Ibn al-Athir, viii, 302. Ibid., viii, 303-301. 
3 hlirkhond, Strr?lanidcs, 1311. 139-41. Here the snme anecdotes are quoted as in 

Ibn n1-Athir, nncl even in the same order. Cf. also Tc.vfs, pi). 88-9 (on N a y  and his 
teacher, from IAwfi). 

Ijnihaki, pp. I I 7-19. 
blbu't-'ynyyib Muhammad 11. IIltim. According to Tha'iilibi Cjorrrrr. ilsiat.! 5, 

i ,  196-97) N a y  was plenscd with his intelligence, and attracted him to his side. 
hlu:'nl~i nttninetl the rank of wazir, but was executed in thc end. According to 
Gartlizi, he " showed opposi~ion " on the appointment of the wazir AbE 'Ali JayhRni 
(Texts, p. 8 ; in the MS. by mistake &I). 

Ihn al-Athir, viii, 300. Texts, p. 8. 
Ibn al-Athir, viii, 283. O Sam'Hni, s. 2). 

lo Tbn al-Athir, viii, 294. 
&I\ 

l1  So in Ihn a1-Athir (viii, 302) in the account of the earthquake of 331, in which 
the town of Nas5 in KhurHsBn was involved. I 



quake in the year 330. If the wazir's death was not directly 
connected with the revolution of 330, it must in any case have 
facilitated the victory of the clergy and the military party. In  
the Fihristl, Abw 'Ali JayhZni is accused of leaning towards 
the dualist heresy. 

111 the reign of Niih b. Nasr (943-954) we already see distinct 
signs of the decline of the' dynasty. I n  consequence of the 
events which marked the end of Nay's reign, the power was now 
transferred to a man of strict piety, the faqih Abu'l-Fad1 Muham- 
mad as-Sularni, who was subsequently known as " al-hzkim ash- 
shahid " (" the martyr ruler "). The new wazir "the pious faqih 
for long refused ithis title, but finally yielded to Niih's insistence) 
fasted on Mondays and Thursdays, performed all the prescribed 
prayers, even during the night, and even when travelling did not 
avail himself of the usual exemptions. He devoted only a very 
small amount of time to receiving various individuals on affairs 
of state, and at the first opportunity returned hastily to his 
theological writings. Naturally, such a ruler was unable to 
extricate the kingdom from the difficult position created by the 
plundering of the treasury in 942. The army was needed for 
the suppression of a revolt in Khorezrnia in 9444, for the war 

258 with the Turks" and finally for another I with the Governor of 
KhurZsZn, AbG 'Ali ChaghZni. The people of KhurZsan had 
complained of him to Niih in the spring of 94s6, and Niih 
determined to replace him by the leader of the Turkish party 
IbrZhim b. Simjiir, who united in his person "the prestige of 
temporal power and the authority of religio~l."~ Abii 'Ali was 
not a t  all prepared to make room for his successor voluntarily; 
the Government was not able to use force against him, as the 
army, not having received the pay due to them, were openly 
murmuring against the Ainir and the wazir. The financial 
difficulties resulted in an increase of tribute and taxes; Maqdisi" 
recounts that on one occasion during the reign of Niih the arlnual 
taxes were levied in advance in the form of a loan, which was 

Fihrisr, p. 138. The mention in this passage of lIusayn b. 'Ali Mnrwnzi and 
Abii Zayd Balkhi shows that the author of the FiArist did not clearly distinguish 
the two Jayhznis, father and son (cf. p. r a) : perhaps the accnsation of heresy was 
made against both. In Yiiqiit's /vs/rdd (ii, 59-69) Abo ' Abdalllh Jayhani is identified 
even . . with his grandson; the first Jayl15ni is mentioned again in the same work 
(vi, 293-94). 

In Yiiqiit's IrsA&f (iii, 99) h: is called one of the cultured kings of the SHmZnid 
dynnsty" (&L JT d& *&a! y.). 

On whom see Sain'Lni, s. v.  A&\. 
Ibn al-Athir, viii, 310-11 ; Mirkhond, Sartrnnides, p. 249. 
The son of the Turk~sh king was in prison under Nah (ibid.). 

6 Ibn al-Athir, viii, jj4; Mirkhond, SamanilZcs, p. 143. 
' Sam'iini, s. v. : iL &I &+ JI e. 
8 Bihl. Geog. Arab., iii, 340. 
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never repaid by the Government. The poets of the period1 
complained that " the officials of the tax department" had 
collected arrears a t  a time when even the payment of the 
ordinary taxes was too burdensome for the population. In  
the autumn of 946 Niih sacrificed to the wazir the leader of the 
military party, Ahmad b. Hamiiya2 (probably the son of the 
famous Hamiiya b. 'Ali): but in the course of two months he  
was obliged to tolerate the bloody vengeance of the soldiery on 
the wazir, whom they blamed for the delay in their pay, and 
accused of complicity with Abii 'Ali. According to the narra- 
tive of the historians the wazir was put to death by Niih's 
orders: according to  the narrative of al-Bayyi', quoted in 
Sam'Zni4, the government sent a division to protect the wazir, 
but it was repulsed by the rebels. 

Meanwhile Abii 'Ali "ad previously summoned Nib's uncle 
Ibrahim b. Ahmad from Mesopotamia. Niih's army, which had 
appal-en tly not received any pay even after the death of the wazir, 
went over to the rebels: barely a month after the death of the 
" martyr-ruler," in Jan. 947, Abfi 'Ali and IbrZhim entered 
Bukhara and the khufba was read in the name of the latter, 
while Niil! fled to Samarqand. I Abii 'Ali's rule a t  RukhZrZ did 259 
not last more than two months. The hostility of the inhabitants 
forced him to retire; he handed over the chief offices of the 
diwzn to his partisans and left a t  BukhZrZ, besides IbrZhim, still 
another member of the dynasty, Abii Ja'far Muhamtr~ad the 
brother of Niih O. Abii 'Ali himself left I3ukhal.a under the 
pretext of marching on Samarqand, but on reaching Nasaf he 
returned to his native SaghZniyZn. Both princes immediately 
entered into negotiations with Niih, who promised them forgive- 
ness, and in April he was able to return to his capital. In his 
struggle with the rebels, Niih did not show such moderation as 
his father had done; in defiance of his promise he ordered his 

j o r r r n .  Asiut., 5, i, 176. The translation of Barbier de Meynard (" I'excddant et le 
droit ordinaire ") is hardly successful. On the sense of bb+!\ cf. also Mufitih nl-'olcm, 
p. 60 : it scems not to  he the same as (ibid.). u 

2 Texts, p. 8 (Cardizi). 9 Eesides Garclizi, also Ibn-nl-Atliir (viii, 345). 
Sam'iini, s. ct. J&\. 

W n  whom and his activities see Ibn al-Athir, viii, 344-43; Gardizi, f. 120-22, 
Cemh. MS., f. 97 a-99 b ; Z-xfs, p. 8-9. 

T h e  accounts of Ibn al-Athir (viii, 345) and Mirkhwznd (Snntanide.~, pp. 146, 147) 
of the tleparture of Abn 'Ali (or Turkestan and his return to Bukh5r5 are not confirmed 
by (hrdizi. According to Ibn al-Athir, Ibriihim, in agreement with the Bnkharans, 
decided to make pence with Nih, but before the arrival of the latter Abii 'Ali defeated 
the Ihkharans, intended to burn the city, and was only dissuaded by the prayers of the 
Shaykhs. Accord~ng to Mirkhwlnd, Ibrlhim had already succeeded in joining Noh, 
and both were defentvtl by Abn 'Ali. Gardizi says nothing of a battle between 
IbrZhim and Aba 'Ali : accortling to  him Abii 'Ali wished to burn Bnkh5rH because 
the inhabitants had shown him hostility. 



uncle and two brothers (Abii Ja'far Muhammad1 and Abii 
Muhammad Ahmad) to be deprived of their sight, and executed 
one of the chief nobles, the hajib Tughsn. The head of the 
house of Isfijab, Manstir b. Qara-tagin, was appointed governor 
of KhurBsHn : 1 b r ~ h i ~  b. Simjiir died in the spring of 948 2. 

The  chief rebel Abii 'Ali was not yet defeated. On learning 
that Niih was collecting an army against him he retired to Ballch 
(this circumstance compels us to suppose that the ruler of the 
latter place was on his side) and thence for the second time 
marched on BukhBrz. Near Kharjang 3, in spite of Niih's retreat 
with the main forces, he was defeated (at the end of 947). The 
victory of the government was signalized by fresh severities and 
executions, one of the victims being a member of the 'Utbi 
family. The  further activities of Abti 'Ali (his retirement to Balkh 

260 and Gtizgan, alliance with the Amir I of Khuttal and junction 
with his armies near Simingan *, and his alliance with the 
Kumijis "nd the Amir of Rzsht) prove that he succeeded in 
stirring all the vassal rulers of the provinces along the upper 
course of the Amu-Darya to revolt against the central Govern- 
ment. In consequence of this the army of BukhZrZ, after sacking 
Abii 'Ali's capital Saghiiniyan, found itself in difficulties, and 
was cut off from all communication with Bukh5r5. A t  the very 
end of 948 both sides agreed on peace, and Abii 'Ali sent his 
son to HukhZrZ as a hostage. We do  not know what concessions 
the government made to Abii 'Ali and his allies: that the 
victory lay on the side of the rebels is clear from the honours on 
the reception of Abii 'Ali's son ; to  celebrate his arrival the city 
was decorated, and he was presented with a robe of honour and 
invited to  the royal table. Abii 'Ali remained in SaghZniyZn 
and, at the request of the government, put down a local religious 
movement of an anti-Muslim character. In KhurZsZn Mansiir 
b. QarZ-tagin vainly endeavoured to restore discipline among the 
troops, and constantly begged the A ~ n i r  to relieve him of such 

I t  has been suggested that it was t o  this Abii , Ja'iar Muhammad b. Ahmad that 
the qagida by Kadagi, beginning ug, $4 a>. u. ,JL was addressed. This is 

now disproved by the discovery of a Ta rrRh-i .\islnn, from which it is clear that the 
mnmdzjh of the poem in question was Abii Ja'fnr Ahmad b. Muhammad h. lihalaf 
b. al-I.ayth, governor of Sijistnn. See Sir E. D. lioss's article "t\ (lasicla by Hudaki " 
i n T R . A . S . ,  1ga6,pp. 213ff. [(;.I 

Snm'iini, s. v .  ,)-J' 
According to Jamiil Qarshi (Texts, p. 131) there was s "rah6f of the King" near 

Kharjang (rab5t.-al-mnlik or rabiti malik) built by Shams-al-mulk ; on this nntl other 
buildings of this Khiin see below. T h e  rabBt was probably in the Malik steppes, 
west of Karminiya : thus, in  editing the Texts (p. 8)) 1 evidently mistakenly identifier1 
Kharjang with Khartang (on the latter see p. I 26). 

In  the text of Gaaliri wG (in Arabic W*w, see p. 67) should evidently . 
be read instead of w&,., . 

See p. 70. 
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a heavy task: evidently the pay of the army was, as before, 
issued irregularly. Manstir died in 951, and Abii 'Ali was 
appointed his successor. H e  arrived in K h u r a s ~ n  in 952, leaving 
Saghlniyln and Tirmidh to  his son A b i  Mansiir N a y  b. Ahmad. 
Abii 'Ali restored order in Khurasan and ~ h o r e z m i a  and began 
a war against the Biiyids '. The war was concluded by a peace 
which roused Niih's displeasure: Abii 'Ali was again deposed 
and Abii Sa'id Bakr b. Malik al-Farghlni appointed in his place. 
Before Bakr had time to set out, Niih died on Monday, 
August 28, 954 2. 

Niih left five sons : 'Abd-al-Malik, Man$iir, Nay ,  Ahmad 3, 

and 'Abd-al-'Aziz ; like some of the Caliphs, he had in his own 
lifetime ordered the population to take the oath of allegiance to 
the princes who were intended to rule one after the other4. 
The I importance enjoyed at this period by the military aristo- 261 
cracy is evident from the fact that each of the three elder sons 
had one of the leaders of the guards attached to him as his 
companion " 'Abd-al-Malik ascended the throne. The  high 
opinion which Maqdisi held of the capabilities of this Amir 
(" amongst the Slrngnid dynasty there was none to equal him I!), 
is hardly justified by the facts : we shall see that towards the 
end of his reign the power was entirely in the hands of the 
commander of the Guard G. On his accession 'Abd-al-Malik con- 
firmed the edict of his predecessor relating to the deposition of 
Abii 'Ali and the appointment of Bakr, and appointed as his 
wazir Abii Mansiir Muhammad b. 'Uzayr 7. This turn of affairs 
was evidently infavourable to Abii .Ali, as, according to Ibn 
al-Athir 8, he realized that he would not be in a position either 
to remain in Khurzsln or to return to SaghaniyZn. And, as 
a matter of fact, in spite of the assistance of the Buyids and the 
decree of investiture sent by the Caliph, Abii 'Ali was unable to  
maintain his position in I<hurls~n,  and only the corpse of the 
former ruler returned to SaghPniySn on his death in Nov. 955. 

The new government did not holcl the power long in its hands. 
Bakr b. Malilc I' treated the Guards disdainfully, neglected their 
requests, and aroused their enmity" : in December 956 he was 
liilled by their captain Alptagin at the gates of 'Abd-al-Malik's 

TLX~S, pi). 8-9; Ibn nl-Atllir, viii, 3 ; o - i ~ ~  378. 
V l b n  al-Athir, viii, j ig-01 ; Sam'iini, s. v. jLW\. According to  'Utbi (Manini, 

U 
i, 349, ancl Nerchakhy, azg) on Tuesday, August 2 2  (eleven days remnininp from 
Kabi' TI). 

9 I-Ie is mentioned R ~ S O  in Narshakhi (p. 16). 
(;arclizi, 1. I a4 ; Camt). RIS., f. loo n,  where only four p~inces nre mentioned 

(Mansfir L~cing omitted). 
l i ibl .  Geog. Arnb., i i i ,  337. 6 Ibid. .. i i i ,  337-6. ' So in a r l i i .  Maqrliei (lor. cit.) calls AbE I I a n s ~ r  b. IUzayr Nih's wnzir. 

'I Iln al-Athir, vii i ,  379. 



palace, probably with the Amir's consent. After this the wazir 
also was deposed and his office transferred to Abii Ja'far 'Utbi. 
Bakr's successor in KhurZsZn was his former subordinate, the 
General Abu'l-Hasan Muhammad b. IbrHhim Simjiiri, whose 
decree and standard were brought to him by Alptagin's son 
in 957. Roth 'Utbi and Abu'l-Hasan Simjfiri roused general 
discontent by their administration, in consequence of which they 
were for a time deprived of their posts; Abii Mansiir Yiisuf b. 
IshHq was appointed wazir in 959 and Abii MangCr 'Muhammad 
b. 'Abd-ar-Razzzq, whom Gardizi calls a just ruler, governor of 
Khurzszn (from y60). Evidently Alptagin also was deposed for 

262 a time, as the decree of appointment of the new sipahsZlZr I was 
brought by A b i  Nasr Mangiir b. Bayqal.al, whom Maqdisi calls 
the chief hHjib of aangir .  That 'Abd-al-Malik and his wazir 
made an attempt to emancipate themselves from the domination 
of the military party is proved also by Ibn al-Athir's account 
(under the same year 960) of the execution of a commander of 
high rank, which provoked disorders in the country. In any 
case the attempt ended unsuccessfully, as 'Abd-al-Malik, in 
order to free himself from the presence of Alptagin, whom he 
disliked, was obliged to appoint him governor of KhurZsZn, where 
he arrived in February 961. A former slave of Alptagin's was 
appointed hgjib: before this Alptagin had succeeded in per- 
suading the Amir to depose the wazir and appoint in his place 
Abii 'Ali Muhammad b. Muhammad Bal'ami, who had not 
inherited his father's capacity, and was a subservicllt tool in the 
hands of the all-powerftil military leader 

Such was the condition of the country whcn the unexpected 
death of 'Abd-al-Malik (in Nov. 9 6  I )  caused fresh disorders : 
as we have seen (p. IIO), even the Amir's ~ a l a c e  was sacked 
and burnt by the rebels. In accordance with Alptagin's wishes, 
Bal'ami raised to the throne Nagr4, the young son of the late 
ruler, but his government lasted only one day:  the members 01 
the SZmZnid dynasty and the leaders of the Guard took the part 

As is well known. the name of this hliih is met with on the coins of Mansnr; ch . - 
T+udy, Cdi . ,  i, ai8. ' 
' Texts, pp. 10-1 r (Gardizi) ; Ibn a1-Athir, viii, 396; Bibl. Geog. Arah., iii, 338. 

The exact date Is doubtful : cf. Sam'Hni, s. 71. , .jLLl\ ; Ibn al-Atbir, viii, 398 ; 
V 

Nerchakhy? pp. 96, 103, I I a ,  229 ; 'Utbi-Manini, i, .?49, where Thnrsday, I 1 ShawwHl, 
350, is given, but this day was a Saturday, Nov. 23. 

The latter is mentioned only in Maqdisi (Bihl. Gegq. Arab., iii. 338), but the fact 
of his nccession is corroborated by Alptagin's advice, qnoted in Gardizi (f. 1 2 6  ; 

Camb. MS., f. ror b) &\tj y j yly &: ,I Wl&j,i jl C.  111 opposition 
to this N i g h  al-mulk (Siosstf Nanrclr, texte, p. 97, trad., p. 144) $serts that Alptagin 
considered Mansfir too young to occupy the throne. The later compilers (Nerchakhy, 
p. 1 0 4 ;  Ta'ribh-i-Gtraida, ed. Browne, p. 384, trans., p. 74; Mirkhond, Sanranidcs, 
p. 153) also maintain that Alptagin wished to place Mansfir's uncle on the throne. 



of A h  SZlih Man~iir b. Nil!, and with the help of Faiq, who 
from childhood had been the companion of Man~iir, the latter 
seized the throne. Alptagin was apparently abandoned by all. 
Bal'ami evidently sided with the new government, as he retained 
the office of wazir until his death. In Khurzsan Abti Mansfir 
b. 'Abd-ar-Razzaq, whom Alptagin had left as goverilor of Tiis, 
willingly set out against his old enemy, the more so that the 
government offered him Alptagin's place. I The latter retired to 263 
Ghazna, where in 692 he deposed the local ruler and founded an 
independent kingdom l. Abii Mansiir, according to Gardizi, 
knew that he also would be removed'from his post a t  the first 
opportunity: he therefore allowed his soldiery to pillage the 
country and entered into relations with the Rtiyids. In 962 
Abii'l-Hasan Muhammad Simjari, once more appointed governor 
of Kliuri?sgn, was sent against him (amongst others in his army 
was Ahmad, the son of Mansiir b. Qara-tagin). Abii Mansfir 
was billed ; Abu'l-Hasan rcma'ined governor of KhurPsZn to {he 
end of MansiirJs reign, and fought with success against the 
Biiyids and iiy8rids 2. The object of these wars is evident from 
Mat~siir's answer to Abii'l-Hasan's request for money for the 
army': "The pay of the army most be taken from Bisuttin" 
(a ZiyZrid prince). Both Abu'l-Hasan and Abii Ja'far 'Utbi, 
who shared the office of wazir with Bal'ami, now behaved very 
differently from the character they had shown in the reign of 
'Abd-al-Malik, and gained the reputation of prudent and just 
rulers. At  Ghazna also the authority of the SZinZnids was 
restored, nominally at least ; Isl@q 4, the son and successor of 
Alptagin, who had died in 963, was defeated by the former 
native ruler of Ghazna in 964, and fled to Bukh51-i? ; it was only 
with the assistance of the SamZnid government that he was able 
to overcome his opponent ill 965 % After this the money coined 
at Ghazna bore the name of the SZm~nids as well as that of the 
local ruler '. The rcmainder of Manstir's reign, so far as is 
l~nown, passed off peacefully. After the' death of Bal'ami in the 
spring of 974 (see p. 10, note I )  the office of wazir again fell to 
Yiisuf b. Isl!~q, who survived his predecessor only five months. 
In  the last year of Mansiir it was given to Abii 'Abdallgh Ahmad 

Nizlm nl-Mulk's account (Ioc. cil.) of Alptagin is clearly very sympathetic to the 
In1 trr. 

See al~ove, p. a15 ,  note 7. 
Gardizi, f. I 28 ; Cnmb. MS.. f. 103 a : xd y b  $6, d ,.,p j\ (;, JL. 
I-lis real name was perhaps IshHq b. Ibrlhim, cf. Ibn Hawqal, I 3-14. 
On these events see Tc-rls, p. 160 (e .+ b) ; Raverty, Tuhaknf-i Na~ik, f l  

L 
1'11. 7 ~ 7 3 .  The date given by Fasih for the establishment of Alptagin's rule at Ghazna 
(322) 1s uncloubtedly wrong. On the whole, i n  spite of the value of Fasih's work, 
he cannot be considered, as Kaverty asserts (p. 40)) "an excellent authority," even 
fov the events of the tenth century.  

Trll(jy, VC., i ,  240. 



264 b. Muhammad Jayhani, I son of Abii 'Ali Muhammad and grand- 
son of the famous Abii 'AbdallZh Muhammad b. Ahmad. 
Mansir died in June 976'. 

~ a n ~ i i r ' s  son and successor, Abu'l-Qiisim Niih, was only thirteen 
years old 2 :  the kingdom was administered in his stead by his 
mother "nd the wazir Abu'l-Husayn 'Abdallah b. Ahmad 'Utbi, 
who was appointed a t  the end of 977 4. A t  the beginning of the 
new reign the government endeavoured to conciliate the principal 
leaders of the military party, especially Abu'l-Hasan SimjGri, 
who was overwhelmed with favours and honourable titles 5. 

Having consolidated his power, the ambitious wazir resolved to 
restore the supremacy of the bureaucracy and to subdue the 
military leaders. A t  the beginning of 982 he was successful in 
deposing the all-powerful Abu'l-Hasan Simjiiri and in replacing 
him by the hZjib TPsh, who had formerly been a slave of 'Utbi's 
father, and was absolutely devoted to the wazir. According to 
some accounts7 he was also influenced by private resentment 
against Abu'l-Hasan, who considered 'Utbi too young to occupy 
the post of wazir, and advised Niih to leave JayhZni in office. 
Abu'l-Hasan was obliged to retire to Quhistiin, which formed the 
appanage of his family (see p. 238). Other leaders of the Guard, 
amongst them the influential FZiq, were dispatched to take part 
in the war against the Riiyids. The triumph of the wazir did not 
last long. In March, 982, the armies of KhurZsZn were defeated 
by the Riiyids, and only the death of Aylud ad-Dawla prevented 
them from invading KhurPsln8. New armies were got ready at 
Merv by the orders of' Utbi, who prepared to join them himself, but 
perished by the hand of murderers in the pay of Fiiiq and Abu'l- 

265 Hasan. The historian 'Utbi "rightly calls his kinsman ( the last 

' According to 'Utbi (Manini, i, 349) on Tuesday, 11th Shawwal = 13th June. 
Gardizi is the most accurate authority on the events of this reign (ff. I 26-30 ; Camb. 
MS., ff. I O I  b-104 b). From 'Utbi's work only the events relating to Transoxania 
are mentioned ; for a fuller account see Notices el Exhpails, iv. 

Thus Ibn al-Athir, viii, 495. 
On her see 'Utbi (hlanitli, i, 136 ; Nerchakhy, 1). 140). 

' Date in Gardizi (f .  130; Camb. MS., f. 105 a) Kabi' 11, 367. The same date 
in YHqfit, IrshGd, it, 60, from the continuation of Salllmi's work by Abu'l-I;Iasan 
 MU^. b. S~~layrn ln  h. Muh.,  probably the source of Gardizi. t,Sr)\ j is a mistake 
for F2u\ 49 : cf. I ~ s h t d ,  i i i ,  140. 

?extJ, p. I I (Garilizi). 
"atein 'Utbi (Manini, i, 105 : the words \+ Wu ci.2 J only in ianini'9 

commentary) and in Gardizi (f. 131 ; Cnmh. MS., f. 105 b) middle of Sha'bHn, 371. 
Ttxtr, pp. I 1-1 2 (Gardizi), gr - a  ('Awfl) ; Nerchakhy, p. rog ; Ta'dh-i-Gtt~l;/a,  

ed. Browne, p. 385 sq., trans., p. 75 ; see abnve, p. 17. 
Garciizi, f. 131 ; Camb. MS., f. 106 a : u.i.i~$ $> b$bj WLI,L & )b 

Maqdisi (Bibf. Gcog. Arab., iii, 338) considers the death of 'Adud ad-llawla and the 
decline of his dynasty as a punishment for the attack on the SHmHnids. 

Ed. hlanini, i, I 2 1  sq., on his superiority to other wnzirs who figure in the history 
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wazir worthy of the name: his successors possessed no power 
whatever, and did not even try to combat the representatives of 
the DargHh. T B S ~  was summoned to BukhHrB by the govern- 
ment to restore order, but came to an agreement with his oppo- 
nents, thanks to which he maintained his position as sipahsglzr. 
Abu'l-Hasan remained in Q u h i s t ~ n ;  his son Abii 'Ali was 
appointed governor of HerZt, and FBiq governor of Balkh. 
After TZsh had left BukhBrB the hostile party gained the upper 
hand : in August 986 'Abdallah b. Muhammad b. 'Uzayr, a rival 
of the 'Utbi family, was appointed wazir 2, and the office of 
sipahsllzr was again restored to Abu'l-Hasan. Tash endea- 
voured to show armed resistance to Abu'l-Hasan and FBiq, with 
some assistance from the Biiyid Fakhr ad-Dawla and 2,000 

horsemen from another member of the same house, Sharaf ad- 
Dawla Abu'l-FawZris, king of FHrs, but he was defeated on Dec. 2, 
987 5 and fled to  Gurgzn, where he died of plague in the fol- 
lowing year 4. The last wazirs, according to 'Utbi" had no longer 
the power to restore order : " The majority of the provinces were 
in the power of the rebels, the revenues of the government dimi- 
nished, the soldiery did not scruple to oppress the population : 
the donlinion passed into the hands of the Turks, and the 
decrees of the wazirs lost their force." Abu'l-Hasan, on his 
death in the spring of 9896, was succeeded by his still more 
talented and ambitious son Abii 'Ali. The decided preference 
for FBiq shown by the BukhZrZ government caused Abii 'AIi t o  
take up arms. Faiq was defeated and fled to Marw ar-Riid, 
while Abii 'Ali sent an envoy to 13ul<hZrB with an explanation 
of his actions and a declaratiotl of submission. The government 
had perforce to accept the excuses of the victor and confirm him 
as viceroy of all the provinces south of the Amu-Darya. In 
these provinces Abu 'Ali, who had received from Nil1 the title 
of " Divinely-aidcd Amir of Amirs ;," soon made hinlself absolute 
ruler, and under plea of the requirements of his army appro- 

books ;  Nerchakhy, p. 130. I t  is worthy of  remark that  a t  thc  end of  his life the  wnzir 
rece~ved a military appointment a s  well ( 'Utl~i ,  / c.; Ncrchalihy, p. 1291, so  that  he 
united in his o u n  hnrrtls both civil and military nuthority. 

1 Date  in Gnrdi7i (f. I , z a  ; C n m l ~ .  his . ,  f. 106 b), Rnbi'  I. 376; Ibn  al-Atllir (ix, 19) 
~ e f c r s  this evcnt t o  3 7 j j g S 3  -4. 
V T ~  the " I-Iistory of  Hayllnq " ( MS Urit. Mils. Or.  358 7 ,  f. 69 a)  we find complaints 

of the hat1 character of this wnzir. 
V I n t e  in (;artlizi (f. 133 ; Cnnll,. MS.. f. 10; a), 7th Shn'hzn, 377.  
+ ~ \ c c o r t l i r ~ ~  to Utl~i  (hfanilri, i ,  145) he remninrd in G u r g l n  for three years, but  

the plague and the death of  T5sh a r e  dated by 'Utb--himself (ibiri., 149) in A. H. 377 
(hlny 3, 9R7-Apr. ro ,  98s). 111 A n .  et iu. d9, the  d a t e  is given as A. H. 379, 
but this does not agree with ~ l l e  dates of events ment~oncd  below. 

V e r c h a k h y ,  p. I 5 2  ; Manir~i ,  i, I 51. 
According t o  Gardizi (f I 33 ; Camb. MS., f. l o i n )  in the  month of Dhu'l-Hijja, 37F. 
T h u s  in 'Utbi (Manini ,  i, 155); cf. hfirkhond, Scltnnnides, p. 170. 
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266 priated all the state revenues, even from the crown I properties'. 

Meanwhile Faiq, after his unsuccessful march on BukhZrZ 2, had 
seized Balkh and marched on Tirmidh ; on Nub's orders the 
Amir of GiizgZn, Abu'l-HZrith Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Fari- 
ghGn marched against him, but was defeated and formed an 
alliance with F5iq against their common enemy the ruler of 
SaghZniyHn, TZhir b. Fad1 (it is not known whether he was 
a relative of the MuhtZjids) ; according to 'Utbi 4, SaghZniy~n 
had previously been incorporated in the territories of the amir 
of Giizg5n. TZhir was killed a t  the siege of Balkh, after which 
his army took t o  flight. The  SZmZnid kingdom fell into com- 
plete confusion and became an easy prey t o  the conqueror, whose 
army now approached the Northern frontiers of Transoxauia. 

W e  have no information on the origin of the kingdom of the 
Turkish KhZns who put an end to the rule of the S2mznids; 
even the question to  which Turkish tribe they belonged remains 
in dispute. The  accounts we have quoted elsewhereGf the 
victories of the Toquz-Oghuz over the Qarluqs, the occupation 
of K2shghar by  the YaghmZ tribe, a branch of the Toquz- 
Oghuz, and the conquest of Ralasiighih by the heathen Turks, 
seen1 to indicate that the Qar2-Khanids were the leaders of the 
Toquz-Oghuz who had destroyed the Qarluq kingdom ; but 
against this there is the position which, as we shall see later, the 
Qarluqs occupied in the QarB-Khznid kingdom, and which 
exactly corresponds to that of the Oghuz in the Saljiiq empire6. 
Also with regard to  thc conversion of the QarZ-KhZnids to 
Islam we possess only legendary accounts : the oldest version of 

267 this legend is found in JamZl Qarshi j ,  1 who quotes the " History 
of Kzshghar," written in the eleventh century (see p. 18). 

;Tc,xfs, p. I a (Cardizi). The  categories of the revenlies are enumerated here : land 
taxes, duties or) merchandise, taxes in kind, occasional receipts, and revenues from 
crown properties. 

He was dcfeatecl, accordiri~ to 'Utbi (kIanini, i ,  165) OJI S~inclny, I l th  Rnbi' I, 380 
(June 8, 990). 

'Utbi ( M a n i ~ ~ i ,  i, 166) and the Inter sources call him Ahmad b. Iliuhammatl; 
cf. Zapiski, x, I 27-30. 
' Ma~iini, i, 167 (here u? J& ,&\I ; Nerchakh~ ,  P. 157. 

Zapiski, xi,  348-9 ; Haniihook of Setrrirytchye, vol. i i ,  pp. 94-5 ; Die nlffiir-kisc-/le~ 
I ~ t s c h r ~ t e n  trnd ~ i i c  irnubisihen Q~re(len, 1,. 2 8 .  

a Cf. also Zapisbi, viii, z a  ; W. I<arthold, Zzrr Ceschichte des Ch~istcntums,  p. 49. 
At  the end of the eleventh century, as we shall see. the k e ~ n e l  of the army of the 
(ZarZ-Khlnids bore the name of jikils, but we nre told by the  contemporary hiahmiid 
Kishghari  (Jill vlil W \ 9 ~ ,  i, 330) that all the Eastern Turks were called jikil 
(or chikil) by the Turkrnens of the Saljfiq empire. 

Texts, p. 130 sq. Another legend (on the prophetic dream of the Turkish khHn) 
is related in 1b11 al-Athir (xi, 54) ; the ruler is here called (Zarl-KhSqln. I t  is very 
probable that he bore both titles; his grandson, the conqueror of Transoxanie, is 
called in Tha ' l l i t i  (u, iv, 3 16) Bughri-qarH-kh3~15r-1. 



According to this legend, IslHm was first embraced by Satiiq 
BughrZ-khzn 'Abd-al-Karim, grandfather of the first and great- 
grandfather of the second conqueror of Transoxania, who died in 
344/955. Notwithstailding the antiquity of this tradition it 
contains many anachronisms, especially as regards the SsmBnid 
dynasty : therefore the chronological data quoted can hardly be 
considered reliable, and need scarcely prevent our referring Ibn 
al-Athir's statement l that in 3491960 Islzm was embraced by 
numerous Turkish tribes (2c0,ooo tents) to the Qarii-KhZnids. 
In view of the close trade relations always existing between 
Transoxania and the steppes 2, the creeds which numbered 
adherents in Transoxania must have been gradually disseminated 
amongst the nomads. From the data I have collected elsewhere 
on the spread of Mazdeism, the dualistic doctrines, Christianity 
and IslZm, it is evident-hat the Muslim propaganda was 
already active in the steppes in the Umayyad period, although 
without much success. 1slZt-n in its official form, i. c. the 
teaching of the Muslim lawyers, \vas always regarded by the 
nomads, not excluding the Arabs4, as a religion unsuited to 
their requirements ; the shaylzhs and other representatives of 
Muslim mysticisnl had incomparably more influence, and still 
have to-day the greatest number of adherents in the steppes. 
We have hardly any information on Muslim propaganda among~ t  
the Turks in the SZmBnid period ; we only know from Sam'Zni5 
that during the reign of 'Abd-al-Malik thcre lived in the land of 
the Turks a certain Abu'l-Hasan Muhammad b. SufyZn al- 
Kalamati of Nishzpiir, who lcft NishZpiir in 3qo/g51-2, and after 
spending some years in Bukha1.a passed into the service of the 
" Kh5n of Khans," and died a t  his court before 350/961. In 
view of this chronological coincidence it is possible that the 
activity of Icalarniiti 1 has some connexion with the event of 349. 268 
If the legend of the activity of the SBmPnid prince has 'any 
historical foundation, and i f  this prince was called Nasr" then this 

1 1l)n al-Atbir, viii, 396. The same fact. is mentioned by Miskawayh, t;,'cl++se, V r . ,  
ii, I 8 I ; trans., v, r gG. The original source must have been the work of Thsbit as-Sibi'. 

011 the colonies fotinded in the Turkish dominions hv emigrants from Transoxania 
see above p. I ; 8 : also Znj i sk i ,  viii, 20-2 I ; HandbooX. of Set~riryechye, pp. 83, 89 ; 

Zrrr- Gcs(,Rithfc tics Chvistt*n/u,~rs, pp. 46-7. Cf. also Sarn'Bni's a c c o ~ ~ n t  (s. ZJ. 6.1) 9 .. J, 
of the liukharan Zoroastrian Azraky,?n, a contemporary of the Caliph 'All, who 
travelled to China for purposes of trade, and thence (by sea) to Ua?ra, where he 
cmt~rnced Isliim. See now also thc information on "Soghdian colonies in Enstern 
Tnrkistan and China" in Sir A. Stein's Serindia (Index). 

ZapisRi, ~ i i i ,  y ; Yiqfit, i ,  8.39. 
Dozy, I<ssni s u r  I'hzs/oi?.t de l / ' / s lan t i s~ / t e ,  p. $96. 

6 .Y 11. J ~ I .  T h e  name of [he Kbln's capital is evirlently altered in the manuscript. 

Cr, the texy in the fncs., 1. 486 a (O&W& JA, h1) ( s i r )  wLL cl\U c, (S) 
Tests, p. 131 (Jamll Qnrshi). On the later versirns in which the SHmHnid prince 



may be only the son of Niih b. Nasr. A s  we have seen (p. 249) 
Nasr b. Niih is mentioned as one'of the princes to  whom the 
pop~~lat ion swore allegiance in the lifetime of their father, but 
after this there is no information about him. W e  also saw 
(p. 241) that as early as  the first half of the tenth century a 
SZmZnid prince fled t o  the Turks, but we have no information 
by which we may solve the question whether the "dihqZnJ' of 
RZshghar, TughZn-tagin, had any connexion with the QarZ- 
KhZnid dynasty. Of other representatives of IslZm who worked 
among the Turks, we know of Abu'l-Hasan Sa'id b. HZtim al- 
Usbiinikati. who "went to the land of the Turks" sometime 
before 380lggo l. 

A s  regards the political relations between the SZmZnids and 
the Turks, we have seen that in the ninth century and the first 
half of the tenth the Siimiinids themselves dispatched armies to 
the steppes to  subdue the Turks : this is indicated by the accounts 
of the conquest of Isfijzb by Niih b. Asad (p. t ~ i ) ,  the expedi- 
tions of Isma'il to  Taraz (p. 224) and of N a y  to SliZwghar 2, and 
the occupation of the village of Haftdih in FarghZna by the 
Muslims. The  only occasion on which Transoxania was invaded 
by a large Turkish army was in 904, in the reign of Isma'il b. 
Ahmad 3, when the invaders were driven out with the help of 
volunteers from the dominions of the Caliph. \Ve do not know 
whether a campaign was undertaken against the heathen Turks 
who took BalasZghiin in 942; all that is known is that in the 
following year thc son of the Turkish Khaqzn was a prisoiler in 
the hands of the SamZnids. That  the S a m ~ n i d  government still 
possessed some influence in the Turkish lands in the second half 
of the tenth century is shown by the statement that a rabZt was 
built by Faiq's orders near Mirki" Standing in need of the 
products of a cultivated country, and unable a t  that period, owing 
t o  the power of the S~rnZnids, to obtain them by sudden raids, 
the nomads, as always happened in similar cases, came in large 

269 numbers to the frontier towns for purposes of trade G .  I Resides 
this some hordes of Oghuz, who had for some unknown reason 
abandoned their native land, with the consent of the government 
occupied a section of land in Transoxania, suited only to nomads, 

is called Khwijah Abu'n-Nasr Sirniilli, see Collections scient$ques rje l ' l u s f i t ~ ~ l  dfs 
L n ) z p e s  orie,rtalrs, viii, 160--61 ; F. Grenard, '' I,n LCgende de  Satuk Uoghrr Khan et 
l'histoire" (1. As., xv, 5-79) (p. i : Khodja Aboul-Nay Szr r l in i ) .  

Sam'zni, r. Y. & ~ & Y I .  
Wolrlpare my Ofchef o poyezdkye, V c . ,  p. ro, from Ribi. Geg.  Arab., i. agr. In  

spite of the statements there marle, the town referred to is nrlrloubtcdly Western 
(cf. ibid., 346) and not Eastern Shzwghar (see p. 177),  which is not mentioned in 
I+takhri and Ibn Hawqnl. 

According to T a b a ~ i ,  iii, z24j. 
Ibn nl -Athir ,  vii i ,  3!,0; Mirkhond, Sarnnnidcs, p. 249 (from Ibn IChalrlfin). 
Bibl. Geog. Arab., 111, 275. 6 See above, p. 23;. 
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and in return engaged to protect the frontier from all inroads. 
We have spoken above (p. 177) of the Turkmens (Oghuz) who 
were settled in the district west and south-west of Isfijab. Another 
branch of the Turkmens, under the leadership of Seljukl, 
separated from their fellow-tribesmen in the lower reaches of 
the Syr-Darya : Seljuk embraced Islam and freed the Muslim 
population of Jand fron~ paying tribute to the infidels '. Selji~k 
died and was buried in Jand, but his successors evidently 
quarrelled with the Muslims whom they had liberated and went 
farther south. In the eleventh century we find a Muslim ruler 
in Jand showing a most hostile attitude to thg successors of 
Seljuk3. The latter were received by the ~ l m ~ ( i i d s ,  and settled 
in the neighbourhood of Niir (cf. p. I rg).  Hamdallah Qazwini 
puts this in the year 37,5/98,5. Some years later IsfijPb was 
occupied by the Khan of HalZsZghiin, in the struggle between 
whom and the SZmanids the Turlcmens, as we shall see later, 
also took part. 

Bughra-Khan HZriin b. aMiisZ 5 the grandson of Sattiq, and 
dignified with the title of " Light of the Empire and Support of 
the Summons to the Fai th6" (Shihab ad-Dawla wa ZShir ad- 
Da'wa) met with hardly any opposition in Transoxania. Abii 
'Ali concluded a secret pact with him for the division of the 
territories of the SZmZnids, by which Bughra-ICh~in was to be 
left to  occupy Transoxania, and the provinces south of the Amu- 
Darya were to remain under the rule of Abii 'Ali. Resides this 
l3ughl.Z-Khan I received invitations also from many dihqans, 270 
who, as we have seen, played a fairly important part in the king- 
dom, but were nevertheless discontented with the government 7. 

The  correct spelling is not Saljfiq or SalCnq, in spite of the orthography adopted 
by modern scholars in Western Europe (English, French, and German alike), but 

Seljiik, as is shown by the spelling a, in such geniiine Turkish monuments as 
thc KitHb-i Q o r q ~ d  and the mnterinls collected in the Diwln lngh5t at-Turk of 
Mnh~nCd Klshghari (i, 397). 
' Ihli al-Athir. ix, 3 2 2 .  Baihaki, y. 856. 
4 Jorcl*~r. Asiat., 4, xi, 421 : Ta'r-fkh-i G~dsi(ia, ed. Rrowne, p. 434, trans., p. 93. 

See also liaverty, Tah~L~~~t-i-K(zsiri, p. I I 7. 
6 'Thus in JamHl Qnrshi (Te.xf.r, p. 1 3 a ) ,  by whom we are given the niost detailed 

and n1,parelitly most rcliable infor~nation on the genealogy of the QarH-I<hlnids. 
According to 1b1i al-Athir (xi, 54) and 'Awfi (Ttxfs, p. 84), the descenrlants of MOSH, 
son of Sntiiq, formetl a d~tTerent branch of the (2arZ-KhBlids, to which Nasr belonged; 
the former calls 1:ughrP-Khln Illriin b. Su lay i~ ln .  The earliest sources, 'Utbi and 
(;nrdizi, call Bughrii-IChln only ' '  the son of nn llnk," and according to Jam51 Qarsbi 
tlic fnthcr of HiighrH-lCIiln was only sn ilak at  the time when another son of Satnq's, 
the grandfather of N a y ,  bore the title of KhZn. Cf. also Hi l l l ,  Eclifse, V r . ,  iii, 393 : 

o? u , , B  

"\ c find the same titles on the coinage of BughrH-KhHn stluck in I1sq in 38a/992, 
see A. Markov, A~ufalo~g, 1). 198. 

'UtLni-ManinT, i, 163 (#I\ B ~ ~ L  ~ ) t j b ~  a ~ ' b )  : cf. Sr-e(hteaz. Pjwsfaik, cr 
June, 1). JJ. The Persia11 translation (Nerchakhy, 155) has in place of "dihqHns" 
only " certain nobles of Transoxnnia" : Notices et Exfraits, iv, 352, " autres emirs." 



LVe do not know the attitude of the priesthood to the 
first conqueror of Transoxania, but the historians' accounts of 
the piety of Bughrs-Khgn and of his chief supporters, Abu 
'Ali and FZiq 2, allow us to assume that he was received by them 
with the same goodwill that they subsequently showed to 
Nasr. Tha'zlibi mentions another ad herent of Bughrz-kh~n, 
namely, AbB Muhammad ' Abdalllh b. ' Uthmln al-Wlthiqi, who 
was considered to be a descendant of the Caliph Wlthiq. The 
descendants of the Caliphs received a fixed pension both in their 
own dominions and in the SZmlnid state ; rnrZthiqi, however, had 
been unable to procure for himself either a pension or a lucrative 
post, in consequence of which he went over to the Turks and 
acquired such influence over their khan that the latter "was 
guided by his opinion and looked to him for everything." 
Wathiqi persuaded his master to undertake a campaign in 
Transoxania, and Thatalibi consequently regards him as the chief 
author of the fall of the SZmlnid dynasty. After the conquest 
of Transoxania, WZthiqi surrounded himself with a retinue of 
300 ghulZms, and already began to dream that he would be 
proclaimed Caliph, jlnd that RughrZ-Khan would rule Trans- 
oxania and Khurasan as his vassal, but the illness and withdrawal 
of the Khan forced him to fly to 'IrZq. This last fact leads us 
to suppose that Tha'alibi greatly exaggerated his importance 4. 

I t  is more than probable that W ~ t h i q i  was a nonentity of no 
more importance than other actual and reputed descendants of 
the 'hbbasids in Khurzsan, and was only of importance in his 
own eyes. In the same year (992) Tha'llibi saw at Bukharz 
another descendant of the Caliphs, Masmini, who was in receipt 
of a pension from the Sam5nids, and heard from him an assurance 
that he would soon march on Baghdad, at the head of his 
numerous KhurZsiin adherents, and seizc the Caliph's throne? 1 

271 Still less do we know of the attitude of the masses to this 
struggle between the old dynasty and the conquerors. According 
to 'Utbi "he population of Rukhat-2 on the withdrawal of the 
Turks took part in their pursuit, and welcomed with joy the 
return of NCh ; but we are not told of any resistance to HughrZ- 
Khan on his advance from Isfij5b to Samarqand and BukhZr5, 

1 Tbn al-Athir, ix ,  70.  2 T'xts, p. 56, 60 (Sarn'lni). 
, . .  . . v. A,, 5,  iii, 339-41. 

' IVlthiqi is also mentioned by the historians. From the narrative of FIili1 
(Eclipse, V c . ,  iii, 393-7 ; trans., vi,  +ao-a4), who given the fullest account of him 
and his influence on Bughrl-Khiin, but makes no mention of N a y ,  and confo~inds him 
with Unghri-Khan, it would seem that CVHthiqi did not leave '~ransoxania until after 
the death of Nngr and the accession o f  his brother Ahmad (see below). Afterwards 
W'iithiqi again left Mesopotamia for the Eastern provinces, hut wns in the end arrested 
by order of  Mahmfid of  Cihazna, and kept in "honourable confinement " u n t ~ l  his 

8 Manini, i ,  I 76 ; Nerchakhy, p. I 61. 



and his occupation of the capital of the Samanids. I t  is very 
probable that the people, who had been the chief sufferers in the 
constant strife, remained fairly calm over the change of dynasty. 
As the Samanids had been in financial straits from the days of 
Nfih b. N a ~ r  they were obliged to increase the taxes. In the 
" History ot' Rayhaq" there is an interesting passage on a tax 
which appears to us quite just, but which then caused great dis- 
satisfaction, a tax, namely, on inheritance. In the final period of 
Samanid rule, it was decreed that on the death of an official of 
the diwan, part of his property should pass to the crown; later 
on, in the district of Bayhaq a t  least, a law was introduced that 
on the death of each inhabitant who was not survived by sons, 
notwithstanding the existence of other heirs, a part of his 
property should be retained for the benefit of the crown ; finally, 
this law was extended even to the property of those who left 
direct heirs l. 

The Hajib Ayach was sent against Bughrz-Khan, but was 
completely defeated and himself taken prisoner. The only 
possible saviour of the kingdom was Faiq, who was pardoned, 
received in Bukhara with honour, and dispatched to Samarqand 
to parry the attack of the enemy. Near Kharjang (see above, 
p. 248, note 3) he was defeated. This defeat was explained, 
probably not without reason, by the treason of the general. Niih 
was obliged to abandon his capital, and in May 992 ;! Bughra- 
KhZn entered Bukharz. FZiq went out to meet the conqueror, 
made his submission to him, and was appointed governor of 
Tirmidh and Halkh. In spite of the decay of Samall~d dynasty, 
RughrZ-IihZn, if Rayhaqi is to be believed, found abundant booty 
in the Bukhar.? treasury. The Kh5n toolc u p  his quarters in I the 272 
famous palace of Jii-i-Muliyan (see p. 110). Meanwhile Niih 
collected an army at ~ m u l ,  summoned 'Abdallall b. Mul>arnrnad 
b. 'Uzayr;' from Khorezmia, and appointed him as his wazir. 
As  before, Abfi 'Ali refused to come to the assistance of his 
sovereign, but at the same time a coolness arose between him 
and Hughl-%Khan, who, on consolidating his position a t  Bukhara, 
had violated the agreement on the division of the Samanid terl-i- 
tories, and began to write to Abii 'Ali as the rulers of KhurZsZn 
were in thc habit of writing to their sipahsZl5rs. * In view of this 
Abil 'Ali a t  lcngth agreed to join Nil) with his army, but 

MS. Brit. hius. Or. 3587, f. 7 5  
a Exac~ly  the same date (Knbi' I,  3Sz) is given by two historians of  the eleventh 

century, Gardiyi (Texts, p. I 2) and Ilayhaqi (p. a3.+), in consequence of  which the 
account i n  Il)n al-Athir (ix, 67-8)  of the two c ~ m p a i g n s  of Bughrii-Khan (382 and 383) 
must be rejected. In 'Utbi's work dates are not mentioned. 

"11 Gartlizi, by mistskc, M. 'Utl,i (Mntrini, i, 170;  Not. ct Exlf:, iv, 353) 
mentions also AbE 'Ali Ilal'nmi, who can scarcely, howevcr, have been alive at this 
period See p .  10, note I .  ' 'UtLi-Mnnioi, i, 177;  Nerchakhy, p. 16a. 
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demanded in return the title o f "  Wali of the Commander of the 
Faithful," which had till then belonged to the SZmZnids only1. 
Even to  this condition Niih gave his consent ; but before the 
arrival of Abti 'Ali circun~stances took a turn favourable to the 
SZmanids, and Niih was able to  return to Bukhara without 
the help of his undutiful viceroy. An illness (hemorrhoids) 
induced by the fruits and climate of BukhZrii caused the Khan 
to retire first of all to  Samarqand, whither he took with him the 
SImZnid wazir, Abii 'Ali Muhammad b. 'Is2 DZmghlni ? (Abd- 
al-'Aziz b. Niih, the son of NCih b. Nasr, was left at  Bulthsrg, 
with a declaration from ~ u ~ h r Z - ~ h &  that he restored to 
him the throne which belonged to him by right4. In  this 
probably he had in view the will of Niih b. Nasr (see p. 249). 
From one passage in Ibn al- Athir it may be concluded that the 
retreat of the KhZn was due also to the attacks of the Turkmens, 
whom Ntih had succeeded in attracting to his side ; at  any rate 
the Turkmens, together with the inhabitants of BulthirZ, now 
pursued the retiring army, extirpated the rearguard, and pillaged 

273 the baggage6. I Under such conditions BughrZ-KhZn was unable 
to  keep his promise to  support 'Abd-al-'Aziz against his enemies. 
On August 17th, 992 ', Niih returned to RukhZrZ, and 'Abd-al- 
'Aziz was blinded by his orders. The KhZn's illness grew worse 
a t  Samarqand, and he died on the way to Turkestan, at a place 
called Quchqar-bashi Thus SZmZnid rule was re-established 
a t  least in the basin of the Zarafshin. Deprived of his protector, 
FZiq nevertheless made an attempt from Balkh to seize BukhZrZ, 
but was defeated and retired to Merv, where he offered his help 
to his former enemy, Abii 'Ali. FZiq's forces seem to have bee11 
still fairly considerable, as Hbii 'Ali accepted his proposal with 
joy, although a t  first, in view of the victory of the Samgnids, hc 
had collected rich presents, the money for which, according to 
'Utbi, was levied from the rich inhabitants of K h u r ~ s ~ n ,  in order 
to propitiate Niih. The gifts were now presented to FZiq. 
Against the alliance of two powerful vassals the Government 
found no other means than to have recourse to a third, who up 
to that time had taken no part in current events, but had made 

'Utbi-Manini, i, 174;  Nerchnkhy, p. 160. 
a See for this Thliilibi ( J'ufirna, Eastern ed., iv, I I 3, 3 r(i), who quote9 the official 

Abu'l-Fath Ahmatl b. Muhammnd b. Yusnf, who had transferred from the service of 
the S5mlnids to  that of Bughrl-IChln, and was a rival to the wazir DPmghBni. In  
Barbier de Meynard's translation ( j .  A , ,  5 ,  iii, 341) this official is callcd Abu'l-Fadl. 

On whom eee (hrrlili ( f ,  1 3 3 ;  Camb. MS., i .  107 a). The wazir died in Sarnarqand 
1st Kajab, 382 ( I  Sept., 992). 

A mistake in Gardizi; cf. 7'rxfs, p. r 2. note 5 .  
Ibn al-Athir, ix, 3aa. 8 'Utt,i-Mnnini, i ,  176 ; Nerchakhy, p. 161. 
Date in Haihaki (p. 234). 

@ Ttxfs, . I 2. Perhaps the fortress of  QLbHr-blshi (or Qnchq~r) mentioned in the 
~ h i h - ~ P m a \ ,  cl. Zajiski, viii, 16 ; Darthold, Zur Gesrli~dfe &I C4r i r l e~fun~s ,  p. 35 i 
Marquart, Osftiirh. Uia/ekfsfzrdicn, p. r lo. 



use of the turbulent times to  consolidate his rule in the southern 
part of Afghanistan. 

Sabuktagin l ,  who by obliging genealogists was afterwards de- 
clared to be a descendant of the ancient Persian kings 2, was one 
of the number of infidel Turlts "aken prisoner either by mernbers 
of his own people, or by SZmZnid " warriors for the Faith." H e  
had been taken to KhurZsSn by slave dealers and bought a t  
Nishapiir by the sipahsalZr Altptagin 4. The merit of the young 
ghulzm attracted the attention of his master from the first, and 
his promotion was consequently much more rapid than was 
usually the case5. I After the accession of Manl~iir, Sabuktagin 274 
followed his leader to  Ghazna, where he rendered valuable 
service both t o  him and to his successors, the last of whom, 
Piri, had to retire in favour of Sabuktagin who was proclaimed 
amir of Ghazna on April 20, 977 6. Having gained renown by 
his victories in Afghanistan and in India he now appeared in 
Transoxania a t  the invitation of Niih; an interview took place 
between them near Kish, when Sabuktagin took the oath of 
allegiance to Niih, and promised him help against his enemies. 
A t  the time of Nfih's sojourn a t  ~ m u l ,  he had been assisted by 
the Khwirazm-ShZh and amir of Gurginj (see p. 233) ; in order 
to reward them,'NiiI? gave the former the town of Abiward as 
an appanage, and the latter the town of Nasa. A s  a matter of 
fact these towns in IihurasZn were under the rule of Abii 'Ali, 
and it is evident that by this present Nuh wished to create new 
enemies for him. AbC 'Ali voluntarily relinquished Nasa, but 
firmly refused to allow the representative of the Khcviirazm-Shall 
to enter Abiward ; by this nlcans he strengthened the already 
existing differences between the two Khorezmian sovereigns and 
removed all danger to himself from that side. Military opera- 
tions were undertaken in KhurZsZn : the arnirs of Giizgin and 
Gharjist5n joincd the army of Nil? and Sabuktagin ; DZrZ b. 
Qfibiis, the amir of Gurgzn, who was allied to Abu 'Ali, went 
ovcr to NGh during the battlc, which ended in a complete 
victory for the S5minid forces (994) ?. For this victory Sabuk- 

\Ve keep to  the accepted spelling of this name, nlthough, as noted by Prof Niildeke 
ill a private letter to me, such a comhinntion of the Persia11 adjective sabrik (light, 
thoughtless) with the Turkish title h y i ~  (prince) appears very i~nprohable. Etymo- 
logic,nlly the rcading Si i -beg-tegi;~ is inore 1)robable; the union of the two lest titles 
is met with fairly olten (c.  S. 7ix /s ,  1). 2 0  (from an anonymous historian of  the twelfth 
crntury)), but we have no1 met with them joined to tbe ward s i i  (army). Sabttk is 
pcrIia1)s the Turkish schik lor suwik, " belo\.ed." hlarquart (Osff i irk.  Dialcktsft~Jictz,  
1 1  50) spclls, for reasons which he does not state, Siibiik-tigin. 

7r.r/s, 1).  I 58 (uifiz A brit) ; J'iassct Abnreh, trad., p. 14  I .  
llnihaki, y .  10;. Ihici, pp. 237-38. ' .I'iarsef Il'nrpleh, texte, pp. 96 sq., trad., pp. 140 sq. 

"hte in JfizjSni ( Tohafiat-i-A'nsir,i, p. 73). 
Accortlir~g to 'Utbi (hlanioi, p. 189) on R Wednesday in the middle of  Karnadiin 

$33, 1)erhaps 12arn. I 3 = Nov. I ,  993. 



tagin received the title of honour of " Protector of the Faith and 
State " (NPsir ad-Din wa'd-Dawla) and his son Abu'l-Qasim 
Mahmiid th; title of " Sword of the State" (Sayf ad-Dawla). 
Abii 'Ali and Faiq retired to  Gurgan: Mahmiid replaced the 
former a t  Nishspiir and took measures for the re-establish- 
ment of peace and safety in Khurzszn, while Niih returned to 
Bukharal. I 

275 Abii 'Ali and FZiq found a refuge in the Buyid territories and 
were allotted part of the revenues of the province of Gurgzn, but 
any further support was firmly refused them. In the spring of 
995 a t  Fziq's wish and against Abii 'Ali's advice, it was 
decided to return to KhurasHn. They succeeded in defeating 
Mahmid and in occupying NishZpiir, T i s  and some other 
towns. Neither of the rebels hoped for final success ; each 
separately endeavoused to open communications with the govern- 
ment, and obtain a pardon for himself. The decisive battle, 
which ended in the complete victory of Sabuktagin and his allies 
(Niih himself wasnot present on this occasion), took place in the 
neighbourhood of Tus. Both rebel leaders fled to Sarakhs and 
thence to ~ m u l ,  taking advantage of the fact that Sabuktagin 
and his numerous army were not able to movg equally rapidly 
through the desert. From k m u l  both dispatched envoys to 
Bukhzri praying Niih for forgiveness ; the government returned 
a decided refusal to  FZiq's request, but Abu 'Ali was promised 
a full pardon and was instructed to go to Gurgiinj and remain 
there with the amir Abu'l-'AbbZs Ma'miin b. Muhammad. The 
aim of the government, to  separate the forces of the rebels, was 
fully attained. Abii 'Ali accepted pardoll and set out for 
Khorezmia along the bank of the Amu-Darya 3. FZiq, left alone, 
determined to enter Transoxania without Niih's consent: a 
division sent against him, under the command of the hijib 
Hegtiiziin, came up with him near Nasaf but did not attack him, 
and Fziq was successful in gaining the Qarii-Khiinid territories, 
where he was cordially received. Meanwhile Abii 'Ali's forces 

' 'litl~i-Manini, i, 180-99; Nerchakhy, pp. 164-73. Gardizi's account of these 
events contain nothing new except a narrative (f. 135; Camb. MS., f. 108 b) on the 
cunning of Sabuktagin, who, aware of the proposed treason of DLrl, said in the presence 
of one of Abo 'Ali's spies that DHrH, FHiq, and Abo 'Ali's brother Abu'l-QSsim, had 
promised to come over to the side of the government at  the time of the Imttle, and 
that one of them had promised to deliver Abo [Ali  himself into Snbuktagin's hands. 
Therefore, when 1)Hrl went over to the enemy, Abti 'Ali lost faith also in his two 
other allies. 

a According to [Utbi (Manini, i, 205) in Rabid I, $35 (began 5th April, 995). 
Thus in 'Uthi (Manini, i, 199-ar9 ; Nerchakhy, pp. I 74-86). According to 

Cardizi (f. 136 ; Camb. MS., f. ro b) Abii 'AIi fled to Kayy after the battle, where 
he received a pension of 50,000 dir P ams per month from the Boyid 'Ali ( i .  c. from the 
famous Fakhr  ad-Dawlaj, but nevertheless he returned to Niehlpfir on account of 
a love anair (>Jj ~ j ) ,  wns seized by M a h ~ n ~ d ,  and escaped from prison to 
Khorezmia. 



were dispersed by  the Khwzraznl-shZh Abii 'Abdallah near 
Hazarasp ; and A b i  'Ali himself was taken prisoner (Saturday, 
Sept. 19, 996) l. Of his supporters the hajib Ilmangii alone 
reached Gurganj. The  amir Mz'miin took advantage of this to  
go to  the rescue of his protCgC, and at the same time make an 
end of his ancient enemy. The  Khwarazm-shah Abii 'Abdallah 
was thrown into prison and his territories and I title were trans- 276 
ferred to  Ma'miin. By the intercession of Ma'miin a full recon- 
ciliation was effected between Abii 'Ali and the Bukh5l.Z 
Government. Abii 'Ali returned to  BulthZrZ, where he was met 
with much ceremony by the ~vazir 'Abdallah b. 'Uzayr, the 
hZjib Begtiizun and other nobles, and received by Niih in the 
palace on the Rigistan (see p. IIO),  but subsequently he was 
confined in the citadel of BukhZrZ by order of Niih together 
with eighteen of his brothers and military leaders 2. 

In  the same year a fresh invasion of the QarZ-Khanids took 
place. A s  Niih was now the ruler of only a part of Transoxania, 
he could not oppose the Turks in considerable strength and was 
obliged to  apply for assistance to  Sabuktagin. The  latter, who 
was then a t  Halkh, on receiving Niih's summons, entered Trans- 
oxania with a large army, which was joined by  the amirs of 
Giizgan, Saghaniyan, and I< huttal. Sabuktagin encamped be- 
tween Kish and Nasaf and requested Nuh to  join his army. 
T h e  wazir 'Abdallah b. 'Uzayr persuaded the Amir that for the 
head of the SHmHnids to join the powerful army of Sabuktapin 
with the wretched force a t  his disposal would be a humiliation 
for the throne, and in consequence of this Niih refused t o  grant 
the request. Sabulitagin thereupon dispatched a division of 
20,000 men to  BukhZl-5 under the command of his son NIahmiid 
and his brother Bughrgchuk. This was sufficient to  force the 
Samanid governmcnt to  all concessions. T h e  wazir was dis- 
missed and surrendered to  Sabuktagin, whose adherent A b i  
Nasr Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Abii Zayd was appointed in his 
stead. A t  Sabuktagin's request Niih surrendered Abii 'Ali and 
his hiijib I lmangi  along with the wazir3; all these were im- 

'Utbi-Manini, i, 2 2 4 ,  Saturday, 1st Ramadin, 386, but this date is prohably 
incorrect. Ram. 386 began on Thursday, Sept. 17. See note 3 below. 

'Utbi-Manini, i ,  219-31; Nerchnkhy, pp. 186-91 ; Texts, pp. ra, 1 3 ;  Gardizi, 
f .  1 3 7 ;  Camb. MS., f. I 10 a (where the number of those arrested with Abo 'Ali 
is given). 

According to Gardizi (Camb. MS., f. r r o a ;  in the Oxford MS. there is a gap 
here) this happened in Shn'bln 386, i. c. in Aug. or Sept. 996, which is contradicted 
hy the date quoted above for the imprisonment of Abo 'Ali in Khorezmia. It is 
very pl.obnhle that in 'Utbi 386 is n mistake for 385, and that Abii 'Ali's 
imprisonment in I<horrzmia occurred on Sept. 28, 995 (nccording to Wustenfeld's 
tables the first day of Ramadln 385 was Sunday, Sept. a9, 995) ; otherwise too short 
an interval of time is left for the succeeding events before Niivs death. Besides this 
in 386 there were already rumours nlnong the people of the murder of Abii 'Ali 
(see SamlHni, s. v. facs., f. 323 b). 



prisoned in the fortress of Gardiz. Sabuktagin concluded a peace 
with the QarP-KhBnids, by which it was agreed that the frontier I 

277 between the SZmZnid and QarZ-Khanid territories should be 
the QatwZn steppe. Thus the whole basin of the Syr-Darya 
remained under the rule of the Qa1.S-KhZnids and at their 
rcquest FZiq was appointed governor of Samarqand l .  

Sabuktagin of course remained complete master of all the 
provinces situated south of the Amu-Darya and Niih ceased to 
have any concern with the events which occurred in KhuriisZn. 
In Transoxania the wazir Abii N a ~ r  endeavoured to restore 
order by severity and "washed out blood with b l ~ o d , " ~  but 
within five months he was killed by ghulams. Fearing that his 
protector Sabuktagin would accuse the government of complicity 
with the murderers, N i h  condemned the latter to cruel execu- 
tions and sent an envoy to Sabuktagin with the request that he 
would nominate a successor to the murdered rnan 3. Sabuktagin 
left the choice to the sovereign himself. The choice fell on 
Abu'l-Muzaffar Muhammad b. 1 briihim al-Barghashi who re- 
mained in office until Niih's death, which followed on Friday, 
Rajah 14, 387 (July 23, 997) 4. 

The oath of allegiance to Niih's son and successor, Abu'l- 
Harith Mansiir, was not taken (according to Sam'Znils "account) 
until ~ o v e i b e r  997. According to BayhaqiG he was dis- 
tinguished by great qualities of mind and character, but though 
in  course of time he restored order in his dominions by his 
severity, he was unable to  save the dynasty. The power 
remained in the hands of FZiq and the wazir Rarghashi. AbG 
'Ali and his adherents perished in prison under Sabuktagin '; 
only the wazir 'Abdallah b. 'Uzayr, for what reason is unknown, 
was liberated, and allowed to return to Transoxania. At  his 
instigation Abfi Man?iir Muhammad b. Husayn b. Mut Isfijgbi 
(probably belonging to the family of the rulers of IsfijZb, see 

278 above, p. 241, note ro) raised a revolt and I summoned to his 
assistance the Qara-KhSnid ruler of Transoxania, the ilak Nqr .  
The ilak promised him help and set out for Samarqand but here 
he ordered the two chief rebels to be seized ; on the other hand, 
FZiq, who had been summoned to the ilak's carnp, was received 

' 'Utbi-hlaniui, i ,  231-41 ; Nerchalihy, pp. 191-5. 
The expression is 'Utbi's (&lanilli, i ,  241 + LJ &+; Nerchakhy, p. 196). r 
'Utbi-hlanini, i, 250; Nerchakhy, pp. 199-200. 

' 'UlLi-Manini, i ,  2.55 (& n+s &) : in the Persian {ranslation (Nerchakhy, 
p. 201) and in other Persian sonrces -j y,~jlr, but Friday was more correctly 
the 14th. 

S. V.  j LU \ ,  facs., f. 286 b (the lnst words of the article). 
q a i h a k i ,  p.  803. The historical facts scarcely jtistify this characterization. 
' Cf. Sam'Hni, lor. (it. The story that the body of the pions Abii 'Ali did not snffer 

corruption witnesses to the attitude of the priesthood towards the Simjlrids. 



with great honour and dispatched to BukhSr~  a t  the head of 
3,000 horsemen. Manstir left his capital and fled to Amul. On 
bccupying BukhPrZ, declared himself the faithful servant of 
the SZmZnids and induced Manstir to return '. The other l!Zjib 
13egtiiztin was sent as sipahs~lar to Khur~sZn, which Mahmiid 
had been obliged to leave on the death of his father Sabulctagin, 
in the same year 997, and the accession to the throne of his 
younger brother Ism~'i1, who was unwilling to resign the power 
to his elder brother. 

I n  order to avert a new civil war, Manstir endeavoured to 
restore concord between the chief nobles, especially between 
FZiq and Begtiiziin. In spite of this Fgiq secretly persuaded 
Abu'l-QZsim Simjuri, the ruler of Quhis t~n ,  to attack Regtiizin, 
but to his great dissatisfaction this conflict ended in a victory for 
Begttiziin (in March 998) 2, who thereafter concluded a peace 
with his opponent and in July 998 returned as conquerer to 
RukhZrZ. This was followed by a dispute between Faiq and the 
wazir Barghashi, who took refuge with the Amir himself. On 
this occasion also Manstir unsuccessfully appeared in the role of 
peacemalcer. Faiq demanded the surrender of his enemy and 
rudely reproached the Amir. Finally by the mediation of the 
Bukharan shaykhs an agreement was arrived at ; Barghaslli was 
deprived of the office of wazir and banished to GfizgZn 3. The  
last wazirs of the SZmSnids, according to Gardizi, were Abu'l- 
Qssim ' A b b ~ s  b. Muhammad Barmaki, and Abu'l-Fadl Muham- 
mad b. Ahmad I Jayhgni (probably the son of Abii 'Abdallah 279 
Al!mad). 'Utbi%entions also Abu'l-Hasan Hamuli who had 
been dispatched to 13ukhZrZ as envoy of Mahmid, but while 
there accepted the office of \Irazir from the S ~ m ~ n i d s .  These 
wazirs had apparently no influence on the march of events. 

The most difficult task of all was to reconcile the interests of 
Hegtiizin with those of Mahn~iid, who by this time had gained 
a victol-y over his brother Ismr?'il, llad seized Ghazna, and now 
did not  wish to retire in favour of Bcgtiizun from the vicel-ojralty 
of l ihur~snn.  I n  vain did Manstir endeavour to indemnify 

1 'Utl,i-hlla~lini, i, 268-71 ; Nerchakhy, pp. 205-6; Gardizi, I. 137  ; Camb. MS., 
f .  IIOb. 

2 'Utbi-Mnnini, i, 287, IZahi' I1 (April), I)nt in IZeynolds's translation (p. z a r )  
l<al,i' I 1  : so also in Gardili (f. 138  ; C'nmb. hlS:, f. I I I a)  and in Ibn al-Athir (IX, 97). 

V h r d . ,  i, a89 ; Abtites e/  Ex/r.(~i/s,  I V ,  369. Accortling to Bayhaqi 
(1'1' 442-5)  the wnzir foresaw the fall of the dynasty and thrrefore decided to get 
q u ~ t  of thc l)us~ness llimself in good time, preselving h ~ s  possessions. LVith this object 
in view he pretendc4 he had broken his leg. and with the help of the doctor br~bed 
Ly Illln, he contrived that the Amir  should relieve him of his officc, and retircd to the 
pro1wrty he hat1 acquiretl in G f i z ~ i n  not long before. Having arrived there h e  
procertltd to sell i t ,  and with " a light llealt and cnred leg" settled a1 K i s h a p ~ r ,  
w h e ~ e  for many ycars after he led a luxurious life and enjoycd great honour. 
' In both MSS. (Oxfonl MS., f. 138 ; Carnb. MS., f. I I I a) uiu. 

'Utl~i-Manirli, i, ; A'oficts el Extraits ,  iv, 370. 



Mahmiid by appointing him governor of Balkh, Tirrnidh, Heriit, 
Bust and other towns; Mahmiid insisted on the viceroyalty of 
the whole of Khuriiszn for himself and forcibly cornpelled his 
rival to evacuate Nishiipiir l. Mansiir, together with Fiiiq, 
entered Khuriisiin with an army, bui, according to Bayhaqi, 
all still hoped to settle the matter by agreement. This time the 
Amir's indecision proved fatal to  him. Begtiiziin, who had 
joined him with his army a t  Sarakhs, attributed his indecision 
to a secret intention to enter into an agreement with Mahmiid. 
Faiq fully shared this apprehension, and feared, not without reason, 
that he and Regtiiziin might be overtalten by the fate of Abii 
'Ali 2. In consequence of this they decided to forestall Mansiir : 
on the evening of Feb. I ,  999 3, the Amir was deposed, a week 
later deprived of his sight, and sent to Bukhiirii. His younger 
brotherAbuJl-Fawaris' Abd-al-Malik was proclaimed his successor. 

Mahmud gave himself out as the avenger of the deposed Amir, 
but nevertheless very soon came to  an understanding with his 
enemies, renounced Nishiipiir in favour of Regtiiziin and kept 
Balkh and Heriit for himself, i.e. he accepted the same conditions 
which had formerly been offered him by Mangiir. Evidently he 
was induced to do this by the numerical predominance of his 
enemies, with whom Abu'l-Qiisim Sirnju1.i had united his forces. 
In spite of this obviously disadvantageous agreement, MahmGd 

280 was so pleased with it that as a mark of his joy I he bestowed 
2,000 dinars in alms to the poor (in May 999). The agreement, 
however, was soon violated ; Mahmiid's rearguard was treacher- 
ously attacked, after which the war was renewed. Mahmid 
succeeded in gaining a brilliant victory which delivered all 
Khuriisan to his rule. The letter in which Mahmiid notified the 
Caliph al-Qiidir of his victory has been preserved 9 in it 
Mahmiid affirms that the sole cause of the war was the refusal 
of the Simiinids to acknowledge the Caliph. Mahmid " in -  
herited the dominions of the Siimanids " (as it is expressed by 
'Utbi) in the provinces south of the Amu-Darya. How much 
the circumstances had changed is evident from the fact that 
Mahmiid did not now take the title of sipahsPlZr, but him- 
self appointed his brother Nagr as sipahszlzr of Khuriiszn. 
'Abd-al-Malik and Fiiiq fled to BukhZrB, wherc, after a vain 
attempt to renew the struggle with Mahmiid, Begturfin also 
joined them. In the summer of the same year Faiq died, after 

'Utbi-Manini, i ,  a9 I -4 ; Notices et Extvaits, lor. lit. 
Baihaki, pp. 803-4. 
Identical date in Baihaki (p. 804) and Gardizi (f. 138; Camb. MS., f. 1 x 1  a) : - - . . 

Wednesday, I ath Salnr, 389. 
' Thus according to Gardizi ;  in Raihaki (p. 805) there is mention only of the 

distrib~ition of large snrns. 
HilHI, Eclipse, Vc., iii, 341-5 ; trans., vi, 366-70. The battle took place near 

Merv on Tnesday, 3rd Jarn5dii I ,  389 (16th May, 999). 



which the llak Nasrl decided to put an end to the last remnants 
of Siimanid rule in Transoxania. According to the accounts of 
contemporaries and eye witnesses the S5manids determined to 
show their enemies a desperate resistance. By order of the 
government the khatibs of the mosques of BukhiirZ sought to 
persuade the people to take up arms in defence of their dynasty. 
A t  that time the Bukharans, like the inhabitants of Transosania 
generally, still bore arms;  had the SZmZnids been able to 
organize a national movement in their favour, it would have 
raised a serious obstacle to the Qara-Khanids, although it would 
scarcely have averted the fall of the dynasty. The sermons of 
the khafibs however produced no effect. The Siimanids, not 
excluding Ismii'il himself3, had never tried to acquire the con- 
fidence of the masses, and to make them a mainstay of their 
throne, as is witnessed by their persecution of the Shi'ite move- 
ment, which undoubtedly bore a democratic character. 

We know that the Shi'ite sect also under the later SamZnids 
had secret followers in Transoxania, to the number of whom 

1 belonged, among others, the father and brother of the famous 
Avicenna4. The sympathies of the Sunni priestl~ood, as we 
have seen, in spite of all the solicitude of the Siimiinids for 
religion and its representatives" were also enlisted not on the 
side of the I dynasty, but on the side of its enemies, such as A b i  28 1 

'Ali and Faiq. The population, unpersuaded by the preaching 
of the khatibs, turned " to  those who were regarded as faqihs 
by them," i. e., according to the well-grounded surmise of Baron 
v. R. liosen, to the I-epresentatives of the unofficial priesthood, 
who always possessed much greater influence with the people 
than the khafibs and imams appointed by the government. As  
always happcned in analogous cases 6, the superstitious nomads, 
who had embraced Islam comparatively recently, showed a much 
more fervent respect for religion and its ministers than did the 
cultured administration. Therefore, in spite of Baron Iiosen's 
opinion, we have scarcely grounds for nssumin'g that the faqihs 
were " undoubtedly " bribed by the Qarfi-Khgnids. However 
this may have been, the population followed the advice of its 

He is called in (hrdizi  (Camh. MS., f. 1 I I b) " brother of the Khln." 
FIill1, Erlt)se, e7'c., iii, 372 sq. ; trans., vi, 400 sq. 
See thc characterls~ic accolint of him in ' A w l i  (Te.xts, pp. 9-1). 
Ibn Abi Uselbin, ed. A .  Miiller, Kcinigsberg, 1884, ii, a ; Ibn al-()ifti, Ta'rikh 

al-/ftdkatnn; cd. Lippert, p. 41 3. 
I'f. the interest~ng account givcn by Prof. V. A. Zhukovsky o f a  religious manual 

in the Arabic and Persian lang~lages co~nposrd in the time of the SHmZnids (Zopiski, 
mi, osj. The A1)u'I-Qisim Samar andi mentioned in his acconnt is called, along with 
Abii Mansiir Msturidi, the chief 1 efentlcr of orthodoxy against the Mu'tazilites and 
Karriimites (Texts, p. 50, from Qandiya, cf. Vyatkin's translation in Handbook of 
.';ntnarknnd, v i ~ i ,  p. 263). 

Cf. Ilozy, Essa i  sur  f histoire a2 I'Islarnisme, p. 364. 



teachers and decided that " when the struggle is for the goods of 
this world" Muslims are not obliged to "lay themselves out to 
bc murdered." The ilak announced that he was going to 
Hukhzra only as a friend and protector of the SZmanids ; the 
population met the conquerors quite passively, and the leaders 
of the armed forces of RukharZ, Regtizin, and Yan~ltagin, 
voluntarily appeared in the conqueror's camp, where they were 
arrested. On Monday I ,  October 23, 999, the ilak occupied 
Bukhzra without opposition and seized the SZmanid treasury. 
'Abd-al-Malik and all the other members of the dynasty were 
dispatched to uzgand, whither the ilak himself returned, leaving 
his own governors in BukhZrZ and Samarqand. Thus, amid 
gelleral indifference, was the downfall of the famous dynasty 
accomplished. I t  is doubtful if any one at the time realized the 
importance of the historical event, which had for ever put an end 
to the dominion of the native Aryan element 2. 

We possess no accurate data to solve the question who stood 
a t  the head of the dynasty of the Qara-Khanids after the death 
of 13ughr5-Khan Hariin. I t  may have been the father of Nay,  
ArslZn-Khan 'Ali, who, according to Jam21 Qarshi3, died a martyr's 
death in January 998 : the nature of his death n ~ a y  be guessed 

232 from I the epithet Hariq ("the burned ") applied to him. Nay,  
who bore the title of Arslsn-ilak, was in any case only vassal- 
ruler of Transoxania and lived at Uzgand. In the kingdom 
of the Q~I-Z-Khanids, as in all nomad empires, the conception of 
patrimonial property was carried over from the domain of 
personal law to that of state law. The kingdom was considered 
the property of the whole family of the KhZn and was divided 
into a number of appanages, the large ones being in turn sub- 
divided into many small ones. The authority of the head of 
thc ernpire was on occasion entirely disavowed by powerful 
vassals. The partition sjrstem was, as always, thc cause of 
personal feuds and of a constant change of rulers ; therefore 
it is impossible for us to determine with accuracy the chronology 
of the reigns of the separate members of the dynasty. Even 
the coins of the Qara-KhZnids, which have come down to us in 
fairly large numbers, give no assistance in solving this question, 
as owing to the lack of accurate historical data we often do not 
know whether the different titles mentioned on one and the 
same coin represent one person or several. 

T h i s  correctly in Cardizi (f. 139; Camb. MS., f .  I I I b) ; 'Utbi (Mar~ini, i ,  319; 
Nerchakhy, p. 216) and the later sources (Mirkhond, Sar~zanio'a, p. 197) give Tnesday 
by mistake. 

Cf. the remark of Prof. Nijldeke in G'rundri~s der iran. I'hiiolo~it, ii, 152, note 6, 
" cine der traurigsten Katastrophen in der Geschichte jener ~ander." 

9 Texts, pp. 13a-3. 



In the early years of the eleventh century the QarH-Khanids 
in Transoxania had to suppress a movement stirred up by the 
Samanid Abfi Ibrahim Isma'il, one of the brothers of Mansir 
and 'Abd-al-Malik who had been imprisoned at ozgand, whence 
he had succeeded in escaping in woman's clothes '. Ism5'iI, who 
took the title of Muntasir, i.e. "the victorious," went to Bukhara 
and thence to Khorezmia, where a considerable number of 
adherents gathered round him, probably not without the con- 
nivance of the Khwarazm-shHh Abu'l-Hasan 'AIi, son and 
successor of Ma'miin, killed by his soldiers in 99;. 2. The hajib 
Arsl~n-YHlfi was put in command of the army collected by 
Muntasir, and succeeded in driving Ja'far-tagin, the Qarh-Khanid 
governor of B~~kha ra ,  out of the town. The remnants of the 
defeated army united with the army of the governor of Samar- 
qand, Tagin-khan, but the latter also was defeated by the 
SZmanid armies near the bridge across the Zarafshan and was 
forced to flee. Muntasir returned 1 to BukhHrH3 where, if 283 
'Utbi4 is to be believed, he was received with joy by the inhabi- 
tants. In spite of these successes it proved impossible to face the 
main forces of the ilak ; on his approach Muntasir and Arslan-Ydii 
fled through Amul to Persia. Their struggle with Mahmiid and 
his brother Nasr, in spite of some temporary successes, also fell 
out disastrously. Muntasir ascribed the blame to his principal 
assistant, the hPjib ~ r s i a n - ~ z l i i ,  with whom he was already 
dissatisfied for his too independent conduct of affairs, and ordered 
him to be killed 5.  When the last forces of Munta~ir  had been 
destroyed by Nasr, the pretender returned to Transoxania in 
the year 1oo.3 and sought assistance from the Ghuzz (Turkmens). 
According to Gardizi O, it was on this occasion that the Ghuzz 
leader Payghii (probably to be read Yabghii) first embraced 
Islam, but there is more reason for thinking that this was the 
son of Seljuk, who had already, as we have seen, rendered assis- 
tance to the Samiinids in their struggle with the Qarh-Kh~nids. 
Counting on rich booty, the Ghuzz willingly rallied to Muntasir 
and enabled him to defeat the army of Subhshi-tagin on the 
bank of the Zarafshan, and subsequently that of the ilak himself 
near Samarqand (Summer I O O ~ ) ,  when eighteen of his commanders 
were taken prisoner. The Ghuzz resolutely refused to hand 
ovcr the prisoners to Muntasir and kept them in their own hands, 
evidently in the hope of hoiding them to ransom, but Muntasir 

'Utl~i-Maroini, i ,  3 2 0 ;  Nerchakhy, p. a ] ? .  I n  Lane Poole's book and in  my 
translation (AloAnntttzcdart l)y~rasties, pp. 1 3 2 ,  1.73) he is called Ibriihirn by mistake. 

'Utl~i-Maoini,  i, 254 sq. ; Nerchnkhy, p, 201.  

I'robnhly this occurred in 1000; to th i s  year (A.  H. 390) belongs one of the coins 
minted by Muntas i r  at Rukhars (cf. A. Markov, i'alalogrrc, p. 169). 

Manithi, i ,  323; Nerchakhy, p. 218. 

Manini,  I ,  339 ; Nerchakhy, p. 2 2 1 .  

n.t lz ,  p. 13. In 'Utl i (Maniui, i, 335 sq.; Nerchakhy, p. z a ~ )  wi th  less dctail. 



suspected them of wishing to enter into communication with the 
ilak and decided to abandon them. In the late autumn of roc3 
he crossed the Amu-Darya on the ice at Darghan with a small 
force (300 horse and 400 infantry) and arrived a t  Amul. 

In 1004 he made an attempt to establish himself in Nasa and 
Abiward, but was defeated by an army sent by the Khwarazm- 
ShZh a t  the request of the inhabitants. Amongst his adherents 
who perished in this battle was the son of Tash '. Muntasir with 
the remainder of his army appeared for the third time i n - ~ r a o s -  
oxania, and although defeated by the governor of BukhZrZ I 

284 established himself in a fortified position a t  Niir, whence he 
attacked the enemy, who were a t  Dabiisiya. This time the 
battle ended in a victory for bluntasir, after which a national 
movement in favour of the ~ i i m ~ n i d ;  finally took shape. The 
leader of the Ghazis of Samarqand, Harith, known as Ibn 
'Alamdzr (literally " son of the standard-bearer ") joined Mun- 
tasir with 3,000 soldiers, while the shaykhsZ of the town armed 
300 ghulams, and the Ghuzz also again joined his army. With 
these forces he succeeded in Shagban 394 (May-June 1004) in 
defeating near HGrnamadh the main forces of the ilak, or even, 
if  Gardizi be believed, the army of the " Great Khan." But 
this triumph did not last long. The Khan returned with fresh 
forces and offered battle in the Hunger Steppe between Dizak 
and Khawas. The Ghuzz, satisfied with the plunder they had 
gained at Rurnamadh, returned to their nomad camps and took 
no part in this battle ; while it was proceeding, one of Muntasir's 
captains, Hasan b. Taq, went over to the ilak with 5,000 men. 
Muntasir again fled to Khurasan, whence for the fourth time he 
returned to Transoxania, lured by the promises of his relative, 
the SiimZnid Ibn Surkhak, who was living at RukhZra. The 
latter had a secret understanding with the ilak that he should 
endeavour to tempt Muntasir into Transoxania by promising him 
his co-operation. On the way to Bukhara, Muntasir was aban- 
doned by his soldiers, who transferred their allegiance to Sulay- 
man and SZIi, the hajibs of the ilak ; the remainder of Muntasil-'s 
army was sul.rounded by encmies and the latter seized all the 
crossings of the Amu-Darya. Muntasir succeeded in escaping 
with only eight followers, but his brother and adherents were 
taken prisoner and dispatched to Uzgand. Muntasir himself 
was killed at the beginning of 100.5~ by the chief of bne of the 
Arab tribes living in the neighbourhood of Merv. 

' 'Utbi-Manini, i, 340; Nerchakhy, p. 2 1 5 .  

In the Arab original (Mnnini, i, 341) +:lf, ; in the Persian translation ug*. 
L 

Texts, p. 13. The size of Ibn 'AlamdHr's division is put here at only 1,000 men. ' According to Gardizi (f. 142 ; Camb. MS., f. I 14 a) in Habi4 11, 395 ; according 
to 'Utbi (Manini, i ,  346 ; Nerchakhy, p. 2 2 s )  KnLi' I. 



After the death of the  last representative of the S ~ m ~ n i d  
dynasty there remained only the question of the division of the 
spoils between the QarH-Khlnids and Mahmiid. Mahmod's 
solemn accession to  the throne, I as  an independent ruler, occurred 28; 
in the same month as the  entry' of the  ilak's army into BukharZ, 
i. e. in Dhu'l-Qa'da 389 (0ct.-Nov. 999). T h e  new "Wali  of the 
Commander of the Faithful" received from the Caliph Q l d i r  
a diploma of investiture with IChurZsZn, a crown, and the titles 
of " Right hand of the State, and trusted representative of the  
religious community " (Yamin ad-Dawla wa Amin al-Milla). 
On his side Mahmfid introduced in KhurZsZn the  khutba in the 
name of the Caliph QZdir, who had been raised to  the 
throne b y  the Btiyids in 991 but was not recognized by  the 
Samiinids a. NIahnlid surrounded himself with still greater 
pomp than the SiimZnids ; under him the title of " sultZn " was 
brought into use, a t  any rate in court circles. Contrary t o  the  
accounts of the historians V t  cannot be maintained that  this 
word, which originally signified " authority, government" and 
in particular the government of the lawful Caliph, was never 
applied to  individual rulers before Mahmiid ; in this sense it is 
met with in Tabari4. T h e  title of Sultgn was also borne by  the 
Fatimids, the  astronomical tables of Ibn Yiinus %being dedicated 
to  " the Commander of the Faithful, Abii 'Ali al-Mansir ,  Sultzn 
of IslZm, the Imam al-Hiikim-bi-amri'll~h " (996-1021). RIIaqdisi 
conversed "with sul ta~ls  and wazirs," and he says of one small 
town in Central Asia that  the "larger part of the inhabitants 
were infidels but its sultan was a Muhammadan." Mallmid was 
called Sultan by  the court historians and poets, and probably 
also by  the writers of official documents ; in ordinary life he, 
like his successors, continued to  be called Amir. In  Hayhaqi the  
different persons in their conversation constantly call Mas'iid the 
Ami r ;  Gardizi scarcely I ever makes use of the word " bul t~n,"  286 
nor is it met with on the coins of the early Ghaznevids7. 

The Qar,?-l<h~nids also declared tilemselves to  be "clients 
(mawlrl) of the Commander of the Faithful ""t any  rate in 

1 'Utbi-Manini,  i, 31 7 ; Gardizi, f. 140. A third title, "Refuge of the State and of 
Islii~n" ( l inhf  ad-Dawln wa'l-Islim) was, accordi1)g to Gardizi (f. 158)~ received 
by Mnbmiid only i n  1016. The anecdote relnted in Nizam al-Mulk (Siasset flameh, 
texte, 1'1). I 31-6, trad., pp. 193-200) hns probably no  historical foundation. 

I l ~ n  al-Athir, ix, l o j  ; IIilH1, I:'rlipse, Wc., ili, 341 ; trans., vi, 366 ; cf. Tmcu'j; 
', 234. 

Ibn  ~1-Athir, i x ,  9 1  ; Tahokat-i Arasivi, pp. 75-6 ; .Tiasset h'ameh, tcxte, p. 44 ; 
trad., p. 68.  
' Ta l~a r i ,  iii, 1894, whcre the presence of the S u l p n  at the battle is mentioned. 

l.eytlr~r MS., no. 1 4 3  (on i t  see C'ataiogus roa'icurn oriertt. Hibl. Acnd. Lupiuno- 
f;afnvnr, iii, 88). 
' Hibi. C;~qq. Arah., iii, 44, 2 7 5 .  7 Mohanrrrredorr Dynasties, y. 286, note. 

These words nre already found on Rukharan coins of 390 (1,000) (A. Markov, 
Ahtniog, p. 198). 



Transoxania, where from the earliest years of their rule the 
dynasty began to coin money in the name of the Caliph QZdir 1. 

The ilak Nasr bears on his coins the title of " Protector of the 
Truth" (NZkir al-Haqq). H e  came to an agreement with 
Mahmiid while the struggle with Munta~ir  was still in progress ; 
in 1001 Mahmiid dispatched the ShZfi'ite imZm Abii Tayyib 
Sahl b. Muhammad Sa'liiki and the governor of Sarakhs Tughgn- 
chik as ambassadors to Uzgand. Nasr received them amicably 
and sent back precious gifts to the suitan by them ; the produce 
of mines, musk, horses, and camels, slaves of both sexes, white 
falcons, black fur, horns of the " khutuww," pieces of nephritus 
and precious objects from China. Mahmud took the daughter 
of Nasr to wife, and a pact was concluded on the same conditions 
as the'former pact between BughrZ-KhZn and A b t  'Ali, i. e. the 
Amu-Darya3 was accepted as the frontier between the two 
kingdoms. Peace was soon broken by the Qa1.Z-KhZnids. 
Mahmiid had taken on himself the obligation of making an 
expedition to India every year ; during one of these campaigns, 
in 1006, when he was at MultZn, the QarZ-KhZnids dispatched 
two divisions to KhurZsZn, of which the first under the command 
of SubZshi-tagin was to occupy NishZpiir and Tiis, and the 
second under Ja'far-tagin, Ralkh. Both divisions accomplished 
their object; the inhabitants of Balkh showed an obstinate 
resistance, in retaliation for which their city was given up to 
pillage", but a t  NishZpiir the attitude of the population toward 
the invaders was entirely passive, while the aristocracy6, as in 
Transoxania, took their side. On receiving news of the in- 
vasion Mahmiid quickly returned to Ghazna and forced Ja'far- 

287 tagin to I retire from Halkh to Tirmidh. SubZshi-tagin was 
likewise unable to maintain the struggle with Mahmiid and his 
leaders, and after dispatching his baggage train to the KhwZrazm- 
shsh 'Ali7, regained 'Transoxania with but a negligible fraction 

From 393/1003 (ihitl. ,  p. am)., 
a Bib/. Gtoq. Arab., iv, 1 2 2 ,  This is now explained ns w J m s  and narwhal 

ivory, cf. T'oung Yao, xlv ( r g ~ j ) ,  pp. 315-50 (R. LauTer and P. Pelliot; cf. now 
13. Lanfer, Sim-/ranica, 56 j sq.) ; J. Iiuska i n  Der Islam, v, 239 (another opinion 
expressed by the same author, ibilb., iv, 163 sq.) ; G. Ferrand, Rt/atio?t tie voyages, VL'., 
pp. 670 sq. The Chinese word is hu-tii. 

'Ut t , i -Mani i~i ,  ii, 28-32 ; Gardizi, f. 140 ;  Camb. MS., f. 113 a. 
' 'Utti-bfanini, i, 318. 
"alhaki, p. 688 ; 7bx/s, p. 157 ( UHfiz Abrii). 

'Utbi-Manini, ii, 7 7  : &\j' Wk\ oA ,& ,.&L). 
' W~lken,  in his  translation of Xlirkl~wiind , ~VircAorrdk Iiistorin Cu~~twidar.tf!~r, 

p. 163), ascribes the dispatch of the IJaggage to Khorezmia to ArslSn-Jidhib, bllt the 
text (ibid., p. 31) does not require this rendering. This error was carried over into 
the  works of Sachnu (Zlrr Gc~thichte, V1.., i i ,  8) ancl Prof. Veselovsky (OlcRerk 
isforiko-gecgruJ szytd'enii o Khiviskom Khansteyc, p. 45). Notwithstanding Snchall's 
note, Reynolds is quite correct in this case: cf. MS. As. Mus., no. 510, f. 98, and 
Notices el  Extraits, Iv, 385. 



of his army, having lost his brother and goo soldiers as prisoners. 
In order to divert Mahmiid from Subashi, the ilak dispatched 
Ja'far-tagin to Balkh for the second time with 6,000 soldiers; 
but this division was annihilated on the bank of the Amu-Darya 
by Mahmiid's brother Naqr l. Gardizi gives some details of 
one of these battles on the bank of the Amu-Darya, where an 
attack was made on the remains of the Turkish army. NIahmiid's 
soldiers '& sang a Turkish song to a Khotanese melody ; " on hear- 
ing the sounds the Turks threw themselves in terror into the 
river, where part were drowned. Mahmiid prevented his troops 
from pursuing them, fearing that the enemy would be filled with 
the courage of despair, and that the issue of the conflict would 
be changed. 

T o  the ilak's reproaches his commanders, we are told, answered 
that "it was irl~possible to fight with these elephants, weapons 
and men 3." The ilak resolved to take his revenge on Mahmad 
for the defeat, and in the following year renewed the campaign 
with stronger forces; he summoned " the dihqans of Trans- 
~ x a n i a " ~  to his assistance and concluded an alliance with 
his kinsnlan Qadir-Khan5 Yiisuf, the ruler of Khotan. 'Utbi 
gives a detailed description of the appearance of these Turlts 
'' with broad faces, small eyes, flat noses, little hair (in their 
beards), iron swords, and black clothing." A battle took place 
near the Sharkhiyzn bridge, four farsakhs from Ralkh, accord- 
ing to Gardizi on Sunday 22nd Rabi' 11, 398 (Jan. 4, 1008). 
Mal!midJs army included 500 elephants which the Turks did 
not understand how to fight and which, judging from the 
historians' account, mainly determined I the issue of the battle. 288 
The Qar,?-Kh~nid army was completely defeated and a con- 
siderable number of his soldiers were drowned in the river 
during the flight ?. 

This battle cnded the aggressive movement of the Qiira- 
Khanids on Khur5s,?n. Further combined action was rendered 

'Utbi-Manini, ii ,  77-82 ; Abtircs et Extr,clits, iv ,  $34-7. 
Texts, pi]. 13-14. lJnfol t~inately the text is greatly mutilated in both the Oxford 

ant1 Cnlnbrldge MSS. 
r i i  f. I ;  Camb. MS., I. 116 n : W)Li ,.,? 4 d W&&, J\+. 

J,< &b-i W!~,~J d5 cLj. 
' 'Utld-Manini, ii, S3 : /eJI ~5, L, ,2\e~ ,kdb. 

T h e  word )J'S in the tit le u\i 3.'i is  not, of course, the Arabic substantive, but J 
a Turkish adjective; cf. Kndloff, Vcrsttch pines 11'61-tcrb~rt.ier, t4c.,  ii, 326. T h e  
sl'cllirlg is givrrl by Mahlniid Ki i shghn~i ,  i, 304, where the  title is  explained by 

JJILI 0~ -dl )a. 
"bn a l - ~ i h i r  ( ix,  r A,), 2 rarsnkhs. 
' 'U t l , i -h lnr~ i t~ i ,  ii ,  85-6; Notic-cs el Extizits, iv ,  356-7; (;ardizi, f. 144-5; 

Caml). MS., f .  116 a-b. 
T 



274 CENTRAL ASIA DOWN TO THE TWELFTH CENTURY 

impossible by disputes among the Qarii-Khiinids themselves. 
The ilak's elder brother l, Tughiin-Khiin of Kiishghar, concluded 
an alliance with MahmGd against his brother; the latter pro- 
jected an iovasion of Kiishghar from Uzgand but was forced by 
the deep snow to retrace h ~ s  steps. After this, both sides sent 
envoys to Mahmiid, who assumed with success the role of 
arbitrator in their quarrels; a t  the same time he endeavoured 
to impress the envoys by the brilliance of his court and received 
them in solemn audience, surrounded by his guards in resplendent 
garments. From 'Utbi's account, it may be inferred that this 
event took place in ~ O ~ / I O I I - I ~ .  

According to 'Utbi the ilak died in 49311012-13 and was 
succeeded in Transoxania by his brother TughZn-Khiin. The 
clearing up of the history of the Qarii-Khiinids presents great 
difficulty, as we have already seen ; on the basis of numismatic 
data Dorn3 came to the conclusion that Transoxania was con- 
quered by two brothers, Nisir al-Haqq Nagr, and Qufb ad- 
L)awla4 Ahmad, of whom ~ a s r  was the elder and therefore 
occ~ipied the first place, but ~ h m a d  survived his brother. Coins 
with the name of Na:r b. 'Ali are extant, dated down to 4011 
1010-1 I .  W e  do not know whether his successor also took the 
title of Nisir al-Haqq ; if not, it must be assumed that he reigned 
till 406/10i5-16 G. Coins with the name of Ahrnad b. 'Ali come 
down to 407110~6-17. I t  is difficult to  determine whether the 
rule of Tughin-I ihin of Kashghar extended in reality to Trans- 

289 oxania. ( as neither the year nor the mint-city7 is found on the 
coins of this Khan which have come down to us. Tughiin-KhSn 
as '. elder" brother was probably the nominal head of the 
dynasty, even during the lifetime of the ilak Nay ,  whom Gardizi 
in his narrative of the conquest of Transoxania calls " the brother 
of the KhZn." Thc number of different titles and names on the 
coins struck in Transoxania during the first years of the fifth 
century A . H .  is so large that on their basis it is difficult to arrive 
at any historical conclusion. The name of the fourth brother, 
Abii hlangurX Muhammad b. 'Ali, who subsequently took the 

1 'Utbi-hlmini, ii, I a8 : fi~. 
9 /bill'. , ii, 0 I 9 ; Notices e t  E-ttvaifs, iv, 39;. 

Mt:lalt<qc's Asiatiqlrvs, vili, 706-7. 
( ) n  some coins also Xapr al->lilla (A.  hlarkov, /ii2tnlo,ql pp. zro, 221). The 

title of (Jars-Khin or (ZarH-Khiqin met with O I I  coins probably refers neither to one 
of the brothers nor to their sulerain, but to  their father 'Ali (cf. Ihn al-Athir, ix, 110; 
~ ' E x c s ,  p. 84 ( 'Awfi , ) .  I-IilH1 (E<lipsc, Vc., i i ~ ,  396; trans., vi ,  424) menlions only 
I;lL> & ,q b\ as  the successor of IllbiL I,+. 

'I'he name N a y  in C' i~hur  letters on coins minted at Ush~fisnna in 409 and 410 
(A. Markov, A'ntalog, p. a33) probably refers to another person. 
"hid., p. a I;. /hid., p. 124 ; 11ithtlges Asialiyues, viii, 7 17. 

a Thus 1 1 1  'Utbi-Manini, i i ,  aa; (dFY\ ,,- ,?\ c;r\i clL,\); in Ibn al-Athir 
(ix, 210) and on many coins ~ b u ' l - ~ ~ ~ a f i a ~ , ~  

- 



title of Arsl~n-Khan,  is already found on coins minted a t  
BukhZrZ in 4031101 2-15 l. ArslZn-KhZn also quarrelled with 
TughZn-KhZn, as is shown by Bayhaqi's account of '. the KhZns 
and the ilak," who fought between themselves near uzgand and 
made peace in 1016, thanks to the mediation of the Khw~razm-  
shah Ma'miin, who was seeking allies for his impending struggle 
with Mahmiid. I t  is also possible that the military operations 
in the neighbourhood of Dzgand were between ArslZn-Khan, 
the ruler of Transoxania, and Qadir-Khan who, as we shall see 
later, was a t  that time ruler of Kashghar. 

We find in Bayhaqi a very detailed and characteristic account 
of how Mahmfid seized Khorezmia, taken from al-Ririini's 
" History of KhwZrazm." The Khwaraztn-shah Ma'miin was 
succeeded, as we have seen, by his son Abu'l-Hasan 'Ali. The 
account of Subashi-tagin's campaign (p. 272)  shows that 'Ali was 
for some time dependent on the QarZ-Khanids ; his friendship 
with Mahmfid was probably brought about by the defeat of the 
ilak and his allies. According to 'Utbi 4, 'Ali married Mahmiid's 
sister. The brother and successor of 'Ali, Abu'l-'AbbZs Ma'miin 
b. Ma'miin, was similarly allied to Mal>miid, having also received 
in marriage a sister of the Sultan; according to Gardizi5 this 
wedding toolc place in 406/1015-16. When the Caliph QZdir 
sent Ma'miin a robe of honour, together with I a diploma of 290 
investiture, a standald and the title " Eye of the State and 
Ornament of the religious conlmunity " ('Ayn ad-Dawla wa Zayn 
al-Milla), Ma'mim feared that his acceptance of these gifts directly 
from the Caliph would provoke the anger of Mahmiid. H e  
decided therefore not to receive the envoy in his capital and sent 
al-Riruni out to meet him in the steppe and receive the gifts 
there. When Mahmiid concluded peace with T l ~ g h a n - I i h ~ n  and 
the ilak, the Iihwiirazm-sh5h, against the wish of his powerful 
ally, firmly refused to be a party to it, which caused some cool- 
ness between the two princes. On the advice of the wazir Abu'l- 
Qasim Al~mad b. Hasan Maymandi, Mahmiid decided to test 
n'la'miin's fidelity. I n  conversation with the Khwarazm-sh~h's 
envoy, the wazir, as though on his own initiative, expressed 
a desire that the lihwril-azm-shZh should introduce the khufba 
in the name of the Sultan in his territories, adding moreover 
that he acted without the knowledge of the latter. All this, 
accordi~lg to Bayhaqi, occurred in 10 r 4. ?'he lihwZrazm-shah, 
of course, ulldcrstond perfectly that the cvazir would not have 

A .  11x1 kov, /rizfn/oLg, 1). 226. 2 Baihaki, 11. 844. 
a /Ili(f.. 1 1 ~ .  838 srl. Sachnu also makes usc of this account ill his monog~aph on 

Iihorez~n~n (see above, 1 y .  I ,  2 0 , .  

U t i - I ,  I ,  2 j I ( U ,>.I) ; .lbtiici rt Ext,nitr, iv, 3gS, where the 
U 0- 

Kh\vnrn71n-sh511 is called A l ~ o  ' ~ \ l i  by mistake. 
t in r ( l i / i ,  f. 1 4 7  ; Catnb. MS , 1 .  I I S  b. 
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made such a request without the permission of the sovereign, but 
nevertheless hesitated to accede to Mahmiid's wish. The demand 
was then repeated by the wazir more categorically. Ma'miin 
summoned his military leaders and the most important repre- 
sentatives of the population, put before them Mahmfid's request 
and announced his intention of complying with it, as otherwise 
he and the country would perish. The nobles firmly refused to 
support such a decision, left the palace, unfurled the standards 
and drew their swords, uttering bitter imprecations (probably 
directed against Ma'miin and MahmGd). In order to appease 
the malcontents, Ma'miin was obliged to give an assurance that 
no request had been proffered, and that his sole intention had 
been to test their fidelity. After this al-Biruni "with a tongue 
of gold and silver" persuaded them to express regret and 
apologize to the sovereign for their insolence. A t  the same 
time the Khwarazm-shah on al-BirGni's advice offered to mediate 
between the Qara-Khanids in their internal conflicts, brought 
about a peace, and concluded an alliance with them. On learning 
of this Mahmiid dispatched an embassy from Balkh to the 
'. KhZn and ilak," expressing his displeasure. They replied that 
they regarded the Khwarazm-shah as the friend and brother-in- 
law of Mahmiid and in accordance with the former wish of 
Mahmiid himself, looked on the treaty with him merely as 
a supplement to the treaty with the Sultan ; if there existed any 
misunderstandings between the Sultan and the Khwarazm-sh3h I 

291 they offered their mediation. T o  this offer no answer was 
returned. The QarZ-Khanids acquainted the Khwarazm-shah 
with Mahmud's embassy and he proposed that both they and he 
should send some divisions from different directions into KhurZ- 
san to carry on a guerilla warfare, but that the peaceful itlhabi- 
tants should not be disturbed, and the campaign should be 
regarded only as a means to restoring peace. The Qarz-Khanids 
refused to give the Khwarazm-shah armed assistance, but renewed 
their offer of mediation, which was accepted by Ma'mun. In 
the nirlter of 1016-17 Mahmiid received the envoys of the Khan 
and ilalc a t  Balkh and sent them back with the polite answer, 
that there was no serious disagreement between him and the 
Khwirazm-shZh, and that what differences there were had been 
entirely removed by the intercession of the Qarii-Khiinids. 

Immediately after this Ma'mun rcceived the following chatac- 
teristic letter in the name of the Sultan : " It is known undcr 
what conditions a treaty and an alliance was concluded between 
us, and how much the Khwarazm-shah owes us. In the matter 
of the khutba he showed submission to our will ,  knowing how 
the matter might turn out for him ; but his people did not leave 
him a free hand. I do not employ the expression 'guards and 
subjects' as it is impossible to call those persons guards and subjects 
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who are in a position to  say to the king: do this, do not do that. 
In this is evident weakness and impotence to rule ; such indeed it 
was. Moved to anger by these people, I have long stayed here 
at  Balkh, and have collected ~oo ,ooo  horsemen and infantry 
and 500 elephants for the task of punishing the traitors who 
showed opposition t o  the \\.ill of their sovereign, and to  put them 
in the right way. At the same time we shall rouse the Amir, 
our brother and brother-in-law, and will show him how to  rule 
a kingdom ; a weak amir is unsuited to the task. We shall return 
to Ghazna only on receipt of a coinplete apology, together with 
which lie must fulfil one of the three following demands : ( I )  either 
to introduce the khutba (in the name of the Sultan!, in complete 
obedience and willingness, as he has promised ; ( 2 )  or to send us 
money and presents worthy of us, in order that they may there- 
after be secretly returned, as we do not need superfluous money ; 
and without that we have lands and fortresses tottering under 
heavy burdens of gold and silver; (3) or to  send us from his 
country, with a pet~tion for mercy, nobles, imams and faqihs, in 
order that we may return with the many thousand people whom 
we have brougllt." I 

As  a matter of fact the fulfilment of all three conditions was 292 
required ; a t  any rate Mal~mid 's  ultimatum was so understood 
by the I<hwZrazm-sh5h. The latter introduced the khutba in 
the name of the Sultan to begin with in his KhurZsan territories, 
a t  NasZ and FarZwal, and subsequently in the other towns 
except the two capitals (KZth and Gurganj) ; he also sent off 
a number of shaylths, qsdis, and nobles, together with 80,000 
dinars and 3,000 horses. The Khwarazm-shah's army, under the 
command of the chief hajib Alptagin of Bukhara, which was at 
Hazsrasp, probably in view of All ahmud's military preparations, 
now turned against its own sovereign. The wazir and some 
other adherents of the Khwarazm-shah were killed, the re- 
mainder saving themselves by flight ; the Khwarazm-shzh shut 
himself up in his castle, but the rebels set fire to it, and killed 
the sovereign while it was burning (Wednesday, March 20, 

1 0 1 ; ) .  The rebels raised to the throne Abu' l -H~ri th Mul~ammad 
b. 'Ali, the seventeen-year-old nephcw of the late Anlir ; but in 
actual fact the whole couiltry remained in the hands of Alptagin 
and thc wazir nominated by him ; the rebels did as they chose, 
pl\lndel-ed and killed the rich, and those who could made use of 
thc o1)portunity to get rid of their private enemies. 

Fcaring for the fate of his sister, the widow of Ma'miin, 
Mahnlid on the advice of his wazir at first exhibited hypocritical 
moderation, and demanded no more than the introduction of the 

See al~ovr,  p. I jq .  

' Called (i. r .  SJ~) in (Utbi-Manini, i i ,  254. 
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khufba in the name of the Sultan and the surrender of the 
murderers. The  envoy was instructed to advise the Khorezmians, 
as if of his own accord, that the best means of placating the 
Sultan was to  send him his sister with all respect. A s  the wazir 
expected, the Khorezmiails immediately dispatched the Khwa- 
razm-shah's widow to Khurasan ; a t  the same time the ring- 
leaders among the rebels ordered five or six men to be seized, 
and, denouncing them as Ma'miin's murderers, imprisoned them 
and engaged to send them to  Mahmiid immediately after the 
conclusion of a treaty, together with 200,000 dinars and 4,000 
horses. Mahmiid made use of this interval for military prepara- 
tions; on the wazir's orders boats were made ready a t  Khuttal, 
QuwHdhiyBn, and Tirmidh, and provisions for the army a t  ~ m u l .  
In order to  detain the Khorezmians still further, Mahmiid set out 
for Ghazna, taking the envoys with him, and only there gave 
thein a definite reply, requiring the surrender of Alptagin and 

293 other leaders of the rebels. I Nothing was left for the Khorez- 
mians but to  prepare themselves for a desperate resistance, and 
they succeeded in assembling 5 0 , o ~ o  horsemen. 

On setting out for the campaign, Mahmiid informed the " ilak 
and KhZn of TurkestanJJ that he went to  avenge the death of 
his brother-in-law and to  subdue the country which for himself 
as for them had been but a cause of trouble. The  Qara-Khanids 
certainly realized how disadvantageous t o  them would be the 
transfer of Khorezmia to  the rule of Mahmtid ; nevertheless even 
then they did not decide to violate the treaty, and in their reply 
even approved Mahmiid's intention to punish the rebels, " in 
order that others should not be tempted to  spill the blood of 
kings." Depending only on their own forces, the Khorezmians 
could not resist Mahmiid's army for long. T h e  latter started on 
the campaign from Amul. and evidently marched along the left 
bank of the Amu-Darya l. From Ja'farband 2, on the borders 
of Khorezmia, he sent forward an advance guard under the 
command of Muhammad b. IbrZhim af-Ta'i ; this force was 
attacked by the Khorezrnians, who, under the command of 
Khumzr-?'ash SharZbi, unexpectedly appeared from the direction 
of the steppes and caused Mahmiid's army severe losses, but the 
army was saved from destruction by the timely arrival of Mahmid 

The military operations are described both by l!ayhaqi (pp. 850-51) and by 
Gardizi (Texts,  p. 14). I n  the notes below some amendments are given, from the 
Cambridge MS., to my published text. 

a It is very probable tbat  this town is identical with Jigarband (see page 1 4 2 )  ; ofl 
the different readings of this name see Bibl. Geog. Avnb., iii, 287 g, and Zhukovsky s 
/i'aova/irzy, wc., pp. 6-61. 

In  Uayhaqi Muhammad A1rHbi; he was probably the leader of the KhurHsln 
bedouin division. 'Ctbi (hlnnini,  ii, 256) calls him Abii 'AbrlaIlHh Muh. h. I l~ rgh im,  

who "$1 iW;' w\UJI i+L. 
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himself. After this the Khorezmians were defeated, and KhumZr- 
TZsh himself taken prisoner. The next day a battle was fought 
near Hazarasp with the main forces of the Khorezmians, who 
were again routed, leaving behind on this occasion the two rebel 
leaders, Alptagin of BukharH and Sayyadtagin Khani l ,  as 
prisoners. After this Mahmiid's army "advanced to  the capital 
of Khorezmia (Kath), which was taken on July 3, 1017 " 1 The 294 
three leaders of the revolt were trodden under foot by elephants ; 
their bodies were then fixed on the elephants' tusks and carried 
round the city, proclaiming the fate of murderers of kings, and 
were subsequently hung on three gallows, partly constructed 
of burnt bricks, set up over Ma'mun's tomb. The other rebels 
suffered various punishments according to the degree of their 
guilt; according to 'Utbi' it was not only the murderers of 
Ma'mun who paid the penalty, but others as well whom hlahmiid 
suspected of heresy, in other words those of whom he wished to 
rid himself for political reasons. The young Kh warazm-shah 
and all the members of his dynasty had to follow Mahmiid to 
his territories, where they were imprisoned in different fortresses ; 
the Khorezmian forces were sent in chains to Ghazna, but were 
subsequently set free, incorporated in Mahmiid's army and 
employed in the Indian campaigns. Mah~niid's chief hgjib 
Altuntash was appointed Khwarazm-shah, but until the final 
pacification of the country one of Mahmiid's divisions, com- 
manded by ArslZn-Jsdhib, was to remain with him. 

The possession of Khorezmia gave Mahmiid tlie preponderance 
over the Qara-KhSnids, added to which the civil war in the 
country of the latter made it impossible for them to undertake 
any campaigns of conquest. Our information on the history of 
Transoxania at this period is somewhat confused. According 
to 'Utbi :' and Ibn al-Athir G, Tugh~n-Khan,  Mahmiid's faithful 
ally, died in the same year, qoHI1or7-8, soon after a great 
victory he had gained over a numerous army of infidels (more 
than loo,ooo tents) who had arrived from the direction of China. 

Some details of these events are given also by 'Utbi (Manini, ii, 258), 
according to  whom Alptngin alone dared t o  answer the Sultan's reproaches sharply, 
the remainder replying by silence. 

Z 

2 In the text the words A( WI )\$ J,\ 
bfj,l+ ,&, ~ ~ 1 3  pi,:,::)% LO) 

J,JI 04 are omitted after the words +A!\ BL,. 
a The d ~ t e  cluoted in Gardizi (5th Safar) is corroborated by the statement in 

Hnyhacii (y. 848) that the rule 01 the rebels lasted four months. 

4 In the text the words ,+ 6 . I h b  J\ 
+ C. 1 > p ~ ~ - j  4 A ~ L  & ?>P4 >w > 

$,+ + Jlf jl 1 I 1'3 are omitted after &)i d,> -L,. )J J 
ri Manini, ii, 2 2 7 ,  wi~hout  dates. 11x1 nl-Athir, ix, 209-10. 

~oo,ooo in 'Utbi-Manini, ii, 1 2 0 ;  300,000 in Ibn al-Athir, who quotes also another 
account according to  which this campaign took plnce in 403, in the reign of Ahmad 
b. 'Ali. 



His brother and successor, ArslZn-KhZn Abii Man~iir  Muhammad 
b. 'Ali, " the deaf I," who was noted for his extreme piety, main- 
tained the friendship with Mahmiid. H e  and " his brother the 
ilak " were requested by Mahmiid to give their kinswoman to his 

295 eldest son Mas'id ; I the princess was received a t  Ralkh with great 
ceremony, but Mahmiid Kashghal-i in the DiwiZlz Lzzghiii at- Tzwk 
relates a characteristic anecdote of a quarrel which resulted 
in blows between Mas'iid and his Turkish wife on their first 
night. According to Bayhaqi 3, the wife of ArslZn-KhZn sent 
a male and a female slave annually as a present to Mahmiid; 
on his part Mahmiid sent her precious stuffs, pearls, and Greek 
satin. Ibn al-Atliir relates that 'Ali-tagin, the brother of the 
ilak-ilkhan (the conqueror of Transoxania), who had been im- 
prisoned by Arslan- Khan, succeeded in escaping to Bulz hara, 
where he seized the town, and made an alliance with ArslZt~, the 
son of Seljuk. " The ilak, the brother of Arslan-Khan," marched 
against them, but was defeated. They remained in BukhZra, 
but the bad conduct of 'Ali-tagin was the cause of Mahmiid's 
campaign which will be mentioned later. The same historian, in 
his sketch of the history of the QarZ-Khanids 6, says that after 
the death of Tughiin-Khan, Qadir-Khan Yiisuf, the son of 
BughrZ-KhZn Hariin (the first conqueror of BukhZrZ), who 
governed Samarqand in the name of TughZn-Khan, refused to 
submit to Arslan-Khan and appealed for help to Mahmiid ; the 
latter crossed the Amu-Darya in boats (this was his first cam- 
paign in Transoxania), but subsequently withdrew. Arslan- 
KhZn and Qaclir-Khiin concluded peace and an alliance with the 
object of concluering the possessions of Mahmud, and in 4101 
1019-zo they made a joint invasion of Khurasiin,. but suffered 
a crushing defeat near Balkh. Soon after the battle MahrnEd 
received congratulations from the Khwarazm-shah Alt iintzsh, 
who learnt of the victory of his sovereign only by the many caps 
of dead Turks carried into IChorezmia by the current of the 
Amu-Darya. After this occurred the meeting between Qadir- 
Khan and Mahmiid. 

Notwithstanding all these details, u7e may say with certainty 
that Mahmiid's march into Transoxania and the battle in 410 
recounted here never took place; otherwise it is impossible to 
explain the complete silence of 'Utbi and Gardizi. C;ardizi6 
gives as one of the reasons for the campaign of 1025 Mahmtid's 
desire " to cross the Amu-Darya and inspect that country," from 

1 FYI (in 'Utbi). It is doubtful whether this is a surname cr the indication of  m 
actual physical defect. 

i 1  394. Baihaki, p. 30,;. Ihn al-Athir, ix ,  j a j .  
V b n  al-Athir. ix, 210-1 r .  Cf. also Nerchakhy, p. a34 (from Ta'rikhi Haydari) 

The year is not quoted in Ibn al--4rhir. 
Texts, p. I 4. 



which it may also be concluded that the campaign of ~ o z g  was 
Mahmiid's first in Transoxania. Mahmfid was actually the ally I 
of Qadir-Khan Yisuf in his struggle with the other members of 296 
the dynasty, but this struggle did not take place until some years 
later, when Qadir-Khan was ruler, not of Samarqand, but of 
Eastern Turkestan. 

We have seen that in his account of the war of 1007-8 'Utbi 
calls Qadir-Khan the ruler of Khotan ; if  Ibn al-Athir is to be 
believed, the conquest of this town and the establishment of 
Islaln in it was also the work of Qadir-KhZn. I t  is very likely 
that YGsuf, the son of Bughra-Khan Harun, on the death of his 
father and the transfer of the kingdom to another branch of the 
Qara-Khanids, did not receive an appanage, but was able to 
attract the restless elements amongst the people to his side, and 
with their help created a domain for himself 2. Subsequently he 
gradually dislodged his rivals from the remaining towns of 
Eastern Turkestan. We have seen that at the beginning of the 
eleventh century the ruler of Kiishghar was Tughan-Khan, the 
eldest brother of the ilak N a y  ; but as early as qoq/1013-1q in 
Yarkand, and also in 405 in Kashghar, coins were being struck 
with the names of the Caliph QZdir and Qadir-KhZn Yiisuf, on 
which the latter bears the title of "Protector of the StateJ '  
(NZsir ad-Dawla) and "Icing of the East" (Malik al-Mashl-iq). 
Coins with the name of Qadir-Khan were struck a t  Kiishghar 
also in the following years3, from which it Inay be concluded 
that Tughan-Khan had been deprived of Eastern Turkestan long 
before the time to which the historians refer his death, and 
remained ruler only of Semiryechye, perhaps also supreme ruler 
of Transoxania. His brother Muhammad b. 'Ali, judging from 
numismatic data, was vassal prince of Transosania, up to and 
including Tariiz, in the lifetime of his brother; after the death 
of the latter (which, in spite of the historians, may have occurred 
in 406) he took the title of Arslan-Khan and reigned till 415/ 
1024-5 4. A t  this pcriod, possibly even in the last years of the 
reign of ArslZn-Khan, disorders broke out of which 'Ali-tagin 

I l ~ n  al-Athir, ix,  2 I I .  
The concpest of Khotan by (Zadir-KhBn is probably referred to in the account 

given by I l ~ n  nl-Qal5nisi (ed. Ametlroz, 11. 7 1 )  that the Turk Duzhili ,  who subsequently 
became the wnzir o f  tlie k5t11nid C'aliph, had been taken prisoner in &, and calried 
to l.;5shsliar, whcncc h e  fled to  Ihkhnra, but was !liere etlslnved for the second time 
and ser~t to 1:nglldid and 1)amnscus. Thc  country of Kliuttal had I~ecome Muhanimedan 
long trfcjre this; moreover, the name always occurs in the form 0, ond is given 
i s  this lorn) by i\niedroz liirnrlf in the Index. It is most probable that & should 
be rr:~d. 

A.  Mnrkov, Ahfalog, 1). 1 0 2 .  
/hid., pp. 226-45.  Jndging from some coins, the name ot the ilnk whom l b n  

nl-Atl~ir 2nd 'Utl i (Mani~. i ,  l i ,  2 1 9 )  call the brother of Arsliin-KhItl (see above, 
p .  280) was Ahmnd. 



took advantage. I t  is difficult to say whether he was in fact 
the brother of the ilak Nasr (and consequently of Tughan-Khan 
and Arslln-Khln himse1f)'as Ibn al-Athir assures us. In spite 

297 of the prolonged reign of 'Ali-tagin we have no coins with I this 
name. I t  is very probable that he is to be credited with the 
numerous copper coins of this period with the titles of ilak, 
Arslan-ilak and Arslan-tagin. The name 'Ali b. 'Ali never 
occurs on coins; one coin minted at Karminiya in 424 has the 
name 'Ali b. Muhammad on one side and 'Ali b. Husaynl on 
the other; the name of 'Ali b. Husayn is met with on coins of 
Dabiisiya of 42 j 2. All this does not tally with the information 
of Ibn al-Athir. As we shall see below, 'Ali-tagin's brother 
bore the title of Tughan-Khan and ruled in Semiryechye. I t  is 
very likely that this Tughan-Khan I1 and 'Ali-tagin were the 
sons of Tughan-Khan I, who ?nay have borne the Muslim name 
of Husayn. On some coins of this period we find the name 
Yiisuf or Yiisuf b. 'Ali \ as coins with this name are still found 
many years after the death of 'Ali-tagin, it is very probably the 
name of the son and successor of the latter. In the East the 
name of the heir to the throne was often engraved on coins 
during his father's lifetime. 'Ali-tagin himself came to Trans- 
oxania as early as the reign of Nasr, as, according to Bayhaqi 4, 

the wazir Maymandi told the sultan Masciid in 1032 that 'Ali- 
tagin had already been thirty years in Transoxania. 

Mahmid took advantage of the disorders in the Qara-Khanid 
kingdom to invade Transoxania. War was begun under the 
pretext that the inhabitants of Transoxania often came to Ralkh 
with complaints against 'Ali-tagin and that the latter would not 
give passage to Mahmiid's envoys to the " Turkish Kings ", i. e. 
the rulers of Eastern Turkestan 6. In 1025 Mahmud crossed the 
Amu-Darya 13 on a bridge of boats connected by chains '. The 
first of the rulers of Transoxania to join him was the Amir of 
Saghgniyiin and after him the Khw~razm-shah Altintzsh. 

298 Mahmud established a camp for his eliormous army, and I for 
himself ordered a tent to bc prepared which could hold I O , O ~ ~  
horsemen. At the same time Qadir-Khan, who is called by 
Gardizi " the Chief of all Turkestan " and " the Great ICh5n," 
invaded Transoxania from the KZshghar side, and reached 
Samarqand. A t  the gate of this town, if Rayhaqi8 is to be 

' ~1ftC/(cl?~gzs Asiafiquts, viii, 727. 
ihid., pp. 7a8-g ; ix, 63. Attention is drawn to  the same coins (in one cnse he 

quotes the reading kIasan) by Howorth (J.  R. A. S., new series, xxx, 4S5-6), who 
also attributes them to '-4li-tngin. 

/bid., viii, 724; A. Markov, Katnlog, p: a48. 4 Baihaki, p. 418. 
l ' h e  latter motive is given in Ibn al-Athir (ix, 3a3). 
For further details see Texts, pp. 14-17. 
The technical details given in the text  are not entirely clear to me. 
Uaihaki, pp. 8 2 ,  a g j .  



believed, there took place a meeting of the most friendly descrip- 
tion between him and Mahmid. The more detailed account 
given by Gardizi compels the s~ipposition that Mahm~d ' s  camp, 
to tvhich the Khan went, lay much farther south, as the Khan 
"having arrived a t  Samarqand continued his advance, with the 
most peaceful intentions, and halted at a distance of one farsakh 
from the army of the Amir Mahmfid. The tents were pitched 
and (the Kh5n) dispatched envoys to acquaint Mahmid with 
his arrival and expressed the wish to meet him." Gardizi's 
account gives us a good picture of the ceremonial observed at 
that period a t  a meeting between independent and equally 
powerful rulers. 

In answer to Qadir-Khan's embassy, Mahmiid appointed a 
rendezvous, to which both sovereigns came with a few horsemen. 
" On coming within sight of each other they both dismounted ; 
the Amir Mahmid had previously given the Treasurer a precious 
stone wrapped in a cloth, and (at this point) he ordered it to  be 
delivered to Qadir-Khan I. Qadir-Khan had also brought a pre- 
cious stone with him, but owing to his alarm and agitation he for- 
got it. Having taken leave of Mahmid he remembered the stone 
and sent it by one of his followers, begged forgiveness and returned 
(to his camp). The next day the Amir Mahtnud ordered a large 
tent of embroidered satin to be pitched and everything to be pre- 
pared for an entertainment ; (after this) he invited Qadir-Khan 
through an envoy to be his guest. When Qadir-KhZn arrived 
Mahmid ordered2 the table to be spread as magnificently as 
possible; the Amir Mahmiid and the KhZn sat at  the same table. 
After the meal was finished they went to  the ' hall of gaiety' ; it 
was splendidly adorned with rare flowers, delicate fruits, precious 
stones, gold embroidered fabrics, crystal, beautiful mirrors and I 
(various) rare objects, so that Qadir-Khan could not regain his 299 
co~nposurc" They remained seated for some time; Qadir-Khan 
drank no wine, as it was not customary for the kings of Trans- 
oxania, especially the Turkish kings, to do so. They listened to 
music for a little, then (Qadir -Kh~n)  rose. Thereupon the Amir 
Mahrnud ordered presents worthy of him to be brought, namely, 
gold and silver goblets 4, precious stones, rarities from Baghdad, 
tinc fabrics, costly weapons, valuable horses with gold bridles, 
sticks studded with precious stones, ten female elephants with 
gold bridles and goads studded with jewels ; mules from Bardha'a " 

According to  the Cambridge MS. : 313 aL ,& -3 ,A b. - 1 1 
The letter , before the word jY.? is not found in the Cambridge 11s. 
In the Canlbridge MS. &L s+. In the Cambridgc MS. &\. " town situated, RS is well known, in Transcaucasia. On the destruction of  this 

town by the Russians cf. my nrticle Bardha'a in Bniycl. of Ishim, and now D. S. 
Margolionth in Hullctin of the School of Oricr~!nl .Ttudies, 1918, pp. 8a-95. 



with gold trappings, litters * for journeys by mule with girths, 
gold and silver sticks2 and bells, also litters of embroidered 
satin ; valuable carpets, of Armenian work, as well as uwaysi (?) 
and parti-coloured carpets ; embroidered headbands (?) ; rose- 
coloured stamped stuffs from Tabat-istzn ; Indian swords, Qamari 4 

aloes, Maqiisiri sandal wood5, grey amber, she asses, skins of 
Barbary tigers, hunting dogs, falcons and eagles trained to hunt 
cranes, antelopes and other game. He  took leave of Qadir-KhZn 
with great ceremony, showed him many favours and made him 
his excuses (for the insufficiency of his entertainment and pre- 
sents). On returning to his camp and examining all these 
precious things, jewels, arms and riches, Qadir-Khan was filled 
with astonishment and did not know how to requite him for 
them. Then he ordered the Treasurer to open the doors of the 
Treasury. toolc thence much money and sent it to Mahmiid, 
together with the products of Turkestan, namely fine horses with 
gold trappings, Turkish slaves with gold belts and quivers, 
falcons and gerfalcons, sables, minever, ermines, black fox and 
marten furs, vessels ( i .e .  leather bottles) of the skin of two 

300 sheep I with horns of the khutuww (see above, p. 272), Chinese 
satin and so forth G. Both sovereigns parted entirely satisfied, 
in peace and amity. 1 

As regards the political results of this meeting, it was decided 
that they should join forces in order to put an end to 'Ali-tagin's 
rule in Transoxania and give it to YaghZn-tagin 7, the second son 
of Qadir-Khan, who was to be married to Mahmiid's daughter 
Zaynab. Qadir-Khan promised to give his daughter in marriage 
to the Amir Muhammad, Mahmiid's second son, whom his father, 
dissatisfied with his eldest son Mas'iid, intended to proclaim heir 
to the thronea. These projects however were not realized. 
Mahmud first of all dealt with the Turkmen allies of 'Ali-tagin, 

Alter in the Cambridge MS. : &,li( b , , b  (sit) up 
j' &bJyj &&> p4> d,j e 
Ry analogy with Laf it must be supposed that the worc1,ab is intended. 

"J , perhaps pieces of clothing. 
Not from Cape Comorin (in India), as was stated in the Russian edition, but from 

Khmer (Cambodia) : cf. G. Ferralld, Relations, b'c. ,  p. 284 (for other quotations see 
ibid., Inclex). 

The  reading G P r  in the text is corrupted from Gyba, cT. Ferrand, A'clatiorrs, 
VC., pp. 60 j and 6 I 7, note 8. 

T h e  term Jk\i )\J (in the Cambridge MS. JLL) is incomprehensible to me. 

In the MSS. b and ub2 ; the final n is not founrl on coins (ilfi'iatt,ps Asiatrques, 
viii, 706, ;.a r ; A. ~ a r k o v ,  Ahfalog, p. a43  ; in both cases referring to another person, 
not the son of Qadir-KhPn). Nevertheless it seems to us much more probable to read 
here Yaghin (elephant) by analogy with the words ArslPn and HughrP. '1 he omission 
of the final n is met with on coills in other cases ale0 (Markov, Katcl/o,q, p. 192). 

Ba~haki,  pp. 230, 655. 



whose chief was Seljuk's son Isra'il l. He succeeded in captur- 
ing Isra'il (according to Ibn al-Athir this was only achieved by 
perfidy) who was sent to India and there imprisoned in a fortress. 
His hordes were partly exterminated, but a number of them 
broke away from their leaders (the descendants of Seljuk), and 
with Mahmid's consent emigrated to Khurasan. 

'Ali-tagin abandoned Samarqand and BukhSrZ and fled to the 
steppes ; his baggage was overtaken by Bilgatagin, Mahmiid's 
hzjib, and his wife and daughters taken prisoner. In spite of 
these successes Mahmiid returned to Ralkh and thence to  
Ghazna, without taking any measures to secure the interests 
of his allies. I t  is evident that his plans did not include the 
destruction of one of the two chief branches of the Qara-KhZnids, 
which would have made Qadir-KhZn the all-powerful ruler of 
all Turkestan. Later on we find under Ghaznevid rule only 
Tirmidh, Quwadhiysn, SaghZniyZn and Khuttal ", i. e. the pro- 
vinces contiguous I to Balkh, which were probably even before 301 
this subject to Mahmiid (see above, p. 278). When the prince 
Yaghan-tagin arrived a t  Balkh with the intention of proceeding 
to Ghazna to marry the Ghaznevid princess and of seizing 
Rukhar-5 and Samarqand with the help of his father-in-law, 
Mahmiid requested him to return and informed him that he was 
now on his way to the town of SiirnnZt (in India), that meanwhile 
he (Yaghin-tagin) would probably succeed in defeating his rivals 
in Turkestan, and then it would be possible to conquer Trans- 
oxania with their united forces. The prince understood perfectly 
the true character of such an answer and left Balkh feeling 
that he had been insulted. Qadir-Khan and his sons were 
successful in defeating Tughgn-K han, the brother of 'Ali-tagin 
and taliing RalZsiighiin4 from him. On his return from India 
Mahmiid dispatched the faqih Abii Haltr Husayri' to Merv. In 
Transoxania, judging fro111 ikyhaqi's statenlints, some military 
operations took place of which we know no details and which 
terminated it1 a peaceful settlement 5. In  any case 'Ali-tagin 
remained ruler of 13ukhiil-% and Samarqand. His brother 
Tugl12n-Khan, after his expulsion from 13nlas5ghin, evidently 
reigned for some time at Akhsikath, ivhere in 4 1  711026 and 4181 
I027 money was coined in his name. I n  the southern part of 
17argli~na, at Uzgnnd, the former capital of the ilak Nasr, coins 

T l~us  in Gnrtlizi (Trrts ,  p. 17).  Ihn a1-Athir ( i x ,  266, 323)  calls hiin Ars l ln;  
i t  is very prol~at)lc: that this was Tsrn'il's Tarkish name. 
' Acco~di~rg  t o  <;ardizi (T. 156; Cnmb. hlS., f. 1 2 5  b) these, to the number of 4,000 

farnilics, complained t o  h4ahmrjd against their leaders (\ I). 
' l ; ;~i l~nki ,  1). 98. 

I" ' /hid., pi'. 98, 6 5 .  
" / l i d ,  PI'. 653-6. Tt is much to hc regretted that the chapter of I3a!haqi1s book 

denling will] thcse events in detail has not come down to us. 



were being struck as early as 41611025 with Qadir-Khzn's name, 
which is found also on coins minted a t  Akhsikath from 420. 

In  1026 there arrived a t  Ghazna envoys from two non-Muslim 
rulers, QayZ-KhZn and Rughrz-Khan ; judging from their titles 
(the spelling of which is doubtful) they were Turkish Khans and 
may also have belonged to  the QarZ-Khznid dynasty. They 
expressed their submission to  Mahmiid and their desire to 
become allied by  marriage with the Ghaznevids. Mahmtid 
received the envoys with honour, but gave them this answer: 
" W e  are Muslims and you are infidels, (therefore) we cannot 
give you our sisters and daughters ; but if you were to  accept 
Isliim then perhaps the matter might be arranged z." I 

302 In the same year 1026, Mahmiid received envoys from the 
Caliph Qzdir, bringing h i n ~  a diploma for the provinces conquered 
by him and new titles for himself, his sons, and his brother 
YisufS. In his relations with the Caliph, Mahmfid assumed 
the role of the true heir of the SZmZnids, supreme ruler of the 
entire East ; a treaty was concluded between him and the Caliph, 
by which the latter bound himself not to  enter into relations with 
the QarZ-Khanid., nor to  send them gifts except through the 
agency of Mahmiid 4. According to  Nizam al-Mulk's account 
(very questionable, however) Mahmiid in his relations with the 
Caliph called the Qar5-Khanids his vassals, although, as we have 
seen, in actual fact he conferred with the head of this dynasty on 
an absolutely equal footing. 

T h e  relations between the Qarz-Khiinids and the Ghaznevids 
changed somewhat after the death of Mahmiid, which occurred 
on Thursday 30th April, 1030. Mahmiid's rule, as we have 
seen, e x t e n d e d ' o n ~ ~  to  a few provinces of Transoxania ; but his 
reign is of great importance in the  history of the whole of the 
East,  as the system of government in the Eastern Muslim lands 

1 A Mnrkov, / i * d a l o ~ ,  pp. 146, 250. 

Texts, p. 1 7  ; Raverty, 7 'abnht - i  Nnsiri, p. 90s. Raverty calls these rulers the 
brothers of Cjadir-Kh.?n, q u o t i ~ ~ g  Gnrtlizi; but these partictllars are not given in 
the Oxford aud Cambridge hISS. This Turkish embassy is also mentioned, from 
a source which has not come down to us, in an anonymous philological treatise 
edited by P. Melioransky, Arab. 1;ilolqg o turetskonz yazykye, p. 80 of the text and 

p. 041 of the translation. The  author quotes the W~sU Fl$ by the physician - 
Sharaf az-Zam5n al-Marwnzi, a work which would be of great interest to us. It is 
said that it contained the names of the districts (nawrihi) of the Chinese nntl 'I'urks. 
The letters are said to have been sent by the monarch i-L) of China and the 
monarch of the Turks in 418/ro27, but the author atlrls' that they werc dated in 
the fifth month of the year of the mouse, corresponcling to rozq. From these yonrces 
Shlraf az-Zamln had taken the names of the twelve animals of the cycle of the 
Turkish calendar. In  this list the year of the fish (baligh) takes the place of  the year 
of the dragon, ancl the year of the tiger (bars or qaplan) is also called the year of 
the lion (arsliin, in the MS. WLl whlcll Melioransky has failed to explain). 
' G n r d i z i ,  f. 158, Caml). MS., f. r 2;. 4 Baihrki, p. 359. 

Siassct Araritch, texte, p. 132, trad., p. 193. 



reached its full development under him. Those who, like NizBm 
al-Mulk, upheld this system cite Mahmid most frequently. For 
this reason we consider it necessary to stress in somewhat greater 
detail some of the features of Mahmiid's reign, all the more so 
that this has not so far been undertaken by any one. Even the 
latest historian of Islam, A. Miiller l ,  speaking of the salient 
points of Mahmiid's character, emphasizes almost *exclusively 
h'is untiring energy ; of the other side of his character, he men- 
tions only his " short-sighted fanaticism," thanks to which streams 
of infidel blood were shed in India, and heretics were mercilessly 
persecuted in the actual domains of the Sultan. 

But Mahmiid's reign also presents other and yet darker sides, 
and his subjects perlshed in thousands, not only by accusations 
of heresy, but by ruinous taxation. His Indian campaigns 
yielded vast booty for himself, I his guards, and the numerous 303 
" volunteers " who had flocked to him from all parts, including 
Transoxania \ sometimes Mahtniid devoted these sums to  
magnificent buildings, as for example the mosque and madrasa 
at Ghazna ; but for the mass of the people thcse campaigns 
were but sources of ruin. hlahnliid was constalltly in need of 
money for them ; before one of his campaigns he ordered the 
indispensable sum to be collected within two days, which was 
actually achieved, but in the words of the court historian, the 
officials were "fleeced like sheep 4." Such facts show that it is 
scarccly only on the wazir Abu'l-'Abbas Fadl b. Ahmad Isfarayini, 
as the same historian maintains < that the responsibility 
rests for the ruinous inlposts, in consequence of which " the  
agricultural districts were to a great dcgree deserted, and the 
irrigation worlzs in some places had fallen into decay, in others 
had ceased altogether." On top of such conditions came the 
fanline year (401 = I O I  I ) .  Owing to casly frosts the corn failed 
to ripen and the inhabitants suffered terrible want, although 
corn was to be found in NishZpiir in sufficient quantity; accor-d- 
ing to 'Utbi's testimony these were at one time in the bazaars 
400 manns8 of unsold corn. The historian, as he quotes this 
fact, is moved only by thc omnipotence of Him "Who condcr~lns 
to perish whom he chooscs, although thcre may be food in 
plenty for each one." In Nish5pfir and its neighbor~rhood alone 

1 I)cI .  Islnn~, ii, 5 3 ,  Go-61, 75. 
'Utl,i-M;l~ri~li, i i ,  2 6 2  sq., utliere he speaks of 20,000 Ghizis "from places near 

and far in Transoxania.'' 
:' //lid., i i ,  290 sq. ; A3til.e~ et Extraits, iv ,  404-5, 
4 Zhid., i i ,  168 : Ihid., i i !  15s sq. 

L 
T a ' l i k h i  11nyhacl, hlS. Ikit .  hfos., f. l o a n  (extracts fro111 the lost part  of the 

Tn'rikl~i l h y  h n q i ) .  
' ' U t l ~ i  M ~ I I ~ I ) ~ ,  i i ,  12;. 9 0 s  al.min5, cf. il/aj;ifi/, a/- 'o/ i ,~rr ,  pp. 14, 67 sq. 



as many as ~oo,ooo men are said to  have perished ; to this 
figure may be applied, with even grearter force than to the 
losses in the Indian campaigns, A. Miiller's remark that " schon 
der vicrte Theil uare furchtbar." Dogs and cats were almost 
exterminated : there were cases of cannibalism ; the guilty 
parties certainly were severely punished, but no punishment 
proved a t  all efficacious. The Sultan contented himself with 
ordering his Governors to distribute money to the poorest 
inhabitants. 

304 I t  was necessary to talce more effective measures, when, I in 
consequence of the ruin of the inhabitants, the payment of taxes 
ceased, and the wazir replied to the Sultan's demands for money 
by a firm refusal. The Sultan was compelled to apply for 
assistance to the members of the aristocracy outside the bureau- 
cratic elements, and particularly to the ra'is of Ralkh I, the dihqZn 
A b i  IshZq Muhamrl.lad b. Husayn. I t  is not known by what 
means the ra'is succeeded in collecting a large sum at HerZt in 
the same year 401. The wazir nevertheless refused to take 
measures to make up the deficiency, and of his own free will 
went to prison, which threw the Sultan into a violent rage. The 
wazir's property was confiscated, and he was forced to take an 
oath that he had never concealed money, but it was subsequently 
discovered, it is said, that he had given certain sums into the 
keeping of one of the merchants of Balkh. The trial was 
renewed, and the unhappy man was tortured every day, from 
which he finally died (4o4I1013-4). The Sultan took advantage 
of the fact that the death of the wazir had occurred in his 
absence, and expressed his displeasure at the too zealous fulfil- 
ment of his instructions 2. 

Mahmiid's magnificent buildings were erected by means of the 
booty obtained in India, but their maintenance also imposed 
a heavy burden on the population. H ~ f i z  Abrti"quotes from 
the lost part of Hayhaqi's work a character.istic story of the 
splendid garden made by Mahmid at Ralkh, the upkeep of 
which was made obligatory on the inhabitants of the town. The 
Sultan held banquets in the garden, but they always came very 
quickly to an end. One day he asked the members of his 
entourage i f  they knew why, amidst all the charms of the garden, 
he could not succeed in organizing a gay feast in it. Abii Nasr 
h.IishkZn (the 'amid, Bayhaqi's teacher) asked permission to 
speak openly and said that " the inhabitants of h l k h  were 
all saddened by the useless maintenance of this garden, and 
each year sharcd amongst themselves the payment of a large 
sum for this grievous item of expenditure; for this reason 

1 On the significance of this oftice see above, p. 234. 
' 'Utbi-Manini, i i ,  160 sq. ; the date on p. 161. Z'fxts, pp. I 57-8. 



there could be no gaiety either in the heart of the Sultan." The 
Sultan was angered and did not speak to Abii Nasr for some 
days. Soon after this he was stopped in one of the streets of 
Balkh by a crowd of people who I complained to him of this 30.5 
heavy obligation ; the Sultan at once decided that the complain- 
ants had been instigated b ~ A b f i  Nasr, although the latter knew 
nothing of their intention. After this Mahmiid summoned the 
ra'is of Balkh and asked how much damage the Qara-Khanids 
whom lie had driven off had done to the town in 1006. The 
ra'is answered that this loss could not be expressed in any 
figures : " they subjected the town to thoughtless destruction ; it 
would be long before it was restored to its former condition, and 
even that was doubtful." Then the Sultan observed: " W e  
remove such calamities from the inhabitants of the town, and 
they find it a burden to keep up one garden for me." The ra'is 
answered apologetically : " That man who complained has not 
seen us and the complaint was brought without the knowledge 
of the worthy and important townsmen." Notwithstanding this, 
four months later the Sultan, on leaving for Ghazna, issued a 
written order that the inhabitants of Balkh were released from 
the obligation of maintaining the garden, which obligation was 
transferred to the Jews, with the stipulation that not more than 
,500 dirhams should be exacted from them. 

In the sense of taking thought for the welfare of his subjects, 
therefore, Mahmiid cannot by any means be reckoned amongst 
enlightened despots. As  regards the patronage which poets and 
scholars enjoyed at his court even A. Miillerl, despite his 
partiality for Mahmiid, aclcnowledges that it was evidently 
dictated only by an ostentatious desire to  make his court the 
centre of all brilliance and distinction and not by sincere love of 
enlightenment. Nor can his solicitude for matters of religion be 
taken as an indication of true piety. Mahmiid cannot but have 
understood the link between political and religious conservatism ; 
hence he gave his patronage to the 'ularna and shaykhs, but 
only as long as they remained the obedient tools of his policy. 
In exceptional cases when it was a matter of a small sum of 
money, Mahmiid might consider the petition of an individual 
member of the priesthood, and remit this or that tax 5 but his 
view of the role of the priesthood as a class is particulal.ly clearly 
seen in his relations to tbe pietistic movement I which arose a t  306 
N i s h ~ ~ i i r : ~  a t  this period. The founder of the movement ivas 
the anchorite Abii Hakr Muhammad b. Ishiiq, the head of the 
Karriitnite sect, founded by Abil 'AbdallAh Muhamtnad b. 

Ilet. I.rlant, i i ,  62. 
? Ibn al-Athir, iw, 14; .  

A detailed account in 'Uthi (h lnnin i ,  i i ,  309 sq. ; A'olirer ef Exh-oils, iv, 406-7). 
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Karriim l. The father of Abii Rakr had been an anchorite 
of some renown, and AbU Bakr himself was already a personage 
of importance in the time of Sabuktagin. Mahmiid continued 
to  bestow his patronage on him as on other representatives of 
the sect. 'Utbi quotes verses from a poet of the period accord- 
ing to which the only true creed (di~+was that of Muhammad b. 
KarrZm. just as the only genuine system of law (fiqh) was that 
of Abfi Hanifa. Other 'ulama however accused the Karriimites of 
anthropomorphism. The sect was distinguished by extreme 
intolerance, and in the matter of the persecution of heretics Abii 
Raltr was the Sultan's right hand. A s  early as the period of the 
Turkish invasion Abii Rakr's influence on the inhabitants of 
NishZpiir was so great that it appeared to be a danger to the 
conquerors, and obliged them to  take correspondin, measures. 
When Mahmiid's armies forced the Turks to quit the town, they 
carried Abii Bakr off with them ; but he succeeded in escaping, 
after which his importance in hlahmiid's empire became still 
greater. Although he wore woollen clothes (i .e.  the dress of the 
Siifis) he was appointed ra'is of Nishzpiir, and all the inhabitants 
high and low " looked upon him with hope and fear." His 
merciless persecution of heretics and confiscation of their pro- 
perty, which gave rise to many abuses, finally roused general 
discontent, and the Sultan, after prolonged hesitation, decided to 
sacrifice Abo Bakr. The appointment of ra'is of Nishapiir was 
once more given to a layman, the Sultan's favourite A b i  'Ali 
Hasan b. Muhammad, who came of a famous family ; his grand- 
father belonged to the " aristocrats and wealthy people" of the 
Siimiinid per~od, and his father had joined Mahmid when the 
latter was still sipahsilir of Khuraszn. The new ra'is lost no 
time in taking severe measures against the Karrzmites; Abii 
Rakr was punished by confiscation of his possessions 2, and his 
chief adherents were imprisoned in various fortresses. To  the 
remaining representatives of the priesthood, especially to the 

307 'Alids, the ra'is explained that the consideration they 1 enjoyed 
depended on their urlconditional submission to the temporal 
power 3. 

The religious wars of Mahmiid, as has already been said by 
others ', are fully explained by his endeavour to scize the ricllcs 

1 Shahristini also spenks of the KarrHmite sect (/ie/(eionsparfeim, t+f., iihers. 
VOII 'l'h. Haarbriicker, i, 29-,3o, r 19 sq.):  he also mentions the anthropomorphism of 
this x c t ,  ant1 its in~portance in tlre reign of Mahmfid. 

* This was not, however, the end of his career: pfter the tlenth of Mnhmfid he is 
mentiorletl with his friend, the q i t ! i  Si'id, amongst the persons llonouretl by 111e Ilew 
Sultan Mas'iid when he came to NishHpiir (Ba~haki ,  ed. blorley, p. 39). Botlr are 
mentioned as persecotors of heretics also in the Iliogrnphy of the shnylih AbCI Sn'id, 
cdited by V. Zhukovsky, 11. 84 sq. Cf. below, p. -31 I .  

' lUtU-Manini, ii, 32.5  : ijYy i fk !4  W! ,+.d(i. 
Knzimirski, Afctrorrtchekri,  refac ace, p. 1 3 3 .  



of India, and there are no grounds for regarding them as due to 
religious fanaticism. The persecution of heretics is also ex- 
plained by the political motives quoted above ; sometimes the 
accusatio~l of heresy was but the pretext for seizing the property 
of the suspected person I. I t  would be just as erroneous to see 
in Mahmiid the patron of Persian national aspirations, although 
Firdawsi's worlc was dedicated to him. The military forces of 
Mahmiid consisted exclusively of bought slaves and mercenaries ; 
Nizim al-Mulk, desirous that the army should consist of repre- 
sentatives of various nations, quotes Mahmiid particularly and 
his words are entirely corroborated by historical facts 3. All the 
remaining subjects were in the eyes of Mahmiid only a body 
of taxpayers, in whom any kind of patriotism was wholly out of 
place. According to Bayhaqi the inhabitants of Balkh received 
for their resistance to the QarZ-Khinids (see above p. 272) nothing 
but severe censure from Mahmiid. " What have subjects to do 
with war? I t  is natural that your town was destroyed and that 
they burnt the property belonging to me, which had brought in 
such revenues" You should have been required to  pay an 
indemnity for the losses, but wc pardoned you ; (only) see to  it 
that it does not happen again : if any king (at a given moment) 
proves himself the stronger, and requires taxes from you and 
protects you, you must pay taxes and thereby save yourselves." 
That  Mahmiid's reign was not a period in which the Persian 
language and literature triumphed is evident from the wazir 
Maymandi's efforts to make Arabic once more the language of 
official doculnents. Formerly all state papers were written in 
I'ersian, ( in consequence of which, in 'Utbi's cxprcssioii G, "the 308 
bazaar of eloquence sufferccl loss " and 'l capable and incapable 
became equal," hence the wazir h'laymandi having again " raised 
high the standard of the scribes " allowed the use of tlie Persian 
language only in cascs whcre it was indispensable, "on account 
of the ignorance of hinl to whom the letter was addressed." 
There is no doubt that a t  that period such cascs were fairly 
frequent. 

I:rom this time evidently begins the division of thc  nation 
into an army to whom the king pays grants, requiring in return 
faithful service, and subjects whom the king defends from ex- 
ternal and internal cnetnics, rcquiring froln them urlconditional 

1 Ihn 81-Athir, i x ,  183. 
"Sia~srt Alamrh, texte, p. ga, trad., pp. 1 3 5  6. 

Accortli~lg to LIJtl,i (hlnnini, ii, Sq;  Abfises t t  E~.trai /s ,  iv, 386)  the army of  
Mahmiid which gnined the victory near Ihlkh in 1008 consistetl of 'l'urks, Indians, 
lihnlajis. Afghans, and G l ~ u n  (+$)I probably a n~istake fur +)I). 
' Ilnihaki, p. 6 8 8 .  

This speecll refers to tlie chief bnznnr of the town, built by order of Mahmiid, 
nn(l tb111nt w h c l ~  rlre town \\as taken. 

'Utbi-Manini, 88, I ;o sq. ; Nof icrr  f t  15 Ir-ails, iv, 396. 
u 2 
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obedience and the unmurrnuring payment of taxes. Neither 
soldiers nor subjects have the sight to oppose their wishes to 
the will of the sovereign ; we have seen (p. 276) how definitely 
this view was expressed in Mahmiid's letter to the Khwarazm- 
shzh. The development of despotism as  always was accom- 
panied by the extensive development of a system of espionage ; 
Mahmiid set spies even on his son Mas'iid1. 

All these facts give us reason to conclude that Mahmtid's 
reign undoubtedly weighed very heavily on his subjects 2 ;  if 
Mahmiid himself was not destined to experience the dismal 
consequences of his system, and if the authority of the throne 
did not totter during his reign, this is explained entirely by his 
personal qualities, which sharply distinguished him from his 
successors. His firm will and fertile brain rendered impossible 
a too poignant revelation of the characteristic features of despotic 
obstinacy. Contradiction strongly irritated Mahmiid, which 
caused those who spoke to him to pass very unpleasant moments, 
but did not in the long run prevent the sovereign from accepting 
a just decision" The wazir's position on these occasions was 
very difficult, and a clever woman observed, "If the Sultan 
appoi~its someone as wazir, he will hate him from the first week 
no matter how he may have loved him before4." We have 
spoken above of the fate of one of these wazirs (p. 288); his 

309 successor ( Maymandi also suffered arrest and imprisonment in 
a fortress. Cases of the death penalty in Mahmiid's reign (if 
religious persecution be excluded) are comparatively rare; 
according to 'Utbi the Sultan held the view that the king in 
a moment of anger could deprive his subject only of that which 
it lay in his power to  restore in a moment of mercy, i. e. property 
and liberty, but not life. A worse fate might have overtaken 
the wazir Maymandi; Mahmiid had already given one of his 
followers, Abu'l-Qiisim Kathir, a written order to put the wazir 
to death " i n  expiation of the blood shed by his order," and it 
was only the firm refusal of Abu'l-Qiisim to take upon himself 
a conlmission of such a nature that saved his life0. For Abu'l- 
Qzuim himself this noble bravery evidently had no evil results, 
which at any rate demonstrates the self-control of Mahmcd. 
The feeling of legality was still so strong in the Ghaznevid 
period that it was attempted to give even confiscations of the 
property of those who fell into disgrace the character of a legal 
purchase. Mahmiid dethroned the native rulers of Gharjistin 

' Raihaki, pp. 135, 1.54. 
Cf. the judgement (certainly too harsh and unjnst) of Marquart (Oslturk Dialeht- 

sfndien, p. 50. n. I )  on the Ghaznevids: Jene Dynastic, welche von den Mordbrennern 
Siibilk-tigin und seincm widerlichcn Sohnc Mahrnfid 111 Gnmin gegrhntlet wurde." 

Raihaki, p. 495. [bid., 11 .  4 2  I .  
'Utbi-Manini, i, 316 sq. 6 I3n1liaki, p. 450. 
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and imprisoned them until their death, but all the same he paid 
them the value of their personal territorial property, which was 
seized for the Treasury I (though the price of the property may of 
course under such circumstances have been left to  Mahmiid's 
own discretion). Still more characteristic is the scene described 
by Bayhaqi of the confiscation of the possessions of a wazir who 
had been disgraced (in the reign of Mas'id) and condemned to 
death, and who was forced to declare that he voluntarily sold to 
the Sultan all his possessions movable and immovable, and 
received in anticipation payment of a fixed sun1 of money. The 
officials present signed as witnesses, and the representatives of 
the judicial administration affixed the seal 2. 

After the brief reign of Mal~miid's younger son l!luhammad, 
the power passed to the elder, Mas'iid (1030- I o~I), who inherited 
only his father's faults. Mas'Cd held the same high opinion of 
his power as Mahmiid, and like him wished to decide everything 
according to his own judgement, but lacking his father's talents / 
came to disastrous decisions, which he obstinately maintained, 3 1 0  

paying no heed to the advice of men of experience. The tales 
of Mas'iid's prowess in the chase and in battle4 show that he 
was distinguished by physical bravery, but all the more striking 
is his complete lack of moral courage; in the hour of misfortune 
he showed hirnself more pusillani~nous than a \\roman5. In 
cupidity he yielded nothing to Mahmiid, and the overburdening 
of the inhabitants by forced levies was carried in his time to an 
extreme degree. During the reign of Mas'iid we see individual 
examples of the punishment "of petty thieves for the satisfaction 
of large ones ; " but the robbers who divided their spoils with 
the Sultan could quietly continue their activity. Particularly 
notorious amongst these was Abu'l-Fad1 Sfiri, the civil Governor 
of Khul.aszn, from whom the Sultan received large presents, which 
represented, however, only the half of what he succeeded in  
extorting from the inhabitants. The population was reduced to 
despair, and the aristocracy began to send letters and envoys 
to TI-ansoxania to the " Leaders of the Turks " with prayers i o r  
help7. These circumstances were turned to advantage not by 
the Qarii-Khanids themselves, however, but by the leaders of the 
Turltmdns who had been in their service. 

As regards the Qarz-Khiinids, Mas'iid continued the policy of 
his father. At the end of 1031 the treaty with the Caliph was 
retlcwed, by which the latter bound himself not to enter into 
relations with the QarP-Khiinids except through the Ghaznevids '. 

' [ J ~ l , i - h l a ~ l i n i ,  i i ,  146 ; Notices e l  Exlrnils, iv, 394. 
lhit~aki,  11. 2 I 5 .  

' f /~'( i . ,  p. 288. ' /h id . ,  1). 783. /Bid., p. Y28.  
fl fhi., pp. 556-57 (the Russian original is a q t ~ o t ~ t i o n  from Nekrasov). 

/ / ~ t , i . ,  1 q ~  509-10. @ /hid.. p- 350. 
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At the same time Mas'fid continued t o  treat with the head of 
the  Qara-Khdnids as  between equals, and his envoy was instructed 
to  direct the attention of Qadir-Khan t o  the  importance for the 
whole world of an agreement between '' two such sovereigns" as 
they1. T h e  true character of the  relations between the Ghaz- 
nevids and QarZ-Khanids is best portrayed in a letter of the 
KhwZrazm-shzh AltGntZsh to  the Sultan, written in 1030 2. 'I It 
is well known that  the late I Amir spent much labour ahd money 

3' ' before Qadir-KhBn with his assistance attained the Khanate and 
established himself on the throne. A t  present it is necessary to 
support him that  the friendship may be  made secure ; they will 
not be our true friends, but good relations will be maintained on 
the surface, and they will not stir up (others against usj. 'Ali- 
tagin is our real enemy, and has kept a feeling of rancour in his 
heart 3, a s  his brother TughZn-KhZn was expelled froin Bala- 
szghiin with the help of the late Amir. A n  enemy never 
becomes a friend, but with him also it is indispensable to con- 
clude a treaty and establish friendly relations ; i i  does not follow 
that  we can rely on this, but it must be done. Moreover it will 
be necessary t o  fill the provinces of Bal kh, TukhZristZn, Sagha- 
niyzn, Tirmidh, Quwadhiyzn, and Khuttal  with warriors because 
he takes advantage of  every opportunity t o  raid a defenceless 
province and t o  pillage it." 

Mas'iid followed the advice of AltGntZsh, and in the spring of 
1031 dispatched an embassy t o  KZshghar headed by Abu'l- 
Qzsim Ibrahim b. 'AbdallZh Husayri and the qadi Abii Tiihir 
'Abdallah b. Al!mad Tabani T h e  envoys were to  acquaint 
Qadir-KhZn with Mas'iid's accession t o  the throne, transmit to 
him an assurance of friendship, and beg for the hand of Qadir- 
Khan's daughter for Mas'iid himself, and the hand of the 
daughter of RughrP-tagin, the son and heir of Qadir-KhZn, for 
the son and heir of Mas'iid, Mawdfid. A s  the bride-price 
Mas'iid offered 50,000 Herat  dinars on his own behalf and 30,000 
on his son's behalfs. I'he report of the cnvoys from Kashghar, 
which was dispatched in the course of the year 1031, showed 
that  they had encountered some difficulties 7. In 1032 "hc 

'Uthi-Mnnini, p. 2 5  r .  
i d ,  p. 98. The pirt of the text in which TughSn-Khgn is mentioned has been 

rectified w ~ t h  the help of p. 655. 
J.iterally, " and n serpent with r ctushed tail." 

4 'I'he dnte in B ~ ~ h a k i  (p. 161 ). From tlie day of the week it may be concluded 
that by mistake the month Rahi' I ,  instead of Rat i6  11, has bcen given in the text. 

For the full names of the envoys see Baihaki, p. 250. 11, one passage (1). 2 3 1 )  

Abii Tihir is called Abii Talib. 
Haihaki, pp. 153-4. ' Ihid., p. 348. 
Thus according to 1br1 nl-Athir (ix, I r I )  ; Rayhaqi does not quote clates, anel in 

one place (p. 650) says that ()ndir.Khan had nlreacly clietl n year after Mnrr'fid's 
nccession to the throne, in another (p. 89) two years. J ~ m i l  ~al .s l l i 's  elate (1st 
Muharram 424: see Texts, 1,. 132)  seems to be cot~trndrcted t)y ~iutnismatic clata 
(A .  Markov, Air/n/ocq, p. a5 I ). 
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course of negotiations was arrested by the death of Qadir -Kh~n,  
who was succeeded by his eldest son BughrZ-tagin Sulayman 
under the title of Arslan-ICllan. The second son: YaghZn-tagin 
Muhammad, took the title of I RughrZ-Khan, and began to rule 3 1 2  
in Talas and IsTijab. As  was customarjr, Mas'id dispatched 
a letter to Kzshghar expressing his condolence on the occasion 
of the death of the Khan and his felicitations to his successor. 
The envoys did not return to Ghazna till Sept. 6, 1034, having 
successfully fulfilled their mission. Mawdiid's bride, however, 
died on the way ; Mas6iid's bride Shah-Kh~ti in arrived safely a t  
Ghazna, where she was met with unusual pomp; according to 
13ayhaqi the Alnir wished to astonish the Turks by unprecedented 
splendour l. 

The negotiatioiis with 'Ali-tagin led to no result. 13efore his 
accession to the throne Mas'iid had applied to 'Ali-tagin for help 
against Muhammad, and had promised to cede Khuttal to hitn 
in return. As  the question of the succession to the throne was 
detcrmined without bloodshed by the treason of Muhammad's 
adherents, Mas'iid was not obliged to fulfil his promise, which 
of course roused 'Ali-tagin's ill-will 2. Against the advice of 
AltuntZsh, who had proposed, as we have seen, a defensive policy 
only 5 Mas'Qd renewed his father's plan to help Qadir-Khiin's 
second son to wrest Transoxania from 'Ali-tagin ; if this was 
considered unsuitable, it was proposed to entrust the conquest of 
Transoxania to Altiintash. 'l'he Sultan's advisers gave their 
prefcrcnce to the second plan, which was put into practice4. In 
the spring of 1032 Altuntash, on the order of the Sultan, was 
obliged to enter Trmnsoxania with an army;  the Sultan sent 
hini a supplcme~ltnry division of 1.5,ooo men from 13allch5. 
'AIi-tagin cntrustcd the defetice of BukhZrii to volunteers 
(ghzzis), and leaving 150 ghuliims in the citadel retired to 
Dabusiya. On tlie approach of tlie enemy 'Ah-tagin's represen- 
tative lcft the town, whose inhabitants, together with the volun- 
teers, submitted to Mas'iid ; the citadel was taken by assault, 
and seventy ghul,?rns were taken prisoiler 6. The attack on 'Ali- 
t:lginJs main forces near Llabiisiya was less successful. Here the 
Tulkmcns ( with tlie Saljiiqids at their headi had joined 'Ali- 313 
tagin, whose rcd staudard floated on the hill, alongside his 
umb~.clla, the mark of royal dignity ! The battle was indecisive, 
but Altiintssh was mortally wounded, and it was due only to the 
clcver resource of his wazir that the army returned safely to 
I(1iorczmia. Concealing the wounds of the Khwarazm-~11~11 
from his cnctnics, the  wazir entered into negotiations in his 



name with 'Ali-tagin's wazir, who on his advice persuaded his 
sovereign to present his excuses and request the KhwZrazm-shah 
to act as mediator between himself and the Ghaznevid. 'Ali- 
tagin recalled that the late Sultan had called him his son, and 
that at  the time of the dispute regarding the succession to the 
throne he was prepared to give armed assistance to Mas'iidl. 
The dying Khwarazm-shah made a great effort and received 
the envoy of 'Ali-tagin, thus completing the deception of the 
latter. After the conclusion of an agreement 'Ali-tagin withdrew 
to  Samarqand 2 ,  and made no attempt to hinder the return of the 
Khorezmian army to ~ m u l .  The death of the Khwarazm-shah 
occurred even before the retiral had begun, but the Khorezmians 
only became aware of it when a distance of twenty farsakhs lay 
between them and their enemies3. On May znd, 1032~, the 
Sultan was informed of these events. 

Mas'iid's campaign probably forced 'Ali-tagin to cultivate closer 
relations with the members of his family, and to recognize their 
overlordship; a t  Rukhal-2 and Samarqand money began to be 
coined in the names of Arslan-Khan and BughrZ-KhZn5. 
Hesides this, within two years 'Ali-tagin found a new ally in the 
person of the ruler of Khorezmia. 

Owing to its geographical position Khorezmia was always 
practically an independent State, especially when such an ex- 
perienced military leader and ruler as Altuntash stood a t  the 
head of the province. On his appointment as viceroy of Kho- 
rezmia, i\ltuntash had successfully repulsed the invasions of the 
neigh botr ring nomads, amongst whom the Qipchiiqs "re men- 
tioned a t  this period for the first time. A t  the same time he and 

.314 his I successor, like the Khwiirazm-shahs of the twelfth century, 
took into their service some divisions of tribesmen from these 
peoples ', and besides this Altuntash, like his sovereign, purchased 
ghulzms in large numbers for his guard. The numerical strength 
o f  the guard maintained by Altiintash had already aroused 
Mahmiid's apprehensions Although Altuntiish continued to 
acknowletlge himself a vassal of the Ghaznevid government, 
Mahrnfid perfectly realizecl that he could raise the standard of 
revolt a t  any time, and with the support of his army flout the 
orders sent from Ghazna or Halkh. Mahmud's efforts to tempt 
the Khwgrazm-shall to Ghazna by trickery were unsuccessful ; 
Mas'iid "also had recoulsc to similar intrigues, and tnet with the 
like failure. Nevertheless Altiintash did not bring about an 

Baihaki, p.-432. /bid., p. 424. "bid., p. 436. 
' D a t e  in Baihnki (ibzd., p. 425) .  

A. Markov, Kotalog, pp. 251-2. Baihaki, p. 91. 
[hid., pp. 398, 859. 
.Tia.rsr/ .\'nmeh, texte, p. 206, trad. ,  pp, ;oo-302 ; IZ.rts, pp. 89--90 ( ' A w l i ) .  

!' R a ~ h a k ~ ,  11p. 91, ,383 sf]. 
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open revolt, but on the advice of his wazir showed in the most 
unmistakable manner the fate which awaited those of his sub- 
jects who were influenced by the intrigues of the Ghaznevid 
government l. Even after the death of Altiintash, Mas'iid did 
not decide to depose his heir, although he took measures to 
decrease his power. The title of Khwarazm-shah was given to 
Mas'iid's son Sa'id, and HZriin the son of Altiintash was to rule 
in Khorezmia only as the representative (Khalifat ad-dZr) of the 
prince. The ceremonial presents received by HZrin amounted 
only to half the number received by his father 2. In the spring 
of 1034 Hariin began to display insubordination; the outward 
motive for his revolt was the death of his brother, who was living 
at Mas'iid's court, and by an unfortunate accident fell from the 
roof (at the end of 1033 or the beginning of 1034) ; "malevolent 
people" wrote to Hariin that his brother had been thrown from 
the roof by order of the Sultan 3. Hariin entered into an agree- 
ment with 'Ali-tagin and the Saljiqids, and in August, 1034, 
openly disavowed the Sultan by abolishing the khufba in his 
name4. There were rumours of an agreement between Harin  
and 'Ali-tagin according to which the former was to advance I on 315 
Merv and the latter at the same time on Tirmidh and Ralkh h. 

I t  was perhaps in connexion with these plans that Khuttal was 
invaded (in the spring of 1034) by Kumiji mountaineers and 
QuwZdhiyZn by the Turkmens (at the end of the same year). 
'The commander of Tirmidh, Begtagin, marched against the 
Turkmens, but the latter passed round his army and crossed 
the Amu-Darya near Mela. Regtagin overtook them only at 
Shapurqan, \vhere he defeated them, but was killed while pur- 
suing the enemy. The commander sent by Mas'iid, 'Ali-tagin b. 
'Abdallah, restored order '. 

In the same year 1034 Hiirin gained the Saljiiqids as his 
allies. According to 'lbn al-AthirJs account ' disputes had 
arisen between 'Ali-tagin and the Saljiiqids as early as the year 
1029 ; on 'Ali-taginJs orders his general Alp-Oar,? killed Y ~ s u f  
(the grandson of Seljuk) whom 'Ali-tagin himself had formerly 
placed at the head of all the Turks in his service with the title 
of Inanch-Payghi O. In the following year (1030) the cousins of 
the mul.dered man, Tughrul and IXwud, led a revolt, and killed 
Alp-Qarl and r,ooo of his men. 'Ali-tagin and his sons, sup- 
ported by the population, marched against than ; the Turkmens 

/bid., pp. 410-1 J .  /bid., p. 439. 
' Ihicl,, 1). 499. Hefore the account of this event there is a blank space in all the 

M S .  ; 111 t l ~ e  leheran ed~tion of A. H.  1307 (p. 410) we find three lines which are not 
in Mo~ley's eclition. 

Raihaki, pp. 854-5. [bid., p- 535 /bid., p. 499. 
' fhld. ,  PI'. 543 -4 1l)n al -Athir ,  ix,  3 2 4  5 .  
' I1a)ghn I =  perhap to be  cad Y a h ~ t ~ l ~  ; cf. r l l a ~ q u a r t ,  Ostfrrr,R. Il tulckts~rrn'le~t,  1,. 45. 



were con~pletely defeated, their possessions seized, and a number 
of their wives and  children taken prisoner. " Necessity obliged 
them t o  settle in I<huriisan,'' and on receiving an invitation from 
Harun  t o  join him, they hastened t o  make use of the opportunity. 
Ibn al-Athir alone speaks of these events;  Bayhaqi on the 
contrary asserts that  t o  the end of his life 'Ali-tagin endeavoured 
t o  gain the goodwill of the Turkmens b y  "speeches and silver," 
regarding them as  the  support of his throne. After him his two 
sons and their general began to  quarrel with the Turlcmens and 
obliged them to  leave for Khorezmia, where they used frequently 
t o  winter during the lifetime of Altuntash2. Hariin offered 
them land near Shurzkhiin and Mash-rabat 3. Here the Turk- 

316 mens in I October of the  same year were invaded by  ShPh-Malik, 
ruler of Jand, with whom they had a long-standing feud. Between 
seven and eight thousand Turkmens were killed and the remainder 
saved tllemselves by  flight across the ice-covered river. Hariin 
entered into negotiations with Shah-Malik, who flatly rejected 
his offer of mediation in his quarrel with the Saljiiqids, but 
agreed t o  make a treaty with him and t o  afford him the assistance 
of a division in his campaign in Khurasan. It  was decided that 
both armies should march t o  the river and that  a meeting should 
takc place between the sovercigns in boats in the middle of thc 
stream. T h e  meeting took place on 12th Nov.; but Shah- 
Malik, alarmed by the number of Hiiriin's army (30,oco men) 
did not fulfil his promises and without informing his ally hurrieclly 
returned to  Jand. Shah-Malik's enmity could not prevent HZriin 
from invading Khurzsan in the  spring of 103.5, as the march 
from Jand t o  Khorezmia was considered possible only in the 
winter '. 

T h c  death of 'Ali-tagin, i f  it was the cause of the migration of the 
Turkmens, took place in the summer or autumn of 1034. In 
the spring of 10.3 j Mastiid was informed of thc accession to the 
throne of his elclest son, and dispatched a lettcr t o  BulihZrZ with 
an  expression of his condolence and congratulation ; in this lcttcr 
the  young ilak was called "excellent Amir, son5." But both 
'Ali-tagin's sons had by this time begun to  carry out an agree- 
rncnt made with Hariin, by which they had bound themselves 
t o  undertake an invasion of Saghiiniyiin and Tirmidh, to  cross 
the  Amu-Dal-ya and unite with I-IZrun near Andkhiid. Abu'l- 
Qasim, the ruler of Sagh~n iyan ,  could not resist them, and fled 
north t o  the country of the Kumijis. The  army of the ilak 
passed through Darzangi and besieged Tirmidh, but was unable 

Baihnki, pp. 53 I, 856. ' /h id . ,  p. 593. 
EIerc called &\a; see above, p. 149. 
Haihnki, pp. 856-8. T h i s  story evokes some doubt; i t  is strange that as early 

3s Octoher a whole army could cross the Amu-1)arya on the rcc. 
,..A)\ ( ih i t i . ,  p. 575). 
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to take the fortress. At  this point news arrived that Hariin had 
been killed a t  the very outset of the campaign by ghu l~ms  
bought by the Ghaznevid government l, and 'Ali-tagin's sons 
returned to Samarqand through the Iron Gate" In the sum- 
mer of the same year the news of the successes of the Saljiiqids, 
who had entered KhurZsan after the death of Hiiriin, induced 
'Ali-tagin's sons to make a second raid ( on Sagh~niyan.  They 317 
set out from Samarqand, but only covered two or three stages 
this time, as they learnt that Abu'l-QZsim and others of Mas'iid's 
generals had collected considerable forces 3. Mas'iid prepared 
to avenge the invasion on 'Ali-tagin's sons, but on Dec. 8th an 
envoy of noble birth sent by them in the company of a Samar- 
qand danishrnand arrived in Halkh, bringing an apology in thc 
name of their sovereign. The apology was accepted, but in 
order to mark his displeasure Mas'iid did not grant the envoy 
an audience, and negotiations were carried out only between thc 
wazir and the dZnishmand *. 

A year latcr, in Dec. 10.36, Mas'iid again received an embassy 
from 'AIi-tagin's sons, consisting of Alp-tagin and the khatib of 
Bul~hara, 'Abdallah Parsi. This time the envoys were admitted 
to a ceremonial audience; the Sultan inquired after the health 
of "his brother the ilak," thus showing 'Ali-tagin's son greater 
honour than in his first letter where he was called " son ". Dis- 
trusting the envoys, Rilas'iid gave orders that carc should be 
takcn that they should receive no information on affairs of state. 
The ilak requested that he should be given one of the Ghaznevid 
princesses in marriage, and that one of the QarZ-Khiinid prin- 
cesses should rnarry one of thc Sultan's soils ; in return he pro- 
~niscd to give up all pretentions to Khuttal, and in addition aslted 
that Mas'iid should mediate between him and the head of Qara- 
Khsnid dynasty, Arslin-Iihatl. Oil his sidc the ilak promised 
the Sultan armed assistance in his struggle with the Saljiiqids. 
His wishcs were granted, it being decided that the ilak's sister 
should be given to Sa'id, Mas'iid's son, and Mahmiid's niece, the 
daughter of Nasr, to thc ilak. The rn'is of Balkh, 'Abd as- 
Sal.im, was diipatclled to Transoxania as envoy" and in  
Scpt. 10.37 was still at  thc court of 'Ali-tagin's sonsG. 

Mas'iid's relations with thc (jar.%-lihiinids of Turltestan also 
wcre not wllolly friendly. In the autumn of 1034, simultaneously 
with the return of the Ghaenevid envoys, ambassadors arrived 
from Ilughl-5-I<h;in, asking that his bride, the princess Zaynab, 
sho~lld be sent to him. The Sultan was willing to comply with 
his recluest I until hc hcard that 13ughrH-Kh~n intended to raise 31 8 
a claim in the narne of Zaynnb to part of the inheritance left by ' 



Mahmid.  Bughra-Khan's envoy was dismissed, after which 
the  Sultan complained t o  Arsliin-Kh2n of the  pretentions of 
his brother. T h e  reproaches of Arslan-Kh5n only irritated 
BughrZ-KhZn, so that  he became the open enemy both of his 
brother and of the Ghaznevids. Under  these conditions he was 
greatly pleased b y  the success obtained b y  the Salj iqids in 1035, 
the  more so that  an old friendship existed between him and 
Tughrull .  In  1037 a shoemaker was arrested on the bank of 
the  Amu-Darya who turned out t o  be a spy  of BughrZ-KhZn's 
carrying letters to  the Turkmen leaders, in which the Khan 
promised the latter his help in whatever measure they might 
require it. On  the advice of one of his suite, the  Sultan made 
no sign that  the action of the KhZn was known t o  h im;  the 
shoemaker received loo dinars and was sent t o  India, in order 
that the existence of the letters should remain unknown: and 
the imZm Abti Sadiq Tabani was sent t o  Turkestan a t  the head 
of a brilliant embassy, which had cost more than 10,000 dingrs, 
in  order that, through the mediation of ArslZn-Khan, a peaceful 
agreement might be come t o  with his brother.. T h e  ambassador 
left Ghazna on Aug. 23, 1037, remained in Turkestan eighteen 
months and executed his commission with entire success ; BughrZ- 
Khan said of him that  b y  his sltill in disputes he eclipsed Abfi 
Hanifa '. From this story it is evident that  a t  that  time the strained 
relations between the brothers, contrary t o  the statement of Bay- 
haqi quoted above, had not yet reached open enmity. On Sept. 24 
of the same year, Mas'iid received simultaneously the envoys of 
both brothers as  well as a third from an unknown ruler3. 

In  1038 A b i  Ishaq Ibr,?him 4, the son of the first ilak Nasr, 
made h k  appearance in Transoxania. A t  this time he bore the 

319 title of I Biiri-tagin % H e  had succeeded in escaping from the 
prison in which he was confined by the sons of 'Ali-tagin. and 
apparently sought refuge a t  first with his brother 'Ayn ad-Dawla 
a t  Uzgand " but was unable t o  remain there long 7. In the 

' Evidently it is not this Bnghrl-Khln that is referred to in Ibn al-Athir's story of 
how Tughrnl wns taken prlsoner by Bughrii-Khan and liberated by his brother DPwud 
(Ibn al-cithir, i x ,  373). 2 Ba~haki,  pp. 656-8.  

, p- 6 ( . Cf. Hnndwk qf.%miryrrhp, vol. ii. p. 97. 
' Bayhaqi's text (p. b 8 r )  is apparently somewhat mutilated. There was never an 

ilak Ibrahim ; the term ilak-i rniidi was even in later tiines always applied to N a y  
(cf. Texts, p. 133). This apparently gives an account of the first appenrance of the 
s~lbsequently famons TamghHch-l<han Ib r ih i~n .  rhough according to Ibn nl-Athir 
(ix, a 1 I )  the latter bore another knnya (Ahrl'l-Muzaffnr), w h ~ c h  was prot)ahly given 
him later. 
' In Bayhacli, Gardizi, and Minfichihri we find I'ijr-tagin throughout, but un- 

tlonbtedly UGri (wolf) should be read ; the same reading is required in Min~ch i l i l i ' ~  
verws (Il.fenoufchehri, ed. Blberstein-Kazimirgky, p. 4; of the text, verse 67).  

Thns correctly in the l'cheran etl~tion (p.  558) ; in the Morley edit~on, p. 682, 

&))I -5 ; his letter to the wnrir was written from U q a n d .  
" 7  Rnthak~, p. 69;. 



summer of 1038 the Gliaziievid wazir received a letter from him, 
of which he illformed the Sultan ; the "great name " of the 
prince induced the Ghaznevid Government to give him a favour- 
able answer, although by desire of the Sultan the letter was 
written in such a way that it could do no harm if it should fall 
into the hands of 'Ali-tagin's sons'. The prince retired to the 
country of the Kumijis and there collected a division of 3,000 
men, with which he began to lay waste Wakhsh h11d Khuttal, 
in the neighbourhood of Hulbuk. He  had already reached the 
banks of the Panj, when he received news of the Sultan's inten- 
tion to undertake a campaign against him in person. Htiri-tagin 
retreated and expressed his repentance, but a division of I 0,000 

horsemen was, nevertheless, sent against him at the end of 
October" The news soon arrived that Biiri-tagin had abandoned 
Khuttal and returned to the country of the Kumijis. By 
Mas'iid's desire the general 'Ali returned to Balkh and the 
Sultan renewed his plan of undertaking a campain in  Trans- 
oxania in person and of finishing with Biiri-tagin the same 
winter, in order to proceed against the Turkmens in the spring. 
Vainly did the wazir remonstrate that campaigns were under- 
taken either in the spring when the fresh grass had grown, or 
in the autumn when the harvest had been gathered, and that it 
was quite sufficient to entrust the campaign against Biiri-tagin 
to the ruler of Saghaniyan and 'Ali-tagin's sons, without expos- 
ing the Sultan's army to the hardships of a winter campaign4. 
The Sulta~l would take no advice, but, according to Gardizi5, 
was set upon taking advantage of the disorders which had 
supervened in Transosania to add this country to his pos- 
sessions. I 

By Mas'iid's osder the commander of Tirmidh, Rcgtagin 6, was 
instructed to restore the floating bridge by which Mahmiid had 
crossed in 1025 ; the bridge connected both banks of the river 
with the island of Aral-Payghanibar and was therefore divided 
into two halves (see pp. 75-6). Its restoration did not entail much 
difficulty as a11 the requirements, boats and other materials, were 
still on the spot. 1 ' 1 1 ~  Sultan's army crossed the river on 
Monday, Dec. 18th) and reached Saghiiniy~n on Sunday ~ 1 s t )  
without encoontering the enemy, b i t  suffering severely from the 
cold and snow. Hccordillg to 13ayhaqi) who himself took part 
in the campaign, none had ever been accompanied by such hard- 

' ]hid., 1). 684. 
Unrlouhtedly in HnillaLi Li(? rhoold be r e d  instead of L;ii 
Baihnki, PI). 696-9. /lid.., pp. 702-3. 6 T c s / s ,  1). 17 .  
From I<ayhac,i'.s statement ( y .  704) it may be inrerred that  [his Begtagin was 

appointed commander of Tirrnidh under Sabuktagin, that is, identical with that 
Ijegtagin who, as  we snw (p. 297)' was,  according to Bayhaqi himself, Itilled in 1034. 
Pi~rther on ip. 7 0 7 )  the commander of 'Tirntidh is called NGst~tagin. 



ships for the army as this was. On Tuesday, Jan. gth, when the 
army had reached the pass of Shiiniyan, a letter arrived from 
the wazir with news of the advance of the Saljiiqids from Sarakhs 
in the direction of Giizgan; it was supposcd that they were 
intending to make for Tirmidh, destroy the bridge, and cut off 
the Sultan from his territories. The Sultan was forced to retreat, 
the more so that niiri-tagin had advanced from Shiiniyan and 
held the pass; under these conditions it was impossible to face 
an opponent who was thoroughly acquainted with the country. 
The retreat began on Friday, Jan. 12th~ and exactly two weeks later 
(on Jan. 26th) Mas'iid arrived in Tirmidh. During all this time 
Hiiri-tagin pursued them and captured part of their baggage, 
camels, and horses I. Mas'iid's u~lsuccessful campaign of course 
enhanced Btiri-tagin's importance ; from letters received by the 
Ghaznevid government in the autumn of 1039, it was evident 
that Biiri-tagin had with the assistance of the Turkmens gained 
several victories over 'Ali-tagin's sons, and had already almost 
wrested Transoxania from them. 

Our task does not include an account of the gradual successes 
of the Saljiiqids in KhurZsZn and of the struggles between the 

321 military forces I of Mas'ud, who were much more numesous and - 

better -armed, 'but encumbered in advance by their baggage, 
and the light divisions of the nomads, to  whom the steppe was 
" father and mother " and who could leave their baggabre I 20 
miles away from the main body \ The Saljiiqids receivcd, at  
their own request, the assistance of some divisions from Trans- 
oxania and were quite secure from the danger of an attack 
from the rear, as the government of Khorezmia after the death of 
Hiriin (see p. 299) had passed to his brother Ismii'il Khandin, 
who remained the enemy of the Ghaznevids. In order to rid 
himself of this enemy Mas'iid had in 1038 sent a diplo~na for 
Khorezmia to Shiih-Malik of Jand. *l'he latter's efforts to 
induce thc Khol-ezmians to submit to him voluntarily, as the 
nominee of their lawful sovcrcign, failed of succcss, but lie did 
not undertake a campaign in Khorezmia until the winter of 
IO,O-1. In February 1041 a three days' battle was fought on 
the plain of Asib, and ended in the defeat of the Khorezmians. 
According to Ijayhzqi the Khorezmians were capablc of further 
resistance, but rutnours of the approach of a Ghaznevid army 
spread terror amongst them. Fearing treachery IsmZ'il aban- 
doned his capital (28th March) and fled to the Saljiiqids. In 
April the capital was occupied by Shih-Malik and the lchutba 
was read in the name of Mas'iid, although by that time the latter 
was already dead ;, 

lh ihak i ,  p. 707. /b id . ,  y. 745. 
This has I~ecn done i r ~  p a ~ t  by Ciberslein-Knzi~nirsky (see nl)ove, p. 24). 
Raihnki, y. 663. 8 /bid., PI). 7 1 2 - 1 3  (30 farsakhs). 

a ib~d. ,  p. 734. 7 Ibici., pp. 865-7. 





Ghazna, where he was appointed head of the diwan of state 
documents. The historian's accourit of this protracted defence 
of Tirmidh is, however, contradicted by his own statement that 

323 Amirak had already been appointed head of the diwln 1 of 
documents under Mawdiid, i. e. before 1048. Still earlier, in 
J 043, the Saljiiqids took possession of Khorezmia ; Shah-Malik 
fled to Persia where he held for some time the district of 
Bayhaq l ,  but finally he was imprisoned in Makran and died 
in prison < The final transfer of Balkh to Saljiiqid rule and con- 
sequently the definitive severance of the ties between the 
Ghaznevids and Transoxania took place only in 1059 by the 
terms of a treaty between Dawud and the Ghaznevid Sultan 
I brahim 3. 

About this time Biiri-tagin Ibrzhim firmly established his 
power in Transoxania and founded an independent state. From 
the numismatic data it may be concluded that he was already 
ruler of BukhZra in 4331 I 041-2, perhaps as the vassal of Bughra- 
Khan ; on coins of 4381 I 046-7, probably struck in Samarqand 6, 

we already find IbrZhim's full title : " Support of the State, Crown 
of the Religious Community, Sword of the Viceroy of God 6, 

Tamghach-Khan I brahim." The  title of TamghZch-Khan 
taken by Ib r~h im  and before him by BughrZ-Khan, points to 
an imitation of the Chinese Emperors, and probably explains 
the fact that IbrZhim subsequently took the title of "King of 
the East and of China" and his son Na?r that of "Sultan of the 
East and of China " 9, although both, from reliable information, 
ruled only in Transoxania. 

Ibrahim's successes were, according to Ibn al-Athir lo, facilitated 
by the internecine quarrels amongst the Qara-Khanids of Turke- 
stan of which we have spoken elsewhere l l .  Besides this a Shiite 
movement, most probady the last of such movements, broke out 
in Transoxania under Bughl-2-KhZn HPriin in 436/1044-5; 1 

324 unfortunately we have but very scanty information on it. This 
time also the Shi'ite emissaries were successful in inducing the 
population to swear fealty to the Fafimid Caliph Mustansir 
(1036-1 094). Hughra-Khan himself pretended to accept their 

Ta'r ikh-i Bayhaq, ff. 2 8  b-a9 a. Shah-Malik is here calletl A bu'l-FawPris ShEh- 
Malik h. 'Ali a1-Barrini, and has the title of IjusHm ad-Dawla wa N i g h  a]-Milla 
(Sword of  the State and Order of the Religions Community). 

Raihnki, pp. 867-8; Ibn al-Athir, ix, 346. 
Miiller, Der Islanr. ii, 7;. Cf. also Raverty, Tdakaf-i Nasiri, pp. 103, 1 3 2 .  

' A. hfarkov, Katn/og. p. a56. Ibid., p. 2 6 2 .  
a 'Imiid ad-Dawla WR l'2j XI-Milla Sayf Khalifat AIIHh. 

The  spellingsTafghach and Tnnghich are also met with ; in the Orkhon inscriptions 
T ~ b g a c h ;  on the significance ot this term see Radloff, Die a/ttiir&ischen l ~ s c h ~ i / l c n  
city Motyolei, St. Petersburg, 1895, p. 4 1 8 ;  FJirth, ~Vnrhworte err , ,  /,csthri/C dtJ 
TonjuRuR, p. 35. 
9 MMaov, A'ata/og, p. 263 et seq. 9 /bid., p. a68 et seq. 

lo  Ihn al-Athir, ix 1 1  I .  1' Handl,ooR of S e t ~ ~ i ~ y e ~ h y e ,  ii, 98. 



teaching, but only with the intention of inspiring them with false 
confidence, and when they were unsuspicious of any danger he 
ordered a niassacre of the Shi'ites in Hukh31.2 and sent corre- 
sponding orders to the other towns I. 

In the history of Transoxania the epoch of the Qarz-Kh~nids, 
the first Turkish dynasty who directly governed the whole 
country, is undoubtedly of great importance. Unfortunately the 
brevity of the information which has come down to us on this 
period makes it impossible for us to trace what changes had 
been made in the organization established by the Siim~nids, and 
how the situation came about in which the Mongols found the 
country. We know somewhat more of the changes introduced 
by the Saljiiqids in Persia. T o  a considerable degree identical 
circumstances (the conquest by Turkish nomads of a country 
where the Eastern-Muslim political organization was in opera- 
tion) must have had identical results ; besides this, the structure 
of the Saljiiqid empire was also of importance ior Transoxania, 
as Khorezmia was incorporated in the former, and the Khwarazm- 
shahs who made themselves masters of Transoxania in the 
thirteenth century, were originally the viccroys of the Saljiiqids. 
We shall briefly review therefore those features which dis- 
tinguished the Saljiiqids from their predecessors. 

The personal merits of the first Saljtiqid rulers, Tughrul, Alp- 
Arslan and Malik-Shsh, have long been appraised a t  their true 
value. Even A. Miiller, who generally refers to the Turks more 
than disdainfully a, does full justice t o  these rulers, especially to 
the latter two3. The contrast between the character of the 
Turkish people and the Turkish rulers already attracted atten- 
tion in the Middle Agcs, as is shown by the interesting observa- 
tion of Idrisi on the Turks4:  'L Their princes are warlike, 
provident, firm, just, and are distinguished by excellent (qualities ; 325 
the nation is cruel, wild, coarse, and ignorant." The degree of 
culture which the Turks had reached and the features of their 
existence give sufficient ground for the assumption that in their 
case the same psychological causes were operating as those by 
which the sharp difference between the mentality of the indivi- 
dual and that of the nlass a t  the stage of boyhood is explained. 
Besides this the moral ideas of nomads are dependent to a greater 
degree than those of civilized peoples on religion. I t  is quite 
natural that the first Saljiiqids and QarZ-Khanids were better 
Muslims than Mahniiid and Masdud, just as Saint Vladimir was 
a better Christian than the Byzantine 13rnl1erors. In the eyes of 
the Qara-Kh~nids  religion was not only a weapon for the main- 
tenance of their rule ; the precepts of their faith were recognized 

' Ibn al-Athir ,  ix ,  358. 2 l ler  [slam, ii, nz. lbid., ii, 95. * G;'o.q~a~lric ~f'k'u'~isi, tratl. par Jaubert, i, 4y8. 
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as binding on the sovereigns as well, who, as we have seen (p. 283) 
abstained from the use of wine. I t  is very probable that under 
the influence of religion some of these rulers were imbued with 
a sincere desire to realize the ideal of a just king. 

The  leader of a nomadic people, who had scarcely been dis- 
tinguished from his warriors by his dress l ,  and who had shared 
all their labours with them2, could not suddenly turn irito 
a despot of the same type as Mahmiid and Mas'iid. I t  is highly 
characteristic that the repulsive office of sahib-haras (see above 
p. 228) lost all importance3 under the sa6iiqids. The office of 
sahib-khabar also fell into disuse. A systeln of espionage was 
;epugnant to the moral feeling of uncultiired men ; the upholder 
of this system, NizZm al-Mulk *, quotes the following answer of 
Alp-ArslZn to the question why he did not appoint a szhib- 
khabar : " If I appoint a siihib-khabar those who are my sincere 
friends and enjoy my inti&acy will not pay any attention to him 
nor bribe him, trusting in their fidelity, friendship, and intimacy. 
On the other hand my adversaries and enemies will make friends 
with him and give him money : it is clear that the sahib-khabar 
will be constantly bringing me bad reports of my friends and 

326 good reports of my enemies. I Good and evil words are like 
arrows, if several are shot, at  least one hits the target ; every day 
my sympathy to my friends will diminish and that to my enemies 
increase. Within a short time my enemies will be nearer to me 
than my friends, and will finally take their place. No one will 
be in a position to repair the harm which will result from this." 
I t  cannot be denied that these words witness not only to a noble 
faith in men, but also to the sound judgement of a man un- 
spoiled by civilization. Besides this a system of espionage 
carried the drawback that it might be used also as a weapon 
against thc monarch ; i f  Mahmiid set spies on his son Mas'fid 
(see p. z g z ) ,  Mas'ad also had spies in his father's chancellery5. 
On the other hand Nizat~l  al-Mulk was right in considering the 
office of $ihib-lchabar as one of the pillars (qii'ida, pl. qawg'id) 
of order in tlie state. The abolition of the espionage system, 
without being replaced by a more effective control, could only 
aggravate the arbitrariness of individual princes and governors. 

The Persian conception of the monarch as the sole ruler of the 
state was also foreign to the nomads, in whose eyes the empire 

The dress worn hy T u g h r ~ l l  ~t his entry into NishPl fir (1038) is  describetl in 
detail in Haihnki (p. 691). He wore clothes of Mu!ham Inbric (sec p. 235), a Tavvari 
turban (Tavvnzi fabrics, which took their name from the small town of Tnvvnz In 

Firs, enjoyed great celebrity ; cf. Bid). Geoq; Amb., i i i ,  435)) and felt shoes ; drawl1 
through his arm \\as o bow wi th  t h ~ e e  arrows. 

Ijur ing the retreat o f  thc l'urkmcns ?ughru l  took off neither shoes nor armour 
for several days (Baihaki, p. 760)- 

Siasset Anrrrch, textc, p. I a 2, trad., p. I 79. ' Ibrd., texte, p, 65, tratl., 1). 99. 6 liaibaki, pp. 164-5. 
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was the property of the whole family of the Khan. How foreign 
the idea of an autocratic ruler was at first to the Saljiqids is 
shown by the fact that in some cities of KhurZsZn the kllutba 
was read in the name of Tughrul, and in others at the same time 
in the name of his brother DZwudl. The system of petty 
principalities and the internal quarrels inseparable from it were 
as widely developed in the ltingdom of the Saljiqids as in that 
of the Qara-Khanids. Equally hartliful to the interests of the 
population must have been the system of military fiefs, i. e. 
territorial holdings distributed to  the army instead of the 
payment of grants or as part of them 2. In the Eastern half 
of the Muslim world this system only became widely cleveloped 
after the Turkish conquest. Even in earlier times there were 
isolated cases of grants of land as a reward to soldiers who had 
distinguished themselves in service, but these exceptions were 
so rare that Nizzm al-Mulk could assert I that former kings 327 
had never distributed fiefs and paid their troops in money 
only. This system was still observed in his day in the Ghaz- 
nevid state3. In  the Saljuqid empire the grant of a fief 
(iqfa') was of common occurrence, but this did not lead to the 
establishment of a system of serfdom. Niziirn al-Mulk reminds 
the owners of fiefs that they are only allowed to takc a speci- 
fied sum from the inhabitants, and have no right beyond this to 
the persons, property, wives, and children of the population. 
The distributions of fiefs, which resulted in the diminution of 
the tersitorial property of the ruler, probably explains the 
decreasing importance of the office of wakil 5. 

The greatest sufferers fro111 the disordcrs introduced by the 
system of petty principalities, and probably also by the system 
of territorial ficfs, were, of course, the land-owning class, 
and this even more, as the facts show, in Transoxarlia than in 
Khu~.Zsan. Wc have seen (p. 257) that the dihqans of Trans- 
oxania were in part responsible for the fall of the SZrn~nid 
dynasty: it was quite natural, therefore, that in thc early period 
of the rulc of the new dynasty the dihqiins acquired grcrrter 
importance, as is shown by the appearance of coins issued by the 
dihqzn of 119qu. In the account of the campaign of 1007-8 
also, as we have seen (p. 27~), the " dihqans of Transoxania" are 
mentioned separately. 13ut in the accounts of the Mongol 
invasion we no longer meet with any information pointing to the 
itnportance of this class in Transoxania, whereas in l<hurasan 
landowners are nlcntioncd as formerly, living in their family 

lbn n l -h th i r ,  ix, 327, 328. 
' Kremcr, C z ~ l f r ~ r ; q c s ~ i c h t  des Orients, i, 2 5 1  sq., 285. 

See nhovc, p. 238, n. I a. 4 ,Tinssct Akmch, texte, p. 2S, tlad., p. 40. 
"hid., texte, p. 81, tracl., p. 1 2 1 .  

J~~~%I!c.cs Asilrliytres, viii,  71s ; A. Mnrliov, /Ibtn/q~, py. 218-19. 
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castles. When the Mongols collected the rural population, as 
they did everywhere, for labour on siege-works, they sent orders 
to that effect to the landowners1. The  name of dihqzns, at 
least in KhurZsan, was given also to those Turks who received 
territorial fiefs. When in 1035 the towns of Dihistiin, Nasz, 
and FarZwa were assigned to the Saljiiqids (Tughrul, Dzwud, 
and their uncle Payghii or Yabghii), all three received the name 
of dihqans and presents corresponding to the office of governor 

328 (wali) : the cap with two I sharp points, a standard, and sew11 
garments according to the custom of the Persians, horses, harness, 
and a gold belt, according t o  the custom of the Turks, and 
besides this thirty pieces of uncut cloth 2. The decline of thc 
landowning class in Transoxania was probably due to the extreme 
depreciation of landed property, of which the translator of Nar- 
shakhi speaks ; in his time no one would accept even as a gift 
land, which under the SZmZnids was worth 4,000 dirhams the 
jift, and if a buyer was found the ground all the same remained 
uncultivated " in consequence of the cruelty (of the rulers) and 
their merciless dealings with their subjects." 

The ideal of an autocratic sovereiqn, which prevailed in the 
conquered provinces, cou:d not fail to ltlfiuence the conquerors in 
time. The despotic tendencies of the rulers must have estranged 
their fellow-tribesmen, and on the other hand attracted the rulers 
themselves to the representatives of the Persian bureaucracy. 
The Saljiiqids could not assimilate themselves completely to the 
SZmZnids and Ghaznevids, because up to the end they remained 
strangers to all culture. Thoroughly reliable information4 has 
come down to us that the last of the powerful Saljiiqid sultalls, 
Sinjar, could neither read nor write, and we do  not know that 
his predecessors were any better educated, though his fathel- 
Malik-ShZh is sometimes represented as possessing more culture. 

An  illiterate sovereign certainly could not follow the intricate 
bureaucratic administration of his extensive possessions, and this 
duty lay exclusively with the wazir ; during the Saljtiqid period, 
therefore, we find the waxirs exercising greater authority than at 
any previous time. NizZm al-Mulk could with perfect justice 
call himself joint-ruler with his sovereign 6.  A t  the same time 
under such conditions the interference of the sovereign and the 
court in the course of administration might produce particularly 
fatal effects on affairs ; Nizz~n al-Mulk "herelore made efforts 

' Nesawi, €?c., Houdns, p. 53 ,  tmd. 90-91. A more correct translation in 
C. d'Ohsson (Histoire  des ~lfongols, i, a 7 8 ) ,  9 Baihnki, p. 6 1  1. 

Nerchnkhy, pp. 19-30. I t  is true tllat the author speaks of the price of  lent1 
in the town of BukhSrP, but it is most probable that thc case wns the same in the 
villages. 
' Texts, p 38 (from a diplomatic document written in Sinjar's ow11 name). 

Ibn al-Athir, x, 138. 
a Siassel Il-bmeh, texte, p. 66, trad,, pp. 99-100. 
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that written orders from the palace should be sent as rarely as 
possible, since " all that occurs too often ceases to be heeded." 
The oral commands of the sovereign constituted a still greater 
danger. Nizzm al-Mulk thought it necessary to establish 
a law ( that such orders should always be transmitted to the 329 
Diwln or Treasury by one and the same person, and this person 
would not have the right to transfer his duty to another. On 
receipt of such a command the Diwan would be given the duty 
of drawing up a report on it, and only when the sovereign had 
heard the report was the order to be carried out. Needless to 
say such an arrangement, which was incompatible with the sub- 
stance of despotic administration, was never adopted in practice, 
and the excessive increase of the power of the wazir only led to 
conflict between him and the sovereign. 

The most complicated of the questions which had to be solved 
by the bureaucracy was how to deal with the Turkish invaders, 
who had entered the country together with the sovereign, and 
who had no desire a t  all to change to a settled life and submit 
to the same administration as the remaining mass of the popu- 
lation. The representatives of the Persian bureaucracy naturally 
wished to regard the divisions of nomads as " guards " (hasham) 
and bring them under the same regulations as were obeyed by 
the guard of bought slaves and mercenaries under former rulers. 
In this respect the opinion of Nizlm al-Mulk on the Turkmens 
is remarkable. Their numerous divisions were a source of 
constant disorders, but it was not advisable to take severe 
measures against them on account of their relationship to the 
dynasty and their services to it. I t  was necessary to collect 
a division of 1,000 young Turkmens, include them in the 
" ghuliims of the Court," and train them like the latter, in order 
that they might " associate with people, become accustotned 
to thcm, do service like the ghulams, and cease to feel that 
ave~.sion (to the dynasty) with which thcy are naturally imbued. 
In case of need 5,000 or io,ooo men can be assembled who will 
pcrform service like the ghulzms. Thus the existence of 
the dynasty will be of advantage to thetn also; the king will 
be praised, and they will be satisfied." I t  was not so easy, 
of course, to transform the sons of the steppe into "ghullms of 
the Court." Still more difficult was it to reconcile the interests 
of the settled population with those of the invaders, who had 
no wish to abandon their nomad life. In proportion to the 
metamorphosis of the rulers from Turkish KhZns illto Persian 
despots, the inevitable disputes between agriculturists and nomads 
were necessarily decided I more and more in favour of the first, 3.30 

Ihid., tentc, p. 81 : in the translation (p. I 20) exactly the reverse is said. 
/hid., texte, p. 91, trad., p. 138. 



and the nomads had either to conform t o  a settled existence or 
suffer in the country they had conquered. 

Under such conditions it is easy t o  understand how difficult 
it was to attain the ideal to which Nizam al-Mulk had aspired, 
and what danger must have attended the slightest sign of 
weakening in the structure of the state. Niziim al-Mulk saw 
a special danger in the growing strength of the heretical Ismail- 
ites in the reign of Malik-Shah and another danger lay in the 
influence of the women" whose position amongst the nomads 
was different from that amongst the settled peoples. The 
unemployed members of the official class may also have proved 
to  be an clement of unrest ; it was necessary therefore to see 
to it that no individual held two or more posts, as this diminished 
the number of people provided with posts 3. Still more danger- 
ous in the eyes of NizZm al-Mulk was a project brought forward 
a t  the end of the reign of Malik-Shah for the restriction of 
military expenditure. One of his suite succeeded in convincing 
the sovereign that, owing to  the establishment of a general peace, 
there was no need to maintain 4 0 0 , 0 0 0  men as a standing army 
and to pay them grants, and that it was possible to  reduce this 
figure to  70,000 5. By such a measure the dynasty would secure 
for itself ~ , ~ O , O O O  armed enemies ; in the eyes of NizZm al-Mulk 
it would have bcen much more expedient to increase the numbers 
of the army to 700,000 and subjugate Eastern Asia, Africa, and 
Greece. NizZm al-Mulk complains6 also of Malik-Shah's 
economy in not organizing, like his predecessors ', large ban- 
quets for the army ; in the eyes of the nomads of all nations, 
liberality appears as the first virtue of kings and heroes. The 
wazir rccalls the banquets of Tughrul, and points out the 
enormous importance of similar banquets in the Qara-KhEinid 
state, and the disappointment of the soldiers and inhabitants of 
Transoxania when Malik-Shah at the time of his catrlpaign in 
that country clid not once show them hospitality. 

33' In the Qa1.2-Kh~nid state we find yet another factor I which 
seems not to have attained the same importance in the kingdom 
of the Saljiiqids, namely the conflict between the temporal power 
and the priesthood. W e  quote below a number of facts showing 
with what bitterness the struggle was waged, but unfortunately 
our sources do not enable us to explain the cause of this conflict. 
The first Turkish Khans, as  we have seen, were distinguished by 
sincere piety, though it is true that they honoured shayklls and 

' Sinsset hizuieh, texte, pp. 164-j, trnd. ,  pp. z4a-4. 
Zbrii., terte,pp. 156sq., trad.,pp. 231 sq. S Cf. above, p. a33. 

' J'iussrt hlamch, texte, p. I 44. (tad., 1,. 2 r g. 
According to Rawandl (f\'n!,nl a:-.jrr,lfir, pp. 131-2) the numl,er of l~orscmcn 

belonging to the Sultan's own guard in the reign of Alalik-Shah was only 46,000. 
Siasset A'ameh, trxte, p. 115 ,  t t ~ d . ,  pp. 168-3, 
On the ba~~quets  of Alp-Arslin sce llo~itsrnn, A'c.tuei/, FTIf., i i ,  4;. 
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other ascetics more than the represei~tatives of dogmatic religion. 
Such an influential shaykh in Persia was the famous AbU Sa'id 
Mayhani, to whom, if his biographer1 is to  be believed, the 
Saljiiqids paid their respects at  the very beginning of their 
struggle with the Ghaznevids. From an account of 'AwfiJs2, 
it may be inferred that the shaykh Abii Sa'id did not in after 
times lead the life of an ascetic, but on the contrary lived "like 
a sultan." In this respect he differed from another shaykh, 
Abu'l-I;Iasan Kharaqiini, who was not, however, deluded by his 
asceticism, and admitted that it was possible " to do God's work" 
in rags or in rich clothing. The shaykh Abii Sacid was dis- 
tinguished by the same tolerance towards those who studied the 
practical sciences. According to Han~dallah Qazwini's account 
he had a conversation with Aviccnna, after which the shaykh 
remarked " That which I see, he knows," and the philosopher 
said of his companion : " That which I know, he sees." Such 
relations between a shaykh and a philosopher who was so 
detested by the representatives of orthodoxy4 cannot but be 
loolzed on as remarkable. Those with whom the QarZ-KhZnids 
came into conflict were evidently not as peaceably inclined. 

Tatnghiich-Khan IbrZhinl, according to Ibn al- Athir 5, was 
distinguished by a rare piety. His father Nasr was already 
a hermit,b and Tamghach-Khan himself ncvc; took money 
(i. e. did not introduce new taxation) without asking the opinion 
of the faqihs. I His respect for the priesthood was so great that 332 
when the prcacher Abii Shuja', a descendant of 'Ali, once said 
to him, "Thou art not worthy to be a King,'' the Khan closed 
the doors of his palace and decided to resign his throne, but the 
inhabitants succeeded in persuading him that the preacher had 
heen mistaltcn, and that his words urei-c contradicted by the 
K h z t ~ ' ~  labo~trs o n  behalf of his subjects. 

In 'A~vii's na~.rativcs the " great " Tamgh~ch-Khan I brZ11im 
is cshibitcd as tllc idcal of a rigllteous king ; these tales arc 
anecdotal in character, but from thern we can judge how the 
nation looked upon the rcign of this at  all events eminent ruler. 
'Awfi also quotes the written resolutions of the KhZn. Thus 
thc oar,?-I<h,'inids were evidently more advanced than thc 
Saljiiqids, whicli is indced quite natural, since in Eastern 
T ~ ~ r k c s t a n  they undoubtedly came under the influence of t h e  
Chincse civilization, at  least through the Uighiirs. I n  the poem 

V. A. Zhukovsky, Tairly cfinetzrjln, V c .  (Mysteries of Union with Cod in the 
Stations of the Shnykh A h i ~  Sa'id: lntelpretntions of the quatrains of Abii Sa'id), 
I'ersiarl texts, St. l'etersb~irg, 1899, p. 206. 

Texts, 1'. 9; ; cf  Zhakovsky, 01. ,.it., p. 188. 
V k . r / . ~ ,  1). 1 5 3  (not ill  llrowne's cdi~ion)  ; cf. Zhukovsky, op. cit.,  p. 252. 

T h r ~  a l -At l~ i r ,  i x ,  310. / h i d ,  ix, 211-12. ' ('oml'~rc also the anccdotcs on Nasr rclnted by Jamiil Qarshi ( T c x f s ,  pp. 133-5). 
' i'>r[.c, pp. 84-7. Tt \ fs, p. 8 ; .  
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" Kudatku-bilik," written in 1069 by a native of the town of 
DalisZghiin, we already meet with some cultural terms in Turkish 
(6.g. the word bitikclri = writer, official) which were used also 
in the Mongol period, and were undoubtedly borrowed by both 
Qar-a-KhZnids and Mongols from the Uighfirs. 

Tamghach-Khan I bl-ghim's first care was the establishunent 
of complete order and safety in his dominions ; every violation 
of property was punished without mercy. Once some robbers 
wrote on the gate of the citadel of Samarqand, "We are like 
an onion, the more we are cut the bigger we grow." The Khan 
ordered to be written under these words, " I stand here like 
a gardener; however much you grow I will uproot you." On 
one occasion he said to one of his followers, " Long ago I drew 
the sword of severity from the scabbard of vengeance, and I slew 
fine youths and beautiful striplings: now I need such men, as it 
has become known to me that the inhabitants of two towns 
nourish treacherous intentions and wish to bring about open 
rebellion. Now I need men of action, and have learnt to value 
them. Therefore thou must seek for me one of the leaders of 
the gangs, who formerly maintained themselves by robbery, 

333 that I 1 may show him mercy and that he may collect men 
of action for me." There was one leader of thieves and robbers 
who, in the days when the Khan ruled with severity, expressed 
repentance and, together with his four sons, began to live by 
the work of his hands. He was brought before the Khgn, who 
appoiuted him his chief executioner2, and granted him and his 
sons robes of honour. At the king's command he collected 
a body of 300 men who had been engaged in theft and robbery; 
the king took them into his sewice and ordered them to be 
given robes of honour also. They were taken in turn to the 
room where the robes of honour were kept, and thence into 
another where they were all seized one after the other, and the 
chief and his sons having been arrested in  like manner, they 
were all executed. Such an example of severity had never 
before been witnessed in Samarqand, and thieves and robbers 
were inspired with such terror that after this not a dirham was 
lost in the country. The details of the story lead us to suppose 
that it relates to the measures taken against that class of the 
population from which at another epoch the so-called " volun- 
teers" were drawn. 

The K h k  protected the interests of the working population 
not only against open violation of the rights of property, but 

In the original K ~ k a r  ( 1 )  and Bltik ; the first name is quite unknown, the second 
is perhaps identical with the village of Batik (see ahove, p. 81). 

The term ~Gndtlr is met with fairly often, and is evidently used in the same sense 
as the term sahib-Garas (sce ahove, p. 228) .  
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also against covetous merchants. On one occasion the butchers 
presented a petition to him in which they complained of the 
excessively low fixed price of meat, which yielded them but 
scanty profits, and begged for permission to raise it, offering 
in return to pay 1,000 dinars to the Treasury. The  Khfin agreed, 
and the butchers brought the money and raised the price ; then 
the Khzn forbade the inhabitants to buy meat under penalty 
of death. The butchers began to  suffer enormous losses ; in each 
quarter five or six men together bought one sheep and divided 
the meat between them. The upshot was that the butchers had 
once more to pay a sum of money, this time for the re-establish- 
ment of the former price. On this occasion the Khan said, 
'. I t  would not be right if I sold all my subjects for i,ooodinars." 

We do not know the reason why this pious Khan had already 
come into conflict with the priesthood and executed one of I the 334 
shaykhs, the imam Abu'l-@sim Samarqandil. Of the life of 
this imzm we ltnow nothing except the anecdote related in the 
" Kitabi Mullazadah " (see above, p. 58) ; the story is trans- 
mitted in the name of Abu'l-Qasim himself 2. A t  the time of his 
hajj the imam offered up a prayer on Mount Hira, in the cave 
of the Prophet, and amongst other things prayed to  God t o  
give him some happiness (dawlat). A voice answered, "The  
happiness which we bestow on men is manifested in three things : 
the first prophecy, the second martyrdom, the third poverty. 
The door of prophecy is now closed ; dost thou choose therefore 
martyrdom or poverty ? "  The imam chose martyrdom. " I knew 
that in order to bear the burden of poverty it was necessary to 
possess the same character as that of Muhammad the Messenger 
of God." I f  'Awfi is to be believed, the execution of the imam 
excited the ill-will of the people against the Khan ; Ibn al-Athir's 
account quoted above indicates rather that a t  the time of the 
conflict between the Kh5n and the priesthood the bulk of 
the nation was on the side of the sovereign. 

Thc raids of the Saljiiqid sultans into Transoxania began al- 
ready in  the reign of T a m g h ~ c h - K h ~ n  Ibrzhim. The eastern part 
of the Saljiiqid empire after the dcath of DSwud was governed 
by his son Alp-Arsl;Tin, who in 1064 undertook a difficult 
campaign in Khuttal and SaghiniyZn. After the Ghaznevids 

IIc must not be confused with another indivitlual who bore the same name ant1 
l i v ~ d  in the SArniinitl period ( Tc.r/.c, p .  50 ; Zajiski ,  xii, 05). There was yet a third 
Ahu'l-Qlsirn Samarqandi, namely, the imam Nls ir  ad-Din, who arrived at Balkh 
from Salnarqand in 536/1141 ; he is mentioned by the author of thc work ,\,)I 

1 ,kiYI j L  ui, wriltm in Rnkhlr5 rbont 1640 (India Omee Library, no. 575 in 
the ncw c a t a l o g ~ ~ e ,  no. 1496 in the old, f. 329 b-330 b ; the author amongst other 
matters ~ i v c s  a very detailed description of Bnlkh). ' Tc.rf.c, 11. : i o .  

[hid., r. 8. 
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lost Ralkh and Tirmidh these provinces also of course had to 
submit to  the Saljtiqids. Their rulers stirred up a rebellioll 
which was pacified with great difficulty by Alp-Arslan ; at  the 
storming of almost inaccessible niountain fortresses, A1 p- Arslan 
was compelled to set a personal example to  the soldiers I. In the 
following year, 1065, an expedition from Khorezmia into Jand 
and Sawran was undertaken (according to  MirkhwZnd in the 
winter, see above, p. 298); the ruler of these towns submitted, 
and was left as governor of his province2. Still earlier Alp- Arslzn ) 

335 carried out an  invasion of the territory of Tamghach-Khzn 
Ibrghim, in consequence of which the Khan in 1061 dispatched 
an embassy to  HaghdZd to  complain to the head of Islam of the 
actions of the Saljiiqid sultan. The Caliph could oilly present 
the Khan with robes of honour and titles 3 ;  we know from his 
coinage4 that besides the titles already mentioned (p. 304) the 
KhZn bore the following: Glory of the Community ('Izz 
al-Ummah), Pride of the Muslims (Ka'b al-Muslimin), Protector 
of Justice (Mu'ayyid a1-'Adl). 

During his lifetime Ibrahim abdicated in favour of his son 
Shams al-Mulk, against whom his brother Shu'ayth immediately 
rose in revolt. A struggle ensued between the brothers at 
Saniarqand, and also, according to the continuator of Narshakhi, 
in HukhZl-5, in the same year as their father's death (1068), which 
ended in Shams al-Mulk's favour. In his reign the war with the 
Saljiiqid sultans continued. In the autumn of 1 0 7 2  Alp-Ars1i.n 
undertook a campaign in Transoxania with a numerous arnly 
(ZOO,OOO men), but it was cut short a t  the outset by the death 
of Alp-Arslan, who perished by the dagger of thc governor 
of a fortress, who had been taken prisoner and condemned to 
death by the Sultan. In the winter of the same year Shams 
al-Mulk took Tirn~idh, and entered Halkh with his army; its 
ruler Ayaz (the son of Alp-Arslzn) had previously abandoned 
thc town. On the return journey a number of the inhabitants 
of Halkh made an attack on a Turkish division ; for this Shams 
al-Mulk wished to burn the town, but subsequently yielded 
to the entreaties of the inhabitants and contented himself with 
contributions from the mercha~~ts .  In January, 1073, flysz 
returned to Halkh, at:d on March 6 made an attack on Tirmidh, 
but without success, the greater part of his soldiers perishing 
in the watcrs of the river "i A t  the end of the same or beginning 
of the following ycar, Tirmidh, which was governed by the 

' Ibn al-Athir, x ,  1 2 .  a /b id . ,  x, 33. Sachnu, ZIII- Gesrhichfc, V r . ,  i l ,  2 9 .  

Ibn al-Atlrir, ix, 2 1  a. A. Markov, Aa/alog, 1). 265. 
Judging from the coins (ihid., 267-8) + should be read in place of ue, 

as in the printed edition of Nerchakhy (p. 49). Ibn :~l-Athir (is, 1x2) calls this prince 
TtlghHn-tagin. which title seems to be lound on  one of Sha'ayth's coins. 

lbn al-Athir, x, 49 53. 
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brother of Shams al-Mulk, surrendered to  Malik-Shah, who gave 
the prince an honourable reception and dismissed him with 
presents. From Tirmidh Malik-Shah moved on Samarqand. 
Shanls al-Mulk sued for peace, and had recourse to  the mediation 
of Nizim al-Mulk; the Sultan I consented, and returned to 336 
Khurasan l. Ibn al-Athir speaks also of a struggle between 
Shams al-Mulk and the sons of Qadir-Khan Yiisuf, Tughrul- 
Qarz-Khan Yiisuf and Bughra-Khan Hariin, which was ended 
by a treaty providing that Khojend should be the frontier 
between the territories of Shams al-Mulk and those of the Khans 
of Turkestan. This means, apparently, that Shams al-Mulk had 
to renounce Farghzna and the part of Transoxania situated 
beyond the Syr-Darya, which is confirmed by the fact that 
money began to be coined at Marghiniin, Akhsilcath and Tiinkath 
in the names of Tughrul-Qara-Khan and of his son Tughrul- 
tagin, whereas formerly the coins of Akhsiltath and TGnkath 
were struclc in the name of Ibrahirn and his sons 3. 

Shams al-Mulk, like his father, enjoyed the reputation of a just 
sovereign. H e  continued to lead a nomadic existence, and 
passed the winter only, together with his army, in the ncighbour- 
Iiood of Bulthara, where he made it a strict rule that the soldiers 
liept to their tents and did not oppress the inhabitants. After 
sundown not one soldier dared remain within the town.4 In 
spite of their nomadic mode of life, the Qara-Khanids fulfilled 
that duty of sovereigns which is expressed by " the adornment 
of towns by high and beautiful buildings, the construction of 
rabafs on high roads, &c." (cf. above, p. 227). There are no 
references in our sources to any buildings of Tamghach-Khan 
Ibrzhim, but his namesake Tamghach-Khgn Ibrzhim b. 1;Tusayn 
in the twelfth century built a magnificent palace at Satnal-qand 
in the Gurjmin or Karjumin quartcr (see p. go), which was to 
remind posterity of the fame of the ]<hiin, as the Pharos light- 
house was the monument of Alexander of Rlacedon, and thc 
palace of Taq Kisra of Khusrii Aniishirwan b. Of the buildings 
of Shams al-Mulk, the most fatnous was thc " rabif of the king " 
(rabzt-i malik) built in 47 1lro78-g near the village of Kharjang 
(see above, p. 248, note 3). Another rabaf was built by Shams 
al-Mulk at A q - ~ u t a l ,  on the road from Samal-qand to Khojend, 
and hcre, according to somc accounts, the I<han himself was 
buricd t T o  Shams al-Mulk 1 also was due the construction of 337 

Zhid.,  x, 63-4. (bid,, i x ,  a I 2. 

A .  hlarkov, Akftzlqy, 1 7 ~ .  2 6 3 - f a .  ' TCX~S, p. S j  ( 'Awfi).  
/hid.,  1,. 87. This was also the aim or Alp-Arsl5n in his b~iildinps (Recueil de 

fexfes, €7'c., i i ,  47. 
T c w t ~ ,  1). 132 (Jnrnal Qalwhi), IGS ant1 r f a  (IiitZb-i Mulliieldah). Thc rablt-i 

mnlili is ~nentioned also in the 'Abdullih-Nimall (MS. of the Asia[. Mus., 574 age, 
f. azo a-I)), onc stapc N. o f  J i ~ a k .  



the palace of ShamsPbad (near BukhPrZ) and the new building 
of the Cathedral mosque of Bukhara (see p. 109). The conflict 
between the government and the priesthood was continued under 
Shams al-Mulk also ; at the very outset of his reign, in 461/1069, 
the imZm A b i  Ibrahim Isma-i1 b. A b i  Nasr as-Saffgr was 
executed at RukhPrH because, according to ~am;Pni,'he exhorted 
the KhZn to carry out the ordinances of religion and restrained 
him from things forbidden 

In 1080 Shams al-Mulk was succeeded by his brother Khidr, 
of whose reign we know hardly anything ; even the year of his 
death is not quoted in any source. According to an author 
of the twelfth century, Nizami 'Ariidi Samarqandi 2, the kingdom 
reached its highest prosperity in his reign ; he ruled both 
Transoxania and Turkistan (?), and safeguarded himself on the 
KhurZsZn side by durable treaties. The ruler himself was 
distinguished by wisdom and justice, and was a patron of 
poets. The author also quotes the custom of the sovereign and 
aristocracy in Transoxania of placing dishes with silver and gold 
in the halls of audience ; in the hall of Khidr-Khan there were 
four such dishes with 250 dinars in each. On one occasion all 
four dishes were won by a single poet. On ceremonial processions 
700 gold and silver maces were borne before the sovereign, 
besides other arms. 

In the reign of Ahmad3, Khidr's son and successor, the 
hostilities between Khan and priesthood led to the intervention 
of the Saljiiqids. At the very outset of Ahmad's reign the wazir 
Abu Nasr b. Sulayman al-Kasiini, who had been chief qZdi in the 
reign of Khidr, but was not, according to Sam'~ni,Vistinguished 
by good behaviour in his office, was executed. Ibn al-Athir " 
says that the young Khan oppressed thc population, and the 
ShZfiaite faqih Abii T i h i r  b. Ilk, i n  the name of the oppressed, 
invoked the assistance of Malik-Shih. Malik-Shah took HukhZrZ 
in 1089, and beseiged Samarqand, where he met with an obstinate 

338 resistance, although the local I inhabitants, if Ibn al-Athir is to be 
believed, supplied the Saljfiqid army with provisions dilring the 
siege of the citadel of Samarqatid. The Khan charged each of 

SsmlPni, s. 2). ,u\ (lacs. 1. 353 h, where the reading I& is n mistake lor ils). 
Amongst the influential members of the priesthood in this reign i s  mentioned the 
preacher (w5'iz) o f  Balkh, Zayn as-Siihhin Abii 'AbdallZh Maharnrnnd h. 'Abdnll.ih 
a s h d h 8 m l n i .  who was the teacher of Shamr al-Mulk ( i d i d . ,  r 71. dL@\. fats. f. 341a). 

The C/knhirMqniIa ofNinhAn~i-i-Arri,fi-i-.Ya,r~nr~a~~di, translated by F:. C;. Nrownc, 
EIertford, 1899, pp. 75-7; cf. text, PI,. 46 sq., nntl the new translation ( r g ~ l ) ,  p p  52 Sq. 

He is called SnlaymHn in tbe printed edition of  the Rihnt as J~rd i r  of Riwandi, 
p. 130. T h e  editor's suggestion that his real name was Sulaymiin b. Ahmad has no 
foundatio~l whatever. 

Sam1Sni, s 3. JLKI\, facu f. 4 ; ~  3-1,. 
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his anlirs with the defence of one of the towers; one of them, 
a desce~za?ant of ' A h  (i. e .  representative of the interests of the 
priesthood), had a son who had been captured at  BukhZt-3, and 
Malik-Shah threatened to kill him ; hence the father defended the 
tower entrusted to him but languidly, and allowed the Saljiiqid 
army to take possessioll of it. Samarqand was taken, and Ahmad 
hid himself in a private house, where he was found, and with 
a cord round his neck led before the Sultan, who sent him to 
I~pahSn. From Samarqand Malik-Shah pursued his march 
and reached Uzgand; at his sumtnons the Khan of Kashghar 
appeared before him with expressions of submission, and began 
to read the khufba and coin money in the name of Malik- 
Shah l. The Sultan returned to Khurasan, leaving a viceroy in 
Samarqand. 

Directly after the Sultan's departure the disputes were 
renewed. The tribe of the J i k i l ~ , ~  who formed the nucleus 
of the QarZ-Khiinid army, were displeased with the avarice of 
the Sultan, who at  the time of his stay in Transoxania had not 
once entertained them (evidently the Jikils had entered Malik- 
Shah's service), and their revolt caused the viceroy to retire to 
Khorezmia. The Jikili leader 'Ayn ad-Dawla called in Ya'qiib- 
tagin, the governor of the town of Atbash and a brother of the 
Khan of Kashghar, from Semiryechye. Ya'qib began his 
administration by the execution of 'Ayn ad-Dawla, which 
naturally roused the animosity of the Jilcils against him. As  
so011 as Malik-Shah entered Bukhiit-ii Yacqiib fled through 
Farghzna to Atbas11 ; his army joined Malik-ShSh near Tawawis, 
and the latter again occupied Samarqand, left his amir there, 
and once more reached Uzgand. I The internecine conflict 339 
amongst the Khans of Turkestan4 did away with all danger 
from this side, and enabled Malik-Shah to return peacefully 
to Khurasan. 

The reasons which induced Malik-Shah in course of time 

1 These events are relnted somewhat tlifferentlp in HundH~i (I-Ioutsma, Rerzreil, VC., 
ii, 55), accordinq to whom the mnrch to Uzgand was undertaken about a year after 
the campaign at  Samarqnnd ; Malik-Sh5h carried off the " Turkish king" as well as 
the Khln  of Snma~qand to T5pahIn. but suhseqnently restored them both to the throne. 

VJu i t e  unfoundedly Schefer ( S h s s e l  Ninreh, trad., p. 1 3 2 )  sees here the wold 
&& = province, whereas this word is not Turkish but Persian; nor is it true that 

Ibn .I-Athir calls the Jikils the inhabilnnts of Samarqand ; the words u b  &,$,\ 
refer only to the word r a&c. Undoubtedly i& and W& shoild be read, 

not a ~ ~ d  Wk$. On the former qunlters of the Jikils see Hotzdbook of 
.Tenriryechyc, ii, p. 00. The Jikils evidently arrived in Transoxania together with 
the (J~r i -KhPl~ids .  It is staled in the 421 UU l ; I \ , )~ of Mahmiid K i s b g h a ~ i  (I, 330) 
that all the en st err^ Turks were called by the Turknwns JiAils (or Chikils). 

Siasscl Nntrreh, texte, p. I 15, trad., py. 196-9. 
On these see fgundlook o f S e ~ r r i r j , ~ r h ~ v ,  ii, y. 99. 
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to  return the throne to Ahmad are unknown. He did not, 
however, rule long, and perished a t  the beginning of 1095 in 
a conflict with the priesthood. During his stay in Persia the 
KhZn had dealings with the heretical Daylamites, and after his 
return to Transoxania he was accused of heresy; the faqihs and 
qadis of Samarqand spread a fatwZ among the army demanding 
his deposition and death. Ahmad enjoyed such popularity in 
the capital that it was impossible to provoke a rising there; 
the military party persuaded the governor of the town of KasZn, 
Tughrul-YanZl-Beg, to revolt against the government, and when 
Ahmad approached the town with the army, the leaders of the 
latter incited a revolt, seized the KhZn and took him back to 
Samarqand. Here the deposed KhZn was brought before a 
religious tribunal, and in spite of his protestations of complete 
innocence his guilt was established to the satisfaction of his 
judges: he was condemned to death, and strangled by a bow 
string '. This event must be regarded as the greatest of the 
successes gained by the priesthood in alliance with the military 
classes over thc government and the mass of citizens. Of the 
other events of Ahmad's reign we know only of the ruin of 
ShamsZbZd, which had been maintained under Khidr, and that 
after his return from Persia a magnificent new palace was built 
by him at JiiybZr ; the place referred to is prob~ibly that known 
tinder the name of the " jiibiir (channel) of Abii Ibrahim " (see 
p. 104). This palace remained the residence of the Khans for 
thirty years 

The traitors raised to the throne Mas'iid-KhZn, cousin of the 
murdered man. In 1097 the country submitted to Malik-ShZh's 
eldest son, the sultan IJarkyZruq3, on whose nomination Sulayman- 
tagin, Mahmiid-tagin, and Harun-tagin ruled one after the other. I 

340 Of these the origin of the first only is ltnowrr with certainty. 
He was the son of D5wud Kiich-tagin and grandson of TamghZch- 
Khan 1b1Zhim < A t  the very beginning of the twelfth century 
a fresh invasion of Transoxania was made by the QalZ-Khanids 
of Turkestan ; Qadir-Khan Jibralil, the grandson of 13ughri- 

Ibn al-Athir, x, 165-6 ; Nerchakhy, pp. a36-7. 
Nerchakhy, p. 28. Ibn nl-Athir, x, 181. 

IIoutsma, Recueil, Wc., l i ,  a 5 8 9  ; Mahrnfirl-tagin is protjably identical with the 
Mahrniid-KhPn of Ibn al- Athir (ix, a I 3), who adds that this K h l n  was deaf. I hn nl-Athit 
here calls Mahmiicl the immediate successor of Ahrnad and grnndson of one of the 
former rulers ; he mentions Mas'iid elsewhere (x ,  IGG). 

The correct genealogy in Jamiil Qarshi, see texts, p. 132. The name of Diwud 
Kfich-tngin was struck on some coins dnring the lifetime of his father (A .  Mnrkov, 
Lafalog, F. 266). 

a Elsewhere (ix, a I 3) Ibn al-Athir calls him Tughsn-Khln,  ant1 sn)s that Abu'l- 
Ma'ili Muhammad b. Znyd al-Baghtlic.i. a descendant of  'Ali, roled at ~amarqand 
in the name of Tughiin-Khln, but lebelled allout three years later; the tnw~i was laken 
by Tughin-Khan, ant1 al-Rngh&icli was killed together with many of the peol)le- 
From this it may be inferred that the inhabitants of l'urkeslan occupied Transoxania 



Khan Muhammad (see p. 295), not only occupied the country 
but in I 102 advanced into the Saljiiqid territories. He succeeded 
in taking Tirmidh, but on June 22 he was defeated and killed 
in a battle with the Sultan Sinjar not far from this town. 
The Sultan summoned from Merv the son of Sulayman-tagin, 
Muhammad-tagin, who had fled from Transoxarlia to KhurasZn 
at the time of Qadir-Khan's invasion 2. Muhammad-tagin toolc 
the title of Arslan-Khan, and remained ruler of thc province 
till I 130. 

A t  the beginning of his reign Arslan-Khan had to struggle 
against the insubordinate amir Sgghir-beg, who, according to 
Ibn al-Athir 3, also belonged to the QarZ-KhZnid dynasty. 
Saghir-bcg's first revolt occurred in 1103; Sinjar came to the 
assistance of his nominee, and by his mediation established 
peace between the adversaries, returning himself to Merv in 
December of the same year. In 50311 109 Saghir-beg again 
provoked a rising, but ArslSn-Khan kith the help of Sinjar 
defeated the rebels near Nalthshab *. I 

For a period of twenty years after this the country enjoyed 341 
quiet. ArslZn-IChan was rioted for his buildings inore than all 
the other QarZ-Khanids ; we have already mentioned some of 
them, namely, the restoration of the citadel of RukhZra (p. loo) 
and of the walls of the city (p. 103), the construction in r 119 
of a place for the festival praycss on the site of the ruined 
palace of ShamsabZd, the building of a magnificent cathedral 
lrlosque in I I 21 (p. log), and of two palaccs, the first of which 
was afterwards turned into a madrasah (p. 1 I I ) ,  and the restor- 
ation of the town of Paykand (p. r I S ) .  The minaret of the 
cathedral mosque near the citadel was transferred by order 
of the Khan to the shahristzn and restored with greater 
magnificence. Not long before the completion uf the work the 
building collapsed along with a third of the cathedral mosque ; 
Arslzn-KhZn ordcrcd the rebuilding of the minaret entirely a t  
his own expense " Th'hc author of the " Kitribi Mul15zZdah "13 

with the liclll o f  tlic priestliood, but t h a t  snbseqiiently tlie priesthood came into conflict 
with tlie new rulers of the provincc. 

Accortling to I{undari (Rccueil, WC., ii, 2fja) he was taken prisoner while hunting. 
2 I t ~ n  nl-Atl~ir,  x, 239-41 ; TL'x~s, p. 84 ( 'Awi i ) .  Accordi~lg to  the  ICit5bi 

MulliizLrlnh (Texts, 1,. 172) Arsl.?~~-lCllln wns even h o ~ l i  in the  Merv villnge of Masas 
o r  Mnswns (cp. Zllukovaky, Il'tr-valiuy .T/c7r. Merv,r, 11. 13). According t o  'Awl i  
and to the author  of thc '' K i t n b ~  hli1ll,?z8dah" A~slPn-lChZn also Lore the title 
of Tnmghlch-KhHn. 

Il,n nl-Athir, x,  241, 0 5 3 .  T h e  spellings ,ib and 4L a r e  also found in MSS. 
of I l ) ~ i  n l -Athi r  ; cf. Serchakhy ,  p. 240. 

Itm al-Atl~ir ,  x, 335. In the same ) e a r  (503) the rumoiir spread that  Sultnn Sinjar 
hat1 ~ni t le t l  a victory near the  Amu-Darya over a nation of unbelievers 9 6  #) : I b n  
al-(>nl;inisi, ed. Ametlroz, p. 168. 

Nerchakhy, 1'1). 49-50. T h e  minaret has  rcmainetl s tanding t o  the present day. 
Y>xts, p. 172. 
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refers the building of the minaret to the year I I 27. The piety 
of Arsliin-Khan is evidenced not only by his buildings and his 
campaigns against infidels (probably against the Qipchzqs), 
but also by his relations with the ascetic Hasan b. Yiisuf al- 
Bukhzri as-SZmZni, who bore the name of Namad-push (clothed 
in felt). The shaykh lived for thirty years in his khanqah at 
R~kha ra ,  living only on vegetables. Beside him there was only 
one shaykh in Bukhzra, namely, A b i  Hakr Kalliibzdi, who 
abstained absolutely from meat. Arsliin-Khiin called Namad- 
push " fatherJ1, and thanks to  the support of the Khan the 
anchorite was able to preserve Bukhzt.ii from "depraved men 
and innovators." Every :ifi who drank water by day in the 
bazaar from the cistern was expelled by him from the town, 
as the observation of the precepts of decency was in his eyes the 
first duty of a 2iifi. In 509111 15-6 the shaykh met his death 
from the arrow of one of the I' depraved 2." 

In spite of all this the struggle with the priesthood did not 
cease in this reign either. The son of the imam Saffar, executed 

342 under I Shams al-Mulk (see p. 316), A b i  Isl@q Ibrahim b. Ism5'il, 
like his father, " avoided hypocrisy, accused the sultans, and made 
denlands on kiegs"; for the sake of peace in the land, Sinjar 
transferred him to Merv? At  the end of his life Arslan-KhZn 
was struck with paralysis, and was obliged to associate his son 
N a y  with himself as co-ruler. A conspiracy was hatched against 
the young ruler, the chiefs of which were the faqih and mudarris 
Ashraf b. Muhammad as-Samarqandi, who was a descendant of 
'Ali and head of the priesthood, and the ra'is of the town of 
Samarqand. In the night, during the absence of Arsliin-KhZn, 
Nasr was murdered4. His father appealed to Sinjar for help, 
and at the same time summoned his other son Ahmad 9 Tile 

' According t o  RundH~i (I loutsma,  A'erucil, V c . ,  ii. 2fi4) Arsliin-KhHn (whom he 
calls Ahmatl,  see below) I I R ~  1 2 , 0 0 0  Turk ish  mamlfiks with whom he constantly 
untlertook campaigns against the infidel Turks,  and traversed distances in their country 
of two months' j o u r ~ ~ e y .  Cf. Ibli a l -Athir ' s  account (xi, 5 5  sq.) of the campaigns of 
Amlin-Kh5n,  quoted hy Marquart, Ostftirk. /)inleR/rt., 164 sq. (where xii and the date 
A. H.  5 0 2  a1.e give11 by mistake). It  is said that  Arsliin-Khiin had under his rule 
16,000 tents of Kllitii T u r k s  (&& dl>)\), whose duty it  was  to guard tile pages  

between his kingdom nnd China  (di). Marquart  concludes from this that  it was 
t h e w  mercenaries of his, a n d  not the  QarH-Khitly w h o  came from China with the 
(;irkhiin (see below), w h o  must have built the town o f  Imi l  (near the p~esen t  
C h u ~ ~ c h n k ) .  T h i s  view is n o  doubt  erroneous. I t  is quite inconceivable that t1.e 
authority of tlie KhHn of Samarqand should a t  any t ime have extended so far to 
t h e  north. 

Tc.~~s, pp. 170, 17 1. 

Sam'Hni, s. v. Gd\ ,  facs. 353 h. J ' In  one passage ( Ibn  al-Athir,  xi, 54) it is stated that  Nasr  l~imself took part 
the conspiracy and was  killed by order of his father. 

T h e  prince is not named in Ibn  al-Athir,  but it is probable that to him helong 
the  coins w ~ t h  the name of Qndir-KhSn -4hmatl (A.  Markov, AFdalog, pp. 275-6); 
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faqih and ra'is went to meet him, when the young KhZn promptly 
ordered them to be seized, and had the faqih executed forthwith. 
According to one of Ibn al-Athir's accounts1 peace was thereby 
restored, so that Sinjar's help was not required, and Arsliin-KhZn 
regretted that he had applied to the Sultan. Elsewhere the same 
historian2 says that Sinjar defeated the Qarluqs, who had also 
risen against the KhZn. However this may be, a conflict broke 
out between the Sultan, whose army had already entered Trans- 
oxania,and the ruler of the country; when hunting, Sinjar seized 
twelve men, who confessed on examination that they had been 
suborned by the KhZn to kill the Sultan. After this Sinjar 
besieged Samarqnnd. The priesthood, probably a t  the request 
of the Khan, appealed to the Sultan in a letter interceding for 
their sovereign. The answer, written in the name of Sinjar " to  
the ImZms, Qiidis, and Notables" of Samarqand, has come down 
to us. The Sultan expresses his amazement that the priesthood 
should " render obedience to a person deposed by God Himself, 
a person from whom all weapons of power have been removed, 
who has been deprived of the support of the Almighty, and ) 
dethroned by the ruler of the world, the shadow of the Almighty, 343 
the viceroy of the Caliph." Further on the Sulta~i  recalls that 
he himself raised the KhZn from obscurity, called him to the 
throne, transferred his rivals to Khurasiin, and for seventeen years 
supported him with his army, and that during this time the 
Khan ruled badly, offended the descendants of the prophet, 
destroyed ancient families, executed peoplc on bare suspicion 
and confiscated their goods. The suggestion is rnade that the 
lettcr of the priesthood was dispatched under pressure of 
the temporal power. Finally, the Sultan announces that 70,ooo 
armed soldiers " t o  whom even the mountain Qaf would not 
be an obstacle," have already been three days before the town, 
ready to attack, and that he is holding back only from a desire 
to save the town, the inhabitants of which are renowned for their 
piety, from inevitable plunder, and by the intercession of his 
wife "thc daughter of Arslan-Khan). 

Samarqand was taken in the early spring of I 130.~ The 
sick Khan was carried before the Sultan in a l i t te r ,hnd sent 
to his daughter ; shortly afterwardso he died at Halkh and was 
b u ~  icd at Merv, iu the madrasah built by himself.? His successor 

this is cor~firmed by the fact that Riwandi  (Notr7leatlx nrr'langts arie~rtarrx, Paris, 1886, 
1). 3 3 ,  edition of Muh. Iqbiil, p. 169)  and 13untliri (Moutsma, Re(-rrril, V c . ,  i i ,  264) 
call the king of  Samnrqan(1 Ahmad, and confuse him w ~ t h  ArslHn-Khin. 
' lhn nl-Athir, x, 465*. /hid., xi,  54-5. 

Tc~.rfs. pp. 25-6 (InshH). Kabi' I ,  saq (Ibn al-Athir). 
lioutsma, A'rrwcil, V,., i i ,  264. 
According to the Kitiibi Mulllzldall (Texts, p. 172) in 524 or 525, according to 

Jam51 Qarshi (Trxts, 1). I 32) in l i n j n h  526 (May-June, I I 32).  
Prof. V.  A. Zhukuvsky (A'aevali?ty Star. A/cr.zln, pp. 27-8) rilistakenly refers this 

Y 
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was a t  first declared t o  be his brother Abu'l-Muzaffar Tamgh~ch-  
BughrZ-KhZn IbrZhim, who had been brought up a t  Sinjar's 
court ; then subsequently another member of the  dynasty, 
Qilich TamghZch-KhZn Abu'l-Ma'Zli Hasan b. 'Ali b. 'Abd-al- 
Mu'min, better knotvn under the  name of Hasan - t ag~n ,~  and 
finally Kukn ad-Din (or JalZl ad-Din " Mahrniid, the son of 
ArslZn-KhZn. Mahmtid, who was a nephew of Sinjar, proved 
himself a faithful subject of his uncle, who was able also to  call 

344 the Khan  of KZshghar his n ~ m i n e e . ~  I Thus  once again, as under 
Malik-ShZh, all Muslim Asia came under the  sway of a single 
ruler. But a t  this time a nation was already approaching the 
eastern frontiers of the Muslim world who were to  force the 
Muslims of Transoxania t o  submit for the first time to  the rule of 
the infidels. 

statement to Alp-ArslHn the Saljiiqid. We know nothing of the fate of Ahmad, except 
Ibn al-Athir's statement (x, 480) that in the summer of "32 Sinjar, at  that time 
engaged in the West, had to return to  Khuf idn,  " as information reached him of the 
revolt of Ahmad-KhHn the ruler of Transoxania." I t  is possible that after the captore 
of Samarqand by Sinjar, Ahmad was left ruler of some part of Transoxania. 

Texts, p. 2 4  (in a diplomatic document) ; the historians are completely silent on 
this Khan. 

Ibn al-Athir, xi, 55. ~ ' c x ~ s ,  pp. 2 7 ,  33 (Inshi). ibid., p 37. 



CHAPTER I11 

THE OARA-KHITAYS - AND THE KHWARAZM- 
S H A H S  

I HAVE spoken elsewhere in detail of the rise of the Qarii- 345 
KhitZys. After the defeat inflicted on them by the I(han of 
Ksshghar, Ahmad b. Hasan" the Saljfiqid Government in 
a letter to the wazir at naghdad expressed the belief that all 
danger from the side of the infidels was at an end 3. The Qara- 
IChifZys, however, were able to create an extensive kingdom, to 
subjugate Semiryechye and Eastern Turkestan, and in Ramadiin 
531 (May-June, 1137) to defeat the army of Mahmfid-KhBn 
near Khojend. The defeat caused great terror amongst the 
inhabitants of Transoxania 4, but the Qarii-Khifays were probably 
occupied elsewhere and did not at this time avail themselves 
of the fruits of their victory. 

Sinjar's attention was absorbed at this period by the struggle 
with his rebellious vassal, the Khwiirazm-shah Atsiz I .  Anfish- 
tagin Gharja", the grandfather of Atsiz, was the slave of the 
Saljiiqid amir Bilga-tagin (or Rilg5-beg), and derived his surname 
from the fact that ] he had been purchased by Bilgs-tagin 346 
from one of the inhabitants of Gharjist5n 7. From Bilgii-tagin 
he was taken to the court of Malik-ShZh, where he occupied 
the highest offices, and was appointed superintendent of the 
royal washing utensils. The revenues of Khorezmia served to 
cover the ; expenses of this part of the court organization e ,  
consequently Anfish-tagin bore also the title of governor of 

Haridbook of Scnzivyrrhye, ii, p. 102  sq. 
2 O n  his o r ~ g i n  see T e x / r .  p. 1 3 3  (Jarnal Qnrshi). H i s  father, TamghHch-Khin 

Hasan, ruled lor some t ime in TarPz, a s  is evident from his coins (A. Markov, Katalog, 
1). 272). It was this same KhHn for whom the C~udatku  Bilik was composed;  cf. 
/iu//. Srh, of O ~ i t v t t a l  .Ttt~dics, iii, I 5 2. 

Tc-rts, p. 38. Ibn al- Athir, xi, 56.  
6 On the sources for the  history of the dynasty of the KhwPlazrn-shihs, see p. 31. 

Mirkhw3nd hasetl his work exclusive1 on Juwayni;  on the relation of M i r k h w b d  
to his aoarcc, scr  above 11. 51. Lirkh lv lnd  and Ibn 31-Athir were used by 
l'rof. N. 'r. V r s e l o v ~ k y  in his study Orherk is todo-geograjrhcskikh svyedymi i  o 
A'hivinskonr A'hnns/;y,  S t .  I.'., 1877. I n  m y  own further cxposi t~on I shall give 
my sources mainly i n  those cases when the information quoted by Ine is not f o u ~ l d  
in Prof. Veselovsky's hook. 

More correctly Gharcha (modern Ghi lcha)  : cf. my 1.rtoriko-geogmficheskii obzor 
/I-arrri, p. 27, and Zapiski. xin, I 34. 
' I l ~ n  al-Athil., x, 182 .  ' Juwnyni, ed. Mirzi  Muh., ii. 2. 

J'2  
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Khorezmial, although, judging from the accounts of both the 
original sources he did not as yet actually rule this province. 
His son Qufb ad-Din Muhammad was brought up at Merv. 

In 1097 the KhwZrazm-shZh Ikinchi b. QuchqZr was killed 
by rebellious amirs. After the pacification of the rising the 
Sultan BarkyZrfiq appointed as governor of KhtirZsZn the amir 
DZd-Habashi b. Alttintiiq *, who confided the administration of 
Khorezmia to Qufb ad-Din Muhammad, the son of Anfish-tagin. 
Sinjar confirmed Muhammad in his post, and helped him to put 
down the revolt of Tughrul-tagin, the son of Ikinchi, who had 
invited the Turks into the country. According to Ibn al-Athir 6 ,  

Muhammad ruled justly, and was a patron of learning ; according 
to Juwayni he remained Sinjar's faithful vassal, and during the 
whole of his reign he himself travelled every second year to the 
court of the Sultan, and sent his son Atsiz in the intervening years. 

Atsiz, who succeeded his father in I I 27 or I I 28, was the real 
founder of the power of the dynasty of Khwgrazm-shZhs. With 
rare perseverance and skill he and his successors stopped at no 
measures to attain their aim, the foundation of a strong and 
independent kingdom. In the early years of his reign Atsiz 
remained a loyal subject of Sinjar, and took part in his cam- 
paigns, including the invasion of Transoxania6, though at the 

347 same time I he saw to the strengthening of his own rule by the 
subjugation of the neighbouring nomads. In pursuit of this aim 
he occupied places which were of the greatest importance in the 
life of the nomads, namely, Jand, i . e .  the lower reaches of the 
Syr-Darya, and the peninsula of Manqishlggh '. From Jand he 
undertook a campaign '' into the depths of Turkistgn," and won 
a victory over the '' king and chief who enjoyed the greatest 
renown among the infidels \." Soon after this he revolted 
against Sinjar ; according to Juwayni 5 Atsiz, while taking part in 

Jnwayni's words (ibid.) are LJ(,.~ ?j)l* $s? ,..& ),I. 
T h e  first writer who calls him the actual ruler of Khorezmia is, so  far as I know, 

H a r n d a l l l h  Qazwini (ed. Urowne, p. 486 sq.,  trans., 1 x 1  sq.), but cf. the translator's 
note on the da te  A. 11. 491. 

He is mentioned no t  only in  I b n  al-Athir, but  also in Juwayni (ed. MirzH Mllh., 

ii, 3, where the reatling is &I), although omitted by  a l l  subsequent com~)ilers,  
beginning with Kashicl ad-T)iu (MS. As. Mus. a h  566, f. 51 7 a). C f .  hlerquart's view 
(Osfri'rR. Dinlekfsf . ,  pp. 48 sq., aor sq.), who identifies this Ikinclii with n person 
mentioned by ' A w l i  (my Texts, p. 99). 
' I n  Juwayni Did-beg b. I jabasEi  A l t ~ n t P q  ; the  printed edilion (ii, 2)  has Dii~l-bfp 

H a b a s h i  h. AlttintIq. 
Ibn al-Athir, x, 183. 
Juwnyni, ed. M i r z l  hluh., ii, 4 ;  ILIirkhond, A'harezm, p. 2. 

YiiqGt also speaks of the conqoest of ManqishliiVh by Atsiz (iv, 670). According 
t o  Ibn al-Athir (x, 183) Atsiz conquered Manqisllligh during hi3 Ihther's lifetime. 

Teats, p. 17. Document written i n  July I r 33 (ilid., p. 3 5). 
J u w a y ~ ~ i ,  foc. (it. ; Mi~khont l ,  Khareznr, p. 3. 



Siniar's expedition to Ghazna, noticed that under the influence of 
en;ious deGactors the Sultan cooled towards him. In the autumn 
of 1138 Sinjar undertook a campaign in Khorezmia. In the official 
document which has come down to us it is said that Sinjar 
turned on Atsiz with accusations that the latter, without the 
permission of his suzerain, had " spilt the blood of Muslims " in 
Jand and Manqishliigh, the inhabitants of which were faithful 
guardians of the provinces of Islam, and constantly at war with 
the infidels; in answer to these accusations Atsiz brought about 
a rising, imprisoned the Sultan's officials, confiscated their pro- 
perty, and closed all the roads from Khurasan. The Sultan was 
then a t  Rallch, and from here (according to Juwayni in Muharrani, 
i.e. in September) set out on the campaign with a numerous 
army. The fortified camp ~f Atsiz was near Hazarasp, a strong 
fortress, and the country surrounding the camp for an extent of 
some farsalihs was flooded-a measure to which the Khwarazm- 
sh5hs had recourse also in subsequent invasions (see p. 154). 
As the strip near the banks was inundated the SaljClqid army had 
to advance through the sand steppes, and consequently moved 
very slowly. In the official document this slowness is explained 
by the Sultan's desire to give Atsiz time to come to his senses. 
The battle tool; place only on Nov. 15. Atsiz led his army out 
of their trenches, and the Khorezmian army, formed partly of 
infidel Turlts, was completely defeated, losing lo,ooo men in 
killed, wounded, and prisoners. I Among the prisoners was the 348 
son of the Khwiirazm-shSh2, who was immediately executed 
and his head dispatched to Transoxania. Sinjar remained 
a week on the battlefield, where he was joined by the remainder 
of the defeated army, all of whorrr received pardon. Atsiz fled, 
and the country was occupied by Sinjar apparently without 
further opposition. The Sultan set up his own nephew Sulayman 
b. Muhammad3 as ruler of the province, and leaving with him 
a wazir, an atzbcg, and a &jib returned to Merv in Feb., I 1.39. 
Su1ayni;ln did not remain ruler long. Atsiz returned to Kho- 
rezmia ; the inhabitants, who were discontented with the 
bellaviour of Sinjar's army, rallied to him, and SulaymZn was 
forced to fly to his uncle4. In 534/1139-40 Atsiz made an 
attack on l<ulihrTrZ, itnprisoned and put to death the governor 
of the town, Zangi b. 'Ali, and destroyed thc citadel 6. In spite 
of this he found it necessary to submit to his suzerain. The 
text of thc o;itli talicn by Atsiz at the cnd of May 1141 has 
come down to us, and consists of thc customary expressions 6. 

' TF.x~.~, pp. 44 7 .  
' Ilis name i l l  Juwrysi (in both hlSS.) el: 1x1. MirrP Muh., ii,  6, e-7: in 

Mirkhwind (Khnrccrrr, 13. 4) il-qutlugh. 
Thus accnrtiing t n  Juwnyni. Ibn  n l -At l~ i r ,  xi, 44. ' Nerchakhy, p, 23.  

"mf~, p. 40. Cf. thc Sultar~ Mns'id's oath to the Caliph in Barhak~, 
F'P. 370-741 384-9. 



This text is included in a document in which Atsiz expresses 
his joy that the Sultan, having manifested before all the world 
his justice in regard to the KhwZrazm-shZh, now shows the world 
" the  light of his mercy1." The oath of fealty was, however, 
broken by the KhwZrazm-shZh in the course of a few months. 

In Transoxania the customary conflict between the throne 
and the military class broke out in 1141 2. Mahmiid-KhZn 
invoked Sinjar's help against the Qarluqs, and in July a Saljijqid 
army entered the country. The Qarluqs appealed for help to 
the giirkhzn of the QarZ-KhitZys, and the giirkhan, who at 
BalZsgghiin had appeared as the protector of the KhZn against 
the nomad divisions3, now took the part of the Qarluqs and 

349 interceded for I them with Sinjar. The insulting reply of the 
Saljiiq Sultan called forth a fresh invasion of l'ransoxania by 
the QarZ-KhitBys, and in a sanguinary battle in the QatwZn 
steppe on Sept. 9th the Saljiiq army was completely defeated. 
SinjarJs troops were forced back to the Dargharn by the QarZ- 
KhitZys ; the waters of this stream carried away ~o ,ooo  killed 
and wounded, and in all 30,000 Muslims fell in the battle6. 
Sinjar fled to Tirmidh ; Mahmiid-KhZn together with him 
abandoned his territories ; and the whole country submitted to 
the QarZ-Khifays, who in the same year 53611141-2 occupied 
BukhZrZ. In HukhZrZ a t  this time a dynasty of hereditary 
ra'ises of the town had already arisen, which from the name of 
its founder was entitled l1 the house of Rurh~n." According to 
the author of the '' KitZb-i Mulliiziidah " these ra'ises, who bore 
the title of Sadrs (supports) of the world, were descended from the 
" people of the turban," i. e. from the priesthood, but within 
their gates the " possessors of crowns" sought refuge. The 
founder of the dynasty, "the great Sadr," Burh9n al-Milla wa'd- 
Din ('; Proof of the Community and the Faith ") Abd-al-'Azi~ 
b. 'Omar MZza, " the second N u ' m ~ n  (Abii Hanifa), sea of ideas," 
was considered a descendant of the Caliph 'Omar; he is men- 
tioned by the historian Abu'l-Hasan Bayhaqi, in his account 
of his own father, who had died in August, 1123 '. At  the 
time of the invasion of the Qarz-Khif~ys ,  the Sadr of Rukhirg 
was the son of 'Abd-al-'Aziz, Hus~rn-ad-Din 'bmar. Bokharz 

Texts, p. 39. Most detailed account in Ibn al-Athir, xi, 56-7. 
HnnaVook o/Semiryethye, ii, 103. ' This is yrnbably not the channel of the same name situated to the south of 

Samarqand (cf. pp. 85 and 95). 
~ o r r v e a u x  rrrilawges oricrrtearr.r, pp. 20, 3 5 4  ; R d a t  nr-,!7t,dGr, ed. Muh. Iqbil. 

1 7 2  sq. [Cf. on th i s  battle Sir E:. D. lioss In T,*nvr ln~ t J  Tmve//er.s o j f h t  Mirlde 
Ages (London, rga6),  p. 174. See further Friedrich Zarncke, Der N~icsltr/oharrnr~, 
pp. a4-34 ( - AbA. d. $hi/.-Aist. Classc t i .  kRd. sii,As. Gescll. d. Wiss., vii Band, Leipzig, 
1879~ pp. 850-60). G.] 

Te.rts, p. 169. 
' MS. Hrit. Xlus. Pul~.  3 ~ 8 7 ~  f. 6 0 M 1  a. The ranrlfather of this ' ilbd-al-'.\/iz 

is here called 'Abd-al-ai\xir al-hlira ; in the Kitib-i h o l l j r i d n h  he is called 'Abddlbh. 
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evidently showed opposition to the infidels, as the Sadr was 
killed l. The QarZ-Khitzys appointed a certain Alptagin as 
ruler of BukhZrZ 2. 

Sinjar's defeat was so opportune for Atsiz that the rumour 
inevitably spread that the KhwZrazm-shZh himself had called 
in the QarZ-KhifZys 3. According to Juwayni 4, however, the 
territories of Atsiz himself ( were likewise plundered by a division 350 
of Qara-KllitZys, and a large number of the inhabitants were 
killed ; Atsiz was compelled to make peace, and bound himself 
to pay the Qara-KhitZys 3 0 , 0 0 0  gold dinars annually, exclusive 
of tribute in kind. The invasion of Khorezmia by the Qara- 
Khitiiys could hardly have occurred immediately after the battle 
of QatwZn, because as early as 'October of the same year we find 
Atsiz with an army in KhurZsZn, where he hastened to profit by 
the defeat of Sinjar. Merv was plundered on the 19th of 
November of the same year. Atsiz reached NishZpiir only in 
May, I 142, and it is possible that this delay is to be explained 
by the QarZ-KhitZy invasion. In his proclamation to the 
inhabitants of NishZpiir, Atsiz said that the misfortunes of 
Sinjar were a punishment for the ingratitude with which he had 
repaid the loyal service of the KhwZrazm-shiih. "We do not 
know whether repentence will avail hiin, as now he will find 
nowhere such a support and such a friend of his power as we 
were 6 . ' J  011 the command of Atsiz the khutba was read in his 
name at NishZpiir on the 29th May, but by the summer of the 
same year Sinjar's rule was re-established in KhurSsZn 6. 

In ,53H/114.3-4~ Silljar made an expedition into Khorezmia 
and compelled Atsiz to submit, and to return the treasure 
plundered by him at Merv @. In col~nexior. with this campaign, 
in all probability, the Ghuzz made a successful descent on 
Hukhars (March, I 144), in which the citadel was destroyed 9. 

Learning that Atsiz still nourished treasonable intentions, Sinjar 
dispatched the poet Adib SZbir to him as envoy. The latter 
learned that Atsiz had sent two Ismailites bought by him to 

IToutsmn, Accuril, C+I., i i ,  278.  According to Fagih (Texts, p. 160) the Sadr 
fell in the fight and was Iruried at KallHbiid in the neighbourhood of Bukhhr&. 

Nerchakhy, p. 23. ( hnhriv Maqda, tmns. by E. G. Rrowne, pp. 38, 39: printed 
ed., p. 24, new trans., p. aq ,  where the name is spelled AtmHtigin. 

This explnins Ibn al-Atliir's account (xi, 53), quoted by lJrof. Veselovsky (p. 60). 
Juwnyni, ed. MirzH Muh., ii, 88 ; Mirkhond, Vie de l)jpnghiz A'han, cd. Jaubert, 

Paris, 1841, ~ p .  91-2  ; ()ppert, Dev Prcsby/er Johnrtncs, S. I 46. The name of the 
QarP-KhitBy chief is given in Mirkhwand o s  j ~ ~ l ,  in the Khanykov MS. of Jilwayni 

as ;,, \, in the printed editior~ , \ (mutilated it1 the Dolgoruki MS.). j ~ g  
V e ~ f c ,  PI). 43-4. 8 Ibn al-Atllir, xi, 58. 

It is remarkal~le that in this yenr a d i n l r  of Atsiz was coined with the nnnie ol' 
the Stiltan of 'Iriiq Mns'iid ( I  131-1 I j a )  ; cf. A. Markov, Ali r tn lq ,  p. 297, 

fi Ibn al-Athir, xi, 6.3; IIoutsmn, A'ctucil, V r . ,  i t ,  ~ S I .  
W e r c l l i ~ k l i y ,  p. 2.3. 



Merv to kill the Sultan. Thanks to Adib the Sultan was warned 
in time, but in return for this his envoy was thrown into the 

351 Amu-Daryal by order of Atsiz. In I November, I 147 Sinjar 
for the third time marched into Khorezmia, besieged Hazarasp, 
took it after two months, and approached the capital of Atsiz. 
On the appeal of the KhwZrazm-shah, the anchorite ~hi i -Push,  
who lived only on the flesh of does and dressed in their skins 
(which earned-him his name), undertook to mediate between the 
warring parties. Sinjar agreed to pardon the rebels, but required 
that Atsiz should appear before him in person on the banks of 
the Amu-Darya with expressions of submission. This interview 
took place a t  the beginning of June, r I ~ H  4. Atsiz, however, 
contrary to custom, did not kiss the ground before the sovereign, 
nor even dismounted from his horse, but only bowed his head 
and immediately rode back, before the Sultan had even turned 
his horse's bridle. Sinjar did not think it necessary to renew 
the war on account of such disrespect on the part of his vassal, 
and returned to Merv. 

After the failure of his efforts to found an independent state 
and seize KhurZsZn, Atsiz again turned his eyes to the banks of 
the Syr-Darya. One of the results of the Khwarazm-shzh's 
ill-success in his struggle with Sinjar was the loss of Jand, of 
which Kamiil ad-Din, the son of Arslan-Khan Mahmiid, and 
probably a descendant of the Qara-Khanid dynasty, had made 
himself ruler. According to Juwayni < Atsiz now concluded an 
alliance with Kamal ad-Din ; it was decided in the spring of 
I 152 to make a combined campaign against the territories of the 
infidel Qipchiiqs, whose centre was the town of SighnZq or 
SiqtlZq (cf. p. 179). When Atsiz arrived a t  Jand with his army, 
its size so terrified Kamiil ad-Din that he abandoned his territory. 
Atsiz sent distinguished envoys to him and by promises persuaded 
him to return, but not long after his arrival K a m ~ l  ad-Din was 
arrested and spent the remainder of his life in prison. In an 
oficial document which has come down to us there is no mention 
of an expedition to Sighnaq ; Atsiz says only that at a time 
when his army had been diverted to another quarter on ~~ccount 

352 of certain difficulties 1 Jand was seized by rebels. At  the 
beginning of RabiL I (540? ?) he was at last able to leave Kho- 

1 T h u s  in Juwayni,  ii, 8, and Mirkhond ( M n r e z n t ,  pp. 5-6): inaccurately given 
by Prof. Veselovsky (p. 61). 

a The  month is mentioned in  Juwayni (Jumiidii, ii). 
/ - 

Juwayni, ii, 10 : 39)rl G.Y$J &$ jl )I uqJ ?W. &,!PI U$ 
According to Juwayni (ibid.) on hionday, 1 2 t h  hluharram, 543, but this day 

( 2  June, I 148) was a Wednesday. 
/bid.; cf. also Mirkl~ond, Khnrezm, pp. 8 9 .  8 Texts, pp. 41-2. 

It is very likely that in  the text of the manuscript the first figure of the date is 
omitted. From what is said further on it is evident that i n  this year 9 th  Ralfi' I 
was a Friday;  and from thiv i t  may be concluded that the year in clucstion was 
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rezinia with his army. The steppe lying between Khorezmia 
and Jand was traversed in a single week ; on the 8th the army 
reached the bank of the Syr-Darya a t  SZgh-dara a t  a distance 
of twenty farsakhs from Jand. These twenty farsakhs were 
traversed in one night ; on Friday the gth, in the morning, the 
army made ready for battle and approached the gates of the 
town. Here the news was received that the leader of the rebels, 
who bore the title of KhZn, had fled ; a detachment was sent in 
pursuit, and the remaining leaders tendered submission and were 
pardoned. Thus the authority of the KhwZrazm-shZh was 
restored in Jand without the shedding of blood. According to  
Juwayni, Abu'l-Fath fl-ArslZn, the eldest son of Atsiz, was 
appointed ruler of Jand. We shall see that in later times 
also Jand was governed by the eldest son of the KhwZrazm- 
shZh, from which it is clear what importance was attached by 
Atsiz and his successors to the possession of this town. 

In the spring of the following year, r 153 l, fresh events 
occurred in KhurZsZn which favoured the plans of Atsiz. 
Sinjar's attempt to subdue the Ghuzz nomads t o  the rule of 
Persian officials and tax  collectors had ruinous consequences for 
the Sultan himself; the leaders of the Ghuzz destroyed his 
army, took the Sultan prisoner, and from that time for the 
space of nearly three years ( carried him with them, surrounding 353 
him with outward p o ~ n p  2. The Ghuzz subjected some towns 
of KhurZsZn, Merv3 and NishZpCr among them, to terrible 
plundering. This time Atsiz did not take advantage of the 
Sultan's misfortune in order to proclaim his own independence, 

~ 4 a / 1 1 4 7  : but then the expedition of Atsiz to Jand would have taken place before 
Sin~nr's third campaign. It is more probable that in agreement with Juwayni's 
account it should be 547/11sz. According to Wiistenfeld's tables the 9th Rabii I, 547 
(June 14, I 152) was R Saturday ; but a difference of one day between the tables and 
historical sourcer is oltcn met with. I t  is remarkable that, contrary to custom, 
tllc expedition from Khorermin to Jand was undertaken during the hot season. 

Ii.?wandi (ed. M u h .  Iqb%l, p. I;;) refers the revolt of the Ghuzz to the end of 
548, but acco~ding to a contemporary of the event, Yiisuf b. 'Abdalllh Andkhudi, 
qlioted by the nuthor of the"  Ta'likh al-I<h:~yrit" (MS. Brit. Mns. Or. 4898, f. 1 5 2  a)  
and to Ibn  nl-Athir (xi, I 16), i t  occurled a1 the very beginning of this year. In  
nnother account, which, jiidging from documents quoted lurther 011, must be talien 
with thc fullest reliance, lhn  nl-Athir (xi, 118-19) says that Sinjar was twice defeated 
I)y the Gliuzz, after which in Safar (May) he fled to Merv. All the commanders and 
the Sultali llimself soon abandonetl the capital, after which in the month of Jumlda I 
(August or end of July) hirrv was plundered by the Ghozz. Immediately afterwards 
they took thc Sultnn prisoner, arid in Knjab (October or end of September) ~dundered 
the town for tlie second time. For tlie rllronology cf. aleo Zapiski, xx, 040 sq. 

According to tlle unknnwli continuator of the " Miijmil at-l'awlrikh " (see p. a 7 )  
the Ghuzz left Sinjar with the outward signs of sovereignty, hut appointed his servants - - - - .  
from amongst themselves only; f. 348 : ,J AJ,? ,+<j~ We 

* 
3 1 ; I , ~  I . According to Juwayni (ii, 1 2 )  

and Mirkllwlnd -(/lVkar-&~~r, ill. 9, 10) the Ghuzz allowed Sinjar this ceremony only by 
day, and PI night Inckcd him lip in an iron cage. 

V o m p a l . c  V. Zliukovsky, /iac?lalitty S/nr trvo Ilftrva, p. 29. 



but appeared in the role of protector of the  lawful ruler. First 
of all he summoned the Governor of the fortress of ~ m i i ~  
( A m u ~ )  t o  surrender this important point ; it is evident that 
Atsiz realized the importance of this spot a s  he had previously 
recognized the importance of Jand and Manqishlzgh. His 
a t tempt  t o  seize Amul did not succeed, and the  Khwiirazm-shih 
returned t o  his kingdom and renewed his campaigns against the 
" infidels," i. e. against the  Qipchiiqs. W e  know from Abu'l- 
Hasan Rayhaqi "hat YanZl-tagin, the brother of Atsiz, devas- 
tated the district of Rayhiiq from the end of December, I 153, to 
the beginning of the autumn of I 154. 

T h a t  part of Sinjar's army which had not elected to  join the 
Ghuzz chose the former ruler of Transoxania, Mahmid-Khan, as 
their leader. Mahmfid entered into negotiations with Atsiz, who 
set out with his a rmy  for Khuriiszn, taking 11-Arsliin with him, 
and leaving another son Khitzy-Khan in Khorezmia. Accord- 
ing t o  Juwayni, Atsiz learnt while still in the town of Shah- 
ristzn, where, according t o  official documents 3, he arrived a t  the 
end of the month of Safar, i . c .  in April, I 156, that Sinjar with 
the help of one of his commanders had succeeded ih escaping 
from captivity, and had reached Tirmidh in safety. Ibn-al- 
A th i r4  mistakenly refers this event t o  Ramadan 55rlOct.-Nov., 
I 156. After this the Uhwiirazm-shah remained a t  NasZ where 
Mahmiid's envoy, ' lzz ad-Din Tughrii'i, came to  him. 

T h e  Khan and the Amirs now repented of having invited 
such a dangerous ally, but against their expectations Atsiz did 

3j4 not make I any exorbitant demands. From Nas2 he sent a 
letter t o  Sinjar ", in which he congratulated the Sultan on his 
successful escape from captivity, and expressed his complete 
readiness t o  submit himself to  the corr~mands of the sovereign, 
i. e. either t o  go  t o  Tirmidh t o  join the Sultan's army, or to 
return to  Khorezmia, or t o  remain in Khur5sZn. The  letters of 
Atsiz t o  his allies, i. c, t o  Mahmiid-KhZn, to  the ruler of SijistZll 
and to  the ruler of the m o ~ ~ n t a i n  province of  G h i r ,  were couched 
in the same complaisant tone. T h e  envoy of the ruler of 
Sijistiin met Atsiz while hc was still a t  Shahristiin. A t  Kha- 
bfishzn, another town in KhuriisZn, a friendly interview took 
place between Atsiz and MahmGd. A t  the  end of Rabid I (May) 
an officer (Withiiq-bashi, cf. p. ozg.) of Sinjar's guard, Najm al- 
Mulk Lawhi, arrived there with a letter from his sovereign.' 
After Mahmid's arrival and in expectation of the arrival of 
the rulers of SijistSn and Ghiir, Atsiz ordered a letter to be 
written t o  Ti t i -beg,  the leader of the Ghuzz. This letter' 1s 

Juwayni, i i ,  I a ; Mirkhond, Khat-csm, p. 10. 
MS. Hr~t. Mus. Or. 35'99, f. 158 b. 

3 - r t r / ~ ,  lip. 27-8. 4 Ibn nl-Athir ,  xi,  138. 
T c v t r .  1). 2 6 ,  a l h i d , ,  pp 17-3.  / b td . ,  pp. ag-9 



one of the best models of the style of Eastern diplomatists. 
Not a word is said of Sinjar's in~prisonment ; on the contrary it 
is stated that when the divisions of the Ghuzz arrived in KhurZsZn 
and the government servants left Merv, then the Sultan also 
could have gone, as "all the lands up to the furthest borders of 
Ram have belonged and still belong to him," but '' the sovereign of 
the world " considered the Ghuzz divisions as his property, and 
in his royal dignity and in his mercy to his subjects committed 
himself to them and "voluntarily" entered their midst. The  
Ghuzz failed to appreciate this graciousness, and did not fulfil 
the demands of "respect to the sacred court ;"  therefore the 
sovereign had been constrained to part from them and " leave 
them to themselves." The question arises what do they now 
intend to do. T o  march daily from one town to another is no 
longer possible for thein, as it was given them to take possession 
of the towns of KhurZsan only "in consideration of the arrival 
amongst them of the sovereign," to unite all their forces in the 
province of Balkh (where land had been allotted to  them before 
the revolt) would also be imprudetlt and unseemly on their part, 
as  now, when the sovereign has returned to rule himself, no one 
has the right to establish himself in his dominions I without his 355 
permission. I t  only remains to them to  express submission to  
the Saljiiqid government and to make apologies ; then Mal7rnGd- 
KhZn and the rulers of Khorezmia, Sijistzn, and G h i r  will use 
their good offices on their behalf with the sovereign in order that 
he may assign them a " yurt " and the means of existence. 

Whatever may have been the real intentions of the KhwZl-am- 
shah, they could not be realized ; while still in Khabiishan he 
died of paralysis on July 30th, 1156, at  the age of fifty-nine 
years I. Atsiz died as the vassal of the Saljiiqid Sultan ; none 
the less he must in justice be considered as the founder of the 
power of the Khorczmian dynasty. Hy adding Jand and Man- 
qishlagh to his possessions he brought the neighbouring nomads 
under subjection to IChorezmia, and by increasing his military 
forccs by Turkish mercenary divisions he laid the foundation of 
a strong and actually independent kingdom. The successors 
of Atsiz worked on the same lines, and with the same persever- 
ance. With the same skill and the same just understanding of 
thc interests of their dynasty they struggled persistently towards 
their goal ; temporarily postponing the solution of any problem 
under the influence of insuperable obstacles, they always returned 
to it at the first opportunity. 

Tlie same date, 9!h Jnm5rli 11, 551,  is given l y  Jnwnyni ( i i ,  13)  nnd Ibn al-Athir : 
cT. nlso hlirkhond, 15  hare:^^, 1 1 .  I I .  
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11- Arsliin, the successor of Atsiz, had t o  return to Khorezmia 
in order to secure his throne. According to Ibn al-Athirl, 
11-Arslan "killed some of his uncles and blinded his brother, 
who died three days later ; or, according to  another account, 
committed suicide." Juwayni says that this prince, SulaymZn- 
shiih, suffered imprisonment, but his tutor (atabeg) Oghul-beg 
was executed. The  solemn enthronement of 11-Arsl~n took 
place on August 22. He inaugurated his reign by increasing 
the pay and territorial grants of the army. In RamadZn 
(October-November) of the same year Sinjar, who had returned 

356 to &lerv, sent an investiture to f 1-Arsl~n. I In the spring of I 157 
Sinjar died, in the seventy-first year of his age, and with him 
virtually ceased the supreme power of the Saljiiqid sultans in the 
eastern part of Persia. Sinjar's successor in KhurasZn was 
Mahmiid-Khan ; 11-ArslZn welcorned him and informed him 
that in Khorezmia too three days' mourning had been held on 
the death of Sinjar 4. In  these letters, however, the KhwZrazm- 
shah only calls himself "sincere friend " (mukhli~), as in his 
letters to the minor rulers of Khuriisiin" whereas Atsiz in his 
letters to Sinjar called himself " slave" (bandah). The head of 
the Saljuqid dynasty after the death of Sinjar was Ghiyzth ad-Din 
Muhammad b. Mahmiid, the ruler of 'Iraq (11.53-1159), and a 
great grandson of Malik-Shah. H e  also sent an embassy to 11- 
Arslan and made known to him his intention of going eastwards 
with his army. The realization of this intention was hindered by 
many factors, in the first place by the enniity between the Sultan 
and the Caliph, whose temporal power had been restored after 
the death of the Saljiiqid Sultan Mas'iid ( 1152 ) .  On his side 
11-Arsl~n entirely approved the intention of the Sultan, and 
even came forward as mediator between him and the I3aghdad 
government. In the Kh\virazm-shah's letter to the wazir of 
the Caliph Muqtafi "I 136-1 160) it is stated that only Sultan 
Muhammad could rid Khurisiin of highway robbers and Trans- 
oxania of the yoke of the infidels, that the inhabitants of these 
provinces await his arrival with impatience, and that at such 
a time the Caliph's government must forget its enniity to the 
Sultan, for which indeed it had no serious cause, and atrord him 

Ibn al-Athir, xi,  I 38. 
Juwajni, i i ,  14 : cf. Mirkhond, ZiXnvcznr, p. r 2. Mlrkhwznd mistakenly refers 

11-Arslin's accession to 5 5 2 .  
According to Juwayni (ii, 14) 16 Rabi' I, 551 (May 8, 1157) ; according to 

1JnndSri (Houtsma, ii'ecucil, V c . ,  i i ,  255) on Monday, 14 KnLi' I, but this day 
(April 26th) was a Friday. 

Texts, p. 33. 
T e x t s ,  pp. 2 7 ,  33. Very probably the first letter, in which the ~ h w ~ m z m - s h L h  

complains that Mahmfid did not write to him first on his accession to the throne, 
belongs to the time of Atsiz, when Sinjar was in prison, and that the words "after 
the death of the Snltan" were mistakenly inserted in the title by the transcriber. 

T e x t s ,  pp. ;SC-31 (Insh5), 70 (Kha~ ida t  al-(Jasr). 
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support. In the instructions of the person appointed to represent 
the IChwZrazm-shah at  the court of Muhammad1, the latter is 
called " Sovereign of the World, Supreme Sultan, Commander 
of all the Earth 2." 1 

As the Sultan's intention was not realized, 11-ArslZn was 357 
incontestably the most powerful ruler in the eastern part of the 
Muslirn world, and therefore decided to take upon himself the 
fulfilment of the task alluded to in his letter to the wazir a t  
Baghdad. First of all an opportunity was presented to him of 
interfering in the affairs of Transoxania, where, under the supreme 
rule of the Qara-Khitzys, the struggle between the Khans and 
the Qarluq divisions still continued. After the battle at Qatwan, 
Tamghiich-Khan Ibrahim, the son of Arslan-Khan Muhammad, 
became ruler of Samarqand ; he was killed by the Qarluqs, and 
his body thrown out on the steppes 3. According to Jarniil 
Qarshi4 this occurred in ,55111156 at I<allabZd in the  neigh- 
bourhood of Bukhara. He was succeeded by Chaghri-Khan " 
Jaliil ad-Din 'Ali, son of Hasan-tagin (see above, p. 322). 
According to Juwayni6 he killed the chief of the Qarluqs7, 
Payghu-Khan 8, and persecuted his sons and other Qarluq 
leaders, the chief of whom was Lachin-beg. The fallell chiefs 
fled to 11-Arsl~n, who, although he had not long before this 
exchanged friendly letters "with the Khan of Samarcland, 
espoused their cause, and in July 1158 entered Transoxania 
with an army. The Khan of Samarqand sought the help of the 
nomad Turkmens in the steppes between Qa1.a-ltul and Jand, 
and addressed a prayer for assistance to the Qara-Khifays, who 
sent him a division of lo,ooo men under the command of Ilak- 
Turkn~an. '~  Thc Khwarazm-shah " pacified the inhabitants of 

Such are the contents of the next document (Collecliuas srierzti/ir/~res de I'I~zstittrt 
&S la~t'y~its orientalcs, iii, I 54, no. 75). 

o+j u,, IJ~L.) +I WUDL lJlC &l&. 
l b ~ i  al-Athir (xi, 13.1) refers this to the month of Dhii'l-Ijijja 550 (end of January 

nnd February, 1156). I t  is ndderl here that the Khan proved himself a weak ruler 
throughout his reign. Cf. TEXIS, p. f a  (al-lGitib as-Samarqandl). 

Ttxts, 1). I 3 a. 
Thus in Ibn al-Athir (xi, aog); the reading of the other surname of this I<h;n 

is dout>trul; in Juwayni (both the Khnnykov MS. and printed edition) ,cL d$ ; 
Cf. Texts. v. 34. . .  - .  

6 Juwayni, ii, 14. Cf. Mirkhond, Khareznr, pp. 12-13 .  
In Mi1.khw5nd cJ \d!  should be read instead of WL\ji (in the lihanykov MS. 

of Juwayni W W j ,  and ~9 : in the printed edi~ion Wli]p). 
Probably to be rend Ynbghij. 
Trxfs. pp. 34-3. A friendly lttter was dispatched in 1157 to the ruler of 

Sijist511 (72.xfs, p. 30). 
lo  Juwnyni, ii, 1 5 .  Tlnk-Turkman was perhaps the former ruler of 1I;alHsHghiin 

(Oppert, /)er Freshy/crJo/ra~ttics, S. 1 3 2 ) ;  he is inentioned also in Juwayni (ii, 68) 

though the printed t r r t  here has Wb,~ & I .  
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HukhZrZ by promises," i .6 .  he attracted the population of the 
town to his cause ; in his further progress, as we know fronl 
Sam'Zni, he destroyed the town of Rabinjan (cf. above p. 97). 

358 The armies stood opposite each other on the banks I of the 
ZarafshZn, but Ilak-Turkman, convinced of the superiority of 
the KhwZrazm-shah's forces, evaded battle and begged for 
peace through the mediation of the imams and 'ulamz of 
Samarqatid. The KhwZrazm-shah agreed to make peace on 
condition that the Qarluq amirs should be restored with honour 
to their functions, and after this returned to Khorezmia. 

W e  possess another account of the struggle between the Khin 
and the Qarluqs in Ibn al-Athir l ,  who mistalcenly refers this 
event to ,5,59/r 164 ,  when, judging by the numismatic data 2, 

Jaliil ad-Din's son Qilich-Tamghzch-Khan Mas'Cid was already 
on the throne. The King of the Qarii-Khifiys requested the 
Khan to compel the Qarluqs to leave the provinces of BukhZri 
and Samarqand for Kashghar, where they would cease to bear 
arms, and would occupy themselves with agriculture or some 
other work. The Khan passed on this request to the Qarluqs 
and insisted on its fulfirnent ; in answer to this the Qarluqs rose 
in revolt, and their united forces marched on BukhZr5. The 
ra'is of HukhZrZ, Muhammad, son of the 'Omar killed in 1141, 
sent news of this to the Khan, and begged him to meet the 
Qarluqs with his army before they succeeded in laying waste the 
province. A t  the same time he dispatched envoys to the Qarluqs 
and ordered them to be told that even the infidel Qar5-KhitBys 
on seizing a province refrained from pillage and murder 3 ;  all the 
more so for Muslims and Ghizis like themselves was such restraint 
obligatory. By such negotiations he lulled the vigilance of the 
Qarluqs and enabled the Khan to carry out the projected attack 
upon them and destroy them colnpletely. I t  is very likely that 
this account relates to the event which evoked the campaign of 
11-Arsliin, although it is also possiblc that after 11-Arsl~n's with- 
drawal a new dispute arose between the Qarluqs and Jalil  ad-Din. 
That  this struggle did not end in the complete anoihilation of 
the Qarluqs 1s evident from their revolt under JalZl ad-Din's 
successor, Qilich-Tamghach-Khan Mas'id. We know also froin 

359 Ibn al- Athir that in August, 1 1  -50, i. e. simultaneously I with 
11-Arsl~n's campaign, the ruler of l<huttal, A b i  Shujl' Farrukh- 
ShSh, made an unsuccessful attack on Tirmidh, which was 
probably undertaken at the desire of the QarZ-KhifZys. 

In Iihurasgn the Khorezmian government under TI-Arslzn 
achieved no substantial success. In the chief towns of KhurZsPn 

Ibn al-Athir, xi, 2 0 5 .  
hIifart,gts asiatiqucs, viii, fa.+; A. hlarkov, A'nfalo~,  p. a78.  
Such a declaration in  the mouth of the son of the :adr murdered by the Qari- 

Khit3ys is extremely curious. 
Ibn rl-Athir, xi, 155-6. 



a struggle was going on between MaJmiid-Khan and the chief - 

Ghuzz leader, Mu'ayyid ad-Dawla ~ ~ - A b a ;  only one of the 
Ghuzz leaders, IkhtiyZr ad-Din Aytiiql, ruler of DihistPn, 
acknowledged 11-ArslZn as his protector. In spite of this and 
of his alliance with the ruler of MZzandarZn, AytZq was defeated 
in  the struggle with his rival, Yagh~niir-Khan. A t  the beginning 
of 1161 Aytgq fled to Khorezmia ; G u r g ~ n  and DihistZn were 
pillaged by the Ghuzz and the latter "scattered the inhabitants 
of GurgZn over va r i~us   province^.^" After the departure of 
the Ghuzz however, Aytaq, with the help of the Khorezmians, 
re-established his rule in Dih i s t~n  and Gusg~n.  In these towns 
the khufba continued to be read in the name of f l -Ars l~n and 
Aytaq even after the issue of the struggle between Mahmiid and 
Mu'ayyid, who in 1162 Qook Mahmiid-KhZn and his son JalSl 
ad-Din hluhammad prison el.^, and ordered then1 both to be 
blinded. Mu'ayyid ruled only Nishzpiir, Tiis, and some otllel- 
places ; in I 163 he incorporated Bisfiim and DiimghPn in his terri- 
tories, after which the Saljiiqid Sultan A r s l ~ n  ( I  I 6 1-1 I 7 j )  aclinow- 
ledged hirii as his viceroy. Mu'ayyid accepted the appointment 
and introduced the khufba in the name of ArslPn into his province. 
Merv, Rallzh, and Sarakhs were in the hands of the Ghuzz, who 
recognized no superior authority, but mentioned the dead Sinjar 
in the khufba. Her3t was rulcd by the emir ny-tagin4, who 
was on friendly terrns with the Ghuzz. In I 16.5 war broke out 
between Mu'ay!~id and 11-At*slSn. The Khwirazm-shah success- 
fully dcfcnded the town of NasS from Mu'ayyid, and established 
his authority over i t ,  but his march on Nishiipiir ended in  failure. 
Immediately alterwards a dispute broke out between 11-Arsl~n 
a n d  AytZq, who applied 1 to Mu'ayyid for assistance. The 360 
latter succeeded in protecting the southern part of AYtaqJs 
1e1.1-itories from tllc I<horezrnians, but they captured the town of 
Diliistiin and established their own governor in  it 5.  

In  the reign of fl-Arsl21i, therefore, order was not re-cstablislicd 
in l<hur,?siin. Under such conditions all tlioughts, not only of 
c!xpclling the (Jars-KhitZys from Transoxania but also of taliing 
~nca~u rc s  to safeguard tlie provinces situated to thc south of t h e  
Alnfi-naryii from tlicir invasion were out of the question. The 
nt~tlior of tllc rl'a'~ ikh.al-T<l~a~rr?t c, (quoting the Yfisuf b. 'Abdal- 

Il is  full title is quoted by Abu'l-1:Iasan Hnyhaqi ;MS. Rrit. Mus. Or. 3587, i. 1 6 6  a),  
w h o  calls him "rulcr of KIinr5s.?n, king of tlie l'nst" (k'htisrn~v-i 1ihurZG11 malili 
al-Mnshriq I .  

11111 al-Athir, xi, I 7 2 - 3 .  

The same (late is given for Mahmiid-Kl~in's captnre in Juwnyni (ii, 16) ant1 
Il)n RI-Athi1 (Ka~nn(lin 557 - August -Septemk~er, I 162). 
' I l ~ n  n1-Athir, x i ,  180,  19,-3. 
' /hid.., xi, 298. Jnwa~nT ( L  104) puts 11-Arsli~l's expedition to NlhHpiir in 

.562:11166-; : the printed etliilon ( i i ,  16) has 558.  
MS. lirit, Xlu.;. 01.. 41308. I .  16.23. 



lah Andkhudi mentioned above (p. 329,  note I), speaks of the 
pillage of Balkh and Andkhud by the QarZ-KhitZys in 560/1 I 65. 
It is very probable that this invasion was connected with the 
winter campaign of Qilich-TamghZch-Khan Mas'iid, of which an 
account is given by al-KZtib as-Samarqandi. Abii'l-Muzaffar 
Qilich-Tamghzch-Khzn Mas'iid b. 'Ali, who bore also the title 
of Qutlugh-HilgZ-beg and the laqab of " Pillar of the earthly 
world and of the Faith " (Rukn ad-DunyZ-wa'd-Din) ascended 
the throne, judging from his coins, in 558/1163. In 560/1165 
he restored the city walls of BulthZrZ on a foundation of baked 
bricks, utilizing for this purpose the bricks from the foundations 
and towers of the citadel of BukhZrZ which had been destroyed 
by the Ghuzz (see above, p. 327). Al-KZtib as-Samarqandi4 
gives the following details on the reign of Qilich-Tamghsch- 
KhZn. Under him occurred the revolt of 'AyyZr-beg, who was 
not descended from a noble family but had risen by his personal 
merit and services ; amongst the divisions of the Qarluq guard 
there was no horseman to compare with him. He had been 
commander-in-chief in Transoxania for one year, but afterwards, 
for some unknown reason, brought about a revolt. A battle was 
fought between hirn and the KhZn in the Hunger Steppe, 
between ZZmin and S ~ b a f .  'AyyZr-beg had pierced the ranks 
of the soldiers of the Khan, and had almost reached the eleva- 
tion where the Khiin's umbrella stood, and where the sovereign 
himself and his suite were standing, when he was talcen prisoner, 

361 led before the Khan and executed. ( Equal success attended the 
I( han's operations " against two sets of people co~lsistirlg of the 
vilest creatures," namely against the murderers of TamghZch- 
Khsn Ibl-ahim and against the Ghuzz spoliators of KhurZsZn. 
I t  was evidently in connexion with his war against the latter 
that the Khan made a winter crossing of the Amu-Darya on the 
ice with ~oo,ooo men. The war with the Qarluq divisions who 
had murdered Ibrahim was carried on in Nakhshab, Kish, 
Saghiiniyiin, and Tirmidh ; in these localities, thanks to the 
Khiin, peace was restored. 

Finally an expedition was made by the Qarii-Khitsys into 
Khorezmia, according to Juwayni in 56,5/1169-70 ; according 
to Ibn al-AthirD in 567/1171-z ; judging from what follows, the 
latter is the more probable date. 

The campaign was provoked by the failure of the Khwiirazm- 
shah to pay tribute a t  the prescribed term. The leader of the 

Leyden MS., no. 904, f. 3 : e. ' Thus on his coins and in  Nerchakhy. 
Nerchakhyl Pp. 2 3 ,  33-34. 4 Texts, pp. 71-2. 

'Juwayni, f. 104, and also in the printed edition, i i ,  16 ; in the Khnnykov MS. 560- 
Cf. Mirkhond, A'irovcznr, p. 14. 

a Ibn al-Athir, xi, 246. 



IChorezmian advanced guard 'Ayyzr-beg (who is evidently not 
to  be identified with the Qarluq amir mentioned above) was 
defeated and taken prisoner ; 11-Arsl~n returned in ill-health to 
his capital (the usual measures, i.e. the destructiou of dams, 
having been talcen against the invasion of the Qarz-Kliifays), 
where he died in March I I 72 l. 

In the following reign the successes of the dynasty were 
somewhat impeded by civil wars amongst its members. After 
the death of 11-Arsl~n his youngest son SulfZn-Shah ascended 
the throne with the help of his mother TurkZn2 ; the eldest son 
Takash, who was ruler of Jand a t  the time, refused to submit to 
him and fled to the Qara-KhitZys, where the daughter of the 
first giirkhan and hcr husband F i rna3  were then reigning. 
Talcash applied to them for assistance and promised to pay an 
annual tribute. The husband of the queen with a powerful army 
escorted Taltash back to Ichorezmia; Sul t~n-Shah and his 
mother I left the town without a struggle, and on Monday, 362 
December I I ,  r I 72  4, Takash sole~nnly ascended the throne. 
SultZn-Shah appealed for help to Mu'ayyid. Takash awaited 
his enemies on the edge of the steppes, near the small town of 
Siibarli(?), which was subsequently flooded t A s  a large army 
could not pass through the steppe, Mu'ayyid's army covered 
this march in small detachments ; but the first section, which 
included Mu'ayyid himself, was attacked and destroyed by the 
Khorezmians and Mu'ayyid was taltcn prisoner and put to  

According to Juwayni (ii, 1 7 )  on rgth Rnjnl) of the same yenr 565 (April 8, I 17o), 
or possibly even 560 : nccording to Ijusayni (Cod. Stowe Or. 7, f. 94 n : 1 am indebted 
for this reftsrence to l'rof. Iloutsma) 9th Knjab 567 (Mnrch 7, 115.2): accord i~~g  to  
Ibn al-Athir (xi, 247) in 568/1 I 72-3. hlirkhwiincl's date,  ,557/1162, is clearly 
erroneous, and this error has been carried over into Prof. Veselovsky's book (p. 62) ; 
in Ilm al-Athir, notwithstandine Prof. Veselovsky's reference. this mistake is not fotlnd. 

The word Turknn, wliicli frequently occurs as the name of Tn~.kish queens, is 

not a proper nnrne, b u t  signifies " queen, lady " (ci. 7 r r t r ,  p. 150, j\$, with the 
pronominal suffix). The correct spelling, as we know from the glossary of h l a h m ~ d  
I i i sbgl~ar i  (i, 314, 368), is Tcrken. 

On this word, meaning in Chinese " son-in-lnw of the king," see DPfrPrnery's note 
to Mirkliw5nd (A'harezm, p. 124). The printed edition of Juwayni (ii, 17) has L,4. 

Thus in Juwayni (ii, 17 sq., 2 2  Hal~i'  11, 568) ; Alirkhwlnd again gives 558 here. 
According lo Juwnyni (ii, 18;  for the flooding see p. 19). The  name of the town 

is written JYr ,  u?r)r, and U a ~ y .  111 the printed edition of Juwayni the 

reading d2,u is adopted. According to Ibn a1 Athir it lay at a distance of 
20 f a r s , ~ k h ~  from Khw5ra7m (i. c. Gurgznj). I t  is no doubt the snme as the town 
mentioned above (1'. 153) nsl l ie  last town of Khorezmin on the road to Shahristzn, 

- 0 ,  # 
from Yiiqbt, who l ~ n s  U)/, a @ !' and CS"',>~. I t  must have lain in n dis t~ic t  where 
there is now no wntcr nt all, 1,ut which at  thnt time was irrigated from the Amu-Darya. 
Tile inundntion mentionetl by Juwayni must have 1)ccn n result of tlif change in the 
Innin I ~ t l  of the rivcr a i ~ e ~  the Mor~gol in~a i ion .  Cf. Iny article l1 Amu Daryl"  ill 
the E~rryr. of Isltinr. 

z 
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death * (July I I, I 174) 2. Sulpn-Shiih and his mother fled to 
Dihistiin, but Takash pursued them and took the town. The 
queen Turkan was killed; Sultan-Shiih found refuge first with 
Mu'ayyid's so11 and successor Tughiin-Shiih Abii Bakr and after- 
wards with the Ghiirid king Ghiyiith ad-Din. 

The name of Ghiir was borne by the mountain region situated 
to the east and south-east of Herat and south of Gharjistiin and 
Gizgan ; the dialect of these mountaineers differed materially 
from that of Khurasiin. As late as the tenth century the popula- 
tion of Ghiir was for the most part heathen, although the district 
itself was surrounded on all sides by Muslim territories 3. The 
author of the Tumansky manuscript avers that in his time the 
ruler of the province (Ghfir-Shiih) considered himself the vassal 
of the Farighiinids of Giizgiin and that at that time the people 
of Ghur had for the most part accepted Isliim. According to 
Bayhaqi4 the first to penetrate to the interior of the country of 
Ghiir were the armies of the Ghaznevid Sultan Mas'iid, who at 
that period (1020) was governor of HerZt. After their conquest 
of Ghiir the Ghaznevids left the native dynasty here. In the 
middle of the twelfth century the sultans of Ghiir, like the 
Khwarazm-shahs, took advantage of the decay of the power of 
the Saljiqids and Ghaznevids. We have seen that the rulers 
of Ghiir also took part in the events which occurred in KhurSsSn 

363 after the capture I of Sinjar. Shortly after this the brothers 
Ghiyiith ad-Din and Shihiib ad-Din (who subsequently received 
the title of Mu'izz ad-Din) raised their kingdom to the rank of 
a world power. The second brother was usually in command 
of the army, and during the lifetime of Ghiyiith ad-Din was ruler 
of Ghazna, which was definitively transferred to the Ghiirids in 
56g/r173-4. Fakhr ad-Din Mas'iid, the uncle of the brothers, 
ruled Biirniyiin, Tukhiiristiin, Shughniin and other regions up to 
Rolor; his son Shams-ad-din Muhammad, if Jiizjiini is to be 
believed, incorporated in his dominions some of the provinces 
situated north of the Amu-Darya, namely SaghiiniyZn and 
Wakhsh" The Ghiirids did not extend their dominions only 
to the east ; in 57 I/I 1 75-6 they occupied Herat, after which 
they became rivals in Khurasiin to the Khwiirazm-shZhs, over 
whom they undoubtedly had some advantages. The KhwSrazm- 
shahs were able to carry on their wars only by the aid of 
mercenaries ; the Ghiirids had not only their Turkish guards but 
could depend also on the warlike mountaineers of their native 

Thus in Juwayni and Ibn al-Athir (xi, 24;). The account from nnother sanrce 
of  Ibn al-Athirls (x i ,  q9-33), according to  which Mu'ayyitl ontlivetl Sultin-Sbgh, 
is in any case unreliable. as  in documents oi 578 and 579 (cf. above, p. 34) Tughan- 
ShHh i s  already mentioned. 

Dnte in Juwayni (ii, 19) : rlay of the festival of Arnfst 569. 
Rib/. Ceog. Arnb., i ,  273  ; ii, 323, 329. 4 Baihaki, pp. I 28-35. 
7Lbakut-i Als i r i ,  pp. 413, 416. 
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land. The Khwarazm-shahs, with all their power, were vassals 
of the infidel Qara-Khitays ; the Ghurids were the only indepen- 
dent and strong sovereigns in the eastern part of Muslim Asia, 
and it was to them, naturally, that the Muslims of Khurgsan and 
Transoxania were bound to look after all hope of assistance from 
the West had vanished. If, none the less, the struggle ended to 
the advantage of the Khwarazrn-shalis, the explanation is to be 
found primarily in the skilful policy of the Khorezmian govern- 
ment and the personal abilities of the sovereigns. In any case 
it can scarcely have been by accident that after the decay of the 
SaljGqid empire it was precisely the rulers of those countries pre- 
senting peculiar geographical and etlulographical features as 
a whole who came into prominence. Both for the Ghurids and 
for the Khwarazm-shahs their homelands were able to serve as 
a firm poi~zt d'ajpni in attack and a sure refuge in misfortunes. 

Though he owed his throne to the Qara-Khitays, Taknsh 
could not live in harmony with tlieni. A motive for revolt, as 
often happened in the nomad empires, was supplied by the 
arrogance and extortion of the Qara-Khitay envoy who had 
arrived in Ichorezmia to collect the stipulated tribute. " Out of 
zeal for the dignity of the throne and Faith " I Takash killed 364 
the envoy, who was related to the giirlchan, and by his order the 
envoy's companions were killed by the Khoreznlian nobles. On 
learning this Sultan-Shah at once made his way to the Qara-Khi- 
tays, and succeeded in persuading the queen, as he had formerly 
persuaded Mu'ayyid, that the population and army of Khorezmia 
would willingly take his side and forsake his brother. The same 
Fum2 who some years earlier had deposed Sultan-Shall was now 
dispatched to Khorezrnia to reinstate him on the throne. Takash 
hindered the movemcnts of the Qara-KhitZy armies by flooding 
thc country, and their hopes of assistance from the inhabitants 
also proved to be unfounded. Fiilna was obliged to retreat, but 
at Sultan-Shah's request gave him a divisiou with which the 
latter entered Khuraban, defeated the local Ghuzz ruler near 
Saralths, and occupied Merv. H e  was equally successCu1 in his 
operations against TughZn-Shah whom he completely defeated 
on Wednesday, May 13, I r 8 r =, subsequently incorporating 
Sarakl~s and Tiis in his territories. 

The historians give no account of the events of the following 
years, to which, judging from the dates of some documents, the 
diplomatic correspondence which has come down to us between 
the Khorezmian government and some contenipo~-ary rulers 
must be assigned. That there is no mistake in these dates may 

The expression is Ibn al-Atliir's (xi, 248). Cf. nlso Juwayni, ii, 19 ; Mirkhond, 
A-hnreznr, 1,. I 7 s 

The date in\wayni:  in the Khanyliov MS. ancl in the printed edition (ii, 21 )  
26th 1)hu'l-FJijja 576 ; in MS. iv,  2 ,  34, the zgrd is given in error. 

z 2  
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be concluded from the fact that  some documents mention 
Tughzn-ShHh, who died, a s  we shall see, a few years after this. 
A t  this time TughHn-Shlh ruled the town of  NasH, as the vassal 
of Takash '. It is evident from the documents that  a t  the very 
end of 1181 the  amir HumZm ad-Din came to  Khorezmia on 
an  embassy from the Ghiisid sultan, for negotiations regarding 
matters in Khurzsiin. T h e  KhwZrazm-shZh promised to  enter 
KhurZsZn with an  a rmy in the spring of the  following year for 
an interview with GhiyZth ad-Din. HumHm ad-Din was dis- 
missed in January I I 82 %nd Takash sent with him his envoy 
Fakhr  ad-Din. I 

36.5 Soon after this the  Khwlrazm-shZh began t o  prepare for his 
expedition t o  KhuriisZn, but a t  this moment SultZn-Shah's envoy 
arrived in Khorezmia. Takash demanded of his brother that 
he  should live in peace with Tugh5n-Shah, and the envoy 
expressed submission on behalf of his master. In consequence 
of this the campaign became superfluous, but the  Khwzrazm- 
shZh nevertheless expressed his readiness t o  f~ilfil his promise to 
the Ghiirid sultan a t  any  time, adding that  he  could do  this 
without difficulty as  all was quiet around Khorezmia. This 
letter was sent in April or  the  beginning of May4. Immediately 
afterwards two documents are inserted in the collection which 
were written a t  the  end of M a y 6  from KhurZsZn, where the 
KhwZrazm-shHh was a t  the  time besieging Sarakhs; thus the 
campaign proved inevitable. T h e  first letter expresses the 
conviction that  the  town will be taken in a few days and that 
an  interview can then be arranged between the Khwgrazm- 
shzh and the Ghtirid sultan, and states that  the  Khwarazm- 
sh,?h's a rmy contains divisions from all the  territories subject to 
him. The  hope of a speedy victory was not realized, as the 
second letter was likewise written " a t  the gate of Saraklis." I t  
states amongst other matters that  Alp-QarZ-Oriin had appeared 
during the winter in Jand, with a numerous force of Qipch5qs 
who had not yet  accepted IslZm, and had made his submission, 
sending his eldest son FirZn (?) and a large number of the " sotls 
of Yiighiirs" (?) t o  the KhwFtrazn1-sh5h with an offer of his 
services. T h e  Khwiirazm-shah sent them t o  the prince Mali]<- 
Shah, then governing Jand, and instructed them t o  move agaillst 
the  infidels together with the prince. I n  the same winter the 
KhwZrazm-shsh wished to  g o  t o  the assistance of the G h ~ r i d  
sultan, but on receiving news of his successes in his struggle with 
his enemies, he put off the expedition. 

' Texts, p. 74 (KitHb at-tawassul iln't-tarassnl). 
" c c o r d ~ n ~  to  the Leyden MS.. no. 185 ( f .  2 0 )  in the month of Sha'l~fin; the year 

is not quoted, but i t  is clear from what follows thnt 577  is inte~idetl. 
In the month of KamadHn. 4 End of the month of 1)hti'l-JJijja. 
The first belongs to  the middle of Muhat.rnrn (578). 
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The next letter, addressed to Ghiyatll ad-Din, was written in 
January, I I 83 l. The Khwarazm-shah makes his excuses that 
the proposed interview has again not taken place ; urgent matters 
requiring his attention had obliged him to undertake a cainpaign 
in Transoxania, and on his return from this the horses were too 
exhausted for a fresh march -". 

The Qipchaqs are mentioned also in the letters sent I during 366 
I 182, in October %ad in November 4, to the Atabeg ' *  I'ahlawiin 
of 'Iraq .'I In the letter of October it is stated that Firan, the 
son of Alp-Qara, was honoured by rclationship (evidently by 
marriage) with the house of Takash, and reference is made to a de- 
claration by the same Alp-Qarii, cxpressing his readiness to render 
the same services this year as in the preceding one, when he had 
been able to liberate from the yoke of the infidel extensive 
districts up to Taraz itself6 (?'alas). The letter of November 
says that new divisions of Qipchzqs are constantly coming in 
from Turkistzn and enlisting in the Khwiirazm-shah's service 7. 

The campaign in Transoxania is spoken of in a separate 
document, a letter written a t  Bukhara in the name of Takash 
and dispatched to the wazir in Khorezmia. After crossing the 
Amu-Darya the KhwZrazm-shah sent a division to Bukhzra. 
The soldiers were ordered not to molest the peaceful inhabitants ; 
but in the fortified town a "mob of seditious tyrants and 
insolent apostates, who had remained id this province, and fallen 
into the net of unbelief" had collected. With thc clemency 
peculiar to him, the Iihwiirazm-shah had long restrained his 
soldiers and endeavoured to prevail upon the mutineers; but it 
appeared that "their ears were filled with the wool of delusion." 

On Tuesday the I 2t11 of the month Qhc soldiers began the 
assault ; in one molllent the walls were talien, and the victorious 
army was already desiring to proceed to the plundering of the 
town; but thc Sovereign had pity on the orthodox population 
and withdrew thc army ; as hc knew that in thc case of a town 
which was talten by assault thc sufferers would include also the 
pcaccful inhabitants who against their will had submitted to the 

At the end of linma1j5n. 
2 ir,xfs, pp. ;$-So ; Leyden MS., 110. a s s ,  f. zG-8. 
"n the midrlle of the month of Jum5cla 11. 
4 In thc ~nidtlle of the month of Knjab. 

Stallley Lane-l'oole, Ai'ohntnrrralarr Uyrtasfics, 11. I 7 I .  Texts, 13. 80. 
1 1.rydrn MS., no. r s s , f . 3 a :  ~ + j  t ~ ~ r  ,.,LJ/ LSI . I  L-I A&. 

J ,., 
The word is probnbly used here in the sense of  *' city walls "; compare my 

C)f,.hrl, Vc., p. I 5 ,  note S. There wns.llo citadcl in Ilukhar5 at that time (Nerchakhy, 
11. 2.3'). 

The nnme of thc month is omitted in both MSS. (nos. 2 8 5  ant1 586). In 578 thc 12th of Muharram (May 1 8 )  fcll on n Tuesday, but the date referred to  here is 
~~rol)nl)ly 'ruestlay, Octol~cr I 2 (according to Wiistenfeld's tables. I ~ t h  Jnrniid,? 11, 
but a similar cliffer-cncc 01' one clay is, as is well lir~own, often met with in Muslim 
chro~lology, cf. above, 11. 328, note 7 ) .  



rule of the infidels. From this, it appears, the conclusion may be 
reached that the assault was beaten off. The Khwzrazm-sh~h 
decided to await a proposal of surrender up to the morning of 

367 the following day (Wednesday) ; I late in the evening the com- 
mander of the town, taking advantage of the approaching dark- 
ness, made a sally and endeavoured to escape, but was overtaken 
by the KhwZrazm-shah's army and captured with all his troops 
(over 1,000 men), all of whom were taken before the Khwarazm- 
shzh and received a pardon l. In this way the city was captured. 
Two edicts of Takash have also been preserved addressed to the 
imams of Rukhara (it is possible that both edicts were given to 
one and the same individual). In the first edict, written after 
his return to Khorezmia, Takash thanks an imam, one of the 
Sayyids, for his devotion shown on many occasions, especially 
during the advance of the Khorezmians on RukhZrZ. In the 
second Badr ad-Din, who had already been appointed to these 
posts by Sadr Burhiin ad-Din, is confirmed in the dignity of 
~nudarris, imim, khafib, and mufti z, and instructions are given 
to mcntion the Sultan's name after that of the Caliph in the 
khutba 3. 

In the summer of 1183 the Khwiirazm-shah was again in 
Khuraszn with his army. Events a t  this period took a turn 
unfavourable to Ghiyath ad-Din, who was being sorely pressed 
by rebels at Merv (probably Sultan-Shah and his army). In 
a letter to the Ghtirid sultan, dispatched at the beginning of 
Rabi' I1 (end of July), the Khwarazm-shah remarks with self- 
complacency that there is no hope left to Ghiygth ad-Din except 
the hope of assistance from Takash, and informs him of his 
advance with an army of ,5o,ooo Turks. Evidently Takash 
thought to take advantage ot the difficult position of his rival, 
in order to secure his own pre-eminence in the eastern part of 
the Muslin1 world. In this letter, Ghiyath ad-Din is called not 
" brother," as in all other documents, but " son" of the KhwZrazm- 
sh2h, whereby the latter clearly indicated his intention of 
making all the local rulers, the Ghirid sultan amongst them, his 
vassals 4. 

The historians also mention some of these events, namely the 
arrival of the Qipchlqs, and the expedition of Takash to Buk- 
hHrH, but they refer them to the last years of his reign, when 
Sultin-Shah was no longer alive and Malik-Shah was no longer I 

368 in Jand. Juwayni5 gives us the following information concern- 
ing the Qipchiiqs. In 1195 "he Khwiirazm-shlh made an 
expedition (ghazwa, i .e.  expedition against infidels) to Sighnaq 

' Texts, pp. 77-8. 2 Texts, pp. 76-7. 
Leyden MS., no. a85,  f. 20. 4 [hid., f. 3 3-6 ; 7kxts, 1). 80. 

5 Juwayni, ii, 34-43; Mirkhond, Kharczt~r, PIT. 34-37. 
"he w~nter of 591, which b g a n  oo Dcc. I (I, I 194. 



against Qzyir-TGqG-khan I ,  who, on learning of the arrival of 
a Khorezmian army in Jand, took to flight and was pursued by 
the Khorezmians. Amongst the Khwarazm-shiih's guards was 
a division of U r ~ n i ~ i i n s ~  (a Qipchaq tribe, apparently the very 
tribe to which the Khiin belonged); these informed the Khan 
that they would desert the KhwZrazm-shah during the battle, 
and the former, encouraged by this information, gave battle to 
the Khorezmians on Friday, May rg3. The U r ~ n i y ~ n s  left 
the ranks of the army and plundered the baggage train. In 
consequence of this the Muslims suffered defeat; many fell in 
battle and a still greater number perished in the steppes from 
heat and thirst. The Khwarazm-shah returned to  Khorezmia 
in eighteen days and spent the remainder of the year in 'IrZq. 
At the very end of the year news was received of a dispute 
between Qiiyir-TGqG-IChiin and his nephew Alp-Darak 6, who 
came to Jand and appealed to the Khwarazm-shah for help. 
Takash gave his consent ; his son Qutb ad-Din Muhammad came 
from NishapGr to Khorezmia and in January r I 98 (RabiL I ,  594) 
the prince, together with Alp-Darak, carried out a campaign in 
the steppes. The KhZn was defeated and taken prisoner with 
his nobles ; in February (Rabi' 11) all of then1 had already been 
brought to Khorezmia in chains f Qzyir-Tiiqii-Khan's people 
submitted to  Alp-Darak, who was not slow in making himself 
as restless a neighbour to Khorezmia as his predecessor had been. 
Remembering the Arab proverb " Iron is shattered by iron," 
Takash liberated the KhZn from prison, gave him a large army, 
concluded a treaty with him and sent him against Alp-Darak. 
In the following year came the "joyful news " that Alp-Darak 
had gained a victory over Qiiyir-Tuqu-Khan '. This, which is 
the reading of the MSS. of Juwayni, is, however, most probably 
a Iofsrls c n l r ~ ~ ~ i  and the passage must be amended to read, as in 
Mirkhwand and the printed edition of Juwayni " that news came 
of a victorjr of the Khiin over Alp-Darak. Undoubtedly I the 369 
Alp-Darak mentioned here is identical with the Alp-QarZ of 

In the printcd edition ji)?jb. It is possible that he is the ruler afterwards called 
Qndir-KhSn (see below). 

'I'he printed text liar here W & . + ? '  RS well as W&i\,I (ii ,  35). The  lattn word 
is perhaps dcrivd from W.)\I,\, mentioned in a list of llalnes of  Turkish tribes by 
Fakhr nd-Tlitl Marwnrr~di, cT. Sir 1':. D. Ross, in 'Ajah-nrimah, p.  407 (no. 17).  

Acco~ding  to Juwnyni ( i i ,  35) 6th Jumatla 11. 
In MS. iv, a ,  34 the number is 15 ,  but in the Khanykov MS. and the printed 

edition 18 ,  nnd the same in MIrkhwYind. 
According to Juwayni (ii, 40) the son of a brothcr; according to MirkhwZnd, the 

son of R sister. 
J i i w ~ y ~ i i ,  ii, 41. 

1 
) u\i f i i  ,?'G ,? d,~  J\ ,hb d+ 9. J 

Jt~wayni! ii, 4 3 :  +, 2 d , ~  (xi<) )L$ ,.,, ,) ,.ib ,& wlk! ,+. 



the official documents, who had already arrived in Khorezmia, 
as we have seen, in I 18 I ,  and not in I r 95 ; but it is difficult to 
say whether the other events recounted here, of which there is 
no mention in the documents, are also to be referred to an 
earlier date. 

The expedition to Bukhzra and its causes are related only by 
Ibn al-Athir l. In I 198/594 the ruler of BZmiyZn, Baha ad-Din 
Sam, son of Muhammad and grandson of Mas'iid (see above, 
p. 338), seized Ralkh, which had till then belonged to a Turkish 
prince, a vassal of the QarZ-Khifzys. Sam took advantage of 
the death of this ruler to occupy the town and introduced there 
the khufba in the name of Ghiyiith ad-Din. The latter was at 
this time engaged, by desire of the Caliph, in a campaign in 
KhurZsan against Takash. The Khwarazm-shah appealed for 
help to the Qarii-KhifZys. During Jumada 11, in the winter (?), 
a QarZ-KhitZy army under the command of the noble Tayankii 
crossed the Amu-Darya and laid waste part of Giizgiin and the 
neighbouring provinces. The Qarii-Khitsys demanded of Sam 
that he should either leave Balkh or pay tribute, but they 
received no answer. Ghiyath ad-Din decided not to attack his 
enemies as his brother Shihab ad-Din, who usually commanded 
the military forces of the Ghiirs, was in India, and he himself 
suffered from rheumatism, so that he was carried in a litter. 
Takash was at  this time preparing to march from Tiis on Heriit. 
Three of the Ghiirid commanders, howevkr, united their forces 
for a night attack on the camp of the Qarz-Khitays, which was 
completely successful, as the Qara-Khit~ys, according to their 
custom, did not leave their tents a t  night, i .e.  they did not set 
sentries. The next day, on learning that Ghiyiith ad-Din was 
not with the army, the Qara-Khifiiys renewed the battle, but 
a division sent by GhiyZth ad-Din joined the army of the three 
amirs together with a band of"  Warriors for the Faith," and the 
Qarii-Khifzys were completely defeated, a considerable number 
of them being drowned during the return crossing of the Amu- 
Darya. After tl~is, the king of the Qara-Khitiiys began to blame 
the KhwZrazm-shah for causing the loss of so many of his men, 

370 and clema~lded I the payment of' an enormous sum, ~o,ooo 
dinars for each of the killed, who numbered 12,000 (?) in all4. 

Ihn al-Athir, xi, 88-91. 
Ibn al-Athir's statement suggests a chronological error; in A. H. 594 JumidZ 11 

began on April 10. 

On this word, which must be not a proper name hut a title, cf. J. Margn~rt, 

Orftiirk. DiaWfst. p. 1 2 6 .  Margoart spells Tiijjnng KSh ( I tm al-Atl~lr, a&h), 
sees in the first two sy1lal)les the Chinese T'ni Wane. The spelling T?iyangii Jccms 
to be correct, cf. the vocnliaation in 'Awli, Llrbcb al-Albtib, ed. Iktrwne, i ,  1,. 194, 2.3, 

and the verse illit/., r 96, 16. 
It is quite i~nprol>nhle that the C!nr,?-Kbitsys should hnvc required the enormolls 

contribution of ~ao,ooo,ooo diniirs from a province which o~ l ly  11aid 30,ooo d i n m  



The Khwarazm-shah then entered into negotiations with Ghiysth 
ad-Din, who demanded that Talcash should make his submission 
to the Caliph and conlpensate the inhabitants who had suffered 
from the invasion of the Qara-Khifays. The negotiations were 
crowned with success, after which the Khw~razm-shah sent the 
following answer to the Giirkh~n : " Thine army endeavoured 
only to seize Balk11 and did not come to my assistance ; I did 
not join it, neither did I order it to cross the river; if I had done 
this, I would have paid the money which I am asked to pay. 
Rut now when you are not in a position to get the better of the 
Ghirs, you have applied to me with this speech and these 
demands. As regards myself I have concluded peace with the 
Ghiirs, I have made myself their subject l and ceased to be 
yours." The Qara-KhifZys besieged the capital of the KhwZ- 
razm-shzh, who made sorties each night ; a considerable nulnber 
of " Warriors for the Faith " joined him, and finally the enemy 
retreated. The Khwarazm-shah followed them and laid siege 
to Rukhal-a. The inhabitants showed fight and remained faithful 
to the QarZ-KhitZys; it came to this that the Bukharans took 
a one-eyed dog, dressed it u p  in a caftan and high-peaked cap, 
and exhibited it on the walls, calling it the KhwZrazm-shah 
(Takash was one-eyed) ; "iter this they threw it from a catapult 
into the enemy camp with the cry " Here is your sultan." The 
Khorezmians on their side called the Bukharans renegades. 
Finally the town was taken by assault, and notwithstanding the 
behaviour of the inhabitants, Takas11 treated them with clemency, 
even distributed a large sum of money amongst them, and after 
some time returned to Khorezmia. 

As we have seen, Ibn al-Athir's account provokes grave doubts, 
but unfortunately we have no means of verifying it from other 
sources. The expedition of Takash to Bukhara is not mentioned 
either by Juway~li or by Jiizjani, the historian of the Ghirids, 
who makes no mention either of the conquest of Balk11 by 
GhiyZth ad-Din nor of his war ( with the Qal-2-Khitiiys? Ibn 371 
al-Athit., as is evident from his own admission 4, had no clear 
idea of the events which occurred in Khurasan in the secoild half 
of the twelfth century, and could not analyse the contradictory 
statemcnts of his sources ; this partly explaills the doubts evoked 

annual tribute. There wcre not, so far a s  is know11 to us, any cases o f  the payment 
of such a vast sum in the middle ages. 

I t  is very doul~tful whether 'rakash made such a statement at the end of  his reign, 
at thc 7cnith of his poncr. 

\VC hnve f o u ~ ~ d  no confirmation of this fact in any other sources. " ii7jiini (Tahaka/-i A'nsil-i, pp. 9a4-30) says only that the Qa15-Khitgys fonght 
the c;hnrs two or tl~rre times, that thc Ghor lenders were Kharjam and Muhammad 
b. Icharnlk, and that in one of thew battles Khnrjn~n was killed (according to  
lbn nl-Atllir thc name of tlie leader who fell in bntlle with the Qari-Khif iys  was 
Ijarriish). 

1b11 ~ 1 - . \ ~ h i r ,  xi, 25.3. 



by his accou~~ts,  and that the date given by him contradicts 
those of the official documents quoted above. There is scarcely 
any foundation for the assumption that Takas11 took Bukhara 
twice over. 

The disturbances in Khurzszn were renewed after the death 
of Tughzn-ShZh, which occurred, according to Juwaynil, on 
Monday. April 15, 1185. His young son Sinjar-Shah was 
raised to the throne, but a large portion of his territories fell 
to Sultan-Shah, whose rivals were his brother Takash and the 
Ghiirid Ghiyath ad-Din. The struggle ended to the advantage 
of Takash who took NishZpiir in May or June 1187 a and lett 
his eldest son Malik-Shah (the former governor of Jand) there. 
Sinjar-ShZh was sent to Khorezmia, and subsequently, when it 
was discovered that he was continuing to negotiate with the 
inhabitants of Nishapiir, he was deprived of his sight 3. Merv 
reverted to the rule of Takash only after the death of Sulfan- 
S h a h ,  which occurred on Wednesday September 29, 1x93~. 
A t  the end of the same year Malik-Shah was transferred to 
Merv, and his brother Muhammad was appointed governor of 
NishZpGr. I 

372 Still earlier Takash had found occasion to interfere in the 
affairs of Western Persia, in the struggle between the Saljiiqid 
sultan Tughrul and his rival the AtPbeg Qutlugh-In~nch" In 
I 192 l'akash, on receiving an appeal for help from Qutlugh- 
I n ~ n c h ,  occupied Rayy, but subsequently retired owing to the 
news of Sultan-Shah's expedition into K horezmia 7. A new 
campaign was undertaken in I 194 ; on this occasion not only 
Qutlugh Iniinch, but the Caliph NZsir himself, appealed to 
l'akash for help. The energetic efforts'of this Caliph to extend 
his small territory led to a collision between him and the SaljGqid 
government. The father of Qutlugh-In~nch, the atabeg Muham- 
mad Yahlaw~n-jahin, persuaded the Sultan Tughrul to deprive 
the Caliph of his temporal power. According to ~iiwandi', 

ii, 2 2  ( I  2th Moharram 581). Tbn nl-Athir (xi, 249) puts this event in Muharram ,582. 
* According to Juwayni (ii, 25)  on 'Tnesday, 7th Kahi' I ,  ,583, but that day (May 17th~ 

r 18;) was a Sunday ; on the other hand, the 7th Kabi' 11 (June 16) of the same Year 
was actrially aTnex1ay (according to MS. l'etrogratl Univ., no. I 72 (f. I 18  b) I 7th 1 h t ~ i '  1, 
perhaps 'Tuesday, May 26). Nishlpfir was beseiged by Takash from Friday, 14th 
Mliharram (March 27, r 18:) of the same year. 

:Ibn XI-Athir, xi, 249. 
Date in Juwayni (ii, 30) and in Ibn al-Athir : the last day of Ramadin, 589. 

As far as may be ascertained from reliable inlomation,Sultin-ShQh never was imprisoned 
by his brother, ancl was not cleprived of his sight. Therefore the account give11 
JamPl Qarshi (7>xts,  p. 135) of the conversations between the brothers is wholly 
anecdotal in character. 

q b n  al-Athir, xii, ;o. 
On him see Stanley Lane Poole, il.fz~lranmarfan I>ynasfies, p. I 71 .  ' Ibn al-Athir, xii, 69. 
RtTjlnC ar-.?udtir, ecl. Muh. IqbHI, p. 334. RZwandi (p. 394) quotes llis brother 

who was one of the deputies from Hamadhiin received by Takash, and on ~ v P ~ ~ ~  

m c a s i o ~ ~ s  (pp. 344, 357) speaks 01 himself. 



a contemporary of these events, the adherents of the Sultan and 
the atabeg discoursed to the people to the following effect: " Jf 
the Caliph is the imzm, then his constant occupation must be 
the performance of namzz, as namaz is the foundation of the 
faith and the best of deeds; his preeminence in this respect and 
the fact that he serves as an example for the people is sufficient 
for him. This is the true sovereignty; the interference of the 
Caliph in the affairs of temporal rule is senseless; they must be 
entrusted to the sultzns." Owing to such tendencies the sultan 
Tughrul did not enjoy the good will of the priesthood. On 
March 19, r ~ g 4 ~ ,  Tughrul was attacked by the Khwzrazm- 
shah near Rayy, and after a brave rebistance fell in battle. 
Takash subdued Rayy and Hanladhzn. The Caliph's govern- 
ment soon realized that the KhwZrazm-shsh would be as 
dangerous an opponent as formerly the Saljiiqid sultan had been. 
The claims of the Caliph were presented by his wazir Mu'ayyid 
ad-Din I in the haughtiest manner. The wazir announced that 373 
the Khwarazrn-shah owed his throne to the " Supreme L)iwZn,"" 
2.e. the Baghdad Government, and therefore a t  his interview with 
the wazir he should be the first to come forward to meet him 
and should dismount from his horse ; according to Ibn al-Athir 
the wazir demanded that Takash should appear personally in 
the wazir's tent to receive the robe of honour ordered for him. 
All these pretensions were firmly rejected by Takash, and only 
the hasty retreat of the wazir prevented a collision on this 
occasion between the armies of the Caliph and the KhwZrazm- 
shZh. A collision actually did take place after the death of the 
wazir, in July, 1 1  96 ; the Khorezmians defeated the army of 
Baghdad, exhumed the wazir's body, hacked off the head and 
sent it to Khorezmia k Even after this battle, the Caliph con- 
tinued to demand that the Khwsrazm-shah should leave Western 
Persia and content himself with Khol-ezmia. Takash replied 
that his possessions, even including 'Iraq, were insufficient for 

From the Turkish text (MS. As. Mus. jgo b n, 1. r 16-17) : p!rl I< u,7 J,)i 

,J J& JS1.l y, JJ & &J J YjI jb 21 $1' 61 ,J - 
cjltr 3 j$I &altjb 1.+is . j) 2 , ~ l i  i-~;iI $1 jL) $5 1 ~ 4  

d( j\,...eI .I&>, L>j! ,J + u. d $1 3-3 J,\ &kj\;. T h e  Persian 

original is romcwllnt lrsr eml,hdic : ~(jk Wbk I( & j L  &e3 &. >?LI 

w$? i.6 'ib,h f &,A7 bJb dl+, JLT wL  )a 

+liG ,.,\!& ,.y& c)&Lj o ~ I ~  +;L &X, \? L+ib4 
Tkte in 1hn al-Athir (x i i ,  jo ) ,  aqth Rabi' 1, 590. 

' J~wayni,  ii, l a  : -I d j?jc is lp jl CXL y., j ~ ; i .  
' Ihn al-Atllir, xi i ,  jo. "bid., xii, 73. 



348 THE QARA-KHITXYS AND T H E  KHWHRAZM-SHAHS 

the maintenance of his numerous armies, and that therefore he 
requested the Caliph to cede KhiizistZn to him as well l. Ac- 
cording to Ibn al-Athir Takash at the end of his reign, like his 
son Muhammad at  a later time, demanded that the khutba in his 
name should be introduced in Baghdad itself. This was the 
beginning of the enmity between the 'Ahbasids and the IChw5- 
razm-shahs, which was subsequently to prove one of the causes 
of the ruin of both dynasties. The constant engagements between 
their armies reacted ruino~~sly on the peaceful inhabitants also; the 
Khorezmian divisions caused terribl; devastation in the province, 
and, according to Rawandi 3, Takash's general MayZchuk showed 
greater cruelty than even the Ghuzz had shown in KhurZsgn, 
or the Mongols were subsequently to display in 'Iraq. In the 
last year of his reign Takash at length listened to the complaints 
of the inhabitants, deprived MayZchuk of his post, and after his 
arrival in Khorezmia ordered him to be executed. The army 
of Baghdad behaved no better; RZwandi says that after the 
retiral of Takash in 1194  the Caliph sent 5,000 horsemen to 

374 'Iraq, who plundered all that the Khorezmians had left. I The 
claims of the wazir Mu'ayyid ad-Din were directed not only 
against the ruling princes, but also against private landowners; 
he announced that all Muslim lands belonged to the Caliph, and 
that no one 'should possess milks ( i . c .  portions of land exe~npt 
from taxation). The historian includes this claim among the 
wazir's " innovations 6." When Takash died the Khorczmians 
held the predominance in 'IrZq, but on receiving news of this 
event the inhabitants rose in revolt and killed all the Khorez- 
mian soldiers to be found in their province 6. 

Takash died on July 3, r zoo 7. He succeeded, as we have 
seen, in extending the power of his dynasty to a remarkable 
degree, but already in his reign a beginning had been made 
with those features in the Khorezmian kingdom whose cxistellce 
proved so disastrous for his son. As they were in a state of 

L'rihoC a!-.!'u(l'/ir, p. 385. 2 Ibn nl-Atbir, xii, 88. 
i t  7 . 2 ,  . 9 T h e  nl~thor compares his evil deeds with those of " ~ h c  

unbelievers of Abkhiiz (Christians of the Caucasus antl Georgians), the Turks of China 
(Khitii), antl the Franks of Syria." ' Zlritf., p. 377. 

Riiwnndi, MS. As. Mus. 590 b a, f. r 3 1  : 6 U.~I 3 & u S ~ ~ Y  14 
t.1 ,*L &\I ,> p.-, d ~ ~ $ 1  u~,i,b &J IJI d)LLa 

3jrl oGI ,&j, $a &I-S ,J J-$l. T h e  Persian origlnrl (Rlibnt n:-Sicdfir 

P. 381 "1.1 has LJ 6 - 1  yj3l Ur jl &j -afLC) -l)i d. W& 
i,\~ & 6 i A J  

fl /h id . ,  f. r go; Persian original, p. 399. 
Thus in Jnwayni (ii, j G ) ,  r 2th KarnadHn, 596 ; according to  i bn  al-Athir (xii, 103)  

the 20th. 'l'his day does not correspond to lunc 27 ,  as is stattd in error by 
l'rof. Veselovsky (p. 65) .  



open enmity to the Caliph, the KhwZrazm-shahs could not lean 
on the authority of the clergy; as he had accepted the services 
of the QipchZq princes, and entered into relationship with them, 
Takash created a strong military class, who contributed to his 
military successes, but already in his own lifetime, as we have 
seen (p. 343), proved unreliable in his struggle against his 
enemies of the steppes. Under the leadership of so clever 
a woman as TurkZn-Khiitinl, the wife of Takash and mother 
of Mul?ammad, the influence of this military aristocracy soon 
shook the authority of the throne; the Qipchaqs were able to 
lay waste the occupied lands without hindrance, although they 
had appeared there in the character of liberators, and were able 
to. render the name of their sovereign an object of detestation to 
the population. 

The eldest son of Takash, Malik-Shah, died during his father's 
lifetime, in the spring of I 197 2, and his successor on the throne 
was his second son Muhammad, who bore the title of Qutb ad- 
Din in his father's lifetime, I and that of 'Ala ad-Din after his 375 
death. The proclamation of Muhammad as Khwiirazm-shah 
took place only on Thursday, August 3, 12003, the delay being 
caused by the rivalry between h ~ m  and Hindu-Khan, son of 
Malik-Shah. The rights of the latter were supported by the 
Ghirs, who succeeded in seizing some towns in Khurasiin. 
The requisitions made by the Ghirs4  gained them the hostility 
of the population, of which the Khwarazm-shZh hastened to 
take advantage, the more readily that Ghiyrith ad-Din died at this 
juncture. Already in 1203 Mul~ammad had regained his territories 
in KhuriisZn, and in the spring of 1204 lie was able to proceed 
to their extension, plundered Biidghis, and levied a large contri- 
bution on Herat, which had never been incorporated in the 
dominions of Takash. A t  this juncture Shihab ad-Din returned 
from India to KhurZsZn and marched with an army directly on 
Khorezmia. Muhammad hastily withdrew from Merv, and, fol- 
lowing the example of his predecessors, endeavoured to arrest 
the encmy by inundating the locality, but this only served to 
delay them forty days. The Khorezmians were defeated near 
Qar5-Sfi $ and ShihZb ad-llin followed up his victory by be- 
sieging Gurganj. According to Juwayni G, the inhabitants of the 
capital rose like one man for the defence of the town ; arms 

On this name see nhove, p. 337, n. 2. Ibn al-Athir, xii, 85. 
")ate in Juwnyl~i (ii, 4;) nnd in hlirkhw~nd (A-Ant-carrr, p. 41) 20th Shawwi l .  
' Ja~\vayt~i, ii, 5 1 .  
"~ccortlitl~ to Jiizjini (Z~hakat- i  A'asir-i, p. 474) onc of the cnnals from the 

Amn-1)aryn on the raster11 side of the capital. Ibn nl-Athir (xii ,  l a a )  lias Si-Qnrl, 
nnci givcs nlso the meaning of this name " Illaclc water." In consequence of the 
existence of tlic name All>-(2nrH (see nbove, pp. 207,340) wc cnnnot rule out such 

sit~gulnr sequencc of thc words as entirely ~ml>ossible, l ~ u l  nt ally rate it is more 
1wnI)nl)le tllnt i t  uhoultl t)e rcn(l Qarii-SO, ns in Jiizj511i. 

J11\vny11i, i i ,  54  sq. Cf, h.lirl;lio~rtl, A'hnr~eztn, pp. 46-7. 



were distributed to all, and the imam Shihzb ad-Din Khiwaki, 
" pillar of the Faith and stronghold of the Empire I," exhorted 
them from the pulpit to fight bravely with their enemies, basing 
his appeal on the " authentic " hadith : " Whosoever is killed in 
defence of his life and his property, the same is a martyr." 
'Awfi2, who was present at Gurgznj at the time, presents the 
same event in a totally different light. The general arming of 
the inhabitants was only a military stratagem on the part of the 
queen TurkZn-Khztiin ; she dispatched a courier to Khurzszn 3l 

376 in order to I acquaint her son with the invasion, and at the same 
time published throughout the town an order to arm all the 
inhabitants ; helmets made of paper were prepared. The sight 
of such a numerous army deterred the Ghiirs from an immediate 
attack on the town, which was in a state of complete defence- 
lessness, as there was no army there at all. Within a week 
Muhammad arrived, but with only roo horsemen ; gradually 
more numerous forces began to arrive from all sides, and the 
town was saved 4. 

Juwayni says that the army collected by the KhwZrazm-shZh 
amounted to 70,000 men, and besides this he appealed for help 
to the QarZ-Khitzys. The Ghi r  camp was on the eastern side 
of the river ; ShihZb ad-Din had already ordered his army to 
search for a ford, in order to deliver an attack on the city the 
following day, but a t  this juncture a numerous QarZ-KhitSy 
army arrived under the leadership of the General TayankG-Tar22 
and 'Othman, sultan of Samarqand. The Ghiirs hastily re- 
treated ; NIuhamrnad pursued them to Haziirasp, where he 
defeated them, returning afterwards to Gurgiinj to celebrate his 
victory. The QarZ-Khitiiys continued the pursuit and sur- 

~rorn ' ;h is  it may be inferred thnt Muhammad's army did not meet the C h W  
a t  QarH-Sfi (Juwayni is quite silent on this battle). I t  is possible  hat the division 
defeated near Qarii-Su was dispatched by the queen, and that the measures for flood in^ 
the conntry were tnken by her. According to JiizjHni, Suitan Muhammad " fell back 
discomfitetl " hefore his enemies, and " retired on KhwHrazrn " (which is refuted by 
'Awli);  the hostilities on the Qarii-Sii \\;ere ca~r ied  out by the '6 people of Khwarazm" 
when Shihib  nd-Din was already at  the gates of the capital. lbn al-Athir speaks of 
the engagement at Sii-QarZ ns of a great battle between the two armies. 
' A very different account of the prowess of the inhabitants of GurgHnj is given 

by Znkaliyl Qrrwini, r. v ,  &ib,G (ii, 349). According to this accolmt the 

inhabitants of Cnrginj. even the artisans, were sc,ldiers. Once Sulta~l Muhammad 
was defeated by the KhitPys, ant1 fled to Gurg3nj with only a few followers ; he entered 
the town by night, in order that no one should notice the small number of his forces, 
a ~ ~ d  on the next morning was able to go  out of the town ngainst his enemies with 
an army of 30,000 horsemen. The account (of course greatly exaggerated) can refer 
only to the u a r  with Shihab ed - l . i n ;  the Kllitgyr are mentionetl by mistake. 

* .. I ' ii, gj : kt. j b j  ; perhrps not the main river W but the channel 

flowing near GurgPnj is intended. 



rounded the Ghiir army near Andkl~Cid. In the last days of 
September or at the beginning of October ', a two weeks' battle 
took place here, terminating in the defeat of the Ghiirs, after 
which S h i h ~ b  ad-Din was compelled to shut himself up in 
Andkhiid. His position resembled that of Napoleon at Sedan : 
if he was not overtaken by the same fate he had to thank 
'OthrrGn of Samarqand, who as a Muslim did not wish the 
'' Sultan of IslZm " to be captured by infidels, and therefore pro- 
posed his mediation, which was accepted. The QarZ-IChifZys 
allowed the Ghiirs to return to their territory, and only took 
ransoms from them. ShihZb ad-Din at the time of his defeat 
killed with his own hand four elephants which he could not take 
into the fortress; two others urere seized by the enemy, and he 
had now to give the QarZ-Khitays one more ; Juwayni says hc 
even gave all he had 2. 

ShihZb ad-Din returned to Ghazna, where there had already 
been time for rumours of his death to spread and cause some 
tumults. After restoring 1 order he concluded peace and an 377 
alliance with Muhammad, who apparently remained in possession 
of all the towns of KhurZsZn except Herat, which in the year of 
ShihZb ad-Din's death was the only city of KhurZsZn in the 
possession of the Ghiirids. In the spring of I 205 the governor 
of Ralkh, TZj ad-Din Zangis, made a sudden attack on the 
territories of the KhwZrazm-shah, but did so without the consent 
of his sultan, who gave him no support. The Ghiirs plundered 
Marwarrud, but were defeated at Sarakhs; Zangi and ten 
military leaders with him were taken prisoner, sent to Khorezmia, 
and executed4. A t  this period Shihab ad-Din was thinking 
only how he might talte vengeance on the QarZ-KhitZys; a t  the 
same time upon him as " Sultan of IslZln " lay the obligation of 
liberating Transoxania from the infidel yoke. Vainly did the 
Caliph Niisir in letters, subsequently found in Ghazna after the 
occupation' of the town by the Khorezmians, entreat the sultan 
to finish with the Khwzrazm-shah first, and even to co~lclude 
an alliance with the Qara-KhitZys for this purpose " suggesting, 
that is, the very plan of action which in the following year was 
realized by Muhammad. The Ghiisid sultan was evidently 

According to Ibn al-Athir (xii, ra2) nt the beginning of  Safar Gor (beginning 
Sept. 2 8 ,  1204). .- 

ii, 9 : 2 1 ,  $1 b a L i  ; cf. Milkbond, fiXo,-esr,r, p. 48. T h e  Sultnn's defeat is 
mentioned very briefly by Marwarr~di, who speaks of his return to  Harsh~r (Yeshawar) 
from KhwPrazm and Andkhcly in 601 "after suffering some damage" (1; 16 b : 

L+j + jl ; Sir E. 1). Ross's translntion in 'Ajab-nfimalr, p. 399, " after receiv- 
ing a wound in his eye," is too li~ernl).  

A Cih~rid,  son of Fakhr ad-Ilin Mns'iid; cf. Tabakd-i  Naszvc, p. 4a5. 
' Juwajni, i i ,  ~ 8 .  According ro Ibn al-Atllir (xii, 135) the p~isoners were executed 

at Mcrv, nntl them hends hung there some clays. 
J u w a y ~ ~ i ,  ii, 120. 



inferior t o  his rival in political discernment. In the summer of 
the same year, 1205, 'Imiid ad-Din 'Omar, governor of Balkh 
(evidently Zangi's successor), by  order of his sultan made an 
assault on and captured Tirmidh, which belonged to the Qarz- 
Khifays, and was considered one of the strongest fortresses. 
'ImZd ad-Din's famous son Bahriim-shah was appointed 
governor of Tirmidh. Further operations against the Qara- 
Khifays had to  be postponed owing to risings in India ; but 
Juwayni says that Shihab ad-Din's Indian campaign was evoked 
by the desire to  put " the affairs of the treasury and the army " 
in order before the war with the QarH-KhitHys. In the spring 
of 1206 Shihab ad-Din returned to Ghazna and definitely began 
t o  prepare for the campaign in Transoxania. The ruler of 

378 Bamiyan, Raha ad-Din4, received orders I to see to the con- 
struction of a bridge over the Amu-Darya 5, and a castle was 
built on the bank of the Jayhiin, half of it being actually in the 
riverG. During thesc preparations, on March 13, 1206, the 
s~lltan perished unexpectedly a t  the hands of assassins, according 
to  some accounts I-Iindus, according to  others Ismailites 7. 

Shihab ad-Din was the last of the Muslim rulers who could 
compete with the Khwiil.azrn-shah. The new head of the 
dynasty, Ghiyath ad-Din Mahmud, son of Ghiyiith ad-Din 
Muhammad, did not possess the qualities of a ruler; the leaders 
of Shihab ad-Din's numerous Turkish Guards rose in revolt and 
seized Ghazna and the Indian possessions of the Ghiirids. The 
Khwarazm-shah by agreement with the ruler of Herat entered 
his territory with his army under the pretext that otherwise the 
QarZ-K hitays would seize Halkh and its province '. 'ImPd ad- 
1)in 'Omar held out against the Khorezmian army for forty 
days, but was forced in the end to surrender (in the last days of 
November), and was sent to Khorezmh. Tirmidh was taken by 
Muhammad in alliance with the QarH-Khit~ys, and given back 
to  the latter, to the great dissatisfactio~l of the ~usl ims ' .  
According to Juwayni's account, the ruler of Tirmidh, on the 
advice of his father 'ImZd ad-Din, himself surrendered the fortress 
' Ihn al-Athir, xi i ,  1x5.  

Named in Kasawi (texte, p. 39, trad., p. 66). 
"i~wayni, i i ,  $3 : J 7 .- .> &?'? Jy 'n  

I-Iis territories, according to  Jtizjsni, extended on the east to Knshmir, on the \vest 
t o  Dnlkh and 'l'irrnidh, on the north to the frontiers of  l<Ishghnr, on the south to 
Gharjistiin arid Ghhr (Tibnkat - i  A7~siui, p. 431). I le  was n grandson o f  Fnkhr 
ad-Din Mas'fid. 

V b n  al-Athir, xii, 1 3 8 . ~  
Jilwayni, i i ,  59: y y l l ~  nl()i? jl I& S &k &,,)TI! n6)\, ,.JF h) 
' Both are mentioned In Ibn al-Athir (xii, 139-40): nccording to Juwayni (ii ,  59) 

the assassins were Hindus, but they are called Tsmailites (a.bL) by a c0ntem))ornrY 
of the event, Satlr ad-l)in Niziimi, the ~ ~ l t h o r  of  a work T i j  al-MalHthir (Ms. I'etra 
Llniv., no. 578, f. 204 bj, ns also I)y J07jiini (7bbnkat- i  Nnsir-i, 11. 485). 

Juwagni, ii, G a .  Ibn nl-Athir, xii, 151-3. 
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to 'Othman of Samarqand I. In December Muhammad made 
a triumphal entry into Herat ; Ghiyath ad-Din Mahmiid re- 
mained ruler of Ghiir, but here too lie was compelled to own 
himself the vassal of the Khwarazm-shah and read the khutba 
and I coin money in Muhammad's name. In January I207 the 379 
Khwarazm-shah returned to his capital, having at last attained 
the goal set by his predecessors in the dynasty. 

Thus in his struggle with his last M ~ ~ s l i m  rivals Muhammad 
enjoyed the assistance of the Qari-Khifiiys; but now, having 
attained his aim, i .e. pre-eminence among the eastern Muslim 
rulers, the Khwarazm-shah could not of course remain the vassal 
of the infidel Qara-Khifays, and for the maintenance of his 
authority was obliged, like Shihab ad-Din, to assume the role of 
liberator of the Muslims. Circumstances were favourable to  
him, as just at  that time there occurred one of the most exte~lsive 
movements in Muslim history, embracing Easter11 Turkestan, 
Semiryechye, the country of Kulja and Transoxania. 

We know nothing of the events which took place in Trans- 
oxania at the end of the twelfth century. Only from the data 
supplied by coins do we know that not only Samarqand, but a t  
least a t  the beginning of the century Bukhara also, was ruled 
by the I<h,?n Ibrzhim b. Husayn, who assumed the title of 
" Great Sultan of sultans ; " of the historians, so far as is lcnown, 
'Awfi * alone mentions him, without comtnunicating ally details. 
He was evidently the immediate successor of Oilich-Tamghach- 
Khan Mas'iid, but in what relationship he stood to his prede- 
cessor we do not know. Coins with his name were struck first 
of all at  Ozgand as early as 560/1165, i .e. while Qilich-Tam- 
ghach-KhSn was still reigning ; in Samarqand his coinage begins 
from 57411 ~78-9  and extends to 595-1 I 99, and besides this there 
is a coin of Ibriihim's minted at Hukh21-Z in 59711 zco- r ". Ibrghlm 
was succeeded by his son 'Othn~an, who was already ~.uling, as we 
havc seen, in I 204 ; Juwayni7 says that he also was called "Sultan 
of sultans." 'OthmiinJs authority evidently did not extcnd to 
~~~~~~~5. We have seen that already in the first half of the 
twelfth century a dynasty of hereditary khatibs and ra'ises, 
bearing the title of " Pillar of the world" (Sadr-JahZn), had 
arisen in RukhBrH, I but our information on the genealogy of the 380 
sadrs is unfortunately sorncwhat contradictory. Their influellce 

J u w ~ y n i ,  ii, 64. In hli~khwHnd (li'harczn~, pp. 51-a)  the I<hw5razm-shHh is 
mentioned instead of 'Othmln. 

In the middle of J u m l d l  I  (nccording to  Juwnyni ( i h i d . ) ) .  
V n  J u m l d i  11 (Jrlwayni, ii, 65-6). Texts, p. 84. 

A. Mnrkov, Airfalor, pp. aRa-9. \Ve know fronl 'Awli's Lublil, a/-A/bd (-i, 44) 
thnt he was alive in knjab 597 (April 7-Mny 6 ,  l a o l ) ,  when 'Awl i  came to 131ikhHrH. 

'Thus nccording to 'Awfi  rind the coinage (hat . ,  p. 294). According L O  the 
1 71htih (lor. c i t . )  lle was I 4 or r 5 years old in 597/1 a 0 1  . 
' J w n i  i i  I 2 2  : m""; &Y- UlkLL +!(;)I I,, L 5,) .  

A a 
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in temporal matters must indubitably have led to disputes 
between them and the Khans of Samarqand, and there must 
also have been collisions with the popular elements and with 
the QarZ-Khitays. This explains the epithet of " martyr " 1 

(shahid) bestowed on all the sadrs beginning with 'Omar, the sadr 
put to death by the ~ a r i i - ~ h ~ ~ t a ~ s  (see pp. 326-7). After kiiling 
'Omar, however, the Qarii-Khitays acknou~ledged the religious 
authority of his successor, who according to  Niziimi-'Ariidi h a s  
the imam Ahmad b. 'Abd-al-'Aziz (the brother of the murdered 
man ?) ; the QarZ-Khitgy viceroy Alp-tagin (or Atma-tagin, see 
p. 327), if  NizZmi-'Ariidi is to  be believed, was compelled to 
conform in everything to the instructions of the imZm. In  his 
account of the destruction of the Qarluqs, Ibn al-Athir, as 
we have seen (p. 3.34, calls the faqih Muhammad, son of the 
murdered 'Ornar, ra'is of RukhZrZ,and makes him act in alliance 
with the  Khiin of Samarqand and praise the moderation of the 
QarZ-Khifays. In 5601 r 165, as is evident fi-om the account in  
Narshakhi" the ascendency in BukhZrZ was held by Qilich- 
TamghZch-KhZn Mas'iid, who in this year restored the city walls. 
The author of the abridged edition of Narshakhi's history, 
Muhammad b. Zufar, in 57411178-9 dedicated his work to the 
sadr Burhiin ad-Din 'Abd-al-'Aziz4, who is, in all probability, 
ihe person spoken of in the above-mentioned document of the 
KhwZrazm-shiih Takash (see above, p. 342) 6. During the long 
reign of the Khan I brahim b. Husayn the authority of the Kh5ns 
of Samarqarid was restored in Bukh5ra ; but after him we again 
find the sadr in the role of ruler. In 1207, according to Ibn al- 
Athir's7 Hccount, the ra'is of the Hanafitcs of RukhHrB, Burhin 
ad-Din Muhammad b. Ahmad b. 'Abd-al-'Aziz, probably the 
son of the imam Ahmad b. 'Abd-al-'Aziz mentioned in N i ~ i m i  
'Ariidi, arrived in Haghdgd to perform the hajj ; he was the real 
" ruler" of the town, collected the tribute for the Qara-Khifiys, 
and ruled in their name. In RaghdPd hc was a t  first received 

381 with great honour, but by his 1 behaviour in Mecca he roused such 
general ill-will that his surname of Pillar of the world " (Sadr- 
JahPn) was changed to  " Pillar of Hell" (Sadr-Jahannam). To 
this pilgrimage probably refers the anecdote recounted in 'Awfi $ 9  

of the conversation of the sadr of RukhZrZ with a darwish near 
the mountain of 'Araliit.   he sadr performed the hajj with the 
' 7'exls, p. 169 (Kitzb-i Mulll?zZdah); cf. now my article "I3urIi.lnn in Eflryc. 

o f  7sla?n. 
-J - - - ~  - -  

a Chahrir filnqtila, p. a a  sq. ; new trans., p. a 4  sq. 
Nerchaklly, pp. a 3 ,  33-4. 4 /bid., pp. 2-31 
He i 3  mentioned in the Ltrbcib ( i .  2 1 1 )  as 'Abd-nl-'Aziz b. 'Omnr. Schefcr'g 

exlition has 'Abd-al-'A1.i~ b. 'Abd-nl-'Aziz. but between the two  names " b. '()mar" 
omitted by mistake ( the  Bnkhara edition has the correct read in^). 

Verses in his praise composed bv the narlr 'Ornnr I,. hlas'fid (grandson of Ahlnan 
b. 'AM-al-'Aziz) are quotetl by 'Awfi, Lubcil, i ,  169 sq. 
' Ibn ol-Athir, x i i ,  170-71. 8 T~xIJ ,  p. 881 
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greatest pomp, sitting in a litter; he had more than a hundred 
canleis with his baggage, and " great 'ulama" went with him. 
A poor man met him, hungry, in rags and barefoot, and asked i f  
it were possible that God should bestow the same reward on the 
hajj of the poor man, undertaken with such difficulty, as on the 
hajj of the sadr, undertalien with such pomp. The sadr 
answered that the reward would certainly not be identiial ; 
'( I fulfil the command of God, but thou art acting in defiance of 
it. To me He hath said: ' If thou art able, perform the hajj ' ; 
to  thee H e  hath said : ' Destroy not yourselves with your o\vn 
I~ands.' He hath therefore invitcd me, and exempted thce from 
the visit. I an1 a guest, thou art a parasite; a parasite never 
enjoys as much honour as a guest." Tllc storics of ' A w f  and 
Ibn al-Athir show that the sadr by no means led the life of 
n hermit, and possessed vast fihancial means. This is confirmed 
by Nasawi's account1 of the same ?adr, who held the office of 
kllafib together with that of ra'is, but for wealth could bc com- 
pared only with ruling princes ; 6,000 faqihs were maintained at 
his expense. The democratic movement which brokc out in 
l3ulchZrZ not long before the I<hwZrazm-shZh's campaign was 
directed against the sadrs also; the leader of the movement, 
Sinjar, the son of a seller of shiclds, made himself master of the 
town, and held " honourable persons" in utter contempt 2. We 
are told by ' A w f i v h a t  after the death of 'Abd-al-'Aziz, the 
~ a d r s  went to the court (01-dii) of the Qal-2-Khifay and com- 
plained of Malik Silljar. They obtained the necessary documents 
duly scaled, but thcy were of no use to them, as a t  this juncture 
the power of the Qarii-IChitZy vanished ; their villages were lcft 
waterless, and their wealth was destroyed. 

Wc find in Juwayni two versions of the course of the struggle 
between Mul!ammad and the Qa1.5-Khifays. According to one 
vcrsion * (the chaptcrs " On thc conquest of Transoxania" and 
" On the second return of the Sultan for the war with the 
Giirkhiill") thc sultan paid tribute to the Qarii-l<hif5ys for 
a long time, but finally in G O ~ / I Z I O  ordcred the Qal.ii-I<llitZy 
envoy to be thrown into the rivcr. I The envoy had come to 382 
Gurginj for thc tribute, and had offended the sultan by sitting 
beside him on the throne. After this the sultail occupied 
13ukl1,?r,?, and thence advanced on Samarqand, having previously 
dispatched cnvoys to the Sultan 'Othnlzn. Some t i~ne  before 
this the lattcr had rcqucstcd thc daughtcr of the Qarii-IChifZy 

Nesawi, texte, pp. 23-4, tmd., I>. 41. 
' Juwayni,  ii, 74 ; cf. Mirkhond, Khar.ezr~~,  p. 54: 

I ,  i . The author quotes verses of bhamsi A'raj Dukha~i composed in 
rlcri~ion of t11r sndrs. 
' Juw~yni, i ~ ,  74-84  ; Mirkho~~cl, A'harezr~t, 1'1). 54-60.  

l l is  nnrne 111 MS. iv, 2,  34, is 2,) ; i t ,  tlie I<linnykov MS. $9 ; the pli~ited. 
cditiori (ii, 7.5) has &Y' 

A a 2  



giirkhiin in marriage, and been refused ; angered a t  this, he 
now co~lcluded an  alliance with Muhammad, and introduced the 
khutba and the coinage of money in his name. T h e  sultan 
ordered Samarqand t o  be  fortified, and appointed the amir 
Burtana, a relation of TurkZn-Kh~tf in  2, as  his representative a t  
t h e  court of 'OthmZn. H e  then continued his advance, crossed 
the  Syr-Darya, and in the month of Rabi' I, 607 (end of August 
and September) met the  Qal-Z-Khitiiy a rmy under the  command 
of TZyankii in the plain of I l ~ m i s h  *. T h e  latter were defeated, 
and Tiiyankii himself was taken prisoner and dispatched to 
Khorezmia. On  the return journey the  sultan took UtrZr, the 
ruler of which made some resistance =, returned to  Samarqand, 
and thence t o  Khorezmia. Tiiyankfi was put t o  death by his 
order and thrown into the river. During the sultan's absence 
" the remnants of the people of Qadir-KhZn " laid waste the 
neighbourhood of Jand ; in consequence of this Muhammad did 
not s tay long in Khorezmia, and set out with an army for Jand. 
'Othmiin, who had come to  GurgZnj along with Muhammad, 
remained there for the  celebration of his marriage with the 
daughter of the Khwiirazm-shah. After gaining a victory over 
the Qipchzqs, Muhammad learned that  the Qarii-KhifZy army 
had again besieged Samarqand and hastened thither. A t  the 
time of his arrival the  inhabitants of Samarqand had already 
borne seventy attacks from the QarZ-Khi?Zys, and in all cases 
save one, when they were driven back into their town, they 
remained the victors. T h e  news of the arrival of the sultan's 
army and of the  rising of Kuchluk, who belonged t o  the NZim5n 
tribe, in the  eastern part of their kingdom, induced the Qar5- 
KhitZys to  conclude an armistice with the inhabitants of Samar- 
qand and t o  withdraw. Muhammad on reaching Samarqand 
pursued them. T h e  governor of the  town of Ughnzq (?) ' 1 

383 although he also was a Muslim, refused to  submit to the 
Khwiirazm-shah; a division was sent t o  take the town,, and 
successfully carried out its task, and the rebellious ruler was 
taken in chains t o  the sultan Immediately after this ambas- 
sadors from Kfichluk arrived in Muhammad's camp, and a treaty 
was concluded between Kiichluk and the ~ h w ~ r a z m - s h a h  on 
the conditions that  Turkestan should become the property of the 
first one t o  defeat the  g i i r l ~ h l n ;  if the sultan succeeded in this 

M i r k h w k d  omits this tletnil here. 
Mirkhwiind does not  mention J3urtana's appointment here. Tlie printed edition 

of Juwayni (ii, 76) has +j.  
W i r k h w H n d  fp. 5s) refers this event to 606. 

Battlefield not mentioned in Mirkhwind. 5 Juwayni, ii, 80. 

i d ,  i i  2 : k I ,Li +k\ &li? jl CScLC. 
' Perhnps the same ns the Yfighnnk mentioned above, p. 133.  

Juwnyni, ii, 83. 



all the provinces as far as K ~ s h g h a r  and Khotan would belong 
to him ; i f  Kiichluk was successful he would be accepted as ruler 
of all the country east of the Syr-Darya. I t  was Kiichluk who 
actually did succeed in accomplishing this object, while the sultan 
was unsuccessful in his battle with the giirlchiin's army. Before 
the battle Rurtana, the representative of the KhwZrazm-shah in 
Samarqand, and one of the princes of MZzandarZn, the ispahbad 
of the province of Kabiidjamah, entered into negotiations with 
the Qara-Khitays, and undertook to betray the KhwZrazm-shah 
if the giirkhan promised to give Khorezmia to Burtana and 
Khurasan to the ispahbad. The giirkhan promised to give them 
an even more liberal reward. A t  the beginning of the battle 
13urtana and the ispahbad fled according to their agreement; 
the left wing of the 0x2-KhifZys overcame the Muslin1 right 
wing and the left wing of the Muslims the right of the QarH- 
K h i t ~ y s  ; the centre of both armies fell into disorder. The 
battle ended indecisively; in both armies there were victors 
who had plundered the enemy's camp, and refugees who had 
sought safety in flight. The  sultan was in the habit of wearing 
clothes like the enemy's during a battle; in the coiliusion he 
suddenly found himself with his followers (wearing similar 
clothes) amongst the ranks of the QarZ-Khif~ys, where he passed 
several days, and later made use of an opportunity to  abandon 
the enemy unnoticed and join his army on the bank of the Syr- 
Darya. The soldiers were very pleased at his return, as there 
had been sufficient time for a rutnour of the disappearance and 
even of the death of the sultan to gain ground. 

The same events are quite differently related in the chapter 
'; On the QarZ-KhitZy Khans, on the circumstances of their rise 
and destruction." I The sultan, clated by his victories, neglected 
the payment of the st~pulnted tribute to  the Qara-Khifays for 
two or thrce years, until a t  last the giirkhiin sent his wazir 
Mabmiid-bay to him as his envoy to dernatid the payment of the 
money. Muhanimad was at  this time preparing to march 
against the Qipchiiqs and therefore considered the morrlent in- 
opportune for a quarrel with the QarZ-Khitiiys, but at  the satile 
time hc did not wish the disgrace of admitting himself to  be 
a tributary of the infidels. For this reason lie entirely evaded 
rcceivi~ig thc embassy, set out on his campaign and confided the 
conduct of the negotiations with the Qarii-KhitZys to his mother. 
Turkan-Khatiin reccivcd the embassy with ceremony, paid the 
rnoncy in  ful l  and on her side dispatched envoys to the QarZ- 
Khitzys with instructions to makc excuses to the giirkhzn for 

Juwayni, ii, 8f~-g3. In nn a1)brevintctl form this chapter is incllided l)y MirkhwZnd 
in the history of Ch~ngiz-lihiin (Mirkhond Vii  u'c Djcr~ghis-A-harl, ed. Jaubert, Paris, 
1841, 1'1'. 90-05). 



the delay which had occurred, and express to him (in Muham- 
mad's name) complete submission l .  

Nevertheless, Mahmiid-b5y reported to  his sovereign that tile 
Khwarazm-shah prided himself on his power, and was no loyal 
vassal ; on this account the Khorezmian envoys were not honoured 
by the giirkhiin with any marlcs of consideration. Having 
defeated the OipchZqs, Muhammad returned to Khorezmia, and 
determined toconquer Transoxania. H e  led his army to Buk- 
hzrz and entered secretly into relations both with 'Othman of 
Samarqand and with other rulers. All the princes promised him 
assistance, as they were angered a t  the behaviour of the Qara- 
KhitZy officials, who " in contrast to former days " oppressed 
the population in all possible ways. The sultan, however, 
returned from Bukhara to Khorezmia with the intention of 
renewing the campaign in the following year" A t  this time 
the eastern vassals of the giirkhan also rose in revolt, and the 
Niiirniitl prince Kiichluk, taking advantage of this, received per- 
mission from the giirkhan to collect the scattered hordes of his 
nation. As  the traitorous intentions of Kiichluk were soon un- 
masked, the giirkhan regretted that he had let him go, and 
demanded the assistance of his vassals, 'Othmiin of Samarqand 
amongst others, in making war against him. 'OthmZn was 
offended that the giirkhzn had refused to give him his daughter 
in marriage, and therefore refused his suzerain's request, openly 

385 took the side of the Khwgrazm-shZh, dispatched ( an envoy to 
him and introduced the khutba and coinage in his name. The 
giirkhiin sent a division of 30,coo men to Samarqand who suc- 
ceeded in taking the town, but refrained from laying waste the 
province by order of their sovereign, " who considered Samarqand 
as his treasury." The tidings of Kiichluk's successes caused the 
giirkhiin to recall his army from Samarqand, whereupon the 
town was occupied by Muhammad ; 'Othmiin went out to meet 
him, handed over the province to him and joined his army. The 
allies marched to Tar52 and encountered a strong QarZ-Khit5y 
army under the command of TZyanku. The battlc was indeci- 
sive, the right wing on eithcr side being defeated, but TiiyankG 
was taken prisoner by the M~rslims. Both armies retreated4, 
and the Qara-Khitays plundered their own territories as they 
marched back. The inhabitants of RalFuighiin, hoping that 
Semiryechye also would soon bc conqucrecl by Muhammad, 
closed their gates to them. Mahmiid-biiy and the giirkh~~l's 
amirs pressed them to submit, but without success ; finally, after 
a sixteen days' sicgc, the town was taken and sacked for thrce 

Juu,nyni, i i ,  go. 2 [hid.: &,+\a -&js 
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days, when up to  47,000 inhabitants perished. All these military 
operations exhausted the resources of the giirkhiin. Mahmiid- 
bay, fearing for his own wealth, "of which he possessed more 
than Qiiriin" (Korah) I, gave his sovereign the ruinous advice, to  
demand from the soldiers the return of the moneys from the 
State treasury which had been plundered by Kiichluk and on 
his defeat taken by the army. The adoption of this measure 
led to a mutiny, of which Kiichluk hastened to take advantage 
in order to  attract the mutineers to his cause. Abandoned by 
all, the giirkhiin appeared before Kiichluk and wished to  do 
obeisance, but Kiichluk would not permit this and received his 
sovereign- with honour and treated-him as though he were his 
father. All the power, of course, passed into the hands of 
Kiichlulc, who married the former bride of the giirkhzn; the 
latter died a year or two later. 

Mirkhwiind gave his preference to the first version and excluded 
from the second all that disagreed with it (the payment of 
tribute to the Qarii-Khitiiys by the qucen's arrangement, the 
sultan's withdrawal from Hukhiirii, the capture of Samarqand by 
the Qarz-Khifays, the talzing prisoner of Tayankii and some other 
less essential details). With the same object in view he had 
also to  alter Juwayni's tcxt in some places. According to the 
latter I the revolts of the ruler of Herat, 'Izz ad-Din Husayn 386 
b. Kharmil, and of the Turk Kazli, a relative of the queen, 
governor of Nisliapiir, wcre caused by the rumours of the 
disappearance of the sultan during the war with the QarZ- 
Khitiiys. The  revolt was put down after the sultan's return 
to Khorezlnia and his arrival in Nishiipir on the 11th Ramadan 
604 (March 30, 1208). Mirkhwiind in opposition to  Juwayni, 
inserts the account of this revolt after his account of both the 
sultan's campaigns against the Qarii-Khitiiys, and omits the 
date inconsistent with it. Our infol.tnation from other sources 
however speaks in favour of this date. Ibn al-Athir also puts 
Mul~arnti~ad's first campaign against the Qarn-Khifiiys in 604 
and also relates that it ended unsuccessfully for the sultan; and 
according to  thc continuator of Narshakhi5 the capture of 
nul<h,?r,? by the sultan occurred in 604. In consequence of this, 
and notwithstanding the opinion of one of the latest investiga- 
tors" there is no reason to be surprised that d'Ohsson7 preferred 
Ibn al-Athir's accou~it to  Juwayni's first version, accepted by 
Mirkhw5nd. ISvidcntly the secotid version is nearer the truth, 
a l t h o ~ ~ g h  it also contains some statcmcnts which evoke grave 
doubt. 

I ( j t ~ r ' i n ,  xxv i i i ,  76.  "nwayni, l i ,  66-70. 
Mil khond, A'hn~.eznt, pp.  60-64. 4 Ibn al-Athir, xii, 171-5. 
Nrrcliakhy, 111'. 23, 34 ( in  the second 1)nssngc the text is mutilated). 

"Opl~ert, 11~1- l'rt~hyfer J O A ~ P I N C S ,  11. 156. 
I )  Ohsson, /fis/oivt dcs Jlortgols, I ,  181-a. 



First of all, it is scarcely possible that the sultan paid no 
tribute to the Qarii-Khitays for some years before the war. 
Until his final victory over the Ghiirdis the sultan could not but 
value the favour of the giirkh2n, as is indicated by the fact 
noted above (p. 352) of the restoration of Tirmidh to the Qarii- 
Khitzys at the very end of I 206. The expedition to Bukhara 
must be put in the autumn of 1207. According to Juwayni's 
account (in the first version) the sultan took the side of the 
aristocratic party at RukhZrii : " the son of the vendor of shields 
received the reward of his conduct." This statement must not 
be taken to mean that Sinjar was executed ; from Nasawi's l 
account it is evident that he continued to live for many years at 
the sultan's court, and like other imprisoned rulers was compelled 

387 to I take part in Court ceremonies 2. How long Sinjar's govern- 
ment of Bukhara lasted is not known; if his rise to kingship has 
any connexion with the pilgrimage of the sadr already mentioned 
(p. 354) it may be conjectured that he rei'gned for some months, 
but the existence of the "palace of Sinjar-Malik" points to 
a longer period. As the palace is still mentioned in the account 
of Tarabi's revolt (636/1238-9)) it evidently remained intact 
during the devastation Bnd fire of 1220. 

We know from the continuator of Narshakhi that the sultan 
restored the citadel and walls of Bukhiirii. On this occasion 
Muhammad's successes were limited to the capture of Bukhara 
and the conclusion of an alliance with the Qarii-Khanids, particu- 
larly with the sultan 'Othmzn; from Bukhsra he returned to 
Khorezmia. The rumours of the sultan's disappeal-ance, which 
called out the rebellion in Khuriiszn, show that this withdrawal 
was not voluntary, and confirm Ibn al-Athir's account of the 
defeat of the Khw~razm-shah and his ally of Samarqand in the 
battle with the Qarii-Khitiiys. On the other hand the anecdote 
recounted by the same historian of how Muhammad was taken 
prisoner along with his companion, and escaped, thanks to the 
cleverness of the latter, who passed the sultan off as his slave, 
is scarcely worthy of credence. As is well known, the same 
anecdote is related of Malik-shgh and Ni?5m al-Mulk '. 

However this may have been, Muhammad returned to Khorez- 
mia and in the spring of 1208 restored order in KhurSsZn by 
appearing in person. According to Ibn al-Athir "he revolt in  
Herat was caused by the behaviour of the Khorezmians. When 
rumours of the sultan's disappearance were spread abroad the 
ruler of Herzt renewed the alliance with the Ghirid Ghiysth ad- 

N e s ~ w i ,  texte, p. I T ,  trad., p. 38. 
W e  are told I,y 'Awfi (/,rrhtib, i i ,  393) that Sinjnr was sent to h i y  (Charjui) : 

'Awfi quotes some satirical verses on him by ShihHbi Cihaziil Khujandi. 
Scheler, Chrcsth. psvs., ii, 118 ; Jarrrrr. A s . ,  4, xx, 393 ; Juwayni, i ,  87, 5.  

' Jourtr. As., 4, x i ,  448, 449;  Ta'rikh-i Gzrziciah, 4. Brownc, 1). 445, trans., 1). 97. 
a Ibn al-Athir, xii, I 7 3 .  



Din l, but after the arrival of the Khwiirazm-shah he again took 
his side. The Khwaraz~n-shzh's advisers persuaded their sove- 
reign that a man who had so frequently betrayed his oath was 
not to be trusted, and the ruler of Herat was put to death; but 
the city itself, in which the wazir of the former ruler had fortified 
himself, was taken only after a prolonged siege. As regards the 
rising of Kazli (in Ibn al-Athir Kazlik), the I governor of 388 
Nishapir, after the sultan's entry into Nishzpir (March 30, 
12081, Kazli's son fled to Transoxania to the QarZ-KhitZys, but 
was overtaken on the bank of the Amu-Darya by a Khorezmian 
force and killed, together with all his companions. Kazli him- 
self fled to Khorezmia, where the queen Turkan-Kh5tiin advised 
him to seek refuge at the tomb of Sultan Takash" but later, 
when he had followed this advice, she ordered him to be killed 
and sent his head to her son4. From this it Inay be inferred 
that at this time the queen did not dare to give assistance to her 
rebellious relative. 

Of the events of the following years we have information only 
on the earthquake which afflicted Khorezmia in 60511 208-9. 
The extent of the disaster was somewhat lessened by the fact 
that it occurred in the daytime and the inhabitants were able to 
fly from the town, leaving their possessions. Nevertheless, about 
2,000 people perished in the capital, and the number of those 
who perished in the villages was considerably greater; two 
villages were swallowed up with all their inhabitants 6. 

The autumn of 1209 should probably be put down for Mahmid- 
bay's embassy and the expedition against the Qipchzqs, if the 
sultan had really paid no tribute to the Qarii-KhitZys for two 
years before this. The sultan's action shows that the renewal 
of the struggle with the Qarii-Khit~ys seemed to hirn at that 
time to be premature ; but already in the following year he 
found it possible to take more decisive action. The eastern 
provinces of thc gar,?-Khitiiy empire had at this period been 
exposed to an invasion of nomads expelled from Mongolia by 
Chingiz-Khan. In 1208 Chingiz-Khan inflicted a severe defeat 
on the bank of the Irtysh on the remnants of the Niiimiins, under 
the Icadership of Kiichluk, and the Mergits, led by Tiiqtii-biki G. 

Kiichlulc fled to the Qal-2-Khitay country, the sons of Tuqta- 

Juwayni, ii, 66 ;  Mirkhond, A-hnre=nt, p. 63. In Ibn al-Athir the death of the 
ruler Ileriit is related somewhat clifferently, nor is there mention of his temporary 
adherence to Ghiyiith atl-Din. 

9 1b11 al-Athir, xii, I 7 2  sq. 
According to I l ~ n  a1-Athir (xii, 103) Takash himsclf constructed his grave in the 

great mndrasah, also built by him. 
Jumnyni, ii, 772. 

h i . ,  2 -  The towns o f  KhurlsPn, especially Pr'ishiipOr, also suffered from 
t l ~ t  rnrthqnakc (Ilm nl-Athir, xii ,   IS^). 
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biki, who had himself fallen in battle, to the territories of the 
Uighiir idiqut, a vassal of the girkhzn. Connected with this, 
probably, is the revolt of the idiqut against the giirkhZn and his I 

389 conclusion of an alliance with Chingiz KhZn. In 1209 ShZwkam, 
the giirkhiin's representative in Uighuria, who lived in the village 
of Qarii-Khoja, was killed ; Juwayni says " he was surrounded 
in a house, which they pulled down on top of him," from which 
it may be conclilded that elements of the populace, provoked by 
the extortions of the Qurg-KhifZy tax-collectors, took part in 
the rising. The idiqut succeeded in defeating the Mergits', the 
remnants of whom fled to the territories under the direct rule 01 
the giirkhZn3, where, according to Juwayni4, they united with 
Kiichluk. At  the beginning of the thirteenth century the pro- 
vinces with a preponderatingly Muslim population ' began to the 
west of Uighuria. The appearance of bands of nomads in these 
provinces could only intensify the ferment which had begun 
there considerably earlier. As we have said elsewhere this 
ferment was induced not only by religious causes, but mainly by 
the decline of the Qarii-Khif~y empire, the weakening of the 
authority of the throne, the increase in power of individual 
nobles, and the arbitrariness of the tax collectors. The move- 
ment began apparently in Eastern Turkestan. As is shown by 
Juwayni's characteristic account 7 of the behaviour of the gurkhan 
towards the ruler of the Qarluqs, the giirkh~n foresaw even then 
that the rising would embrace all the Muslim provinces of the 

Jnwnyni, i, 32 :  GAL+\ ,$ lib=, L++? 51; 
T h e  battle took place a t  the rivcr Ch'am. D e  Groot'g opinion (accepted by 

Marquart, Osftii'rk-Dialekfft., p. I 18)  that the Ch'arn is to be identified with the Ch~l, 
is quite erroneons. I t  is more probable that it wns the river from which the town 
Jambalik or Janbalik in the western part of Uighuria had received its name. On this 
town cf. Ilfe(fiaeval Researches, index. According to Hrctschneicler (ihid.) the river 
was near the Irtysh. 

Trndy, xv, I r ; Pers. text, p. 17.  
' Jnwayni, i, 47. From some re~~l; lrks in Jownj-ni (i, 44 scl.) and the corresponding 

passnKc in  Rnshid ad-Din (7kwfy, xv, I 1, 34-5: IJers. text, pp. 1 7 ,  5.5) it might be 
nlerretl that Kachluk took part in the expedition to Uighnria, and thence flc(l 

westwartls through Kucha along with the Mergits, but 011 the same page Juwnyni 
himself says that the Mergit princes joined KOchluk in the district of Iniil ant1 Qnhucl 
(the printed edition has ?& Qayiligh) when Kilcllluk had already the p i l ~ ~ l ~ ~ n ' s  

permission to collect an army. Jnwayni's statements show that he confi~sed K ~ c h l u k  
with the Kerait prir~ce Sengitn, who also had fled to Eastern Turkestan (cf. f i ~ d y ,  
xiii, 148 ; Pers. text, p. 237). This Kerait prince is chiefly known by the Chinese title 
of Sengfin, ant1 I have stated in a review (Zajiski ,  xi, 350) that his name is 
entirely unknown. I t  is, however, mentioned by Nnsir ad-Ijin 'riisi in his ZG-i h ' k h i ~ i  
(Ms. Brit. hlns. Or. 74h4, f. I 1,) as l l i q l ,  and in the Yiian-shi (chap. i ,  f. 5 v) a9 
Yi-la-ha (P. I'elliot ill jouvn. As., I r ,  xv, I 76 and 180, where Nilkha is sap\)ose(l 
t o  be the correct fcrm, which, however, is not corrob~ratcd by the Persian spelling). 
Rashid ad-Din has Ilqah ( Tvrra'y, v, gs  ; vii, I 25 (text) ; xiii, I I 5 and 182 ; I'er~. text, 
p. 186 sq.). 

~ + ' o Y ~ s  Of the Pekin*q ICZixsion, iv, 303 ; Bretschneider, Metf. Res., i ,  69- 
' ffarrdhook o/,Yemivyer)ij~e, ii, p. 106 sq. 
' Ji~wayni, i, 56; compare Ifarr(fhoo.4 g.~~nrirycc.hyc, ii, pp. 107-8. 



Qarii-I<hitZys. Until the nomad hordes appeared the Muslims 
had no success. " The  son of the KhZn of KZshghar " was im- 
prisoned b y  the g i r k h ~ n  and only liberated by  Kiichluk ; from 
this statement it may be concluded that  the rising occurred 
during the reign of this KhZn, Arslzn-Khan Abu'l-Muzaffar 
Yiisuf, who died, according to  JamZl Qarshi2,  in Rajab 601 
(February- 1 March, 1205). In  Transoxania also, as  is shown b y  390 
tlie defeat of Muhammad and the capture of Samarqand by the 
QarZ-KhifZys, the  rising was a t  first crushed. T h e  giirlchzn , 
used the fruits of his victories over 'OthmZn (won it1 all proba- 
bility in the first half of I ZIO),  with great moderation, contented 
himself with the payment of a small tribute, and left his repre- 
sentative in Samarqand. I t  is very likely that  the marriage 
between 'OthmZn and the Qarii-KhitZy princess whom he had 
vainly demanded earlier was concluded a t  the same time. 
Juwayni refers this marriage to  the period of the  second recon- 
ciliation between 'OthmZn and the Qara-IChitZys and his revolt 
against Muhammad, but the historian's statement that Muhammad 
on receiving the news of this reconciliation and marriage hesitated 
to  move against his unsubmissive son-in-law is scarcely to  be 
believed. 

T h e  successes gained by  Kiichluk in 1210 with the help of 
the Qarluqs of the northern part of Semiryechye and his plun- 
dering of the giirkhZn's treasury, which was kept a t  Uzgand, 
caused the gtirkhiin to  abandon Samarqand and devote himself 
to the defence of his own territories. I n  consequence of this 
the  revolt in Transoxania was renewed; Muhammad after his 
victory over the Qipchsqs left Jand and arrived in Rukhiirii, 
and 'Othmiin again took his side. T o  this campaign belongs, in 
a11 probability, the account of the  siege and surrender of Ughniiq. 
In  Scn~iryecliye, not far fro111 Haliisiighiin, the giirkh5n gained a 
victory over Klichlulc, but his general TZyankfi was taken prisoner 
near the Talas b y  the Muslims. A s  the victory of the latter 
was not decisive the sultzu did not decide to  pursue the enemy 
and give assistance to  his co-religionists of Semiryechye .; never- 
theless, this battle and the dispatch of the captured Qara-Khitiiy 
general to  Khorezmia excited the cnthusiasrn of Mul!an~n~ad's 
subjects, and considerably increased their respect for the  sovereign. 
In Mul~ammad's official documents he begins to  be spoken of as 
" a second Alexander " and the Kliwiirazm-sllsh morc willingly 
allowed himself t o  be called "Sultan Sinjar" in view of the 

Jawayni, i, 48 ; D'Ohsson, Ilisloir-e (its Afo~tgols, i, 170. 
a 7;vxls, p. 132.  Juwayni, ii, 124.  

Nasnai's account of the Sultan's stay in Jantl, nnd of the complaints hronght 
hy the ~ ~ n l ~ ~ ~ l s t l o n  ngainst thc local wazir,  \hould very probably be referred to  this 
timc ( N e \ n w ~ ,  text?, pp. 102-3, t m t l . ,  p I 70). 

Cf. t)otti titlrs in 'Awfi (7bx(c, p. 84). The title of " Sult in Sikanclar" anrl the 
hnt~ les  near Taraz arc also rnc~~t~onel l  in the I uboh  sl-Altvrh (I ,  I I a ,  in the interesting 
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lengthy reign of the Saljiiqid sultan ; from the same period the 
sultan's seal was engraved with the title " Shadow of God on 

39 1 Earth." I According to Juwayni's account TZyankii was thrown 
into the Amu-Darya by order of the sultan; but according to 
Jiizjzni a, the captured general accepted IslHm and continued to 
live in Khorezmia, where he enjoyed great honour. It is pos- 
sible that the author confuses the fate of TZyankii with that of 
two other QarZ-KhifZys, Buriiq and his brother, also taken 
prisoner in this battle, who were taken into the KhwZrazm- 
shiih's service and rose to the dignity of amir and hzjib 3. 

The rejoicings of the Muslims did not last long. The former 
vassals of the QarZ-KhitHys were soon convinced that the 
transfer of power from the infidel giirkhZ11 to the orthodox 
KhwZrazm-shah brought them no advantages. As early as 
1 2 1 0 ,  according to Juwayni, and even before his return to 
Khorezmia, Muhammad had been obliged to pacify a revolt 
by the ruler of UtrHr; finally the rebel made submission and 
was dispatched to Nasz 4. Nasawi says that the ruler of UtrZr 
Tiij ad-Din BilgZ-Khzn was the cousin of 'Othman of Samar- 
qand ; Bilga-Khan was the first of the QarZ-Khitiiys (i .e.  of the 
vassals of the giirkhzn) who took the side of the KhwZrazm-shah, 
and appeared before him hoping that he would reward him for 
former services (as he had talten part in the battle near Andkhud). 
Nasawi says nothing at all of his revolt and calls his exile only 
a precautionary measure taken by the sultan prior to his 
campaign in 'Iraq (1217).  Hilgti-Khan spent one year at Nasi 
and during this time attracted the population to his side by his 
liberality: then the sultan sent his executioner to NasZ, who 
killed Bilga-Khan and brought his head to Khorezmia. Nasawi, 
of course, knew better than the other historians what occurred in 
his native town of Nasa; but it is scarcely to be supposed that 
Rilga-Khan remained ruler of Utriir till 1217  and was not deposed 
simultaneously with the other representatives of the Qara-Khanid 
dynasty. 

'Othrniin of Samarqand7 had come with Muhammad to Gur- 
gZnj, where he was to marry the Khwiiraxm-shah's daughter. 
The festivities went on for a very long time, and when 'Othman 

392 wished to return 1 to Samarqand, TurkZn-Khatiin demanded 
that, in accordance with Turkish custom, he should remain a full 

biography of  the wazir Abii Uakr Ahmad al-Jzmiji, who had previously made a journey 
to  the country of the Iihitii and to  Ballsfighiin, ibid., i, I I 1). Cf. also ibid., i, 2 0 2  i 

ii, 341 w ~ j .  

Juwayni, i i ,  8r ; Mirkhond, Khaveattr, yp. 56-7. 
Tabahat-i A'asiri, pp. 261-2, 934. Juwnyni, ii, a 1  I .  

' / b id . ,  i i .  81 ; hlirklionrl, li'harezr,~, p. 57. 
w e - a w i ,  text,, py. 12-3 ; trad. pp. j Y -  41. 

There is a m~stake  in the translation. 
On his late see the accouuts of Juwayni (ii, I 2 2 )  and ILII al-.lthir (xii, 177-8,. 
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year in his father-in-law's house, and he was obliged to acquiesce. 
When, in the spring of 1211, the campaign against the Qara- 
KhitZys was resumed. Muhammad arrived alone in Samarqand 
and soon observed that the absence of the KhZn had already 
succeeded in alarming the population and evoking their hostility 
towards the KhwZrazm-shZh. Submitting to circumstances, 
Muhammad ordered 'Othmsn and his young wife to be sent to  
Samarqand; 'OthmZn received everything to which he was 
entitled by his rank; his younger brother was left in Khorezmia. 
Muhaminad returned to his capital. According to Ibn al-Athir 
a representative of the KhwZrazm-shZh was sent to Samarqand 
together with 'Othman, and was to enjoy the same rights as 
formerly the representative of the giirkhan. 

Juwayni in this passage makes no mention of military opera- 
tions this year, so that it is hard to decide whether there is any 
particle of truth in the account given in the first version of the 
treachery of Rurtana the governor of Samarqand. JGzjZni 
alone credits Muhammad with gaining, with the assistance of an 
almy of 400,000 men (?), another victory over QarZ-KhitZys in 
1 2 1 2  or 1212. 

On his return to Samarqand, 'Othmiin was so exasperated by 
the behaviour of his IChorezmian liberators that he renewed his 
connexion with the QarZ-KhitZys. This was the more remark- 
able in that the year I 21 r had not on the whole becn favourable 
for the giirkhzn ; in the northern part of Semiryechye a Mongol 
division appeared, under the command of Qiibilzy-noyon, in 
consequence of which the prince of this country definitely 
renounced the suzerainty of the gfirkhan and killed the Qarii- 
IihitZy governor 2. Nevertheless 'Othmzn determined to ex- 
change the yolie of his Musliln liberators for the former yoke 
of the infidels, and moreover, as the course of events shows, he 
was acting in complcte accord with his subjects. News soon 
I-cached Muhainmad that 'OthtnZn was bchaving badly to the 
I<hiv5razm-shiih's daughter and clearly showing his preference for 
the QarZ-Khitzyprincess; Muhammad'sdaughter was even obliged 
to wait on her rival. Finally, in 1 2 1 2 ,  it bccame known that the 
inhabitants of Samarqand had risen in revolt on 'Othman's ordel* 
anci liilled all the Khorezmians residing in the town. I The 393 
IihwZrazm-shiih's daughter shut herself up in the citadel and 
'Othman with difficr~lty consented to spare her. Ibn al-Athir says 
thilt the bodies of the Khorezmians were cut in halvcs and pieces 
of them hung up in the bazaars, as butchers hang meat ; from 
this may be seen how great was the hatred of the population 
towards their oppressors. The ncws of the catastrophe of course 

' Tohak,7/-i Nasil.i, 1'1). 262-4, 934. 
Trrrdy, v, I 3 2 ; xv,  I 4, I I 3- I 4 ; 147o~-ks cl/ /At PeA.irt.g Ilfissiorr, iv ,  I 30-3 I ; 
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caused the sultan t o  march on Samarqand. According to  Ibn 
al-Athir Muhammad a t  first wished t o  kill all strangers living in 
Khorezmia, and afterwards all Samarqandians, but was dissuaded 
b y  TurkZn-KhStGn. Samarqand was soon forced t o  surrender. 
Juwayni says that  'Othman appeared before the Khwlrazm-shzh 
with a sword and a piece of cloth (for a shroud) i.e. with a de- 
claration of complete submission. According to  Ibn al-Athir, on 
thc  other hand, he shut himself up  in the citadel, which was still 
besieged b y  the Khorezmians after t h e  town had been plundered ; 
his plca for pardon was refused and after the  surrender of the 
fortress he  was brought before the Khwlrazm-shsh. The  town 
was given over to  a three days' sack, from which the only quarter 
saved was that  inhabited by  foreigners. Ibn  al-Athir puts the 
number of  those who perished a t  200,000 ; according t o  the more 
probable account of Juwayni lo,ooo men in all were killed, after 
which Muhammad listened t o  the  intercession of the sayyids, 
imP~ns  and 'ulamP and ordered the massacre t o  cease. The 
Khwiirazm-shah even wished t o  spare 'OthmZn, but his daughter 
Khan-sultZn would not consent t o  forgive her husband and the 
KhZn was executed on the following night. Muhammad sent 
envoys to  the " Amirs of Fal-ghgna and TurkistPn" with a 
demand for submission, and a division was dispatched to  Isiijzb 
in order to  observe the movements of  the QarP-I<hi[Pys and not 
allow them t o  recover. Samarqand became practically the 
capital of the  KhwPrazm-shPh, who built a new cathcdral mosque 
there and began the  construction of a " lofty edifice," probably 
a palace. 

From the  statements of Ibn al-Athirl  and J i z j l n i 2  it is 
evidel~t that  'Othman and his cousin were not the  only members 
of the Qari-Khanid dynasty killed by  Muhammad's order ; other 
members of the dynasty met the same fate. From the numis- 
matic d a t a 3  it appears that  the ruler of Uzgand a t  this period 
was Jaliil ad-Din Qad i r -Kh~n ,  who, like 'OthmPnJs father, bore 
the title of ' l  Great Sultan " (ulugh sultln) ; in all probability / 

394 the same fate overtook him 4. T h e  dispatch of  the divisioll to 
Isfijiib was due t o  the news of Kuchluk's rise to power. 'l'%e 
latter, having imprisoned the giirkhln, liberated the son of the 
Kishghar  Kh.?n, who had been imprisoned b y  the QarZ-KhitZys, 
and sent him to  Kzshghar, where he was killed by rebellious 
amirs before even he had time to  enter the town6. According 
to Jam21 OarshiB, this prince (Arsliin-Khiin Abu'l-Fath Muham- 
mad) was-killed in (507/1210-I I ,  from which it may be inferred 

Ibn n1-Athir, xii, 178. 9 7'abakof-i Nasiri, p. 165. 
A. Ma~kov, A'ata/oe, p. ayz-3. 
lie is perhaps itlent~cnl with Kuch-tagin, the hushnnd of 'Othmln's ~ister,  who is 

mrtitioned in Li~hdb a/-A/bBb, i,.4~. The title Kuch-tngin is also forinrl on coills. 
Juwayni, i, 48 ; D'Ohsson, I, 170. Texts, 13, I 31-3. 



that the imprisonment of the giirkhzn also occurred not later 
than the first half of I Z I  I .  This agrees with Juwayni's account, 
which, as we have seen, mentions this event immediately after 
the account of the withdrawal of the Qara-Khitay army from 
the hanks of the Talas and their capture of Balasiighiin. During 
the life-time of the giirkhzn Kiichluk contented himself with the 
real power and left to his sovereign all outward marlts of imperial 
dignity; a t  ceremonial receptions the giirlthiin sat on the throne 
and Kiichluk stood amongst his hzjibs I. W e  have no completely 
reliable information as to whether ally negotiations took place 
between Muhammad and Kiichluk prior to the imprisonn~ent 
of the giirkhan. The fantastic agreement related by Juwayni 
(see above p. 356) was certainly never made. There is greater 
probability in Ibn al-Atliir's account 2, that a t  the time of tlie 
struggle between the giil-khan and Kiichluk both sides appealed 
to the Kllw5razm-shah for hclp, that the latter advanced with 
an army (probably in 121 1) but until the issue was decided 
helped neither the one nor tlie other, and both sides considcred 
him thcir ally. Only after the defeat and impl-isonment of the 
giirkhzn did the KhwZrazm-shah take part in the destruction 
of the Qarz-Khifiiys, while a section of their military forces 
entered Mul~ammad's service. In consequence of this the 
I<hwZrazm-shah endeavoured to demonstrate to Kiicilltik that 
he (ICiichluk) was indebted for his victory to the help given by 
MulJammad and should now cede a part of the giirkhan's tcrri- 
tories to him. Kiichlulc categorically rejected this request. 
Thesc diplomatic relations are related most accurately by 
Nasawi:', who had the opportunity of talking to Mul!arnmad 
b. Qat-5-Qiisim Nasawi, the last of the envoys sent by thc 
KhwZl-azm-shah to I<hcliluk. Mul~arnmad I upbraided Kiichluk 395 
for depriving him of thc fruits of his victory, and claimed that 
the gurkhiin, dcfeatcd by the Khwsrazm-shah, had already pro- 
posed peace to his enemy, promising to give him his daughtcr 
Tafgl~ich-KhZtiin in marriage and as dowry all his treasure, 
retaining for liinlself only the most distant of his provinces ; but 
at this moment Kiichluk, taking advantage of the giirkhan's 
weakness, seized the sovereignty. Therefore the sultan dcma~ided 
that Kiichluk should now send liim the giirkhan himself, his 
daughter, and his treasurer. T o  this tlircatening request Kiichluk 
at first replied in mild terms, and sent gclierous gifts to Muham- 
mad, but rcf11sed to give up the giirkliiin, who himself, ;ipprcl~en- 
sivc, and not without cause, of the fate which would have awaited 
liim in Khorezmia, begged Kiichluk not to grant the KhwZrazm- 
shah's request. The mattcr, as explained by the giil-khiin, was 
not exactly on the footing recounted by Muhammad's envoys ; 

Nesawi, texte, p. 7, t r n d . ,  p. 13. 2 I ~ I I  nl-Atllir, xii, 173-9. 
Nesnwi, texte, pp. 7-9, trad., pp. 13-16. 
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wishing to save some remnants of his possessions, the gurkhin 
was really desirous of concluding peace with the K h ~ Z r a z r n - ~ h ~ h  
and of giving him his daughter in marriage, but Muhainmad 
refused all his proposals. As Kiichluk was dilatory in com- 
plying with the desire of the sultan, the latter renewed his 
demand in still more categorical terms ; his envoy, acting in 
conformity with his instructions, informed Kiichluk in the 
har~hest terms of his sovereign's anger, and for this was put 
in chains but afterwards succeeded in escaping during one of the 
skirmishes between Kiichluk and Muhammad's divisions which 
occurred " in Kiishghar and other places." 

Ibn al-Athir's account is that the Khwiirazm-shzh contented 
himself with dispatching small forces for a guerilla warfare, and 
thus challenged the reproach on Kiichluk's part that such a form 
of activity was more worthy of a highway robber than of a king. 
Kiichluk could hardly have made any complaint on this score 
as he himself employed the same method of waging war, and 
that with complete success, and thanks to it emerged victoriously 
from his struggle with the Khwzrazm-shZh, although at first he 
possessed only Semiryechye and the eastern part of the Syr- 
Darya province. But his first task was to crush the last remnants 
of the Muslim movement, i . e .  to conquer Biiziir or 0zzr1, a 
former horse thief and robber, who had created at the time of 
this movement an independent kingdom in the Kulja region, 
and also the leaders of the KZshghar rebels who had killed their 

396 KhHn. Without undertaking 1 a campaign of conquest in Eastern 
Turkestan, Kiichluk, for three 01. four years in succession (i.e. 
from 1211 to 1213 or 1214), raided the country at the harvest 
time and laid it waste. As we have seen from Nasawi, Muham- 
mad sent forces a t  this time to the same region, as is indicated 
also by Juwayni's statement that Muhammad's army reached 
Hishbiiliq. Kiichluk's raids fully achieved their object ; a famine 
broke out in the country, which forced the inhabitants to submit to 
him. I f  one may judge by the behaviour of the Khorezmians 
in other places, there is ground for the reflection that the presence 
in the country of divisions of Muhammad's army, simultaneously 
with the armies of Kiichluk, could only contribute to the inhabi- 
tants' acceptance of this decision. As little could the Khwzrazm- 

astern shiih stop the cruel persecution which Isliim underwent in 
Turkestan after Kiichluk's victory 3. Muhammad not only gave 
no help to his  co-religionists in Kiishghar and Khotan, but was 
even unable to protect the northern provinces of ~ransoxania 
from Kiichluk. According to I btl al-Athir ', the sultan, at least 

Jawnyni, i .  57 q. : Texts, pp. 135-6 (Jam51 Qnrshi). 2 /h i ( / , ,  i i ,  126. 
a On this see Zopiski, viii, 29 ; lla~rdbook of .S'crrtivyethye, ii, p. 1 I I <from 
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till 1214, spent the summer in San~arqand, fearing an invasion 
of Transoxania by Kiichluk; finally the inhabitants of Isfljjab, 
Shash, Farghiina, and KZsZn received orders to emigrate to the 
south-west, and those provinces were devastated in order that 
they should not fall a prey to Kiichlukl. The mention of 
Kasan in conjunction with FarghZna should, it seems, be inter- 
preted in the sense that the order referred only to the parts of 
FarghZna situated beyond the Syr-Darya. As regards Isfijab 
and Shgsh, Ibn al-Athir's statement is fully corroborated by 
Yaqut 2, who quotes the very same reason for this tlleasure ; the 
Khwiirazm-shall laid waste these regions because he was not in 
a position to retain them in his own possesion. Such was the 
issue of the struggle between the most powerful of the hiuslim 
kings and the leader of the nlsmads, who was disposed of without 
difficulty by a Mongol general in 1218. 

Muhammad's operations against another enemy in the Steppes, 
the Qipchiiqs, were more successful. The province of Sighnzq 
was united to the IChwarazm-shah's kingdom, as two sons of 
the I ruler of Sighniiq are mentioned among the princes held in 397 
captivity in Khorezmia 3. From Jand, Muharnmad made expedi- 
tions to the north against the Qipchaqs living in the Kirghiz 
steppes. On one of these campaigns occurred his first, but 
entirely accidental, collision with the armies of Chingiz Khiin. 
Of this engagement four accounts have come down to us from 
different historians, each independent of t l ~ e  other, Ibn al-Athir 4, 

Nasawi 6, JLIzjani G, and Juwayni ', but all four authors had a very 
confuscd idea of the Khwarazm-sh~h's campaigns in Central 
Asia. Ibn al-Athir says that the campaign was undertaken by 
the sultan against the Mongols after the catastroplle at Utrar 
(1218) ; Nasawi deliberately corrects the cl~ronological error of 
his predecessor, and refers the campaign to the year 61 z (1215- 
161, but like Ibn al-Athir makes the Alongols fight the sultan's 
armies after their victory over Ktichluk, \vhicli, as is well known, 
did not take place till 1218. Mol-eover, Kiichluk was in Eastern 
l'urkcstati, whence he fled to Sarykul, whereas the collisiotl 
between Mongols and Khol-ezmians occurred, as we shall see, in 
the Turgai pl-ovince. Jtizjatli refers the event to 6 rg/1218 ; 
according to his version the sultan was at the time in pursuit of 
Qadir-Kh5n, the son of the Tatar (?) Yiisuf8, and went as far 

/b id . ,  xi i ,  179. 
Ysqat ,  i, 240-50; iii, asq .  
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north as the town of Yiighiir in Turkestan ; the only explanation 
givcn of the appearance of the Mongols in this place is that they 
were pursuing the Tatars. As regards the place Yiighiir l ,  there 
is also a notice in Chinese history that the place in the Qipchiq 
country where Siibuday defeated the Mergits bore the name of 
Yu-ku ; elsewhere the name Yu-ku is given to the leader of the 
Mergits2. That the word Yiighiir was used in the Qipchaq 
country as a title also is evident from the expression of the 
official document quoted above (p. 340) regarding the " Sons of 
Yighiirs." Juwayni's account is that after the catastrophe at 
UtrZr, Muhammad was at Bukhara 3, where he stayed from 

398 8th Sha'bZn to loth Shawwal (probably in 615, I i . e .  from 
October 30th to December 3oth, 1218). AS it was spring- 
time (?) the sultan spent the time gaily, and later on left for 
Samarqand with the intention of making an expedition against 
Kfichluk. 

A t  this point news arrived that the Mergits, driven out of 
Mongolia by Chingiz Khan, had appeared in the country 
of the Qanghli (Qipchzqs) under the leadership of Tiiq-tughan (in 
Rashid ad-Din Qiil-tughan) ; whereupon the sultan moved 
against them through Bukharii to Jand. Here he learned that 
not only the Mergits had arrived but also the armies of Chingiz 
KhZn in their pursuit. Elsewhere Juwayni notes that Tiiq-tughzn 
had before this quarrelled with Kiichluk, and gone "to the 
confines of the Kern-Kemchik " (the Kern-Kemjiyat of Rashid 
ad-Din), i .e.  the Kirghiz country, where Jiichi was sent against 
him. The Khwiirazm-shah prudently returned to Samarqand, 
took thence the remainder of his army, and advanced to Jand 
with much stronger forces, hoping to "kill two hares at one 
blow 5." By this time, however, the Mergits had been annihi- 
Marqnart's opinion (Osftiirk. DiuZ., p. 130) that JozjZr~i has confused Qadir with 
Qudo, the prince of the Mergits, can only he explained on thc supposition that 
Marquart was not acquainted with  the section of Juwayni's work dealing with the 
dynasty of Khwiirazm-shlhs. 

Kaverty spells Yighur (Tab. ilks.? p. 267). 
1 CVorks of fhc Pckirrg ~lfissiorz, IV, 233. In Marquart's view (loc. cit . ) ,  the 

Chinese Yo kt1 as a geogrnpliical name refers to the Irghiz. This would he the ca* 
only if the Chinese had been misled by an erroneoue transcription in Arabic 
(9- or ,+I Tor pl\). Cf. Prof. Pelliot's remark in A., I I ,  xv, p. 154. 

In MS. iv, a ,  34, there is a mistake here. ' Marquart (Os t t i i~k .  Dial., p. 134, n. I )  takes strong exception to this identification, 
but his own theory, that CIk- Ljfj is an erroneous transcription (falsche ~mschreil)ung) 
of the hlongol Tf iq ra . l<b l~~ ,  and that the latter (whom he identifies with '~ lq tz .b ik i )  
has been conf~lsetl with his son CJudii-Khiin, is hardly prol)al)le. In Kashid al-I)in, 
as Marqunrt himself states (ibid., p. I J I ) ,  both ()udii and Qa l - tugh~n  ale mentioned 
as the sons of Toqt l - t ik i ;  both Red to  the country of the (2ipchH(ls, where (2urla 
was killed ; Qiil-tughiin was taken prisoner in the battle with Jiichi and killetl 
order of Chingiz-KhHn. W e  see therefore that it was not C2utl0, but (>lll-taghPn alone 
who fought the Mongols in the country of the Qipch5qs. 'I'he name kIo(k)-tu in the 
Chinese history (Marquart, 11. I 20) may be a transcription of the name (2nl- tu~hin  also. 
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lated by the Mongols, and the sultan could only engage the 
armies of Chingiz-KhZn, that too without decisive success, 
although he obliged the enemy to retire. There is no doubt 
that the Mongol army with which the Khwiirazm-shah had to  
do was really pursuing the Mergits. The  Mongol and Chinese 
sources also speak of the flight of the Mergits to the QipchZq 
country under the command of the prince QiiltughZn-Markiin. 
Rashid ad-Din b u t s  the destruction of the Mergits in the year 
of the bull (1217) ; the Mongol army was under the cor-rlmand of 
the generals Siibuday and Toquchar, but Chingiz-Khan's eldest 
son Jiichi, whom Juwayni, Nasawi, and Jiizjiini (and, following 
them, Mirkhwiind also) call the leader of the Mongols, also toolc 
part in the campaign. I t  is said that Qiil-tughsn was taken 
before Jiichi, but elsewhere3 that he fled to the Qipchzqs ; 
" Jiichi-KhHn sent an army in pursuit of him which seized him," 
where two manuscripts have the word ''led " *  instead o f "  sent." 
A s  regards the date given I by Rashid ad-Din, this historian's 399 
chronology for the events of 1215-25 is on the whole extremely 
inaccurate. In the text of his history Kashid ad-Din omits the 
year of the pig (1215), in his chronological review the year of 
the mouse (1216) ; consequently the year of the Hijra is erro- 
neously stated in the first case for the years of the mouse and 
the bull, in the second for the year of the bull ; with 1218 the 
dates by both eras again coincide, for which it was necessary to  
omit the year A.  H. 613. Both in the text of the history and in 
the chronological survey the conquest of Transoxania is referred 
to the year of the serpent (1221) when, accorditlg to  all trust- 
worthy sources, it had already been accomplished in the year 
1220. From Juwayni's account it may bc inferred that he con- 
nects the extermination of the Mergits with JGchi's campaign 
against the Kirghiz, which is mentioned also by Rashid ad-Din, 
who puts it in 121 8 7 ,  but no information whatever confirms the 
account of the flight of the Mergits to the Kirghiz. I t  cannot 
be denied that Nasawi was well acquainted with the events of 
the last years of the Khw5razm-shPh's reign, and lie would 
hardly have referred a campaign which was carried out in 1218 
to an earlier period. Until we have more accurate data, it must be 
takcn as most probable that thc sultan's campaign in the Turgai 
province was begun in the winter of 1215-16, and that his colli- 
sion with the Mongols tool< place in the summer of 1216 e. 

1 C'omlmre thc extracts from the liiarr-slri quolerl in I/-orks offhe Peki~rg Afissiorr, 
iv ,  23.3. 24W. 

7 ?.rl($l, X V ,  31 , I 1 5 .  3 l /~;d. ,  V, 73. 
'I 'hus acco~rling to the trnn4ntor; in his edition of the Persian text (ihicr'., vii,  94). 

I'rnf. Herwin does not quote correspor~tling variants. 
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According t o  Nasawi's account the  sultan reached the bank 
of the Irghiz with an  army of 60,coo men, but could not cross 
the  river a t  once as  it was covered with ice ; evidently then his 
advance was being made in early spring and the ice was no 
longer strong enough t o  bear cavalry. When the  river was clear 
of ice Muhammad made the crossing and reached the field of 
battle, where the  Mergits had been annihilated ; Juwayni places 
this field between the rivers Qayl i l  and Qimach (?). From one 
of the wounded the hluslims learned that the  battle had taken 
place that  very d a y ;  the  sultan a t  once determined to  pursue 
the victors, and overtook them a t  dawn the following day. 
Juchi and the other Mongol leaders were unwilling to  fight the 
Muslims, and declared that  Chingiz-Khan had sent them only 1 
against the Mergits ; the sultan replied that  he  regarded all 
infidels as  his enemies, and  forced the  Mongols into a battle, 
which rcsulted indecisively. In  both armies the right wing over- 
powered the enemy's left wing ; the  Muslim right wing was com- 
manded by  the eldest son of the  KhwZrazm-shiih, Jalal ad-Din, 
whose bravery saved the  Muslims from defeat 2. It was intended 
to  renew the battle on the following day, but the  Mongols retired 
under cover of night, and by  setting fire to  piles of wood deceived 
the  Muslims, who learned only a t  break of day  that  the Mongols 
had abandoned their camp. T h e  bravery of the  l'vlongols pro- 
duced a strong impression on the sultan, and was one of the 
reasons for his subsequent refusal t o  meet them in the open field. 

Among Muslim rulers the  sultan had no rivals. Towards 
1215 he  definitely annexed to  his kingdom all the former terri- 
tories of the Ghiirids, and put his son Jal i l  ad-Din a t  their head. 
A s  is well known, the Bimiyiin branch of the Ghiirids included 
in their possessions some provinces situated to  the north of 
the  Amu-Darya,  and amongst the rulers kept in captivity in 
Khorezmia is mentioned Jam21 ad-Din 'Omar of Wakhsh3, who 
was probably the  successor of the  Malik-Shah mentioned in 
Jfizj.?ni4. While the sultan was lingering in Transoxania under 
the threat of a nomad invasion, his generals subdued nearly all 

continued all night. Mnrquart (@s//i irk. Dicrlekt., 133) pnts this battle in 1119, 
which can hardly be brought into agreement with the most trustworthy information. 
'I'he ground of his opinion is Ihn al-Athir's declaration that Ch~ngiz-KhHn appeared 
before 13ukhZrii (in E'eb. razoi five months after Mi~ha~nrnntl's return to that city, but 
it cannot he proved that Ibn al-Atllir was well acquailltetl with these events. hfarquart 
himself (p. 135)  admits a gap of three years. On the " fantastic'' cllrc,nology of the 
Chinese accounts sce Pelliot, 3. A., r I ,  xv,  1 6 3  scl. 

i 1 0 .  Marquart (OstttirR. IIiaC., p. 1.33) itlentifies this river with the Ijui-li 
of a Chinese account in the J'iia~r- hi, where this battle is confusetl with the 
Khwiirazrn-shzh's flight in I 3 2 0  and dated 1222. ' This detail which is contril,utetl by Juwnyni (in both versions : i ,  5 2  ; i i ,  103) 
is somewhat dubions; it is strange that Nasawi, the biographer of Jall l  atl-l)in, say9 
nothing of the role of his hero in this battle. 
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Persia to his rule ; even in distant 'Oman the khutba was recited 
in Muhammad's name I. The first and only considerable failure 
Muhammad suffered in  the west was when he demanded of the 
Caliph that in Baghdad itself the khutba should be introduced 
in his name, i.e. that the Caliph should renounce his temporal 
power in favour of the Khwarazm-shah, as formerly in favour 
of the Biiyids and Saljiiqids. A similar desire, as we have seen, 
had already been manifested by Takash, but Muhammad pre- 
sented his claim in a mdre categorical form, and with this aim 
sent as his envoy to BaghdZd the Khorezmian qadi, Mujir ad- 
Din 'Omar b. Sa'd (from whom I the historian Nasawi received 401 
his information). The Baghdad government returned an un- 
compromising refusal, and in its turn dispatched the shaykh 
Shihab ad-Din Suhrawardi to the KhwZrazm-shah. According 
to Juwayni2 and Nasawi3 the shaykh was received a t  the 
sultan's court with far less honour than was due to his learning 
and personal qualities, although Nasawi puts somewhat more 
respectful expressions into the mouth of the sultan. Muhanimad 
kept the shaykh waiting at the court for some time4, and when 
he entered did not even ask him to be seated, if  Juwayni is to be 
believed. The shaykh asked permission to recite a Ijadith of 
the Prophet; the sultan granted it. and as required by custom 
went on his knees to listen to it. The sense of the Hadith was 
that the Prophet warned the faithful against causing harm to the 
family of 'Abbas. The sultan answered, "Althougl~ I am a Turk 
and know the Arabic language badly, yet I have understood the 
sense of thc Hadith repeated by thee ; but I have not caused 
harm to a single one of the descenda~lts of 'AbbZs, nor have 
I endeavoured to do them evil. Meanwhile I have heard that 
a nunlbcr of them are always to be found in the prison of the 
Cotnnlander of the Faithful, and even multiply and increase 
there ; i f  the shaylth were to repeat this same Hadith in the 
presence of the Commander of the Faithful, it would be better 
and more to the point." The shaykh endeavourcd to prove 
that the Caliph in his capacity as a rnujtahid (interpreter of the 
ordinances of religion) has a right to imprison single persons for 

It)n RI-Atllir, xii, 1919. 
Cf. M~rkhond, A-ha~rzut ,  pp. fig -70 ; D'Ohsson, Ilisloi)-t cr'~,s Jlfon~ols, i, I 92-3 .  

Tile printed etl~tiori of Juwaylli has two nccotlnts ( i i ,  96 sq. ; I 20  sq.) on the enmity 
I)et\vcrl~ the snlta11 P I I ~  the Caltld,, tnit neither me~~t ions  the embassy or the shaykl~. 
0 1 1  ~ h c  lnt~er cf. I;rockellnnnn, G~.r,.hi(.h/c d. Arab. Lit., i ,  440. 

W c s n w i ,  tcxte, ,)I,. I 2-13, trad., PI). al-3.  Fuller details of this embassy are 
given I)y T.;n~l'il b. Al?riiatl b. al-Alhir (see I~rockelmnnn, GPS. a'. Arab. Lit.. i, 341) 
In J b . Y I  J,l tjFc, hlS. 1:rit. hlus. 7014, fol. 37 a. He  states that the almy numbered 
400,000 (i mat~ift.st rxxggerntion) antl 111at there were three tents, one of which 
contninetl the kings of  l'ersin, the second the kings of KhurPsLn, nnd the third the kings 
of .l'ransox:lnin. 

The Arabic text  rnnst apparently Ile taken in this sense, antl not as in the French 
tmnslation. 



the  good of the  whole Muslim community. The  shaykh's 
embassy failed to  achieve its ends, and the hostility between 
both rulers only increased. 

T h e  sultan's answer, for all its sharp wit, could not, of course, 
shake the respect felt by  the community at that  time for the 
Head of Is l im.  I n  entire accordance with the spirit of the 
Hadith quoted by the  shaykh, Ibn  al-Athir refers t o  " the  pre- 
eminence of the noble house of the  'Abbisids," that  ally one 
who sought t o  bring evil upon it was punished for his action, or 
for his evil intention. According to  Juwayni, the sultan had no 
desire to  be spoken of as  having "for the  sake of his ambitious 

402 projects made an attack on the I m l m ,  the  oath to  whom I con- 
stitutes one of the  foundations of IslHm, and thrown his faith to 
the winds2," and was obliged therefore t o  contrive a more 
plausible pretext for war than the question of the khutba. Of 
such pretexts there was no lack;  the Caliph NZ:ir, desirous of 
strengthening his throne, was as  unscrupulous in his riiethods as 
Muhammad himself. T h e  Caliph made overtures to the chief of 
the  Jsmnilites, Ja l i l  ad-Din Hasan, received some " fid3'isV ' 
from him, and used thern to  remove his enemies. Such a fate 
overtook both Oghulmish, the  Khw~razm-shiih's viceroy in 
'Iraq, and the aniir of Mecca, the  latter of whom was assassinated 
in the sacred territory during the pilgrimage on the day of the 
festival of 'Arafzt. Finally, the  KhwZrazm-shZh made public 
that  documents had been found in Ghazna a t  its capture (in 
1215) from which it was evident that  the Caliph was constantly 
inciting the Ghfirids t o  attack Muhammad. T h e  sultan sue- 
ceedcd in obtaining from the " im ims  of his territories " a fatwa 
that  an imzm who committed such acts was unworthy of his 
office, and that  a sultan who proved himself a supporter of IslZm 
and devoted all his time to  war for the Faith, pursued by the 
intrigues of the imZm, has the right t o  depose such an imlm and 
t o  appoint another; finally, that  the  'Abbisids had forcibly seized 
the Caliphate, belonging by  right t o  the 'Alids, the desce~idants 
of Husa,.n 4. O n  the basis of this decision of thc spiritual 

Ibn nl-Athir,  xii, 2 0 7  ; D'Ohsson, Ifisloire des Alorzgols, i ,  194. 
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authorities t he  sultan declared Nasir deposed, omitted the 
mention of his name in the khurba and on the coinajie, and pro- 
claimed as  Caliph the Sayyid 'Ala al-Mulk Tirmidhi '. B y  
these means a legal character was given to  the Khw~razm-shZh's 
march on Baghdad. In ~ 2 1 7  lie restored his authority in Persia, 
but in the winter of the same year a division sent by him from 
Hamadhan to  Raghdsd was overtaken by snowstorms I in the 403 
mountains of Kurdistan and sustained heavy losses ; its remnants 
were almost exterminated b y  the Kurds, and only a small 
portion returned to  Mul~ammad 2. 

A cruel blow was thus dealt a t  the I<hwZrazm-shZh's prestige, 
the more so that  the people saw in this catastrophe the punish- 
ment from above for his sacrilegious campaign. If Ibn al-Athir 
is to  be believed, the  cause of Muhammad's return to  the East  
was his fear of a nomad invasion of Transoxania, but he did 
not in the least renounce his feud with the Caliph; on the 
contrary, on his arrival in Nishapiir in February 1218  (Dhu'l- 
Qa'da 614) he immediately ordered Nasir's name to  be omitted 
from the khutba and announced that  the Caliph was dead. T h e  
same measure was carried out in other towns, Merv, Ralkh, 
RukhZri, and Sarakhs, but did not extend t o  Khwarazm, Samar- 
qand, or  Herat, as  these towns were not in such close dependence 
on the government, and enjoyed the right of introducing and 
abolishing the khutba among themselves a t  their own discretion(?). 
On  the other hand, 'Awfi * and Nasawi aver that  Muhammad 
himself after his misfortune expressed his repentance and endea- 
voured, outwardly a t  least, to  make peace with Baghdad ? I t  is 
very likely that  the  Khwarazm-shah did, in fact, consider it 
necessary to  make this concession to  public opinion, and that  the 
omission of Nasir's name from the khutba was made before the 
expedition to  ~ a ~ l l d ~ d .  The fact that  in some towns, including 
even I<hwrTrazm itself, the khufba was not altered, has probably 
some conncxion with the struggle between the sultan and his 
mother, in which the military class and the priesthood were on 
the side of the latter. 

A s  early as 1216 the Khwzrazm-sllah by  ordering the 
execution of the shaykh Majd ad-Din Baghdadi had offended 

Ihiri., i i ,  I ac-2 ; on ' A l i  al-Mulk, ;hill., ii, 9 f .  ; Xlirl<hond, A-h~~nvrcnr, PI]. 66-8. 
Ilc is cnllecl 'Im5d ad-T)in t ~ y  k.iarntlall.?h Qazuilli, facs. Hrowne, p. 496, trans., p. I 14. 

a 1t)li al-Athir, xii, 207. 
I .  In the report ol a col~ternporary, Jacol, tle Vitry, Hishop o f  Accn, it is said 

that the Caliph I)y agretnient with the Nestorian patl-iarch disl)atcherl envoys to 
"king I)avid," wlio had concluelet1 the " I<h.?n of l i h i l ~ s , ! '  and to whotn hliihammad 
in fnce of this had nl)nndonetl nll the cotilltry heyoncl the Syr-Ilnrya, i. c. to  Kuchluk. 
Iintler thc il~fl~ietlce of the C'aliph's envoys " king I )avid " begnn a war against the 
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* Te.r/.r, p. Sq. N(,cawi, textc, pp. 2 0 -  2 I ,?nd , 11. 36. 
W n  the fate o f  the Caliph created by hluhammnd there is no illlormation whatever. 



both his mother and the priesthood. The  young shaykh was 
a pupil of shaykh Najm ad-Din Kubr5, the founder of the 
Kubrawi order of Stifis, which is still in existence at the present 
day. Like other important shaykhs of the twelfth and thirteenth 

404 centuries I shaykh Najm ad-Din belonged to the school founded 
in Trnnsoxania by an emigrant from the West, shaykh Ab6 
Ya'qtib Yiisuf al-Ruzandjirdi al-Hamad2ni (d. 1140). Both the 
founder and the adherents of the school are rarely mentioned in 
historical works, but they undoubtedly had great influence over 
the population ; among its active members were saints who are 
highly revered by the people down to the present day, such as 
Hakim-at5 and Ahmad Yasawi 2. The influence of the shaykhs 
over the people might have aroused the apprehension of the 
temporal rulers, and therefore from the very first the shaykhs 
took measures to prevent collisions of this sort. Already the 
founder of the school had counselled his successor to give his 
murids and adherents the same advice that was written in the 
merriorial presented to Sultan Sinjar 3, i. e. that in their conver- 
sations with the people as loyal feeling should be shown as in 
their relations with the rulers. If we may credit 'Awfi4, the 
same tact was displayed by Majd ad-Din BaghdZdi. The imim 
Shihzb ad-Din Khiwaki, whose name frequently occurs in 
Juwayni and Nasawi, and who at this time held the office of 
wakil a t  the Khorezmian court, wrote a letter to the shaykh in 
which he expressed the hope that with his assistance he might 
" find a way from the gloom of worldly affairs to the light of 
obedience, and defeat the legions of care with the sword of 
repentance and zeal." The shaykh gave the wakil to understand 
that it was no sin to be in the king's service, that he had the 
opportunity of helping the wronged and of consoling the afflicted, 
and of attaining in these ways to both earthly happiness and 
heavenly blessing more certainly than by means of fasting and 
prayers. I t  is therefore all the more difficult to explain the 
causes of the collision betwcen the shaykh and the Khorezmian 
governmcnt. Thc authors of the thirteenth century completely 
ignore this event, while the later sources, beginning with Ham- 
dallgh Qazwini5, all maintain that the shaykh was put to death 
on suspicion of a love affair with the sultan's mother % This is  
scarcely possible, as the queen had already a great grandson at 

/ 
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the time *, and the accounts of the close relations between the 
queen and the shaykh must probably I be understood to mean 405 
that in this as in other cases the military class in its struggle 
with the throne had the priesthood on their side. 

The murder of Majd ad-Din, according to the account of the 
historians, was only due to a momentary outburst of anger on 
the part of the Khwarazm-shah, of which he immediately 
repented. Needing his Turltish guard, Muhamtnad was reluc- 
tantly obliged to make every effort to live in peace with them. 
Mercenary armies constituted the sole military forces of the 
Khn+irazm-shzl~s; in the twelfth century the mass of the people 
were loolced upon, to an even greater degree than formerly, as 
a body of labourers to be kept in complete subjection. Al-IGtib 
as-Samarqandi relates a characteristic anecdote of Sultan Sinjar, 
who is quoted as saying that to protect the strong from 
injury on the part of the weal; was still more indispensable than 
to protect the weak from the arbitrary actions of the strong; 
the insulting of the weak by the strong was only injustice, 
whereas the insulting of the strong by the weak was both 
injustice and dishonour. If the masses were to emerge from 
subjection the result would be complete disorder; " the lesser 
will perform the duties of the great, but the great cannot carry 
out the duties of the lesser," i. e. the common people will desire 
to live like the aristocracy, and none will do the work which 
falls to the lot of the cotnrnon people. An even more character- 
istic pronouncernent on the class of " artisans and agricillturists" 
is to be found in one of the official documents of the time of 
Sinjar" "They do not know the language of liing?, and any 
idea either of agreeing with their rulers or of revolt~ng against 
them is beyond them ; all their efforts are devoted to one aim, 
to acquire the means of existence and maintain wife and children ; 
obviously they are not to be blamed for this, and for enjoying 
constant peace." 

TIILIS the mercenary army constituted the sole support of the 
throne, and in his own interests the sovereign had to give it the 
prcfcrence over the civilian elements. So far as we can judge 
from the official docun~ents which have come dow11 to us, the 
highest offices in the kingdom of the I<hwSrazm-shZh were the 
same as thosc in the Saljuciid empire, namely, wazir, qZdi, and 
mustawfi. The use of the terms wakil I and mushrif seems to 406 
have changcd sornewliat by the twelfth century. Besides the 
" wakil of the court " there is mention of a " wakil of the 
personal di~vZn 6," corresponding probably to the " waliil of 

On the age of J a h l  ad-Din's son see Nesawi, texte, p. 84, tmrl.,  p. I 40. 
Ttxfs,  p. 7 I .  /bid., p. 30. ' Ihin ' . ,  p. 97 ('Awfi).  ' /hid., 11. 23. 
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tribute " (wakil-i kharji) of the n.long01 period 1. The wakil 
controlled the receipts of large sums of money, as well as those 
earmarked for the maintenance of the a r m y ;  in the  provinces 
the same duty was performed b y  the musllrifs 2. T h e  head of 
a department filled the corresponding posts in the  proviilces 
according t o  his own judgement ; only the provincial wazirs 
were appointed by the crown, especially in those provinces where 
the viceroy was a prince4. Among the military posts that of 
executioner (jHndZr), in contrast t o  the  practice of the Saljiqid 
kingdom, was of great importance. I n  a document written on 
behalf of Takash the jgndar is included among the " notables 
of the guard ;  " in Muhanlmad's reign, Ayzz,  who was respon- 
sible for carrying out the sultan's death sentences, bore the title 
of Jahan-Pahlawan (" Knight of the world "), and commanded 
a division of ~o,ooo cavalry 6. W e  know less about the 
gradations of authority amongst the heads of the bureaucracy. 
Mul>ammad's wazir, N iz5m al-Mulk Muhammad b. Mas'iid al- 
Harawi 7, was probably the son of the wazir of Takash e ,  so that 
here a s  in former dynasties we meet with hereditary lvazirs. 
T h e  system of military fiefs, which was extended under the 
Saljiiqids, continued in operation. A general who was appointed 
governor of Harchinlighkant in the reign of Takash was given at 
the  same time '' as  a grant through the diwHn-i ard " (i. e. through 
the military department) one of the chief villages in this district, 
Kabit-TughPnin!'. I n  the  same reign the prince YaghPn- 
DughdG received as  a milk (domain exempt from taxation) the 

407 village of N i k h i s ,  i which was 011 legal grounds declared escheated 
property lo. 

I n  spite of the  execution of the queen's favourite, the sultan 
carried out on the whole all his mother's wishes up to  the march 
on RaghdAd. After the  deposition of Nizim al-Mulk Muhammad 
Harawi, the sultan, a t  Turkiin-Khiitin's desire, appointed as 
wazir Muhammad b. SSlih, a former g h u l ~ m  of the queen's, who 
received the titles of NiqZm al-Mulk and Nisir ad-Din l l .  In 
the same way the sultan, t o  please the queen. n'ominatecl as heir 
t o  the throne his youngest son Qutb ad-Din ~ z l i i ~ h - s h ~ h , w h o s e  
mother belonwd to  the same tribe as  TurkZn-Khatun. His 
eldest son, ~ a k l  ad-Din Mangubirti, received the forrncr terri- 
tories of the Ghirids,  except HerBt, while the young heir to 

Juwayni, ii. 239. 
' N a s a ~ i  evitlently makcs use of the term rnllshrif in this sensc (Nesawi, texte, 
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the throne was appointed ruler of Khorezmia, KhurZsZn, and 
Mazandarsn I,  but the actual governlnent of these provinces 
remained of course in the hands of Turkzn-KhZtiin. Similarly 
no new measures were taken against the Khorezmian priesthood ; 
only from Hukhara and Samarqand those who appeared dan- 
gerous to the throne were exiled. The sadr of BukhZrZ Burhan 
ad-Din was deposed and sent to Khorczmia, and his place filled 
by Majd ad-Din Mas'iid b. Salih al-Farawi, a brother of the 
wazir (although the relations bitween the brothers were inimical), 
who retained this post until the Mongol invasion. The " shaykh-i 
Islam " of Samarqand, Jalal ad-Din by name, was sent to Nasa 
together with his son Shams ad-Din and his brother Awhad ad- 
Din2. The bitter dispute between the sultan and his mother 
broke out only after the sultan's return from 'Iraq, a t  the time 
of his stay in Nishapiir (in February and R4arch I 2 18). The 
sultan accused the wazir NizZn~ al-Mulk of incapacity and 
extortion, deposed him, and sent him to Khwiirazm with the 
words: '.Return to the gate of your teacher." In these words 
a hostile allusion to the queen may already bc detected. The 
conduct of the latter still further embittered the dispute; 
Turk3n-KhZtiin organized a brilliant reception for the deposed 
wazir in the capital of Khorezinia, and appointed him wazir I of 408 
the heir to the throne. The sultan heard of this in Transoxania 
and sent onc of his suite, 'Izz ad-Din Tughrul, to  Khorezmia 
with orders to behead the wazir. Turkan-Khatiin arrested 
Tughrul, and not only prevented him from carrying out the 
sultan's order, but even obliged him to state publicly in the 
prescncc of the whole council that the sultan confirmed Nizam 
al-Mulk '. As the sultan was forced to reconcile himself even 
to this, it is evident that in the provinces under the government 
of Turkiin-K hat iin Mul?ammad's authority was in practice not 
recognized. 

In his own territories the IChwZt-azm-shiih did not restore 
thc bureaucracy to its former importance after the deposition 
of Niziim al-Mulk, but transferred thc duties of the Imperial 
wazir to a college of six walzils of the court, whose unanimous 
decisions alone wcre to be carried out ; one of thcse was at the 
same titne head of the diw5n of docurnents6. I t  is difficult to 
say what led Muhammad to adopt this bold reform, wllich was 
in dircct contradiction to the traditions of the bureaucracy ; in 
any case the substitution for personal administration of adminis- 
tration by a cornmittcc could not in this form achieve its aims. 

Ihid., textc, 1). 2 8 ,  tmd., p . 44-2. 
/hid., texte, pp. 23-5 ; tra!, pp. 41-3, 
In April the sultatl was nlreatly at Merv (11x1 aI-Athir, xii, 20;). 
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According to Nasawi the people now regretted the times of 
Niziim al-Mulk, in spite of all the arbitrary acts of that wazir, as 
" to  satisfy one is in any case easier than to satisfy six." 

Thus the Eastern Muslim political structure, which had been 
created by the 'Abbgsids and received its further development 
under the Tihirids and SZmanids, was now completely broken 
up. The bureaucracy was deprived of all importance ; the 
military caste, a t  the head of which stood the sultan's mother, 
was in open enmity with the bearer of the supreme power ; the 
priesthood could hardly forgive the KhwZrazm-sh5h for 
the murder of Majd ad-Din and the fatwZ extorted against the 
Caliph ; the people liberated by Muhammad from the yoke of 
the infidel rose against their liberators, and were put down by 
streams of blood. Muhammad therefore could not depend on 
a single element of the administrative system, nor on a single 
class of the population. ?'he issue of the struggle between such 
a power and the fresh forces of the nomads, united a t  this time 
under one of the most talented organizers of all ages, is 
comprehensible. 



CHAPTER I V  

CHINGIZ-KHAN A N D  THE MONGOLS 

ELSEWHERE we have endeavoured to elucidate the process 409 
by which the nomad empire of Chingiz-KhSn was built up and 
the fundamental features of its organization, U p  to the present 
we have no cause to  retract the conclusions there set forth, though 
we consider it highly desirable that the Mongol national tradi- 
tions, which constitute up to the present almost our only source 
for the history of Mongolia in the twelfth century, should be 
verified by the written testimony of contemporaries to a greater 
degree than is now possible for those who are not sinologues. 
If some fantastic details springing unavoidably from the oral 
transmission of historical accounts be excluded, the Mongol 
tradition has in itself nothing improbable. Especially is there 
an air of truth in the portrayal of the relations between the 
nomads and the Chinese government, which was constantly 
inciting one group of nomads against another which appeared 
to it to  be dangerous, but no sooner was the struggle ended than 
it had to adopt the same measures against its former allies. In 
the middle of the twelfth century the Manchu dynasty of Kin, 
which ruled in Northern China, declared war on the hlongku-tata 
tribe, i. e.  on the Mongols. In I 147 the Kin Emperor concluded 
peace with the Mongol sovereign Aolo-botzile 2. Prof. Vassilyev3 
and Prof. Berezin wished to see in this name the Turco-Persian 
title of ulugh wazir (grand wazir), but we I know of no instances 410 
of the assumption of such a title by nomad rulers. I t  is very 
probable that in the first part of the name we have a Chinese 
mutilation of the name Qutula-Qaghnn, of whom the Mongol 
legends speak. The rille of this Mongol dynasty extended a t  
least down to  1161, when the Kin en-lperor published a mani- 
festo that he was setting out against the Mongku-tata 5.  This 
was followed shortly, in all probability, by tlie destruction of the 

Zapishi, x ,  105 sq. Summarized in English by E. D. Ross, Heal? of Asia, 
p. 1.51 st]. ; in (iermnn by K. Stiil* in his paper " Tssliingiz-Chan, seine Stantsbildung 
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Motigols a t  the hands of the Tatars of Buir-Nor ; but at the end 
of the same century the Chinese government already found it 
necessary to incite the Keraits (Karayits) and Mongols against 
these Tatars. I t  was in these wars that Tamuchin first came to 
the fore with a troop recruited by him from among the aristocrats 
of the Steppes. After the victory over the Tatars, when the 
Khan of the Keraits had made himself the chief personage in 
Eastern Mongolia, this troop proclaimed its leader Kagan; with 
the consent of the Kerait, Wang-Khgn, Tamuchin accepted this 
title, and revived the family name of Mongol, which had dis- 
appeared in Mongolia proper after $*krQaghan. According 
t o  the testimony of Meng-Hung t e word Mongol was under 
Chingiz-Khan an official term only, and entirely unknown to the 
nation itself. Still, in official documents of the Yiian dynasty, 
the niongols and the peoples amalgamated with them are called 
in China Mongols, in Mongolia tata2 (Tatars). By adopting the 
term Mongols for his tribe Tamuchin declared himself the 
successor of Qutula-Qaghan, and also asserted a claim, in all 
probability unfounded, to relationship with him. According to 
the epic tradition of the Mongols (known under the name of 
Yiia~z-ck'no-pi-shi, i. e. " secret history of the Y iian dynasty ") 
Tamucllin then founded ten court offices; in the Mongol text 
the names of the offices, with the exception of that of cherbi, are 
not cited, and only the duties of the officials are indicated. 
These officials were the following \- 

( I )  Four men whose duty it was " to  carry the bow and 
arroks ; " in later times the office of korchi (archers). 

(2) Three "overseers of food and drink;' '  the Mongol text 
41 1 distinguishes morning and evening overseers ; ( in later times the 

office of bukawu14 or bawl-chi. 
(3) One " overseer of sheep pasturage ; " in Rashid ad-Din 

the same official is called equerry (akhtachi) of the Court stud. 
(4) One " overseer of the preparation of carts " (tergen) ; in  

later times the office of yurtchi ; according to Rashid ad-Din 
a.lso this man was appointed captain of a thousand and looked 
after the mares ; at the end of his life he became bukawul and 
bawurchi 7. 

(5)  One cherbi R, " overseer of the domcstic staff." 

T?NL~), iv,  219-20. 
Mbrks of the  I'eki~z,~ Dfission, iv, I 72, 
Idid., iv, 6 1 .  Prof. Berezin's explanation (Tuzcdy, xiii, 25.5-7). I am indebted 

for my information on the Mongol original to the kindness of Prof. A. 0. Ivanovsky. 
' Among the Naimans and some other peoples the term for bukawul WAS qnn?t, 

pronounced qunjat i n  Eastern Mongolia ( Trudy, v, I 76 ; vii, a34;  xiii, 130, Yelslan 
text, p. aro). 

T~udy ,  lr, 213 ; vii, 283. 8 Ibid. 
' lhid., v,  I 75 ; vii, 234. 
" Jfizjiini (7bhbt - i  h.a~iri, 13. 979) traniates the word cherbi (jazbi by mistake in 

Kaverty) as hsjib. 



(6) Four men whose duty it was to " carry the swords in one 
place ; " the head of these was Tamuchin's brother, Jiichi-Qasar. 

(7) Two " overseers of training horses" (akhta, in later times 
the office of akhtachi) ; one of these was Tamuchin's brother 
Bilgutay. 

(8) Three " overseers of horse pasturage." 
(9) Four "far and near arrows " (in Chinese Yuan-tsien and 

Kin-tsien, in Mongolian Khola and Oira); in all probability 
these refer to the persons who carried out the personal behests 
of the KhZns, chiefly as envoys. The custom of sending " mes- 
senger arrows" existed in the Kin empire1, and in later times 
there was a special term in the Mongol empire to  designate the 
arrows in which secret letters "were enclosed. 

( 1 0 )  Of two nobles it is said that they were made elders, or, 
according to the Mongol text, "guardians" of the assembly, 
without any more detailed explanation of their duties. Very 
likely, as the chief advisers of the Khzn, the duty of maintaining 
order in the meetings devolved upon them. Both of the persons 
who I are mentioned here always occupied one of the most 412 
honourable posts a t  Chingiz-Khiin's court ; Bughurji-noyon sat 
on his right, above the military leaders 3 ;  the other, Jelme, was 
one of the captains of the guard (keshik), and we are told that 
" not more than two or three were senior to him ".* 

Tamuchin's guard was more definitely organized in I 203, 

after the victory over the Keraits, when Tarnuchin became the 
chief personage in Eastern Mongolia ; in this case we already 
meet with Mongolian terms. 7 0  men \yere selected for the day- 
guard and 80 for the night-guard ; the first were called turgcwuts, 
the second kebtewuts (singular k e b t e w ~ r ) ~ .  These and others to- 
gether constituted the protective guard (keshikten, singular keshik 
=r turn, rclicf). Included in this guard also were archers (korchi), 
table deckers (bawurchi), door-keepers (indistinct in the text, 
perhaps cgudenchi from the Mongol eguden or uden = door) and 
grooins ( ak l~ tach i )~ .  The household department was managed 

Works o f / / l e  PtRirt Missiorr, iv, I g I .  
Z)'Ol~ssun, Ifis/oire ( i ts  illorigt)/s, i ~ i ,  434. Twiny, v, 161; vii, 2 7 1 .  

' I h i d . ,  v, I 43 ; vii, 190. 0 Il/br.ks o/ the f 'eRin Mission, iv, I 02-3. 
L\ e have unrloabtc~lly the same word in ltnrhid ad-Uin in the form of J,L( 

(T?.lrdy, v, $3 ; vii, 48). Prof. TJcrezirl mistakenly read Jjq and derived this word 
from thc verb (to go away), see ilill., v, 230. Elsewhere ( ZkunJ,, xv, 137 ; 
in  the I1rr.iian tcxt, 1,. 204) thc smnc word eppcars in  the form J,k$ ( k ~ y l i w o l )  
instead of Jjbu (I<tibtSwl~l). 

Usunlly in Itashid ad-Din. IJrof. Ikrer in  attributes the meaning " blessed" 
t o  t h e  word k e s h i k ~ c n  (Tt~i,/y, xii i ,  185). ICxarnplcs o l  thc use of the word & 
hnvc t)ect~ collrcted hy (Juatremi.rc ( / f i t o i r ~  drs Al~yqo/s, pp. 309-1 I ). 

l 'he  term "akh tnch l "  occurs in the Jiinrr-I-lr'ao-pi-ski even in  the llistory of 
Sengiit~, cf. text in  Pelliot,J.A., I I ,  xv, 180 note. 



by the cherbi, whose number was raised to six. Besides this 
" I ,000 braves " (bahadurs) were organized as the Khan's personal 
guard; these formed the advance guard in battle and part of the 
court guard in peace. The watches of the guard were changed 
every three days. 

A further reorganization of the guard l was carried out in 
1206, when Tamuchin defeated the Naimans, __-- - executed Jamuqa, 
united under his rule all the people of Mongolia, "set up a 
standard with nine white tails 2, and took his seat as King," at 
the same time, according to the official sources, assuming the 

413 title of Chingiz-/Khan. The force of kebtewuts was raised 
first to  800 men, later to 1,oco; the number of korchi was at 
first brought up to 4c0, later to 1,000 men; in the same way 
1,000 turgewuts were formed ; on the model of the " thousand 
bahadurs" yet another 6,000 were formed and included in the 
guard ; and by this means the latter now contained up to ~o,ooo 
men. The watch (qarawul) was divided into four reliefs, each of 
which remained on duty as before for three days and nights. 
On the method by which the guard was recruited we are told that 
each son of a leadel- of a thousand (evidently from the earlier 
formation) had to  bring with him one kinsman and ten com- 
panions, the son of a leader of ten and free men in general one 
kinsman and three companions. A proclamation was made that 
I' whosoever wishes to enter the guard, him must no man hinder." 
Specially strict regulations were made with regard to the night 
watch on the Khan's tent ; after the approach of dusk the guard 
arrested any one who walked to and fro near the tent, and none 
could enter the KhZn's tent except escorted by the guard; 
when any one entered unexpectedly, the guard used his weapons 
against him. No one dared make inquiries about the number 
of the guards on any particular day ;  the punishment for this 
was a fine of a saddled horse and clothing. 

The guard was subject to severe discipline ; any one who failed 
to appear on the day of his turn received thirty strokes on the 
first occasion, scventy on the second occasion, and the third time 
after receiving t hirty-set en strokes was expelled. The same 
punishment was meted out to captains who had forgotten to 
remind their subordinates of the day of the relief. On the other 
hand the guardsmen enjoyed great privileges ; a combatant 
private of the guard stood higher in rank than the chief of 1,ooo 
men in the army, non-combatants in the guard higher than a chief 
of 100. The  commanders of the guard had not the right of punish- 
ing their subordinates on their own authority, and were obliged 
to report all their actions to the Khan ; a rule existed that 

U'orks of the Peking Missio~r , i v,  I a 5, I ;a. 
According to Meng Hung (75-ue,  iv, 231) a black moon was repese~lted in the 

centre of this standad. 



' I  Whosoever punishes his subordinates with rods on his own 
authority shall himself be punished with rods ; whosoever beats 
with fists shall himself be beaten with fists ". This privilege 
the p a r d ,  in their capacity of close associates with the 
Khan, retained also on distant campaigns. On dispatching 
Subuday-bahadur on a campaign Chingiz-Khan gave him in- 
structions to this effect: " Whosoever disobeys orders, if he is 
known to me bring him here, if not then ( execute him on the 414 
spot ".I The guard took part in a war only when the IChZn 
himself joined the expedition ; in camp the original " thousand 
bahgdurs" were placed in front of the Khan's tent, the korchi 
and turgewuts on the right, the remaining 7,000 on the left. 
The  thousand bahgdurs and the soldiers who had formed part of 
the original guard enjoyed greater honour than the remainder. 

The majority of Chingiz-Khan's generals came from the 
guard, and thus, thanks to this institution, the leadership of his 
military forces throughout the whole extent of the empire was 
in the hands of men who had been personally tested by the 
Khan ; the result of the activities of these generals shows with 
what art and with what knowledge of men Chingiz-Khan chose 
his assistants. The mass of the people were to be only an 
instrument i u  the hands of those chosen by Chingiz-Khgn, who 
even in the apophthegms ascribed to him nowhere refers to the 
people as a whole, nor does he speak of his services to them, but 
enumerates only what the Khan has done for his successors and 
his aristocratic adherents. The princes, " noyon," formed the 
highest aristocracy in the empire. The title of "great noyon" 
was borne by Tiiluy 2, Chingiz-Khan's youngest son, who was his 
father's chief assistant in military matters 3, and TamuchinJs 
younger brothers, Temuga and Bilgutay ', were also called noyons. 
In  general, of the posterity of Chingiz-Khzn's brothers, only 
the descendants of Jiichi-Qasar received the rights of imperial 
princes, the remainder being incorporated in the aristocl-acy. 
'The military aristocracy 6 ,  as among the Turks, bore the title of 
tarkhans ; their privileges, according to  Juwayni 5 were as fol- 
lows : they were exempted from all taxation ; all booty seized 
by them either in war or on the chase became their full personal 
property7; they could enter the palace a t  all times without 
special permission ; they were called to answer only after the 
ninth crime committed by tl~em, ) but this rule was observed 415 
only in the case of such crimes as involved the dcath penalty 9. 

U'0t.k~ of the Per(.itrcg AZissiort, iv, I I r .  
Thdy, xi i i ,  7;. Juwayni, i, ag. '/he, x i i i ,  60, 62. / b i d ,  xii i ,  55. Juwayni, i, 27.  
1 Vorks o/ the P e k i ~ ! ~  ~Vissiorr, iv, g S, I 24. 
Compare ihid., iv, I I 5 ,  I 16, I 2 0 ,  i z a ,  I 24.  

@ Ihid., iv, a 23. 
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A t  feasts the tarkhans occupied a place of honour and received 
a goblet of wine each l .  

A t  the head of the army, as in all nomad nations long before 
Chingiz-KhZn, stood captains of ten, centurions, leaders of 
a thousand, and commanders of a tiimen or division of ten 
thousand. Under Chingiz-KhZn there were three chief com- 
manders of a tumen. One, Muquli, commanded the left or eastern 
wing (among the Mongols the south was regarded as the most 
honourable side) ; the second, Bughurji, commanded the right or 
western wing ; the third, Naya, commanded the "central troops." 
In Rashid ad-Din Naya is mentioned only as Muquli's assistant ; 
Bughurji-noyon likewise had an assistant but the corresponding 
title, so far as is known, is not met with in Mongol sources, and 
its pronunciation is doubtful 4. The soldier guilty of transferring 
of his own free will from one general to another suffered execu- 
tion in the presence of the army, and the general who had 
received him was severely punished 5 .  Precise regulations were 
also established for the royal hunt, which in Mongol states was 
not only a pastime but in the first place a means of supply, 
besides serving as manc-euvres for the army 6. The infringement 
of the rules of the hunt sometimes even brought with it the 
death penalty 7. Subsequently Chingiz-KhZn confided the 
administration of hunting to  his eldest son Jtichis. I 

416 The organization of the civil administration was a matter of 
greater difficulty. The Mongols of Chingiz-KhZn were un- 
doubtedly on a very low cultural plane even as compared to 
their fellow-tribes, the Keraits and Nairnans. Consequently, 
immediately after the unification of Mongolia, and before the 
subjugation of the cultured provinces, the necessity of borrowing 
from the subject people became manifest. The first representa- 
tives of civilization at the court of Chingiz-KhZn (cven before 
1203) of whom any account has come down to us were Muslim 
merchants ; of the degree of their influence on Chingiz-KhBn 

JV0rorX.s of the Pekirt,g AIission, vi, 98, I 23. 
Ihtii., iv, 83, aof. Cf. also Ylano Calpini's account of the worshipping of 

Chingiz-Kh~n's spirit by bowing to the South (Sohranicpzrteshestvii k fatararn, St. I'.) 
1825, ed. D. Yazykov, p. 84; Latin edition (Recueil dt voyages, VC., iv, 1839)~  
p. 611 : not in Rockhill's tracs. for the IIakluyt S0c.j. 

Zhid,, iv, 116-17,  1 2 4 .  

In one case Prof. Uerezin accept. the reading Wy J- y+ nand interpret. it as the 
Mongol sutukersen=exquisite, clever (7i.uciy, v, 195, 297 ; vii, 260) ; in other places 
(ibiri., r r ;  Persian text,  p. 198, 199, " 5 ,  209) he reads Uy,Gy and eonnccts this 
word with the Turkish dY = after (ibid., xv, 177). 

Juwayni, i, 24. 

9'( Ihsson. llistoire der Mongo/s, i ,  404-6. 
' Juwayni, i, 30. 

Ihid., i. ag. 
@ Tflfs, p. 159 (Icitlb Mu'izz al-Ansfib f i  shajarat SalHtin Mughal) : Znpiski, x, 1 1 2  



we know nothing, but it is possible that they took some part in 
working out the organization of the guard. The transaction of 
business in writing started in the kingdom of Chingiz-KhZn after 
the subjugation of the Naimans (1206); the Uightir Tashatun, 
keeper of the seal of theItSa?man KhZn, occupied the same office 
a t  the court of Chingiz-Khan, and was also commissioned 
to teach the Khan's sons reading and writing, in the Uighiir 
script I. Juwayni says that the Tatars had no alphabet ; there- 
fore the Mongol youths had to learn reading and writing from 
the Uighiirs, in order subsequently to draw up the code of the 
YasB, i .c.  the Mongolian customary law. As  regards the Khan's 
seal, our historical information indicates that it was of two kinds, 
to designate which the Turkish terms al-famgha (red seal) and 
kok-famgha (blue seal) were used. The  first term is met with 
very often 3; the blue seal was apparently used only on the 
most solemn occasions, mainly on documents addressed to metn- 
bers of the Khzn's family4. 

Thus the first teachers ofthe Mongols and the first state officials 
in the WIongol empire were Uighiirs ; subsequently Uighur officials 
entered the civilized countl-ies along with the Mongol conquerors 
and both in China and in the Muslim lands competed with success 
against the much more highly educated natives. There can be no 
doubt that civilization began to percolatevery earlyinto the country 
on the slopes of the T'ien-shan, and that from various sides, from 
China, India (Buddhism), and Turkestail (Manichaeans 1 and 417 
Nestorians) ; but the absence of security from external attacks 
did not allow the Uighiirs to profit by the lessons of their 
teachers and develop a durable national culture. The course of 
the external history of the UighGrs, and in particular the growth 
of the Uighiir culture, have as yet been little elucidated ; recent 
archaeological discoveries have shed some light, but a definite 
understanding of their significance will only be possible after 

KCmusat, A'ouvearrx 7rrtflanges nsintiqires, ii, 61. 
Juwnyni, i, I 7 .  
Aino~~gs t  others already in Jij7.jLni ( Tabokat-i Nusit-i, p. I I 58). 

4 For nn instance of the use of the hlue seal see Trudy, v, 40;  vii, 51. Apparently 
the person spoken of in this case brought the document from the (;rent Khan 
atldsessed to the IlkhZn Ab5ghH and accortling to the instructions contained in it 
~.cceivcd an appointment at the court. 

Vt is well known thnt the UighGrs on the Orkhon met hranichaean teachers in 
1 .0-yan~ in China in 76a : see ('hnvannes and Pelliot, 3.A.,  1 1 ,  i ,  p. 1 7 7  sq. (= fJn 
T~-ai /r!  Alnni,.lrictr ?vt?.ou-Jk t9n ( 'hint ,  p. 2 0  I). 

0 AGrr-hrirhfen iiher, tlic vorz (fc?, hizis. Akad. dev Ii'iss. crr S f .  PC~PI:CISIIY~ itn jatire 
1Sp8 a1r.~p7*1'i,r/~/e 1:'xpctiifio)l nach T~~I/;Z?Z, Heft i. St. P. I 899. For Inter tliscoveries, 
cf. m y  p q m  "S1nn(1 unt t  Aufgaben der Gescl~ichte-wissenscl1ait in Turkestan" (Die 
(;et~fcszc~isscr~srhnfte~z, 1914, pp. 1075-80) where several reference works are quoted. 
A I'iiller list of the literature oi the subject may be found i n  Sir Aurel Stein's Stri?ta'ia, 
introd.. 1'1). x x v  srl., wllere, howcver, 1.e Coq's works havc been omitted. So far a s  
1 know, the scn~terc~l information on the Ulghiirs wl~ich may be gleaned from the 
ncwcst tlisrovcries h a w  not yet been made the sut~ject of an exhnustivc monograph. 
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a thorough investigation of the written sources, mainly Chinese. 
We shall confine ourselves therefore to setting forth what we 
know of the condition of the country in the thirteenth century. 
According to 'Awfi' the Qar5-KhitBys and Uighiirs in part 
worshipped the sun, and in part were Christians ; in general all 
religions except the Jewish were to be found among them, but the 
Uighirs for the most part were Christians. The organization of the 
Uighiir kingdom was so well known to 'Awfi's contemporaries that 
to discuss it in detail seemed superfluous. The same author in 
one of the anecdotes related by him speaks of the Uighiirs as 
a peaceful nation, possessing no warlike virtues. The prevalence 
of Christianity among them is vouched for by Plano Carpini %s 
well as 'Awfi ; but it is doubtful whether Christians were more 
numerous than Buddhists among the Uighiirs. The word bakhshi 
(Sanskrit original bhikskzr), which was originally applied only to 
Buddhist hermits, assumed in the Nlongol states the meaning of 
"writer, official " as well, from which it may be inferred that 
the representatives of the Uighiir cultured class in the service 
of the Mongols belonged for the most part to the Buddhist 
priesthood. Sorne details on the Uighiir Buddhists are given 
by Rubruk 6, according to whom they formed " as it were a special 
sect" amidst idolators (quasi secta divisn nb nliis). In praying, 
the Uighurs turned their faces t o  the north, folded their hands, 
knelt down and bowed their foreheads to their hands ; there were 
figures of dead persons in their temples, and bells were used in 
divine service. I 

418 Kubruk quotes the Buddhist prayer Om Mani Paclme hum. 
According to Ch'ang-Ch'un6 the Buddhist monks in Uighuria 
wore red clothing, and the same traveller also saw Taoists in 
Uighuria, which to the Archimandrite Palladius seems very 
improbable7. The Manichaeans, who in the ninth and tenth 
centuries are mentioned in Uighuria together with the Buddhists 
both in Muslim and in Chinese "sources, had   rob ably ceased 

' Texts, p. 99. ]bid., p. 95. 
Sobranie futt.rhestvii, p. 128 ; EIaklnyt Society, Extra Series, vol. i (~goj), 

pp. 69, 103, and 144. 
Compare Bodagov's dictionary, s. v. #. 
/itcuei/ dt voyages t t  de mcinoircs publid par  la Socidrd tie GPogmphit, T. iv, Faris, 

18.19, PP. 283-7. 
Works of the Peking Ilfission, iv, 300 : not in Rretschneider's Mcdian~al 

e e a r c t s ,  i. Cf. Chavannes and Pelliot, T A . ,  11, i, 317  (P Tr. Man., 279)) where 
the text is translated " habit brun ". 

Ib id ,  iv. 406 : C h ~ v ~ n n e s  and Pelliot suggest (loc. fit.) that the alleged Taoists 
were in  fact Manichaeans. 

Zapishi, viii, 18,  especially the text in Yiiqfit, i, 840. On the Buddhists also 
niriini (Chronology, trans. Sachau, p. I 89). 
' Espcially in the journey of LVnng-yen-tt! W. Hadloff, Das XudatLu Biiik, 

l 'heil  1, p. lxix; ibid., K voprosu ob uigrrvah 1 , St. P., 1R93, p. 100. Radloff 
mistakenly refers this information to the Christians). The same text in Chavannes 
and Pelliot, 7 A,,  I r ,  i. 308 ( = Tr. Man., z 70). 



t o  exist by the thirteenth century, but traces of their teaching 
were preserved both in the Buddhist and in the Christian creeds. 
Kubruk had a dispute with a representative of Buddhism, who 
had arrived from China, in which this Buddhist specially insisted 
on the doctrine of two principles, a good and an evil, and on the 
transmigration of souls ; on this occasion Rubruk notes that they 
all hold the Manichaean heresy on the two principles and on the 
transmigration of the souls of animals. Even one of the more 
educated Nestorian priests asked Rubruk whether another world 
existed for animals, where they would be free from enforced 
labour l. The latter idea, it is true, may have been borrowed by 
the Nestorians from the Buddhists, independently of the Mani- 
chaeans; we find more definite signs of Manichaean influence in 
the cosmogony of the Armenian Sergius (who had given himself 
out as a hermit a t  the Mongol court), who asked Kubruk if it 
was not true "that the devil on the first day brought earth from 
the four quarters of the world and moulded man's body from 
clay but God breathed spirit into him ? '12 Sergius, who was 
devoid of all book-learning, undoubtedly heard this doctrine in 
Central Asia. The Uighir Buddhists, like the hlongolian Huddh- 
ists of the present day, called their holy books noms3 I and 479 
there is no doubt that this Greek word (borrowed by the Syrians) 
was brought into Uighuria by the Manichaeans. 

There was not, so f ~ r  as is known, any religious antagonism 
between the Uighiir Buddhists and Christians, although the 
Nestorians took measures to prevent their being confused with 
the Buddhists: with this aim in view they did not use bells, nor 
fold their hands in prayer, but stretched them in front of them 
on a level with the chest 4. In  any case the national feeling was 
stronger than the religious, and the Uighir Christian Chingay 
protected the Buddhist Kurkuz because he was an Uighiir5. 

1 A'er lreil fits vojrages, iv, 356-8. 
/bid., iv, 332. 

8 Kadloff, /)as Aicu'atRu Bilib, p. xlvii ; ibid., A- VO~TOSII 06 i~i~urajilll, p. 60 ; 
Juwayni, i, q j .  The term " nomists" ( u h )  has never existed ; the readings of the - 
manuscript sliow that tlie word thus rrndered is Clb$ " toyins", the name which, as 
is well known, is still give11 to the Ih~ddhist priesthood of noble birth in Mongolia at  
tlie present day. 111 the thirteeritll century this term was used ,over a wicle area 
( ~ ~ ~ h a f i n t - i  Ahsir.i, p. I 157). 'I'lie reading uk., J has also been adopted in the printed 
ed. of Juwayni, foc. t it .  'Awfi t text^, 1,. 83);-elates from Shaqiq I,. Ibrihim I ~ a l k l ~ i ,  
who livctl s t  the entl o l  the eighth and brginning of the uinth centnries, an account of 
Shaqiq's r ~ ~ e r t ~ n g  ill Tilrkestr~l with a 13nddhist pliest who wore a red dress, and in 
this accourit it is stated that these priests were called toyins in the Khitiiy language 
(p.robnl,ly the language of the QarS-Khitiys), and in Illdin were known as sthavira. 
(140r the explnl~atior~ of this word I am indebted to S. Y. Older~burg.) 

4 ~ ' C C I I P I I  de z~oyop.r, iv, 183-4. 
Juwiiyni, ii, 2 2 8 .  l'rof. Pclliot (T'otcr?p i'ao, 2me S., X V ,  p. 634) thinks that 

Rnrkuz was p~.obably ~ C h r i s t i a n  because of hls name, which appears to be a mutilation 
01' George; hut we have the testimony of Juwayni (ii ,  2 4 2 ) )  whose father had heen 



The degree of religious toleration of the Uighiir Christians is 
also evident from the fact that their head went out to meet the 
Taoist hermit Ch'ang-Ch'un l. On the other hand, both Buddh- 
ists a and Christians were implacable enemies of the Muslims 
although, if Rubruk is to be believed, the Nestorians imitated 
some Muslim customs ; they held Friday as a holiday, and 
performed ablutions on entering church. I t  is very likely that 
this enmity is to be explained not so much by religious motives 
as by rivalry at first for commercial advantages, and subsequently 
for those of the state service. 

On the whole religion had no great influence on the Uighfirs 
and hardly contributed to the raising of their moral and intel- 
lectual level. The custom of marrying the father's widow was 
still maintained among the Uighiirs, but has now under the 
influence of Buddhism disappeared among the Mongols 6. The 
custom of killing the aged by giving them too greasy food 
was observed not only by the heathen but also by "impious 
Chri~tians."~ The Christian Chingay, who was subsequently 

420 at the head I of the civil administration of the empire, in his 
conversation with Ch'ang-Ch'un gave evidence of gross super- 
stition which evoked nothing but disdainful silence8 from the 
Taoist hermit. The decline of their martial spirit is fully 
accounted for by the conversion of the Uighiil-s into a com- 
mercial nation, although, it is true, some influence may have 
been exerted in this direction by the development of Buddhist 
and Christian asceticism, which had, everywhere and always, 
greater succcss amongst the masses of the people than the 
dogmatic side of religion. 

We have little knowledge of the character of the teaching of 
the Uighiir pedagogues. The Nestorian pedagogues acquainted 
their pupils with the outlines of Christianity, with the Gospels, 
and with the symbols of the faith ; V t  is very probable that the 
Buddhist pedagogues also explained the principles of their 
religion. Chingiz-KhZn and his immediate successors, however, 

personally acqnainted with Kurkuz, that he was an idolater (b,, u.) and became 
a Muslim towards the end of his life. 

Works of the Peking Mission, iv. 301, 407 ; Rret~chneider, Mcd. Rcs. i ,  66. 
a Kadloff, 1)crs Luriatku Ri/ik, Theil i ,  p. xlviii ; ibid., A voprosrc ob u ip rakh ,  

p. 61 ; Juwayni, i, 44. 
3 Juwayni, 1, 214 .  

Rccueil de voyages, iv, 293 ; Oppert, Der  Yreshytcr Jobannes, S. 142. 
Juwayni, i i ,  a2b. Ttudy, iv, 246. 

7 Jbbranie I'i~tcskestz~ii, pp. 98-lco; cf. Trudy, iv, 254. 
W o r k s  qf the f'ckingIl.lzsrzon, iv, 296; Ned. Rcs., i ,  61. Ch'ang-Ch'un shortly 

afterwards expressetl his opinion on the drentl of "goblins" as follows: " Unclean 
goblins and demons, when they meet a good man, flee far from him. Thus it is 
written in the books, and who is ignorant of i t?  It behoves not a Taoist to entertain 
such thonghts." ( it'orks, ~ p .  z 9 & 9  ; Mcd. Res., i, Fj4). 

Reclfeil dt voyagrs, i v ,  293 ; Fatkanov, Zstora'ya mongo/ov flo army an skin^ 
i~toc/tni&atrd, i , I I . 



did not wholly submit to the influence of their intellectual 
advisers, but saw in them no more than tools for the realization 
of their aims. The first result of the adoption of the Uightr 
script was the codification of the Mongol customary law (YZsS), 
which together with the sayings of Chingiz-KhZn (bilik) long 
remained the highest authority for Mollgo1 sovereigns (cf. above, 
pp. 41-2). Of the intimates of Chingiz-Khan the earliest to avail 
himself of Uightir education was apparently Shiki-Qutuqu-noyon, 
a Tatar by extraction, who had been adopted as a boy by the 
wife of Chingiz-KhZn l. The  latter entrusted him with giving 
decisions on legal matters, giving him, according to the heroic 
cycle, the following instructions : " I commission thee to  judge 
and punish in matters of theft and fraud ; whosoever deserves 
death, him punish with death ; whosoever deserves punishment, 
punish him ; thou wilt decide matters touching the division of 
property amongst the people. Inscribe the decisions on black 
boards so that in later time others may not alter them." The 
term to denote a judge I (yarghuchi) is not found in the heroic 421 
cycle ( i .e .  in the Yiinn-ch'ao-pi-shi). Subsequently the custodian 
of the yZsZ was Jaghatay 3, the second son of Chingiz-Khan. 

The office o f "  Great Bakhshi," i.e. head of the civil adminis- 
tration in any particular district, was designated by the Chinese 
term taishi" In the lifetime of Chingiz-Kh5n the title of 
taishi was borne by the head of the Mongol civil authority in 
in China, a Jurchit %y birth. The cornmandcrs of the QarS- 
KhitZy and Jurchit %auxiliaries bore the title of daishi, which, 
according to Rashid ad-Din 'j, meant " Commander of a t h e n  " 
(division of 10,coo men), but there is no doubt that in this case 
we have the same word taishi. 

In spite of his acquaintance with men of culture, Chingiz-KhSn 
remained a firm Shamanist, and on organizing his military and 
civil administration he also appointed a man to the office of biki. 
The name biki existed long before the time of Chingiz-KhZn 
and probably designated the chief priest, the highest religious 
authority. The oldest nlember of the Barin tribe, who was 
appointed to this office, received instructions to  this effect: 
" Kide on a white horse, dress in white raiment, and in public 
sit in the highest place; choose good year and moon, and 
according to  the deliberation let them respect and pay heed," 

f i t r r f y ,  v,  58 ; vii .  71 ; XV, I 36. 
2 l tbvks  of the f ' e k i ~ , ~ r  Nrsrion, iv,  J 15.  According to Rashid ad-Din (Tmdy, 

v, 59;  vi i ,  75) hr fa i t l~lul ly  fulf~lled this duty, was tlistinguished by impartiality in 
cxaminntions and at t r i l~utc t l  no importance to  confessions made under the influcnce of 
fear; h i s  jndgc~nents rcmained as m~)de ls  for snbsequc~~t  times. 

~ ~ l O h ~ s o ~ l ,  Iiistairc ties f i io t i~v l s ,  i i ,  loo; Jnwayni ,  i ,  29. 
Y ~ t r t i ) . .  v,  1 4 3  ; vii, 190 ; xv, 135, I'ersian text, 1,. 907. 

" / h i d ,  iv, 223 .  

'; Ibi t l . ,  xv, 143, Persian text, p. 2 1  4. 



i .e. according to  the interpretation of the Archimandrite Palla- 
dius, " A s  thou decidest, let this decision be respected and 
heeded." The same word biki is met with in the titles of some 
sovereigns, e.g. those of the Mergits and the Oirats3. 

Beside such a personality as Chingiz-KhZn, his relatives of 
course enjoyed no sort of authority and could be no more than 
agents for carrying out the will of the gifted head of the Empire ; 
nevertheless Chingiz-KhZn followed the national custom, and 
during his lifetime endowed his sons and other relations with 
appanages. The first to receive his portion was Jtichi, the eldest 

4za son of Chingiz-KhZn, when I in I 207 and 1208 the " forest 
nations" were subdued, who occupied the country between the 
Selenga and the Yenisei and the basin of the latter. Jichi 
made himself master of "all the peoples living in the forests 
from the race of Shibir to the south " and his father gave these 
peoples to him 6. Rashid ad-Din locates the Ibir-Shibir country 
to the N.E. of the Kirghiz country, from which it was separated 
by the Angara. Mongol custom probably required not only 
that the original possessions of the father should pass to the 
youngest son, but also that the remoteness of each son's appanage 
should correspond to his age. Jiichi, as the eldest son, received 
the most distant appanage ; after the extension of the Empire 
he and his descendants were given possession of all the Mongol 
conquests in the extreme north-west "as  far as the hoofs of 
the Tatar horses had reached e." Rashid ad-Din locates 
Juchi's ordu (yurt) "in the neighbourhood of the Irtysh." 
According to the testimony of Plano Carpini lo it was precisely 
this part of Jiich'i's territories which, contrary to the custom, 
passed to his eldest son Ordii. The modern tradition according 
to which Jiichi's grave is situated in the basin of the Sary-Su, 
near the river Saraili, somewhat north of the Ters-Kenderlik 
stream 11, hardly deserves credence. 

CVor.&s of ;he Peking Mission, iv, 122-3, az8-9. T h e  same person is probably 
mentioned in Kashid ad-Din, who erroneously takes the word biki as a proper name 
( T m d y ,  v, 195). 

a Tnrdy, ;, 72 ; vii, 92. 
Ibici , v, 79 ; vii, IOI ; Works of the Peking Mi~sio~z,  iv, I 3 1  ; the word hiki i8 

probably not synonymous with the title bige or bigi given to princesses (Trudy, 
V. roo- [or ; vii, I 27 sq. ; Works of'the Peking AZi~sion, iv, 228). 

The  heroic cycle ( W A S  ofthe J'cking h'issiorz, iv, 141-2)  and Rnshid ad-Din 
(Trudy, xv, 9, r I 2-1 3) refer the subjugation of the Kirghiz to this year. 

In  this year the Oirats werasnbdued (Trtrdy, xv, 10). 
t170/arks 3 the Peking Mission, iv, I a .' 
Trrrdy, v, 130 ; vii, 168. The  term Ibir-Shibir (from which the name Siberia is 

derived) is met with also in Chinese history (Wovks qfffie Peking Mission, iv, 235 ; 
Med. Rcs., ii, 37). 8 Juwayni, i, 31. 

MS. Publ. Lib. v, 3, I ,  f. 187 : dg\ J , ~ ~ J .  In MS. As. Mus. a 566 (f. r o l  b) 

the words dU\ C(b$j are added. In Ulochet1s ed. (p. 131) &!I. 
' 0  Sobvanit plrftsAesfvii, p. 28 ; Hnkluyt Soc. erl., pp, I 23,  167. 
'1 Trudy, x, 307-8 (text lrom the 'Abdulliih-nlmah of Ejifiz-?'lnish). 



We have no information as to when Chingiz-KhZn's two other 
sons, Jaghatiiy and Uguday, received their appanages. The 
oldest information about their appanages is found in Ch'ang- 
Ch'un, who travelled through this district in 1221, and on his 
return journey in 1223. JaghatZy's ordu was at  this time south 
of the Ili '  ; nothing is said of Uguday's ordu, but the account 
of the road which he had made through the southern Altai 
shows that he also made his authority felt I in the district 423 
forming his appanage. Juwayni states that in his father's life- 
time Uguday's yurt was situated within the confines of Emil 
and Qobuq, and it was from the same locality4 that Uguday 
arrived at the qurultay in 1229. Rashid ad-Din's statement 
regarding the place of UgudayJs burial shows that the basin of 
the Upper Irtysh was also incorporated in his yurt. 

We have seen (p. 365) that in 1211 Mongol forces had 
already reached Semiryechye on the west, and had united the 
northern part of this province to the Mongol empire ; but in 
the same year the war with China began, which compelled 
Chingiz-Khan to direct all his forces to that side, and to leave 
the Naimans and Mergits who had fled westwards in peace for 
the time being. The victories which Chingiz-Khan won in 
China, crowned by the capture of Peking in 121gG, enhanced 
his reputation more than the union of the Mongolian tribes. 
The wealth of China had always attracted the Muslims, and it 
was natural that, after the victory over the giirkhiin, the 
KhwZrazm-sl~iih, like Hajjsj and his governors in early times 
(see nbove, p. 185)' should begin to dream of the conquest of 
China (of course after the end of the struggle with Kiichluk). 
At this period runlours reached him that the Mongol conqueror 
had forestalled him. His desire to verify this rumour and to 
receive accurate information on the active forces of the conqueror 
was, accosding to Juzjani7, the reason for the dispatch of 
a Khorezn~ian embassy to Chingiz-Kl15n. The leader of the 
embassy was Bahii ad-Din Kazi, from whom the historian 
obtained his inlormation. The envoys reached Chingiz-Khan 

LZYor/;s of the Pefiing ~Tfissiorz, iv, 337 ; Afed. Rcs., i, 39. 
I h i d . ,  i v ,  296 ; M t l .  Res., i, 62. 
Juwayni,  i, 31, where the reading ~ L j i  lias been adopted, instead of ~ b ~ .  
Ihid., f. 63 : ~63, J+\jl ( the printed edition, i ,  145, has again G L ~ ) .  In the 

Chinese history 1Iobogo (Inkinth,  Zstor-rj,nh cAety?uRA khu?207!, p. 148) and 110-bo 
(Alcd. A'es., i ,  ! G I ,  from the Yiian-shi). I'rof. Veselovsky's stnternent (Zapishi, 
viii, 162) that Uguday received Uighul-ia is not confirmetl in our sources. 

"kx fs ,  p. I 2 2  ; not in I%lochet's edition. 
"'l'hns nccordirlg to the Chinese sources ( f i r r t l y ,  iv, 153)  ; Rasl~id ad-Din (ibici., 

XV, 2 7 .  I I 4)  dates i t  :IS earlv ns the  year of the hen ( I  a I 3). ' Tabakat-i Arusiri, p 1 ~  270-2,  963-6. 



when Peking had already fallen, but they found him still in 
China (Chingiz-Khan returned to Mongolia in 1216) l. The son 
of Altan-Khan, i .e. the emperor of the Kin dynasty, was at  that 

424 time a prisoner in the hands of the Mongols; I signs of terrible 
devastation were everywhere visible ; the bones of the slaughtered 
formed whole mountains ; the soil was greasy with human fat; 
and the rotting of the bodies brought on an illness from which 
some of BahZ ad-Din's companions died. A t  the gate of Peking 
lay a vast heap of bones, and the envoys were told that on the 
capture of the town 60,oco (7) girls threw themselves from the 
walls to avoid falling into the hands of the Mongols. 

Chingiz-KhZn received the envoys graciously, and ordered 
them t o  inform the KhwZrazm-ShZh that he considered him 
the ruler of the West, as he himseif was the ruler of the East, 
and desired that there should be peace and friendship between 
them, and that merchants should be free to  travel from one 
country t o  another. There is no reason to doubt the sincerity 
of these words ; Chingiz-Khan hardly dreamed of world-wide 
dominion in those days. The  union of the nomadic tribes living 
in Mongolia always had as  a result their invasion of China, but 
prior to  the Mongol period only two nomad empires, those of 
the Huns and of the sixth-century Turks, had embraced both the 
eastern and western parts of Central Asia. In  all the other 
cases the nomads made their appearance in the western countries 
only after they had been squeezed out of Mongolia. On the 
other hand, trade with the settled peoples had always been of 
great importance to the nomads, mainly for articles of clothing, 
while in the reign of Chingiz-Khan, probably in consequence of 
the military operations in Northern China and the devastation 
of this country, even grain was imported into Mongolia " from 
beyond the northern mountains," perhaps from the banks of 
the Yenisei, where according to Chiang-Ch.un wheat was sown, 
and according to  Rashid ad-bin there were "many towns and 
villages." " The middletnen in this trade were the '.trading 

1 9  barbarians of the Western-countries ; as is wcll known even 
the trade between China and Mongolia h a s  in the hands of 
Uighiirs and Muslims. In this case the interests of Chingiz- 
Kh5n fully coincided with those of the Muslim capitalists. 

There was not the same harmony between ~ u h a m m a d ' s  
political ambitions and the interests of the merchants of his 
kingdom. In dispatching an embassy to  Chingiz-KhBn the 
Khwlrazm-shih only desired to  obtain trustworthy information 

Trzru'y, iv, 30 ; Ialtinth, 1st. chef. Khanov, pp. 83-4. 
Il'orks of the f'ekir<q Afissiorz, iv, 339 ; hfed Res., i, 101. 
I'rudy, v, I 30 ; vii ,  I 68 .  
LC'orks of the f'ekitr,q J a s ~ i o ~ r ,  iv ,  a91-a  ; AZed. / i t s . ,  i ,  58. 

Zafiiski, x ,  108 (from hleng-hung). 
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about this conqueror, in whom he saw I a dangerous rival, and 425 
had no view to the commercial interests of his subjects, although 
these were very considerable. Trade with distant countries like 
Russia and China brought enormous profits to the merchants, 
but was attended with considerable risk, as goods in the East 
were always taken on credit; hence a temporary suspension of 
trade caused the merchants heavy losses. During the expedition 
of one of the Saljiiqid sultans against Trebizond the suspension 
of trade with Greece and liussia greatly injured the Muslim 
merchants l. When in the year of the battle on the Kalka river 
" the route of communication was stopped " with Southern 
Russia, and for a short time the import o f "  the skins of foxes 2, 

wolves, beavers, and other merchandise" ceased, this fact was of 
such importance to the Muslims that it is specially noted by 
Ibn al-Athir " The armistice between the Khwarazm-shZh 
and the QarZ-Khif~ys (probably in r 209 4, see above p. 36 I )  was 
immediately followed by the dispatch of a trading caravan to 
Eastern Turkestan ; with this caravan the poet Sa'di5 visited 
Kashghar. A t  the beginning of the thirteenth century the 
overland trade with China was of still greater irnportance than 
formerly, as the sea trade was rendered precarious by the 
accident of a dispute between the rulers of two ports in the 
Persian Gulf, Ormuz and Kish, each of whom in every possible 
way prevented merchants from setting out from the port be- 
longing to the other" On the other hand, after Mu1!ammadJs 
campaigns against the Qipchaqs and the inclusion of the northern 
part of Semiryechye in the Mongol Empire, the KhwZrazm- 
shah's kingdom marched with that of Chingiz-Khan, while 
both conquerors, especially the latter, were solicitous for the 
maintenance of security in their territories. U1.1der these condi- 
tions tlie merchants of Mul!ammad's dominions were naturally 
Icd to make an effort to penetrate into Mongolia by the northern 
route, avoiding Eastern Turkestan, which belonged to KGchluk. 

Dctailed accounts of this caravan are given by Ju\vayni7. I I t  426 
was lcd by three merchants, Ahmad Khujandi, the "son of the 
amis Husayn " (or Hasan) H, and Ahmad Halchich (?), who took 
with thcm fabrics (probably silken) embroidered with gold, 

I h n  nl-Athir, xii, 160. 
' C)n the word hurtasi scc Jacob, IC'elrlrc llar~dtlsnt-tihel brzqCc,z die Arabcr &s 

~llittc/~zNrr.s au.r derr Aorciisc-h-h'n/fisilrett /.a)rdcrtz, Herlin, I 891, 5.  24-5. 
I t)n s l -Athir ,  xii, 254; V. Tiescnhnusen, .Yl,ornik rrrattria/av, p. a8. 
According to 1'. G .  Ijrowne (Li t .  Hisf. f'crs., ii, 5 2 7 )  about 1210. 

V( ; t r / i . r l f i~~ ,  v, I 6 (edition of I'latts, 11. I I I). 
V I b n  n l - r l th i r ,  xii, 199. 
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cottons and pieces of Zandanchi cloth (cf. above p. 227). I t  is 
not known whether they found Chingiz-Khzn in Mongolia or in 
China; it is very probable that the merchants took advantage 
of BahZ ad-Din's embassy to accompany him. Chingiz-Khan 
was at first moved to anger by BZlchich's impudence in asking 
three golden bdishes for fabrics which had cost him from ten 
to twenty dinzrs, and ordered him to be shown fabrics kept in 
his ordu so that he should understand that such things were no 
novelty to the Mongols, after which Bslchich's wares were given 
up to plunder. Taught by this experience his companions 
refused to name a price for their goods, and stated that they 
had brought them as a present to the Khiin. Chingiz-KhHn, 
mollified by this speech, ordered the merchants to be paid at 
the rate of one gold bzlish for each piece of gold embroidered 
stuff, and one silver bHlish for each two pieces of cotton and 
zandanchi, and the same price was paid to Bslchich for his goods. 
Juwayni observes that at this period the Mongols showed 
honour to the Muslims, and with this object put up tents of 
white felt for them ; it was only subsequently that the Muslims, 
by their own fault, were deprived of this consideration. 

In reply to the Khwarazm-sh~h's embassy Chingiz-KhZn 
also dispatched envoys and a trading caravan to the West. 
According to Nasawi's account the Khorezmian RIahrniid, 
'Ali-Khwgjah of Rukhiirii and Yiisuf KankZ of Utr5r "ere at 

427 the head of the embassy. Amongst the gifts I intended for the 
sultan was a nugget of gold * from the mountains of China as 
large as a camel's hump, which was carried in a cart, together 
with other ingots of precious metals, pieces of jade, and horns 
of the khutuww (see above, p. 272), musk, and finally fabrics 
which, according to Nasawi, were called targhii 6 ,  and prepared 
from the hair of white camels (?) ; each piece of this stuff cost 
fifty dinZrs and more. In the spring of 1218 the Khwiirazm- 
shah received this embassy in Transoxania 6. The envoys told 

On the value of the bHlish there are coniradictory references; cf. QuatrernPre, 
1iisfoir.c des ilfongols, pp. 320-ar ; Tabakaf-i Ahsin', p. I I 10. According to Juwayni 
(cited in Quatremere) the bllish was worth 75 dinlrs of that period. 

2 Nesawi, texte. pp. 33-4, trad , pp. 57-9. 
The  same persons are mentioned in Abu'l-(;hHzi (trad. par Desrnaisons, p. 1051 ,  

who however speaks of the embassy of Mahrnfi-1-Yalaviich separately and ascribe9 to 
the latter the conversation duri~lg the night with the Sultan, and the cor~clusion of 
a treaty. As the word Ya lav~ch  signifies envoy" in Turkish, it is most prohable 
that Mahrnad-YalnvHch is identical with the Khorrzminn Mnhmbd of Nasawi (thus in 
Mirkhond, F'ic de Iljenghiz-Khan, p. 99), and that the statement in the Yiian-rh'ao- 
pi-shi ( Wol-kr of'fhe Peking Afission, iv, 149) that YalavHch entered Chin@-KhBn's 
service after the fall of GurgHnj is erroneous. 

For this see JiizjHni ( Tabakaf-i A'asiri, pp. 966). 
Among the historians, especially liashirl ad-Din, the word targhh means pieces of 

cloth generally, especially those presented to a sovereign. 
According to 1)'Ohsson (i ,  201) in BukhZrZ, which is quite probable, but there is 

no definite mention of this town in our sources. 
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him that  Chingiz-Khan, having heard of his victories and his 
power, offered to  make a treaty of peace with him, and to  place 
him " on a level with the dearest of his sons ; " he was sure that  
the Khwarazm-shah also had heard of the  Mongol victories, 
especially of the conquest of China, and of the riches of the 
provinces subject t o  him ; therefore the establishment of peace 
and of safe trade relations between both kingdoms would be 
advantageous for both sides. T h e  historian does not relate 
Muhammad's answer in the public audience. O n  the following 
night the IChwarazm-shah ordered the Khorezn~ian Mahmid  
to  be summoned apart  from the other envoys, and had a conver- 
sation with him, but we do  not know whether others were 
present a t  the interview, and from whom Nasawi learned the 
tenour of the conversation. T h e  KhwZrazm-shah first of all 
intimated to  MahmGd that he, as  a Khorezmian, must serve the 
interests of his native country, tell him the whole truth about 
Chingiz-Khan, and subsequently remain as the Khwarazm- 
shah's spy a t  the court of the Khan. For  this he was promised 
a reward, and as  a pledge of the fulfilment of the promise the 
sultan then gave him a precious stone. MahmGd expressed 
his assent from fcar of the sultan. After this the KhwZrazm- 
shah asked if it were true that Chingiz-Khan had conquered 
China and the " city of Tamgh~ch , "  and the envoy replied con- 
firming the rumour. 'The Khwarazm-shah obscrved that  not 
even these conquests gave an infidel the  right to call him, the 
Khwiirazm-shZh, the master of a great ernpire, his son, i. c. 
vassal. Fearing the anger of the sultan the envoy hastened to  
reply that  the armies of Chingiz-Khan could not compare in 
numbers with the armed forces of the Khwsrazm-shah. 
Muhammad was satisfied with this, and consented to  make 
a treaty of peace with Chingiz-Khan. ( 

There is no mention here of trade relations ; from Nasawi's 428 
further statements1 it may be concluded that the cnvoys 
returned t o  Chingiz-Khan, who \{,as very pleased with the 
treaty, and that only after this was a trading caravan dispatched, 
when thc latter was given a document with the signature of thc  
sultan (evidently brought by  the envoys). There was scarcely 
time for this, as thc Utr5r catastrophe also occurred in 1218, 
and it is more probable that, as  in JuzjZniJs account, the caravan 
left Mongolia simultaneously with the embassy, and arrived a t  
Utrzr, thc frontier town of h2uhammad's dominions, soon after 
the cnvoys' departure from the country. Nasawi gives the 
namcs of the four merchants who led thc caravan ; 'Omar- 
Khwzjah Utrgri, IjamrnZl Maraghi, Fakhr  ad-Din Dizaki 
Rukhari, and Amin ad-Din Harawi. According to  Juwayni 

Nesnwi, texte, p. 34, trnd., pp. 59, 60. 



there were in all 450 men in the caravan, all of them Muslims; 
with them, as Jiizjani relates, were about 500 camels, laden 
with merchandise, consisting of gold, silver, Chinese silk, targhti 
stuffs, beaver-skins, sables, and other articles. All these 
merchants were detained in UtrZr as spies by  order of the 
governor 'fniilchik, who bore the title of QZyir-Kh3n (Nasawi 
calls him 'frill-Khan), a relative of TurkZn-KhZttin (according to 
Nasawi the son of the sultan's maternal uncle). Our authorities 
contradict one another on the degree of responsibility borne by 
Muhammad for this. According to Nasawi the governor acted 
solely from cupidity in his desire to seize the merchants' wares ; 
when he informed the sultan that the merchants were behaving 
like spies, Muhammad only sent him an order to detain them. 
I t  was the governor who determined on the massacre on his own 
initiative, and all the treasures of the murdered men were 
transferred to him ; it was not till afterwards that the sultan was 
obliged to condone his governor's action, as he could not enter 
on a struggle with the military party. Ibn al-Athir's account a 
is that the governor only acquainted the sultan with the arrival 
of the merchants and the amount of their merchandise. The 
sultan immediately ordered them to  be killed, and their property 
to be sent to him ; the merchandise was sold to the merchants 
of Bukhzrii and Samarqand, and the money realized was appro- 
priated by  the sultan. According to  Juwayni, In~lchik was I 

429 infuriated by  the conduct of one of the merchants, a Hindu by 
extraction, who had known the governor in former times, and 
now began to  call him familiarly by his name, without giving 
him the title of Khgn. Personal irritation and the desire to 
seize the merchants' property induced the governor to detain 
them, and call them spies in a letter to  the sultan sent to 
'Iraq 0 )  3, and it was the latter who ordered their execution and 
the pillage of their property. JGzjAni speaks of the UtrZr 
massacre in two places, and in both cases explains it by the 
cupidity of the viceroy. but remarks that the latter received 
permission from the sultan ; in one case he adds that the 
trcasures were scnt to Muhammad. A s  may be seen, not one 
of our sources says that the merchants by their conduct gave 
any ground for complaint. The  action of the llindu retailed by 
Juwayni certainly plays no part ; in all probability the merchants 
fell victims to the governor's cupidity and the sultan's suspicion. 

In Jiizjini (pp. 171  and 966) Qadir-Khiin. 
Ibn al-Xtllir, x i i ,  2 3 9 ;  V. l'iesenhnusen, ShorrriX. mnferialm~, 1). 5 .  

" Juwnyni, i .  61. In his history of  the Khw5razrn-shiihs ( i i ,  90) Juwayni also says 
that hlnharnrnnd received QZyir-Khin's message as he was returning from 'Irgq, 
according to  )Iarndallah (Zazwini (Ta'rTkh-i (;uzitlak, p. 496) at EIamndBn. Hut this 
is not compatrble with other acconnts, especially thc tletailecl acconnt glvcn by 
Nasawi. 

TnbaX*c~f-i Aasiri ,  pp. a;?, 96;. 



As we have seen, Muhammad dispatched an embassy to Chingiz- 
KhZn on a pure mission of investigation, and with no intention 
of entering into commercial relations with Mongolia ; it was 
natural therefore that he should suspect the numerous caravan 
sent by the Mongols of having the same purpose. I t  is difficult 
to say whether Nasawi is correct in stating that Muhammad did 
not give a categorical command to kill the envoys, but in any 
case there is no doubt that he divided the spoils with his 
governor, and that there actually were articles which had been 
sold by the sultan in the hands of merchants of BulchZrZ. 
Events which occurred in BukhZrZ were well known to Ibn 
al-Athir, who had received his information from a faqih captured 
by the Mongols a t  BukhSrZ, who subsequently escaped from 
them at  Satnarqand'l. I t  is very likely that the sale of the 
merchandise to tlie merchants (with a profit for them) was partly 
due to the desire to compensate them for the cessation of trade 
with the nomads. As  regards the number of those who perished, 
Juwayni says that the whole caravan was exterminated ( i .e .  
450 men) except one nian (according to Juzjani a camel driver), 
who succeeded in saving himself by flight, and carried the terrible 
news to Chingiz-Khan 2. 1 

I n  this case also Chingiz-KhZn gave proof of his invariable 430 
restraint and self-control. Ibn Kafraj Hughra " (whose father 
had formerly been in the service of Takash), accompa~ied by 
two Tatars, was scnt as his envoy to tlie IChwSrazm-shiih, with 
instructions to convey his sovereign's protest to the KhtvZrazm- 
shah for his treacherous action, and to demand the surrender of 
Inalchik. The Khwarazm-shZh not only refused to meet this 
demand, but ordered the envoy to be killed ; his companions 
were liberated after their beards had been shaved off 4. Chingiz- 
Khan's expedition into t h e  Khwarazm-shsh's territories was 
thus rendered inevitable. Contrary to the view put forward by 
A. Miiller" \we see no reason for assuming that the collision 
between the two states was accelerated by any outside influence. 
'The effort made by Chingiz-KhZn to enter into relations with 
the cmpii-e of the Iihw~razm-shZh is fully explained by the 
commcrcial interests of his influential Muslim advisers ; if his 
envoys, on their sovcl-eign's order, callcd sthc KhwZrazm-shah 
" the son of Chingiz-KliZn," this could hardly have been done 
with the intention of provoking Muhammad, and even the latter 
did not put this forward as a castcs bclfi. We can scarcely, 

I b n  al-:I thir, xii, 2 4 2  ; \1. l'iescnliausen, Shor.rti4 ?rrate~.ia/ov, p. I 3. 
Accortling to the Alongol ~~arrat ire  (I.]/or;(.s ofthc Pcking Alission, iv, 143) the 

hluslin~s killell the hlnngol envoy Ukhnn ~ l i d  others, loo lncn in all. 
:' (.)n h i ~ n .  Xcsawi, texte, I)]'. 34 - 5 ,  trad., pp. 60-01. 
' Thris in 1b11 al-Athir (xii, 23; ; V .  Tiescnhausen, .(Bortzii ~~laterialou, p. 7 )  

nccortling to Nasnmi al l  three envoys were killed. 
/ ) P I .  Islanr, i i ,  205. 



therefore, attach any importance to the statement that the 
Mongols were called in by the Caliph Niisir against the 
Khwiirazm-shah. Only in MirkhwZndl do we find a detailed 
account of the Caliph's embassy ; in the thirteenth century this 
report existed only in the form of vague rumours2, which, in 
view of the inimical relations between the Caliph and the 
Khwarazm-shiih, could not fail to arise. In the same way in 
Europe the adherents of the Pope maintained that Frederick I1 
had summoned the NIongols, and the partisans of the Emperor 
accused the Pope himself of the same thing 3. The Caliph was 
in fact seeking allies amongst the eastern neighbours of the 
Khwzrazm-shgh, and with this object sent envoys first to the 
Ghiirids, and afterwards to  Kiichluk ; but there is no foundation 
for the supposition that he sought the co-operation of the 
sovereign of Eastern Asia. The  Khwarazm-shZhJs action, even 

431 from the point of view of contemporary I international law, gave 
Chingiz-Khan more than sufficient reason for declaring war, and 
no sort of instigation was necessary. A Mongol invasion of the 
Khwarazm-shzh's territories would, it is true, have been under- 
taken, perhaps somewhat later, even without this reason. When 
the Mongols had definitely established their authority in the 
steppes bordering the Khwzrazm-sh5h1s kingdom, they could 
not but become aware of its internal weakness, and under such 
circumstances a nomad invasion of the much richer lands of the 
civilized peoples was inevitable. A t  this time, however, Chingiz- 
KhPn was not yet aware of this weakness, and, as is shown by 
his preparations for war, he had a very high opinion of the 
military strength of the KhwZrazm-shah. Under such condi- 
tions the Mongols would probably have been satisfied for some 
time with peaceful commercial relations, if Muhammad had given 
his assent t o  this. T h e  Khwsrazm-shah had already closed the 
trade route from Turkestan, according to I bn al-Athir 4,  during 
the war with Kiichluk. 

In preparing to  take vengeance on the Khwirazm-shzh, 
Chingiz-Khan had first to finish with Kiichluk, and Jebe-noyon' 
was sent against him with a considcrable force 6. The Mongol 

Mirkhond, Djtnghiz Khata, qp. 102-4. 
a Ibn al-Athir, xii, 287  ; cf. D ohsson,  Histoire des Monpls ,  i, a 1  1. 

L. Cahun, Introductiora n Phistoire u'e I'Asie, Turcs et Monfols des ovighes td I#oJ, 
Paris, 1896, pp. 356-7. For the accusation against the limperor see also Purchas 
his fi&rirns, new ed.!.xi, r 81 .  

Ibn al-Athir, X I I ,  a36 ; V. 'l'iesenhausen. Sbarnik nzdtriafov, p. j. The 
passage refers to  the suspension of the sale of cloth and other gootls to the nomads, 
not vice versa, as is mistakenly stated in the translation. 

On the spelling of this name comp. P. Pelliot in 7 A,,  I I ,  xv, I 7 2  sq. 
The figure of 20,000 was probably taken by D'Ohsson (Ifistoire ries f i f o f l~ f i ,  

i ,  17') from Nasawi, whose account as we have seen (p. 369) does not refer to the 
war with K ~ c h l t ~ k .  Rashid ad-T)in (Tmdy, v, 127; vii, 164) contains the information 
that the Uigher ftliqiit. took part in the carnpaigll with a small force ( 3 ~  men); the 
same in Juwayni ( i ,  33). 



general with great skill exploited the religious oppression of 
Kiichluk in order to seize his kingdom almost without opposi- 
tion. First of all he established Mongol rule in AlmZligh, which 
a t  that time was besieged by Kiichluk's armies. The  latter by 
a sudden attack took prisoner Biiziir, who had previously con- 
cluded an alliance with Chingiz-KhZn and married Jiichi's 
daughter. H e  did not, however, succeed in capturing AlnlZligh ; 
the inhabitants bravely defended the town, and the news of the 
approach of the Mongols caused him to  withdraw. On the way 
he ordered Biiziir to be killed. The Mongols entered AlmZligh, 
and transferred the province to RiizZrJs son SuqnZq-tagin, who 
also married Jiichi's daughter. This is the account given by 
Juwayni l .  According to  Jamiil Qarshi 2, I BiizZr, who had 432 
assumed the title of Tughrul-KhSn, sent his son SuqnHq-tagin and 
his daughter Ultiq-kh~tiin to Chingiz-Khan, and concluded an 
alliance with the Mongols. Ktichluk, however, was able to seize 
Buzar as he was hunting and kill him, all of which occurred 
before Kiickluk's expeditions to Kiishghar, i .  e. about L 2 I I .  

After this Kiichluk besieged Almiiligh, but BiizHr's widow 
Salbalc-Turksn succeeded in defending the town. When the 
news of Bizsr's death reached Chingiz-KhHn he dispatched 
Jebe-noyon with an army to AlmZligh, but Jebe found that 
Kiichluk was no longer in the district of Kulja. SuqnHq-tagin 
was not married to  Jiichi's daughter Bulgh3n-bige until the 
reign of Uguday. 

From Ch'ang-Ch'un's account we know that in 1221 there 
was a Mongol darukhachi, i. e. representative of the head of the 
Empire, in Alm,?ligh as well as the native ruler. According to  
the Chinese history4 the following duties were laid, a t  least in 
later times, on the darukhachi : ( I )  Census of the inhabitants ; 
(2) recruitment of an army from the natives ; (3) establishment 
of postal co~nmunications ; (4) collection of taxes ; (5) delivery 
of tribute to the Court. Thus the darukhachi was both military 
lcader and tax collector ; he also furnished information to the 
central government. S o  far as is known the darukhachi of 
Alrn,?ligh was the first representative of Mongol rule in the 
civilized provinces of Central Asia ; in Uighuria, so far as may 
be judged form Ch'ang-Ch'un's account, there was no such 
rcprescntative at this time. 

\Ve have no information as to the road by which the Mongols 
penetrated from thc district of Kulja into Kashgaria. and 
whether a division was dispatched to  Semiryechye. In the 
Chinese history "lone there is an account of Ho-sze-mai-li 

Jnwayni, i, 5; sq. a Tkxts! pp. 135-6, 140. 
"+'oyks of the Peking Missio~z, iv,  304 ; Afed. Res., I, 70.  

IVor%s oJ'thc Peking Missio~z, iv, 2 56. 
Vfetiiacnal h'eseu~thc.r, i, a 33. 
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(probably the Muslim IsmZt'il), who was formerly an intimate of 
the gCirkhZn and governed the towns of KO-san and Ba-sze-ha 
(Kaszn and Akhsikath ? I) ,  dependent on Gudse-ordo, i .e.  Balasii- 
ghiin 2. H e  went out to meet the Mongol army with the oldest 
citizens, and made his submission. Jebe reported this to 
Chingiz-Khin, who ordered Ho-sze-mai-li to join Jebe's advanced 
guard, i.e. to serve as his guide. I 

433 Abu'l-GhZzi3 alone speaks of a conflict between the armies 
of Ktichluk and Jebe. Oppert thought to find confirmation of 
this unsupported, as well as very late, statement in Plano 
Carpini's "account of the battle " in a narrow valley between 
two mountains," where the Mongols defeated the Naimans and 
the QarZ-KhifZys, and through which Plano Carpini himself 
passed on the way to Guyuk's ordu. Unfortunately our traveller 
conveys this information not in the description of his line of 
march, but in the chapter on the Mongol conquests, which 
contain, as is well known, many inaccuracies. In view of this 
we do not know where the field of battle of which he speaks was 
situated, or whether the nations named by him actually took 
part in it. According to other accounts Kiichluk fled from the 
Mongols without giving battle. The above-quoted account 
concerning Ho-sze-mai-li suggests that the Mongols marched 
from the Kulja country into Semiryechye, and thence invaded 
Kashgaria. The capital of Semiryechye, Balisaghiin, was occu- 
pied by them without opposition, as it received from them the 
name of Gobaligh-i. e. " fine city." In Kashgaria, perhaps 
already in Semiryechye, Jebe published an edict restoring to the 
Muslims the right of public worship of which they had been 
deprived by Kiichluk. The inhabitants welcomed the Mongols 
as liberators from cruel persecution, and before long they had 
killed Kiichluk's soldiery lodged in their houses. In contrast to 
Muhammad, Jebe, thanks to the discipline established by 
Chingiz-KhBn, was able to maintain the role of liberator. 'I'%e 
Mongol forces only asked the inhabitants for information about 
Kiichluk, and did not toucli their posse~sions, so that the Kash- 
garians from whom Juwayni obtained this information called 

Possibly this  part of FarghZna, after its devastntion by Muhammad, was occupied 
by Muslim snhjects of Kiichluk. 

Mcrliatval Researches, i, 18. 
Abuul-Ghazi trad. par Desmaisons, p. 1 0 2 .  Evidently Abu'l-GhHzi understood 

the verb u&\ 3 in Rashid ad-Din (Trtdy, vii, 2 7 8 )  in  th is  sense. Elsewhere ( ibd . ,  
I 

xv, 40, Persian text, p. 6a) Rnshid ad-Din himself says that Kiichluk fled before even 
thr Mongols had time to begin the battle. 

Oppert . Der Pyeshyter 3bharrms, S. I 60. 
~oh~nicpu/esResfvi, p. I 26; Hnkluyt Soc. ed., pp. Gg, roa, 1.43. 
"afiski, viii, 30, also x, z 26 where Mirkhwind  ( Vie dc Djetzghiz-Khatt, p. 91 ) 

is quoted. 
1 Juwayni, i, 50. 



the advent of the Mongols the mercy of God. Kiichluk was 
overtaken a t  Sarykiil l and killed ; accordiilg to the account I in 434 
the Chinese history Jebe instructed Ho-sze-mai-li to "go  with 
Kiichluk's head through the territories of the Naimans," after 
which all the cities submitted t o  the Mongols. Without 
touching the possessions of the peaceful inhabitants, however, 
the Mongols made considerable booty, and Jebe could offer 
Chingiz-KhZn a thousand horses with white muzzles 2, evidently 
taken from the defeated or fleeing nomads. In  the eyes of 
contemporaries the conquest of ICiichluk's kingdom was an  
event of such importance that Chingiz-Khan already began to 
fear that his general in the pride of victory would mutiny 3. 

There is no doubt that the news of the conquest of Eastern 
Turkestan reached the subjects of the sultan and made a pro- 
found impression upon them. The Mongol general had without 
difficulty annihilated the military force which not long before 
had caused the sultan to  evacuate and lay waste fertile and 
thickly-populated provinces, and had at  the same time assumed, 
with very much greater success than the " Sultan of IslZm," the 
role of liberator of the Muslims from oppression. Muhammad 
could no longer attach to  his conflict with Chingiz-KhZn the 
character of a religious war, the more so that the victims of the 
UtrZr catastrophe which had made war inevitable were without 
exception Muslims. 

Chingiz-IChZn, evidently on the basis of the reports of his 
Muslim advisers, had formed a very high idea of the "ruler of 
the West," and prepared for the war with him as carefully as he 
had done on a former occasion for his war with the Jurchits. 
Whereas against Kficllluk he had sent only his geileral, he now 
set out on the expeditioil in person, with all his sons and his 
main forces. The summer of 1219  he spent on the Irtysh 4, and 
in the autumn advanced thence on his campaign ; at  Qayiiligh, 
probably the same locality which Rubruk calls a "most 
beautiful plain," he was joined by Suqnzq-tagin of Almaligh 
and the Uighiir 'fdiqfit HSwurchiq ', besides the local ruler, the 
Qarluq ArslPn-KhPn, with their forces. I Thus all the armies 435 
appointed for the campaign against the KhwZrazm-shsh's 
liingdorn were assembled here. W e  have no trustworthy 

Thus accortling to 1Znshid ad-Din (True, xv, qo), to  the M o n ~ o l  account 
(Salikhun, see Ct'orks n/ tlzc Ptkirzg d/issio?t, iv, 1.31)) and to  Jamal (larshi (Texts,  
1'. 133). According to  J u w ~ y n i  (f. 23) KGchluk was killed in the valley of M'nzPri 
i t )  I{atlakhshiin (in the plintcd ed., i, 50, ) 1 ). 

Trtrr9, v. 209 ; \ii, 278. 
c J J j  

' Inid.,  cf. I )'( )hsson, /listoil.r ( i t5  Mon~ols, i ,  I 72. 
Ih ld ,  xv, 4 2 ,  1 1 6  (in the tirst case there is a Illistake in the translation, ct. the 

Pt-rsinn tcxt,  1). 66). 0 1 1  the chl.onologica1 data or Rashid ad-Din see above, p. 371. 
"n1tr?4eil (I'P vnyacirf r ,  i v, r 8 I .  

"l'hns in J u ~ ~ a y n i ,  i ,  6 3  (Schefer, Chrcslavrn/hie tersane, ii, r 10) ; for the name, 
ihi,i., p, 3 2 .  



information as to what the strength of these armies nlay have 
been. The fantastic figures quoted by the Muslim authors (put 
by Jiizjjani a t  600,ooo or even 700,ooo) deserve no credence 
whatsoever; on the other hand, we cannot be guided by the 
information on the Mongol regular army, the numbers of which, 
according to Rashid ad-Din 2, amounted only to r z9,oco in the 
year of Chingiz-KhZn's death. This figure includes only the 
total of the forces forming the military strength of Mongolia 
proper and afterwards transferred by right of inheritance to 
Tiiluy ; of the armies of the three other brothers the only forces 
mentioned are the purely Mongolian divisions (of 4,000 men 
each) assigned to them, which undoubtedly formed but a small 
portion of the forces on which they depended in their appa- 
nages. Meanwhile so much is certain, that in the expedition 
to the West it was precisely the divisions of these princes that 
played the chief role; as the conquest of China and Tangut 
was not yet terminated Chingiz-Kh~n could hardly withdraw 
the troops of the commander of his left wing, Muquli, under 
whose command almost half of the regular army (62,coo) was 
engaged. On the other hand, the chief commander of the right 
wing, Bughurji-noyon, as we know from Ch'ang-Ch'un's account 3, 

took part in the campaign. According to JGzjZni's account 4, 

Arslan-KhZnJs force consisted of 6,000 men, but we have no 
data for the strength of the forces brought by the Tdiqiit and 
SuqnZq-tagin. Our information on the distribution of the 
Mongol forces compels us to assume that Chingiz-Khiin's army 
numbered scarcely less than r50,ooo' men in all, and hardly 
more than 200,oo men. 

According to D' 8 hsson's well-founded opinion5 the KhwZrazm- 
shihJs forces were much more numerous ; but in view of his 
inimical relations with the generals the KhwZrazm-shIh could 
not turn his superiority to advantage. Even before the arrival 
of the last Mongol embassy he summoned a military council, in 
which Shihab ad-Din Khiwaqi expressed the opinion that the 
sultan should concentrate his army on the bank of the Syr- 

436 Darya, meet the Mongols here, and fall I on thern with his fresh 
forces before they had time to recover from the polonged 
march. Others on the other hand said that the only way was 
to allow the Mongols to enter Transoxania, and annihilate them 
there, taking advantage of the defenders' familiarity with the 
country '. Some advised leaving Transoxania to its fate, and 
defending the crossings of the Amu-Darya ; the most ~usillani- 
mous suggested concentrating the army at Ghazna (i. e. retreating 

TahaRat-i Nnsivi ,  pp. .I 73, 968. II Trudy, xv,  131 ~ (1 .  
Works ofthe PeRirrg Mission, iv, 3 18, 4 rq ; ~1.fcd. Rts., i ,  81. 

* 7'abaRat-i Ntasin', p. I 004. 6 L)'Ohsson, Hisloire des /I;(ongols, i ,  3 1  2. 

V b n  al-Athir, xii, a 3 7  ; V. Tiesenhausen, Sbovni.4 ntaferialov, p. 6. 



beyond the Hindu-Kush), and thence retiring to India1 if it 
proved unavoidable. The sultan decided against accepting the 
first counsel, but left considerable garrisons in the towns of 
Transoxania; immediately afterwards he abandoned the province, 
promising to return thither with an army, and began to collect 
his forces a t  Balkh. Refore leaving Samarqand he ordered 
a wall to be built round the ci ty;  Nasawi2 says that this wall 
was to extend for twelve farsakhs, i. e. to protect not only the 
town but also its environs as in the pre-Muslim period (see above 
p. 84). In order to cover the expense involved in this grandiose 
undertaking, the sultan levied the whole annual taxation thrice 
in the course of one year. Accordii~g to Nasawi not only was 
its construction unfinished a t  the time of the Mongol invasion, 
but it was not even begun, so that of all the money collected none 
had been used for this purpose. Juwayni speaks -only of the 
fortification of the citadel of Samarqand ; the sultan was present 
a t  the work, and when the trench was dug is said to have 
remarked that the hlongol cavalry had only to throw their whips 
into it to fill it ; these words made a most depressing impression 
on those present. In all probability this tale spread after the 
invasion, as Mu1:atnmad would scarcely hade started to weaken 
the courage of the population before the arrival of the Mongols. 
Nasawi deplores the sultan's fatal decision to distribute his 
army amongst the towns of Transoxania, and is convinced that 
i f  he had met the Mongols on the frontier (that is, if he had 
taken Shihzb ad-Din Khiwaqi's advice), the enemy would easily 
have been annihilated. European scholars, down to, and in- 
clilding A. Muller 4, also accuse the sultan of criminal pusillani- 
mity or I even of '; stupidity." If, however, the events of the 437 
latter years of Muharntnad's reign be considered, we are forced 
to the conclusion that no other issue was possible for him. He  
could only have assembled his forces in one place i f  they had 
been as docile an instrutncnt in his hands as was the Mongol 
army it1 those of Chingiz-IChZn. With the inimical relations 
existing between the sultan and his generals, this was of course 
out of the question. I t  is quite probable that i f  the sultan's 
gcncrals had worked in harmony, and if they had been com- 
manded by a capable lcadcr who cnjoyed general confidence, 
they would have succeeded in repelling the  NIong-ols, but after 
the victory this imposing force would imlncdiately have turned 
against its sultan and his dynasty. What the sultan's relations 
with his gcncrals were, after his dispute with his mothel-, is 

Juwayni, i i ,  106; ct. Mirkhond, A'hareom, p. 78. 
Nesnwi, texte, p. 35, trntl., p. 61 .  

:' /h id . ,  textc, pp. 36-7, t ~ a d . ,  11. G3. 
Dcr Islnnr, i i ,  2 0 9 .  



shown by the anecdote related by Juwaynil, that even at the 
time when the sultan was on the bank of the Amu-Darya, 
a plot against his life was discovered in the army ; one evening 
Muhammad, unobserved by the soldiers, left the tent in which 
he was to have spent the night, and in the morning the tent 
was found pierced by a large number of arrows. I t  is doubtful 
if the sultan enjoyed much popularity amongst the Ghirs, 
a division of whom was stationed in Samarqand2, and amongst 
the population, from whom he decided to recruit a militia of 
bowmen. Each district had to furnish a number of militiamen 
corresponding to the amount of taxation for which it was liable, 
and each bowman had to  bring with him a camel, weapons, and 
provisions. Nasawi complains that the sultan abandoned the 
bank of the Amu-Darya before the militia had time to assemble; 
people flowed in on all sides and " if he had waited he would 
have found himself at  the head of the most numerous army ever 
heard of." The fact, however, that a t  the end of the spring of 
1220 the militia had not yet been collected shows that the 
recruiting was not as successful as the historian declares, and 
that from this side the sultan met with as little sympathy as 
froin h is  own Turkish soldiery4. I 

438 In spite of the importance of this event in the history of 
Islam, the Muslim historians give us no precise indication of the 
time when the Mongol army appeared before the gates of Utrir. 
According to Juwayni 5 UtrZir defended itself for five months, 
and the citadel for a month longer ; after the surrender of the 
tourn the force which had been left behind to besiege it joined 
Chingiz-Kh5n a t  the time when he was beginning to besiege 
Samarqand, that is, as w e  shall see, in Marcli 1220. From this 
it may be concluded that the beginning of the siege is to be 
referred to September 1219. I t  is, however, very   rob able that 
Juwayni somewhat exaggerates the duration of the siege. 
According to Nasawi Chingiz-KhHn advanced on BukhirH 
only after the fall of UtrZr. which, however, is very unlikely. 

Near UtrZr Chingiz-KhGn divided his forces; one part of the 
army (according to Rashid ad-Din several tiimens, 2.e. tcns of 

' Juwnyni, ii, 109  ; Mirkho~id, A'hareztlr, p. 8 0 ;  cf. Il'Ohsson, Jlistoire u2.r 
Jciotrqols, i ,  043.  

'I Nesawi, texte, p. 36, trad., p. 6 2 .  
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We have n o  reliable information on the state of public opinion in Trrnsosania 
immediately hefore the Mongol invasion. T h e  verses of  KhurramHbPdi quoted by 
' A w l i  (Lubib, i ,  2oa), i n  which the struggle with the 'I'atars is mentioned, may 
perhaps refer not to  the struggle with Chingiz-KhPn, hut t o  that with Kfichluk. 

ti Iuwayni, i, 64, 92 ; Schefer, Chvesfon~athiepersane, i i ,  I 1 0 - 1  a ,  131. 
W e s a w i ,  texte, p. 43, trad., pp. 73-4. 
' Trrtdy, xv, 43. In Jawayni (i ,  64) the same words (I;lL..i +) refer to Jfichi's 

division. 



CHINGIZ-KHAN AND THE MONGOLS 4O7 

thousands), in which, amongst others, the Uighir division was 
incorporated, was left for the siege of the town; another under 
the command of Jiichi was sent down the Syr-Darya ; a small 
division (5,000 men) up the river to BanSkath and Khojend; 
while Chingiz-Khan himself and T d u y  marched on BukhZrZ 
with the main forces, with the aim, according to Nasawi, of 
cutting the sultan off from his army. A t  Utrar, probably 
before the fall of the town, the local representative of the civil 
power, Badr ad-Din 'Amid, governor on behalf of Safi Aqra' 
(whom Nasawi calls " the sultan's wazir in the province of the 
Turks"), went over to Chingiz-KhZn. His father and uncle 
were formerly qadis in UtrZr and had beell executed together 
with other of his relatives at the capture of UtrZr by the 
sultan ; it is probable that they belonged to the priestly party 
which was inimical to the sultan, and manifested their opposi- 
tion more vigorously than the :adr of BukhZra and the shaykhs 
of Samarqand. From Badr ad-Din Chingiz-KhZn obtained 
detailed information on the political condition of the country 
and on the enmity of Turkan-Khatiin and the military party to 
the sultan, of which he afterwards made use for his own ends. 
Besides this Chingiz-Khan himself, as well as his sons, were 
accompanied by Muslim merchants, who acted as intermediaries 
between the Mongols and the population and undoubtedly 
acquainted the Mongols I with the local conditions. Thus the 439 
Muslims were unable to derive any advantage from their know- 
ledge of the locality. The strategic plans of Chingiz-KhZn and 
their brilliant execution prove that the geographical conditions 
were well known to him. 

Chingiz-Iihin now approached the fortress of Zarniiq, which 
is mentioned in the description of T i m ~ r ' s  last march from 
Samarqand through the Jilanuta defile to Utrar, as the last 
station before the bank of the Syr-Darya.:' The Mongols had 
evidently encountered no difficulty in crossing the river, which, 
at that season of thc year, was possibly frozen over. Danishmand- 
&jib was sent to the inhabitants of Zarnuq, and succeeded in 
persuading them to surrender voluntarily, himself giving pledges 
for the preservation of their lives and property. This promise 
was fulhlled ; the Mongols only destroyed the fortifications and 
recruited a divisioti from the young men of the district for siege 
works. The town received from the NIongols (probably from 

7i.ri,ly, v, I a 7  ; vii, 164. According to Juwayni the princes Jaghatiiy and 
Ugudny wcre in this division also. 

Nesnwi, textr, p. 37, trnd., 6 4 ;  cf. Ta'likh i Gnzidn, p 497. 
V h t i s  de la Croix, l f i f o i r e  de 7i'nrur-Bec, iv,  2 1 6 ;  %ajlzr-ncfvtnh, Calcutta ed., 

i i ,  646 (where the name is rcad ~,bj , j ) .  



the Turks who were taking part in the campaign) the title of 
Qutlugh-bzliq, 4.e. " lucky town." 

In Zarniiq there were some Turkmens who led the Mongols 
to  N i r  by  a hitherto unknown road, which from this date 
received the name o f "  the Khzn's roadaW2. Juwayni travelled 
along it in I 25 I. I t  has been held by persons who are acquainted 
with these regions that the campaigns of Chingiz-KhHn and 
Timtir compel the assumption that the nature of the country 
has changed considerably since their time, as "a t  the present 
day there is no road whatever between Nur-ata and the estuaries 
of the river Arys, not even a caravan route; between these two 
points stretches the waterless Kyzylkum desert." This opinion 
has subsequently been rebutted, as caravan routes exist even a t  
the present day between UtrHr and NUI-.~ Besides this it must 
be remembered that the Mongol army crossed the steppe in 
January. At  that time, evidently, the canals on the left bank 
of the Syr-Darya had not been neglected, and the desert occupied 
a narrower strip. The advanced guard of the Mol~gol army 
advanced to Niir under the command of THir-bahZdur. In the 
night the Mongols crossed the gardens belonging to the inhabi- 
tants of the town ; as everywhere in Central Asia, these gardens, 
of course, were used by the inhabitants as country resorts during 
the summer months and at this season were deserted. TZir 

440 ordered the ILIongols to hew trees and prepare I ladders from 
them (evidently in case of a siege of the fortress). The appear- 
ance of the Mongols was so unexpected that the inhabitants 
took them for a trading caravan and only realized their mistake 
when the first divisions approached the town. T i i r  invited the 
inhabitants to  surrender and with his consent they dispatched 
an envoy to Chingiz-KhZn, who ordered them to surrender the 
town to  Sibuday-bahZdur5 (who evidently held a higher rank 
in the army than Tiiir). On Sfibuday's demand the inhabitants 
evacuated the town, taking with them only provisions, agri- 
cultural implements and cattle, after which their houses were 
plundered by the Mongols. After his arrival Chingiz-KhBn 
demanded of the inhabitants only the payment of a sum of 1.500 
dinzrs, which corresponded in amount to the taxes collected 
from Niir by the government of the Sultan. Of this sum the 
women's ear-rings formed the half. The latter statement 
certainly shows that the property of the inhabitants was not 

Scheier, Chrestonrathit persane, ii, I 2 0 - a  I ; Juwayni, i ,  7;. 
a &L (Juwayni, i, 7s) not &k (" desert ") as in Rashid ad-Din according to the 

edition and translation of Z'rnf. Herrzin (Trudy, xv, 52 ; Persian text, p. 80). 
v r o t o k o l y  Turk. Rr~dzbka, Fet~.  1 7 ,  1897, Suppl. p. 13. 
' A. Klare in ProtoRoly, V c . .  i x ,  16. 

As leader of a thousand Siibuday belonged to the left wlng (Trudy, 
xv, 141). 



pl~indered (otherwise they would have had nothing out of which 
to pay the remaining 750 dinars) or, at  any rate, was returned to 
the owners on Chingiz-Khan's arrival. A small force (60 men 
in all) was recruited for siege works under the command of 
11-Khwajah, the son of the local governor, and was afterwards 
employed a t  the siege of Dabtisiya.l 

According to the account of two contemporaries of the event, 
Ibn al-Athir and J i i ~ j a n i , ~  Chingiz-Khzn reached BukhirZ in 
February 1220 and not in March, as related by Juwayni and 
from him by much later compilers ; 4  the date in Ibn al-Athir 
and Jiizjani is confirmed also by the account of the continuator 
of Nar~hakhi .~  The strength of the garrison of BukhZrZ is 
differently stated; JiizjZni puts it a t  12,000 cavalry in all, 
Juwayni at 20,000 in the " exterior army " alone (the numbers 
of the garrison properly ( speaking are not indicated), and 44I 
Nasawi a t  30,000 in all. According to Nasawi the chief generals 
in the town were Ikhtiyar ad-Din KushlC~,~ equerry to the sultan, 
and Inanch-Khan Oghvl-hZjib ; of the other generals Juway~ii 
mentions Hamid-Pur (a Qara-Khitay by extraction, who was 
taken prisoner in battle in I zro, and had entered the KhwZrazm- 
shzh's service), Suyunch-Khan and a certain GiirkhZi~, said to 
be a Mongol who had deserted Chingiz-Khan and transferred to  
the service of Muhammad. Juwayni himself doubts the reliability 
of this information but it is possible that this was Chingiz-Khan's 
famous rival Jamuqa, who had in fact assumed the title of 
G i rk l i~n ,  although according to Mongol tradition he was killed 
in Mongolia. Three days after the beginning of the siege, the 
al-my, under the command of InZnch-Khan, decided to abandon 
the town and cut their way through the hlongol forces, but 
immediately afterwards the latter began to pursue the fugitives ; 
I n ~ n c h - ~ h ~ n  with only a very small section of his army suc- 
ceeded in crossing the Amu-Darya, and Hamid-l'iir fell in this 

Scheier. C/rrzslo~~rn/hCfet.sn~~e, ii, I 2 1-2, Juwaylli, i, 70. 
" It)n nl-Athir, xii, 239 ; 1'. Tiesenhnusen, J'0o~-nik rnnf. ,  p. 8. 

7i16okat-i A'asiri, p. 976. 
Also in 1)'Ollsson (/fir!. des Afot~gols, i, 2 1 8 ) .  

" Nerchnkhy, pp. 23, 34. 
a Jluwnjmi, f. 3 4  dlf*l in  the printed ed. (i, 80) and the Khmykov hlS. 

A ,  I c h e r  . 2 )  I .  That Juwayni does not put the 
11urnl)er of the whole gnrrison n t  ao,ooo mcn, as D'Ohsson thought, is evident from 
the number of the defenders of the citadel quoted by him further or1 (in r)'Ohsson, 
1'. 233).  

Ncsnu-i, texte, p. 34, tratl., p. Ga ; nccording to Ibn al-Athir, 20,000. 

The text  has here erroneously Jd (in the trans. Kechki) ; the correct read in^ 
is found OII  p. 4 3  of the text (trans., 1). j q ) ,  also i n  Jiizjani and the MSS. of Juwayni 

(the printed ed., i, So, has dd). 
Qee nlvo i i ,  2 1 1 .  



battle. Abandoned by their defenders, the inhabitants decided 
to surrender, and the qadi Radr ad-Din QZdi-Khan headed 
a deputation sent to the Mongols. The latter entered the town 
according to Ibn al-Athir on the 10th l ,  according to JiizjZni on 
the 16th of February. The defence of the citadel was prolonged 
for another twelve days 2, although its garrison numbered only qco 
cavalry 3, amongst whom, according to Juwayni, was Giirkhan, 
who showed marvellous bravery. The inhabitants were obliged 
to deliver to the Mongols all the provisions prepared for the 
sultan's army and to fill up the citadel trench for them ; after 
its fall all the defenders were massacred. Immediately after- 
wards the wealthy merchants were forced to give up the silver 
which they had bought from the KhwZrazm-shah after the 
catastrophe at UtrZr (and probably other wares also). Finally 
the inhabitants had to leave the town with no more than the 
clothes in which they stood up, and their property was plundered 
by the Mongols ; any one who remained in the town in defiance 

442 of the orders was killed. According to Jucvayni, I the imam 
Jalal ad-Din 'Ali b. Hasan (or Husayn) Zandi, seeing the 
Mongols plunder the mosque and the hoofs of their horses 
trampling the leaves of the Koran, expressed his anger to Rukn 
ad-Din ImZm-zadah, one of the best scholars in the town, who 
answered : " Be silent; the wind of God's anger blows; the 
straw (scattered by it) has nothing to say."4 Ibn al-Athir's 
account, however, shows that Rulcn ad-Din ImZm-zZdah was 
not so submissive to fate. Seeing that the Mongols were behav- 
ing churlishly to the prisoners and treating the women with 
violence, he and his son came to blows with them and were 
killed. Some others, including the qadi Sadr ad-Din-KhZn, did 
the same, and among the number of those killed was also the 
sadr Majd ad-Din Mas'iid, brother of the wazir NizP~n al-Mulko 
(see above p. 3 79). Juwayni's story that Chingiz-KhBn assembled 
the people in the place for the festival prayers, entered the pulpit, 
and thence made a speech in which h c  called himself the scourge 
of God sent to the nation for its sins, is quite beyond belief. Of 
such an incredible incident, i f  it had in reality occurred, Ibn a]- 
Athir would undoubtedly have heard from his faqih. Ibn al- 
Athir's account tallies with that of Juwayni in that chingiz-Kh5n 
required the inhabitants to furnish a list of the chief persons and 

Compare V. Tiesenhausen, Sbavrzik matryialov, p. 9, note. The day mentionetl 
in Ibn al-Athir is n Tnesday, not a Werlnesdry, as stated in the translation. 

This statement is made by the continuator of h'arshakhi (Nerchakhy, p. 1 3 ' ~ :  as 
well as  by I tn  al-Athir. 

D'Ohsson (/fixtoire des ~fongols, i ,  223) justifiably rejects Juwayni's account 
(i,  83 ; Scheler, Chrtstonrathie persum, i i ,  I a j), according to which 30,000 men were 
killed at the capture of the citadel. 

Juwayni, i ,  81 ; Schefer, Chrestonrathiepe~sane, i i ,  I 13-4 .  
"esawi, texte, p. a 4 ,  tracl., p. 43. 



elders of the town and made his monetary requisitions to them. 
After being pillaged the town was burnt, and only the cathedral 
mosque and some palaces built of baked brick escaped destruc- 
tion l. There is scarcely any reason to suppose that the burning 
of the town entered into Chingiz-Khan's plans ; a fire was almost 
unavoidable in the pillage of a town in which devastating con- 
flagrations were of common occurrence owing to the density of 
the buildings (see above, p. I I 2) .  

On the way from Rukhara to Samarqand the Mongols already 
carried vast numbers of prisoners with them. According to Ibn 
al-Athir's information, undoubtedly obtained from the faqih 
already mentioned, the lot of these prisoners was extremely 
hard;  they had to follow the Mongol horsemen on foot, and 
whoever gave out from exhaustion on the way was 1 killed 2. 443 
This mass of human beings undoubtedly contained not only 
captured townsmen, but also rural inhabitants ; in all countries 
where they happened to be operating the Mongols beat up the 
peasants from the neighbouring villages for siege works? Of 
the fortified points between BukharZ and Samarqand, Dabfisiya 
and Sar-i-pul alone showed opposition ; from this it may be 
inferred that the Ivlongol forces marched on both banks of the 
Zarafshzn. The story about Chingiz-Khan heard by Ch'ang- 
Chcun in 1221 compels us to assume that he himself travelled 
on the northern bank. He  did not halt before unsubdued 
fortresses, but left small divisioils to besiege them. 

We have seen that the Khwarazm-shZh attached special 
importance to the defence of Samarqand; the chief town of 
Transoxania ; naturally a larger army was concentrated here 
than elsewhere. Juwayni says that there was a t  Samarqand an 
army of as many as I ro,coo men, of whom 60,000 were Turks, 
and 50,0000 Tajiks, with twenty elephants. According to 
Nasawi "he army was only 40,000 strong, to Ibn al-Athir 5o,oco, 
to Jfizjani 60,000, including the Turks, Tajiks, Ghurs, Khalaj, 
and Qarluqs. Nasawi says that the governor of the town was 
Tughay-KhZn ', the brother of Turkgn- Khiittin. 

' These words, which D'Ohsson (Ifistoirc des A4ongols, i ,  2.14) ascribes to Ibn 
al-Athir, are in fact found only in Juwayni (i, H a ;  Schefer, ('Areston~atAie pe7,sane, 
i i ,  I 24).  

? I bn n l -  Athir, xii ,  240 ; V. Tiesenhausen, .Yhorttik nraterinlov, p. 10. 
:' 7i-trr(3,, iv, 2 2 4  ; Pntknnov, Istol-tjtn ntortgolm~ t o  a).t?gtunskim istochnikant, ii, 20 ; 

Nesawi, text, 1). 53,  t r ~ d . ,  p. 91. 
Worfis qt'the J'cki~r~g hlission, iv, 310; Bretschneider, Aled. RES., i, j6. 

'' O n  the siege of Snrnarqnnd Ibn al-Athir, xii, 240-41 ; V. Tiesenhausen, Shop-rtik 
nlaferialov, pp. 10-1 I ; Tabaknt-i Nasiri ,  pp. 979-80; Schefer, Chrestorttathie 
fcnnnt ,  ii, 1 3 1  -6 ; Juwayni, i ,  90-6 ; D'Ohsson, Htstozre des Afongols, i,  a34-40. 

V e s a w i ,  texte, 1). 36, trad., pp. 62-3. 
; Tn Juwayni (Schefer, ('hrc..rtoniatAie pel-sarte, i i ,  I 3.5) L;rL &, in Nesawi 

(texte, p. 36) in the manuscript \s+ ILL. 



Chingiz-Khin reached Samarqand in March, and stayed in 
the suburb in the Kok-serii palace (which of course except in 
name has no connexion with the palace built for Timir, although 
it may have occupied approximately the same position, as the 
Mongols approached the town from the western side). In order 
to deceive the defenders the Mongols drew up the prisoners in 
battle formation, and for every ten men set up a standard, so 
that it appeared to the inhabitants as though an immense army 
were before the town. The number of prisoners was augmented 
by the arrival of JaghatZy and Uguday with crowds of the 
captured inhabitants of Utriir. The siege of UtrZr lasted 

444 longer than that of the other cities I of Transoxania ; Ind-Khan 
had sound reason to fear his personal fate, and therefore defended 
himself to the last extremity, although he had under his 
command only 20,000 horsemen, if Nasawi is to be be1ieved.l 
According to Juwayni, the sultan gave him 50,000 men of the 
" external army," and besides this, not long before the siege, 
the hijib Qariija was sent to his assistance with a division of ten 
thousand men. After a five months' (?) siege "arija decided 
to surrender, and marched out of the town with his army; 
Jaghatzy and Uguday, however, ordered him to be killed, as 
they did not trust him after his treachery to the sultan. *The 
inhabitants of UtrZr suffered the same fate as those of BukhZrZ ; 
they were driven out of the town, which was sacked. The citadel 
held out another month, and on its fall all its defenders were 
massacred ; i n ~ l - K h a n  himself fled to the roof of a building, 
and having no more arrows threw bricks on the Mongols. The 
latter evidently had orders to take him prisoner alive, surrounded 
him, captured him, and dispatched him to Chingiz-Khan at 
Ktik-sergi, where he was cruelly executed, as described in 
Nasawi .'. 

At Samarqand the besieged niadc a sortie on the third day, 
which, according to Ibn al-Athir and JilzjZni, endcd in utter 
disaster. The NIongols ambushed the Muslims, and destroyed 
them to the last man, the losses amounting, according to Ibn 
al-Atliir, to 70,oco men, and according to Jtizjiini ,5o,ooo. Ibll 
al-Athir asherts that the sultan's almy took no part in the 
sortie, which was made entirely by the inhabitants of the town. 
These accounts of contempo~.aries compel us to reject Jutvayni's 
story, according to which the sortie was made by the Turks, 
who, undcr the command of Alp-Er -Kh~n"  Shaykh-Khan, 

Nesnwi, texte, p. 36, trad., p. 6 2 .  

Juwayni  alone gives details ot the capture 01 Utrsr ( i ,  64 rq. ; Scheter, 
Chreslonzathie fcrpsarrc, ii, I I o- I I).  Corn pare D'Ohsson, Nisfoir.e ties MoH~/s,  
i ,  a19--11. 

Nesawi, texte, p. 37 ,  trad., p. 63. 
' I n  the text  (i, ga ; Scheler, chrcstortzathie ptrsane, ii, 133) c;rL ,q\. 



BZ1Z-KhZn, and some other KhZns, went out of the town, 
killed several Mongols, took some prisoners, and themselves lost 
1,000 men. On the fifth day of the siege l both the Turks 
and the local inhabitants decided to surrender. With the 
exception of a small force who shut themselves up in the citadel, 
the Turks, headed by TughZy-KhZn himself, offered their 445 
services to the Mongols, to which the latter a t  first agreed. 
The  citizens dispatched a deputatton headed by the qZdi and 
shaykh al-Islam; the Mongols entered the town through the 
NamZzgah gate, and immediately busied themselves with the 
destruction of the fortifications. As  usual the inhabitants were 
driven from the town, and the town was sacked. A n  exception 
was made for the qZdi, the shaykh al-IslZrn, and the persons 
under their protection, the number of whom, it is said, amounted 
to  50,coo. This information is very interesting as a proof that 
the priesthood of Samarqand, in contrast to that of Bukhara, 
showed no opposition t o  the Mongols, and from the very begin- 
ning enjoyed the consideration which Shamanists generally 
showed to the priesthood of all religions. If all the sayyids 
were included in the nurnber of the priesthood, as  in later times, 
then this figure must have been very considerable, though it 
could hardly have reached 50,000. The citadel, as at  BukharZ, 
was taken by assault, when the Mongols destroyed " the leaden 
watercourse," i. e .  the JZkardiza canal (see above, pp. 85, 89) ; 
probably they destroyed one of the dams so that the water 
inundated the neighbourhood of the citadel and undermined part 
of its walls The night before this Alp-Khan (probably identical 
with Alp-Er-Khan) made a sortie with 1,000 soldiers, and 
succeeded in passing through the Mongol lines, subsequently 
rejoining the sultan's armies. The  remaining derenders of the 
citadel, to the number of 1,000 men, assembled in the cathedral 
mosque ; here they were all killed, and the mosque burnt. I t  
is probable that the mosque in question was the new edifice 
built by the Khwarazm-sh5h (see above, p. 366), on which traces 
of fire were found during my excavations in 1904. The sulta~l's 
Turkish troops, who had at first been taken into their service 
by the Mongols, were now surrounded in a level locality and 

Thus according to Juwayni ; JGzjPni says that the siege lasted another 10 days 
aitcr the ambuscade. The town was taken, according to him, on the loth of Muharram 
(17th March). 

/.e. the gate of the place of festival prayers. I t  is supposed to have been on the 
north-western side of the city, where excavations were made by V. Vyatkin in 1905. 
Cf. Btcllctin 054 Corn. Ku.rsr pour I'rJrpforation JE f'Asie crrdrnfe, Kussia~l ed., No .  7, 
1). 1 2  sq. ; also m y  Ovoshenie Turkesfana, p. 1x0. 

From this inform~rion i t  is clear that the citadel takcn by the Mongols included 
not only the citadel tlescribcd by the geographers of the tenth century, but the 
shahristin as well, i .e.  the whole territory now called ACrgsiyHb which was then 
irrigated by the " 1eadc11 watercourse." Cf. the descriptio~~ of Samarqand above 
(P. 86). 



massacred with all their leaders, including TughPy-Kh~n. 
According to Juwayni there were more than 30,000 troops and 
over twenty leaders, whose names were subsequently enumerated 
in the order (yarligh) written on Chingiz-Khan's behalf for Rultn 
ad-Din Kurt, the ancestor of the famous dynasty of rulers of 
HerHt. This document contained a list of all the heads of the 
armies and the provinces conquered by the Mongols, but unfor- 
tunately it has not come down to us. Of the remainder of the 

446 inhabitants go,coo artisans were given to the sons and I relatives 
of Chingiz-Kh3n, as many more were put to siege works, and 
the remainder received permissioll to return to the city, after 
they had paid a ransom of zoo,ooo dinars (i. e. the remainder of 
their property was restored to them?). Several times after this 
the inhabitants were driven out of the town, so that it became 
almost entirely waste. In the time of Ch'ang-Ch'un Samarqand 
possessed only one quarter of the former population of the city l. 

After the conquest of Samarqand, Chingiz-KhHn temporarily 
suspended the advance of his corps. The division he had sent 
from UttrSr down the Syr-Darya under the command of Jiichi 
was equally successful ; the subjugation of this part of the country 
was evidently entrusted to Jiichi because the north-western 
proviilces of the empire were to form part of his appanage. 
Details of his victories are communicated only by Juwayni2. 
The Mongols first approached S i g h n ~ q  (twen ty-four farsakhs 
from UtrZr) 3, with whose inhabitants Jiichi opened negotiations. 
As his envoy he sent the Muslim merchant Hasan-Hiji4, who 
had already spent many years in the service of the Mongols, and 
is probably to be identified with the Asan mentioned in the 
Yiian-ch'ao-ji-ski 6.  The inhabitants killed the envoy, after 
which the Mongols besieged the town for seven days, finally 
took it by assault, and massacred the whole population. The 
son of the murdered Hasan was left as governor of the district. 
Continuing their advance the Mongols captured the towns of 
Uzgand, Blrchinlighltant, and Ashnis, the last named of which, 
whose garrison was composed for the most part of " depraved 

It'orks qffhe PeRing Mission, iv, 31 I ; filed. Kes., i ,  78. Juwayni (i, 94) relates 
an anecdote on the tlestruction of the elephants taken by the Morigols in Samarqand. 
Ching~z-Khln asked how they were fed, and was toltl, on grass; he then ortlered them 
to be let loose in a field, ant1 they perished from hunger. From what Ch'ang-Ch'lln 
says, however, it is evident that the elephants werc srill alive in the winter 01 1 2 1 1 - 3  
( Cb'orks of tRc Peking Jlission, iv, 3 I a ; Afed. Res., i, 79). 
' Juwayni, i ,  66-70 ; Schefer, ('lrr-estomnthie persane, ii, I I a- I  j. Cf. D'Ohsson~ 

Ifistoire dts Il.lon,gals, i, 2 2  1-4. 
See above, p. 1;9. 

' In the printed edition of Rashid ad-Din (T,trdy, xv, 45, I'ersian text, p. 69) 
Husayn Half. 

1Vo'orX.s of the Peking Mission, IV. 95 ; 'tf~d. Ref., i ,  P ~ s ) .  Tn this passage it is 
stated that Asnn lived formerly in the country of the Oliguts and came lo the river 
Argun in pursuit of trade. 



men and robbers," made a specially obstinate resistance. After 
this Chin-Timiir, who belonged to the Oilguts l (White Tartars), 
and subsequently played an important part in the history of 
Persia, was sent to Jand to open negotiations. ( Jand had been 447 
abandoned some time before by the army of the sultan, whose 
commailder Qutlugh-KhSn fled through the steppe to Khorez- 
mia ; according to Nasawi 2, Qutlugh-Khan was stationed a t  
Shahrkant (Yanikant) at the head of a corps of IO,OOO men. 
Chin-Timur was badly received at Jand by the inhabitants, and 
succeeded in securing his return only by reminding them of the 
fate of SighnZq and promising them to withdraw the Mongols 
from Jand. Prior to this the Mongol generals had not intended to 
make an immediate move on Jand, but wished to rest at QarZ- 
qorum. This is not,of course,the Mongol capital of Chingiz-KhZn, 
but the settlement of the Qanghlis (Qipchiiqs) bearing the same 
name, which is mentioned by Juwayni also in the account of 
the first collision between the sultan and the Mongols as the 
place to which the Mergits fled from the Mongols ". The 
intention of the generals shows that at this period the Mongol 
cavalry were already in need of remounts, and that Juchi wished 
to take advantage of the summer quarters of the noinads for this 
purpose. He  now postponed his intention, and advanced on 
Jand. In all manuscripts of Juwayni, and in Rashid ad-Din's 
quotation from him, it is stated that this occurred on the 4th 
or 14th of Safar 7, 616 (April 21 or May I ,  121 g), which, how- 
ever, is scarcely possible ; in all probability 61 7 should be read 
instead of 616, and this event referred to the 10th or 20th ot 
April, 1220. The inhabitants shut the gates, but showed no 
resistance ; the Mongols set up ladders, mounted the walls, 
occupied the town, and forced the inhabitants to leave and 
remain in the fields for nine days, while the sack of the town 
lasted. Only those who had offended Chin-Timiir by their 
specches were put to death. The Bokharan 'Ali-KhwZjah, 

This statement is nlade by Rashid ad-Din (Tt-ud', v, 1x7; vii, 149). Elsewhere 
(MS. AS. Mus. a 566, f. 1 8 2  a ;  ed. Blochet, i i ,  37) Rashid ad-Din quoting Juwayni 
(ii. 2 1 8 )  calls him a Qarii-lihitiiy; in all probabil~ty he was indebted to the latter for 
his education, though it is also possible that he mny have been a (2ar~-lChitiiy, living 
in the country of the Onghuts. 

Nesawi, texte, p. 36, trnd., p. 62. 
111 Schefer's Chr.eslonrathie (p. 114) read j,j (as in the l<hanykov MS. and the 

printed ed., i ,  69, I )  instead of 3 9 .  
L U  ' Juwayni, ii, lor : j,). C;I _ 

(12,. "c,iy. 
r2ccording to the editor of the Ta'rikh-i Jahi j z -ps lr iy  the correct reading is 

ryy Qxrlqorn, 

Tliis date in the printed ed., i, 69, and in MS. iv, a ,  34 ;  also in Iiashid ad-Din 
;n-f+y, xv, 46 ; I'ersinn text, p. T I ) .  

' ~ I ~ I I S  it1 the Iihanykov MS. and in Schefer's edition (p. I 14). 



whom D'Ohsson, apparently on good grounds, identifies with 
Chingiz-Kh~n's envoy to Muhammad mentioned in Nasawi (see 
above, p. 396), was appointed governor of the town. Jiichi 
himself, so far as is known, remained in Jand, whence in the 

448 following I year he marched on Khorezmia. A small force was 
sent to Yanikant (Shahrkant), and apparently occupied the town 
without opposition. Part of the army was sent to Qarsqorum 
or Qaraqim under the command of Uliis-Idil, being replaced 
by a division of 10,ooo men recruited from the Turkmens, 
which was incorporated in the army sent to Khorezmia under 
the command of TZyn3l-noyon. Tayn512, with the advance 
guard of this army, had already accomplished several marches 
when he learnt that the Turkmens' division had mutinied and 
killed the Mongol general appointed to command them. He 
immediately returned, fell upon the Turkmens, and killed the 
greater number of them ; the remainder fled to Merv and ~ m u l .  
This story is hardly to be fully credited. Jiichi's corps could 
scarcely have been sufficiently numerous to be in a condition to 
detach a division, the numbers of which, judging from the 
information given, could not have been less than 20,000 men; 
and, finally, an advance with such a weak force on Khorezmia, 
the centre of the power of the dynasty of Khwsrazm-shZhs, 
would have been devoid of all sense. In any case the movement 
was not renewed, and up to the end of the year Jiichi's corps 
remained on the lower reaches of the Syr-Darya on the defensive ; 
moreover, as we shall see, even the conquered towns did not 
remain all the time under the rule of the Mongols. 

The division dispatched to Hanakath" consisting in all of 
j,ooo men, was placed under the command of AlZq-noyon, of 
the Harin tribe, who with his brother always accompanied 
Chingiz-KhZn '. The other generals of the division were 
Suketu-cherbi of the Kong-Khotan5 tribe, a commander of 
1,000 on the right wing, and Tughay. The Turkish garrison 

Prof. Rerezin's view (in Trudy, xv, I; , )  that a by Ulfis 1d i  is meant the Idiqfit 
with his Uighfirs" is hardly correct : D'Ohsson (Histoire des Morrgols, i,  a 2 3 )  also fell 
into the same error. W e  have seen that the U i ~ h f i r  division took part in the siege of 
Utrir. The texts clearly show that U l ~ s - I d i  was the name of the Mongol gelleral. 
In all probability the name refers to Jida-noyon, commander of a thonea~ld on the 
rig!It wing (Pudy ,  v, 190-1; xv, 134-5)) whose name is found in Prof. %rezln's 
translation also in the forms Jadi and Jede (Trudy, v ,  76, 87 ,  157) ; in the text G+ ; 
in the Yiian-rh'ao-pi-shi Jeday (IVorks ofthe Peking Mission, iv, 60, 6 2 ) .  ' This  reading was adoptetl by Prof. Berezin (Trudy, xv, 46) as well RS by D'Obsgon ; 
so also in the printed edition of Juwayni ji, 70 : Jl+lj.), but in Schefer's edition and 
MS. iv, a ,  34 J k b .  

On its activities see Juwayni, i, 70 ; Schefer, CAreston~athie persnnc, ii, 115 ; 
II'Oh~son, Histoire des Mongols, i, 2 24. 

On him see Trlrd', v, I 96 ; vii, 161. 
/lid., v, 160; vii, 2 1 5  ; xv, 135.  



of Banzkath, I under the command of Ilatgii l-malik, held out 449 
for three days, but on the fourth the town surrendered. The 
Moi~gols slaughtered the garrison, and carried off from among 
the population the artisans and a body of youths for siege works. 
Thus the resistance offered to the Mongols was by no means 
more stubborn at Ranakath than at  other towns, yet of all the 
towns of Transoxania Ban~ka th  is the only one of which it is 
said that it remained in ruins from the time of Chingiz-KhZn to 
that of T i m i i r . V t  is very probable that the town met with 
destruction during the disturbances of the second half of the 
thirteenth century, and that legend mistakenly ascribed this 
destruction to Chingiz-Khan. 

From Ranakath the division, according to Juwayni, marched 
on Khojend, but Juwayni himself in another passage mentions 
Alaq-noyon as one of the two commanders of the force sent by 
Chingiz-Khan to Wakhsh and Tzlqan. In view of this it must 
be assumed as more probable that after the surrender of Banskath 
the force of 5,000 returned to Chingiz-Khan, then besieging 
Samarqand, and that the siege of Khojend was entrusted to  
a special force which was dispatched only from Samarqand. 
Ibn al-Athir4 and Jiizjgni also say that after the fall of 
Samarqand Chingiz-Khan dispatched a division to FarghZna, 
and Juwayni himself admits that the main body of the army 
besieging Khojend consisted of divisions collected from Utriir, 
Hukhzrg, Samarqand, and other conquered '' towns and villages," 
amounting to 20,000 Mongols and 50,oco prisoners. It  is quite 
probable that it was the division of Jaghatay and Uguday, which, 
on its return to Chingiz-Khan after the fall of UtrZl-, was sent 
to Khojend. Whether both princes took part in the campaign 
is not stated, nor, for the rcst, do we know who conducted the 
operations of the Mongols at the siege of Khojend, which forms 
one of the interesting episodes of military historya6 The 
governor of Khojend, Timiir-malik, I could not maintain himself 4s0 
In the town, and with I ,ooo soldiers entrenched himself on one 
of the islands in the Syr-Darya. There is reason to suppose 

The rnm~scr iyts  ol Juwayni hnve*~, vocalired in the printed text (i, 70) and 

ill Schcler's edition ns F . 1 ,  probably f~orn the verb &&I to carry ; Prof. Uererill 

(T,rru'y, xv, 47 ; Persian tcxt, y. 73) rends@-\ ilgnto. 
Pthis de I n  Croix, Hisfoirc de Timu, Ber, iv, ao7; ZaJ(7r Nn'ilrah, Calcutta ed., 

ii, 636. - 
i ,  ya ,  whcre t l ~ c  name is spelled "I&; Scheler, Chrestor~~athie persane, ii, 132, 

with another spelling &c. I<ashill ad-Din has ill both cases j Y \  (Tnrtly, xv, 47, 57 ; 
I'ersian tcxt, p. 73, 8 6 ) .  

Ibn nl-Athir,  XI I ,  254 ; V. Tiesenhanscn, SborniR mntevicllov, p. 28 .  
" 7 ' ibaknt- i  A'asivi, p. 980. 
" O n  the siege of Khojcnd,  Juwayrli, i ,  71 st]. Schefer, Chrtdonrathie $ersarze, 

ii, I I 5-1 7 ; r)'Ohsson, Nisfoirc des Mo?t,go.ols, i ,  2 a4 6. 
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that this island was the one which is situated one verst below 
Khojend, where in recent times there have been found fLmany 
gold, silver, and copper coins, many vessels of different kinds, 
and articles of household furniture, 8zc.l" The island was 
sufficiently far from the shore to render it impossible to bombard 
its fortifications with arrows or stones. The Mongols divided 
the prisoners into tens, and placed a Mongol at the head of 
each score ; the prisoners were compelled to fetch stones from 
the mountains situated three farsakhs from Khojend, and the 
Mongol cavalry threw these stones into the river so as to form 
a dam. Timiir-malik built twelve roofed-in boats covered over 
with damp felt, and above that a layer of clay, soaked in 
vinegar, with small apertures ; against these boats arrows, fire, 
and naptha were ineffectual. A t  night time and early in the 
morning the defenders of the fortress sailed to the bank, attacked 
the Mongols, and destroyed the dam. In the end, however, 
Timiir-malik was obliged to abandon his island, probably because 
the stock of provisions and weapons was running out. No 
reinforcement from any direction, so far as is known, was expected 
by the besieged, nor is there any information on the duration of 
the siege. During the night Timiir-malik embarked his force, 
with the remainder of the provisions and other materials, on 
seventy boats, previously prepared for this eventuality, and by 
the light of torches sailed down the river. The Mongol forces 
pursued them along both banks, but even then Timiir-rr~alik, if  
the historian is to be believed, carried out attacks on them and 
drove them off by his well-aimed arrows. Near RanHkath the 
Mongols had stretched a chain, but Timiir-malik succeeded in 
breaking it. When he reached the neighbourhood of Uzrchin- 
lighkant and Jand, Uliis-Idi had posted forces in advance on both 
banks of the river, built a bridge of boats, and erected catapults. 
Timfir-Malik, however, was able to land on the bank, but, 
pursued by the Mongols, lost his entire baggage and all his 
followers, and arrived safely alone in Khorezmia, where he 
evidently recounted his exploits and saw to their immortaliza- 

451 tion. It was scarcely necessary to have recoursc to marvels I of 
invention to attain this result. The preservation of the life of 
Timiir-malik was of no advantage either to Khorezmia nor to 
the sultan JalHl ad-Din, whom he rejoined soon aftcr this, and 
whose fate he shared up to his death. The exploits of Timiir- 
malik, like the subsequent exploits of J a l ~ l  ad-Din himself, are 
examples of personal heroism quite useless to the common 
cause. On the Muslim side we find heroes with a handful of 
people performing prodigies of valour  robab ably exaggerated, 
for the rest, by their own boastfulness, or that of others), but 

Srcdnenz. l'ytsftrik, May, 1896, p. 19 (article of M. S. Andreyev). 



completely unable to  organize larger forces, and for that reason 
constantly retreating before the main forces of the Tatars. On 
the side of the Mongols we scarcely ever find examples of 
personal heroism in this war; the cotnmanders are no more than 
obedient and sl<ilfi~l executants of the will of their sovereign, 
who detaches and reunites separate corps of his army as occasion 
demands, and rapidly takes measures to evade the consequences 
of occasional failures. The strictly-disciplined Mongol soldiers 
sought no occasion to distinguish themselves from their com- 
panions, but carried out with precision the orders of their 
sovereign or of the leaders appointed by him. 

The Khwarazm-shZh Muhammad was not even able to show 
the Mongols as much resistance as afterwards proved possible 
for JalZl ad-Din. Chingiz-Khan took advantage of the advice of 
Radr ad-din, the traitor from UtrZr, in order to increase the 
sultan's distrust of his generals, who were relatives of Turkan- 
Khatfin ; and forged letters, ostensibly written by the generals to  
Chingiz-Khan, were secretly delivered to the sultan l .  During 
the operations of the Mongols in Transoxania the Khwzrazm- 
shah occupied Kalif and Andlihud with his forces, evidently 
with the intention of preventing the Mongols from crossing the 
Amu-Darya. During the siege of Samarqand the sultan sent 
t o  the help of the besieged on one occasion 10,000 horsemen, and 
on another 20,oco ; but neither the one nor the other division 
dared approach the appointed place3, nor in fact would it have 
been of any use had they done so. A t  Samarqand Chingiz- 
KhZn distributcd his forces in the follotving I manner. Besides 452 
the division sent to  Khojend and Farghgna, one division under 
the command of AlZq-noyon and Yasawur * (of the Jalair tribe), 
a leader of 1,000 on the left wing, was sent to \Vakhsh and 
Talqan, and, according to Ibn al-Athir " to KulZb ; we have no 
details of its rnovements. Ibn al-Athir also speaks of the 
dispatch of a division to Tirmidh, but this fortress, as  we shall 
see further on, was talien by Chingiz-Khan himself. Finally, 
thl-ce tiimens (30,oco Inen 6, under the comtnand of Jcbe, 

Nesnwi, tcxte, pp. 37-8, trad., pp. 64-5 ; Tn'rikh-i Gtcrzfiia, 1'. 497 ; D'Ohsmn, 
Hisfoirt des 11fi~~t~qols, i, 213-15. 111 spite of D'Ohsson's o p i ~ ~ i o n  we see no reason to 
d o u l ) ~  the authrnticity of this Iact. 

Ncsawi, tcxtc, 1). 43, trn~l., p. 73. 
"t)n RI-Athir, xii, 241 ; V. Tiesrnhanscn, Shornik rrra/o.ialov, p. I r. 
'' ( ) n  him see Yi .ndy,  v, 4a ;  vii, 53 ; xv, 140, Persian text, p. 210. Prof. Uerczin 

has two different rcntl~ngs, I h u r  ant1 13isnder. 'I'llis i c ,  i n  olir opinion, the same name 
ns that of the cc1el)rntctl Jnghatay prince of the f o ~ ~ r t e e n t l ~  century who rnigrntecl to 
l'crda (I)'Ohssnri, Ili.rfoi~.e cfes Mnn~ols, iv, 564-8,61 2-28,643-4). His name is spelt ,)+ b y  M'ns-Lf n!~d ),,\+ b y  thc continuntor of Kasllid ad-Din. 

'' Ilm a1-Athir, xii, 264 ; V. Tiesenlinusen, Shor.tzik nralerialov, p. 28. The  

rea(ling u x j  or lLIW seems to he the most proba1,lc. 
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SG buday, and Toquchar-bahzdur, were detailed to cross the 
Amu-Darya, and, without molesting the. peaceful inhabitants or 
besieging the towns, pursue the Khwarazm-shah. Chingiz-Khsn 
decided on this measure only after trustworthy information had 
reached him on the weakness of the sultan's army. Not long 
before this a section of Qara-Khitays (7,000 men) and AlZ ad- 
Din ', the ruler of Qunduz, had separated from this army ; they 
brought Chingiz-KhPn accurate information on the condition of 
the army of his enemy2, who not long before this, if Juwayni 
is to be believed, narrowly escaped assassination in his camp 
(see p. 4c6). The sultan decided to follow the advice of the 
wazir of his son Rukn ad-Din, then governing 'Iraq, to retire to 
that country and collect an army there. Notwithstanding all 
Nasawi's pearls of eloquence 3, we must regard this as a perfectly 
natural decision. Juwayni ' states that Jalal ad-Din persuaded 

453 his father not to take such a I pusillanimous decision, or at any 
rate to leave the army to him, Jaliil ad-Din; otherwise the 
people would be justified in reproaching the dynasty for merely 
collecting taxes from the population without fulfilling the obli- 
gations arising therefrom, the defence of the country from 
external enemies. We may doubt whether these words were 
ever spoken. No one could at that time prevent JalPl ad-Din 
from setting out for his appanage at Ghazna, and organizing 
opposition to the Mongols there. If he and his brothers shared 
their father's fortune right down to his flight to the island, it is 
evident that they were inspired with the same terror of the 
Mongols 5. 

Not long before the arrival of the forces commanded by Jebe 
and Siibuday the Khwarazm-shah abandoned the bank of the 
Amu-Darya, leaving only an observation corps a t  PanjZb. This 
force, evidently, was extremely insignificant, as the Mongols 
crossed the Amu-Darya as easily as formerly the Syr-I>arya. 
Their manner of crossing is described in Ibn al-Athir as  fo l lo~s '  : 
"They made out of wood something like large water troughs, 

know of the existence of Toquchar's division, only speaks of 20,ooo. This is also the 
figure giyen by Vardan (K. Patkanov, Zstoriya nlonplov Po arnlfrat~skjm istoihnikam, 
i. 2). In view of this, and in spite of Raverty's opinion ( Tabaknt-i NaxLi, p. 98;)) 
thcre is no ground for supposing that the historians intentionally decreased the 
numbers of the Mongol divis~on, in order to show up its siiccesses in s more brilliant 
light, and that the figure of 60,000 quoted by JiizjHni is the more accurate. 

H e  is calletl also 'A15 al-Mulk (Juwayni, ii, 197, 18; Tibakaf-i Nariri, 
1023, note). 

Nesawi, texte, pp. 43-4, trad., p. 75. 
lbid., teute, p. 45, trad., p. 77. 

' Juwayni, ii, ro;, l a 7  ; Mirkhond, Khaream, p. 79 ; D'Ohsson, //iJ!oire 
AZongols, i. 242-3.  

"uwayni in one passage (i ,  1 3  j ; Schefer, Chrtstornathir persane, ii, 165) w).s 
that the Sultan sent Taliil ad-Din from N i s h s ~ i i r  for the defence of Ualkh, but that he 
returned to his fathe; on receiving news of th; Mongol crossing. 

6 Ibn al-Athir, xii, 241  ; V. Tiesenhausen, Sbornik nrattriafov, p. 12. 



covered them with ox-hides, in order that they should be water- 
tight, placed their weapons and utensils in them, led their horses 
into the water, grasped their tails (with their hands), having 
fastened these wooden troughs to themselves, so the horse towed 
the man and the man towed the trough filled with weapons, &c., 
and thus everything crossed a t  the same time." I t  is doubtful 
whether the Mongols were able to prepare such a large number 
of wooden troughs on the bank of the Amu-Darya; it is more 
probable that Ibn al-Athir did not grasp quite correctly the 
narrative of his authority, and that the Mongols adopted the 
method usually employed by the nomads to cross large rivers, 
described amongst others by Plano Carpini '. " The leaders are 
provided with a light circular hide, round the top of which are 
fastened a large number of loops ; a cord is passed through 
these loops and drawn tight so that within the circle there is 
formed a sort of repository, which is filled with clothing, 
weapons, and other articles, and firmly tied ; after this saddles 
and firmer articles are placed in the centre, I and the people sit 454 
on these. The  vessel thus formed is fastened to a horse's tail, 
and one man is sent ahead swimming to guide the horse; some- 
times they have oars which they use for crossing. The  horse is 
chased into the water, one rider goes ahead swimming; the 
remainder of the horses follow him. The poorer men are 
obliged to provide themselves each with a leather sack well 
sewn ; in this pannier or sack he places his clothes and all his 
goods, fastens it firmly together a t  the top, ties it to  a horse's 
tail, and crosses as described above." A s  is well known, the 
same sacks served during steppe marches for the storage of 
water. 

According to Juwayni, the news of the Mongol crossing 
reached the sultan at  Nishgpur, where he arrived on Safar i 2, 
617 (April 18, 1 2 2 0 )  ? Jiizjani sa).s that the crossing was made 
only in the inontll of Rabi' I ,  i. c. in May. Juwayni's account, 
according to  which the sultan spent allnost a whole month in 
Nishiipur (from April 1 8  to May 12), and during this time 
gave himself up to enjoyment, forgetting the danger threatening 
him, is extremely doubtful. Nasawi, who had had an oppor- 
tunity of speaking with one who had accompanied the sultan, 
says that the latter through fear of the Mongols did not remain 
a single day in Nishiipur. This was probably the case; the 
sultan's flight to Nishapiir sho\vs that he  expected the Mongol 

1 .Tohr~nrrie~rc/cshes/i~ii ,  p. 170-a; Hakluyt Sac. ed., pp. 81, r 13,  156. 
On thr flight and death of the soltan see Ibn nl-Atllir, xii ,  aqr-2 ,  246; 

1.. Tiesenbnusen, .Tl,or.triX. nraferialov, 1 ' ~ .  I 2-13, I 7 ; Tabakat-i N(zsin', pp. 277-9 ; 
Nesawi, texte, pp. 45-8, trnd.. 1-p 76-92; Jnwayni, ii, 105-17 ; M i r k h o ~ ~ d ,  A-hareerrr, 
pp. 79-85 ; I)'Ol1sson, H i s / o i ~ t  des Mongols, i, 243--56. 

T h e  same date is give11 twice, i ,  13+ ,  20 and ii, rag, 20. 



crossing of the Amu-Darya, and under such conditions he can 
scarcely have made prolonged halts in the cities of Khurzsan. 
A t  Bistgm the sultan delivered to one of the wakils of the 
Court, the amir TSj ad-Din 'O~nar  BistZmi, two chests of precious 
stones, and ordered them to  be sent to Ardahan l, " one of the 
strongest fortresses in the world " (in Nasawi's words). T o  this 
fortress the remains of the sultan himself were afterwards 
removed. H e  did not succeed in saving the treasure ; the 
fortress was subsequently compelled t o  surrender to the Mongols, 
and the chests were sent to Chingiz-KhZn. The KhwZrazm- 
shZh fled through Rayy to Qazwin, where his son Rulcn ad-Din 

455 Ghiirshznchi was stationed with an army of 30,000 men. I The 
sultan now had ample opportunity of destroying the scattered 
divisions of Jebe and Sqbuday, but he failed to take advantage 
of it. He sent his wife, the mother of Ghiyath ad-Din Pir-ShZh, 
and the other women to the fortress of QZrijn, which was com- 
manded by Taj  ad-Din Tughan, and himself summoned as his 
adviser the atgbeg Nay-at ad-Din Hazarasp of LuristZn 3. The 
latter pointcd out to him a mountain chain * between LuristZn 
and FSrs, beyond which there lay a fertile district ; here it was 
possible to recruit ~oo ,oco  infantrymen from the Luris, Shiilis, 
and inhabitants of Fzrs, and with their help drive back the 
Mongols. The sultan did not favour even this plan, and con- 
cluded that Nasrat ad-Din was pursuing his own personal aims, 
desiring, namely, to revenge himself on his enemy the atgbeg of 
Flrs.  Nasrat ad-Din returned to  his province, and Muhammad 
remained in 'Iraq. On the approach of the Mongols he fled 
with his sons to the fortress of QZriin, but remained there only 
one day, and taking some horses and guides with him left by 
road for Baghdad. Avoiding the Mongols who were in pursuit 
of him he arrived a t  the fortress of Sar-ChZhan, where he 
remained seven days, and thence gained the shores of the 
Caspian Sea. 

This is Juwayni's account, which makes no mention whatever 
of the fact that the sultan went to HamadZn, where he was seen 
by the merchants from whom Ibn al-Athir obtained his informa- 
tion. According to Narawi, there was even a battle between the 
sultan and the Mongols in the meadow of DawlatZbZd in the 
neighbourhood of liamadgn. Our information on the nlovements 

In the French translation of Nasawi it is called Errlelin by mistake; the text has 
the correct rearling. 

SO according to  Juwayni (ii, I I 7 ) .  ?'he fortress wns at a distance of tl~rec days' 
journey from Rayy (YHqiit, i, aoj). 

Compare Lane-Yoole, Aiohnrnntea'rrit Uynnsfies ,  pp. I 74-j. 

,I Its name is given in Jowayni (ii. 113) as$" & (MS. i v ,  r ,  34 (1. 141)  ban 
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of the Mongols1 is not very clear either. According to the 
in'structions quoted in the Yiiapz-ch'no-pi-s/ri 2, they were ordered 
to " avoid the towns inhabited by Muslims, and not t o  interfere 
with the local population until he himself (Chingiz-Khjan) arrived 
there, then to attack the Muslims on two sides.'' Plano Carpini " 
says of similar advanced forces (pmecursores) that they "take 
nothing I with them save their felts, horses and weapons. They 456 
plunder nothing, burn no houses, kill no animals ; they wound 
people, kill them or a t  least drive them to flight, but they do 
the first far more willingly than the last." Jebe and Subuday 
had besides this the task of pursuing the KhwZrazm-shZ11, and 
therefore, according to the testimony of Ibn al-Athir4, they 
" made no halts on their road, neither for plunder, nor for 
murder, and only redoubled their pace in his pursuit, allowing 
him no rest." Jiizj jani also says that the Mongols "conformably 
to  the orders they received from Chingiz-KhZn, caused no 
damage to a single one of the cities of KhurZsan," except 
Biishang in the province of Herzt, where one of their leaders 
was killed, and the town was destroyed in consequence and the 
population exterminated. On the other hand, Juwayni says that 
the Mongols left a govcrnor in Balkh, destroyed the town of 
Ziiwa, the inhabitants of which had opposed them and offended 
them by their jeering, and a t  the beginning of the nionth of 
Rabi' I1 (June) approached Nishjapiir. 

The order concerning devastation was broken only by  the 
third division, that of Toquchar. Rashid ad-Din relates that 
the governor of Herat, Malik-Khiin Amin al-Mull< 8, had some 
time before this submitted to Chingiz-KhSn, and received from 
him an edict by which the Mongols were enjoined not to plunder 
in his tersitories. Jebe and Stibuday respected this order, but 
Toquchar infringed it, and was killed in a dispute with the 
mollntaineers. This infringement of discipline was a matter of 
such importance in the eyes of the Mongols that it  is mentioned 
in the k'iin~z-ch'no-pi-shi" which gives on the wliolc only the 
scantiest information on the campaign on the West. According 
to this account Toquchar only " took thc grain it1 the ear," and 
nothing is said of his death : \ \~ l~cn  he returned to Chingiz-lihiin 
the latlcr wished to havc him executed, then forgave him, but 
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reprimanded him and removed him from command of an army. 
I t  is to Toquchar evidently that the destruction of Bfishang 'of 

457 which Jiizjani speaks must be ascribed. ) That  Toquchar was 
not killed on this occasion is confirmed by Nasawi'sl account of 
the destruction of the town of NasZ (which Toquchar could not, 
of course, have reached until after his operations in Herat pro- 
vince) by a Mongol division of ~ o , o o o  men under the command 
of Toquchar-noyon, son-in-law of Chingiz-KhZn, and his assis- 
tant Bfirka-noyon 2. Not long before this the inhabitants of 
Nasii had with the sultan's permission restored the citadel of 
their town, although the sulian had coilnselled them through 
a messenger to fly from the Mongols into the steppes and 
mountains, and wait until the latter, having collected sufficient 
booty, should return to their native country. According to both 
Jiizjzni and Juwayni 4, Toquchar was killed near Nishapiir, and 
Juwayni gives the date as the middle of Ramadiin (November). 
Toquchar's division after this destroyed Sabzawar. There is no 
further information about his division, but in all probability those 
Tatars with whom the Khorezmian princes came into contact at  
the beginning of 1221 belonged to it. Nasawi makes Nasa the 
first city of Khurasiin to be seized by the Tatars, which contra- 
dicts Juwayni's account of the destruction of Ziiwa. In any case 
Jebe's and Siibuday's forces were too weak numerically to leave 
their cominanders in such large towns as Balkh, since to leave a 
commander unsupported by a garrison would be senseless. There 
is greater probability in Juwayni's story of the edict received by 
the inhabitants of Nishiipiir 6, written in the Uighiir script, with 
a red seal attached. In the edict the inhabitants were exhorted 
to show no resistance to the Mongols, and to make submission 
immediately after the arrival of the Mongol army, i. e. the army 
of Chingiz-Khan. 

There is no doubt that on leaving NishZpiir Muhammad was 
able to cover his tracks; of his movement towards 'Iraq neither 
the faqih with whom Ibn al-Athir spoke nor the historian 
Juzjini knew anything. This explains why the Mongols sent I 

458 out their forces in different directions from the ncighbourhood of 
Nishiipiir, evidently to obtain information of the direction in 
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which the sultan had fled. According to Juwayni, Subuday's 
division after sacking Tus  and some other towns took the direct 
route through DZmghHn and SamnZn to  Rayy, and Jebe's 
division reached the same place after sacking some of the towns 
in MZzandaran, particularly Amul. Juwayni says that the 
inhabitants of Rayy submitted voluntarily ; according to  Ibn 
al-Athir the Tatars appeared unexpectedly before the town, 
seized it, and led away the women and children as prisoners. 
Ibn al-Athir explains their appearance before Rayy by the fact 
that rumours had reached then1 of the sultan's arrival in that 
town. A t  Rayy they heard of the sultan's departure for 
HamadZn, and moved in that direction; on the way they 
" plundered every town and every village, burnt, laid waste, and 
put to the sword men, women, and children." According to Ibn 
al-Athir's account the sultan left Hamadan before the enemy 
arrived ; Juwayni says that he met the NIongols on the road from 
Qazwin to QZrin, but was not recognized by then1 ; the Mongols 
shot some arrows at his party, and wounded the sultan, who 
nevertheless safely reached the fortress. The Mongols besieged 
the fortress after the sultan had left it, but on learning that he 
was no longer there they immediately raised the siege, caught 
some of his guides on the road, and followed up his traces. The 
sultan suddenly changed his route, and reached the fortress of 
Sar-ChZhZn ; the Mongols lost track of him, killed the guides, 
and turned back. Finally, according to Nasawi, the sultan with 
an army of 20,000 men was surrounded by the Mongols in the 
plain of DawlatZbZid, in  the neighbourhood of HamadZn, and 
escaped with difficulty, the larger part of his followcrs being 
killed by the RIongols. Here then in the extreme west of the 
si~ltan's tcl-I-itories took place the only battle fought between him 
and thc Mongols. Even if he had been confronted with the 
whole of Jebe's and Siibuday's corps, which is little probable 
(according to Juwayni only Jebe's division moved or1 Hamadiin), 
even thcn the Mongol forces ~rould not have excecded his own ; 
nevertheless here also he thought only of saving his life by flight. 

In spite of the accounts of Ibn al-Athir, Juwayni, and Nasawi, 
it is hardly open to doubt that in the neighboul-hood of Hamadan 
the Mongols finally lost track of the sultan, and that on his way 
to thc Caspian Sea, and on the island where he ended his life, the 
sultan was no longcr being pursued. The island was situated I 
so closc to the shore that, as related by Nasawi himself, the 459 
MhzandarZnis brought the sultan food and other articles daily. 
There can be no doubt that in the ports of MZzandaran the 
Mongols would have found a sufficient number of boats to reach 
their enemy l ,  cspecially in view of the feud between the Khws- 

This cnnclusior~ was reached also by Ivanin ( 0  voenreottt iskussfvj~t i z a v o e v a n ~ a k h  
nrongoCo-falar, p. 66) .  



razm-shPh and the local princes. Of the movements of the 
Tatars we know that from HarnadZn they returned to ZanjPn 
and Qazwin, and destroyed these towns ; according to Juwayni 
they also destroyed a Khorezmian army, under the command of 
Hegtagin and Kuch-bughz-KhZn. In the beginning of the 
winter they invaded A d h a r b ~ ~ j P n ,  where they sacked Ardabil, 
and, as the weather became colder, they retired towards the 
shores of the Caspian Sea a t  MughPn, and on the way came 
into conflict with the Georgians. By the time the Tatars reached 
the shores of the Caspian the sultan was no longer amongst the 
living. 

The island where the sultan concealed himself was situated 
close to the maritime town of  baskf fin, which lay three days' 
journey from the town of GurgZn l ,  i. e. not far from the mouth 
of the river Gurgen. I t  is possibly the island now known as 
Ashur-Ade. How long the sultan spent on this island is not 
known. According to the account of those who acconlpanied 
him. with whom Nasawi subsequently conversed, on his arrival 
at the island he was already suffering from inflammation of the 
lungs to such an extent that there was no hope of his recovery. 
During the last days of his life he richly rewarded with honours, 
dignities, and territorial grants those who had shown him service ; 
these grants it is true had no real ilnpol-tance a t  the time, but if 
Nasawi is to be believed all these edicts were subsequently con- 
firmed by Jaliil ad-Din. The exact date of the sultan's death 
is not found in the original sources ; both Raverty's date2 
(Shawt~iil 61 7 = Uecember I 220) and A. Miiller's "15 Dhu'l- 
qa'da 6 I 7 = I 1t11 January 1221) seem to have been borrowed 
from later compilations. The first date is, in any case, the 
more likely one, as in January I 221, according to  Nasawi ', the 
siege of the capital of Khorezmia by the !blongols had already 

460 begun. Nasawi relates I that after the death of the sulta~l there 
was not enough to buy him a shroud, and that one of his 
followers had to sacrifice his shirt for the purpose. 

Such was'the end of the sovereign who had united under his 
rule most of the countries incorporatcd in the empire of the 
Saljiiqids. On the Mongol invasion hc played such a pitiful 
role that the Mongols thcmselvcs completely forgot him. Even 
the Mongol account of the thirtcenth century omits a11 mention 
of hluhammad, and speaks only of JalPl ad-Din, merging both 
persons in one, as is apparent from the narrative oC the operations 
of Jebe, Siibuday, and Toquchar" In the same way Ibn 

YPqfit, i ,  55-6. On i b a s k ~ r l  see also BibL Ceqg. Arab., i ,  a r q ; i i ,  2 7 3 .  
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Baftiita l ,  who undoubtedly recounts the Mongol invasion from 
what he must have hearci in Central Asia, meiltions only JalZl 
ad-Din, and refers t o  his reign events which took place in his 
father's time. It is, however, difficult to  blame the KhwHrazm- 
shsh for fleeing from an enemy against whom he, as a ruler, was 
completely powerless ; he could maintain the struggle against the 
Mongols only as an adventurer, a character which was evidently 
as foreign to his nature as it was congenial to that of his son. 

A s  early as the spring of 1220 Chingiz-KhZn could count 
Transoxania among his territories, and had already taken 
measures for the restoration of peaceful life : NiishZ-Rasqiq was 
sent as Mongol governor from Samarqand to  RukhZ1.5, and the 
organization of the province was talten in hand 2. Chingiz-KhZn 
passed the summer in the neighbourhood of Nasaf, where he 
allowed the horses in his army to recuperate; in later times 
Nasaf and its environs were fa-vourite s immer quarters of the 
Mongol commanders; as is well known, one of the Jaghatay 
KhZns built a palace here, from which the town received its 
present name 3. Even H5bur4 in his description of Qarshi says 
that though the district was somewhat scantily supplied with 
water the spring there was delightful. There can be no doubt 
that 1 before the Mongol invasion, for unknown reasons, Kish 461 
and its neighbourhood fell into decay, and Nasaf began to  flourish 
in its stead. This explains the fact that the geographers of the 
tenth century reckon KliuzZr (GuzZr) and even the locality of 
MZytnurgh, situated on the road from RukhHrZ to Nasaf, as in 
the district of Kish, whereas Sam'Ztli reckons as in the province 
of Nasaf not only these places, but also a village situated on the 
road from Samarqand to Icish 5 .  

In the autumn Chingiz-Khan advanced on Tirmidh. The 
defence of the town was entrusted to a division f1.0111 Sijistiin, 
thc name of whosc comniander, according to Nasawie, was 
Fakllr ad-Din Habash 'Inin an-Nasawi, but, according to J ~ i z j s n i , ~  
Zangi b. Abu 1;Tafs. The numbers of the garrison are not 
indicated. A propo;al to sul-render was rejected, and both sides 
fought against each other with catapults for some days. Finally 
the Mongols sile~lccd the weapons of their enemies, and the 
fortress was then takcn by assault after a siege of elcvcn days;  
thc town was dcstroycd and all thc inhabitants massacredR. 
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Chingiz-KhZn spent the winter of I 220-1 on the bank of the 
Amu-Darya. Like the banks of other big rivers this locality 
always appeared to  the nomads a suitable place for wintering in, 
and in later times became the site of one of the JaghatZy 
capitals, Siili-Sariy '. In  the course of this winter and of the 
following spring events occurred which altered the state of affairs 
for a short time in favour of the Muslims. U p  till then the 
military operations had taken place in provinces which were 
united to  the Khorezmian kingdom only under Takash and 
Muhammad, and had not touched Khorezmia proper a t  all. We 
have seen that this province was ruled by Turkan-Khitiin, the 
mother of  the Khwarazm-shih, who stood a t  the head of the 
military party. The  behaviour of her adherents in the conquered 
provinces was one of the principal causes of the ruin of the 
Khwiirazm-shah's kingdom, but as the nomads found sufficient 
room for themselves in these provinces Khorezmia itself did not 
suffer from them ; on the contrary, this province, which since 

462 I 204 had been free from hostile invasions, and whither I the 
riches of the conquered provinces had flowed, must have attained 
a high degree of prosperity. This may be seen from the state- 
ments of YZqfit, who visited the country and its capital in 1 2 1 9 ~ .  
The  degree of its material prosperity was reflected in the height 
of its intellectual culture. The  twelfth and thirteenth centuries 
were not a period of progress for the Muslim world, like the 
preceding centuries, but the zealous preservation of the treasures 
of learning bequeathed by former generations was still continued ; 
a t  this period several most important compilations were made and 
rich collections of books were formed. A t  the very beginning of 
the rule of the dynastyof Khwirazm-shiihs, Shahristani, the author 
of a famous work on religious and philosophical creeds, lived in 
Khorezmia till 5 1 o ( 1  T 16). A local historian gives us some 
details of his activities ; this account, quoted by Yiiqiit :', shows 
that the jealous pietists of Khorezmia could not forgive the famous 
scholar his love of philosophy, but that philosophy met with no 
outward obstacles. According to this account Shahristani " was 
a good scholar ; had it not been for some lack of faith and in- 
clination towards this heresy (philosophy) he would have been 
an inlam. We were often astonished that with his many merits 
and the perfection of his mind, he showed an inclination towards 
matters possessing no sound foundation, and made choice of 
a subject which can adduce in its favour neither intellectual 
proof nor the authority of tradition. May God save us from 
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treachery and rejection of the light of the faith. All this arose 
only because he turned aside from the light of the S11ariba, and 
became immersed in the mazes of philosophy. We were his 
neighbours and associates ; he gave himself much trouble in 
order to demonstrate the rectitude of the teachings of the philo- 
sophers and to remove the accusations brought against them. 
I was present at  some assemblies where he fulfilled the duties 
of preacher, and not once did he say 'Thus spake God,' or 
' Thus spake the Prophet of God,' nor did he determine a single 
question of the Shariba. God knows best what were his views." 
Towards the end of the dynasty another famous philosopher, 
Fakhr ad-Din Riizi, the author of extensive compilations in all 
branches of knowledge, lived at  the court of the KhwZrazm- 
shlhs. As regards the libraries in the eastern provinces, along- 463 
side the widely-known evidence of YZqGt for the libraries of 
Merv, may be quoted the statement made by Ibn al-Athir l 
concerning the poet Fakhr ad-Din MubZrak-shZh b. Hasan al- 
Rlarwarrudi, who lived at  the court of the Ghiirid GhiyZth ad- 
Din, and died in J 206 2. This man built a khZn, in which there 
were books and games of chess; the learned (visitors at  the 
khzn) read the books, and the ignorant played chess. Thus 
scholars found intellectual provision even in rest houses. In 
Gurggnj the wakil ShihZb ad-Din Khiwaqi, who was deeply 
versed in all branches of knowledge, and had lectured in five 
madrasahs, built a library near the Shafi'ite cathedral mosque, 
which had no equal, in Nasawi's words" "either before or s i~~ce."  
On receipt of the news of the Mongol invasion ShihZb ad-Din 
abandoned Khorezmia, but it grieved him to leave his books, 
and he therefore carried the most valuable away with him. 
After his death (he was killed at NasS, on the capture of the 
town by Toquchar) his books were found in the hands of people 
of the lowest class. Nasawi made every effort to acquire the 
more valuable of them, and succeeded in doing so, but some 
years later he was obliged to leave his native country for ever, 
and to lcave all his possessions, inherited and acquired, in his 
family castle '. " Of all that I left there," he adds, " I regretted 
only the books '.." Nasawi's books probably shared the fate of 
the rest of the historian's property, which was plundered on 
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the capture of the city of NasH by the army of GhiyHth ad-Din 
Pir-ShZh, whom the local ruler had refused to recognize as sultan I.  

Ruling a rich province and enjoying the devotion of the 
Turkish army, Turkzn-KhZtfin would have been able to inflict 
severe losses on the army of Chingiz-KhHn, or a t  any rate on JGchi's 
corps. Chingiz-KhHn was fully aware of this, and therefore sent 
an envoy, Dznishmand-hZjib, to the queen from Bukh&-2 or 
Samarqand in order to explain to her that the KhZn was warring 
only with her son, who had offended her as well, and that he 

464 would not touch the provinces under her administration 2. ( Of 
course this promise ~irould not have been kept later on. The 
aged queen did not show such energy on this occasion as on the 
invasion of 1204. Simultaneously with the arrival of Dgnish- 
mand the news was received that the sultan had abandoned the 
bank of the Amu-Darya, and TurkZn-KhStGn determined to 
follow his example l. Before her departure she commanded that 
the princes imprisoiled at Gurgznj, who might deirve advantage 
from the difficult position of the dynasty, should be thrown into 
the Amu-Darya ; according to Nasawi the queen was convinced 
that these difficulties would be no more than temporary. The 
princes who were put to death on this occasion numbered about 
twenty, and together with them perished the ~ a d r  of BukhZrZ, 
13urhiin ad-Din, with his brother and two nephews. According 
to Juwayni's account Turk~n-Khi tun had even earlier murdered 
at night by such means the rulers then residing at GurgZnj as 
hostages. The queen at first removed to the province of Yizir 
in the western part of the present TurlcmeniaG, and thence to 
Mizandariin, where she remained with her followers in the for- 
tresses of LzrjZn and 1121. Here they were besieged by the 
Mongols. As on other occasions when they were obliged to 
besiege fortresses in lofty situations the Mo~lgols built a wooden 
fence round them and cut off the garrison from all communica- 
tions. After a four months' siege the fortresses surrendered 
owing to scarcity of water. Accordirlg to Juwayni and Nasawi, 
this was a very rare occurrence in regions with such a rainy 
climate as MZzandarZn ; Nasawi says that during the four 
months there was not a drop of rain, and according to Juwayni 
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the supply of water in the fortresses was exhausted in a period 
of from ten to fifteen days. Both historians maintain that by 
the irony of fate abundant rains began immediately after the 
surrender of the town. From Ibn al-Athir's account it may 
be inferred that the queen was taken prisoner in the summer of 
1220, before the Mongols reached Rayy. Juwayni in one 
place puts both the beginning of the siege of the fortresses and 
their surrender as occurring at the time when the sultan was 
on I the island, in another3 at the time of Jebe's activities i n  465 
MZzandaran ; and the force which besieged the fortresses is 
reckoned in two passages 'in the armies of Jebe, and in a third 
in those of Sibuday. Nasawi says that the Mongols surrounded 
the fortress after the sultan's flight to the island. In view of this 
it is difficult to  determine whether the capture of the fortresses 
should be referred to the time of ~ebe's-operations in MBzan- 
dariin or to the time when the Mongols arrived on the shores of 
the Caspian Sea to take up their winter quarters. The story 
of the drought makes the first the more probable. The sultan's 
daughters and younger sons were captured along with the queen ; 
all the sons, except the very youngest, were immediately killed, 
but he also was strangled later on by command of Chingiz-Khan. 
The princesses were all distributed by Chingiz-Khan to " bas- 
tards," or according to another inore probable reading " rene- 
gades," i. e. to  Muslims in the Mongol service, one of whom was 
the hZjib DZnishmand. An exception was the fate of KhZn- 
SultZn, the widow of 'OthmZn of Samasqand, whom Jiichi 
selected for himself. According to Juwayni "it was precisely 
Khan-Sultan who was given to a dyer living a t  Imil, whose wife 
she remained up to hcr death. The same historian says th2t 
two princesses were given to JaghatZy, who took one for hiinself 
and left the other to his Muslim minister, Ijabash-'Amid. 
Together with the queen was captured her wazir, Nizsm al-Mulk. 
who was executed by Chingiz-Kh5n in 1221. The queen was 
subsequently carried off to Mongolia by Chingiz-KhZn, where 
she livcd until Figolr 232-3 ; on leaving their native land she and 
the other women were brdered to express their gricf by loud 
latnentations. 

On the withdrawal of Turkan-Khatin the civil administration 
of Khorezmia was seized by one 'Ali, whose addiction to lying 
earned him the surname of Kiihi-durighan (" mountain of lies "), 

1 Ihn nl-Athir, xii, 2 4 3 ;  V. Ticsenhnusen, Shor-rlik ~l takr- inlov,  pp. 13-14, 
Account of thc flight of the sultan (Juwayni, ii, I 16) ; Mirkho~ld,  Xkartznr, 

1'p. 84-5. 
V ~ c c o n n t  o f  the cam1)aigns of Jebe arid Siibuday (Juwayni, i, 115  ; Schefcr, 

Chr~e.rfot~tatl,ie jersnrre, i i  . I 49) 
' -1ccnunt of Tnrl<,?n-l \ ;h%~~n : Jnwavrii, i i ,  I 99) ; also in 1)'Ohsson. 

Tuwayni, i i ,  r2G. 

"n the cvents i r l  Ktio~.ezrnia up to the departure of the princes, see Nesawi, texte, 
1 ' 1 ~ .  55, 5 7 ,  trad., 1'1). 94-6 ; Juwnyni. ii, 131 f. ; T~lril'y, xv, 6;-Y. 



and the revenues of the state were unscrupulously plundered. 
We are not told who was at the head of the military forces of 

466 the country, the numbers I of which amounted to 90,000 men l. 

In the summer of 1220 TimGr-IVIalik, the defender of Khojend, 
arrived in Khorezmia. On gaining so enterprising a leader the 
Khorezmian army proceeded to  attack Jiichi's corps, and took 
Yanikant from the Mongols, the Mongol governor of the town 
being killed 2. The  fact that Timiir-Malik did not take advan- 
tage of the fruits of this victory, but returned to Khorezmia, 
shows that there was already some disagreement between him 
and the Turkish leaders. In the winter, order was partly 
restored in the civil administration by the arrival of two officials 
of  the treasury, the mushrif 'ImZd ad-Din and the wakil Sharaf 
ad-Din ; they brought the news that the sultan was still alive, 
and began t o  act in his name. Their arrival was immediately 
followed by that of the princes JalZl ad-Din, UzlZgh-Shah, and 
Aq-ShZh ', who had been on the island with the sultan until his 
death ; after burying their father they had arrived in Manqish- 
I5gh accompanied by seventy horsemen, and obtained horses 
there from the local inhabitants. After this they reached the 
capital in safety, where they announced the death of the sultan, 
stating that he had previously altered his will, according to which 
UzlZgh-Stliih had been proclaimed heir to the throne, and had 
nominated Jalal ad-Din in his stead. In spite of the assent of 
the former heir himself, the Turkish amirs could not be reco~~ciled 
to the transfer; at  the head of the malcontents was TGji- 
Pahlawan 5 who bore the title of Qutlugh-KhZn, and had 7,000 

cavalry under his command, and was probably the same person 
as the former governor of Jand and Yanikant. A conspiracy 
was for~ned with the object of imprisoning or killing JalZl ad- 
Din. The latter was warned in time by Tnanch-Khan, and fled 
from Khorezmia to Khuriisgn, accompanied by Timtir-Malik and 

467 3CO 1 cavalry. Thres days after the departure of J a l ~ l  ad-Din, 
UzlZgh-Shah and Aq-Shah also abandoned Khorezmia, as 
rumours had reached them of the approach of the Tatars. 

Figures in Juwayni, ii, 131. 

Schefer, Chrrstomotlrirprrsa~tt, ii, 11  7, with an incorrect reading d $m141(; ; 
V 

in the Petrograd MSS. of J~lwayni  (MS. iv, 2, 34, f. 32) and in the printed edition 

(i,  71) &,& ; in Rashid ad-Din (Trudy, rr, 49; Persian text, p. 76) &:$ &-. 
The word is defaced in the text of Nasawi but evidently refers to  the name of 

g post, not a proper name, as  the translator supposed. 
' According to Juwayni these princes were in Khorezrnia still earlier, which, 

however, in view of Nasawi's accurate account, is little probable. 
"n Nasawi @ and SO also in the Khanykov MS. of Juwayni ; in the printed 

edition (i, 1 3 1 )  Cy ; in the rnmusctipt~ of  Raahid ad-l)in (Tmdy, rv, 49, Fers. text, 
p .  102) &3. 



T h e  defence of Gurgznj is undoubtedly one of the most note- 
worthy events in history. U p  to  this time the disputes regarding 
the successioil t o  the throne had prevented the union of all 
forces in its defence, but the withdrawal of the members of the 
dynasty sufficed to restore unanimity between the army com- 
manders. One of these, KhumZr-tagin, a relative of TurkZn- 
Khatiin, assumed the title of sultan with the consent of the 
others; of the other defenders of the town Juwayni mentions 
Oghiil-hZjib2 (already mentioned as the defender of BukhZra), 
Er-BiiqZ Pahlaivan, and 'Ali Durfighi s, i. e. Kiihi-DuriighZn, 
who appears here even as an "army commander" (sipahsZlZr). 
For tine siege of such a large town as GurgZnj Chingiz-KhZn 
was obliged to  send a much larger force than against the other 
towns. From the south-east JaghatZy's and Uguday's corps, 
with the thousands of the right wing 4, advanced on Khw4razm 
through Bul<har~,  while Jiichi's corps advanced from Jand in the 
north-east. According to  Nasawi, TZji-Beg (?) was the first to 
arrive at  the head of the Mongol advanced guard, followed by 
Uguday's corps, then the " personal division " of Chingiz-KhZn, 
under the command of Bughurji-noyon 6, finally Jaghatsy's 
corps, which included Tulun-cherbi, the famous leader of a 
thousand of the right wing 5 ,  Ustun (Usun ?)-noyon, and Qadan- 
noyon; the latter, of the Sunit tribe, was also commander of 
a thousand of the right wing and leader I of the thousand keb- 468 
tewuls It is said that the numbers of this army even before 
the arrival of Jiichi's corps exceeded loo,ooo men. Juwayni 
gives some information on the moveme~lts of the advanced guard, 
but the topographical data which it includes could be elucidated 
only if we had the good fortune to find a detailed description of 
Gurganj in the thirteenth century. The Mongols appeared in 

1 On this, Jnwayni, i, 96-101 (Schefer, Ch?.e.rtonfalhiepcr.~a?~e, ii, I 36-40) ; Tmdy, 
xv, 68-73, Pers. text, pp. 104-10 ; Il)n al-Athir,  xi^, 257-8 ; V. Tiesenhausen, 
.Sbor~zih matel-ialov, pp. 3 2  -3 ; Nesawi, text?, pp. y 2-4, trad., pp. I j3-6 ; D'Ohsson, 
Nisfoirt des Illo~rgols, i , z 65-7 r . 

In Schefer's edition the word J,c\ is omitted ; the printed edition has J+. 
Incorrect reading in I'rof. &retin ; the printed edition of J~iwayni has +ZI~. 
Thus in Raohid ad-Din and in the Yiinn-rls'no-ji-sAi (1.t'orks of the Peking 

Mission, iv, 147). 
In Nesawi cErb (MS. without points). 

a Undoubtedly LY?p. should be read in Nasawi's text instead of c ) ~ j b .  In 
l'rof. Berezin's edit~on nnd translation this name appears in different forms, but the 
I'rofessor himqelf accrpts the form Bughurji as the most correct (Trur/y, xiii, zqa). 
111 spite of Nasawi's statement the expression cnli only refer to the "personal 
thonsand" oi the commander of the right wing (Trrddy, xv, 134) ; as we have seen, 
the " per~onnl thousand" of Chingiz-Khln only into battle when the Khln 
himself took part. 
' Trudy, v, 160 ; vii, a 14 ; XV, I 35 ; I.tbl-ks ofthe Pe'ekitrg ilfis~ion, iv, I 20. 

Ibi(i., xv, 13;. 
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small numbers before the gates of the town and began to drive 
off the cattle ; deceived by the small numbers of the enemy 
some of the defenders of the town made a sally from "the gate 
of the world '," and began to pursue them. The Mongols lured 
them into an ambush prepared near the " garden of happiness 5," 
a farsalch distant from the town; here the Khoreztnians were 
surrounded by strong forces of Mongols, who slaughtered a 
thousand men before sunset. The remainder they pursued to 
the town, entering it immediately on their tracks, through the 
Aq5bil5n(?) gate 4, and reached the place called Nabiirah (?) 5, 

but retreated at sunset. On the following day the battle was 
resumed, and Faridiin Ghiiri with a force of 500 men repulsed 
an attack on the gate. After this the armies of JaghatZy and 
Uguday arrived, and opened negotiations with the inhabitants, 
but at the same time occupied themselves with measures for 
a regular siege. As there were no stones in the neighbourhood 
of Gurgsnj the Mongols started to make projectiles out of the 
trunks of mulberry trees; for this purpose each trunk was cut 
into circular pieces, which were soaked in water until they 
acquired the requisite hardness. After the arrival of Jtichi's 
corps the town was invested on all sides. The prisoners were 
ordered to fill up the ditch, and succeeded in doing so (according 
to Kashid ad-Din this operation took ten days) ; immediately 

469 afterwards they ( were set to mining to destroy the walls. The 
operations of the Mongols so terrified the sultan KhumZr-tagin 
that he went out of the gate and surrendered to the Mongols';. 
None of our sources say who took command after him 7. The 
sultan's treachery depressed the spirit of the inhabitants to some 
extent, but the defence continued none the less, and the Mongols, 
who had already planted their standards on the walls, were 
obliged to make themselves masters of each street and quarter 
separately. They set fire to the houses by means of vessels 

Jk ;j'j,3. printed rd., i,  98. 2 ?;= @, ihia. 
I n  Ra3hid ad-Din 100,000, which is, o f  course, impossible. 

u)Llyfi in Schefer ;  c;lY.?ti\ in MS. iv, 2 ,  34;  u ~ \ ,  in the Khanykov MS.; 
u?t~b in the  printed cd. ( i ,  99) ; u)L+b and u)Cl!i in the  MSS. of Rasllid ad-Din 
( lutrdy, xv, Pers. text, p. 106). Prof. Herezin reads Khallan. 

Tllus in Prof. Rerezin ; Scherer has  IJ>+\; tlle MSS. of Juwayni I I ~  (in the -- 
printed erl., i, 99 99) ; t h e  MSS. of Rashitl ad-Din  5,;j'. 

S o  Juwayni  ( i ,  l o o ) .  1)'Ohsson ft>llows Knshid atl-Din's account, which makes 
n o  mention a t  all of IChurnHr-tagin's trenchcry ant1 states that t h e  hlongols occupie(1 
the  walls arltl planted their s tandard there after t h e  slaughter of t h e  3,000 and the 
nssunlption of the  chief command by Ugutlay, seven days before the final fall of  
t h e  town. 
' F'rom Juwayni's account of  the siege of Merv (i, I 24 ; Schefer, Chrrslornalhic 

persane, ii, 15; ; Zhnkovsky, Rnzvaliny .Sfar-,-r.r,o rllcvr~a, p. s o )  it appears that even a t  
!he beginning o f  I a21, 2,000 warriors, one o f  whom was  Oghul-hijib, fled from 
Khwlrazln to MCTV. 



filled with naphtha, and a large portion of the town had already 
been destroyed before they decided that the action of fire was too 
slow, and that it was necessary to deflect the waters of the Amu- 
Darya from the town. In the town itself a bridge was built 
across the river ; ?,coo Mongols occupied it in order to  proceed 
with the work when they were surrounded by the Khorezmians, 
and all were killed. This success gave fresh courage to the 
inhabitants, and the defence was continued with even greater 
obstinacy. Ibn al-Athir says that in the defence of the town, up  
to the occupation of the walls by the Mongols, more of the latter 
than of the inhabitants were killed ; according to  Kashid ad-Din 
the bones of the slaughtered Mongols formed actual hillocks, 
which were still visible in his time near the ruins of old Gurgiinj. 
The principal cause of the ill-success of the siege is stated by the 
same historian to have been the disputes between Jiichi and 
Jaghatsy. The  reason of these disputes is not mentioned, but 
from Nasawi's account it is evident that Jiichi made every effort 
to save the rich city, which would afterwards have been incor- 
porated in his territory, from destruction. With this aim he 
invited the inhabitants to  surrender several times, and in proof 
of the sincerity of his promises he pointed t o  the fact that the 
Mongols avoided military action to the utmost of their power, 
and that, in contrast to their own custom, they had even abstained 
from damaging the country districts (rustiiqs) in the neighbour- 
hood of the town. Amongst the inhabitants the wiser heads 
counselled acceptance of the proposal, but the '6 blockheads " 
prevailed. The  first pointed out 1 that sultan Mul!ammad him- 470 
self when on the island1 advised the inhabitants in his letters 
not to  oppose tlie enemy. Jiichi's indecision, of course, evoked 
Jaghatzy's indignation, and Chingiz-K1151l on hearing of the 
dissensiolis between the princes appointed Uguday to the chief 
comtl~and of all three corps 2. The NIongols continued to take 
quarter after quarter; when there remained but three in the 
hands of tlie inhabitants they at  last decided t o  send the nlu1:tasib 
of the town, the faqih ' ~ l i  ad-Din Khayyiiti, t o  Jiichi with 
a praycr for mercy. H u t  now even Jiichi himself could not grant 
their praycr. The inhabitants were driven out into the fields, 
i~nd  the artisans were ordered to be separated from the rest. 
Some obcyed the command, others hid tlieir profession, supposing 
that the Mongols, as at  other towns, would take the artisans with 
thc~n,  and allow the otliers t o  remain in their native land. 
According to Juwayni tlierc were over ~oo,ooo artisans ; thesc 
were carried away to " the J'astern lands," where they formed 

I t  is unknown why the French translator tnker the word y/u here as a proper 
~ l n m c .  

This inlormati011 is roilfirmed I)y the account in the hfongol epic, i .e. the 
l i l a ~ t - ~  b ' n o - p s h i  ( lf'o?-&s o f f h e  /'eking A/ission, i v ,  I 47). 
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a large number of settlements1. The children of tender years 
and young women were made prisoners ; the remainder of the 
illhabitants were killed, and it is said that to each Mongol 
soldier (of whom, according to Rashid ad-Din, there were over 
.~o,ooo) there were twenty-four men. Juwayni had evidently 
heard an even higher figure, which seemed even to him so 
incredible that he could not make up his mind to quote it. 
Rashid ad-Din quotes also a story about the shaykh Najm ad- 
Din KubrZ. I t  is said that the shaykh's reputation for piety 
had reached Chingiz-Khgn, who ordered him to be warned of 
the Mongol advance on Khwiirazm, and suggested that he should 
leave the town. The shaykh said that in good and evil fortune 
he intended to share the fate of his fellow-citizens, and perished 
at the capture of the town. The story of Chingiz-KhZn's mission 
to the shaykh has, of course, little probability, the more so that 

471 the Mongols had originally ) no intention of subjecting the 
capital of Khorezmia toUmassacres and pillage," and had no reason 
for proposing to the shaykh that he should abandon the town. 

According to Ibn al-Athir the fate of Gurgznj was even more 
unhappy than that of the other cities taken by the Mongols. 
In the other cases there always appeared some survivors from 
the massacre: "Some hid themselves, some fled, some were 
dragged out, but afterwards escaped (all the same), some even 
lay down among the dead (and rose up after the Mongols had 
gone)." In Gurgznj after the massacre of the inhabitants the 
Mongols destroyed the dam ; the water flooded the whole town 
and destroyed the buildings ; the site of the town even in later 
times remained covered by water, and whoever escaped from the 
Tatars was drowned im the flood or perished among the ruins. 
According to Jfizjzni 3, however, two edifices remained intact, 
namely, "the old palace," Ktishk-i Akhchak (?), and the tomb 
of Sultan Takash (in one passage incorrectly called the tomb of 

It  is possible that these Khorezmian colonists were the ancestors of the Dangans, 
or that the ancestors of the r)tingans aclopted Isliirn under their influence (on the 
question of the Dung'ms cf: Izvyestia Russk. Geop.  Ob., vol. xxxv, pp. 00-4, where b Hashid ad-Din's account of the conversion of the prince Ananda and is troops in 
Tangut is quoted ; cf. now Blochet's ed., pp. 599 sq.). As is well known, the Dungans 
even now are all Shgfi'iles, end our historical information shows that the followers of 
this school were stronger in Khoreznlia than elsewhere nt the beginning of the 
thirteenth century. 

S o  Joanyni ( i ,  lor : wk wbj, ; in Rashicl ad-Din women, males. 

and boys " which makes no sense. 
Tahakat-i Nariyi, pp. 28 r , I I 00. 

According to much later information of unknown origin (Mir Abdoul Kerim 
Roukhary, Histoire dc l'A.rie CentraZe, texte, p. 7 8 ,  trad., p. I 77) the tomhs of Najm 
ad-Din Knbrii and Ibn HHjib, the minaret, the tomb of Muharnmnd's daughter, the 
baths, and the remains of the bazaar were saved. The  m~usoleum of Shaykh N R J ~  
ad-Din Kubri  is still situated between the rnino and the modern town (11. L.anudel1, 
Rsrssiatz CmtvaC Asia. ii. 3 4 7 )  and is now "much revered by the Khivans"; 
cf. E. Smirnov, Ucrvishizm v 7irr&rdanyr, Tashkent, 1898 (reprinted from T ~ ~ Y J .  



Muhammad). In view of this the Mongols can scarcely have 
flooded the town intentionally ; but there can be no doubt that 
in consequence of their devastations the dams, especially those 
which, like the dam of the capital, required to bc repaired every 
year l, must have fallen into decay. This explains the inundation 
of some of the cities of Khorezmia, and the change of course of 
the Amu-Darya, which again began to discharge its waters into 
the Caspian Sea 2. 

The siege of Gurganj lasted seven months according to 
Rashid ad-Din, five according to Ibn al-Athir, but Nasawi's 
account, according to which the city was captured as early as 
April, 1221, is more trustworthy. As Khorezmia was to be 
incorporated in Jcchi's dominions, Jaghatzy and Uguday returned 
to their father, who at that time was besieging Talqan, and on 
their way destroyed yet another town 3. 

On their journey from KhwZrazm the Khorezmian princes 4 7 2  
had to pass through Khuraszn, which, as we have seen, was 
occupied by Toquchar's division, but at that time the Mongols 
did not maintain garrisons in the large towns of KhurZsZn. On 
hearing of the flight of the princes, Chingiz-Khan ordered the 
Mongols to post observation parties on the northern frontier of 
Khurasiin. A Mongol force of TOO horse, which was stationed 
in the neighbourhood of the town of NasS, was unexpectedly 
attacked by Jalal ad-Din and his 300 horse, whose onset was 
so impetuous that the lblongols turned in flight, leaving their 
enemies in possession of their arms and stores, but only a few 
succeeded in escaping. Nasawi calls this encounter the first 
Muslim success in this war, as Timur-Ma4ik's other success (the 
capture of Yanikant) was unknown, to him. Thanks to this 
victory Jalal ad-Din and his followers were able to change horses 
and reach Nishgpur in safety. His brothers Uzlzgh-Shah and 
Aq-Shah \rrere not so fortunate. They also succeeded in eluding 
the Mongol frontier guards, but were surrounded by the Mongols 

Vy~a'ov~~sfi) ,  p. IS. It is also mentioned by Ibn 1:aftLtl (l/oyages d ' l b r r  
Hnforttnh, iii, 6 ) .  

YLqUt, i i ,  483. 
ii?#lhL\ (.Yborrrik s/aftE., VC.), pp. S-I  r .  q. my article " Amii Dary5" in Encyc. 

of Zskirrr. Plano Cnrpirii's account (Ilakluyt Soc.  ed., 76, I 10, 152) of the destrilccio~~ 
of the city cnllcti Ornn hy floocling undoubtedly refers to  Curgiinj. 

Its name in tllc printed ed. of J ~ i w a y n i  (i, I O I ) ,  in Scheler and in MS. iv, 2 ,  34 is 

LLK. in the Iihanykov MS. ~ & 6 .  Schefer (Chvestontafhie pcr-~arzr, ii, notes, 

I 7 5  -6) nlggesls the rrnding pd and 110lds that tlie place referred to is tlie village 01  

Krisan, in the Nasaf province (see above, p. 140). There is, however, but little 
likelihood that this village, situated in the locality where Chingiz-Kl~iin spent the 
sulnmer of I 2 2 0 ,  c0~11d by the spri~ig of I 2 2 1  be showing opposition to the Mongols. 
I t  i7  possible that the name stands for Kdl.if ( d J d ) .  
' Nesawi, texte, p. 60, trnd., p. lor. 



in the interior of the country and killed with all their followers * ; 
according to Juwayni the princes were taken prisoner and were 
not killed until two days later. Notwithstanding the insignifi- 
cance of the military forces of the Mongols in KhurZsZn, Jalzl 
ad-Din was unable to collect an army there. Nasawi says that 
he spent a whole month at NishZpur, Juwayni that he spent only 
three days there, and left the town on February 6, 1221. 
From NishZpiir he reached Zuzan (on the frontier of KhurZszn 
and Quhistzn, three days' journey from Qzyin), and wished to 
fortify himself in the citadel of this town, but was forced to leave, 
according to Juwayni, owing to the hostile attitude of the 
inhabitants 4. Nasawi's account is that he himself renounced his 
intention, influenced by the advice of the commander of the 
citadel, that the sovereign should act in the open field and not 

473 shut himself up I in fortresses ; no matter how strong the fortress 
might be the Mongols would find means to capture it. From 
here JalZl ad-Din made his way to Bust through the Her5t 
province. According to  Nasawi's account he joined here 
Amin al-Mulk's division of lo,oco men, which was operating in 
SijistZn, with this force defeated a Mongol division which was 
besieging Qandahzr at the time, and thereafter arrived at 
Ghazna, the chief town in his fief. In no other source is there 
any mention of the battle near Qandahar (unless the passage 
refers to the victory of Amin al-Mulk, on which see below) ; if 
any Mongol force had already at this early date penetrated so 
far south, it could only have been an extremely insignificant 
one; otherwise there would have been some information about 
it in Juwayni or Rashid ad-Din. 

Chingiz-KhSn finally brought his army across the Amu-Darya 
in the spring of I 221, and occupied Ralkh. Ibn al-Athir says 
that the town surrendered voluntarily and was spared, Juwayni a 
that Chingiz-Kh~n accepted the submission of the inhabitants, 
but afterwards broke his promise and ordered them to be killed ; 
those who concealed themselves at the time of this massacre 
were exterminated by the Mongols on their way back. The 
town was still in ruins in the time of Ibn Hatttita", but from 
Ibn al-Athir's account it may be inferred that its destruction 
took place later, as the restilt of a revolt by the inhabitants. 
T i luy  was sent to KhurPsiin, JaghatZy and Uguday to Kho- 

Nesnwi, texte, p. 61, trad., p. 105. "uwayni, i i ,  133. 
/bid., texte, p. 64, trad., p. 108. 
i i ,  134 : &J+ \?. 

"uw;lyni does not mention the movement on Hust, but JiizjHni (Tahokd-i Absiri, 
p. 287) mtntions i t  as well as Nasai$i. 

Nesawi, textc, pp. 64-5, trnd., pp. 109-10. 

Ibn al-Athir,  xii, 255. V. 'l'iesenhansen, .Yhor)lifi ~~a te r ia fov ,  p 29. 

i, 103 sq. (Schefer, C'hrestontathie persnttt-, ii, 141 -2). 

Voyares ti'lhn-Botorr/ah, i i ~ ,  58-62. 



rezmia, and the remainder of the army was occupied in  besieging 
the mountain fortresses in the northern spurs of the Paropamisus 
and the Hindu-Kush. Chingiz-Khan himself besieged the 
fortress of Nusrat-Kuh l, in the neighbourhood of T~ lqBn  2, and 
the Mongol ;amp occupied the " hillock of Nu1man l 1  and the 
"steppe of Ka'b"," between TZiqZn and Balkh. The siege 
lasted, according to Ibn al-Athir, ten months (the first six of 
which were before the arrival of Chingiz-KhZn), according to 
Rashid ad-Din seven months ; during this time Tuluy, JaghatZy, 
and Uguday succeeded in carrying out their tasks, and returned 
to their father. I The Muslims were unable to take advantage of 474 
this period to do the Mongol army any real damage. One of 
the chief causes which impeded the movements of JalZl ad-Din 
was the quarrelling between the Turks and Ghirs, which had 
begun before his arrival. 

JalZl ad-Din's representative a t  Ghazna was Karbar-malik, 
who in I 220 abandoned the province entrusted to him and went 
to Sijistan at the invitation of Amin al-Mulk, who was in action 
there. Advantage was taken of his absence by the governor of 
PeshZwar, Ikhtiygr ad-Din Muhammad b. 'Ali Kharpiist, to  
occupy Ghazna. According to  J uzjiini (whose synlpathies, 
on account of his origin, are wholly on the side of the Ghiirs), 
Kharpust came to  Ghazna by order of KhwZrazm-shah 
Muhammad. The same historian maintains that Kharpust col- 
lected an army of r 30,oco men, with which he prepared to attack 
Chingiz-KhBn, whiie Juwayni puts the total of his forces a t  
20,000. Amin al-Mulk made a proposal of alliance to him on 
the basis of a division of rule between them both, but received 
the answer that Ghiirs and Turks could not live together5. 
This decision was unsatisfactory to the commander of the 
citadel, SalZh ad-Din Muljammad Nasa'i, and the civil governor, 
S h a m  al-Mulk Shil12b ad-Din Alp Sarakhsi, the wazir of JalZl 
ad-Din, who came to the conclusion that " the Ghirs  intend to 
revolt against the sultan, seeing that they remove his relatives 

1 T h u s  in Juwnyni, i, 104 (in Schefer's edition r> by mistake). I n  Ibn 
nl -Athir ,  h.InnsEr-I<l?h, ant1 in  Jiizj5ni Nii~ir-Kch. 

a As Knverty has already ~,ro\-ed (Tubnkal-i .?a.riri, pp: 1008 sq.) this is the 
' !?~I~,?II  in Khur5siin (on which see above, p. ;9), not tha t  in 1 ukhlrist%n. A s  regards 
t h r  site ol Nnsrat-liiih, it is quite pnssiblc that the citatlel of the town of TLlqHn is 
meant. 

7irbnkat-i Nasiri, p. 1009. Other sonrces for the siey, Ibn sl-Athir, xii, 255 ; 
V.  'I 'icscnhn~~sen, J'l~ornik rrrnter,ialov, p. 2 9  ; Juwayni, i, 104 sq. (Schefer, 
( 'Are.c/omnthi~, pcl-sanc, ii,  I q a  j ; Trrrc~), xv, 75-6 ; T)'Ohsson, Histoire u'es Mongo/s, 
1, 273.  ' On the evcnts in Ghaznn I)efore the arrival of J a l l l  ad-Din see Nesawi, texte, 
PI'. 79-do, tratl., 111'. 131 -3 ;  7irl,ak(tt-i illasivi, yp. 1012-16; Juwayni, ii, rga sq.; 
T)'Ohsson, Ilis/oire Jcs Mo?rgo/.~, i,  ag;  -300. 



from all participation in the administration of Ghazna I." I t  is 
difficult to  say whether this is the view of the historian alone, or 
whether the persons mentioned really invented this motive to 
explain their actions, a very strange motive considering the 
inimical relations between the sultan and his relatives on his 

475 mother's side. SalZh ad-Din himself killed I Kharpfist with 
a dagger a t  a banquet (according to Nasawi in the maydan), and 
seized the town before the Ghurs could hear of it, their camp 
being at a distance of half a farsakh from Ghazt~a. The Ghiirs 
did not venture to besiege the town, and scattered ; the repre- 
sentatives of their party in the town were persecuted, and Khar- 
pist's nephew was executed by Salah ad-Din. Two or three 
days after this, Amin al-Mulk arrived and took matters into his 
own hands, imprisoning the wazir Shams al-Mulk in the fortress. 
A t  this time Chingiz-KhHn was besieging Nusrat-kiih, and small 
Mongol forces were operating in other Amin al-Mulk 
destroyed one of these divisions (numbering between 2,000 and 
and 3,000 men), and pursued it, leaving SalZh ad-Din in Ghazna. 
With regard to the subsequent events we find extremely contra- 
dictory accounts among the historians. Juwayni says that the 
Ghiirs took advantage of the absence of Amin al-Mulk to revolt 
and kill SalZh ad-Din, and the power passed into the hands of 
two brothers, the qZdi Radi al-Mulk and 'Umdat al-Mulk, who 
came from ~ i r m i d h , '  the former of whom proclaimed himself 
king. In Pesh~war  a large number of Khalajis and Turkmens 
from KhurZsZn and Transoxania joined forces under the leader- 
ship of Sayf ad-Din Aghriiq-malik. In a battle with them 
Radi al-Mulk was defeated, a r~d  perished with a large portion of 
his army. In Ghazna 'Umdat al-Mulk was proclaimed ruler. 
A'zam-malik, the son of the 'ImZd ad-Din of Balkh mentioned 
above (see p. 352), and Malik-Shir, the ruler of Ksbul, marched 
against him, rallied the Ghirs  around them, and occupied 
Ghazna ; 'Umdat al-Mulk shut himself up in the citadel, which 
was take11 after a forty days' siege. A t  this point Jal5l ad-Din 
released the wazir Shams al-Mullc from the fortress in which he 
was imprisoned, and sent him to Ghazna, where he brought news 
of the sultan's approach. A week later JalZl ad-Din himself 
arrived, and received the submission of all the army com- 
manders. 

JuzjZni and Nasawi make no mention whatever of 'Umdat al- 

J A J  @i 8 5  &.if 6 )J c&.iu, 

It is not known how he  sncceeded in evading the fate which overtook his father 
nnd brother on  the flight of TurkPn-Khiitfin from Khorezmin (Nesnwi, textc, p. 39, 
trad., p. 66). Probably Nasawi confuses him with his brother, when in one passage 
(texte, p .  a I ,  trad., p. 38) he  mentions " Mnllk A'znm (or ' the cliief prince') the 
ruler of 'firmidh" among the princes heid captive in Khorezmia. 



Mulk ; according to the former, Radi al-Mulk on his defeat by 
AghrZq was seized by A'zam-malik, and killed soon after Jalal 
ad-Din's arrival. 1 According to Nasawi, Radi al-Mulk had pre- 476 
viously held the office of inushrif of the diwan (see above, p. 3711) 
in Ghazna ; Saliih ad-Din entrusted the whole civil administration 
to him, but was displeased with him for embezzlement of state 
moneys, whereupon Radi ad-Mulk persuaded the division of 
Sijistznis to kill SalZh ad-Din. Radi al-Mulk continued to 
govern the city until the arrival of JalZl ad-Din, and JalZl ad-Din 
himself only determined to remove him on his victorious return 
to Ghazna after the battle near Parwan. He  was accused of 
embezzlement, and died under torture. I t  is, however, more 
probable in view of the coincident testimonies of Juwayni and 
Jiizjani that at  the time of Jaliil ad-Din's arrival, Ghazna was in 
the hands of A'zam-malik. 

Jalal ad-Din arrived at Ghazna together with Amin al-Mulk 
and an army of 30,000 men, and was joined there, according to 
Nasawi l ,  by another army of the same size ; approximately the 
same figures (60-70,000) are given by Juwayni 2, who, however, 
states elsewhere that there were 5o:ooo Inen under the command 
of Amin al-Mulk and 40,000 under the command of Sayf ad-Din 
AghrZq 4. Besides the three leaders already named (A'zam-malik, 
Amin al-Mulk, and Aghl-Zq) Nasawi names two more, Muzaffar- 
malik, the leader of the AfghZns, and Hasan, the leader of the 
Qarluqs 5. Jalal ad-Din married Amin al-Mulk's daughter. 

With this hetei.ogeneous 'army of his JalZl ad-Din marched 
out to meet the Mongols, and took up his position a t  Parwin '. 
From here he first of all defeated a Mongol force which was 
besieging ( the fortress of Waliyzn (or Walishtan) in Tukha- 477 
ristan '. The Mongols lost 1,000 men killed, crossed the river 

Nesawi, texte, 11. So, trad., p. 134. 'I'l~e aiithor states that four chiefs at  Ghazna 
had each 311 army or 30,ooo men, nnd another army of the same size came with Ja l l l  
ad-Din and Amin al-Mnlk. The whole force would thus amount to aqo,ooo, which 
is hardly possible. 

Jiiway~ii, i i ,  g : I ; 60,ooo nlso in Ibn-Athir 

(xii, 259 ; V. Tiesenhausen, S l~or~r ik  mater~ialov, 1). 33). 
ll~id.! ii, 135 ; Rashid nd-Din also gives qo,ooo ia the first case (Truu), xv, 78 : 

Persian text, p. I I;). 
' Nas:lwi calls him 13ughriq ; so a l ~ o  Ibn al-Athir (xii, agg). 
"He is montioned agnin in the history of thc reign of Uguday (Tahakat-i Nasir-i, 

1). I 1 19). 
"c)n thc basis of Jozjiini's slaiemcnt ( Tobakaf-i Nasir-i, p. 1042) which places 

r'arwsn l~etwcen (;liaznn and lKimiyL11, and of certain other indications, Kaverty 
(illid., I)P. 288, l o z l )  argues, probably correctly, that this refers not to thc well know11 
I'arwan in the vn.lley nf tbc I'andshir !scc a h v r ,  13. 67'1 bnt to another, situated not 
fnr from the sources of the Lilgar river !a tlibutary of the Kabul river). ' 0 1 1  t l~ is  Ijattle Jowagni, ii, I 36 sq. ; T~udy, xv, 80 ; Tahakat-i A'nsit~', p. 1016. 
' The nnmcs of their commanders are given in the various MSS. and editions 

as fnllours: Juivayni, MS. iv, r ,  31 and,,&, in the Khanykov MS. ekk, 
andf l iL,  in the printed etl. jii, 136) +&i and A ;  Juwayni, I. 1 7 3  +&., printed I> 



(probably the Panjshir) and destroyed the bridge; by this 
means they delayed their enemies long enough to enable them 
to return safely to Chingiz-KhZn. Immediately afterwards 
Shiki-Qutuqu-noyon was sent against JalZl ad-Din with an army 
which Juwayni puts a t  30,000, and Jiizjani at 45,coo men. 
Jaliil ad-Din advanced to meet this army, and a battle was 
fought at a distance of one farsakh from Parwzn ; the Muslim 
right wing was commanded by Amin al-Mulk, and the left wing 
by Aghraq. The Muslims fought on foot, holding the reins of 
the horses in their hands 2. The battle lasted two days ; 
according to JuwayniJs account Shiki-Qutuqu-noyon, on the 
second night, ordered his soldiers to prepare dummies of horse- 
men made of felt, so that the enemy should imagine that the 
Mongols had been reinforced. This stratagem was at first 
successful, but Jaliil ad-Din succeeded in heartening his soldiers. 
When the Mongols were exhausted by the struggle, JalZl ad-Din 
mounted his troops and made a general attack, which decided 
the issue of the battle. Shiki-Qutuqu returned to Chingiz-KhZn 
with only the insignificant remnant of his army3. 

The battle near Parwan was the heaviest reverse experienced 
by the Mongols in this war. Its immediate result was that they 
temporarily suspended the siege of the fortress of Wallch, which 
before this had been invested by Arsl3n-KhZn's Qarluq division, 
6,ooo strong, and the Mongol division of Tulun-cherbi4 (who 
had evidently returned by now from Khorezmia). Resides this, 

478 in some of the towns occupied earlier by the Mongols I the 
inhabitants revolted and killed the lClIongo1 governors. The 
hIuslims took no further advantage of their victory than to 
revenge themselves on their Mongol prisoners. Nasawi a5 recounts 
with enthusiasm how " the prisoners were brought before JalZl 
ad-Din, and their ears pierced with stakes in order to appease 
his thirst for vengeance ; Jalal ad-Din was delighted, and his 
countenance bcamed. They were tortured in this life ; but the 
torment of the next life is sharper and more The 
army commanders quarrelled with each other over the booty. 

e l .  ( i ,  9 )  & ; Schcler, Chrerfomnthie fe>-rone, i i ,  I 41-3 &, printed ed., 

i ,  105 d+i. Prof. Herezin reads hlukHjik and Mulghlr (from the manuscript rending 
of Kashitl ad-Din, see Trtdy, xv, Yers. text, p. I 2 I ) .  

TabaRaf-i 1Vasivi, p,  I 006. 
Thus according to Juwayni (ii, 137 : W b b  .LiG 8 3 4  u u  b Jyj 

L J ~  Irl) 3 2, -I (in the printed text -3 9)  '-3 p). According 
to Kashid ad-Din (firur'y, xv, 80, Persian text, p. 122\, they fastened the horses' reins 
to their lwlts; so also in Mirkhwlnd (A'harccm, p. 96). 

T h u s  in Jnwayni (ii, 158) ; cf. Tmtiy, xv, 60-8 I .  
TnhaRof-i Aiasiti, p. 1004. 

"~e~awi ,  texte, p. 8 1 ,  trad., p. 135.  The extent to  which the Milslims exaggerated 
their victory is shown by Nasawi's tr~le that Tiiluy fell in the battle. 



These dissensions evoked national passions with which Jal5l ad- 
Din was unable t o  cope ; Sayf ad-Din AghrZq, A'zam-malik, 
and Muzaffar-malik abandoned their sovereign, and  he was left 
with none but Amin al-Mulk and his Turks1. 

If Rashid ad-Din is t o  be believed, Chingiz-KhZn gave no 
sign of his vexation on receiving news of the  defeat, but remained 
perfectly calm. H e  remarked only that  " Shiki-Qutuqu was 
always accustomed to  being the victor, and  so far had never 
experienced the cruelty of fa te ;  now, when he  had felt it, he  
would be more cautious." TZlqZn was a t  this time already in 
the hands of the  Mongols, and Chingiz-Khan could therefore 
march against the enemy with all his forces. After the defection 
of his generals Jalal ad-Din could not give open battle t o  his 
adversaries, but he would probably have been ablc t o  harass 
their movements through the passes of the  Hindu-Kush. W e  
d o  not know why he did not adopt this plan, hut merely 
retreated before the Mongols to  the very banks of the Indus. 
On the movements of the Mongols the original sources give us no  
very clear statements. Juwayni in his account of the Mongol 
invasion says that  Chingiz-Khan received news of the defeat a t  
WZliyZn after the  capture of Tzlqan, immediately set out on the 
march and reached Batniyan through Guzarwan 4, where he 
spent a whole month owing to  the  opposition of the inhabi- 
tants. I A t  the siege of 13amiyZn Chingiz-Khan's favourite 479 
grandson Mutugen, Jaghatay's son, was killcd ; for this reason 
orders were given when the town was taken t o  destroy every 
living thing in it, and it was given the name of Mobaliq (" evil 
town "). In  the  next chapter Juwayni maltes Chingiz-Kh5n 
go direct t o  Ghazna after the  defeat of his generals so hurriedly 
that  " no one was able t o  prepare food for himself." In  the 
chapter on Jalal ad-Din there is no mention whatever of the  
advance on Ramiy,?n, nor in the chapter on Amin al-Mulk and 
Aghraq, where he  adds  a statement not found in the  other 
passages, that part of the  army of Shiki-Qutuqu, t o  the number 
of 10,000 to J2 ,COO men, pillaged Ghazna, which was thPn 
without an army, burning the cathedral mosque and killing 
many of thc inhabitants, before their encounter with Jalal ad- 
Din" Rashid ad-Din says that  after the capture of T a l q a ~ ~ ,  

1 On this Juwayni,  ii, 139 and 196;  Nesawi, texte, pp. 81-2 ,  trarl., pp. 136-7 ; 
I )'( )hscon, Ilis/oit.f r1e.e.r ~ ~ ~ o ? z ~ c o / s ,  i , 303. 

fi~ldy, xv, 81 ; Persian text,  p. I 1 3 .  

3 Juwayni, i, 104 sq. : Schcter, hre.r/onra/hie ptr.ra?re, ii, 142-3. 
I n  Schekr's t rxt  nnd MS., iv, 2, 34, (1. 46) U>,$ in the Khanykov MS. U$j,<,' 

in  the prillted ed., i, 105, ,., ,; . The place ill question is the fortress of ' >  
Rang in Gurziwiin ((;uznrw&n) where the commn~lder was Ulugh-KhHn (TabaRnt-t 
~Vnsir-i, p. 1003). 

lJ I, 106. Jllwayni, ii ,  196 ; c f .  T ~ b n k n t - i  Absiri, p. lonr. ' Trudy, XV, 76-7, 83-3 ; Persian text, 1)p. I I 5-1 7 ,  124- j. 



the siege of which lasted seven months, Chingiz-Kh~n went to 
RZmiyZn; after the destruction of this town he returned, and 
together with his sons "spent the summer in the hills of THlqln," 
moving thence on Ghazna in the autumn, " when the men had 
rested and the horses were fed." The historians who do not 
depend on Juwayni (Ibn al-Athir, Jiizjiini, and Nasawi) have not 
a word to say on the capture of Riimiyln, and make Chingiz- 
Khan go direct from THlqln to Ghazna, without giving any 
details of his route. In one passage JiizjZnil notes that 
Chingiz-Kh5n went through GharjistZn, and left all his heavy 
baggage in camp under the guard of a small force, as there was 
no wheel road across the mountains. I t  is not known from 
what source RIirkhwHnd borrowed his information that Chingiz- 
Khan passed from Talqln through AndarHb, the siege of which 
lasted a full month, thence through BHmiyZn, and after taking 
this town through KHbul to Ghazna. Of the European investi- 
gators, DIOhsson makes Chingiz-IChZn march in the autumn 
from Talqall to Gurziwiin and HHmiyZn, and in the latter town 
receive the news of the defeat of his generals. Raverty comes 

480 to the conclusion ( that the siege of BPmiyZn never took place, 
and that \VlliyZn should be read everywhere instead of BlmiyZn. 
If, however, TZlqan and Parwan were situated where this scholar 
locates them, there is nothing improbable in the fact that 
Chingiz-Khan chose the route from the present Maymana south 
to the river Mak, thence through Shahar, Bai, the Haftld-Girdish 
pass, and the provinces of BalkhZib, Yakvalan, and Firuzbagar 
to  Biimiyiin % I t  is difficult to say whether BBmiyHn was only 
captured then, or had already been captured in the summer; in 
the second case it must be admitted that Chingiz-KhHn marched 
from TZlqan to the Hindu-Kush to avoid the summer hot 
weather before the fortress had fallen, leaving a force to prose- 
cute the siege, and that the capture of the fortress occurred in 
the autumn, after his return. There is of course nothing im- 
possible in  this. 

According to Rashid ad-Din's account Chingiz-KhBn i~lspected 
the battlefield of Parwzn, and reprimanded his generals on the 
unfortunate choice of position. Chingiz-Khln himself met with 
no opposition from Jalll ad-Din's army, and occupied Ghazna, 
where he learnt that the sultan h a ~ l  abandoned the town fifteen 
days before. According to J uwayni, Chingiz-Khln appointed 
MPbii-Yalavlch yapparen tly not Mabmtid-Yalavich) as governor 

Tubakaf-i A'asin', pp. 1071-2. Mirkhond, A-harezm. pp. 97-9- 
T)'Ol~ssnn, t/istoire des rl.Jolr.qols, i, 294-6. 

' Tabakaf-i rVbsiri, pp. ago, 1020-a I ,  1025. 
"he statement quoted below, that part of tbe baggage was left at RaghlPn, 

i t  necessnrv to assume that another Mongol division marched from TukhHristHn via .. 
AndarPb ahd the valley of the Panjshir. 

So Sehefer (Chrnxfonrafhie *rra,tr, i i ,  143) ; printed en., i, 106 : $9. LL 



of the town: but after the flight of Jalzl ad-Din he sent Uguday 
to Ghazna, who by his father's orders took the most severe 
measures against the town, which had already submitted (no- 
thing is said of a revolt of the inhabitants) ; the inhabitants were 
driven into the fields and massacred, with the exception of the 
artisans, who were made prisoners l .  Jiizjiini also mentions 
the massacre of the inhabitants, without however any mention of 
the preliminary occupation of the town. Jald ad-Din had 
already retreated to the Indus, and ordered boats to be made 
ready for the crossing. A t  this time an encounter took place 
between the sultan's rearguard, under the command of Urkhan, 
and the Mongol vanguard, in which the Muslims were defeated ; 
but according to Nasawi, Jal5l ad-Din himself made an attack 
on the Mongol vanguard a t  Gardiz (one day's journey east I of 481 
Ghazna), and completely defeated it. Whatever may have been 
the issue of this encounter it did not delay the main Mongol 
forces, which reached the bank of the Indus even before the boats 
were ready; only one boat arrived, in which it was intended to 
place the women of the sultan's family, but it too was broken 
by the waves. Jab1 ad-Din also failed of success in his second 
plan, to attract his former generals once more to his side '. 

The decisive battle on the bank of the Indus took place, 
accordii~g to Nasawi, on Wednesday, November 24th 5, I 221. 
As regards its site we possess only the testimony of JiizjaniG 
that Jalal ad-Din retreated to Peshawar (reading doubtful), 
Nasawi's story that after his crossing JalZl ad-Din was attacked 
by the ruler of the mountain province of Jiidi, and Sharaf ad- 
Din Yazdi's account of the campaign of Timir  s. 'The latter is 
said to have reached the bank of the Indus a t  the site of Jaliil 
ad-Din's battle with the Mongols, and after crossing entered 
a steppe which bore in remembrance of J a ld  ad-Din the name 
of Chuli Jalali (according to Raverty this name has been pre- 
served to the present day), and received the submission of the 
princes of the mountain province of Jiidi. Raverty lo considers 
it possible to take as the site of the battle the landmark Ghq5- 
trap (literally " the horse's leap "), which, in his opinion, may 

Schefcr, ihid., ii, 144:  Ji~wayni, i ,  108;  D'Ohsson, i ,  310. 
a Tabakaf-i Nnsi~i ,  pp. 1042-3. 

For this Juwayni, i i ,  I 40 ; r)'Ollsson, I I i s fo i~ t  des Monpls, i, 306. 
4 Nesawi, texte, pi). 82-3, trad., pp. 1 3 8 9 .  
6 According to Nnsawi the 9th of Slinwwll; in Juwayni and the other sources the 

inonth of l<ajnb is given (August-September; ill  MirkhwHnd (A'hlrt-ezrrr, p. 1 0 1 )  
incorrectly 620). K~verty ( f ihaka t - i  Aksiri, pp. lo4g-jo) pointed out the irn- 
prol)ahility of these dates, though he hnd not read Nasawits history. 
' Y'nbaRnf-i Nasivi, pp. 291-2. 

Nesawi, textc, p. Hb, trad., p. 142. 
I'Ctis de In Croix, Histoire de Tinrrcr-Btc, iii, 45-7. Zafar-Ai&mah. Cnlc. 

etl., ii,,47. 
V a b a k a f - i  Nnsiri ,  p. 293. lo Ibid., p. 292. 



have received this name after the sultan's crossing. The land- 
mark is situated somewhat below the NilZb crossing, and the 
whole of this reach presents vast and impassable rapids. 
Raverty ' admits that this point does not entirely correspond to 
the site of Timiir's crossing, which was made at Dinkot. 

According to Nasawi's account the centre of the Muslim 
482 army under the command I of Jaltil ad-Din in person spread 

confusion amongst the Mongols, and Chingiz-Khan himself had 
already turned 111 flight (?), but the battle was decided by the 
attack of the I 0,000 Mongol bahzdurs (see above, p. 3 8 4 ,  who 
had till this moment been lying in wait, on the Muslim right 
wing, commanded by Amin al-Mulk. JalZl ad-Din's son, aged 
seven or eight years, was taken prisoner and killed ; and his 
mother, wife, and other women were thrown into the water by 
order of JalZl ad-Din himself to prevent their falling into the 
hands of the Mongols. The sultan himself crossed the river on 
a horse, which he afterwards kept with him until the conquest 
of Tiflis, but never again rode. Four thousand of the soldiers 
reached the bank along with him ; and three days later he was 
joined by 3co cavalry who had been carried a long way down 
the river b? the current. 

Chingiz-Kh5n did not consider it necessary to cross the Indus 
inlmcdiately after Jalil  ad-Din; in the following year a division 
of 20,000 men was sent in pursuit of the sultan, but it reached 
no further than Multzn, and in consequence of the summer heat 
returned without capturing the town ". The military activities 
of 1222 were confined almost exclusively to the investment and 
capture of mountain fortresses, an account of which does not lie 
within our province 4. I t  remains still to give some account of 
the events which occurred in 1221 in KhurZsZn, and which 
exerted some influence also in  Transoxania. 

A t  the beginning of 1221 Chingiz-KhZn sent Tiiluy from 
Tzlqan to occupy the cities of KhurZsZn, for which, if  Juwayni 
is to be believccl, he gave him only a tenth part of his army. 
The number of the forces which he recruited from the towns 
,which submitted was considerably greater, as before reaching 
Merv he had already 70,000 men " according to the same 
historian. In KhurZsan, after the departure of Muhammad, 
matters followed the same course as in Khorezmia and Ghazna ; 
the power fell into the hands of individual ambitious men and 
adventurers, some of whom dreamed of a royal throne; such 
dreams \yere entertained in Merv by the former civil adminis- 

TahaRnt-i Aasiri ,  p. a91.  1 Nesawi, texte, pp. 83-5, trad., pp. 139-41. 
Juwnyni, i ,  I I a ; Schef'er, Ch~estomnfhie~ersanc,  i i ,  147. 
'The fullest details are Riven by Jfizjini  (T'clbaRat-i Nascri, pp. 1043 sq.). . . 

i ,  1 1 7 :  Schcfer, C.P.,-li ,  1 5 1 .  
i ,  1 2  j ; Schefer, C. P., i i ,  157. Cf. Zhukovsky, Anzvaliny Star. i l f m a ,  p. 51. 



trator of the town (hakim and wazir), Mujir al-Mulk Sharaf ad- 
Din Muzaffar '. With such conditions prevailing Tiiluy I was 483 
able to carry out his task-the subjugation of the three largest 
cities of Khurasan (Merv, Nishapur, and Herat) and many less 
important ones-in the space of less than three months. Merv 
was taken on February 25, I 221 2, the inhabitants, except for 
400 artisans, being niassacred. A member of the local aristo- 
cracy, the amir Diya ad-Din 'Ali, and the Mongol commander 
Riirmas were appointed governors of the town, and were entrusted 
with the task of gathering those of the inhabitants who had 
escaped from the slaughter; the latter, however, suffered a fresh 
attack on the part of other Mongol forces. Still more grievous 
was the fate of Nishiipfir, which was taken by the Mongols on 
Saturday. April lo. The inhabitants were requited for the 
death of Toquchar in November, 1220, from an arrow on their 
city walls. I n  consequence of this Tiiluy refused to accept their 
appeal for mercy, and on the capture of the town its inhabitants 
were massacred, all except 400 artisans ; the to1~11 was destroyed 
to its foundations and its site ploughed over. A Mongol amir 
with 4003 tajiks was left among the ruins to exterminate the 
remnants of the inhabitants *. Herat suffered least of all ; none 
of the inhabitants were killed except the KhwZrazm-shah's 
army, which numberd 12,000 men, and Mongol and Muslim 
governors were appointed over the town5. 

In the second half of 1221 rumours of Jalgl ad-Din's victories 
caused revolts in some of the cities of KhurZsiin, in Mcrv and 
Herst amongst others ; the rebellion in Merv broke out in the 
middle of November. DiyZ ad-Din 'Ali had gone to Sarakhs 
at ,this time to put down a 111ovement which had broker1 out 
there, and RBrmZs removed the artisans and other prisoners 
from the town in order to send them to Rukhiir,?. The in- 
habitants, coming to the conclusion that the governor had 
received news of some movement of the sultan and was pre- 
paring to flee, rose in revolt. In vain Barmas went to the gate 
of the town and summoned the mernbers of the aristocracy ; no 
onc appeared. Bgrrnss killed some persons whom he found at 
the gate, and left I for Rukhara with his entourage, amongst 484 

On him see Zhnkovsky, ihi(f., pp. 49-50. 
Jut\-ayni, i ,  1 2 5  (1st Mnharram 618). 1'101. Zhukovsliy does not  give the 

exact date. 
I n  Schefer (( 'hvtsfot~~nfhie  pel-salrt, ii, 169) the word A& is omitted ; cf. 

Juwayni,  i ,  140. 
" On the fnte of h'ishapfir J u w n y n i ,  i ,  13.7-40 ; Schefer, C'hresfo~rrathit fevsarre, 

i i ,  163-9 ; D'Ohsson, IIisforre (ips Illor!ro/r, i, 288-91. Nasaai relates the fnte of the 
city In approxlnlatcly the same words, but according to hiln it was not taken till 
the rntl of 618, after Jal5I ad-])in's fl~ght to llldla (Nesawi, texle, 11. 54, tmd., 1). 9 2  ). " )'Ollsson, //istoi?.r cles Illo~zfiols, I ,  2 9 2 .  
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inaccurnc~es. Cf. Juwnjni, i, I a 8  scl. ; Schefer, C'llr.esfo~r/nthie pe?scz?u, ~ i ,  160-3. 



whom is mentioned the Kllwgjah Muhadhdhib ad-Din BZsta- 
bZdil. BZrmZs died a t  BukhSrS, and the inhabitants of Merv 
whom he had brought with him remained there. On his return 
to Merv DiyZ ad-Din divided his booty amongst the inhabitants, 
and sent them the son of Baha al-Mulk (one of the former 
leading men of Merv), but he avoided entering into too intimate 
relations with the leaders of the rebels, at the same tirne busying 
himself with the repairing of the city walls and citadel. When 
a Mongol force appeared before the town DiyZ ad-Din met them 
with honours and kept them with him, but immediately after- 
wards Kushtagin-Pahlawzn 2, one of the leaders of JalZl ad-Din's 
guard, appeared with a large troop and invested the town. 
Some of the "bad characters of the town " went over to him and 
abandoned Diya ad-Din, who together with the Mongols retired 
to the fortress of Marzglla 3. Kushtagin occupied the town and 
took measures for the repairing of the walls, and the restoration 
of agriculture. The opposition party invited in DiyZ ad-Din, 
who came back in consequence as far as the city gate. On 
hearing of this Kushtagin ordered him to be seized and de- 
manded money from him, to which he replied that he had 
already given it to " dishonourable people," namely, to those 
who yesterday were fighting for him, and now were with Kush- 
tagin. The latter ordered his opponent to be killed, and began 
to occupy himself with still greater zeal in the reorganization of 
agriculture, amongst other measures restoring the dam on the 
Murghib. According to Nasawi 4, Kushtagin became so strong 
that he was able to march from Merv to HukhZrZ and kill the 
Mongol governor left there ; the latter statement, however, is 
open to doubt, as the NiishZ-basqZq mentioned in Juwayni is 
probably identical with the governor BOqS-BishH (or NOshZ) 
mentioned in Wa+f ', although WassZf also says that BeqZ- 
ROsh5 was appointed governor in LJ&dayJs time. The revolt 
was put down by the Mongols during 1222, probably at the 
end of the summer. Qariija-noyon arrived a t  Sarakhs, and 
Kushtagin abandoned Merv at night with 1,ooo soldiers. The 
Mongols overtook his forces near the village of Sangbast' 

' In the printed ed., i ,  110 LS~\)L..,&. 
More correctly Kuchtrgin (as in Nasawi wc c$; Juw. +)a 

Gr in the printed ed., i, 129. 
' Nesawi, texte, p. 68, trad., p. I 15. 
" Garnison" by mistake in the translation (& in the texl). 

"amrner-Purgstall, Geschuhte Wassnfs, i ,  2 5 .  

Or Qaricha-noyon ; in the printed ed., i, 130, ,93 *I,'. 
In the printed ed., i, 130, erroneously w, &. It is a well-known locality 

with a ribit built hy Arslsn-Jiidhib, the contemporary of Sultan Mahmod Ghamayi ; 
cf. Riiwandi, Rihar as-,Yudfir, ed. Mirzii Iqbiil, p. 9 2 ,  and the description of the rnlng 
by E. b e z ,  Churamnisrhe BaudenRmaIe~, p. 5 2  q. It lies one day's march to the 
S.E. of Meshhed. 



(between Sarakhs and NishZpfir according to Prof. Zhukovsky), 
and exterminated a large part of it ; Kushtagin himself escaped, 
as we know from I Nasawi's account, fled to Sabzawar, and 485 
thence to Gurgan, where he joined the army of InZnch-KllZn, 
who was a t  that time ruler of some of the towns of IChurZsZn. 
Three or four days later a body of 2co horsemen from Qutuqu- 
noyon's army reached Merv ; of these loo men stayed near the 
walls of Merv and communicated the situation to the generals 
TurbZy (or TClrtGy) and QabZiy (or Qat2y)-Ilchi, who were 
stationed a t  Nakhshab (Nasaf). Five days (?) alter this Tfirbay 
had already arrived at Merv with a force of ,5,ooo men, amongst 
whom was the local commander (sipahsal2r) Hum5yiinJ who 
bore the title of ~c l -mal ik .  The town was immediately taken 
and the inhabitants massacred. On this occasion ~oo,ooo men 
are said to have perished. Aq-malik was left among the ruins 
to exterminate tlie remnants of the population, and carried out 
his task with even greater zeal than the Mongol leaders; the 
unfortunates were shut up in the Shihabi tnadrasah and after- 
wards thrown from the roof. In spite of this the town was again 
restored after the departure of the Mongols, and the leadership 
was assumed by a certain Arslzn, " a  son of an amir." After 
this a certain Turltmen arrived in Merv from NasZ ; the inhabi- 
tants submitted to him, and he succeeded in collecting an army 
of 10,coo men, and ruled for six months. According to Nasawi 
his name was Taj ad-Din 'Omar b. Mastud, and he governed 
Abiward and Kharqan as well as Merv ; according to Juwayni 
he even undertook a pillaging expedition on the Mongol baggage 
lying a t  RIarwarrfid, I'anjdih, and TilqZn. A t  the same time 
he invested Nasii, where a descendant of the local dynasty, 
Nusrat ad-Din Hamza b. Mul!am~l~ad, was then ruling. Here Taj 
ad-Din's forces were suddenly attacked from the direction of 
YZzir (see above p. 4.30) ; the governor of the citadel simul- 
taneously made a sortie, and TZj ad-Din himself was killed. 
Qariija-noyon with  coo men marched on Merv from TSlqZn, 
and began to plunder, apparently without meeting any opposi- 
tion. Directly afterwards Qutuqu-noyon appeared with an army 
of ~oo ,oco  (?) men, I which included Khalajis and Afghans, who 486 
began to treat tlie inhabitants wit11 even greater cruelty and 
violence, and destroyed thc last renlnants of Merv. 

- - - -  - -- - 

I J u d g i n ~  from the spelling this is the same person who in the spring and 
beginning o f  the summer of I a a a  was in command of a Mongol division in India. 
H i s  name is given in the p~inted  ed. i ,  I I a  as LSbIy, i, 130 as LS& J,  in Schefer's 
text (C. P., i i ,  147 and 1 6 a )  &,i, in MS., iv, a ,  34 and the Khanykov MS. &,i and - 
&,J, in Rashicl ad-Din ( T d y ,  xv, Pers. text, pp. 128, 130) &,J and &b 3, and 
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4S0 CI-IINGIZ-KHAN AND THE MONGOLS 
After the destruction of Balkh and Merv the disorders which 

broke out in the provinces south of the Amu-Darya could no 
longer affect the tranquillity of Transoxania. In  this country 
the refractory elements appeared only in the form of robber 
bands, and were not in a position to seize towns and districts. 
Some information on the condition of the country during these 
years, and on Chingiz-KhZn's return journey, is given in the 
description of  the journey of the Chinese hermit Chrang-Chcun 
compiled by one of his disciples l. 

The fame of the holy life of the Taoist Ch'ang-Ch'un reached 
Chingiz-KhZn, who in the summer of 1219, while he was still on 
the bank of the Irtysh, sumnloned him before him. From the 
questions which Chingiz-KhZn subsequently put to Ch'ang-Ch'un 
it is evident that the conqueror hoped to receive from the philo- 
sopher "the medicine of immortality," having taken in its 
literal sense the Taoist teaching on Tan (the philosopher's 
stone), a1 though the school to which Ch'ang-Ch'un belonged 
sought this treasure in the psychic world alone, and endeavoured 
only to attain undisturbed philosophic calm. From some of 
Ch'ang-Ch'un's expressions it is evident that in complying with 
Chingiz-KhZnPs desire he dreamed also of exerting his influence 
on the conqueror for the cessation of bloodshed 3. 

Ch'ang-Ch'un travelled through Mongolia, Uighuria, the Kulja 
district, and Semiryechye to Sayram, where he arrived in 
November, I 221. The roads had been repaired by the Mongols 
at the time of their advance, and were in a better condition than 
now ; the travellers crossed the river Chu by a plank bridge, 
and the river Talas by a stone bridge4. I t  is evident from the 
description of the journey that the lands to the north of the 
Syr-Darya which had been devastated by the Khwzrazm-shZh 
Muhammad were now re-populated ; everywhere as far as 

487 Samarqand itself only native officials are mentioned 5 1 and there 
were no Mongol governors 01. garrisons anywhere. The name 
Sayriim is found here for the first time, so far as is known ', and 
mention is made of a small tower as one of the buildings in the 
town ; on the return journey the author already speaks of 
Sayram as a large town. The travellers say that on 
November 20 they witnessed here the celebration of the New 

Russian translation by Arch. Palladins, LVovks of the Peking Mission, vol. iv ; 
English trans. by Dr. Bretschneider ill AlGdincval A'esearches, i, 3 j sq. ; in the latter 
the dates are given according to the Christian calendar. ' kY0r.R~ o f t h e  Peking Afission, iv, 320;  Bret., i, 86. 

/bid., iv, 329 (not in Hret.). Ibid., iv, 307-8; Bret., i ,  7 2  84. 
ti fbid., iv. 308-10; Hret., i ,  74 sq. 

With the sole exception of the work of Mahmfid KPshghari (in the r e i p  of the 
Caliph Muqtadi, 1075-gq), who already identifies Sayrsm wilh Isfijih (Dim-n lughit 
at-Ttuk,  i ,  78). 

CVorks 01 tAt Peking Mission, iv, 336 ; Bret., i .  98 (where nothing is said as to 
he size of the town). 



Year ;  as a matter of fact the feast celebrated was that of 
Bayram, which began in 1221 on November 18. As they still 
do, the natives on this day "were walking in parties congratu- 
lating one another." Over the Syr-Darya there was a floating 
bridge, and between Sayratn and the river bank two other 
towns are mentioned, the first three days' journey from Sayram, 
the second one day's journey further on and two days from the 
Syr-Darya. Beyond the river stretched the Hunger Steppe for 
a distance cf about seventy miles (" more than 200 li "), and south 
of the steppes, before reaching Samarqand, the travellers passed 
five more towns. Everywhere the Muslim authorities came to 
meet the travellers and accorded them a ceremonial reception. 

The condition of Samarqand, which the travellers entered by 
the north-eastern gate, having crossed the Zarafshan or1 
December 3 ,  was somewhat worse. After the Mongol massacre 
the nurnbe; of the inhabitants had fallen to one quarter ; Muslims 
were allowed to manage fields and gardens only conjointly with 
Chinese, QarZ-Khifzys, and others, and the chiefs also were 
appointed from different nations. Ahai, the governor of the 
town, belonged to the Qarii-KhitZys, and bore the title of taishi ; 
he was acquainted with Chinese culture, since he served as 
interpreter during the conversation between Ch'ang-Ch'un and 
Chingiz-Khan. Ahai lived at first in the unfinished palace of 
the Khwarazm-shah Muhammad (cf. above, p. 366), but after- 
wards crossed to the northern side of the river, as robber bands 
were infesting the ncighbourhood of the town, "owing to the 
difficulty of finding ~ubsistcnce.~ 

Not long before the arrival of Ch'ang-Ch'un at Samarqand 
" rebels " had destroyed the floating bridqe over the Amu-Darya. 
This was evidently the work of Muslim ~nsurrectio~iists after the 
victory of Ja ld  ad-Din. Ch'ang-Ch'iin stayed a t  Satnarqand 
till April 26, r 222, and thereafter for a second time from the 
middle of June to September 14, and for a third time ( from 488 
the beginning of Novernbcr to December 29 ; therefore he 
and his companions were in a position to collect accurate 
information on the city and its inhabitants. From their 
description it is evident that life there, notwithstanding the 
devastations caused by the Mongols, went on its way. A t  
the call of the mu'adhdhins both men and women hastened to the 
mosqucs (at that tiune women still had access to common 
worship), and those who failed to carry out this duty were 
severely punishcd. During Ramad5n riight feasts were held as 
usual. In the bazaars there was much merchandise ; in Ch'ang- 
Ch.u~i's verses it is said that " the whole town is full of copper 

/hid., i v ,  310-1 I ,  410  ; Ijret., i. f S  f. (no mention of the difficulty of finding 
subsister~ce). 
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vessels shining like gold." l In the spring of 1222 the Chinese 
took pleasant walks in the suburbs ; the western outskirts of the 
town, probably the same locality that Biibur calls '' Kul-i 
MaghSk,"= now Kuli-Magiyan in the volost of Anhar, were 
especially beautiful. Here " we saw everywhere terraces, lakes, 
towers, and tents; " in some places there were orchards, and not 
even the Chinese gardens could compare with those here 3. On 
the other hand, in September, 1222, a robber band some 2,000 
strong, probably composed of the Zarafshan Aountaineers, 
appeared to the east of the town ; every night the inhabitants 
of Samarqand saw the sky red with fires4. During his last stay 
in the town in November and December, Chcang-Ch'un fed the 
hungry peasants with the remains of the provisions supplied to 
him, and besides this prepared gruel for them. The numbers of 
those who took advantage of this free table were very large5. 

A t  the end of April, 1222, Ch'ang-Ch'un went to meet 
Chingiz-Khan. Communication between both banks of the 
Amu-Darya had been re-established some time before, as at  the 
beginning of the year Jaghatay restored the floating bridge and 
exterminated the rebels '. Chingiz-Khan was informed of the 
hermit's arrival in March, when his tents were to the south of 
the Hindu-Kush. On April 26 Ch'ang-Ch'un left Samarqand, 

489 and four days later passed through Kish. On 1 his journey 
through the Iron Gate he was escorted on Chingiz-Khan's order 
by the commander Bughurji himself, with a convoy of 1,000 

Mongol and kluslim warriors. After passing through the gorge, 
the Chinese struclc south, and the escort moved northwards 
against the " brigands ;" the mountaineers therefore who lived 
on the upper tributaries of the Surkhiin had not yet been com- 
pletely subdued. Further on the way the Chinese crossed the 
Surkhzn and Amu-Darya in boats ; both banks of the SurkhZn 
were at  that time covered with dense woods. On the 16th of 
May they arrived at  the Khan's encampment, then situated but 
four days' journey from the place where they crossed the Amu- 
Darya. 

T o  the Khiin's question on " the medicine of immortality " 
Ch'ang-Ch'un answered, " There are means for preserving life, 
but no medicines for immortality." The Kh2n gave no sign 
of his disappointment, and only lauded the sage for his sincerity. 
H e  appointed May 25 for the hearing of the hermit's doctrines, 
but subsequently, on receiving intelligence of the activities of 
the " Muslim rebels" in the mountains he ~ostponed the inter- 

] Works of the Ptling Mission, iv, ,326-7 (not i n  Rretschneider). 
9 Haber-Nameh. ed. Ilminski, p. 60; Re/ (,&. .samarkundproa., Pt. iv, Section iv, 

p. 36; Memoirs of li8bur: facs. A. S. Ileverirlge, f. qR b ;  trans., p. 82. 
"'or.4~ oJ the Peking Jfissiort, iv, 3 I 6 ; Bret., i, 80 sq. 

/did., iv, 328 (not in Hretschneider). 
Ibid., iv, 332 ; Bret., i, 96 (much shorter). 8 Ibid., iv, 31 5 ; Bret., i ,  80. 



view to  November. In  consequence of this Ch'ang-Ch'un 
returned to  Snmarqand. Chingiz-KhZn had already begun to  
advance towards the " snowy mountair~s," owing to  the approach 
of the summer heats, and Ch'ang-Ch'un accompanied the Mongol 
army for some days. On the return journey an escort of 1,000 

horsemen, with a Muslim leader a t  their head, accompanicd the 
teacher by another road through a mountain "barrier passage" 
occupied not long before by the army. According to Ch'ang- 
Ch'un's description this defile, situated to  the south of the 
Amu-Darya, was a much inore difficult road than that through 
the Iron Gate. On their way the Chinese met a Mongol division 
returning from a catnpaign in the west, and for two yi (Chinese 
pounds) of silver purchased fifty coral branches from the 
so1diers.l 

In September, on his journey from Kish across the Amu-Darya, 
Ch'ang-Ch'un received a still Inore considerable escort, I ,coo men 
on foot and 300 horsemen. H e  went by  a new road, not through 
the Iron Gate, which, however, he approached afterwards from 
the south-western side, and on the way saw a salt spring and 
deposits of red rock salt. They crossed the Amu-Darya as  
before by boat, and travelled on, passing the ruins of Ralkh, 
I " the inhabitants of which had revolted not long ago and fled ; 490 
the barking of dogs was still heard in the town." Ch'ang-Ch'un 
arrived in the Mongol camp, then situated somewhat to  the  
east of Halkh, on September 28, and for a while accompanied 
Chingiz-KhZn, who a t  this time was on the return journey from 
the Muslim lands to his native land.2 

We know from JClzjZni's account "hat after Jalal ad-Din's 
flight, Chingiz-IChZn spent other three months on the lndus in 
order to destroy the armies of Sayf ad-Din AghrZq and A'zam- 
malik. H e  wished to  make the return journey through India, 
the Himalayas, and Tibet, and with this objcct in view sent 
envoys to Delhi to the Sultan Shams ad-Din Iltutmish. The  
historian gives no details of this embassy nor of the reception 
accorded to the envoys. The  road through the mountains was 
blocked by snow ; Chingiz-Kli~n meanwhile received news of 
thc revolt of the king of the Tangut and therefore decided t o  
return by the same road that he had come by ; besides this the 
fortune-tellers advised him not to go to India. I f  Chingiz-KhZn 
spent thrcc months on the Indus, then the journey from YcshZwar 
to  K5bul was undertaken by him a t  the end of February or 
beginning of March, 1222. On his orders the passes were 
cleared of snow by labourers. Of Chingiz-Khan's further route 

1l.b~-ks bf I ~ P  Pe..4ing Afissiun, iv,  31 8-3 2 3  ; Bret., i ,  82-8. 
Ihici., i v ,  328-30 ; Ilret., i ,  91-3 .  
7hbaRat-i Arasivi, pp. 1043-7, 1081. 



JiizjZni had a very confused idea, as he makes him travel through 
Klshghar, which Chingiz-Kh~n never visited. 

Juwayni also relates that a t  first Chingiz-KhZn wished to go 
to India but afterwards returned by the same road; before 
leaving the banks of the Indus he ordered all the prisoners to be 
killed, after they had gathered together a certain amount of rice. 
The details of the story (as is well known the same tale was 
subsequently recounted of Timiir) evoke some doubt, the more 
so that JtizjZni, who was not in the habit of concealing the cruel 
actions of the Mongols, says not a word of this action, of which 
he could not have been ignorant. Juwayni before this says 
that the command of the prisoners and artisans was given to 

491 Qutuqu-noyon ; a heterogeneous force I under the command of 
this general was, as we have seen, still operating in Merv in 1222 
and 1223, and in these operations prisoners were certainly of 
some use. Chingiz-Khan was undoubtedly kept informed of all 
that occurred in Khurasan and Afghanistln and knew that there 
were still towns and mountain fortresses to be besieged ; he was 
obliged thercfore to spare the prisoners, if not out of humanity, 
at least in order to make use of their labour. 

According to Juwayni Chingiz-Khan marched through the 
" mountains of Bamiyzn " and arrived at Baghlgn, where h e  had 
previously left part of his baggage ; he spent the summer in the 
pastures of this locality and did not cross the Amu-Darya till 
the autumn. In regard to this Juwayni's account is entirely 
confirmed, as we have seen, by that of Ch'ang-Ch'un. We saw 
that as early as May Chingiz-Khiin was very near the banks of 
the Amu-Darya, but later, nevertheless, he chose as his summer 
quarters a locality nearer to the Hindu-Kush, and not the 
neighbourhood of Nasaf, where he passed the summer of 1220  
and where, if he was really hastening to Mongolia, it was more 
natural to make for. We have no information as to what 
precise events induced him to act thus ; nor do our authorities 
speak of any military operations of 1222 in which Chingiz-KhPn 
himself took part. The task of his generals consisted in the 
destruction of the mountain fortresses, the maintenance of corn- 
munications and of the baggage trains ; that on the whole they 
carried out this task successfully, and that the main Mongol 
forces, in such countl-y as the northern part of AfghanistPn, were 
not once placed in a difficult position, provides one of the best 
proofs of the military genius of Chingiz-Kh~n. The heaviest 
losses in this respect were experienced by the Mongols at THlqZn, 
where, as we saw, Chingiz-KhBn left his baggage train on his 

i ,  log sq. ; Schefer, CRrerfomaf~ie persane, i i ,  144-7 ; D'OI~sson, Ilistoire a 2 . y  
Mongols, i i ,  319-23. ' Pdtis de la Croix. Histoirt rfe Tirtruy-Bet, iii, y o ;  7afnr-&imaA, Calcutta .. . 

ed., i i ,  ga. 8 i; 108. -  



advance to  Ghazna. The chief of the mountain fortress of 
Ashiytir, in Gharjistzn, the amir Muhammad Maraghani'l made 
an attack on this baggage, carried away as many cartloads of 
gold and other goods as he could, seized a large number of 
horses and liberated a good many prisoners. His fortress was 
taken by the Mongols a t  the beginning of 1223, after a fifteen 
months' siege, and during I 222 and 1223 all the other fortresses 
of Gharjistiin were captured as well 2. 

In the autumn of I 222 Chingiz-Khan crossed the A m u - n r y a  
and I spent the winter in Samarqand. J a g h a t ~ y  and Uguday 492 
were quartered a t  this period a t  QarZ-kul near the mouth of the 
Zarafshgn, where they occupied themselves in bird hunting and 
sent Chingiz-IChZn every week fifty camel loads of birds. On 
the return journey they proposed to carry out a hunting expedi- 
tion on a still grander scale (probably for the replenishment of 
their provisions), all the princes taking part, and Juchi was 
ordered to drive up wild asses from Qipchzq. In the spring of 
1223 Chingiz-KhZn coiltinued his march ; on the bank of the 
Syr-Darya he had an interview with Jaghatzy and TJguday and 
held a qurultay (diet), and in the Qulan-bashi plain "to the 
north of the Alexander mountains) a meeting with Jfichi, who 
had carried out his father's command with regard to the wild 
asses, and brought in addition 20.000 white horses as a present. 
The Mongols passed the whole summer of 1223 in these steppes, 
and here too a court was held on some uighii; amirs, who were 
condemned to death; nothing is said of the nature of their 
crimes. 

Ch'ang-Ch'un's account on the whole confirms that of Juwayni, 
but enables us to follow Chingiz-Khan's route somewhat more 
accurately. The arnly crossed the Amu-Darya on a floating 
bridge on Octobel-6, I 222. Threc times, on the 20th' q t h ,  and 28th 
of Octobcr, the Khan listened to the teachings of the sage, making 
w e  of Aliai as interpreter, and ordering his words to be written 
down. A t  thc beginning of November they arrived in Samarqand 
where tlie sage took up his quarters as before in the former 
palace of the Sultan ; the Mongol camp was about ten miles 
(thirty li) to the east of the town. Chingiz-Khzn's stay in 
Samarqand was not so prolonged as [night be inferred from 
Juwayni's statements. We have no exact information on the 

In tlie Calcutta ed. of 1864 (ed. Nassan Lees) Marghazi. 
Tabakd- i  A$zsiri, pp 107 2 - 7 .  

On the (,)ulH11 steppes, cf. lJr*otoRol TtwR. fiurhRa, V c . ,  M a y  5 ,  1897, supp., 
p. 2. The locality Quliin-13Bshi is mentioned I)y J u w a ~ n i  agaln in the account o f  
Arghiin'a journey ( i i ,  2 5 1  ^b h also j b  uYi+ i, I 11 ) .  The name of  the L!?" 0 
landmark wherr the hunt took place is given in Juwayni as by,! (uttqii?). 

' CVojks o f t h c  I ' r k i n ~  Missiorr, iv, 330-36 ; Rret., i ,  94-7. 



departure of the Mongols, as Ch'ang-Ch'un requested permission 
for himself to " travel as he liked either in advance or behind,"l 
but it is evident from his account that by the end of January 
I223 the Khzn's tents were already on the right bank of the 
Syr-Darya. In any case both Juwayni's account and that of 
Ch'ang-Ch'un show that Chingiz-KhZn, contrary to the account 

493 of an unknown author quoted in Mirkhwand2, I did not touch 
RukhZra on the return journey. 

From Ch'ang-Ch'un's account it is evident that the place 
where Chingiz-KhZn awaited his sons in the spring of 1223 was 
situated on the bank of a large river, three marches from Sayrzm, 
probably on the bank of the Chirchik. Here, on March 10, 

near the " eastern mountains," Chingiz-KhZn fell from his horse 
while hunting and was nearly killed by a wild boar. Ch'ang-Ch'un 
took advantage of this occurrence to persuade the Khan to refrain 
from the chase owing to his advanced age ; Chingiz-KhZn agreed, 
but said that he could not at once give up the practice ; after 
this he ceased hunting for the space of two months. On the 
I I th of April Chbang-Ch'un finally took leave of Chingiz-KhZn, 
without awaiting the arrival of the princes. 

Of Chingiz-Khan's journey fro111 the QulZn-bZshi steppes to 
Mongolia, Juwayn i5ays  only that he left in the autumn and 
reached his ordu in the spring. According to the unanimous 
testimony of Kashid ad-Din 4, the Chinese history 5 and the 
Yiinlz-ch'no-pi-s@, Chingiz-KhZn returned to Mongolia only in 
1225, in the spring, according to the Chinese history and Rashid 
ad-Llin, in the autumn according to the Mongol cpic. I t  is 
very probable that, agreeably to the testimony of the Mongol 
epic, he spent the summer of 1224 on the Irtysh. 

Chingiz-Kh~rl abandoned the Western countries before he had 
succeeded in subduing then1 definitely to his rule; but in 
Transoxania and Khorezmia the rule of the Mongols from 1223 
onwards was challenged by none. I bn al-Athir and Juwayni ' 
concur in witnessing to the fact that in consequence of this, the 
cities of Transoxania recovered far more rapidly from the 
devastation than the cities of KhurZs~n and 'IrZq ; historical 
facts prove that the calamities borne by the inhabitants of 
Transoxania during the disorders of the second half of the 
thirteenth and the beginning of the foiirteenth centuries left more 

In Hret., i .  95 " to travel henceforth alone, in advance or behind." 
Mirkhoad, Vic cz'e Djenghiz-A-han, p. I 66. 

a i ,  I I r ; Schefer, Chresfomathie~ersane, ii, 147. 
' IiuJ', xv, 94, I 18. In the second passage the translator (in the sixth line) has 

incorrectly inserted the word " summer," which is not found in the text (p. 175). 
Iakinth, Istonya chrtyr. Khanov, p. I a;. 

f~ W d s  of the t 'eking Mission, iv, I 49. 
Ibn al-Athir, xii, 323 ; V .  Tlesenhausen. Shomik matei-ialov, p. 38. 
i, 75 ; Schcfer, Chrestomathie pcrsanc, ii, I I 8-19, 



prolonged and deeper traces than the devastation caused by the 
Mongol invasion. Even Khorezn~ia, which had suffered most of 
all during the invasion, I was able to  recover to some extent. 494 
After the conquest of the country Jiichi appointed as ruler 
(basqzq) of Khorezmia the Chin-Timiir mentioned above (p. 415)~ 
the appointment being intended to cover KhurPsZn and MHzan- 
daran as well l. Jiichi evidently supposed that these provinces 
also would be incorporated in his appanage. H e  had been 
unable to  carry out his wish and prevent the destruction of the 
capital of Khorezmia, but Ibn al-Athir2 testifies that within 
a short time a large new city had arisen near the ruins of GurgZnj. 
The  name GurgZnj was changed by the Mongols to Urgench3 
and has been preserved in this form to the present day. W e  saw 
that in the tenth century the town was situated on the left bank 
of the Amu-Darya ; at  the beginning of the thirteenth century, 
when it became the capital of a vast empire, it was situated on 
both banks of the river or a channel interconnected by a bridge ; 
the new town, as is apparent in many passages of Abu'l-GhZzi's 
work4, was built on the right bank of another branch of the 
river which flowed to the Caspian. The present Kunya-Urgench 
dates only from the nineteenth century 5 Urgench became one 
of the most important commercial centres on the road from 
Europe to Asia C, but in spite of this the recovery of Khorezmia 
was slow ; the darns remained lor long unrestored, and for three 
centuries the Amu-Darya could flow to the Caspian Sea. How 
different the Khoreznlia of Mongol rule was from the Khorezmia 
of the SZm~nid epoch is best seen from Ibn-Battiifa's statement ', 
that between the capital of Khol-ezmia (Urgench) and BukhgrH 
there extended a steppe, in which there was but one populated 
spot-the small town of Kath. 

Chingiz-Khan's sons all returned eastwards with their father 
except Juchi, who remained in his extensive territories. His 

Juwayni, ii, z 18. I Lor. cit. 
fiudy, XV, 63;  Persian text, p. 104. From Juwayni's text in the printed ed. 

(i, 96) and as edited by Schefer (Chrestnmathicpc~~sane, ii, 136) it might be infel~ed 
that the term Urgench existed prior to the Mongols; but i l l  several manuscripts the 
rending here is jg>.- 

2 
Especislly sear on p. 225 (p. 241 of the trans.); c t  nlso Zapirki, xv, 296 sq., 

from R s~xteen~h-century work. 'rhc r~lins 01  the town destroyed by the Mongols are 
mentiolled separately from the town existing at that time. 

Gal kin, Etnopa) i asfrortottt. ntaferzal3, po Jimz't~ei Azii  i 0renb~o.gskorntr Rrayu, 
St. l'., 1868, p. I ~ I .  Accorcli~rg to t l ~ e  official history of Khiva Kunyn-Urgench was 
founded in I Hg I ; cf. my Orosh~tt ie  YutiGestana, p. 99. On the rums of the old town 
cl. nlso A .  Knhn, Sfntistitheskie ruaterinCy dCya lurkestana, iv,  pp. 2 1 1 - 1 6  (from 
FIiliili to Ku11)a-Urgench) nrld pp. 2 16 -18  ( f ~ o m  Ku~lya-U~gench to Kllojeili). 'I'he 
account ot the ruins given by Landsdell, Russian Central Asia, ii, 341-8, is  take11 
from this work. 

Yule, Cathay nnd the zany thither, ii, 287-8. 
L'oynp.~ d'lhn-Batorrtah, iii, 19-20. 



4s8 CHINGIZ-K H A N  AND THE MONGOLS 
495 evident endeavour to found a kingdom 1 independent of the 

centre of the Empire was the cause of a dispute between son and 
father. According to JGzjanil Jitchi was so fond of Qipchlq 
that he determined to save the country from devastation; he 
told his suite that Chingiz-KhZn had lost his senses, thus to ruin 
so many countries and peoples ; therefore he, JGchi, intended to 
kill his father while he was hunting, and conclude an alliance 
with the Muslims. Jaghatay learned of this plan and repeated 
it to his father, who ordered Jitchi to be secretly poisoned. Of 
the other original sources, Rashid ad-Din a alone speaks of 
a conflict between father and son ; in Juwayni it is related only 
that after the meeting a t  Qulan-bzshi Jiichi returned to his 
territories and died soon afterwards. According to Rashid 
ad-Din Jiichi was entrusted with the subjugation of the " Northern 
provinces," i .e. those countries through which Jebe and Siibuday 
had only passed, but he did not carry out the mandate. On his 
return to hlongolia Chingiz-KhZn summoned his son before him ; 
the latter made answer that he could not set out in consequence 
of an illness. Meanwhile a certain Mongol who had arrived 
from the western countries said that he had seen JGchi hunting ; 
Chingiz-KhZn then decided that his son had intentionally dls- 
obeyed his father's order, and sent JaghatZy and Uguday against 
him, preparing to follow them immediately, but at this moment 
the news of Jiichi's death arrived. 

Rashid ad-Din adds that according to one source of information 
Juchi was only 20, according to another 30 to 40 years old; 
as, however, the third son Uguday already had a son4 in 1206, 
Jiichi, the eldest, could not in 1225 have been less than 40 years 
of age. The date of Jiichi's death is not given in Kashid ad-Din ; 
according to later sources "e died six months before his father, 
i. e. in February, r 227 ; if so, the news of his death was received 
by Chingiz-KhZn when he was already at Tangut, where he 
arrived, according to Kashid ad-DinS, in the autumn of 1225, 
according to the Chinese history7, in the spring of 1226, after 

496 which he never again I returned to Mongolia. The ~oetical tale 
of how Chingiz-Khan was informed of his son's deatha has, 
of course, no historical value. 

Tabakaf-i A'asiri, p. I r 01. 
MS. Public Library v, 3, i. f. 187-8 : ed. Ulochet, pp. 131 sq. ; D'Ohsson, Hisf. 

a2.r Mongals, i, 353-4. 
Juweyni, I,  111. 

* lakinth, /sforiya chcfyr. A'haruw, p. 298. 
"Thus in the abridged history of Ulugh-beg (MS. Hrit. Mus. Add. 16, 190 f. 108 ; 

Miles, TXlrc Shajr-at u/ At,&, p. I 96) ; also in Kaverty, Kabii I ( Tabakal-i Narim', 
p. 1101). 

7i-udy, xv, 94, 119. Iakinth, of. cif., p. 133. 
7'exfz, pp. 163-4 (from the Sha]ataf al-dfrrik). 



Chingiz-KhZn died in August, 1227 ', seventy-two years of age, 
leaving to his successors not only a vast empire, conquered by 
arms, but also the guiding principles of its construction. T o  
draw faithfully and fully the character of the redoubtable con- 
queror with the information we possess is a task of great difficulty. 
We are more favourably placed for dealing with his descendants 
in this respect, as in them some historians have found grounds 
for seeing not devastators but builders. Thus BZtG in the eyes 
of the Russian chroniclers was only a " ferocious brute," while 
he not only received from the Mongols themselves the title of 
'I Good Khan" (sain khan), but is celebrated for his mildness, 
justice, and wisdom by Muslim and Armenian authors, who 
are not at all inclined to praise the Mongols. As of historic 
characters, so of nations we can justly judge only when we have 
information on their lives in their varied aspects ; to pass 
judgements on individual actors and nations based on isolated 
facts and separate aspects of their activities is a totally un- 
scientific process, which is unfortunately to be met with cvcn in 
the latest historians. The meeting between Ch'ang-Ch'un and 
the Mongols5 shows that even the Mongols of the thirteenth 
century sometimes appeared as hospitable and good-natured 
nomads as the present day Kirghiz, though that in no way 
hindered them from rousing the horror of the whole world by 
their cruelty under other circumstances. Yet the comparisoil of 
the peaceful scenes of contemporary nomad life with their 
reccnt sanguinary past leads I some travellers to infer a conlplete 497 
" metamorphosis " which these peoples are supposed to have 
undergone. 

The most detailed information on Chingiz-Khan's appearance 
is given by Jiizjani and Meng-Hung. The persons with whom 
J uzjiini conversed "aw the lil12n during his invasion of Khurasan, 
when he was already sixty-five years of age ; he was distinguished 
by his lofty stature and strong constitution, had " cat's eyes," 
and at that time but a small amount of grey hair on his head. 
According to Meng-Hung Chingiz-KhSn was distinguished 
from other Wlongols by his great size, wide forehead, and long 
beard. Of his moral qualities the most striking was his unusual 
self-control and utter absence of one-sided impulses under all 

In Jnwnyni, i, 144, 4th Wamnd9n (Ang.  18); so also in D'Ohsson (Ilistoi~t des 
Mongols, i, 381 ) ; in Jam51 Qarshi (Texts, p. 136) 10th Knmndan (Aug .  24). From 
the wortls of liashid ad-I)in (7ru(fy, xv, I 19  ; Pers. text,  p. 177) it may be inferred 
that the death of  Chingi7-Khln occ~lrred so~rrewl~ni earlier, as on the 14th Iiama?iin 
( h u g .  18) the trody hntl already arrivcd in Mo~lgol ia.  
' Knrnmzin, f.r/ovt'ya go.r.osudnrstz)a A'ossiiskaz~o, iv ,  p, I a.  

Tahnkaf-i A'asiri, FP. I I 7  I - 2 .  

' Pat knnov, Istor. nrot~goko.tl ijloko Afngaakii, p. I 8. 
1Vork.r af /he /'eking Mission, fv, 288 ; ljret., i, ga.  
j/bbn&at-i Nasiri, 11. 1077. Ttudy. iv, 2 1 7. 



circumstances. Like all conquerors Chingiz-KhZn could calmly 
exterminate people by thousands if he considered it necessary 
for the consolidation of his rule ; but in none of his actions of 
which we have a t  all reliable information is there any sign of 
useless or stupid cruelty, such as the tortures to which Mongol 
prisoners were subjected by order of JalZl-ad-Din. Travellers 
have often noted the contrast between the natural liveliness and 
passions of the savage and his endeavour to show no feeling in 
the presence of strangers, in order not to lessen his dignity. 
Chingiz-Kh5n's descendants, to whom no pleasures were un- 
attainable and before whom all men bowed down, easily went to 
extremes both in the pleasures of life and in consideration for 
their dignity. We find amongst them sovereigns who never 
allowed a smile to cross their features and who inspired their 
subjects only with terror (JaghatZy and Guyuk) l. Others gave 
way to the natural vivacity of the nomad, manifested most 
strikingly in the desire to live and let live ; meeting every subject 
affably, by their inanner and their liberality attaching all hearts 
to them, they, like Byron's Sardanapalus, allowed themselves to 
enjoy, before all eyes, a gaiety which passed into debauch, and 
degraded the dignity of the throne (Uguday and to some extent 
the JaghatZy-Khan Tarn~ashirin) 2. Chingiz-KhZn was stranger 

498 alike 1 to both extremes. Stifling by his personality every will 
foreign to his own, subjecting his army to such severe discipline 
that theft and lying, according to the testimony of JiizjZni" an 
enemy of the Mongols, was quite inconceivable in it, Chingiz- 
Khan at the same time satisfied the ideal of a generous hero; 
they said of him : " This prince Temuchin takes off the clothes 
he was wearing and gives them away; gets off the horse he was 
riding and makes a present of it."4 Chingiz-KhZn's interview 
with the qadi Wahid ad-Din Bushanji, reported in JiizjZniG, 
shows that he knew how to master the wrath evoked by speeches 
which he disliked. He shared the infatuation of his people for 
wine, and even in his precepts could not make up his mind to 
speak out too severely against it O ;  the scene related in Meng- 
Hung ' of how Chingiz-KhBn " mulcted " the Chinese envoy of 
" six beakers " recalls the stories of the banquets of Peter the 
Great. The same Meng-Hung speaks of a choir of maidens 
which accompanied the Nlongol Khan everywhere, and there is 
mention of girls in the account of Chlang-Ch'un's travels as well. 

On the character of Gnyuk cf. Plano Carpini, Hakl. Soc. Extra Series, i, 137 ; 
Juwayni, i, 3 I 3 ; Kashid ad-Din, td. Hlochet, yp. of a sq. 

See on him Ibn Hattiitah (Voyages J'fbtz Hatautah, iii, 33-9). 
Tabakat-i rbasiri,  p. 1079. 4 Zi.ucty, xiii, 98 ; Persian text, p. I 60. 

Vabrrkat- i  Nariri, pp. 1041-a. 
Tmdy, xv, 115-7. Ibid., iv, 33). 
CVor.Rs o f f h c  /'ekittg Mission, iv, a 7 3  ; Bret., i, 4 3  sq. 



CHINGIZ-KHAN AND T H E  MONGOLS 46 1 

Like everything else in the Empire, the  supply of concubines 
for the army, for its leaders, and for the Khan himself, was 
strictly organized l. The advanced age reached by Chingiz-Khan 
with the full preservation of his intellectual faculties proves 
that he was more limited in his indulgences than most of his 
descendants. 

T h e  great organizing faculties of Chingiz-KhHn deserve all the 
more attention in that, to the end of his life, he remained a stranger 
t o  all culture, spoke no language but Mongolian 2, and of course 
considered the organization of the empire only from the point of 
view of the dominion of nomad conquerors over civilized peoples, 
whom God Himself had delivered into Mongol hands in order 
that  they should derive revenues from the labours of the con- 
quered and for this object alone should protect them 3. If in the 
precepts of Chingiz-Khiin ivhich have come down t o  us 1 there 499 
are no categorical commands, as in the precepts ascribed by the 
first Osrnanlis t o  Oghuz-Khan 4, "always to wander, never to  
remain settled," yet there can be no doubt that such was his 
desire ; a t  any rate Chingiz-Khin's YSsZ (law) was still quoted 
in such a sense in the fourteenth century. Agriculturists and 
artisans were to  form the raw materials from which it would be 
possible for their owners, i. e. the Mongols or, more correctly, 
the Mongol leaders, to derive advantage. Chingiz-KhHn worked 
only for himself, his descendants, and his closest adherents ; there 
is no evidence of any sort that he was open to the idea of labour- 
ing for the good of the whole nation, even in the form in which this 
idea found expression in the Orkhon inscriptions G. On the other 
hand intellectual culture itself already rcpresented a force which 
could not be left entirely in subject hands. The  policy of 
reconciling two incompatible things-nomadic life and intellectual 
culture-was the wca kcst spot in Chingiz-K hiin's system, and 
the principal cause of its fall ; but the organization which he 
gave to  the empire proved sufficient to maintain its unity for 
forty years after the death of the foundel-, and the dominion of 
Chingiz-Kh~n'.r family for a further period of several generations 
in the states which had been formed after its division. This is 
the more remarkable that not one of his sons and grandsons 

Jowayl~ i ,  i ,  2 4 ;  D'Ohsson, //istoire des Aforr~ol.r, i ,  416-17. 
jlahakaf-i A'n.rit i, p. I I r 4. 

' P:ltkn~iov, /rtor +a rrzotzgofov inoka Iclngakii, p. I I .  

TnwlriLh-i 61-i Srgilrl, MS. As. #us. 590 br, p. 28 : )u,\ jI,.i>\)s+I G$ 
(not in the Persian oriiinal,  of course). 

"a'rikll-i (;uzidnh MS.  Fetr. Univ. No.  153, p. 4 7 2  : ~ s b  ,,y3 ~ 2 ~ 3  >JJ& 
-jL .L 

1 v 
3L4 ~iy; ,  c;- (not in thc facs, ed. by E. G. Browne). 

"ofliski, xii, 7 0  (the great inscription of Kiil-tegin, lines 16 and 2; ; IV. Rndloff, 
Die alftu9.k. / n s c A ~ j / i e ~ ~  de t .  Mongolei, p. I 7 ; V .  1 hornsen, Inscriptions de C'OrkAon, 
PI' 106, 10;). 



inherited his high abilities. Chingiz-KhZn chose his successor 
during his own lifetime, and the choice gives fresh proof of his 
sagacity and breadth of outlook. Untempted by the military 
talents of Tuluy or the unbending severity with which jag hat^^ 
carried out the basic principles of his father's system, Chingiz- 
Khan fixed his regard on Uguday, by whose magnanimous and 
affable character all hearts were attracted. As the father's 
strong will was not inherited by any of the sons, after his death 
there necessarily followed a joint dominion of all the members of 

500 the Khan's 1 family, arid the unity of the empire could be 
preserved only if the supreme power were in the hands of a man 
who could unite them all, if not by his intellectual influence and 
will power, then by his attractive moral qualities. In what 
light these considerations presented themselves to Chingiz-Khan 
himself it is difficult to say. In any case, according to all accounts, 
LTguday was proclaimed heir during his father's lifetime, and the 
rare unanimity with which the members of the dynasty exercised 

. their rights during his reign, together with the comparative 
prosperity of his subjects, prove that Uguday fully justified the 
hopes of his talented father. 

T o  investigate how the organization of the Mongol empire 
affected the history of Central Asia, and what traces of its 
structure were preserved in the states which rose upon its ruins, 
would undoubtedly be of great interest ; but a complete answer 
to these questions may serve as the theme of an independent 
work. 



CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARY OF EVENTS l. 

681-683 Salm b. Z i y d  in KhurPsZn ; Arabs winter in Transoxania for the 
first time. 

683 Civil War  in KhurPsZn. 'AbdallBh b. Khiizim. 
689 Irruption of Eastern Turks into Transoxania. 
689-704 Miis2 b. 'AbdallPh b. Khiizim in Tirmidh. 
69112 Restoration of Un~ayyad rule in K hurZsSn. 
791 Fresh irruption of Eastern Turks. 
705 (704)-7 i 5 Qutayba b. Muslim in KhurSsBn. 
705 Conquest of the SurkhSn valley by the Arabs. 
711 Muhammad b. QPsim in India. Eastern Turks conquer the 

western part of Central Asia. 
712 Arab conquest of Khorez~nia and SaghHniygn. Occupation of 

Samarqand by the Eastern Turks. 
713 Retreat of the Eastern Turks from Soghdiana. Qutayba's 

expedition to Shiish and F'arghPna. Construction of the first 
mosque in DukhFirP. 

716-737 (738) The Western 'Turkish Kh5n Sd t i  (Abii Muzghim). 
717-720 'Omar 11, Caliph : solicitude for piety ; beginning of the Shi'ite 

Inoveinent in KhurSsiin. 
720/1-721/2 Sa'id b. 'Abd-al-'aziz in KhurSs5n ; weak administration ; 

rise of the dihqgns into prominence. 
721/722 Sa'id b.'Amr al-ljarashi in Khurasln ; emigration of the Soghdians 

to Farghiina. 
724 Battle of Barfiqiin between North and South Arabs. 
725 Restoration of the city of I3alkh. 
727-729 Ashras b. 'AbdallSh as-Sulami in KhuriisSn ; construction 

of rabZts. 
728 Muslim propaganda in Soghdiana; treachery of the governor 

and revolt of the inhabitants. 
729 Restoration of Arab rule in BukhZr5. 
730 (731) Struggle bet ween the governor Junayd b. 'Abd-ar-Rahmiin and 

the Turks and Soghdians. 
733 Famine in Khuriis5n. 
734 Revolt of HPrith b. Surayj. 
735-738 Asad b. 'Abdallah in Khur5sBn. 
735 (736) Asad's expedition to Waragl~sar. 
736 Ten~porary transference of the seat of government to Balkh. 
737 Struggle with the Turks in TukhBrist3n ; death of the Khin.  
738-748 Nasr b. SayyZr in KhurHsiin. 
739 Pact between Nasr and the rulers of Ushriisana, ShPsh and 

FarghZna. 
739 (740) Deatli of Kirgtil ; final fall of the Western Turkish empire. 

Those date# which are less probnble hut still possible are placed in brackets. 
Together with the years of his rnle are shown the provinces which each viceroy or 
rnler governed, with the cxoeption of those practically independent rulers whose 
pretlominnnce in the Eastern part of the Muslim world was undisputed. 



741 Restoration of the Soghdians to their native land. 
742 Construction of the cathedral mosque in Balkh. 
743 Revolt of the 'Alids in KhurBsBn ; death of Yahy5 b. Zayd. 
744 Revolt of the Yamanites in KhurHsBn. 
745 Return of HBrith b. Surayj to Merv and his renewed revolt. 
746 Death of HBrith. 
747 Arrival of Abii Muslim in KhurBsBn. 
748-755 Government of Abii Muslim in KhurBsHn. 
748 Llestruction of SiiyPb by the Chinese. 
750/1 Rising in BukhBri. 
751 Victory of the Arabs over the Chinese on the Talas. 
752 Embassy of the prince of Ushriisana to the Chinese. 
7 5 2/3 Revolt of the governors SibB' b. an-Nu'mBn and  ZiyPd b. SPlih 

in Transoxania. Construction of the gates and towers of 
Samarqand. 

755-757 Abii DBwud IbrBhim b. Siilih in KhurBsBn. 
757-759 'Abd-al-JabbBr b. 'Abd-ar-RahmBn in KhurPsBn. 
75718 Execution of the governor of BukhBrP, MujPshi' b. Hurayth 

al-Ansgri. 
759 Revolt of 'Abd-al- Jabbiir and BarBz. 
766 Occupation of SiiyHb by the Qarluqs. 
767 Revolt of AshnPs in Biidhghis. 
776 (?) Construction of the wall north of the Chirchik. 
777 (?) Revolt of Yiisuf al-Barm at UukhPrB. 
780-783 (782) Musayyab b. Zuhayr in KhurZsPn ; suppression of Muqanna's 

revolt ; coinage of Musayyabi dirhams. 
783 (782)-787 Abu'l-'Abb5s Fadl b. Sulaymiin at-Tisi  in KhurBsPn; con- 

struction of the long walls in BukhirB district. 
792-793 Ghitrif b. 'At2 al-Kindi in KhurBsHn; expulsion of the Qarluqs 

from Farghsna ; coinage of Ghitrifi dirhams. 
794-795 Fad1.b. Yahyii al-Uarmaki in KhurBsPn ; subjugation of Ushrcsana; 

construction of the new Cathedral Mosque at RukhBrB. Forma- 
tion of the " 'Ahbiisid " corps. 

796-806/7 (808) 'Ali b. ' is5 in KhurSsiin. 
806-810 Kevolt of K5fi' b. Layth in Samarqand. 
809 JVithdrawal of the Turks allied to KSfi'. 
809-818 Ma'rnbn in Khurgsiin. 
81 I Ma'mdn's war with Amin; campaign of TZhir b. Husayn. 
8 I 6/7 Famine in Khur5sSn. 
819-821 GhassPn b. 'AbbBd in KhurZsBn ; Nbh b. Asad in Samarqand. 
82-821 T h e  Toqiiz-Oghuz (Tughuzghuz) in Ushriisana. 
82 I Kevolt of the " Volunteers " in Khurasin. 
821-822 Tiihir b. Husayn. 
822-828 'ralha b. Tiihir. 
822 Expedition of Ahmad b. Abii Khiilid to Ushrisana. 
828-830 'Xli b. Tiihir. 
830-844 'Abdallsh b. TBhir. 
830 Termination of the construction of the long walls in BukhiirZ 

district. 
832 (?) Death of the Rukharan sage AbG Hafs. 
839 Earthquake in FarghBna '. 
840 Conquest of Isfijiib by the S5mBnids. 
84 1 Execution of Afshin. 
842-846 Ahmad b. Asad in Transoxania. 
844-862 Tiihir b. 'Abdalliih. 
848-870 LIZwud b. 'AbbBs in Balkh. 

See Texts, p. 3. 



8491850 Construction of the city walls of Bukhlrii. 
851-867 Muhammad b. 'Abdallah, governor of Baghdld. 
85 5 Death of Yahy5 b. Asad. 
85617 Death of IlyPs b. Asad a t  HerPt. 
85 9 Massacre of several thousand people in ShBwdlr '. 
861-879 Ya'qiib b. Layth in Sijistln. 
862-873 Muhammad b. TPhir. 
864-892 Nasr b. Ahmad b. Asad in Transoxania. 
864-884 (with interruptions) Hasan b. Zayd in TabaristPn. 
867 (871) Conquest of Heriit and Bhshang by Ya'qiib. 
869 Conquest of Kirmiin and FPrs by Ya'qiib. Death of Muhammad 

b. 'Ali Tirmidhi. 
8 70 Conquest of Balkh, Kiibul, and Gbazna by Ya'qiib. 
87 1 Confirmation of Ya'qiib as viceroy of Balkh and TukhlristPn. 
873 Conquest of KhurlsPn by Ya'qiib. 
874 Isma'il b. Ahmad in BukhPrl. Husayn b. TPhir in Marw 

ar-Rudh. Edict of tlie Caliph against Ya'qiib. 
876 Defeat of Ya'qiih at Dayr al-'Pqtil. 
877 Husayn b. T lh i r  in Merv. 
879-9130 'Anir b. Layth. 
882 RPfi' b. Harthama in NishPpiir. 
885 Edict of the Caliph against 'Anir. 
888 Struggle between Nasr and Isma'il. 
889 Edict of the Caliph in favour of 'Amr. 
890 Edict of the Caliph against 'Amr. 
892 Confirmation of 'Amr as viceroy of KhurisBn. 
892-907 Isma'il b. Ahmad in Transoxania. 
893 Isma'il's diploma from the Caliph. Conquest of Ushrisana and 

Taliis by Isma'il. 
898 Appointment of 'Amr as  viceroy of Transoxania and deposition 

of Isma'il. 
899-900 War between 'Amr and Isma'il. 
901 Confir~iiation of Isma'il as viceroy of Khurlsiin. 
902 Extension of the cathedral mosque at BukhPrP. 
904 Incursion of the Turks into Transoxania. 
907-91 4 Ahmad b. Isma'il. 
9 13/4 Hasan b. 'All al-Utrush in Tabaristln. 
914-943 N a y  b. Ahmad b. lsma'il. 
914 Suppression of the revolt of Ishiiq b. Ahmad. 
918 Suppression of the revolt of Husayn b. 'Ali Marwazi. 
918/9 Construction of the new minaret a t  UukhPrS. 
g18/g-920/1 MikP'il b. Ja'far in Samarqand. 
919 Suppression of the revolt of Ahmad b. Sahl in KhurlsBn. 
922 Suppression of the revolt of l lyls  b. IshSq in FarghBna. 
929 Fire in I3ukhSrii. 
930 (7) Kevolt of Nasr's brothers. 
937 Ilevastating fire in BukhPrl. 
938 Abii 'Ali JayhPni, wazir. 
940 Ileath of the former wazir, Abu'l-Fadl Bal'ami. 
94112 Death of the wazir Abii 'Ali Jayhiini. 
942 Capture of 1)albiighiin by heathen Turks. Shi'ite movement in 

Transoxania. Withdrawal of Nasr from the government of the 
kingdom. 

943-954 NGh b. Nasr. 
944 Rising in Khorezmia. 
94 5 lievolt of Abii 'Ali ChaghPni. 

See Tex/s, p. qg (Qandiya). 



Murder of Ahmad b. Hamiiya and the wazir as-Sulami (al-hiikim 
ash-shahid). 

Entry of Ibriihim b. Ahmad and Abii 'Ali ChaghPni into BukhirZ. 
Return of Nasr ;  blinding of the rebel princes; defeat of 
Abii 'Ali. 

Death of Ibriihim b. Simjiir ; appointment of Mansiir b. QarHtagin 
as  governor of KhurHs3n. Reconciliation of the government 
with Abii 'Ali and his allies. 

Death of Mansiir b. QarPtagin. 
Construction of the new edifice of the mosque of BukhPrH. 
Abii 'Ali ChaghBni, governor of KhurHsPn. 
'Abd-al-Malik b. Niih. 
Bakr b. hliilik al-FarghPni in KhurPsPn. Abii Mansfir Muhammad 

b. 'Uzayr, wazir, 
Death of Abii 'AIi Chaghiini. Death of Satiiq BughrH-KhPn (?). 
Murder of Bakr b. MPlik. 
Abu'l-Hasan Simjiiri in KhurPsiin. 
Abii M a n ~ i i r  Yiisuf b. IshHq, wazir. 
Abii Mansiir Muhammad b. 'Abd-ar-Razziiq in KhuriisBn. 

Conversion to Islam of the Turks of Semiryechye. 
Abii 'Ali Ual'ami, wazir. Alptagin in KhnrPsPn. 
Mansfir b. NBh. b. Nasr. 
Sack and burning of the palace at BukhBra. 
T h e  palace again burnt. Alptagin in Ghazna. Revolt of Abii 

Mansiir b. 'Abd-ar-Razzsq in Khur5s5n. Abu'l-Hasan Simjfiri 
in Khurlsfin. 

Death of Alptagin ; IshPq b. Alptagin in Clhazna. 
Flight of Ishiiq b. Alptagin to UukhPrS. 
Return of Ishiiq b. Alptagin to Ghazna. 
Construction of a new place for festival prayers a t  BilkhZr5. 
Death of the wazir Abii 'Ali Bal'atni and the wazir Yiisuf 

b. IshPq. 
Abii 'Abdalliih Ahmad Jayhiini, wazir. 
Niih b. Mansiir. 
Sabuktagin in Ghazna. 
Abu'l-Husayn 'Utbi, wazir. 
Deposition of Abu'l-Hasan Simjiiri: T5sh in Khur5siin. Victory 

of the Biiyids over the SiimHnids at Gurgin. Murder of the 
wazir 'U tbi. 

Saljiiqids in the neighbourhood of Bukh5rH. 
'AbdallPh b. Muhammad b. 'Uzayr, wazir. 
Victory of Abu'l-Hasan and FPiq over Tiish. 
Death of Abu'l-Hasan Simjiiri. 
Confirmation of X b i ~  'Ali Simjiiri as governor of Khur5s5n. 
Bughrii-Kh5n a t  Ilukhgr5 ; his retreat and Niih's return. Death 

of Bughr5- Iihiin. 'Abdalliih b. 'Uzi~yr, wazir. 
Victory of NBh and Sabuktagin over Abii 'Ali and Fgiq. 
Victories of .4bii 'Ali and Fsiq over Mahmiid. Their defeat in 

the neighbourhood of Tiis. F5iq in Turkestan. Abii 'Ali in 
Khorez~nia and Hukhiirii. Fall of the dynasty of the original 
Khwlrazln-shLhs. 

QarH-KhPnids and Sabuktagin in Transoxania; treaty between 
them. Ileposition of the wazir 'Abdallih b. 'Uzayr ; appointment 
of Abii Nasr Ahmad b. Muhammad. Death of Abii ' A ~ T .  

Death of the wazir Abii Nasr ;  appointment of ~bu ' l -M~zaf fa r  
Muhammad b. Ibr5him al-13arghashi. Death of the Khwgrazm- 
shah Ma'miin b. Muhammad ; accession of his son 'Ali 
b. Ma'miin. 



997-999 Mansiir b. Niih b. Mansiir. 
997-998 Isma'il b. Sabuktagin a t  Ghazna. 
998-1030 Mahmiid b. Sabuktagin a t  Ghazna. 
998 Victory of BegtiizGn over Abu'l-QSsim Simjiiri. Flight of the 

wazir Barghashi. Death of Arslln-KhHn 'Ali. 
999 'Abd-al-Malik b. NGh b. Mansiir. Victory of Mahmfid and his 

ceremonial accession to the throne. Death of Faiq. Occupation 
of BukhPrP by the QarP-KhPnids. 

1000 Return of Isma'il Muntasir-to Bukhsrii. 
1001 Mahmiid's embassy to the Ilak Nasr a t  uzgand. 
I 003 Muntasir in Transoxania for the second time; his victory a t  

Samarqand ; retreat. 
I 004 Failures of Munta~ i r  a t  NasP and Abiward; his victories at 

Dabiisiya and BGrnamadh, defeat in the Hunger Steppe. 
Unsuccessful operations in Rukhar& district. 

1005 Death of Muntasir. 
I 006 Invasion of KhuriisPn by the Qar5-KhHnids. 
1007-1008 Fresh invasion by the QarP-KhPnids. 
I 008 Defeat of the QarP-KhZnids at SharkhiyPn. 
IGIO/I Famine in KhurPs5n.- 
IOI I /Z  Reconciliation of the Ilak Nasr with TughPn-Khin of KPshghar ; 

their embassy to Mahmiid. 
1012/3 (?) Death of the Tlak Nasr ; the Tlak Ahmad b. 'Ali ; Muhammad 

b. 'Ali (ArslPn-Khan) in BukhPr5. 
I O I  j/4 Death of the wazir Abu'l-'AbbHs Fad1 b. Ahmad al-IsfarPyini. 

Qadir-Khan Yiisuf in Y5rkand. 
1014 Request made by the wazir Maymandi to the KhwHrazm-shah 

Ma'mGn b. Ma'mGn concerning the khutba. 
1o14/5 Qadir-KhPn Yiisuf in Kashghar. 
IOI  5/6 Marriage of the KllwHrazm-shlh Ma'miin with Mahmiid's sister. 
1016 Civil war among the Qar5-Khinids ; mediation of the Khwlrazm- 

shlli. 
1016/7 (?) Death of the ilak Ahmad b. 'Ali. 
1017 Death of the Khw5razm-shah Ma'miin ; conquest of Khwgrazm by 

Mahmiid ; AltGnt5sli appointed I<hwPrazm-shPh. 
1017/8 (1o12/3) Defeat of the heathen Turks in Semiryechye. Death of 

Tughiin-Khiin. 
1024/5 Death of Arsliin-KhPn Muhammad b. 'Ali. 
1025 MaljinGd in 'Transosani;~ ; meeting with Qadir-Khgn. 
I 026 Conquest of Haliisaghiin by (jadir-KhPn; TughPn-KhPn in 

Akhsikath. Embassy of QayS-Khan and Bughrii-KhZn (?) to 
Mahmfid. Envoys of the Calil)h Qiidir. 

1 030 Muhammad b. Mahmiid in Ghazna. 
1030-104 r Mas'Gd b. Mahrniid in Ghazna. 
1031 Mas'iid's embassy to K5shghar ; the Caliph's embassy to 

Mas'Gd. 
1032 Death of Qadir-Khan ; ArslBn-KhZn SulaymPn. Expedition of 

AltCintPsh to Hukh5rS and his death. 
1032-1035 115rGn b. Altuntlsh in Khorezmia. 
1034 Death of 'Alitagin. Irruption of the Kumijis into Khuttal and of 

the Turklnens into QuwSdhiyan. lievolt of HPrGn. The  
Saljiiq~ds in Khoreztnia. Return of Mas'iid's envoys from 
Kiislighar ; arrival of I3ughrP-KhBn's envoys. 

1035--1041 Isma'il I<handiin b. AltGnt5sh in K horezrn~a. 
1035 Saljiiqids in Khuriisln. Ilescent on SaghSniyZn and Tirmidh by 

'Alitagin's son's ; their embassy to Mas'iid. 
I 036 Fresh en~bassy of 'Alitagin's sons to Mas'Gd ; Mas'iid's embassy 

to Transoxania. 
H h 2 



103 7 Mas'iid's embassy to Turkestan ; envoys from Turkestan a t  the 
court of Mas'iid. 

1038 Revolt of Buritagin Ibrghim b. Nasr in Transoxania. Despatch 
of diploma for Khorezmia to  ShPh-Malik of Jand. 

1038-1039 Winter expedition of hlas'iid into SaghPniyPn. 
1039 Successes of Buritagin in Transoxania. 
1040 Battle a t  DandPnqPn. Transfer of KhurHsHn to Saljiiqid rule. 
1041 Muhammad b. Mahmiid (for the second time) in Ghazna. 

Conquest of Khorezmia by ShPh-Malik. 
1041-1048 Mawdiid b. Mas'iid in Ghazna. 
1o41/z (?) IbrPhim b. Nasr in Bukharii. 
1043 Conquest of Khorezn~ia by the Saljiiqids. 
1044/5 Shi'ite movement in Transoxania. 
1046/7-1068 TamghPch-KhHn IbrHhim b. Nasr in Samarqand. 
1059 Treaty between the Ghaznevids and the Saljiiqids. 
1061 Embassy of Tarnghgch-KhPn to BaghdPd. 
1 6 4  Alp-ArslPn's expedition to  Khuttal. 
1065 Alp-ArslHn's expedition to Jand and Sawriin. 
1068-1080 Shams al-Mulk Nasr b. 1brHhim in Samarqand. 
1068 Cathedral Mosque at Bukh5rP burned. 
1 4 9  Restoration of the mosque at UukhPra Execution of the 

im3m as-Saffar. 
1072 Alp-ArslPn's expedition to Transoxania; his death. Shams 

al-Mulk in Tir~nidh and Balkh. 
1073 Failure of AyPz at Tirmidh. 
1074 (1073) Capture of Tirrnidh by Malik-Shiih ; conclusion of peace with 

Shams al-Mulk. 
1078/9 Construction of the " Rabiit of the King." 
108+ ? Khidr b. IbrHhim in Samarqand. 

? -1095 (with an interval) Ahmad b. Khidr in Samarqand. 
I 089 Conquest of Transoxania by Malik-ShBh. 
1090 lievol t In Transoxania and fresh campaign by Malik-Shiih. 
1095 Execution of Ahmad-KhPn. 
1097 Submission of 'Transoxania to the sultan BarkyBruq. Death of 

the KhwPrazrn-shHh Ikinchi b. Quchqiir. 
1097-1 I27 (I 128) Qufb ad-I)in Muhammad KhwPrazm-shPh. 
I ogy (?)-I roz Qadir-KhBn Jibra'il in Transoxania. 
I 102 Defeat of Qadir-KhBn Jibra'il a t  Tirrnidh. 
I 102-1 1 go ArslPn-Khan Muhammad b. SulaymPn. 
I 103 Kevolt of Siighir-Beg in Transoxania. 
I 109 Fresh revolt of Siighir-Beg. 
I I 15/6 Death of the shaykh Namad-ptish. 
1119 Construction of a place for festival prayers in 13ukhPrii. 
1121 Construction of the new cathedral mosque in RukhPrH. 
1127 End of the bullding of the minaret in 13ukhiir2. 
I 127 (I 128)-I 156 Atsiz b. Muhammad, Khwsrazrn-shah. 
I 130 Conquest of Samarqand by Sinjar. 
1132 Revolt of Qadir-Khiin Ahmad in Transoxania. 
I ( I  I Rukn ad-Din Mahrniid b. Muhammad in Samarqand. 
1137 Victory of the QarZ-Khitiiys over Mahmiid-Khiin. 
1138 Revolt of Atsiz; Sinjar's expedition to Khorezmia. Defeat of 

Atsiz; SulaymHn b. Muhammad in Khorezmia. 
1139 Return of Atsiz to Khorezmia; flight of Sulaymgn. 
I 139140 Expedition of Atsiz to 13ukhiixH. 
I 141 Submission of Atsiz to Sinjar. Defeat of Sinjar at Qatwgn ; 

conquest of Transoxania by the QarP-KhitBys. Expedition of 
Atsiz into KhurPsSn. Invasion of Khorezmia by the Qarg- 
KhitSys. 



I 142 Conquest of Nishipiir by Atsiz. Sinjar's rule re-established in 
Khorisiin. 

I I44 Expedition of Sinjar to Khorezmia; incursion of the Ghuzz on 
Bukhiri .  

I 147-1148 Third expedition of Sinjar to Khorezmia. 
I152 Conquest of Jand by Atsiz. Death of Sultan Mas'iid ; restoration 

of the temporal power of the Caliph. 
1153 Sinjar taken prisoner by the Ghuzz. 
I 153-1 I 54 Khorezmians in Bayhaq. 
1156 Murder of Tamghiich-Khin Ibriihim b. Sulaymln. Expedition 

of Atsiz to KhurisZn. Liberation of Sinjar from captivity. 
I I 56-1 163 Chaghri-Khir Jalil ad-Din 'Ali b. Hasan in Samarqand. 
I I 56-1 172 ( I  170, 1173) 11-Arslin b. Atsiz, Khwlrazm-shlh. 
1157 Death of Sultan Sinjar. 
I I 57-1 162  Rukn ad-Din Mahmiid in Khurisin. 
1158 Expedition of 11-Arslin into Transoxania. 
I 161 Plundering of Dihistgn aa_nd Gurgin by the Ghuzz. 
I 162-1 I 74 Mu'ayyid ad-Dawla Ay-Aba in KhurisPn. 
I 163 Mu'ayyid's diploma from the Saljiiqid sultan Arslin. 
I 163-1 17819 Qilich-Tarnghiich-KhBn Ma_sbBd b. ';2li in Samarqand. 
1165 War between Mu'ayyid and 11-Arslsn. Invasion of Balkh and 

Andkhfid by the Qarl-Khifays. Ibr5him b. Husayn in Uzgand. 
Kestoration of the city walls of I h k h i r i .  

I 1 7 1 - 1  I 72  ( I  169-1 170) Invasion of Khorezmia by the Qari-Khitiys. 
I 172 Sultin-ShiiJ, KhwHrazm-sh5h ; his deposition. 
I 173-1200 Takash b. 11-Arsliin, Khwsrazm-shah. 
I 17314 Conquest of Ghazna by the Ghiirids. 
I I74  Defeat of Mu'ayyid at Subarli. 
I I 74- I I 85 Tughln-Shih in Nishipiir. 
I 175-6 Conquest of Herat by the Ghirids. 
I 1 7 8 / p 1 2 0 1  (?) Ulugli-Sulfin Ibrihim b. Husayn in Sarnarqand. 
I 18 1 - 1  I 93 SultPn-Shah in Rlerv, Sarakhs, and Tiis. 
1181 Embassy of the Ghiirid sultan to Khorezmia. ~ l ~ - ~ a r Z - O r i n  

with the Qipch5qs in Khorezniia. 
I 182 Takash in KhurasSn; siege of Sarakhs;  expedition to Bukhlrl .  

Successful operations of Alp-Qar5-Orin. 
I 183 Victory of Sulf5n-ShZh over the Ghiirid Ghiy5th ad-Dm. 
I 185- I 187 Sinjar-Shah in Nishiipir. 
I 187 Conquest of Nishiipir by Takash ; Malik-Shih b. Takash in 

NishZpBr. 
I 192 First expedition of Takash to 'Iriiq. 
1 193 Death of Sultin-Sh5h ; Malik-Shih in Merv, Qutb ad-Din 

Muhatnmnd in Nishipiir. 
1 I94 Conquest of 'Iraq by Takash ; death ofthe Saljiqid sultan Tughrul. 
1 I95 Icxpedition of Tilkash to Sighniq. 
1 1 9 6  Victory of the Khorezmians over the army of Raghdiid. 
I I97 Death of Mal~k-Sh5h b. Takash. 
I 198 Campaign of Qufb ad-Din Muhammad and Alp-Darak in the 

steppes. 
1199 Expedition of Q5yir-TfiqB-Kh5n against Alp-Darak. 
I 200-1 220 'A12 ad-])in Muhammad b. Takash, Khwgrazm-shah. 
IZOO/I ( ? ) - 1 2 1 2  " The Sultan 01 sultans " 'Othmin b. Ibrlhim in Samarqand. 
I 203 Restoration of Khorezmian rule in Khurlsln.  Victory of Chingiz- 

Khan over the Keraits. 
1204 Conquest of Ichorezmia by the Ghiirs. Defeat of the Chiirid 

ShihHb ad-1)in near AndkhBd. 
1205 Descent of T5j ad-Din Zangi on Marw-ar-RBdh, his defeat and 

execution Conquest of T~rniidh by the GhBrs. 



I 206 Death of the Ghiirid ShihBb ad-Din. Subn~ission of Balkh, 
HerBt and Ghiir to the KhwPrazm-shah. Unification of Mongolia 
under the rule of Chingiz-KhHn. 

I 207 Return of the Khwirazin-shHh to Khorezmia. His conquest of 
BukhPrH. His defeat in battle with the QarH-KhitPys. Revolts 
in NishBpiir and Herfit. 

I 208 Restoration of Khorezmian rule in KhurHsPn. Flight of Kiichluk 
and the NPimHns to the territories of the QarP-Khitlys. 

1209 Embassy of the QarH-KhitPys to Khorezmia. Expedition of the 
KhwPrazm-shPh against the QipchBqs. Revolt of the UighGr 
Idiqiit against the QarB-KhitPys and his submission to the 
Mongols. Revolt of Kiichluk. 

I2 10 Capture of Samarqand by the QarB-KhitPys. Successes of 
Kiichluk ; withdrawal of the QarBKhitQys from Samarqand ; 
victory of the KhwHrazm-shiih in the plain of 11Pmish. 

1211 Deposition of the GiirkhPn ; transfer of power into the hands of 
Kiichluk. Submission of the northern part of Semiryechye to 
the Mongols. 

1212 Rising in Samarqand against the KhwPrazm-shlh ; destruction of 
the Qar5-KhPnid dynasty. 

I213 (1214) Conquest of Eastern Turkestan by Kiichluk. 
1215 Conquest of Ghazna by the KhwPrazm-shHh. 
121 5-1216 Expedition of the Khwaraxm-shHh against the Qipchaqs ; collision 

with the Mongols. Embassy from the KhwHrazm-shSh to 
Chingiz- KhBn. 

1216 Murder of Majd ad-Din BaghdPdi. 
1217 Abolition of the khufba in name of the Caliph Nlsir. Un- 

successful expedition of the KhwHrazm-shQh to BaghdTid. 
1218 Envoys of Chingiz-KhPn at the court of the KhwBrazm-shlh. 

Murder of the merchants at UtrPr. Conquest of Eastern 
Turkestan by the hlongols. 

1219 Chingiz-Khan on the Irtysh. Plan to  construct long walls in 
Samarqand district. 

1220 Conquest of Transoxania by the Mongols. Invasion of Persia by 
Mongol divisions. 

1220-1231 (with an interval) JalBl ad-Din b. Muhammad, KhwZrazm-sh5h. 
1221 Conquest of Khorezmia, KhurHsZn and Afghanistan by the 

Mongols. Victory of Jaliil ad-Din a t  Parwin. His defeat on 
the bank of the Indus and flight into India. Destruction of 
Ghazna by the Mongols. 

1222 Kushtagin in Merv; his attack on BukhiirTi. Suppression of the 
revolts in Merv and HerPt. Return of Chingiz-KhHn to 
Samarqand. 

1222-1223 T i j  ad-Din 'Ornar b. Mas'fid in Merv, Ahiward and Kharqiin. 
I223 Final destruction of hlerv by the Mongols. Chingiz-KhBn in the 

valley of the Chirchik and in the QulHn-HPshi steppe ; meeting 
with his sons. 

I 224 Chingiz-KhZn on the Irtysh. 
I225 Return of Chingiz-Khin to Mongolia. 
1327 Death of Jiichi. Death of Chingiz-Khin. 
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session rirc C0n.p-2s intevnationaf des 0 1  ienttrlisfrs, ii). - Article in Ru~~isc j le  Km~ue, 1875, vii. 
- Article in P y c c ~ .  ~ H U H K ~ .  Cno~apb  6 e p e s ~ ~ a  (OTR. ii i ,  T. i ) .  
- Article in Tpynu BOCT. OTR. xviii (unfinished). 
Lestrange, C. : Rnghddd under the Abbnsid ~irZifihafe. 
- The Lands O J  the Enstcvn Cnlifihnfe. 
Logofet, D. : B 1  ropaxb H H a  p a a ~ u ~ a x - b  Eyxapu. - Ha rpauuqaxa Cpennek A a i ~ .  



ilIajdiih at-'Olzi~~r : see under Khwarizmi. 
Mahdi KhPn : Hisfory of Nddir  Skdh. 
Mahmiid Kashghari: Diwdn lughdt at-Turk (see p. 36, n. 7). 
Makin : Eimacini Histovia Saracenicu. 
Maqdisi: Bibl. Geog. Arab., iii (see p. I I). 
Maqrizi : see under Sacy and Berezin. 
Margoliouth, D. : The Eclijse o f t h e  'Abbdsia' CaZiflhnte (see p. 32, n. I). 
- Article in Gzri/. .!i'~*h. Or. Sfzcdie~, i. 
Markov, A. K. : M H B ~ H T ~ ~ H H ~ ~  KaTan0I"b MYCYJlMaHCKHXb MOHeTb M M ~  

a p ~ u ~ a w a .  
Marquart, J . : ChronoZogie der nlfliirkischen inschrzyten. 
- .??riinInkr nach a'er Geografikie des PY. Moses Xurenac'i. 
- Historische Glossen zu den altturkischen Inschriften " ( W.Z.K.M., xii). 
- Os/eztmo#aische ztnrl osftzsiutrsihe Stvpryzuge. 
- Ostfzirkische Diaiekfsfzcdien. 
- U?zferszrchungen z u r  Geszhichfe von E n m .  
- Article in Z.D.M.G., xlix. 
hlasalsky, V. : T y p x e c ~ a ~ c x i f i  Kpafi. 
Mas'iidi: Bibi. tieog. Ar(zlr., viii : trans. by B. Carra de  Vaux, Mayoudi, 

Le Livre de Zd'aver/iisement el de la revision. 
- hf~~youa'i ,  Les j9r~zines d'or, trad. par C .  Barbier de Meynard et Pavet 

de Courteille. 
~KLC~r~zg-es Asiatiques : cf. D orn. 
Melioransky, P. : Apa6b-@~nonom 0 TypeuKoMb RBMK*. 
Miles : The Shcljmt z t L  A f?*(lk. 
Minaev : CB$~'%H~SI 0 CTPaHaXb ll0 BePXOBbRMb A M Y - n a p b ~ .  
Mipa M c n a ~ a  (St. Petersburg). 
MirkhwPnd : Raze)&zf n;-Sr+i (Teheran ed.) (see pp. 57-81. 
- Mtrchonds Ges~hichfe der SuZfane azcs rlctrz Geschiechte Bzc,e/i, iibers. 

von Fr. Wilken. 
- Mirchon(ii Hisforits Gnsnez~iriamm, ed. et latine vertit Fr. Wilken. 
- hfi~*kAond, Hisfoire lies Strmtz?lides, texte et. trad. par M. DefrCmery. 
- Mirkhond, Hisfoire lies sultans dzt Kharezt~t, publ. par DefrCmery. 
-- Mivkhond, Vie dc l,jLvq,rrhiz-h'htrn, publ. par Jaubert. 
Miskawayh : Ttyk- ib  u l - U t ~ ~ n t ~ r ,  ed. Caetani (Gibb. Mem. Ser. vii), 

(see p. 32, n. I ) .  - see Margoliouth. 
- see de Goeje, F ~ q ~ ~ r z r ~ n f r s .  
Mif fke i l~cnptz ,  &c, see under Karabacek. 
Morley, W. H. : A tles~?-ifitiz~e ctr/a/oLgrte of the hi~./o?~icuZ ~~rn?zuscri ' f s  irt the 

Arabic (znd P c r s i u ~  /(zngutrg~=~, prese?,ved z'ta flte Lihr'lvy of the fioynl 
A sifrfic SOL ie f ' .  

Muhammad Klqim, see undcr Kiizirn. 
Muhammad Waf2 Karniinagi : 1'u~i;zt czl-A-Aani, M S .  of the Asiat. Mus., 

c 581 b. 
Mu'in al-fuqar5 : Ki/tih-i rlfuZ/dzkla (see p. 58). 
Mzd'izz nl-ans(2h f i  sh~zjzrnf snL(i!itt ,tnughnl (see p. 55). 
Mujmii  at- 7nzedvt;l.k wn'/-Qisa r (see p. 26). 
Miiller, A. : /lev /s/n?rz i?tr 11i'or-en- u?zd Ahendonne. 
Musawi : Ttr'? ikk i  K h n ~ w i f  (see p. 56). 
Mushketov, I. V : T y p K e c ~ a ~ b .  
al-Muzaffmiya ( C ~ O P H U K ' ~  C T ~ T &  Y'leHHHKOBb 6ap. B. P. P o s ~ H ~ ) .  

12'ackl-ichten iihev ( t ie  van dcr A-ai.t. Akad. &r Wiss. su St. Pet. int jahre 
1898 (~nsrerustcte EX-edit ion nnzh Turfizn. 

an- Nad im : see FihriJf. 
Narshakhi : IIcsl.1-iftiorz tofo,.y(z~hique et /listorique de RoadR/tnvn, par 

Mohammed Nercliakhy, suiv~e de textes relatifs B la Transoxiane, publ. 
par Ch. Schefer (P.E.L.O. V. iiie s., vol. xiii) (see pp. 13-14). 



Narshakhi : M Y X ~ M M ~ ~ ~  Hapruax~,  Mmopifi B y x a p ~ ,  nep. H. JIu~orunna. 
Nasafi, 'Omar b. Muh.: Kiklb nl-Qnndfi tn'rtkh Sanzaryand (Qandfya), 

(see p. 15). Trans. by W. Vyatkin in C n p a ~ .  KHHX. C ~ M .  o6n. viii. 
N asawi : Nesnwi, Hisloire dar sultan Dfelnl ed-din Mankobirii, texte 

arabe et trad. par 0. Houdas (P.E.L.O. V., iiie s., vols. ix, x), (see p. 38). 
Nisir  ad-Din Tiisi: see Tiisi. 
Niisir-i Khusraw : Sefev Nnr~kA, Relation de voyages de Nassiri /i,/i,hosrau, 

ed. and trans. Schefer (P.E.L.O. K.  iie s., vol. I). 
Nizgm ad-Din ShHmi : Z(zfuv-Ntimah, see T e ~ c r u .  
Nizim al-Mulk : Nianm oul-mozclk, Siasset Nanrkh, texte, traduction et 

supplbment par Ch. Schefer (P. E.L.O. V., iiie s., vols. vii, viii), 
(see p. 25). 

NizZmi, Sadr ad-Din : irdj nl-?na'cisiy (see p. 352, n. 7). 
NizZmi-i 'ArGdi-i Sarnarqandi : Chahdr Afaqdfa, ed. and trans. E. G. Browne 

(Gibb. Mem. Series, xi, and J.R.A.S., 1899). 
Noldeke, Th. : Ot-icntafische Skizzen (English trans., Sketches front Easfetrz 

History, by J. S. Black). 
- Review in Z.D.M.G., xlvi. 
Notices et Extvnifs des manusclr'ls de la  bihfiofh2que imnjdn'ale, el., Paris. 
~Vozcve~zux mkhnges orientnux (P.E.L.O. V., i i e  s., vol. xix). 

D'Ohsson, le baron C. : Histoire des Mon,gols. 
Oppert, G. : Der Presbyter johannes in  Su-qe und Gescki~2fe. 

P.E. L.0 .V. : Publications de I' A-ole des langues on'eatales 71ivanfes, Paris. 
Palmer, E. H. : Article in j./i'.A.S., 1868. 
n a ~ f i ~ ~ a ~ :  KHHMKa C ~ M H ~ ~ W H C K O ~ O  0 6 n a c ~ ~ o r o  CTaTHCTHreCKarO KOMHTeTP 

Ha 1898 r. 
Patkanov, K. : Mmopifi MOHrOnOBb HHOKa MaraKiH. 
- MCTOP~R MOHrOnOBb no aPMRHCKHM5 HCTOYHUKaM'b. 
Pelliot, P. : Article in j .A.,  I I ,  xv. 
- Articles in T 'oun ,~  Yao, xiv, xv (the former in collaboration with 

B. Laufer). 
-- See also under Chavannes. 
Pertsch , W. : Verzeich?ziss der Persischen Hnndschrz~en (Die Handschrqf - 

C'erzeichnisse der Kon. Hibliufhek zzc Ilevlitz, iv). 
PCtis de la Croix: see under Yazdi, Sharaf ad-Din 'Ali. 
Petrovsky, N.: Article in Mae. P y c c ~ .  reorp. 0 6 ~ .  xxxiv. 
Petrovsky, N. F.  : Article in ~ ~ ~ H C K H .  &c., vii. 
Poslavsky, I. T. : Article in C p e n ~ e a s i a ~ c ~ i k  B ~ C T H H K ' ~ ,  Dec. 1896. 
Pospyelov, F. F. : Article in Cnpae. KHHM. C a ~ a p ~ .  o6n. x. 
Pozdnyeev, A. &I.: Article in 3 a n u c ~ ~  P y c c ~ .  Apx. 06111. 1883. 
n p o ~ o ~ o n b l 3 a & n a ~ i R  w C O O ~ U J ~ H ~ R  snenos'b Ba~acn i i i c~a ro  Kpywc~a nm6n- 

~ e n e k  Apxeonoriu H MCTOP~H BOCTOK~. 
n p 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 n b l  8ac'bJlaHifi H coo6urenin YneH0B.b T ~ ~ K ~ C T ~ H C K O ~ O  K p y m ~ a  

nlo6n~enek Apxeonoriu. 
Pumpell y, I<. : L.rpfortrfions in Turi*es/an. 

Qtrnrf, Qcr~z~lijfn : see under Nasafi. 
Qazwinf, HarndallPh : iVll~/Erzt nC-Quliib, geographical section ed. and trans. 

G. le Strange (Gibb iblemorial Series, xxi~i) (see p. 50). 
- 7'u'riX.A-i Guziiinh, ed. with abridged trans. E. C;. Rrowne (Gibb Mem. 

Series, xiv) (see pp. 49-50). 
Qazwini, ZakariyP: 'Aji'ib nl-M~zkhlziqdt, ed. Wiistenfeld (see p. 36). 
Qifti : Tcl'rikh al-[iark(z~~rd, ed. Lippert. 
Quatremhre, E. : see under Rashid-ad-Din. 
QudPma : Bibl. Geog. Arab., vi. 



Iiadloff, \V. : Das I<zcd(zfkzc-BiM. Theil i. Der Text in Transscription 
herausgegeben. 

- Die alttiirkischen inschrt~ten der Mongolei, 2 parts. 
- K'b Bonpocy 06% yfirypax'b. 
Rashid ad-Din : jdrrziL nf-tawfirikh (for editions and translations see 

p. 48, n. 2). 
Raverty, H. G. : The Tabakgt-i NEsirZ (see JizjSni). 
RPwandi: Rabat (7;-$zedz~r, ed. Mul!. Iqbiil (Gihb Mem. Series, New 

Series, ii) (see p. 29). 
RHzi, Haydar : Tn'rikh (see p. 37). 
Reczteid de 7~ryvzges et de ?rrk~rzoires, publ. par la SociCtC de GCographie, iv. 
Rejerenc.e Book of Samnrknnd Prov. : see Cnpas. KHUM. C a ~ a p ~ .  o6n. 
Reinaud, J.-T. : Fragn~ents arabes el jersans ink i t s  rklatzj3 d 19/nrie. 
Rickmers, W. Rickmer : The Dzcnb of Tterkestan. 
K ieu, C h. : Catnlogrce of the Persian Af~znuscripts cf the British Mztseurtz. - Supplement to the Cut~loC.yzce of the Arabic IZZSS. in  the British 

Musezrm. 
- Szcpplenzent to the Catalogfle of Persinn MSS. 
Rosen, Baron V. R. : Notices sornmair-es des rrlnnzescrits arabes d~ ntusle 

nsinfique. 
- Articles in 3 a n u c ~ u ,  &c., iii, vi. 
- see Collections scielrltjipues de f Institut des langues otltle?rtaks, iii. 
Ross, Sir E. D. (with F. H. Skrine) : The Heart of Asia, a history of 

Rrcssian Tzcrkestan and  the Ccntr-nl A sintt Khnnates jronr the earliest 
tirnes. 
- Article in 'AjLab-A:&tznh (q. v.). 
- (with R. Gauthiot) Article in J.A., I I ,  i. 
Kozhevits, R. Yu.: Article in M S B ~ C T ~ R  PYCCK. reorp. 0 6 ~ .  
Riidaki: Dtwnn, MS. School of Oriental Studies, London. 
Rudnev, N. : Article in T ~ ~ K ~ C T ~ H C K ~ R  B~UOMOCTU. 
Ruska, J. : Article in Der Islanr, v. 

Sachau, E. : Zzcr C;eschi~./l/e 2ctzd Chronoloqie von Chwdriztn (2 parts). 
Preface to Vol. iii of Ibn Sa'd, Tabtrqcit. 

- Article in Al~tfheilungen des Scrrzi?zarsfiir orient. ,S$rac/len, Bd. vii 

-- 
(1904). 
See also under Biruni. 

Sncy, S. de : C'/r?-cstomnthie Ambc. 
Sa'di : Gul is td~ ,  ed. Platts. 
Safi ad-Din : F-~z!tcl'il-i Rnllh (see p. 36). 
Salemantl, see Zale~nan. 
SarnL%ni : Kitiib ad-Ansrib (see p. 34). 
S;~~narqandi, see 'Abd iir-Razzitq and al-KrTtib. 
Sa~noplovitch, A : Article in Bull. (it l'Acad. des ,'cicnces, 1917. 
C ~ O P H H K  T Y P K ~ C T ~ H C K ~ ~ O  B o c l o ~ ~ a r o  M H C T H T ~ T ~  (Tashkent). 
C ~ O P H W K ~  reorpaql., Tonorpa@. H CT~THCT. ~ a ~ e p i a n o s b  no Aaiu, xlvii, lvii. 
Schefer, Ch. : ChrcsCnmathz'e prrstz?re (P.E.L.0. V., 2° sCrie, vii). 
-- Article in Re( ueid tie textes et tie frndurtio~zs, publid par les Professeurs 

de l16cole des Iangues orientales, i (P.E.L.O. K ,  38 sCrie, v). - see Nofc7leazrx n~r'/(z?rges ori~nfrrrcx. 
Schreiner, M. : Article in % . / l . J f . ( ; . ,  lii. 
Schwarz, P. : Iran rrrr Afiffe/nNer nac-h den arabischen Geopn$hen. 
Scl,@tnrrs Orientis C'hrisf lani. 
Semenov, A.: tlrticle in ~ P O T O K .  T y p ~ .   pyx. apx. xix. 
Seybold, C. : lieview in %./).,I/.(;., Ixvii. 
Shabangarai : rlf(rjnt,r' nl-Anstib (see p. 46). 
ShahristHni : ki ' ldb al-Miltrl wa'n-IL?hn/, trans. Dr. Th. Haarbriicker, 

ctsclr-Sl-knhrastalrfs A'eltgionsflrat-teiert und Philoso~hemckulen. 



Sharaf ad-Din 'Ali Yazdi, see Yazdi. 
Shcherbina-Kramarenko, N. : Article in Cnpan. KHHM. Ca~ap.  o6n., 1896. 
Sitnyakovsky, N. F. : Article in M3n. T y p ~ .  o ~ n .  M M ~ .  PYCCK. reor. 0 6 1 ~ .  i. 
- Communication in  POT. T y p ~ .   pyx., Dec. 1896. 
- Communication in  POT. T y p ~ .   pyx., iii. 
Skrine, F. H., see under Ross. 
Skvarsky, P : Article in Cpen~easia~c~i i i  B ~ C T H H K ~ ,  Oct. 1896. 
Slane, Baron MacGuckin de: Catalogue ties ?rra?zuscrits ambes de kz 

RibZ. Nat. 
- see also under Ibn Khaldiin and Ibn KhallikPn. 
Smirnov, E : D ~ ~ B H U H ~ M ~  B'b T Y ~ K ~ c T ~ H ~ .  
- Article in Cpen~~rr A 3 i ~ .  
Co6pa~ie ny~eruemsil K a  T a ~ a p a ~ ~ ,  ~ 3 n .  a. FISMKOB~IMI. 
Cnpanos~m KHHmKa C a ~ a p ~ a ~ n c ~ o k  o 6 n a c ~ ~ .  
C p e n ~ a ~  A I ~ R ,  C ~ O P H H K ' ~  marek. 
C p e n ~ e a s i a ~ c ~  ik B~CTHHKI. 
& ~ T H C T H ~ ~ C K ~ ~  Ma~epianu nnR TypKecTaHa. 
Stein, Sir M. A. : Serindiu. 
S trabo : Geopz#hica. 
Stube, R.: Article " Tchingiz-Chan, seine Staatsbildung u.s.w." in Nezre 

fuh~bi icher~i i r  das kZass. Alterturn, 1 p 8 .  
Sturiiev fra sjvog- ng oZdtidsforsning, see Christensen. 
Sussheim, K. : Das GeschenR azts der Saldsch~~kengeschichte won dem Wesir 

ikfu&zmmud al-eusaini al- Yazdi. 
Prolr.gornena zu einer Ausglzbe deer inr Brifischen Mzlseurn zu London 

verwcrhrten " Chronik des Seldsckuqischen Reiches." 

Tabnkat-i Nnsiri, see JijzjZni. 
Tabari: Annlrles, ed. IM. J .  de Goeje et alii (see p. 2). 
- Chronique de Ttrbnri, trad. sur la version persane de Rel'ami par 

M. M. Zotenberg. 
Tcij nl-'Arhs. 
7ir'rikk-i Gzrzidt, see Qazwini, HamdallBh. 
Ta'rSkA nl-HltktrmZ, see Qiffi. 
7 a ' ~ i k h - i  Khayrzt, see Miisawi. 
T ~ K C T ~ I  no MCTOP~H CpenHefi A 3 i ~ .  
Texts : W. Ilarthold, Typ~ecTa~.b B% anoxy MOHrOnbCKarO H ~ W ~ C T B ~ R ,  

sacTb nepnarr, TeKmH (see p. xiv). 
Tha'alibi, 'rIbd,ll-malik b. Muh.  : Lnfntyo'Z-rna'nnx ed. Jong. 
- 7italiihi Synta,qr?ta (.!S$ecinzen e litteris orienta/ibzcs) trans. Valeton. 
- Y(zfZnrczt ad-Dnhv (see p. 9). 
ThaLZlibi, Husayn b. Muh. : Kit& nZ-Ghurnr (see pp. 18-19). 
Thomas, E. : Article in ~Vtrmismtafic Chronicle, 3, i. 
Tiesenhausen, Baron V. C;. ; Notice strr une colZection de nzonntzies orien/r~les, 

de 121. le C/c. .Sfrq.qrznofl 
- C ~ O ~ H H K I  M ~ T ~ P ~ ~ J ~ O B %  OTHOC~~UHXCR ~ . b  H C T O ~ ~ H  ~ O J I O T O ~ ~  Opnbl. 
Tomaschek, N'. : Centralczsiatische Stzctiien, 1. .Yng(iinna (Si tzungsber. der 

phil.-hist. Classe der his.-kon. Akad. der Wissensch., Wien, Ixxxvii). 
Tra.r/nux rt'e kl jmd szssion dzr ~.ongy?s international ries o~i~nfa/rs/es ,  ii, 

see under Lerch. 
Trudy ; Tpynbl Born. O T ~ .  Apx. 0 6 q .  
Tpynw P O C C ~ ~ ~ C K O ~ ~  R Y X O B H O ~ ~  M H C C ~ H  B'b ~ ~ K H H ' B .  
Tumansky, A. C;.: Articles in 3anncx~ ix, x. 
Tumansky 51 S., see 1F(urifid al-'Al~cwt. 
Tisi,  NIsir ad-Din: Z+i flkhdni (MS. Brit. Mus. Or. 7464), (see p. 39). 

Ulughbeg : Ta'rlkh-i Arba' UZas (see p. 56). 



Umnyakov, I. : Article in C~OPHHK T y p ~ e m .  BOCTOY. M H C T H T ~ T ~ ,  1923. 
'Utbi, Muh. b. 'Abd al-Jabbiir : Ta'rikh al-Yamini (see p. 19). - The Kitd-i Yamini, trans. by the Rev. J. Reynolds. 
'Utbi-Manini (see p. 20, n. I). 

VPmbCry, A. : History of Bokhara. 
- Travels in  Central Asin. 
Veselovsky, N. I. : O.rep~5  U C T O ~ H K O - r e o r p a @ ~ r e c ~ m  cs%n%~ii i  o XHBHH- 

CKOM'b X ~ H C T B ~ .  
- Article in X y p ~ .  MHH. Haponii. ~ P O C B . ,  Dec. 1897. 
- Articles in 3 a n u c ~ u ,  ii, viii. 
Vivian de Saint-Martin : S u r  les Huns Blancs ou EPhtalites. 
Vyatk~n, V. L. : Ma~epianu  K a  k i c ~ O p ~ ~ e c ~ o 8  r e o r p a a i ~  C a ~ a p ~ a ~ n c ~ a r o  

BHnaeTa ( C n p a ~ .  KH. C a ~ a p ~ .  o6n. vii). - Articles in C n p a ~ .  KHHM. V. 

Waqf-nHmah, MS. of the Asiat. Mus. e 574 ag. 
WassPf : Ta'rikh (see p. 48). 
- See also under Hammer-Purgstall. 
Wellhausen, J. : Das Arabische Reich und sein Sfuvz. 
Wol ff, J . : Narrative of a Mission to Bokhara. 
Wolff, 0. : Geschichte deer hlongden oder Tatlzren. 
Works ofthe Peking Mission, see Tpynu Pocc. nyx. MHCC. 
Wiistenfeld, F. : Der Tod des Husein ben A li. 
- Die Geschichlsschreiber der Avaber und ihre Werke (Abh. der k. Gesell. 

der Wiss. zu Gottingen, xxviii). 
- S#eci?nen el-Lobnbi sive Genealogiarum Arabum. 
- Uber die Quellen d e r  Werkes : Ibn Challiknni, &c. 

YHfi'i: Mirlt al-jahHn f i  ma'rifat hawHdith al-insln (see p. 5 1 ,  n. 2). 
Ya'qhbi : HibZ. Geo'g. Arrzb., vii (see p. 7). 
- Ibn- Wfirfhih qzci dicilu?? a/ ja'pubi Historicze, ed. M. Th. Houtsma 

(see p. 6). 
Ygqiit : Jfzcufs geog~a#hisches Worterbuch, herausg. von F. Wiistenfeld 

(see p. 35). 
- lrshdd uZ-ArTb'bfi ~ . ~ t ( z ' r ~ ~ z t  nl-A&, ed. D. S. Margoliouth (Gibb Mem. 

Ser., vi) (see p. 35, n. lo). 
Yate, C. E. : Nnl-thern A fqhnnist(zn. 
Yazdi, Ghiyath ad-Din : see T~HCTU.  
Yazdi, Sharaf ad-Din 'Ali : zafi~r-Nfi~nak, Calcutta ed. (see p. 53). - Pkfis de lrr  Croix, Histoire de Timur-Bec. 
Yule, Sir H.: Cnlhay trndthc Way Thither. 
- Tra.r/els of Afavco Polo (3rd ed., ed. H. Cordier, with supplementary vol.). 

%. D. M .G. : Zeifschrift der- Deutschen .Worgenland. Gcsell. 
~ (z j~ r -Ndmt rh  : see under Yazdi. 
Zaleman, C. : Articles in Bull. de Z'Acod, &L., 1898, 1912. 
" Zapiski " : 3 a n ~ c ~ ~  BOCT. Om. Apx. 06m. 
~ ~ ~ H C K H  M M ~ .  AK. H a y ~ a ,  no McT.-Onn. O T ~ .  ; see under Barthold. 
3 a n ~ c ~ ~  P y c c ~ .  Apx. 0 6 u . ,  see under Pozdnyeev. 
Zhukovsky, V.: P a a s a n u ~ ~  C ~ a p a r o  Mepsa (Malepianat no Apx. P o c c i ~ ,  

No. 16). 
-- T ~ R H ~  e u w ~ e ~ i ~  ca Eoroua B% nonauraxa mapua A6y-Ca'nna. 
-- Article in 3 a n u c ~ ~  xii. 
)Kyp~an% MHH. HIPORH. I ~ P O C B . ,  see under Rarthold and Veselovsky. 
Zimin 1.. : Articles and Translations in ~ P O T O K .  T y p ~ .  KPYm. - Article in  POTO OH. 3 a ~ a c n i R c ~ a r o  Kpywc~a, &c. 
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Ahmad -JHmiji (wazir) 364 n. 
Ahrnad b. Abn KhHlid 208, 210-1 I 

Ahmad b. Khidr (QarH-Khiinid) I I I ,  
316-18 

~ h m r d  -Khujandi 395 
Ahmad b. hlnnsar b. QarP-tagin a51 
Ahmad b. Muhainmad (Abu'l-Fath) 26on. 
Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Abii Zayd (Aba 

Nagr) 263, a64 
Ahmad b. Muhammad (Mn'in al-fnqarl) 

58 
Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Khalaf (gover- 

nor) 248 n. 
Ahmad b. Muhammad see Amirak, Qadir- 

KhHn, -Qubawi, Abu 'Ali -Chaghh i  
Ahmad b. N a y  ( Abii &inhammad, SPmH- 

nid) 248 
Ahmad b. Noh (SHmhid) I 15, 149 
Ahmad b. Sahl 2 1  n., 241 
Ahmad Yasawi 376 
Ahmad Zaki WHlidi 47 n. 
Ahmad see Khinah 
Aba Ahmad (rabHt) 163 
Abii Ahmad b. Sa'id al-QPdi 17 
Abo Ahmad see -Muwaffaq 
A b a f  b. Qays, Castle of 80 
Ahii-posh 328 
-Ahwal, Abn'l-'A15 30 
Akhariin 74, 185 
Akhshii (? &-?a) river 68 
Akhsikath, 156, 159, 161-2, 164, 185, 

286, 31.51 40' 
Akhsisak Po 
'AlP ad-Din ( 'Al l  al-Mulk) (ruler of 

Qandnz) 410 
'A15 ad-Din see Muhammad (KhwPrazm- 

shih)  
' AlH al-Mulk -Tirmidhi 374 
'A15 Sa'di 106 
Alai mts. 70 
Ibn 'Alarndiir 270 
Alamit 8 
A!nq-noyon 416, 417. 419 
Alexander of Macedon r n., 66 n., 76, 84, 

167 n.9 315, 363 
'Ali, village of 81 
'Ali (Qarii-KhHnid) 274 n 
IAli b. Ahii 'Fiilib, tomb of 33, 79 
'Ali b. Husayn see 'Ali-tagin (QarH- 

Khlni_rl) 
'Ali b. 'Is5 b. MiihPn 7, 303 
'Ali b. layth (SaFlHrid) a16 
'Ali b. Ma'man (Khwiirazm-sbHh) 147, 

269, 171. 275 
'Ali b. Mujihid (historian) 5 
'Ali b. Maharnrnnd (QarH-KhPnid) 282 
Abii ' A 1  -ChaghHni 10, 118, a42, a43 n., 

146-9 
Abii &Ali see -Ral'nmi, -DiimghPni, -Jay- 

hlni ,  -Simjiiri, Hasan b. Muhammad 
(ra'is) 

c Ali ad DTn -Khayyati 435 

'Ali Duroghi 431, 433 
'Ali-khwHjah (of WlkhHrH) 396, 415 
'Ali-SultBn 53 
' Ali-tagin (QarP-Khanid) 280-a, a8q-5, 

294-8 
'Ali-tagin, sons of 298-302, 303 
' AIi-tagin b. 'AklallPh (general) a97, 301 
'Alids 119, 193, 195, 198, 114, 235, aqa, 

374 
-Alma5 see 'Abd al-GhPfir 
AlmHliq (AlmHligh) 401, 403 
Alp-AtslPn (Saljiiqid) 305, 306, 310 n., 

313-147 315 n. 
Alp-Darak 343 ; a7d see ~ l p - ~ a r P - U r P n  
Alp-Er-KhHn (Alp-KhHn) 41 a, 413 
A1~-(2arH (general) 297 
AlpQarH-Ur~n 340, ,341, 343 
Alp-tagin of BukIiHrH (hsjib) a77-9 
Alptagin  of Gbazna 228, 133, 139, 249- 

51,  261 
~ l ' ~ t a ~ i n  (ambassador) 299 
Alp-tagin (Qara-Khitly) roo, 3a7, 354 
'Alqama, Castle of 96 
Altai mts., 393 
Altan-KhHn 394 
AltantHsh (l<hwHrazm-shzh) 279, 280, 

a8a, 294-6, a98 
AltiintHsh, son of (unnamed) 197 
Amards 81 n. 
A m d i ~ a  I I 8, I 54 
'Amtd a/-n1ul.4, Office of a30 
Amin ad-Din -Harani  397 
Amin al-Mulk (Amin-mal~k) 413,439-43, 

446 
Amir 149 
Amirak Bayhaqi (Abn'l-Hasan Ahmad b. 

Muh.1 303-4 
'Amr b. Jamil 1 0 2  

'Amr b. Layth (Saffsrid), 21 ,  2416, 2 1 g -  
az, 224-5, 216, 230 

Abii 'Amr see Muhammad b. Asad 
Amn-1)arya 64, 65, 66, 76, 77, 130, and 

passinr 
Bridge of boats over 28a, 301, 451 , 452, 

455 
Changes of conrse of r46, 150, 150n., 

IS;; 337 n.1 437,457 . 
Crossings of 69, 71, 72, 76, 80, 81, 

'37, '42 n. 
Delta of 151, 152 
Names of 65, 81 n. 
Narrows on 142 n., 143, 154 n., 155 n. 
Provinces in lower course of 142-5s. 
Provinces to north of G8- 76 
Provinrxs to soritb of 66-8 

Amul (Charjny) 76, 8-83, I t7  n., 143, 
14.3, 148, 154, 213, 259, 261, 2627 ~6.59 

- 259, 270, 2781 2967 330, 360n.1 416 
Amul (MPzandark) 425 
Amza 154 
Ananda (prince) 436 n. 
AnbHr 79, 80 
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Anbardnwln r 2 1  Aristocracy (pre-Islamic) in Central Asia 
~ n d a d i  139 
Andlq I a 1  
Andarib (AndarHba) 67, 444 
Andarastin 146, 155 
AndijHrHgh (river and village) 68, 69 
AndiyEr-]<andmiin I 16 
Andkhud (Ankhud, Andkhuy), 80-1,298, 

3361 35'1 364, 4'9. 
-Andkhudi see Yijsul b. 'Abdalllh 
Andukln (Andijan) I 58, I 60 
Anfuran rablt 1j5 - 

Angara rive: 392 
Angren see AhangarIn 
Anikfardar I 2 r 
Anisiin I 21 
AnjEfarin (Anjufarin) I 2 I 

Anonynr of lska~zdar  54, 56 
Anshamithan I 39 
Aniidhkath 174 
Aniishirwin 315 
Anfish-tagin Gharja 323-4 
4010-botzile (Mongol) 381 
.!q-Kutal 315 
Aq-malik 449 
Aq-rablt pass 68 
Aq-ShLh 432, 437-8 
Aq-sii river 68 
Arabic language I ,  9, 240, 291 
Arabs 779 791 96 n.1 168, 233, 255, a78n. 

Conflict with Chinese 3, 185,188, 195-6 
Conflict with Turks 186-7, 188, 190-1, 

193 
Expeditions into Central Asia, 6, 77, 

182-ga 
Revolts against 'Ahblsids I 94-5, I 98 
Settlements and villages 61, 94-5, 101, 

106, 159n., 185, 2 7 0  
Tribnl conflicts among 182, 184, 189, 

193 
Arafat 354, 374 
Aral Sea 151, 152, 238 
Aral-Payghambar 75, 76, PO n., 3or 
Aranj fabrics 235 
Arbilnkh I 74 
Arbinjan see liabinjan 
Ardabil 145, 426 
Ardahan 4 2 2  

Ardakhiwa I 49, 150 
Ardakhushmithan 148, 149 
Arcleknwl 153 n., 154 
Ardlinksth (P'arghana) 163 
ArdlHnkath (Shish) 163, I 74 
rlrffid $3 
ArghHu I 35 
Arghiin 455 n. 
firgun river 41 q n. 
A ~ h a n  ford 68, 69, 70 
'Art? (army paymaster) n a I ,  230 
nnq 83 n. 
Aris river I 76 
Aristeis (tribe) I 59 

I 80- r 
Arkand 163 ; see also Rukund 
Armenian historical sources, 37, 459 
Arslin, Sultan (Saljiiqid) 335 
Arslin <of Merv) 449 
Arslin-llak see Nasr b. 'Ali andlA1i-tagin 

( Qarl-Khiinid) 
Arslin-JPdhib 272 n., 279, 448 n. 
ArslHn-Khan (Qarluq) 403, 404, 442 
Arslin-KhIn 'Ali (QarI-Khlnid) 268 
Arslin-Khln Mahmiid (Qarl-KhInid?) 

328 
Arslin-Khln Muhammad b. 'Ali 275, 

280-2 
Arslin-Khan Muhammad b. SulaymHn 

319-=1, 333 
khiildings of, 99, roo, 103, rog, I r I! 

118, 3'9 
Arslln-Kh5n Muhammad b. Yiisuf (of 

I<ishghar) 366 
ArslBn-l<hin SulaymEn b. Yiisuf (BughrH- 

tagin) 295, 296, 299, 300, 303 
Arslin-KhEn Y ~ s u f  (of Kishghar) 363 
Arslin (Isrl'il; b. Seljuk 280, 285 
Arslln-tagin see ' Ali-tagin ( Q ~ r a  Khinid j 
Arslin-Yilfi (hijib) a69 
Arsmanda I 68 
Arsnblnikat ( ArsyLnikat) 167 
Artakhushmithan set Ardakhushmithan 
Are 135 
Arwln "5, "6 
Aryans 64,66, 76, 168 
Arys river 40s  
Asad h. &Abdalllh 5 ,  77, 78n., 83, 189, 

'91, 793. 209 
Asad b. Si~nin-KhndLt 209 
Asan .we Hasan-hlji 
Asangin ariq Sg 
Asbis 142 
Asfizlr 90 
Abu'l-Ash'ath b. Ahmad (SimHnid) 2 1 0  
Ashbinghii I 74 
AshiyZr 455 
Ashnas (religious leader) 198 
Ashl~iis   own) I 79, 414 
Ashraf h. Muhammad -Samarqandi 320 
Ashrns b. 'Abdallih 189-90 
Asht 163 
eshur-Ade island 4a6 
qsib  302 
'Asim b. 'Abdnllih 191 
Ask511 130 
As~nancl see Usmnnd 
Asrfid 134, 135 
&.sas>i~ls sce Isma'ilites 
Astlna (rnbiit) r 3; n. 
Astriibnd 15 
ntashkhgn (?) 164 n. 
A t b l ~ h  157, 317 
Ihn nl-Athir 2-3, 4,1o, 17, 19, 2 1 ,  30,31, 

351 37, 3R, 39 



Atmatigin 327 n., 354 
Atsiz (Khwlrazm-shiih) 33, 100, 313-31, 

332 
Avicenna see Ibn Sin5 
AwHl 160, 161: 164 
'Awii, Mnhammad 17, 18n., 36, 50 
Awhad ad-Din (Shaykh) 379 
Awqdif, administration of 231-1 
Awshar I 20 
Awzaj (Uzaj) ford 71-2 
Ayach (hiijib) 159 
Ayfz (JahHn-Pahlawiin) 378 
AyHz b. Alp-Arsl5n 314 
'Ayn ad-Dawla (Jikili) 31 7 
iAyn ad-Dawla (QarH-KhHnid) 300, 303 

nytH;h (hijib) i 43  
Ayvnj ford 7 2  

'AyyPr-beg (Khorezmian) 337 
'Ayyiir-beg (Varluq) 336 
Ayyab, tomb of 160 
Ayyi~b b. Hnssln 106 
A'karn-malik 440-3, 453 
AzrakyHn 1j5n. 

RIb (RukhHrH) I a I 
BPb (Farghlna) 162, 16 3 
BHba I a I 
BPb DastZn go 
HHhish 1 2 1  

BPbar I 56, 417 
Hactrinn empire 76; see also Graeco- 

Bactrian k i n ~ d o m  
Badiikad ~a I 
Badakhshiin 6 j, 66,67, 79, 403 n. 
BadrkhshZn ford 69 
BHdan rat 
HPdghi~ 198, 349 
Radhikhfin I a I 
-Hadit (Muntajab nd-Din! 33 
Rldiya -i khurdak 97 
Badr ad-Din 'Amid (governor) 407, 419 
Radr ad-Din QPcIi-KhHn (qIdI) 410 
Badr ad-Din (rnndrtrris) 341 
BadvPna I AO 

H ~ f ; 5 ~  ' 
Hngn 167 n. 
Haghdld 208. alo, a I r ,  a 18, 412 
Baghdltlak (Nnghdiid, Hnghaydid) I 53 
-I\aghdHdi (Llaha ad-T)in Muhammad) 33 
-Ha~hdSdi (Abii'l-hla'lli) 31 R n. 
-HaghdHdi :Majd-atl-Din) 33, 375-7, 380 
Haghirqln 149, ISO 

Baghlh  67.444 n., 454 
Baghiinkath I 74 
Hahl ad-Din see -Uaghdiidi 
BahP ad-Din -KHzi 393-4, 396 
Nahi ad-Din Siim (of Hlrniyin) 344, 3.51 
BahS ad-Mulk (of Merv) 448 
Blhan rabat I 54 
BohrPm Chfibin a06 n., aog 

BahrHm Gilr (Varahl-iin V) 106, 234 
Bahrlm-shlh 35a 
BZichur see BHtijlir 
RakHr street I I I 
bakhsht 51, 55 n., 388, 391 
Hakr b. Malik -FarghZni 249 
Bakr b. WP'i1 (tribe) g j 
Abii Bakr b. Abo Ash'ath 243 
Abii Bakr (of BakhHrH) aqa 
Abfi Bakr Muhnmmad h. Ishiq (theo- 

logian) a89-90 
Abii Bakr Muhammad -ChaghIni 10, 

242 
AbO Bakr see -Husayri, -KallHbPdi 
Bakriin see Muhammad b. Najib 
-BalZdhuri 6 
Ballj I 77 
BHlH-KhHn 4 I 3 
-Bal'ami (Aba 'Ali Muh). 10, 250-1 
-Baldam? (Abu'l-Fad1 Muh.) 61,  104, 229, 

241, 24a, 143 "-9 245 
Bala-Murghab 79 
BalHndarHn I 35 
BalHsHghiin a43, 254, 1 j6, 257. 285, 294, 

312, 32% 333"., 358, 363, 364n.9 367, 
402- 

B5lHyan 1 74 
BHlchich see Ahmad BHlchich 
Halghar see Hurghar 
biiash (coin) 396 n. 
Halj~ian gg 
Halkh 65-8, 72, 76-g,80, 189, 191, 196, 

217, aaq, 248,153, 254, 259, 263, 266, 
272, 273, 976,. 277, 280, 282, 285, 
288-9. 291, 291 h. ,  297, 303, 314, 331. 
335, 336, 344, 345, 3.52, 359 n.9 3759 
405, 4'3,4'4,4381 453 

Ralkhiib A A ~  

~ a l k h l n  ; i j  
-Balkhi (Abii Zayd Ahmad b. Snhl) I I ,  

a46 n. 
Bamijkath 99 
Bgrniyiin 68, 191, 335, 443-4, 454 
Bamk5khush 160 
BHnnb I I 5 
BanHkath 169, I 70, 174, 13.5, 407, 416, 

Handimash r a I 
Ihndfin see I%idiin 
Banjhir see Panjshir 
HCnjkhigh I 74 
HHnknr 80 
l ja~~bnkath r ; I 
Baqirghsn I 50 
Rnqirghan, Kh6ja (canal) 165 
BPrPh (FarghHnn) 164 
Hir ib  (IsfijPb) I 76-8 
BarHbi(l(?) r 53 
Jl5rHb-Slr 149 
BarHghad 153 
Rarlkad (HaAkadiin) I a 1 



BarakZt b. MubHrak (Abu'l-Fntfih) a7 
Barakhshah I I 5 ; artd stc Farakhshah 
BarHkfih (Badkah) I 56 n. 
Barang 158, 163 
Barangi 74 
BarHtagin 146, 151 
BarHz 199 
Barbln river 68, 69 
Biirchinlighkant (Hiirchin: I 79, 378, 414, 

418. 
BardHd I a a 
Bardha'a a83 
Blrdiza ~ a a  
Barfakhsh I a2 
-13arghashi Muh. b. IbrHhim (wazir) a64, 

265 
Rgrgin-i farzkh I I 8 
barfd ((postal service) Z ~ C - I  
bark2 (measare of distance) 147 n. 
Harin (tribe) 391, 416 
UHrjin (Erjkand) I pg n. 
Barkad 119, 122,  223 
Barkana 135 
HLrkath 94, 165, 196 
Barkfish 173 
Barkygrfiq (Saljiiqid) 318, 329 
-Barmnki (Abu'l-QHsim, wazir) a65 
15armakids 77, 197 
IGrmis (Mongol cornrnancler) 447-8 
BHrmish ariq 83 
Rarqln 153 
Harrh (Rarrfniya) I 2 2  
-Rarr%ni 304 n. 
-Barsakbi (Abii Bakr hiangi~r) 15 
Harsan see ljarbln 
Barsh river 83 
Barshfir see YashPwnr 
Hlrsknth 175 
HarskhZn 1 2 2  
Rarskul (Barkul) I 75 n. 
Hariikat I 77 
Ilarfiqk 77, I 89 
HZsand 74 
13Hslr (Hlsam, BHsarHn) 7 0  n. 
Rasba I :, a 
HashbashHn 163, 164 
Hnshmin nriq 83 
Rashtiin 139 
Has~kiiyir I i:, 
I3asra a55 n. 
13a-ste-ha (1 Akhsikath) 402 
ljltijiir a01 
13atik 81,  31 a n.  
Batkhutlin 131 
Ibn Hattfita 78, 79,92. 132, 44'6-7, 436n., 

438 
RPtG-KhHn 459 
niwurchiq 403 
RHyPn 139 
ljnydfin see 1Rdfin 
Rayllnq 31 n., 159, 304, 330 
-Rnyhn(li (A bu'l-Fn31) lo, a I , i 1-4 

-Bayhaqi (Abu'l-Hasm) 2 2  n., 31, 31 n., 
242,326 

-Bayhaqi see Amirak 
BHykar 80 
BlynH1 see THynHl 
-Bayyia (Abfi 'Abdalllh) 16, 242, 147 
Bazda 136-7. 
Begtagin (Ghaznevid general) 297, 301 
Begtagin (Khorezrnian general) 4a6 
Begtfizfin (hHjib) 262, a63, a65, 266, 268 
Berezin, I. N. 43, 63 n. 
Hiberstein-Kazimirsky, A. aq, 302 n. 
Ibn al-Bibi 29 n. 
Bidon (Rukhlr-KhudPt) IOO 

BigHn 164 
Bih-Afarid I 94 
Bik 69 
biki 39 1-2 
BilgZ-beg (Bilgi-tagin) 32.1 
BilgP-khHn see THj ad-Din 
Bil@-tagin (hZjib) a85 
13ilgutay 383, 385 
bifiks 42, 391 
Binkat (Soghd) 122 
13inkath (Shiish) 1 7 6 3 ,  215 
Binqin (province) 72  n. 
Hirln I 39 
J3irrnas I a n  
b1vPn 78 
]{iron (well) I 55 
-Birfini (Abfi Hayhln) I, ao, 65n., 214, 

2 75-6 
BishbHliq 368 
HiskHm mts. 169 
Biskand 156, 177  n. 
Biskath 174 
RistHm 335, 42.2 
Hisur (Uisudar) set Yasawur 
Bisutiin (ZiyHrid) a5 I 
Bizdon 1a8 
Uolor 338 
Bossu ariq I 73 
Urnhmans 96 n. 
Urockelmann, C. 2-3, I I n. 
13ud rabHt I 55 
Budakhkath 16411. 
lhddhisrn, Buddhists 51, 71, 77, $03 n., 

107, 108, 108 n., 116, 180, 387-90 
I3Gtlina 155 n. 
Bfigh 73 
Boghaydid 153 
HughrH stc I bn Kafraj 
Bughriichuk (amir) a63 
Hughra-Iihiin, Sataq 2.55, 257 
Hughrl-KhHn 300 n. 
Ihghra-Khan (heathen) 286 
13ughrI-KhHn (Bughri-qHri-KhHqZn) HP- 

riin b. Miid a54n., 157-60,268,a74n., 
a80 

I3nghrH-KhBn I-IHron b. Ytisnf 31 5 
Bughrn-KhPn Muhammad (Yaghb-tagin) 

284, a85,:,94-6,a99-3@3,304,318-19 



BughrHq 441 n.;  u ~ d  see Sayf ad-Din 
AghrHq-malik 

BughrH-tagin SulaymHn see Arslln-Khln 
Sulay m5n 

Bugllnrji-noyon 383, 386, 404, 433, 451 
Bdr-Nor 381 
Btikand 163 
bwkha'r roa n. 
BukhPrH- 

as a literary centre g 
Coinage of 204-7 
Commerce of a35 
Conquest of 

by Arabs 185 
by Chingiz-KhHn 406, 407, 409-1 I 
by Muhammad KhwHrazm-shHh 

360 
by Qarl-Khlnids 8, 159, 268 
by Qarl-Khitiiys 310-7 

Description of r 00-1 I a 
District of I I 2-20 

Historical works on 13, 14, 58 
(General reftrences) 80, 8 a n., 83, 96, 

98, 99, 181, 186, 190, '94-5 198, 
199, aoo, 201, 210. 213, 212-3, 2a9, 
335, 239, 243, 247, 248, 251, 253, 
254, 258, 260, 262, 263, 265, 266, 
269, 270, 271, 275, 280, 285, 196, 
304, 314, 315, 316, 317, 320, 3259 
334. 336, 3414,344, 345-6, 353-5, 
358, 3591 360, 363, 370, 372 n., 375, 
379, 396 n., 398, 399, 4'3, 4'7, 427, 
430, 433,447, 448,456, 457 

BnkhlrH, Old I 16 
-8ukhfiri (-9bii 'AbdnllHh ~ " h .  b. Ah- 

mad) 13 
-Bnkhiri (Mnh. b. IsmP'il) r 26 
BnkhariyHn I 3: 
Bukhfir-Khitfar (1NajjPr-Khitfar) 114, 

I 16 
Rii-Layth (street) I I I 
Bulghln-hige 40 I 
Bulghlrs (of the Karna) 33, 235 
niima r 16 
-RondHri (Fath b. 'Ali) a8 
BuniyHt (BokhHr-Khudlt) I 15, 199, a00 
Biinjikath (Panjikath, in Samarqand pro- 

vince) 82, ga. 93 
Biinjikath (Pan~ikath, in Usllriisana) 166-7 
BiiqP-Bosh5 (NfishZ) 448 
Hiirfib 74 
Rurnrn I 2 2  

BurHnH I a a 
Burfiq (Qnrl-KhitPy) 364 
Bnrghar 81, 168 
' BurhPn, House of' 326, 353-5 
Bnrhan ad-Din ('Abd al-'Aziz TI b. 'Omar 

b. 'Abd el-'Aziz) 342, 354 
Burhiin ad-Din (Muhammad 11. Ahmad b. 

'Abd rrl-'Aziz, 354-5, 379, 430 
Burhiin al-Milla wa'd-Din ( ' ~ b d  al-'Aziz 

b. 'Ornar -Mh)  326 

Biiri-tagin see Tamgh5ch-Khln Ibribim 
b. Nasr 

Burjan 167 
Borka-noyon 424 
BnrmHdiiy 81 
Bornamadh 92,94, 165, 2 7 0  

Hiirq (? Biiruq) I I 6 
BursHn raz 
Burtana (amir) 356, 357, 365 
Basanj 73 n. 
Hiishang 208, a17, 423,424 
Bust 2 16, 233, a66, 438 
Butanin (Butayin) i a a 
Butkhadln I 39 
Bnttam (Butman) mts. and prov. l a ,  82, 

134, 168 
Buwwah canal 146 
Btiyids (Buwayhids) 7, 8, aa5, 2a6, 239, 

249, a51,2sa, 253, 262, 2 7 1  
Biizlr 368, 401 
Uuzghlm I 39 
Hiizmiijan ariq 83 
Buzmiijan district (Kish) 135 
Bnzmljan district (Samarqand go, 94 

Cahun, L. 61 
Caliphs, descendants of a58 
Carrn de Vaux, Haron 63 n. 
Caspian Sea 422,425, 426,431, 437,457 
Central Asia, pre-Muslim literature of 

1 ; see also Transoxania and Isllrn 
Chlch 169 n., see Shlsh. 
-ChaghHni st# Abn 'Ali, Abo Bakr, Abii 

Mansfir 
ChaghPniyHn see Saghkniyln 
Chlghln-riid 7a  
ChaghirHq (Chaghrlt) tribe r,sa 
Chaghri-khHn see JalHl ad-Din 'Ali 
Chakchak district I 38 
Chakdllik river 138 
Chakir-oghuz I 53 
ChCkirs I 80 
C h'am river 362 n. 
Ch'ang-Ch'un 38, 88, 69, 388, 390, 393, 

4.50-3, 455-6, 459 
ChHrak 193 
Charikar 68 
Charjuy 80 ; s e t  also AmuI 
Charmangl~~ see SarmanjHn 
Chichlr I 19 
Chikils see Jikils 
China, Chinese- 

Arab co~~flicts with 3, 195-6 
Colonists in Transoxania 4s I 
Crafts, influence of 236, a37 
Mongol invasions of 393-4, 404 
Helarions with native princes in Trans- 

oxania I 83 n.. 195-6 
Relations with Turks nnd Mongols 

381~2.  394 
FIistorlcal records 3, 6, 37, 38, 43-4, 

45,55, 59,945 n., 9; n., 134 161 n., 



183 n., 195-6, 232 n., 370-2, 381 ff. 
(General references) 56, 94, 96 n., 

117, 185, 186, 202, a55 n., 286 n., 
304, 31 1, 320 n., 387, 395 

Chingay 389,390 
Chingiz-Khan 39, 42, 43, 53, 75, 78- 79, 

86, loo, 361-2, 369, 381-462 passztrt 
Campaign in China 393-4, 434 

,, on Indus 445-6, 453 
,, in KhurHsln and Afghani- 

stan 438-9, 443-51 454-5 
Campaign against Mergits 369-72 

,, in Transoxania 403-20 
Character of 459-62 
Conquest of Bukhlrl40g-I I ,  of Samar- 

qand 41 1-14 
Death of 459 
Embassies to and from Khwiirazm-shlh 

393, 394, 396-7, 399 
Meetings with Ch'ang-Ch'un 450-3, 

455-6 
Not instigated by the Caliph 400 
Organization, civil 386-7, 461 
Organization, court and military 382-6 
Quarrel with Jochi 458 
Return from India to Mongolia 453-6; 

see a l ~ o  Mongols. 
Chin-Timiir 415, 457 
Chirchik river 163, 169, 456 
Chopan-ata 86, see Kiihak 
Chotkal 163, 169, and see Jidghil 
Christians 94, 106, 214, 224, a55 ; see 

also Nestorians 
Clru river 362 n., 450 
Chuli JalHIi 445 
Churche 37 
Chfir-tagin (dihqsn) I 57 
Coal 161, 236 
Coinage, debasement of 203-7 
Commerce and industry of Transoxania 

234-40,451 
Commerce, Muslim, in Central Asia 386, 

394-6, 399; see also Turks, Central- 
As~an 

Confiscations (of property) 218, 2 3  I ,  291, 
2ga-3 ; see also l<equisitions 

Copper 164 
' Copper city' I I 7 
Ciirtin, Jeremiah 62 
Cnrtius, Quintus 84 
Customs duties 239-40 

I )ahiq 236 
1)abosiya ghn., 97, 190, 2.15, 170, 282, 

2 9 5 ,  409, 41 1 
I)%-IJabashi b. Altiintiq 314 
-Dakhiini, Snld h. Ahmnd 99 
DahPn-i shir rahlt 15s 
1 )ahbit1 96 n. 
Dahhiik-i Miirgn I 36 n. 
I)akhiandii~i r 15, 1 2 2  ; set also Farakh- 

shah 

DHmghZn 335,425 
-DHmghlni, Abii 'Ali Mnh. b. 'is5 (wazir) 

260 
DandHnqln 24, 303 
DanfaghHnkath I 7 I 
dinishrnand (title) 23 J 

Dlnisllmand-hljib 407, 430, 4 31 
Darl b. Qlbiis 261, 262 n. 
Dlr-i Ahanin 138 ; set also Iron Gate 
Darai-Nihan (mts.) j a  
Darband (Rlsht) 71 
Dargham canal (north o l  Sarnarqand) 

326 
Dargham district (south of Samarqand) 

92, 93,1253 1 2 7  
Dargham river 83,93 n. 
Darghln 142, 155, 270 
Darins Hystaspes 76 
Darkhls 150, I j~ 

Darsln 15 r 
Dariigbln (-atl) 142 
darukhachi, ofice of 401 
Darwaz 65 
Darwlza-i I<ish 86 
Darwlzja 103, I 06, I I I 
Dlrzangi 74, 298 
Darziw 123 
Dashtak, I l o  
Dasklkhln-khis I 48 
Dawlatlbld 422, 425 
Dlwud (Dl'nd) (baljiiqid) 297, soon., 

303-4, 307, 308, 31 3 
DHwud b. 'Abl)Ps (Blnichijrid) 77, 78 
Dlwlid Kiich-tagin ((ZarH-Khhid) 3r 
Abii Dlwud (Khllid b. Ibrlhim) 194, 

196, I99 
Abii Diwud (Muhammad b. Ahmad) 

224 
Abo Dlwlidid dynasty 233 
Daylam, Daylamites 213, 214, 242, 318 
Dayr al-'Aqiil 218 
Degilignes, J. 59 
Delhi 453 
Denaw (1)ih-i naw) 7 2 ,  74 
-1)hababi (historian) 16, j a  
Dhakhinawa I 23 
1)hakhknth (Adl~akhkath) I 74 
l>hammH I 23 
Dhar see Rod-i Zar 
Dhar'ayna I 23 
Z)haymiin I 14, I 17 
1)hibndwsn I 23 

&ir3 84 n., 85 
1)hn'l-Kifl 80 n. 
Dho'l-Kifl rabit (Kll i f)  80 
I )hunl-Qarnayn rablt. (IcHlif) 80 
nidagi 13; 
Ilih-i A~raq  155 
1)ih-i Buzurg I I 8 n. 
Dih-i naw see Denaw and Yanikant 
1XhistHn 308, 335, 338 
r/iAq(irrs 180, 181, 326, 307-8 



Dijarkard 164 
D i m b  99, I aa 
Dimashq (Samarqand) 8S 
-Dimnshqi 50 
Dinkot 446 
Dirham b. N a y  216 
Dirizdah 137 
Diw6r t - i  arrj 378 
Diwtin &-&yZL 2 3 I 
DiwBn ar-rasci'il (DTwrin-i irzshtl) 230 
Diwiir-i Q i y h a t  88 
QiyH ad-Din 'Ali (of Merv) 447-8 
Dizak 123, 135, 270; see also Jizak 
Donner, 0. 206 
Dualists 160, 200, 246, 255 
DoghHj rabit I jq  
DnjPknn 139 
Dnngans 436 n. 
IIiirbHy see Tiirbiiy 
Durnn 430 n. 
Dnva-Khln 53 
Duzbiri (wazir) a81 n. 

Egyptian-textiles 2 36 
lcmil see Imil 
Ephthalites 96, loan., 108, 184 
Er-HBql Pahlawln 433 
Erdmann 59 
European assistants of Kashid al-Din 45 
Eutychius (patriarch) 6 
Ezekiel 79 

Fadl b. Ahmad -1sfarHyini (wazir) 287-8 
Fadl b. KPwus (prince of Ushriisana) 

2 I I 
Fhdl b. Sahl 202, 208 
Fad1 b. Snlaymln -TBsi 112,  203 
Padl b. Yahyl -Barmaki 108, 202, 203, 

21  1 

Abu'l-Fadl b. Abii Yiistlf 241 
Fggh 1'3 
Faghindizn I 2 3 
Fa~hHskiin 1 0 2  

Faghdin (Faghdiz) I 23 
Faghidiv go 
Fay hifad I 23 
Faghitfisin I a3 
Faghkath 167 
Faghsadara I o I 
FHiq 228, a j l ,  252-4, 256, a58-263, 

264-6, 267. 
Fakhr ad-Dawla (Biiyid) 8 ,  353, 262 n. 
Fak l~r  ad-Din -Dizaki -Hukha~i 397 
Fakhr ad-Din Habash 'InHn -Nasawi 427 
Fakhr ad-Din (of Khorezrnia) 340 
Fakhr ad-Din Mubiimk-shih -Marwar- 

riidi 31, 419 
Fnkhr ad-Din Mas'ad (of BPmiyHn) 338, 

35' ".? 35: n. 
Fakhr ad-Dln -Rid 32, 429 
FaknZn in67 

FHmin 123 
Fanak 87 
Fankad 139 
Ibn al-Faqih -Hamndhlni 7, ;; 
FarHb (Samarqand) I a3 
F l r l b  I 15 n. 
FHrHb (Farghsna) 164 
FHrHb (Isfijzb) 176, 177: 178, 179 
Farab, Farabr (BukhH6) 81,82, 117,118, 

34O 
-FHrlbi, Abii Nagr, 1;7 
FarHchiin (Fariijun) 137 n. 
Abu'l-Faraj 2 
k arakhshah (Afrakhshah) I I j, r 16, I 54, 

aoo ; see also Dakhfandan 
Fariina I I 5 
Farankath (Shlsh) I 74 
Yarankath (Soghd) see Afa~inkath 
Faraskad I 74 
Parltagin see Bariitagin 
Farlwa (Afriwa) rabiit 154, 2 7 7 ,  308 
FarHwiz, Lower and Upper I 14, I I G  
Fardad r 23 
Farghlna- 

Commerce of 236 
Description of I 55-165 
Mongol operations i n  417 
J lus l~m irivasions of 186, 187, 189, 

192, 2 0 1 ,  2oa, P I I ,  256 
(General references) 186,195, 2 0 0 ,  209, 

210, 215n., a q ,  285, 315, 3Ijr 366, 
369, 402, 4'9 

Farghidad I r 6 
Yaridan -Ghiiri 434 
Farighiinid dynasty 79, 224, 333, 254,  

338 
Fiiriza r I I 
FPrjak ro3, r I I 
Farjayii 123 
FarkhHn (gate) 175 
Farkhiirdiza I 39 
Farnifthzn I 44 
Farqod I I I n. 
F a n ~ k h  a08 n. 
Farruklighidh 88 
piirs 217-19, 236n., 422 
Farwln see YarwHn 
Farylb (Soghd) 138 
FHrylh (Giizgln) 79, 80 
Farziimithan go 
Fashidiza ariq 104 
Yashna see Afrhir~a 
FIshnn 104 
FPshiiq 123 
Fogh al-KhwPfj 55, a s 1  n. 
Abu'l-Fath sre Jl- Atslln 
Fitimid dynasty a71 

propaganda in Central Ask 241-31  

304-5 
Abu'l-Fawgris (Buyid, of FHrs) 253 
Abu'l-FawPris see A M  el-Mallk 11 
PawrPn see 13arrZn 



~ b ; l ' l - ~ i d H  2, 50- 
Fiefs see Iq/Z4BC 
Fihrist a:-'Ulicnr 4, 5, 26, 241, 244 
Fijkath 139 
Fil (Fir) (KZth) 144-5 
Firabr see Farah 
Pirln (?) 340, 341 
Fire-worshippers 82 n., 85, 98, 107, 108, 

116, 180, 194, a55 
Fiscal exactions a46-7, 293 
Franks 348 n. 
Frederick TI 400 
Faml (Qarl-KhitHy) 337, 339 
FiirfHra la3 
Fnwaydin I 39 
FuyMhsijn I a3 

Glgan 124 
GHkhushtuwln I I 6 
GBliik-Andiz 166 
Ganja 227 
Gardan-Khiist 147 n. 
Gardiz 264. 445 
-Gardizi (historian) I 2 ,  17,  20- I ,  26, jo, 

61 
Garkan 71 
Gnrm ;I 
tiiirylba 67 
Giw-Khwiimll canal 1 4  4, 150 
Gaza 167 n. 
Georgians 426 
Ghadiiwad 87 
Ghadhiin 124 
Ghadriink 174 
Ghandiib 158 
Ghiiriibkhashna (C;h~r.?mkhnshna) I 44 
Ghardiyln I 39 
Ghardmiin 149, 150 
Ghnrjand 174 
GharjistPn 233, 261, 292, 323, 338,35an., 

444! 4_55 
Ghnrjlstan of Samarqand I j r  
~ha r i i a rd  I 7 5 
-C;hamHti, Sl~ihiib atl-Din 34, 79 
(iharqand I I 7 
Ghasbirl ((;hashila) I 2 4  

(; hashti I 24 
tihassln b. 'Abbiid (gove~.nor) 208, 209, 

2 1 0  

Ghltfar (Samarqnntl) 86, 90 
(;hHw-Khitfar I 14 
Ghawslllir~j 153- 
(;hlzEn-Khln (Ilkh5n) 44-5, 49 
Gha7.aq (Ghazak) (ShHsh) I 74 
Ghnznq (Usliriisana) 167 
Ghnziniz I 53 
GA6ai.r, orgnniration of 215, 239, 242, 

287, '9.5, 3' 2 ,  345 

Ghazna 21, 68, 217, 233, 2 j1, 261, 265- 
304 pnssit?1, 325, 338, 351, 352, 374, 
4051 420, 438-4'7 443-6 

Ghaznayln 139 
Ghaznevid dynasty- 

Administratio11 of 238, 239, 307 
Foundation of 251, 261-4 
Historical literature under 18-24 
Struggle with Saljiiqids 302-4 
(General references) 231, 232, 261-304 

passim, 338 see also Mahmiid 
Ghijduwiin (Ghujduwln) I I 9, I a4 
Ghi.;ht5 (Ghishti) 124 
Ghitrif b. 'AfH (governor) 202 ,  aoq 
ghil~&fr dirhams 204-7 
Ghiylth ad-Dill hlahiniid (Gh~r id)  352-3, 

360 
Ghiylth ad-Ijin hlnhamrnad (Glliirid) 

338, 340-29 344-6, 349, 3.52, 429 
Ghiylth ad-Din Muhan~mad (Salj~qid) 

332-3 
Ghiyath ad-Din Pil-shill 422, 429-30 
Ghiylth al-Din set -Yazdi. 
Gho~l- t rap 445 
Ghiibar 83, 95 
Ghtibdin 136, 140 
Ghudhashlardar I a4 
Gh~ijduwiin I 19-20, 124 
ghz~lx~a ,  length of 98 n. 
-Ghunjlr (historian) 13 n., 1 5  
Ghunjir 124 
Ghfir 338, 352 n., 353 
(ihiirajk (Ghurashk) I 24 
Ghii~ak (Ikhshidh of Soghd) 96, 18311., 

185, 169, 190 
Ghijrband 68 
(;hirids 330, 331, 338-46, 349-53, 372, 

3749 40°* 429 
Historical works relating to 30-1 

(; hurrninaw5 I a4 
(;\lGrs 406, 41 1, 439-43 
Ghiir-Shlh 338 
Ghushaj 1 0 2 ,  (ariq) 105 
Ghushdln I 24 
Ghuzk~rd I 75 
Ghuez Turlcs IW, 152, 177 ,  178, 2 1 2 ,  

2 2 0 ,  269, a 70, agr n., 327,329-31: 335, 
339, 339 ; see also Oghuz 
4 .  

Gih r  I 15 ; set Jilar 
Gira sriq I 44 
(;it (Jil) 151-2 
C;obLIiq 402 ; scc also I3aliisIghfin 
Gold mines 65, 164, 169 
Golden Book (Altan-depler) 44 
(;raeco-l3nctrian kingdom 66, ;6 

coins of 69 n., 76 
(;uhdan 94 
(;udse-ordo 402 ; set also Hall,ighiin 
Guftan 74 
(;urgHn 153, 261, a6a, 335, 426, 449; see 

also Jiirjiin 
tiurgsnj (Jarjlniya, lirgench) 146-7, 234, 



2.779 261, 262, 263, 277, 33% 355, 3561 
429,4301432-71 457 
Siege by Ghiirids 349-50 

1 ,  by Mongols43.3-7 
Gurgiinjak (Little Gurglnj) 151 n., 153 
Gurjmin yo, 315 
Giirkhln 409, 410 
Gurziwan 79 n,, 443,444 
Guyuk 402, 460 
G u s r  see Khuzlr 
Guzarw5.n see GurziwHn 
Giizgln :gI 80, 193, 198, 224, 233, 248, 

'54, 261, 263, 265, 30'1, 338, 344 

Habash-'Amid 431 
Habib b. Mnhallab 138 
Hadshiriin Ioa 
HSfiz-i Abra, as, 30, 54 n., 55-6 
Haf? b. Magfir -Marwazi 7 
Abu Hafs 101, loa, 106 
HaftHd-Girdish pass 444 
llaftdih 1 Farghlna) I 56, 256 
1I+i6, office of 227, a43 n. 
1b11 Ijiijib 436 n. 
-I;Iajjs~ 147, 184, 393 
-HHkirn (pitimicl Caliph) a 7 r 
&kinr (title) 232 
-Hakim (well) I 54 
Hakim-at5 rgon.. 376 
-HSkirn -shallid 246-7 
Hallward 69, 73 n. 
Harnadln (klamadhln) 347, 375, 422, 

425, 4-26 
-Hamadani (Shaykh Abii Ya'qiib Yiisuf) 

376 
-Hamadhlni, Muh. b. 'Abd al-Malik 

32 n. 
-Hamadhlni see Ibn al-Faqih 
Hamdalliih Qazwini see -Qazwini 
Hamdiina 105 
Hamid-1'0r 409 
HammHl -Marlghi 397 
1-Inrnmer-Porgstall 59 
-HHmnli, Abu'l-Hasan (wazir) 265 
Hamiiya b. 'Ali, 240, 241, 247 
Hamza a03 
Hamza -1sfahini 33 n. 
Hamza b. Muhammad see Nusrat ad-Din 
Abii Hanila -I)inawari b 
Haqq-rih l o r ,  106 
IjarPrnkim ariq 99, I 14, "8 ;  see also 

SPmjan ariq 
Mariiwaz (Harwiizl I 50, I 53 
-Harawi, Sayli 57 n. 
HPrith b. Snrayj 190-I, 193 
HHrith see Ibn 'AlamclHr 
Harriish 345 n. 
Harthama (general) 85 
HHriin b. Altiintlsh 297-9 
HLiin ar-Kashid 85, 203 
Hiriin-tagin (QarH-KhPnid) 31 R 
Harwiiz see Harlwaz 

Hasan (Qarluq) 441 
Hasan b. 'Ali -Sa6di 106 
Hasan b. 'Ali -Utash  ar 4 
Hasan b. Muhammad (ra'is) 290 
Hasan b. Muhammad b. Tlliit I l o  
Hasan b. Tamim aoo 
Hasan b. T l q  (cornmander) 270 
Hasan b. Yiisuf (Namad-piish) 320 
Hasan b. Zayd ('Alid) 214, a r 8 
Abu'l-Hasan -Kharaqiini (shaykh) 311 
Hasan-hSji 4 I 4 
Hasan-tagin (Qarl-Khlnid) 3aa, 333 
Hgshim b. Blnichiir (Mlhichiir) 73 n., 77 
Hlshim b. Hlk im see -Muqanna6 
Hlshimgird 73, 138 
Hisib ,  ofice of a30 
Hassln bridge 103, 104 
Abii Hl t im -Yaslri a23 
lbn ljawqal J I 
Hayhak see Siminjln 
Haydar b. 'Ali -Husayni -Rlei 37 
Haydar b. Kiiwus see -Afshin 
(Ibn) Haysam b. Muhammad -NHLi 31 
HaytHl see Ephthalites 
Hayyln -Nabati 107 
Abu Hayyin -Tawhid? 8 n. 

I bn Hazm a6 
Hazrat-bovi pass 72 
Hagrat-lmlm 70 n. 
Her5t 57, 78, 209, 217, 25.1, 266, 288, 

3.35, 3381 344, 3491 351, 3523 353,359, 
360-1, 3751 378, 423, 4'4,438, 447 

Hiliil L. -Muhassin 8 
Himalaya mts. 453 
'Himyari ' inscription 87 
Hindfi-Khln b. Malik-shlh 349 
Hindu-Kush mts. 66, 67, 405, 439, 443, 

444, 452, 454 
Hisar mts. see Unttam 
Abii Hishlm, Castle of 103 
bzsn rr8n.,  341 n. 
Historical narratives, character of early 

I ,  182 
I-liuen-Tsiang I ,  70, 74, 77, 84, 180 
Ho-sze-rnai-li (? Ismi'il) 401-9, 40.3 
Iloworth, Sir Henry 59-60, 6a, 282 n. 
qudzid al-'Alum 13 
MiilHgii 40, 49 
I-Inlhnk (Hulbagh) 68, 69, 301 
1-IumPm ad-1)in (amir) 340 
Hurnlr-bek 65 
Humayd, well of I i O  
Humayd b. Qa>taba 199 
HumPyiin see ~q-rnal ik  
Hunger Steppe 270, 336, 451 
Huns 104 
?ln$imsid- awls 304 ri ; and J C ~  Shgh- 

Malik 
Hnslm ad-Din 'Omar ( ~ d r )  .126-7,354 
Hiisayn (l'imiirid) 57 



Husayn, well of I 70 
Husayn (1 Hasan) (amir) 396 
Husayn (imlm) 374 
Husayn b. 'Ali -Marwnzi 241-3, 246 n. 
Husayn b. Kharmil (ruler of Herat) 359, 

360- I 
Husayn b. Muhammad -I<hawlriji 222-3 
ljusayn b. Mus'ab a08 
Husayn b. T lh i r  -TH'i 218. 219, 222,223 
-Husayni, Muhammad b. Muh 30 n. 
-Husayni, Sadr ad-Din (historian) 28, 32 
-Husayni see Haydar b. 'Ali 
Husayn-Malik {of 'Iraq) a43 
-Husayri, .4bii Bakr a85 
-Iju.jayri, Abu61-Qlsim IbrZhim b. 'Ab- 

dallah 294 
- 
Ibasan 139 
Ibir-Shibir 392 
IbrHhim (Slrnanid  ret tender) 269 n. 
IbrHhinl (Ghaznevid) 304 
Ibrihim Gate (BukhHr5) 1 0 2  

IbrHhim see Tamghich-IChiin 
IbrHhim b. Ahmad (SlmHnid) 24a, 247-8 
Ibrlhinl b. 'Alp-tagin aso 
IbrHhim b. HilHl 8 
Ibrahiln b. Husayn (govenlor) 2 16 
IbrHhim b. Husayn (Qara-Khlnid) 333-4 
IbrLhirn b. Nasr b. Rlfi' 116 n. 
Ibrlhirn b. Simjiir a46, 248 
Iced wcter 90 
Idhaj (Idhiij, Idhiikh) xx, 124 
Idiqiit see Uighiirs 
-1d1isi (geographer) 305 
-1drisi (Abfi Sa'id 'Abd ar-KahmH ) I 5 
lkhshids of Sogh(!93,95 ; see nlso Ghfirak 
IkhtiyPr ad-Din AytHq 335 
Ikhtiyar ad-Din Knshlii 409 
IkhtiyHr ad-Din see Kharpist 
!kinchi b. QnchqHr (ICl~wHmzm-shHh) 324 
Ilak-Turkman 333, 334 
1151 430 
ilimish 159, 356, 358 
ilirl (province) 156, 162, 163, 169-75, 

200, 206, zIon., 233, 143, 257 11.. 307 
ilHq (WHshgircl) 7 I 
)hqi (Ilqah) 36a n. 
11-Arslln (IChwRrazm-shiih) 33, 97, 98, 
- 329, 3.10, 332-7 
Ilatgii- (Ilgatii-) mnlik 417 
Ilengir 53 
3li river 393 
I_l-khw?ij~I~ 409 
I lman~fi  (hiijil)) 263 
Iltutmish, Sultan Shams atl-Din 453 
llyiis h. Asntl (Slminid) 209 
Tlyas b. Ishaq (SHm5nitl) 240-1 
'Irniid ad-1)iil (mushrif) 432 
'11n9d ad-I)i11 -1sfahHni 27-8, a9 
'Imnd ad-Din 'Omnr (of Hnlkh, 352, 440 
'Imgd ad-l)in ('Alid) SGL 'AIP al-Mulk 

-?'~rmidhi 

-'Imldi, Mul~ammad b. 'Ali a4 
fmil 320n1, 362 I)., 393, 431 
InPlchik (Inll-khan) 398-9, 41 2 

Ininch-khHn Oghiil-hijib 409, 431, 433, 
- 434 n.3 449 
Tnanch-Payghii set Yiisuf (Saljiiqid) 
India 36, 39, 8.3, 196, 300, 303, 387, 405 

Campaigns in (Gbaznevid), 261, 252 ,  
a79, 285, a87, 288, 290-1 

(Ghnrid) 344, 349, 352 
(Mongol) 445-6449 n., 453-4 
Historical and Geographical works on 

5, 20,  26v.45 
Indian records of Mongols 45 
Indians 291 n., 352 
Indus, river 65, 185, 443, 445-6, 4531 

454 
Lqli'rft 238-9, 307, 3321 378 
Iriirl 64 
'Irlq 343, 348, 379, 398, 420, 422, 4241 

456 
'Irzq 'Ajami 348 
Irghiz river 370 n., 37 2 

Iron 164, 169 
Iron Gate (ShHsh) r 75 
Iron Gate (Soghdiana) 73, 138, 186, 299, 

452, 453 
Irtysh river I 78, 361, 392. 393, 403, 450, 

456 
Isaac 79 
'IsHm b. 'ALdallHh 186 
Isbaskath (Isbiskath) 87, I 24 
1sl)isk 87 
Isfara (Ispara) I 60-1, 185 
Isfaranj 124 
-IsfarPyini, Fadl b. Ahmad (wazir) 287-8 
Isfijib (province and town) 175-8, 201, 

211-12,233,234,236, 241 n., 256, 257, 
258, 2649 295, 366, 3691 450"- 

-1sIizPri. Mn'in ad-Din 57 
Ishiq ' the Turk '  199 
Ishfiq b. Ahmad (Slrnlnid) 232 n., a4o 
Ishaq b. Alptngin (? IbrHI~im) 251 
Ibn IshIq, Muhammad 5 
Ishsh 15 3 
IshtikhHn 94, 95, 96 
Tshtikhln ariq 83, 95 
Iskandar (Timiirid) 54 
lskandargham ariq 89 
Isklran I 24 
Iskihghn 135, I 36 
Jskijkath 99 
Isliiin- 

Relations of Mongols to 54, 92, 402, 
4'3, 4.711 451, 4.58 

S1.nead of, in Central Asia 65, jo, 160, 
178, 198, 189-92, a54-6, 281, 266, 
305, 336  362, 369, 386-7, 436n . i  

set also Priesthood ('UlamH) 
lsmrLil b. Ahmad (Sirninid) 108, I 10, 

1 1 1 ,  I I ~ ?  115, 119, 211,  222-5, 226, 
2281 235, 240, 256, 267 



IsmHLil Khnndin 301 
Isma'il h. Noh I1 see -Mnntrrsir 
Ism941 b. Sabuktagin a65 
IsmH'il (1) se8 Ho-sze-mai-li 
Isma'ilites 25, 40, 41 n., 310, 3a7, 352, 

374 ; see also AlamDt 
Ismithan 124 
Ispahiin (Isfahln) 193, 219, 317 
Ispid-bulHn 160 
Isrii'il (ArslHn) b. Seljuk 280, 28 5 
Istl, Istiin I 24 
-1gakhri (geographer) I I 
Istalif 613 
I s w h a  I 1 g 
Ivanin, M.  I. 63 n. 
'Izz ad-1 )in TughrP'i 330 
'Izz acl-Din Tnghrnl 379 
'Izz ad-Din see Hnsayn b. Rharmil 

Jabghiikath 1 73 
JHbir b. Hiron 2 14 
Jabiizan 174 . . 

~ a c o b  79 
Jacob de Vitry (bisl~op of Acca) 37j  n. 
Ja'far 241 n. 
Ja'farband 278 
Ja'far ra&f 154 
Jagfar-tagin 269, 272-3 
Jaghatly 42, 48, 52, 53n.r 3911 393, 412, 

417, 431, 433-50 4371 4381 4391 4431 
4.52, 4.55, 4.58, 4601 462 

Jaghatiiy kilrgdom 40-1, 51, 52, 53, 54, 
157, 393, 4'7,427, 428, 460 

JahHa-Pahlawln 378 
IHjan I a4 
~gj-ri id 134, 133 
JHkardiza ariq and quarter 89, 413 
Jakhzan I 24 
Jalnir tribe 419, 424n. 
Tali1 ad-Din (Shaykh, of Samarqand) 379 
ja l i l  ad- I)in (Khwlrazm-sh5h)- 

Defeat by Chingiz-KhHn on Indas 
44.5-6 

Flight from Khorezmi~ 432, 437-8 
Operations in Afghanistan 439-44, 446 
(General referencee) 39, 97, 371, 378, 

418, 419, 4aOv44i* 448,451, 460 
TnlHI nd-Din 'Ali b. Hasan ( C h a ~ h r i -  . - 

Khin) 3.13, 334 
JalHI ad-Din 'Ali b. EInsnn (Husayn) 

-%andi (im5m) 410 
Jalal ad-Din Ijnsan (Isma'ilite) 374 
JalHl ad-Din Muhammad b. Mahmfid 

335 
Jal i l  ad-Din Qadlr-Khzn (of ozgand) 

366 
Jaliil ad-Din set Mahmiid Khiin (Rukn 

ad-Din) 
Jalalabad 160 
JalHl-diza I o j 
JamHl ad-Din 'Omar (of Wnkhsh) 371 
Jamll Qanhi 51-2: a57 

Jambalik (Janbalik) 362 n. 
JZmt' at- Tnwirikh 44-8 ; sce also Rashid 

ad-Din 
- Jlmiji see Ahmad 
jamRk (title) 181 n. 
Jamuqa 3841 409 
Jan water 82 
Jand 153. 'is, 1791 257, 2981 302, 3141 

324' 3151 328-9. 33'1 333, 340, 342, 
3431 3561 363, 369, 3701 4151 4161 418, 
431, 433 

jinu'dr 322 n., 37s 
JHnids (Uzbegs) 130 n. 
JankHkath 16y 
Jankent 178 , 

-JannHbi 52 
JPn-Qal'n 178 
Jargh 99, 114, 14' 
jarghiygn 141 
jarib (measnre) 84 n. 
Jar-kur an 73 
Jarm 6 f 
- Jarriih b. 'AbdallHh 188 
JaryHb (Panj) river 65, 68, 69, 70, 301 
Jashir r 5 3 
- Jawhari (lexicographer) I 
-JayhHni (AlG ' AbdollPh Ahmad b. Muh.) 

a51-a, a65 
-JayhHni (Abii 'AbdallPh Muhammad) 

11-13, 109, 196n., aa6, 229, 240, 
243 n., 245, 246 n., 251 

- JayhPni (Abo 'Ali Muhammad) 11 n., 
a45-n:' 246, 252 

-Jayham (Abu'l-Fad1 Muh. b. Ahmad) 
265 

Jay hiin 35 a ; set Amu Darya 
J lz  151 
Jazza (?) r r 7 
Jebe-noyon 400-3, 41g-26, 431,458 
Jelme 383 
Jews aS9, 388 
Jida-noyon 416 n. ; see also ~ l i i s - i d i  
Jidghil 163, 164, 169 
Jifar 115,  132 
Jigarband 142, 155, 278 n. 
Jigarband rabPt I 54 
Jiksrn 137 
J i k i l ~  254 n., 317, 317 n. 
Jilannta defile 407 
Jininjkath I 70 
JirHkhasht I a4 
Jird (Samarqand) 86 
Jit I 53 ; set also C;it 
Jizak 165, 166, 167,169, 170, 173,315 n. ; 

see also Dizak 
Jo-i MiiliyHn I 10, I 11, 259 
Jiihaq 159 
JnbHr see JfiyhHr 
Jiichi 52, 370-2. 386, 391, 401, 430-51 

437, 455,457-8 
Syr-Darya campaign 39,407, 414-16 



Jachi-Qasar 383, 385 
Jodi 445 
Ja-Chushaj 105 
JumushlHghii I 76 n. 
Junayd b. 'Abdar-Rahm5n 190 
Junayd, Gate of I 71 
Junqiin Akhashsha 153 
- JurbHdhaqHni, 20 
Jurchits 391, 403 
JurjHn a 18 ; see also GurgHn 
Jurj!niya see Garglnj 
Jurjaniya, Lake of 146 
Juwlra  178 
-Juwayni (historian) 8, lo ,  31, 32, 37, 

39-41, 42, 459 48, 49, 54, S8 
Juwik 140 
Juwiqln I 5 I 
JoybHr (Nasaf) I 40, (Samarqand) I 24 
Tiiyblr (JiibHr) Ahii Ibrlbim (BukhHrZ) 

< d 

Jiiyblr-Baklr ( k u k h ~ r ~ )  104 
Jayblr al-Qawlririyin (Bukhtrl) 104 
JiizjZn see Giizgh 
-JiizjHni aa, 24, ;I, 38, 39, 60 

Ka'b, steppe of 439 
Icabadian see QuwldhiyPn 
Kabak (JaghatHy-KhPn) 136 
Kabarna I 74 
-Kadbi (Abu'l-QHsim 'Abdallah) J I 
KHbud 94 n. 
Kabadh I 25 
Kabiidhnnjakath 92, 93, 94 
KabiidjPmah 357 
IGZbul68, 117, 440, 444, 453 
KHbn1 river 68 
Klbul-sh5h 77, 2 0 2  
Kaclak 174, 173 
Kadar I 76, 17; 
Icalirnihnn river 70,  7 1 ,  7 2 ,  74 
Ibn Knfrnj BughrL 399 
KnfsisiwHn I a5 
KnhlLOZd gate (niinjikath) 167 
KPjRr 140 
KHkh 160 
KlkhushtuwHn I 16, zoon. 
-Knlarn51i (Mul~nmmad b. Sufyln) 2.55 
Kalasl~jik I 74 
KHlif 80, 137, 419, 437 n. 
Kalka river 395 
Kall5l)adh roz, 103, 327 n., 333 
-KallHbLdi, Abr? Uakr (shaykh) 1 2 0  

kdnr (watercourse) I 13 n. 
Kamil ad-Din (of Jnnd) 328 
Kamalnshri 45 
Kamara 125 
Knmnrd 125 
Knmnrja I 25 
Kimdad ( K i m d i z )  I 2 5  

KHnH (13ukhiir-Khudiit) 204 
Kand (Kan-i Hldgm) I 57-8, 163, 165 

Kandak 137, 138 
KandHkin 183 n. 
Kandasarwln I 2 j 
Kandukin I a5 
Kanjida 176, 178 
KqnkrHq 173 
Kanwan go 
Kao-hsien-chih 195-6 
Klrak-i 'AlawiyHn I I I 
Karategin 70, 71 ; See also RHsht 
KHrbang 70 
Karbar-malik 439 
KHrdlr 153 
KardarHn-Khls 143, 147, 148 
Karjumin go, ?15 
Karkiih (Kerk~)  80,81 
-KarrnHni, Juday6 b. 'Ali 193, 194 
Karrniniya jlcermine) 97, 98, r 13, "4, 

116, aa2, 235, 248n., 28a 
Karmuchin 140 
KarrPrnites a67 n., 289-90 
Karrln 65 
KarwHn 163 
KHrzan I 2 5 
KasHdun I 25 
KHsln (Farghlna) 162-3, aoa, a1 I ,  318, 

369, 402 
K b a n  (Nasaf) 140, 142, 437n. 
-IiHsHni, Abfi Nasr (wazir) 316 
Icasba 136-7 
-KPshHni, 'Abdalllh b. 'Ali 46-7 
-KBshHni, Aniishirwln b. KliHlid 2 7  
Kashgnrin 401, 402 
Klshghar 18, ga, 66, 71 n., 185, 201, 241, 

254, 256. 274, 275, 281, 282, 294, 295, 
317, 322, 323, 334, 352% 357, 363, 
366, 368, 395, 407,454 

-K&hghari, Mahmiid 36n., 317 n., 450 n. 
Kashk 135 
Iiashk-riid 134, 135 
Kashka-darya 16, 80, I 34-4a,  IS^ 
KPshkan I a s  
Kash-kushans 108 
Kashmir ?52 n. 
Knst provlnce 7 2 n. 
Kntlk 175 
1<Bth (Khorezmia) 144-5, 150, a?,.+, 2 7 7 ,  

279, 457 
liathir b. Kaqqiq a16 
Knththa 125 
-KLtih -Sernarqandi (Muh. b. 'Ali) 18 
RntkhzrdZ 226, (title) 232 
Kattn-Kurgan 97, I 2 7  
KBwus (king of Ushrasana) a r I 
Kiiyishlian I a5 
Kay-Khusraw I 16 
Kazli (Kazlik) 359, 361 
Kchi-Surkhiib river 68, 69 ; see also Par- 

ghHr 
Kem-Icernchik (Kern-Kemjiyiit) 370 
Kempirak r I j 
Kernits (tribe) 36a n., 381-a, 383, 386 



Kerki see Znmm 
Kermine see Karminiya 
KhabitshPn 330, 331 
KhijistHn 16a. 171,  172 
Khakanja 1 a5 
Khlkhsar I P j 
Khalajis 291 n., 41 I ,  440, 449 
Ibn Khaldiin 3-4 
KhaIijHn I ga 
Khalil-All& 75 n. 
Ibn Khallikiin 3, 10 
Khirna r 16 
Kha~~dnshtar I a6 
KhHn-malik see Amin al-Mnlk 
KhPn-SHlHr 99 
Khln-Sultan ((laughter of Muh. KhwP- 

razm-shih) 3 56, 364-6, 431 
KharHchHr-noyon 51, 53 
KharCdin I 25 
RharZj 188 
Kharljar I 2 j 
Kharashkath I 69 
KhadzmiyIn I 37 
Kharglnkat I 73 
Kharghiinkath 98, I 14 
Kharghiin 125, a13 
Kharijites r 94, 193, a 13, 216, ad a 
Kharjan~ 345 n. 
Khariang 148, 259, 315 
Khar-KhHn 98 n. 
Kharltikh Turks see Qarlaq 
Kharmaythan I 14 
Kharpiist, lkhtiylr ad-Din Muh. b. 'Ali 

~ h a A 5 n  (bazaar) 108 
~ h a r q l n  ;iid I I i, I ao 
Kharqlna. Lower I 14, I 16, 1 2 0  
Kharqlna, Ul~per I 14, 11: 
Khartang I 26, 248 
Khariir 153 
K h b  149, 150 
Khlsh I 74 
Khashart (Jaxartes) r 55 n. 
Khashyandiza 140 
kbn(ib, office of, in Ssrnznid period a33 
-KhatiinT, Abii Tihir 2 7  
Khltiinkath 173 
GhCwak pass 67 
Kh5war-rnd 73 
Kh5was 166, 169, a 7 0  
Khawos 126 
Khaydhashtar 126 
KhaylHm (Kbayrl~m) I 56, 158, 163 
KhaylHm river I 5s 
Khayr 79 
Khayribad r;g 
Khayriikhara (KhayzPkhaza) I a5 
Khaz~m 238 
KhazwHn 1 16 
Khidr-KhZn (QarH-khhid) 110, 316, 318 

Khinah (Ahmad) 106 
Khisht 167 
KhitH Turks 320 n., 350 n., 364 n. 
KhitHy I 7 
Khitly-KhHn 330 
Khiwa 143, 144, 148, a 0 7  
Khiwa ariq 143 
Khoja Haqirghan 16 j 
Khojend 157, 164-5, 166, 171, 189, aoo, 

ao6, ao7. aron., 315, 323, 407, 419 
Siege of, by Mongols 4 r 7- I 8 

Khokand 158, 160, 16a 
Khorezmia- 

Comnierce of 235, 236, 237-8 
Conquest of, by Arabs I,  181 n., 185 

by Mahmiid of Ghazna 275-9 
by Mongols 416,426, 433-7 
by Saljnqids 304 

Culture of, under Khwirazm-shlhs 
428-9 

Defence of, by flooding 154, 325, 337, 
339.9 349 

Descnpt~on of 14a-55 
Historical works relating to I 7, ao, 

30-6, 39 
Invasions of, by Ghiirids 349-51 

by QarC-KhitWs 327, 336-7, 339, 
345 

Isolation of 154, a96 
(General references), 195, loo, 213, 

a 1 8 , a ~ t ,  a33-4,246, a4g,a69,a96-8, 
302, 305, 314, 317, ~ 3 - 8 0 p a s s i n ~ ,  
393-400, 428-3a, 456-7 ; see also 
Khwlrazm-shHhs 

Khorezmian coinage aoq-6 
Khorezmians, commercial and intellectual 

pre-eminence of a38 
Khotan 273, 281, 357,368 
Khotanese mnsic a73 
Khud~b ld  r a6 
Khudaynkath I 7 0  
Khudaysar rabHt 167 
Khudfir~n 116 
Khudhznd I a6 
Khudimankan 98 
Khudisar I 2 6  
Khujzda 1 1 7  
Khujantla I 64 ; see also Khojend 
-Khujandi ga 
Khulrn 67, 68 
Khumlr-tagin 43.1, 434 
Khumlr-Tlsh Sharfibi 178-9 
Khurnithan I a6 
Khurnkhisara I a 6  
Khnmrak I 74 
Khunlmata I a6 
Khnnbfin I I 5 n., 11 7 
Khunuk-Khodlt 1 1s 
Khiiqand r 8 : see nlso Khokand 
Khurldn passi~?~ 

Aristocracy in 307-8 
Divisions of (prc-Idamic) 183 n. 



Establishment of THhirids in 208 
of Saffarids in 2 I 7-1 8, 2 I 9 
of Saljoqids in 297-8, 299, 302-4 

Importance of, in early 'Abbls~d period 
G7-8 

Invasions of, by QarH-ICh5nids 272-3, 
280, 289, 290 
by Qara-KhitLys 339, 344, 350-1 

Operations of Khwarazm-shihs and 
Ghiirids in 338, 339, 340, 342,346, 
349, 351, 352-3 

Operations of Mongols in 419-26,437- 
91 4h6-9, 4s6, 457 

Plundered by Ghozz Turks 329 
Ibn Khurdiidhbih 7, 12, 13 
Khiirliigh 176 n. 
Khurmithan I 14, I 26 
-KhurramHbHdi (poet) 406 n. 
I<hurshiib (town and river) I 59, 160 
I<husb%ghar I 26 
Ichushk-riid I 34 
Khushminjakath I 40 
Khushmithan see Ardakhnshlnithnn 
KhmhtuwBn 201 n. 
Khushiihghn I 26, 165 
Khushijiianjakath 140 
Khushi~rtH I 2 1  

Kbusraw b. 'Abid see Ibn Mn'in 
-Khutabi (historian) 8 
Khuttal 69, 71, 72, 184, 189, 194, 196, 

2001 233, 234, 236, 248, 263, 278, 28ln.1 
285, 295, 297, 299,301, 3'3, 334 

Khuttalan 69 
Rhuttrww 2 7 2  n. 
Khuwil.a 178 
Ichuzlnd 127 
Khuz%r (Cuzir) 1 35, 427 
Khuziir-riitl I 34, 135 
Khfizistiin 348 
Khiizyiin 140 
IChw5jah 'Abdi Uiriin 86 
Khwiijah 'Abdi Dartin 88 
Khwiijnh-i 'antid (title) 2.10 
Kh.ru6jah-i buzurg (title) 2 29 
Khwandamir 56, 57 
Khwiirazrn SEG Kath, Khoreamia 
-Khwiirazn\i, M a h m ~ d  b. Muh. b. ArslHn 

32 
Khwtirnstrr-shnh, title of I 47 
Khwlrnzm-shahs 185, 119, 133-4, 261, 

263, 2 7 0 ,  275-9, 194-9, 305, 323- 
80 

Ifistnrical works relating to, 30-6, 39, 
40,49, 5 8  

Struggle with 'ALbZsid Caliphs 346-8, 
37.1-5 

Srrugglc with Ghiiritls 338-9, 349-53, 
360 

.T;; rllso Muhammad (Kllwiirazm-shlh) 
KimPk Turks I 77, I 78, 369 n. 
Kin dynasty 381, 383,394 
Kirghiz 'Turks 369-71, 392 n., 459 

K 

ICi~rnln 217 ,  219 
Kish (Kishsh) 16, 134-j, 18 j, 189, 196, 

199, 200, 206, 210n., 261, 263, 336, - - 
427, 452, 453 

Pass of, on road to Samarqnnd 133 
137-8 

Province of I 11, 135-42 
Kish (island) 395 
Kit& nl- Qutzv 2 I 3 
Kok-jar 74 
I<ijk-serli palace 41 2 

Komsdi (tribe) 70 
Kong-Khotan tribe 416 
Kubindi- hl  aLqal I 40 
Kubrn see Najm ad-Din 
Kach-l)ughB-I<h5n 4a6 
Kiichluk 356-9, 361-3, 366-70, 375 n., 

393, 395, 400-3, 406 11. 
Kuch-tagin 366 n. 
Ililriuffizi-lrilik 312, 323 n. 
Knf in I 2 7  
Kngart Pass I 56 
I<iihak 86 
Kiihak river 82 n. ; see also Zarafshan 
I<iih-i sim I 72, 174 
Kiih-i durtighan see 'Ali Duriigbi 
Kiijiigh 151 
Kiik, Kokshibagha~l 99 
Itiikar (P) 31 a n. 
KulHb 419 
Kuliib-darya 68,69 
Kul-i Maghik (ICuli-Magiyan) 452 
I<alja, district of 353, 368, 401, 402, 

450 
]<urn river 70 
IZnmiidh province 70 
KurngBnan 74 
Kumijis 70, 248, 297, a98, 301 
Kum-IZurgan 74 
Kum-rad 7 2  

l iund, Iiundn I a 7  
Icunddiram 79 
Icundikath I 27 
Ktingrad 151 
Kuu) a-Urpnch 146, I 48, 437 
Kurln see Karrln 
Kurdar 146, I S O ~ . ,  151 
Rurtlar canal 146, 150, 152 
Kuidisran, Kurds 375 
Rnrgan-tube 69 
K u r k ~ t h  (lcurdkath) 166 
Kurkuz 389 
Korsol 191, 192 
#urt kings 57 n., 414 
h'ushlniya 95, 96 
Kushsn-shZh 96 
Kushans 96, 108, 183 
-Kfishi 18 
Kiishk-i Mughln IOS 
Kushna nriq 105, I 16 
Kushtagin-Yahlawln 448-9 
Kot5n 41 n. 

k 



1.5cllin-beg (Qarluq) 333 
Llmish 159 
Lapis-lazuli mines 66 
Llr j ln  433 
Liiwakand see LFwkand 
1,ayth b. N a y  b. SayyHr 200, aoI 
Layth (ancestor of Saffirids) a16 n. 
Lewkand 69 
1,iao (Western) see QarbKhitZys 
I,i-tn-chi 45 
I.urisrHn qa 2 

Abu'l-hZa'5li see -Bayhd%di, Hnsan-tagin, 
and Muh. b. 'UbaydallHh 

MHbl-Yalnvich 444 
Ma'bid al-Khayl IOI 
Ma'bid gate (BokhHrH) 101, 108 
Macha 164 
-Madalini (historian) 5, 6,  14 
Mndar 68 
Madder ;r 
hlndl~rniuiya 1 Madhkarniniya) I 51, 152 
IkladhyZmjakath gR, I a7 
Madhyinkan 128 
r~zadna 78 
MndrH 144 
AladrP-klth (Madrgmithan) 144 n. 
hlatlwa 157, 159 
Maginjs see Fire-worshippers 
Mih-Afarid 194 
Mahdi rabZt I j4 
hlnhdiya 2 1 7  n.  
Mahrnfid of Ghazna (Yarnin ad-Dawlaj 

19, 62, 79, 159 n., 258 n., 262, a63, 
2 6 5  269--93, 296, 300, ?,05, 306 

Administration of a86-93 
Cnmpnigns inTransoxania aSo-1,282-5 
Keign of 265-6, 271-86 
Seizu~e of Kliorezmin 275-9 

hiahmiit1 (Khorezrninn) 3 9 6 7  ; see also 
Mahmud YalavHch 

Mnhmad-b%y 357, 358, 3597 361 
Mnl~miid -'Jmltli 24 
Mahmiid -KCshghari 36 n., 317 n., 45on. 
h l a h m ~ d  -1ihan (Rukn ad-Din) 3a2, 323, 

hlahmktl ~ a l a v i i i h  346 n., 4-44 
Mijan 167 
Mljandiin I 27 
Miijnrm 1 2 7  
Majbas, Mnjhast (M~jubs ,  Majubsnt) I a 7  
Mnjd atl-Din Mas'iid b. Szlih -F'ariiwi 

,3797 4 '0  
Majrl ad-Dill, Shaykh see -BaghclHdi, 'Ad- 

niiri 
M l l h  103, 107 
Makh-roz 107 
-Makin 2, 6 
Makriin 21  7, 304 
Maksiin (7 i 45 

Ibn MSkiilH I o n  
Malik steppe 248 n. 
Malik-A'zam see A'zam-malik 
Malik-KhHn see Amin al-Mulk 
Malik-Shlh (Saljiiqid) 305,308, 310, ~ 2 2 ~  

323, 360 
Invasion of Transoxanin I 10, 310, 315, 

316-17 
Malik-ShHh b. Takash 340, 34a, 346, 349 
Malik-Shiih (ruler of Wakhsh) 37a 
Malik-Shir 440 
-Ma 'm~n (Caliph) 177, 201, 2 0 2 ,  207-12, 

147 n., a75-8 
-Ma'miin b. Miibamrnad (Khwlrazrn- 

shHh), 147, a62, 263, 269, 275  
-Ma'mfini a58 
Alanchus 381 
Mandajln (prov.) 7a n. 
Mangishlgq see ManqishlHgh 
Mangit I 5o 
Manichaeans 387-9 ; see also Dualists " . -  
MHnk 168 
Mankath (BukhHrl) 1a7 
Mankath (Isfij?Lb) I 76 n. 
Manqishllgh 324, 32.5, 330, 331, 432 
Mansiir b. ' AbdallHh 198 
Mansor b. Ahmad (SOrnHnid) 241 
Mansiir b. HHyqarZ (hljib) a5o 
Man~i i r  b. Ishlq (SHniHnid) 241 
Mansiir 1 b. Nfib I (Szmzninid) 1c91 I 10, 

I I I ,  a49, 250n., 251-2, 261 
Mansiir I1 b. Niih I1 (SBmHnid) 264-6 
Mansor b. Qarl-tagin 176, 228, 248-9, 

251 
Mansiir b. Talha (Tnbirid) 213 
Ahij Mansiir -ChaghSni 243, 249 
Abii Mansiir Muh. b. 'Abdar-Razdq 

250-1 
Abii Mansiir see -Mlturidi, Muh. b. H u -  

sayn, Miih. b. 'Uzayr, Y r'lsnf b. IshPq 
Mansiir-kfih 439 n. 
-Maqrlisi (geographer) I I ,  I 2 ,  249, a52 nn 
-Mnqrizi, 'l'rtqi ad-Din 4a 
Maracanda 97 n, 
Ma1 lgha 448 
Mnrco Polo 65, 66 11. 
MardHwij (ZiyHrid) a25 n 
Mnrdknshln Gate (Akhsikath) 161 
MardkushHn (Mardqusha) Gate (Ruk- 

hiirii) 1 0 2  
Mardiis 142 
Marghhon I 2 7  

Marghibiin 140 
Mnrghinzn (Margelan) 158, 161, 163, 315 
Marginna 76 
Marquart, J. 4 n., 7 n., 73 n., a92 n., 320 n. 
Marsmnnda 168 
Marw see Merv 
Marwarriid 79, 80, 198, 199, arR, 153, 

35'1 449 



-Marwarriidi see Fakhr ad-Din Miniichihri 24, 300 n. 
-Marwazi, Sharaf az-ZamHn 286 n. Mirkhwand 57-8 
-Marwazi see Hafs b. Mansfir, Hnsayn Mirki 256 

b. 'Ali Miskln 161, 164 
Marzbln (district) 92, 94, 9.5 [Ibn! Miskawayh 3a 
Marzbln b. Turgash 95 Misnfn 140 
MasHsPn 153 Miyankal 127  
Mash rabiit (Mlsha) 149, 150, 298 MiyHnk5l 137 
Masjid I 19 Miyln-Rish 135 
Masjid ash-Sham (BukhlrH) I I o Miyln-riidln (district) I 55, I 56, 163 
MaskhH (Maschl) 82, 168 Miyzn-shah rabat 154 
Miisti, MHstin I 17 Miz 128 
Mas'iid b. Mahmiid (Ghaznevid) 23, a71, Mizdlkhq~n 149, 150, 151 

280,282, 284, 290n., 292, 293-303,305, Mizdfkhqln district 1 ~ 6 ,  149 n. 
306, 326 n., 338. MobHliq 44.1 

Masiiid (Saljiiqid) 27, 30, 327 n., 332 Monas ariq 83 
Mas'iid see Fakhr ad-Din, Qilich-Tam- Mongolia 381-a, 384, 394, 395, 450, 

ghlch-KhHn 456, 458 
-Masliidi 4, 5, 6 Mongol~an chronicle 43, 44, 45, 381, 
Masciid-KhZn (Qarl-Khlnid) 318 382, 423,426 
Masus (Maswas) 319 n. language so, 461 
Mlturid 90 Mongols- 
-Mgturidi, Abii Mansiir go n., 267 n. Army of 383-6, 403-4,419 
Mawdad (Ghaznevid) 20, 294, 303-4 Campaign against Ktchluk 400-3 
MayZchuk (general) 348 Heroic epos of 42-4, 52 
Maymana 80 n., 444 IIistorical works relating to (Oriental) 
-Maymandi, Abu'l-QZsim Ahmad b. Ha- 3738,459 

san (wazir) a75, a77 ,  278, 282, 291, Historical worksrelatingto (European) 

2g2 59-63, 459 
Mzymurgh (Nasal-) 105, 135, 137, 427 Operations In Afghanistan 440-5,4~4-5 
MHynwrgh (Samarqand) 6,  92, 93 in KhurlsHn 41 9-26,437-9, 446-9 
MPzandarLl 335, 3 57, 379, 425,430, 431, in Sind 445-6, 449 n., 453 

457 larazm- Pursuit of Muhammad Khw- 
Mnzlrshlh see Qutham b. 'Abbls shlh 419-26 
Mazlr-i Sharif 79 Relations of, to  Chinese, 381-2,393-4 
Mazdlkhin see Miizlkhin to Muslims 54,92,402,413,431~ 451, 
Maznawii I z8 458 
Mazrankan I a 7  Skirmish with Muhammad in Qipchlq 
Mazrin J 28 369-7 2 

Mecca 354, 374 (General references) 22g,31 2,  348,365, 
Me-ch'ue (Khan) 187 38 I -46 2 fnssinr ; see also C hingiz- 
MPla ford 72, 297 Khan 
Melioransky, P. 286 n. Mu'zdh b. Ya'qiib 142 
Meng-Hung 37, 38,382, 459,460 Mu'lwiya (Caliph) 77,,a2€j 
Mergits (tribe) 361-2, 370-2, 392, 393, Mu'ayyid ad-Dawla Ay-Aba 335, 337, 

4'5 338 n; 
Meruchak 79 Mnaayy1d ad-Din (wazir) 347-8 
Merv 6n., 76, 78, 79, 80, 185, 252, 260, -mubayyiq'n see sapidjdmngfi~ 

2 7 0 ,  285, 397, 3199 320, 321, 327, Miidl 140 
328, 329, 335, 339, 341, 346, 349. Mudhylnkan 128 
375, 416, 429 Mudhylnkath I 28 

Capture of, and destn~ction by Mongols Mufaddal b. Muhallab 184 
446-9.9454 Mugh 163 

Midhyiimajkath 1 2 7  MilghHn 426 
Migh r a t  Mughkada gate I 56 
Mighln  127 Mughkada-i Pnnjikath 82 n. 
Mijdiin 128 Mughkln 113, 112, 1 2 1  

MikH'il 1). JaiTar 241 n. Mnghiil-hiijib see Inkch-Khiin 
Abii Mikhnaf 5 Muhadhdhib nn-Din -BlstrbPdi 448 
M i l ~ h  see MEla Muhallab b. Ahi Sufra 138 
Miniira 163 Muhammad (Prophet) 91, 199 
Mink 168 Traditions ascribed to 13, 14, 16 

~ k %  



Mnhammad (Khwlrazm-shiih) 343, 346, 
345.437- 439, 450 

Admin~stration of 377-80 
Buildings of loo, 103, 366 
Campaigns against Kfichluk 367-9 

against Qarl-Khitlys r 59. 355-60, 
363-7, 393 

against QipchHqs 369-71 
Collision with Mongols in Qipchnq 

3'59-72 
Conquests in Afghanistan and Persia 

353-3, 360. 372-3 
in Transoxania 360, 363, 365-6 

Death of 426 
Embassies to and from Chingiz-KhHn 

3939 394,396-7, 399 
Flight from the Mongols 419-27, 435 
Omitted in Mongolian chronicle 426-7 
Reign of 349-80, 393-426 
Relations with military party 377, 380, 

405-6,407,428 
with priesthood, 373-7, 379, 380, 
407 

Struggle with Caliph 373-5 
Withdrawal from Syr-Darya provinces 

369,402 n. 
from Transoxania 404-6 

Muhammad b. 'Abdalllh (Tlhirid) a14 
Muhammad b. 'AdnPn (Majd ad-Din) 

I7 ,18  
Muhammad b. Ahrnad ('Alid) 242 
Muharnmad b. Ahmad -Nakhshabi (-Na- 

=fi)  243-4, 245 
Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Farighon 254 
Muhammad h. 'Ali b. Ma'mfin (KhwH- 

razm-shiih) 277, 279 
Muhammad h. 'Ali see Arslzn-Khln, 

-'Imidi, -Shablngarli 
Muhammad b. Aniish-tagin 324. 
Muhammad b. Asad (SlmHnid) 241, 

241 n. 
Muhamn~ad Blqir 160 
Muhammad b. HHshHr 2 2  I n., 225 
Muhammad b. Dahda 205, 2 0 7  
Muhammad ITaydar 66 n. 
Muhamrnad b. Hilal 8 
Muhammad b. Hnsayn (Abn Ishlq,  ra'is) 

288 
Muhammad b. Husayn b. Mut 241 
Muhammad b. Husayn b. Mut (Abii 

Mansfir) 264 
Muhan~rnad b. IbrHhim (Abo Hlmid) 

30 n. 
Muhammad b. IbrHhim -A6rHbi (-Tl'i) 

2 78 
Muhammad b. Jnrir 160 
Muhammad b. Karrlm (Abii 'AbdallHh) 

289-90 
Muhammad b. Kharnik 345 n. 
Muhammad h. Layth 225 n. 
Muhammad b. Lnqnlln (SlmPnid) 87 
Muhammad -Maghribi 25 

Muhammad b. Mahmad (Ghaznevid) 20, 

284, 293, 295, 303 
Muhammad -Maraghani 455 
Muhammad b. Mas'iid -Harawi (NigHm 

al-Mulk) 378 
Muhammad b. Najib BakrHn 36 
Muhammad b. Nasr (Aba Ja'far, SHmHnid) 

247-8 
Muhammad b. 'Omar (Sadr of BukhHrH) 

334, 354 
Muhammad b. QarH-Qzsim -Nasawi 367 
Muhammad PahlawHn-jahln (of 'Iraq) 

3-11, 346-7 
Mnhammad b. Olsim I 8s  
~ u h a m m a d  ~ a c i m  ~ h l i  75 n. 
Muhammad b. Sllih (NizHm al-Mulk, 

wazir), 378-80, 410, 431 
Muhammad -Sulami (al-hHkim ash-sha- 

hid) 246-7 
Muhammad b. Sulaymln (Abu'l-Husayn) 

11 n. 
Muhammad b. Su!aymHn (Muhammad- 

tagin) see Arslln-Khln 
Muhammad b. TPhir 95, 99, 212 ,  214, 

217-9 
Muhammad b. 'Ubaydalllh (Abfi Ma'Hli) 

a 6 
Muhammad b. 'Uzayr (wazir) 249, a j3  
Muhammad b. Yahyl (LAlid) 242 
Muhammad b. Yiisuf -Khwlrizrni g n. 
Mnhammad b. Zufar 14, 354 
Abo Muhammad (Bukhlr-KhuclHt) 223 
muhantnradi dirhams 205-6 
Mnhammad-tagin see Arslln-khHn Muh. 

b. SulaymHn 
Mahinln I 72 
Muhra gate (Bukha~l )  101 
MuhtHjid dynasty (Al-MuhtHj) 234, 254 
Muhtariqa I 38 
Muhtasib, office of a 3  I 
Ibn Mulin (IChusraw b. 'Abid -Abarkiihi) 

54-5 
Mu 'in al-fuqarl see' Ahmed b. Muhammad 
Mu'izz ad-I)in (Cihiirid) see ShihHb ad-1)in 
Mujlshi' b. ~ ; r a ~ t h  1 ~ 8  
Mlijduwiin 140 
Mujir ad-Din lomar b. Sa'd 373 
Mujir al-Mulk Sharaf ad-Din -Mui&affar 

447 
AfujnriL at- Tawtirikh 26-7 
Miiller, A. a 1 ,  62-3, 287, 288, 289, 305, 

405 
Multln, 272, 446 
hfunhi see .'i'r?bib-bat.TcZ 
Munk 69 - 

-Mantasir Isrnatil (Siimlnid) I 19, 269-70, 
2 7 2  

-Muqaddasi see Mncjrlisi ( I  I n.) 
-Muqanna' 15, 134, 199-200 
Mnqatil h. Solaym3n to7 
Muqtafi I1 (Caliph) 331 
Muquli 386, 404 



Murghlb river 79, 80, 233, 448 
Murzin I 28 
MiisH b. 'Abdalllh b. KhHzim 183, 184 
Miisa b. Satiiq 257 n. 
Mus'ab b. RHziq 208 
-MusCabi (Abu't-Tayyib Muh. b. Hl t im,  

'amid) 245 
-Musawi, Muhammad b. Fadlallih 56 
Musayyab b. Zuhayr 200, 201 n., 2c3, 

205, 2 0 7  
trrusayynbT dirhams 205-6 
Mush* office of 231, 377-8 
Musk 237 . 
Muslim b. Sa'id (governor) 189 
Abii Muslim 84, 85,1oz,rg3-9,208, a1 a, 

217 n. 
Party of 197-aoo 

-Mustaghliri (historian) 15, 16 
-Mustansir (Fltimid Caliph) 304 
nrus tawf i  office of 229-3o, 243 n., 377 
Mut 241 n., 264 
-MuCta?id (Caliph) a I 9 
-Muatamid (Caliph) 95, 210, 217 
-Multasim (Caliph) 95, 208, 212 
-Mu6tazz (Caliph) 2 17 
Mutugen (grandson of Chingiz-Khln) 

443 
-Mnwaffaq 2 1 7 ,  218 
Mnwiin 140 
-Muzaffar ste Mujir al-Mulk 
Muzaffar-malik 441, 443 
Abu'l-Muznffarsee-l3arghashi,Muhammad 

b. Luqn~an, Nasr b. Sabuktagin, Qilich- 
TamghZch-KllHn, TamghHch-BughrH- 
Khln  

Abii Muzihim see Suba' b. an-Nadr and 
Sulu 

MuzZkhin al-iq 89 
Muzn I 23, I z S  
Muznawii (Muznuwl) I a8 

h'zbldghin 143 
-Nadim 4 ; see also Fihrist 
N%fnkhs 1 r8 
Nahl 128 
NLiniLns (tribe) 356, 361, 382 n., 384, 

$36-7, 3931 402,403 
Najzkath 169 
Najjjjar-Ichitfar 114, 116 
Nnjm 163 
Najm atl-Din Kubr l51  n., 376, 436 
Najm al-Mnlk Lawhi 330 
Nakabiin 128 
Nnkalik I 74 
Nakhshab 13G, 319, 336, 449; set also 

Nasaf 
-Nakhshnbi see Muhammad b. Ahmad 
Nnmatl-push see Hasan b. Y iisuf 
Namangan 156 
Namik (Niimiq) 82 
Namiidhligh I 74 
Nnqabin 128 

K k 

Naqld I 60, 161, I 64 . 
Naqshband (Bahi ad-Din) I ag, 137 n. 
Narpay 97 n. ; a d  see Fayy 
Narshakh (Narjaq) I 20 ,  I 28, Igg 
-Nnrshakhi (historian) 14 
Nos5 153n., 154, 238, 245n., 261, 270, 

2771 3051 33% 3351 3401 3641 424, 429, 
437, 449 

Nasaf 16, 102, 105; 136-42, 185, 189, - - 

199, 200, aoj,  zlon., 243, 247, 26a, 
263, 427, 449, 454; see alro Nakh- 
shab 

-Nasa!i (Abii Hafs 'Omar b. Muh.) 15 
-Nasali see Muhammad b. Ahmad 
-Nasawi (historian) 38-9, 429 
-NZsir (Caliph) 346, 351, 373-5, 400 
NHsir ad-Din see Muh. b. Sglih, Ibn 

al-Bibi, -Samarqandi (Abu'l-QHsim), 
-Tiisi 

NZsir al-Haqq (QarH-Khlnid) a74;  and 
see Nasr b. 'Ali 

-NIgir -Utrush ste Hasan b. 'Ali 
NHsir-Kiih 439 n.; anrf see Nu~rat-Kiih 
Nasr b. 'Abd al-Malik (LsHmHnid) 250 
Nasr I b. Ahmad (Sgmlnid) 164, 210, 

aaa-3, 228, a41 
N a y  I1 b. Ahmad ( S ~ ~ n l n i d )  10, Ia,  25, 

87, 109, 110, 112, 176, a40-6 
Nasrb. Ahmad see AbiiMansiir -ChaghHni 
Nasr b. Ali (Arslln-Ilak) 257 n., 258, 

264, 267-8, 270, 2 7 2 ,  274, 382, 285, 
300, 311 

N a y  b. Arsliin-KhHn Mnhaznmad 320 
Nasr b. Ishlq (Abu'l-Hasan) 240 
N a y  h. Niih (Slmlnid) 240, 256 
Nasr b. Snbulitagin 266, 269, 273, 299 
N a y  b. SayyHr 5 ,  192-4, zoo, 201 
N a y  see Shams al-Molk 
Nasr al-Milla (Qarl-lihznid) 274 11. 
A b i ~  N A ~ I .  Mishkln 23, 288-9 
Abu'n-Nay -SiimHni 256 n. 
Abfi N a y  ste Ahmad b. Muh., -FHrHbi, 

-I<He.?ni, -QubZwi, Mavsir b. Blyqarl, 
-'Utl,i 

NasrHbHd 163, 164 
Naya t  ad-Dill HazHrasp 422 
Nasyl, Lower I $3 
NasyH, Upper 158, 163 
Nawa I 28 
NawbahLr (Ralkh) 77, 102 n. 
Nawbrthsr gate (Bukhiiri) 102 

Nawbnblr gate (Samarqand) 85, 86 
Nnwtar 1 2 8  
Nawida 81 
NawjHbHclh I a8 
Nawkadak I ~ S  
Nawkanda arlqs 105, I 15 
Nawkhas I a R  
N a w q a d  in village names I 36 n. 
Nawqld-MiekHn 164 ; ste also Naqld 
N~wqad-Qnraysh I 35, I 36 
Nawrae ' of the Agriculturists' I 16 



NawzHbHd I a8 
Naya 386 
Naydiin see Bidiin 
Nestorians 94, I 70, 180, 375 n., 387-90 ; 

see also Christians. 
Nihlm province 7a n. 
Nihlm-riid 71  
Niliib 446 

bhapur (NaysHbor) 145 n., a19, aag, Ni-  - - 
941, a43, a55, 261, 262, 266, 2 7 %  

287, 289-90, 327, 335, 3461 3591 
361, 375, 379,42on., 421, 423, 424, 
437,438 

Destriiction by Ghuzz a;, 329 
by Mongols 447 

Historical works relating to 16 
-N~shlpiiri (Abn'l-Hasan 'Abdar-Rah- 
mk) 15 

-NishBpiiri (Zahir ad-Din) 30 
NiyHza I 40 
Niynzbek 143 
NizHm ad-Din see -ShHmi 
NizHm al-Molk see Muh. b. Mas'iid, Muh. 

b. SPIih 
Ni@m al-Mulk (Abii 'AIi Hasan b. 'Ali 

-Tasi, wazir) 15, 216n., zag-31, a38, 
239, 241, a43n., 244, =50n., 251 n., 
a71 n., a86, 287, 291, 306-10, 315, 360 

Nizlrni -'Ariidi -Samarqandi 316 
NizHmi, Sadr ad-Din (historian) 351 n. 
N;vgorod annals 430 11. 
No- see also Naw- 
Niibsgh (Khorezmia) 149 
Niil~Bgh al- Amir (Bukhiirz) x I 5 
Niidiz 71 
Niighkath 174 n. 
Noh b. Asad (Siimiinid) 206, 209-11, 

2.56 
Nah b. Mansor (Siimkid) 9, a~a -4 ,  

058-64 
Niih b. Nnsr (Slmiinid) 10, 14, 108, 109, 

043-4. 246-9, 259 
Nujiinikath I a8 
Nnjk~th  (ShHgh) I 74 
Nojkath (Ushrfisana) 166 n., ,167 
Niikand I 28 
Nokath 174 
Niikbiigh (Niikiigh) 149, 150 
NiikhHs (Khorezmia) 153, 378 
Nakkath 174 
Nn'mHn, hillock of 439 
Abii No'miin 85 
-Numayti (Abii Zayd 'Omar b. Shabba) 5 
Nnr I 14, r 19, 357, 170, 408 
NoGr 77 
Niishii-Basqiiq 4a7, 448 
NiishHkir (Nashiikird) rablt 155 
Niishtagin 301 n. 
Nnsrat ad-Din Hamza b. Muhammad 449 
Ntl$liIt-Kfih 439, 440 
NozkZt 149 
NiizwHr 148, 155 

Obburdan 168 
Obi-garm 71 
Oghuz Turks 201, a54, 956-7 ; see also 

Ghuzz 
Oghuz-Khln 461 
Oghul-beg (atlbsg) 33a 
Oghiil-hljib see Inlnch-Khiin 
Oghulmish 374 
d'ohsson, Baron C. 40, 59,60 
Oixats (tribe) 392, 392 n. 
'OmHn 373 
'Omar ('Omayr), Castle of aoo 
'Omar I1 (Caliph) 188, 190 
'Omar b. Mas'od (sadr) 354 n. 
'Omar b. Sa'd see Mujir ad-Din 
'Omar b. Shabba see -Nurnayli 
'Omar see HusHm ad-Din, Tiij ad-Din 
'Omar -Khwiijah -UtrHri 397 
Onguts 414 n., 41 5 
Oppert 58 
Orda (Turkish town) 234 
Ordo b. J iichi 39a 
Orkhon inscriptions 461 
Ckmuz 395 
Orna 437 n. 
'OthmHn (Caliph) 6, 77, 160, 185 n. 
'Othmln b. IbrZhim (ruler of Sarnarqand) 

350-1, 353, 355-6, 358, 360, 3631 
364-6, 431 

'OthmHn b. Mas'iid 75, 184 
OtrZr see UtrHr 
Ozlr 368 

Padyiina rqo 
Pahlawln of 'Irlq sce Muh. PahlawHn- 

JahHn 
Palghar 168 
Palladius (archimandrite) 43 n. 
PHmir province 70 
Panj, Panj-riidak 139 
Pnnj river see JaryHb 
Panjiib (in Oxus basin) 72,  420 ; and see 

Mela 
Panjdih (KhnrZsln) 449 
Panjikath see Biinjikath 
Panjkhin 90 
Panjshir 67, 441 n., 441, 444 n. 
PHp see Blb 
Paper (of Samarqmd) 936-7 
Parak river 163, 169, 174 n. ; Jet also 

Chirchik 
Parchin Jee RPrchinlighkant 
Parghar see Rurghar 
Parghlr (Parkhiir) 69 
Pnrgh3r river 68, 69, 168 
Parkent I 7.5 
Parwln 67, 68, 441-2, # 
Pashiiwar 351 n., 439, 440, 445, 453 
P a y g h ~  (Yabghn 1)  169,308 
Payghh-Khiin (Qarloq) 333 
Paykh I 14 



Paykand 104,105,114, I 17-18, 120, 181, 
223 

Paykand, New I 19 n. 
Payy see Fayy 
Pechenegs 238 
Peking 393-4 
Persia, Early litcrat~lre of I 
Persian language I ,  291 

Kational and religious movements 
I94 ff., 291 

Pili (arnir) 261 
Plano Carpini 179n., 386n., 388, 39a, 

421,423, 437 11. 
Poslavsky, 1. T. 75 
Prester John 58 
Priesthood ('Ulaml) :- 

Attitude of nomads towards 267 
Opposition to bureaucracy I 7, 19 
Relations between, and Ghaznevids 

289-99 
Relations between, and Khw5razm- 

shahs 349,373-7,379,380,407 
Relations between, and Mongols 413 

and Qar5-Rhlnids 310-1 I, 31 3, 
316-18, 320 

Relations between, and Slrnznids I 7, 
232, 240, 243-4, 258, 264 n-, 267 

Priesthood (non-Muslim) I ,  180-1, 388-9 
Pronunciation of place-names I 20 n. 
Ptolemy (geographer) 69 n., 70, I 59 
Yiilgd-chink-sank 45 
Pumpelly r 19 11. 

Por-tagin (Boli-tagin) 300 n. 

Qabiy-Ilchi 449 
Qlchsr-biishi see Qnchq~r-b5shi 
QHchiili 53 
Qadan-noyon 433 
qtidi, office of 23a 
-()iidi (historian) I 7 
-Q5dir (Caliph, 266, 2 7 1 ,  272 ,  275, a81, 

280 
Qadir-Khln Ahmad h. Arslln-IihZn Muh. 

320 
Qadir-Kh5n Jibrl'il 318-19 
(Zadir-Khan Yiisuf 273, 275, 280-6,294-5, 

3'5 
(Jndir-Kh5n ihn Thaqaftln (Yimek) 36911. 
Qadir-KllZn ibn Yiisuf ( 3  l 'atnr~ 356, 369 
Qatlir-KhPn see JnlZl nd-Din and Qayir- 

Kh%n 
-Q5'im i Fiitimid Caliphj 243 
Qal'a-i Dal~iis 1 Ziy5 ad-Din ) 97 
Ibn al-Qaliinisi a81 n. 
QalBs steppe 1 7 2 ,  I 73, 175 
(JslHwi 140 
(2andahHr 438 
(!nrrrfiya I 5, 91 n. 
Vangllli 370, 4'5 
Qnra-bagh 136 
(JarZchiin 137 
Qara-darya 155, 157, 160, rbq 

Qargja (hljib) 41 a 
QarZja-noyon 448-9 
(Jars-Khln I 7, 274 n. 
Qarl-KhZnids :- 

Chronology of 268, 274 
Conqnest of Transoxa~lia 267-8 
Conversion to IslHm 254-5 
Invasions of KhurZsHll 272-3, 280, 

2Y9, 290 
Invasions of Transoxania 234, 257-60, - .  - -  

263-4, 2823, 318-19 
Literature under 17-18 
Organizatioil (civil', of 268, 305 
Relations with 'UlamB 310-1 I ,  31 j, 

316-15, 320 
Vassals of Mohammad Khwlrazm-sh5h 

355-6, 35% 360 
(General references) 8. aq, 36, 37, 
' 60 n., 85, 1 I I, 254-5, 257 n., a6a, 

264, 269-86, 293-306, 307, 310-26, 
328, 330-6, 353-4, 355-6, 358, 360, 
364-6 

Qari-Khiiq5n 2 j 4  n., 274 c. 
QarB-l< hitays :- 

Auxiliaries with Chingiz-Khln 391, 
4'5n. 

Defeat of Sultan Sinjar by 326 
Invasions of Khorezmia and l ihur ls ln  

397, 3.36-79 339, 344) 3451 35O-I 
Occupot~on of Transoxanla 326 
Struggle with Muhammad Khwlrazm- 

shih 159, 355160, 363-7, 393 
Treasury of, at  Uzgand I j 7  
Uncertainty of llistorical data relating 

to 30 
(General references) 17, 37, 58, 320 n., 

323, 326-7, 333, 335-7, 339, 344-5, 
350-67, 393, 395 ,402~ 4209 451 

Qarl-khoja (village) 362 
QarH-kol 118, 333, 455 
QarHqornm (Qaraqiirn) (QipchHq'~ 41 5, 

4'6 
Qarl-sfi 3499 350 n. 
Qaratngh-darya g a  
QarPtagin (governor of Ralkh) I 76, 228 
(Jarstagin rnblt I 76 
Qariitagin province see Karntegin 
QarZur~Zs canal 83 
Qarluq Turks 70, 177, aoo, a o ~ ,  202,  

224 n., 254, 321, 326, 333-4, 336, 363, 
363, 411, 441,441 

qnrrrra! 243 
Qarnr 138 
(Jamin a 16 
(2arshi 83, 134, 1 36, 427 ; see also Nasaf 
C)%riin r fortress) 422, 415 
-Qaryat -kabira r I 8 n. 
Abu'l-QIsim (of Saghlniyh)  298, 299 
Abu'l-Qiisim Kathir 292 
Abn'l-(Ziisim see -Barmaki, -1jusay15, 

-Mnyn~andi, -Samarqandi, -Simjnri, 
Mal~mfid of Ghazna 



QHtlish I 38 
QatwIn r a9 
QefwPn steppe, I 2 7  n., I 29 n., 165, 264, 

3267 323, 333 
QatwSn-dlza 165 
QayH-Khln 286 
Qaylligh 362 n., 403 
Qlydfi 58 
~ H y i n  438 
OHvir-KhHn see in~lchik  
Gi i i i r -~ i i~ i i -~hHn  343 
Qayli river 371 
Qazwin 422, 425, 4a6 
-Qazwini, IIamdalllh 17, 30, 49-51, 54, 

311 
-Qazwini, ZakariyH b. Muhammad 36 
-Qazwini, Zayn ad-Din 50 
Qiblb go 
-Qifii, 'A1 b. Ynsuf 30 
Q~lich-Tamghlch-Khln Abn'l-Ma'lli 

Hasan b. 'Ali see Hasan-tagin 
Qilich-Tamghlch-Khln M d n d  18, 103, 

334, 3;JCi, 353, 354 
Qimach nver 37a 
QipchSq Turks and district 45, r 79, 296, 

320, 318, 330, 340, 341-3, 349, 356, 
3571 3589 361, 363, 369-71, 395,415, 
45594.58 

Qobucl 362 n., 393 
Quatrernbre, E. 44 n., 61 n. 
QubH 157, 159, 161-3 
-QnbHwi (Abii Nasr Ahmad b. Muh.) 14 
Qiibil5y-noyon 365 
Qfibiliiy-Qa'Hn 49 
QuchqHr-bzshi a60 
Qzrdafku Bil ik 3 I a ,  3 a 3 n. 
Qudii-Khln 3 70 n. 
Quhistan 338, a5a, 253, 265, 435 
Quicksilrer 164 
Q u l ~ n  f Qulln-bHsh?) plain 45 jr 456, 

4.58 
Qnlln (town) 2 0 2  
Qal-tnghSn (Mergit) 370, 371 
Qunduz 67,420 
Qnrmishi 49 
Qutayba (Bokhlr-Khudit) 195 
Qntnyba b. Muslim 1, 5, 74, 106, 107, 

108, 119, 138, 168, 181-3. 192 
Campaigns in Central Asia I 84-7 
Tomb of I 60 

Ibn Qutayba 4-5 
Qutb ad-nawla see Ahmacl b. 'Ali 
Qutb ad-Din Mnh. b. Aniish-tagln 824 
Qutb ad-Din ~ e e  Muhammad (Khwlrazm- 

shHb) m d  Uzliigh-Shah 
Qutham b. 'Abbb 91, g p  

Qutlugh-bgliq 408 ; see also Znrnilq 
Qutlogh-Dilgii-beg see Qilich-TamghLh- 

K h h  Mas'iid 
Qutlogh-Inibch (atIbcg) 346 
Qutlugh-khPn 41 5, 432 
Qntula-Qnghan 38 I, 382 

Qutuqu-noyon see Shiki-Qutuqu-noyon 
QuwHdhiyHn province 71-2, a85, a97 
QuwIdhiyln town f I-a, 278 
Quzghnnd I I 7 n., I 29 

raba? 78 
RabHh ariq 105, I I O  
KabPf-i malik 248n., 315 
RabHt-i Sarhang r 60 
Rablf-TughHnin (RabHf5t.t) I 79, 378 
Rabinjan 97, 23.5, ,334 
Radi al-Mulk (qHdi) 440-1 
RHdrHda 90 
Rlfi' b. Harthama a19 
R5h' b. Layth 85, 91, 95 n., 200-1, 208, 

209, a16n. 
RHghin 129 
Rlghsirisna 140 
ra'is, office of 234 
Rakhinawl (Kakhiniin) I 29 
Rakhushmithan 148 
Rakund I 29 
Rlman (Riimani) I ag 
Rlmnnd I r 7 
Rlmidh river 7 r 
Kamitan (Rlmithana) I 14, I 16, I 17, 223 
RHmnsh I I 6 
Rang (fortress7 443 n. 
Ranjad 163, 164 
Ra's al-Qanfara r 26 
Ra's at-Tlq 85, 86 
Rays al-Waragh 104, 106 
Rashid ad-Din (historian) 17, 401 42, 

44-H1 49, 50! 549 s8 
Chronolog~cal Inaccuracy of 371 

Rlsht 70, 71, aor, 233, 248 
KHsmHyin 135 
Kastaghlnr I ag 
Raverty I 3 n., 60-1 
-RHwandi, Muh. b. 'Ali a9 
Rayy 218, a62 n., 346, 347,412, 425, 431 
-RHzi see Fakhr ad-Din and I;Inydar b. 

'Ali 
Klzik rablt 138 
Kaziq a08 
Kazmlnlkh I ag 
RazmHz I Razmin) r a9 
Requisitions 139, 293, 405 ; "6 also 

Confiscations 
Keynoltls ao 
Righdamiin I 29 
Rigistiin (BulthHrHl 101, 107, 1081 110, 

111 7 147, 2a9,263 
Rigistiin ariq 105 
Rikdasht 74 
Rikhshan 129 
RishtLn I 57-8, 163 
Hiw roa, 11 I 
Riwartfin I a9 
Kiwd 129 
Riwd5d 88, 93 
Riwqiin I 14n. 



GENERAL INDEX 505  
Romans 96 n. SaghHni~ln (ChaghHniy5.n) province 72-4, 
Rosen, Baron V. R. 8, 33, 267 82,135, 191, 200,233,a34,247,248-9, 
Roshan 65 254, 263, 282, 2851 298, 299, 3011 3'3, 
Ross, Sir E. D. 61-2 336. 338 
Rnbruk 388, $39, 390,403 SaghHniyHn town 72, 73, 74, 136, I jg, 
-Riidnki (poet) ~ a g  , 248 n. 301 
Riid-i Zar 103, 104, I I 5, 118 n. SaghPn-Khudlt 72 ,  185, 191, 234 
Rodh 135 Slgharj 96, 130 
Riidhln 153 Slgharj mts. 95 
Riidhblr I 74 n. SHghdara 179, 329 
Riidhfaghkad I 29 SHghir-beg 3 I g 
Rufiin 130 J(I?zilr-bnrTd (J6/2ib-khabar), ofice of 
Rukhna gate 103 230-1,306 
Rukhshabiidh 73 n. JChib-harm, ofice of 228, 346, 312 n. 
Rnkn ad-Din GhtirshZnchi 420, 422 ?Chi6 ash-slrzwal, office of 228, a30 
Rukn ad-Din Imlm-zHdah 410 Sahl b. Ahmad-Daghiini 99 
Rukn ad-Din Kart 414 AbG Sahl rabHt r 54 
Rnkn ad-Din see Mahmiid-Khln S2id  (qldi) 290 n. 
Rulcn ad-DunyH wa'd-Din see Qilich- Sa'id b. 'Ahd al-'Aziz 188 

Tamghsch-I<hHn Mas'iid Sacid b. 'Amr 189 
Rultund 165, 166 Sa'id b. Mas'iid :Ghaznevid) 297, 299 
Russia 39 j Sa'id b. 'Othmln gr 
Ibn Rusta 7 Sa'id, well qf I 37 
Rustam 208 n. Abii Sadid (Ilkhiin) 46 
rustiip 69 n. Abii Sabid -Mayhani (shaykh) 290 n,, 31 I 
Rustufaghn i Rustaghfaghn) I 30 Ibn Sa'id 71 n. 
-Rustufaghni (' Ali b. Sa'id) I 30 Abu's-Slj Diwdld (SHjid) 169 
Rutbil (ruler of SijistHn) a16 Saklkath I 74 
Riiyjan 167 Sak5n 130 
Ruzuud 148 Slkbadyiizii 140 

Sakbiyan 99, r j o  
Sabndhman (Sabadhiin) I 30 Sakhar I I 6 
Sabaghduwsn I 33 Sakmatin I rg 
Siibat 165, 166, 336 Sal ammoniac 164, 169 
Sabira I 30 Sallh ad-Din Muhammad -Naslli 439, 
Sablik hIts. I 72  440, 44' 
SabrHn see Sawrln Saliit I 56 
Sabuktagin 261-5, ago, 301 n. Salbak-Turksn 401 
Sal~zawBr 424. 4-49 Slli-SarHy 428 
Sachau, E. rn . ,  20, 23, 272n. Saljoq a57 n. ; anif see Seljuk 
Bane Sa'd gate (HukhlrB) 101, 106, I I I Sa1jiiqids:- 
Sa'd rabit 165 Character and organization of 305-10 
Sa6dIbHd ( BnkhHrS) I 1 I Establishment in KhurlsHn 297-8, agg, 
Sadfar 148 302 -4 
-Saldi poet) 395 Historical works relating to a j-30, 31 
-Sa6di see Hasan b. 'Ali Invasions of Transoxania 313- I 5, 
Sadr-Jahln s ~ e  ' Burhiin, House of' 316-17, gar, 326. 
Sadr ad-Din-Khln f qP?i) 41 0 O;igins of 24, aj6-7, a85, 293, ~ g j ,  
Sadr ad-Din see -\Iusayni, -Niz5mi 297-3'30, 302. 
Sadfir (Sadwar) 14a n., 143, 155 Relation to Oghuz Turks 254 
Siifardiz 148 (General references) 77, a ay, 3 I 3-1 5, 
Safari I 5 5  ,719, 3321 3399 339, 346-7, 426 ; see 
-Safir, IhrLhim b. Isml'il I imlm') ~ a o  also Sinjar 
-SafT.?r, IsmH'il b. Abii Nay  (im5m) 316 -Sallimi (historian) lo, 11, 21,  2a0, 221  

Snffirid dynasty 3 1 ,  77, 209, 215-aa, Salm b. Ziyld 183, 184, 208 
aaq 6 Salmiiya lSalmawayh) I I 2 

-Saff%riin Rg Salt mines I 6a 
Saffron 71 -SaCliiki, Abii Tayyib Sahl b. Muh. 2 7 a  

$%fi ( hijib] ago Slm sce l3ahl ad-Din 
Safi'-Aqra' (wnzir'l 407 SlmLn (village) 209 
Safi ad-Mn 'AbdallHh b. 'Omar 36 Slmln-Khudlt aog 
Silghaniiq I 79 n, S a m ~ n d  132 



-Sarn4Pni 8, 15, 16, 34-5, I 2 0  n. 
SHmPnid dynasty 6 7, 83, 88, 198, 209-10, 

211, 212, a15, aao, za2-68, 286, 307 
Administration of aa7-33, 2438-40 
Historical and other works relating to 

7-17, 31 
Loss of KhurbHn to Ghaznevids 264, 

a 66 
Origins of 209-10, 222-5 
Prosperity of Transoxania under a34 ff. 
Relations with 'Abblsids 226, a71 
Relations with population 2 I 2-1 3, 

a a  j.-6,257-8, 267-8, ago 
Relations with priesthood ('ularnl) 17, 

232, 240, 243-4, 2 j8, 264 n., 267 
Relations with Turks ass-7 
Restoration of, attempted 269-70 
Revenues and Taxation of' 238-40, 

a54n 9 259 
Vassals of 233-4, 246, 248, 253-4 

Samarqand :- 
Commerce of 235, 236-7 
Conquest of, by Arabs 18j, 187 

by Chingiz-Khln 411-4, 419 
by Muhammad KhwHrazmshHh 
36 j-6 

Description of 83-92 
Historical works on 15, 16 
Province of 92-5, I I  I ,  140 
(General references; gn., 81, 82, 83, 

95, 96, 97 n.9 1 1 2 ,  1659 181, 185, 
186, 190, 1911 I959 199, 200 ,  2 0 2 ,  

203, 209, 215, 223, 2.39, 240, 241, 
a41 n., 247, 258, 264, 268, 269, 280, 
281, 283, 385, 296, 304, 314, 315, 
316, 317, 3181 3aoi 3337 334, 353-4, 
355-6, 358, 3591 363, 365-6, 369, 
370, 375, 379, 4059 406, 407, 4'7, 
419,427, 430, 450-3,455 

-Samarqandi ('Abd ar-KazzHq, historian) 
56 

-Samarqandi Abu'l-Fadl Muh., historian) 
'5 

-Sarnarqandi (Abu'l-Qbim, theologians) 
967n. 313 

-Samarqandi (Ashraf b. Muh., faqih) 
320 

-Samarqandi see also -Kltib and NizZmi 
Samdiin I I y 
SPmghiir 162 
Samijan I 30 
Slmjan ( Hither and Further) I 14, I 16 
Slmjan ariq 99 ; see also tlarPmkPm 
SHmjnn lake I I 4, I I 8 
Samnh  425 
Simsirak I 74 
Sarntin 109, 119 
Sanbukjan 167 
Sanda rabPt 149 
SangHbHd 155 
SaagZn-Akhsak I 53 
Sangbast 448 

SangbZth 130 
Sangdiza go 
Sang-gardak (Inner and Outer, districts) 

I35 
Sang-gardak (village) 5.4 
Sang-gardak-darya 72, 74, 135, 139 
SangrosLn ariq 89 
Sang-tuda 69 
Sinjan 141 
SanjarfaghHn 92, 93 
Sanjufin 130 
Sankjan 167 
sapZ~iyZmagiin I 97, 198-200 
Sapid-MHsha 106 
Sarakhs ~ 6 2 1  2661 302, 335, 3393 340, 

3517 375, 447, 448 
Saraqusfa I 53 
Sar-ChHhPn 422, 425 
Sardar 130 
Sar-i pill 126, 127 ,  Ia?n., 411 
SLrin 167 
Sarkath 141 
SPrkiin 130 
Sarmanjln 73, 74 
Sarmanji 73 n. 
Sarsanda 167 
Sary-Kamish, Lake 146, Iga 
Szrykfil 369, 403 
Sary-su 392 
SPsHnid dynasty, &c. I ,  77, 78, 183, 186, 

197-8, 206, 207, 209, 221, aagn., 232, 
a34 

Satiiq set BughrCKhHn 
Sgwkln 149 
SawrLn 176-8, 314 
Sayf ad-Din AghrHq-malik 440-3, 453 
Saylik mts. I 72  
Snyr b. 'Abdalllh (afshin) 211 
Sayrlm 175, 450-1, 456 
Sayyld-tagin Khiini a79 
Schefer, Ch. 14, 25-6, 29, 36, 37, 40, 50, 

238 n., 31) n. 
Scythians 38 
Selenga river 392 
Seljuk 178, a57, 269 
Semiryechye 64, 157, 201,  234, 281, 317, 

32.79 3539 35131 363,365, 368, 3931 395, 
40'-'9 450 

Sengiin ( Kerait) 362 n. 
Sergius (Armenian) 389 
-ShabPngarPi, Muh. b. 'Ali 46 
ShPbjan 130 
ShHfi'ites 98, 143 
Shaghljan 177 
ShHh-'A bbas- Wali 146, I 50 ; see also 

KHth 
ShHh-bakl~sh 117 
Shlh-Khltiin 295 
ShPh-Malik (raler of Jandj 178, 998, 302, 

303, 304 
Shiih-rPh 96 
Shahrikhln 160 



Shahrisabz 134 ; see also Kish 
shahristrin 78 
Shahristan (KHth) 145 
ShahristHn (KhurHsln) 153 n., 330 
Shahristiin (Ushriisana) I 66 
-ShahristBni (Muh.) 32; 428-9 
Shahrkant I 78 ; see also Yanikant 
Shah-riid 115 
Shiihrukh (Timfirid) 47, 48, 55, 56, 

57 n. 
Shahrukhiya 169 
ShHh-Zinda see Qutham b. 'AbbBs 
Shajnrat al-Atrik 56 n.,  57 
Shakdalik river 138 
ShIkhlkh 175 
ShcE4ir.s 180, 183 
S h a k r h a  Gate (Isfijiib) I 75 
Shalji 236 
Sham5khZ 152 n. 
-Sham$ NizZm ad-Din 54, 62 
Shamidiza 130 
Shamsabad (BukhHrl) 109, 11 I, 316, 31 8, 

3'9 
Shams ad-Din (shaykhj 379 
Shams ad-Din Muhammad (of B5mipln) 

338 
Shams al-Mnlk Nasr b. IbrPhim (Qarl- 

Khlnid 1 99, 109, I 11, 248 n., 304, 
314-16 

~ h ' a m s  al-Mulk Shihab ad-Din Alp 
-Sarakhsi 439, 440 

Shamsi A'raj Bukhlri (poet) 3 5.5 n. 
ShBpiir (Sasanid prince) I 13 
ShiipBrklm I I 3 
ShapurqHn 79, 80, 297 
Shaqiq b. Ibr l l~im -Balkhi (shaykhj 202, 

3Y9 ". 
Shnraf ad-Ilin 'Ali -Yazdi 53-4, 55, 56, 

58 
Sharaf ad-Din (wakil) 432 
Sharafdan r 30  
Shargh 99, 141 ; see also Jargh 
Sharghiyiin I 4 1  
Sharik b. Shaykh -Mnhri 195 
Sharkhiyiin bridge (Balkh) 273 
>hash (province) 98, 162, 169-75, 178, 

179n., 195, 100-2,  209, 110, a i a ,  

a I 5 n., 2 1 '  n., 369 
Arab invasions of 185, 187, I 91 
Cnmrnerce of 235-6 

Shawdan 164 
ShHwdar 94, 210 

Sli~wghar 1 7 7 ,  256 
Shawkarn 361 
Shiiwkiin 130 
Shawkath (Ilaq) 175 
Shzwkath t Ushriisana: I 6 j 
ShiiwkharHn 141 
Shaybl~ii  86 
Shaykh-'Abbiis-Wali see ShZh-'Abbls- 

Wali 
Shaykh-KhHn 412 

Shibir 392 
Shihlb ad-Din (Ghfirid) 338,344, 349-52, 

353 
ShihHb ad-Din -1ihiwaki 350, 376, 404, 

429 
ShihHb ad-Din -Suhrawardi 373 
ShihHb ad-Din see Shams al-Mnlk 
ShihHbi Ghazal Khujandi (poet) 360 n. 
Ibn Shihna 39 n. 
Shi'ite activities in Central Asia 190, 193, 

194-5, 197, 198, 212 ,  217n.i 241, 
242-4, 267, 304-5 
in Tabarlstan and Daylam 2 13, 214 
Democratic character of 21 2, 267 

Shikln I 31 
Shiki-Qutuqu-noyon 391, 442-3, 449, 

45p 
ShikistHn 131 
Shikit 156, 163 
Shirabad 74 
ShirHz (Soghd) 94 n. 
Shirghawshiin I 3 r 
Shirkath 141 
S h i r w ~ n  I 3r 
Shiy5 (ShiyHn) 131 
Shu'ayth b. IbrZhim (QarH-Khlnid) 314 
ShughnHn 65,66, 338 
Abii Shujz' (preacher) 31 I 
Abii Shujl' Muh. b. Husayn (historian) 

32 n. 
Abii ShujHL Farrukh-shlb(ru1er ofKhuttal) 

334 
ShokhnHk (ShfikhmHn) 131 
Shukralllh Zaki 18 
Sholis 42 2 
Shulluk I 36 n. 
Shiimin 74, 185 
-Shfimiini (Zayn as-TPlihin Muh. b. 

'AbdallLh) 316 n. 
ShiiniyHn pass 302 
Shurlkhan 149, 150, 298 
Shariikh I 54 
Shutiirkath I 70-1 
Shiizyiin 141 
Sib 153 
SibH' b. an-Nu4mZn 196 
Sibsra I 30 
Siberia s p a  n. 
Sicblr I I 9 
SiTaya (Siplya) 142 
SighnHq I791 3281 3421 36% 414, 4'5 
Sihon I 55 ; see Syr-llarya 
Sijistgn I 94, I 98, 208, 209, 21 3, a 16, 2 19, 

233, 248 n., 330-1, 333 n., 427, 438, 
439 

Sikijkath 99 
Silver mines 65, 164, 168, 169, 171-2 

SiminjHn 67, 248 
-Simjfiri, Abii 'Ali Ion., 253-4, 257-64, 

267 
-Simjijti, Aba'l-1,Iasan 250, 251-3 
-SimjBri, Abn'l-Qbim a61 n., 265, 266 



-Simjiiri set also IbrHhim b. Simjiir 
Simjiirid dynasty 16, 228, 239 
Ibn Sin5 (Avicenna) 9, 267, 311 
SinHm I 35 
Sinim mts. 72, 134 
Sinlwab ariq 83, y j  
Sind I 8% a I 7, 2 19 ; sue also Indus river 
Siniz !Firs', a36 n. 
Sinjar (Saljiiqid) 33, ga n., 308, 319, 

320-319.335, 363 
Sinjar-maltk (of BukhHrH) 355, 360 
Sinjar-shlh b. TughBn-sh5h 346 
s i j ~ h - ~ z l o ~ ,  ~fficeof a 29, 2i3-n. 
SiqnZq see SighnPq. 
Sis t in ,  7iz'rrlC.h-i a48 n. 
Siwanch I 19 
Siylb I SiyHh Abj 89 
SiyPhgird 76 
Siylh-kah I 5 a 
Siylm 135 
SiyHm mts. 134 ; set also SinHm 
SiyHra : Siylzn) 131 
Szjuisat-nZmaA 1.5 ; set also Ni@m al- 

Mulk (Abii 'Ali) 
Siyiwush I 0 7  
Slave armies (Turkish) 2 2 7 ,  291, 3ao n. 
Slaves ( Slavonic) a35 
Slaves (Turkish) 120, 22a, 1 2 7 ,  128, a36, 

240, 253, 261, 184 
Sogdiana, Soghd I ,  93, yj,  IOO n., 1 1 2 ,  

181-2, 185, 187,  go, 199, 202 ,  906, 
a I o n., a I 2 ; see also Samarqand 

Soghdian coinage 106-7 
Sol kanshira 43 n. 
Stein, Sir A. 237, 255 n. 
Stone bridge (over Wnkhsh river) 69, 71 
le Strange, G. G3 n. 
SubZL b. an-Nadr 95 
Subl'ites g j 
Siibakh 135, 137, 199 
SubHnikath I 76 
Siibarli 1 ? )  337 
SubSshitagin i of BukhHr5'1 10 t 
Sfibahitagin (general) a69, 271-3 
Snbidhghuk I 31 
Siibiiclay-bahldur (Mongol J 370, 371, 

3851 _408! 420-6, 43' , 458 
Suburna (Siibarna) 153, 337 n. 
Sufna r I g 
Sufradln i SufrIdanj I 31 
Sughd see Sogdiana 
Sughd river 89 
Snghdald 183 n. 
Su hdln I 3 r 
~ufcto-eherbi 416 
Siikh 157, 158, 160, 161, 164 
Siikbashin gate 87 
-Sularni, Abu'l-Fad1 Muh. (wazir) 146 
Sulayrnln (caliph) 186 
Sulaymh (h5jib) 2 7 0  
SulaymZn Qarz-Kbiinid) 316 n.; and sce 

Ahmad-KhZn 

SulaymZn b. 'Abdalliih (Tlhirid) 2 14 
SulaymLn b. Muhammad (Saljiiqid) 325 
SnlaymHn-shHh b. Atsiz 332 
Sulayma-tagin (QarH-IChHnid) 31 8, 319 
-Sali, Aba Bakr Muh. b. YahyH 15 n. 
-$iili, Abfi IshHq IbrPhim 15 
Sirl(in, title of _a 71 
Saltln-shHh b. 11-Arslln 337-8, 339-40, 

342, 346 
Su-lu (KhHn of Turgesh) 187, 191, 201 
Siimnlt (India) a85 . - 
Siinaj 141 
Sunak-ata (Sunak-kurgan) I 79 
Snnit tribe 433 
Sii-qarH 349 n. ; see Qar3-~ii 
SuqnHq-tagin 401, 403, 404 
Suqri I 5 5 
StirHn rabHf I 55 
-Seri, Abu'l-Fad1 293 
SnrkhHb river see Wakhsh 
Ibn Surkhak (SHmPnid) 2 7 0  
Surkhln river 70, 7a, 7 j n., 74, 75, 452 
Snrkhkat I 31 
SurmHrH I 3 r 
Suriid see Asriid 
Suriida 135 
Siissheim, K. 28 n. 
Sutifaghn 131 
Sutikan 131 
Sutkand I 77 
Sntkhsn 131 
Sutriishana 16511. ; and see Ushrosana 
Siiylb 195, 201 

Siiyanj 131 
Snydak 169 
Suyunch-Khin 409 
Syr-Darya- 

Basin of, Siirvey of 155-65, 169-79 
QarHkhPnid conquest of a64 

Estuary of I 51, 178 
Muslim conquest of 178, 257 

Jiichi's campaign on 39, 407, 4~4-16 
Names of 155 
(General references) 64,82,83,94, 186, 

191, 201 ,  315, 314, 328, 3291 
3571 369, 375n.9 4041 407, 4 0 ~ 1  
417-181420, 450, 451,455 

-TabQni, Al)n SLcliq (imiim) 300 
-TabLni, Abii Tlhir  (Tglib) 'Abdallgh b. 

Ahmad 294 
Tahngdt-i Ncsiri $3 n., 60-61 ; see also 
- - JiizjHni 
-Tabari, Muh. b. Jarir [historian) 2-31 51 

6, 10, 14, 61 
Tabaristiin 2 I 3, a r4, 118 
Tabghlch see Tarnghlch 
Tabriz 47 
THdhan 131 
THdiza 131 
TadyBna 141 
Tafghlch stc Tamghzch 



TafghHch-Khltfin 365 
Taghlma 132 
Tagin-KhHn 269 
Ta-hia 66 n. 
THhir b. 'Abdalliih (THhirid) 212, 214, 

216 
THhir b. 'Ali (rablt  of) 8 I 
THhir b. Fad1 (of SaghHniyHn) 254 
THhir b. Husayn b. Mus'ab 10, 203, 208, 

2 I0 
Tlh i r  b. Husayn b. THhir 2 r 7 
Tahir b. Layth (Sacarid) 216 
Abii THhir b. Ilk (faqih) 316 
Abfi Tghir see -KhHtiini, -TabHni 
Tlhirid dynasty 31, 78, 198, 207-11, 212- 

22 ,  224, a26 
Tlhiriya, 142, 155 
'rlir-bnhldur 408 
Tl'ir-su river 69 ; and see AndijHrHgh 

~4 ad-Din 'Ornar b. hiasLiid 449 
T l j  ad-Din TughHn 422 
Tiij ad-l)in Zaugi 351 
Tlji-beg 433 
Tajiks 4 I I 
Takash (Khwlrazm-shah) 28, 32, 33, 179, 

337-49, 373, 378 ; tI3mb of 361. 436 
Takhsllljkxth r j a  
Takllsij 132 
THkhfina sriq 105, I r 8 n. 
'I'alas 2 24, 29s ; see also TarHz 
Talas river 176, 363, 367, 450 
'ralha b. 'Abdxlllh -KhuzHii 208 
Talha b. Tiihir aoS, 210, 21 I 
~ b f i  TLlib see -Tablni 
Tllq5n (Khurlsln) 79, 198, 437, 439, 

443, 44?, 446: 449, 454 
TLlqan (1 akhanstHn) 67, 417, 419 
'ram.?khush 160 
YamghHch (city) 397 
?arngh,?ch- 13ughrii-I< han Ibr5llim 3 z a  
Tamghlch-l<hIn (TabgllHch, Tafghlch), 

title 304, 319 n. 
TamghHch-Khln Uasan 323 n. 
TamghHch-Khiin lbriihim b. Husayn 17, . - - .. 

909 31 5 
Tamgh5ch-Khiin IbrHllim b. Muhammad 

333, 3.16 
T a m ~ h l c h - K h l n  Ibrlhim b. Nasr (Rfiri- 

tagin) 36, 109, 300-304, 31 1-14, 315, 
31 8. ; see also CJilich-TnmyhHc11-Kbh 

Ta~nllyHt 69 
Tarnochin 382-4 ; ste also Chingiz- 

Khin 
 tan^ Dy~msty, IIiftory of the 3 
Tang-i harsm 138 
' ran~"t  404, 436 n., 453,458 
Taoists 388, 450 ; see also Ch'ang-Ch4nn 
TPq KisrH 3 I 5 
TZriib l l s n . ,  117, 132 

-TH15bi 360 
Tarlkha (Tazlkha) I ja  
Tar lz  ('ralas) 159, 224, 236, 241, a56, 

281, 323 n., 341, 358; see also Talas 
THrband I ;I n. 
Ta'vtkh-i JaAin-grrshzy 39-40 ; See also 

- Juwayni 
Ta1vt&h-i KhayrCt 54 n., 56 ; see also 

-Musawi 
TaJ~?kA al- lantinr 19-20, 32 n.; see also 

-'Utbi, Abii Nasr 
Tarkhon i Ikhshidh of Soghd) I 84 
Tarmashirin (JaghatHid) 54, 460 
TarwHkh 132 
'l'lsh ! hHjib) 228, 252-3, 2 7 0  
Tash (rablf ) I 54 
Tashatun (Uighiir) 387 
-Tashkandi, Muhammad 52 
Tashkent 171 ; see also ShHsh 
Tash-kurgan 97 
Tavvaz 306 n. 
Tnwlwis 97, 98, 99, I I 2, I r5, r 16, 317 
Taxation under Umayyads 187-8,189 90 ,  

192 
under 'AbbLsids 204, 21on., 220 
under Slmlnids 220, 238-40 
under Ghaznevids 287-9, 291-3 

THyankii-TarHz ( QarZ-Khitly) 344, 3 jO ,  

356, 358-9, 363-4 
Ibn Taylor 196n. 
Tayjiut tribe 44 
TlynLI-noyon 41 6 
TlyqHn 67.; sre Tiilqiin (TukhHristln) 
Abii Tayylb see Sa'liiki 
Abu't-Tnyyib see -Musiabi 
Temuga 38s 
-Tha'Hlibi, 'Abd al-malik b. hiuh. g, 10, 

rgn., 196n. 
-ThalLlibi, pusayn b. hIuljammad, 18, 

24 
Thabit b. Qntba 185, 184 
T h a b ~ t  b. Sinln -Sabi' 7, 8, 255 n. 
Thaqaftln i Yimek) 369 n. 
Tibet 6 j ,  66, zoo, zoa, 453 
l'iesenhausen, Baron V. G .  63 n. 
Tillis 446 
Tim 132 

'rimfir 50, 53, 54, 55, 56, 86, 88, 169, 
215,.407, 40% 41 a, 4'7, 445-6, 454 

Tirniirids 51, gg 
Historical literature under the 52-8 

Tirnfir-malik 417-18, 432, 437 
Tirmidh 71-6, 80, 138,  IS^, Igr,  2-35, 241, 

249, '541 1599 266, 2721 278, 283, 297, 
298, 30' n., 302, 303-4, 3'4, 315, 319, 
326, 330, 334, 336, 352, 419,4a7, 440 

-Tirmidhi, Abii 'Abdallah Muh. b. 'Ali 
7 5 

-Tirmidhi, Abfi 'is5 Mnh. b. 'Is5 75 n. 
-Tirmidhi see IAlP al-Mulk 
Tirmidh-sliiih 73 n. 
Tiskhln (1) I 64 



Tokhari 66 
Tomaschek 69 n., 70, 71 n., 96 n., 98, 

1 0 2  n., 108 
Toquchar-bahzdiir (Toquchar-noyon) 37 I, 

4'9-24, 429, 437,447 
Toquz-Oghnz Turks 200-2, as I ,  254 
toyins 389 n. 
Trans-Caspian provinces I I 7 
Transoxania- 

Aristocracy of 180-1, aa3, 226, a27, 
307-8, 316 

Coinage of 203-7 
Commerce and industries of a34-40, 

a56 
Conditions in, before Arab conquest 

180-3 
under early 'AbbHsids 197-8, 203 
under al-Ma'man 201-3, P I O  
nnder 31ongols 417, 427, 450-3, 

4 ,;6- 7 
nnder Muhammad KhwHrazm-sh&, 

363-6, 368-9, 395 
under QarH-Khlnids, 17, a68-75, 

279-86, 295-6, 298-91 300-5, 307 
-8, 310-22 

under QarP-Khitlys 339, 353-6, 
362-3 

under Tfihirids and Slmlnids 212-15, 
aa6--7, a34-40 

under Umayyads 187-8 
Conquest of, by Arabs 18a-ga 

hy QarP-KhHnids 157-68 
by Saljfiqids 313-74, 316-17, 318 
by Mongols 403-ao 

Final sul)jugation of, to Muslim rule 
210-1 a 

Invasions of Khwlrazm-shlhs into 
333-4. 341-2, 35,;-60, 363-6 

National and rel~g~ous movements in, 
194-5, 199, 199-ao0, 248, 270 

Native rulers in 180, 181, 183, 186, 
188, 190, 195-6, aor, aoa, 210-11, 

223, '24, a33 
Polit~cal fluctuations of 64-5 
See a/so China, Mahmad, Shi'ites, 

Turks 
Treh~zond 395 
Tiihan 141 
Tubkir 163 
Tiidh 132 
Tnghln , hiijib; a48 
Tughln see T l j  ad-Din 
Tnghin rablt I 54 
Tughhchik 2 j a  
Toghln-Khin I (of KPshghar) 174-5, 

279-82 
TughPn-Khln I1 (of Semiryechye) 181, 

285, a94 
Tughiin-Khln Sulaymln-tagin) 318 n. 
Tnghiin-shHh Abii Bakr 338, 339, 340, 

346 
TughZn-tagin of KHshgbar) 241, 256 

Tnghin-tagin b. Tamghich-KhZn Ibr'i- 
him 314 n. 

Tiighiiy 416 
Tugh5y-KhHn 411, 413, 414 
Tughrul b. Arslln (Saljoqidj 346-7 
Tughrul b. MikH'i1 (Saljiiqid) 297, 300, 

303, 305, 306 n-, 307, 308, 3'0 
Tughrnl set 'Izz ad-Din 
Tughrul-KhZn see BBzPr 
Tughrul-Qarl-KhHn Y iisuf (Qarl-Khinid) . - - 

315 
Tnghrul-tagin (Qarl-Khiinid) 315 
Tughr~ll-tagin b. Ikinchi 324 
Tnghrul-Y anH1-beg (governor) 318 
Ttiji-Pablawln 43a 
TukhHristHn 66-8, 191, 217, 303, 338, 

439 n.9 444 n. 
Tokhtl-biki see ToqtL-biki 
Tukkath 174 
Tulun-cherbi 433, 441 
Tiiluy 52, 385,407,424 "a, 438-9, 441 n-, 

446-7, 462 
Turnansky, A. G. 13 
Tumtar 132 
TnmurtHsh 153 
Tnmushkath 132 
Tfinkath, 172,  173, 233, 3'5 
Tupalang 7a 
TiiqtP-biki 361-2, 370 n. 
Tiiq-tughln (TiiqtH-l<hHn) 370 
TiirHn 64 
TurHr 177 
Turban 132 
TtirbHy I Diirbly, Tiirtiiy ? 449 
Tnrgesh Turks 187, aor 
Turk b. Japhet a7 
Tnrk river see Parak 
lur.RZn (title) 33 n. 
Turkln I wife of I I-Arslln) 337-8 
Tnrkln-Khgtiin (wife of Takash, mother 

of Muhammad Khwfirazm-ShPh) 3491 
350, 356, 357-3, 361, 364, 366, 375-79 
358-80, 398, 407, 411, 419, 428, 4301 
4311 433 

Turkestan i modern town) 177  n. 
Turkestan mts. 82 
Tnrkish calendar a86 n. 

language 64 
prose literature a, 52 
rulers, character of 305-6 
slaves see Slaves, Slave armies 
songs a73 ; see also Uighnr 

TnrkistHn (medieval, 64, 83, 236, 316, 
366 

Turkmens 178, 234, a54 n., 157, 984-5, 
293, '951 297-300, 301 -2, 3 4  no, $33, 
408, 416, 440, 4.49 ; s t #  a h  Saljoq~ds 

Tiirks, Central-Aslan- 
Historical and Geographical wmks 

relating to 13, 17, ao, 26, 31, 36 
Invasions into Transoxania, 186-7, 

199-1, 192, 200-1, 256-60, 263-4 



Relations with China 381-2, 394 
with Slrnlnids 256 

Spread of Islfim amongst 178, a54-6, 
257, 267 

Trade with Transoxania 236, 237-8, 
255 "9 256 

(General references) 64, 66, 70, 71, 77, 
96n., 99, 112, 113, 117, 1.56, 162, 
177-8, 195, 199, a01, ao9, 211-12, 

234, 236, 246, 254, 258, 273, 279, 
283, 2% 291 n., 296, 297, y s - 7 ,  
309-10, 320, 369-7a ; see also Ghuzz, 
Qarluqs, Qipchlqs, Saljiiqids, Slaves, 
Turgesh, Turkmens, Uighiirs, Uzbegs 

Turks, Osrnanli ga, 461 
Tnrrnuqln 16a 
Turnlwadh I 3 2 

Tos 251, 262, 272 ,  335, 3391 344, 425 
Tiisan I32 
TiishH-Hasqlq see Niishl-Basqlq 

Abii 'Ubayda 6, 192 n. 
'UbaydallHh b. 'Abdalllh b. Tlhir  218, 

219 
'Ubaydalliih gate 135 
Ubburdan 168 
Ubiiqlr I 14 
Udana I I j ,  132 
Ughnlq (,I) 356, 363 
U p d a y  43, 44, 529 393, 4'2, 44'79433-59 

437, 438, 439, 441 "-9 445, 448, 455, 
458, 460,462 

Uighiir alphabet adopted by Mongols, 41, 
51) 387, 397, 424 

Uighiir writings 51-3, 54 
Uigliuria 40, 362, 387-90, 393 n., 401, 

4 50 
Uighiirs 36,45, 51, 52,53, 1 0 2  n., 31 '-la, 

362, 394, 400 "-9  403, 404,407,416 "-9 

45s 
Culture and religion of 387-91 

'Ujayf 3. 'Anb~sa 95 
ojna (Ujana) 161 
Ukhm 399 n. 
'UlnmH see Priesthood 
yljlkant iUnjLkant \ I 70 
Uljiytfi 45-6, 471 48, 49 
Ulughheg, History of 41 n., 52, 53, 56-7 
I J lu~h-Khln  443 n. 
Uloq-Khltiin 401 
Ulna-Tdi 16, 418 ; and see Jida-noyon 
'Umar, d rnayr  see Wmar 
Umayyad dyrrasty 197, 228, 255 

Ilistorical literatlire under 4 
Trnnsoxania nnder I 82-94 

'Umdat al-Mulk 440 
'UmrHni, 'Ali b. Muhammad 32 n. 

Orast 159, 211 
Ura-tube 166 
Urpench 457 ; see GurgIinj 
Urkhln 445 
Urukhs r3a 
Usblnikath I 76 
-Usblnikati, Satid b. Hl t im 256 
Ush 156, 157, '59, 163 
Ushmiinayn 235 n. 
Ushpurqln see ShapurqHn 
Ushriisana 8a, 94, 124, 128, 165-9, 191, 

192, 196, aoo, ao2, 210-11, aIa, 2a4, 
2 74 n-- 

Ushtabdiza 90 
Ushtiqln 158, 162, 163, 164 
Ushturj 81 
Ushtiirkath I 70 
Usmand 13a 
Usriishana see Ushriisana 
zrsfidh (title) 132 
Ustughdldiza I qr 
Ustun- ( 2  Usun-) noyon 433 
-'Utbi (family) 229, 148, 253 
-'Utbi, Abu'l-Husayn (wazir) 17, 251, 

253 n. 
-'Utbi, Abii Ja'far (wazir) 110, a50, 251 
-'Utbi, Abii Nasr (historian) 17, 19-20, 

50, 252 ; see also Ta'riAh al- l i rnt i t~ i  
UtrHr (Utrlr), 39, : 77,179, 20% 356,364, 

3699 397-8, 406, 407, 408) 4107 4'2, 
4149 417 

Utr5r-banda 177 
-Utriish see Hasan b. 'Ali 
Utshuud 141 
Utiiq5 455 n. 
Uzlrrnand 148 
Uzbegs 68, 75, 13on., 150 
Uzboi I 50 n., r 54 
Uzgand (Farghlna) 156, 157, 161 n., 163, 

164, 17gn., a68, 269, 270, 27a, 274, 
- 275) 300, 3171 353, 3631 366 
Uzgand (Jand) I 79,414 
Uzliigh-Shlh (Qnfb ad-Din) 378-9, 432, 

437-9 

V -  set W- 
Vakhshu (Wakshu) 65 
Varahrln sce Bahrlm 
Vnrdanzi I I 3 
Vladimir, Saint 305 
Vyatkin, V. 63 n. 

IVHbkand (Wlbkana) I 14, 128, 132 
Wadhlk canal 144, 146 
Wadhlr ga, 94,-I 28, 135 
Wlfkand see Wahkand 
W Hghiz !district) 163 
Waghkath 167 n. 
Wahid ad-Din -B~shnnji (qlgi) 460 
WajHz 151 
Wakhlb river 65 



Wakhiin river 65, 66 
Wakhsh (province) 69, 301, 338, 417, 

4 '9  
IVakhsh river 65, 68-71, 71, 74 n., 81 nb 
Wakhsiin 1 2 0  

wakil, office of 119, 231, 307, 377-8, 
3i9-80 

Wakshu 65 
Wali, Sayyid Ahmad b. Amir 15 n. 
WZliyln (.WalishtHn) 441, 443, 444 
Walkh 44a 
Walls for protection from Turks, 71, 

111, 172-3,201, a11 
U'ana, IYar~aj 141 
Wanandtin I 33 
Wang-KhHn (Kerait) 382 
IVHnkath I 56, I 58, 163 
Ii'aniifiigh I I 5, 133 
IYaniifakh xx 
1Yaragh see PHshnn anti Ra's al-Waragh 
Waraghchan 141 
Waraghdih I 53 
Waraghsar 83, 9a, 93, 191 
Warnkhshah I r 5 ,  I 16 
WardHna I Verdanzi) I 13 
Warditin-KhudHts r 1 3  
Wardrlgh I 51 
Wardiik 154 
Warka hill \ I I I 
Warka I village 11 I, I 14 
1Varqiid 98 n. 
Warsnin 87, 88, go 
M'arthin rqr 
-Warthini :historian) 16 
IVarwaliz 67 
M'iishgird I ,  14 
\Nasij 176n., 1 7 7  
Waz-iif street, 141 
-Wa~i i f  i historinn) 40,47. 48-9, 54, 58 
-Withiqi, 'Abclall5h b. 'UthmHn 158 
\Vat~.Ht, Rashid ad-Din 33 
Wlykhln 149, 150 
WnzHghar 133 
WazPrmand I 48 
WHZd 94 
U'azghajn 141 
ruazir, office of ~ 9 7 ,  219,308-9, 327,379- 

80 
Wazir (town) 151 
Wazir b. Ayyiib b. Hasen  106 
I\'Hzkartl 94 
Wazwin I 33 
IYihnwd 133 
Winkard 170 
wipr (measure I 61 
Wiza 142 
Wixd 94 
Wolfl, 0. 59 

Yabghii see Pay hii 
Yadhakhkath ('fuidhukhkath) 164 
-YPfili, Abii Sa'ldat 5 I n. 

Yaghiin-Dnghdii 378 
Yaghiin-tagin see Bughrii-Khin Muham- 

mad 
Yaghms (Turkish tribe) a j4  
Yaghmiir-Khln 335 
Yaghna 141 
Yahiidiya 79, 80 
YahyH b. Ahmad (SHrnLnid) a42 
Yahyl b. Asad (Slmznid) ao9, 210 
Yahyl b. Znyd ( 'Alid) I 93 
YalavHch see MlbH. Mahmiid 
Yamin al-Mnlk (Yamin-malik) see Amin 

al-Mulk 
Yanll-tagin (general) a68 
YanH1-tagin (of Khore7.mia) 330 
Yanikant (Shahrkant) 178, 41 j, 416,432, 

437 
Ya'qiib b. Ahmad (SHminid) 110 
Ya'qiib b. Layth (Safirid) 77, 216-19, 

1 2 3 ,  238 
Abii Ya'qiib Yiisnf see -Hamadlni 
-Yalqiibi 6, 7 
Ya'qilb-tagin 317 
Ylqiit 8 n., 31, 34, 35-6, 1 2 0  11. 
YHrkand 281 
YBrkath (quarter of Samarqand) 90 
YHrkath (district in Samarqand province) 

Yasawur 419 
Yasir 113, 117 
Yasirkatll I 3.1 
-Yazdi, Ghiygth ad-Din 54 n. 
-Yazdi see Sharaf ad-Din 'Ali 
Ylzghir see YPzir 
Yazid b. Ghiirak I 11 
Yazid b. Mtihallab 184 
Yazid I [Caliph j 184 
Yazid I 1  (Caliph) 188 
Yiizir (Yiizghir) 430, 449 
Yazn (,?) I a3 
Yemenite kings, legendary conquest o f  

Samarqand '85, 87 
Yenisei river 392, 394 
Yimek (tribe, 369 n. 
Yuan-ch'ao -fi-shi 431 382, ,423 
Yuan Chwang see Hinen Tsrang 
Yuan-shi 44, 45 
Yueh-Chih see Knshans 
Yiighank r 33, 356 n. 
Yiighiir (town) 370 
Yiighors 340, 370 
Yiikhasiin 133 
Yu-ku 370 
Ibn Yiinns 171 
Yiisuf f Insnch-Pa ghil, Salj~qid) a97 2' Yiisuf (I Tatar) 3 9 
Y iistlf b. ' AbdallHh -Andkhudi 329 n., 

335 
Yiisnf b, 'Ali (Qarl-KhHnid) a82 
Yosnf nl-Barm 198, 101, 108 
Yiis~~f b. HHrnn lee Qadir-Kh'sn 



s a ~ u f  b. I ~ h a q  (wazir) 250, a51 
YBsuf KankH 396 
Y nsuf b. Sabiiktagin 286 
Abn Yiisuf see Ya'qtib b. Ahmad 

Zabaghduwan 13 j 
ZHdl~ak 141 
Zafar-trimah see -ShHmi, Nizam ad-Din 

and Sharaf-ad-Din 'Ali 
ZHgharsars (Zlgharsawsan) r 33 
ZaghrimHsh go 
Zakiin 133 - 

Zaki see Ahrnad Zaki and Shukralllh 
~ a l t h i k a t h ' ~  j I 
Zamakhshar I@,  149 
E m i n  94, 165, 166, 167,336 
%%mithan I 33 
Znlnm 80, S I 
Zand I 3 j 
Zandin I 13, 114, 227, 396 
Zandarlmsh 157, 158, 163, 164 
Zandarmithan I 33 
Zandiya (Zandina) 141 
Zangi see T l j  ad-Din 
Zangi b. 'AIi 325 
Zangi b. Abii Hafs 4a7 
Zanj511 426 
Zar I I 5 ,  I 16 ; altd see Riid -i Zar 
Z%r 133 
Zarafshln lnts. 8a, 45a 
Zarafshln river 6 j n., 80,82 

Irrigation system on 83, 93, 94 
Names of 82 
Provinces in basin of 82-133, 165-9 

Zar5kh I 7 7 
Zarakhsh I 33 
Zaranj 2 16 
Zaranjara 133 
Zarznkath I 75 
Zardiikh 147, 148 
ZHrkZn 163, 164 
ZarkarHn 133 
ZarmHn 96, 97, 2 0 0  

ZarmZz (?) 2 0 0  
Zarmitan 1 2 0  
Zarnfiq 407-8 
Zariidiza 133 
ZHwa 423,424 
ZHwir 133 
Abii Zayd see -Balkhi 
Zayn ad-Din see -Qazwini 
Znyn as-Sllihin see -ShiimHni 
Zaynab (daughter of Mahmod of Ghazna) 

284, a99 
ZHz (,Zar) I 33 
Zhnkovsky, V. A. 6 j 
Zikiin 141 
Zimliq 13 j 
Zinwar 74 
ZiyHd b. Sllih 194, 195, 196 
ZiyHrid dynasty 225, 251 
Zoroaster I 99 
Zoroastrians see Fire-worshippers 
Zubayda (wife of HHran ar-Rashid) 

66 n. 
Zughlrkanda ariq 106 
Ziish I 14 
Ziizan 438 



REFERENCE TABLE OF MEDIEVAL AND 
MODERN PLACE-NAMES 

12fedievaZ name used 
in the text of this book 

Akhsikath 
AmuI 
Balgsiighiin 
Binkath 
Gurg5nj - 
llziq 
lsfijab 
Jand 
KSth 
Kish 
Nasaf, Nakhshab 
QuwiidhiySn 
Rabinjan 
Riisht 
SaghgniyZn 
ShPsh 
TarrTz 
Tirmidh 
Ushrfisana 
Yanikant 
Zamm 

Corresponding name or a~roxz'?~zate  positiutt 
shozm on modern maps 

At junction of Syr-Darya and Kasan river 
Charjui 
XE. of Aulie-ata, probably on Chu river 
Tashkent 
Urganj, Urgench 
Valley of Angren river 
Sairam (near Chimkent) 
Neighbourhood of Perowsk 
Shah Abbas Wali 
S hahrisabz 
K arshi, Qarshi 
Kabadian 
Kat ta-Kurgan 
Karategin 
Denau (north of Termes) 
District of Tashkent 
Aulie-ata 
Termes 
District of Ura-tube 
Neighbourhood of Kazalinsk 
Kerki 
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